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September 7, 1984 

Dear Workshop Participant: 

Enclosed is the draft of the Workshop transcript, together with an address list of all 
participants, prepared by Dave Marca. Please review it, and direct your comments, corrections, 

and additions to Dave. Any changes received by October 8 will be incorporated into a final 

version of the transcript which will be mailed to you in October. 

For the benefit of DEC people, I've enclosed a memo describing how to exchange mail 
messages with networks outside of DEC. 

At our Tuesday afternoon session, Dave Stroll briefly described some of the ideas of Dr. 
Elliott Jaques. I've enclosed in this mailing a paper by Jaques which summarizes much of his 
work. 

Ralph Cherubini is investigating the possibility of hosting a computer conference on one 
of our DEC machines. I hope to be able to give you full details when the final transcript is mailed 

out, if not sooner. 

Best regards, 

�·--
Paul M. Cashman 
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Topic 1 

INTRODUCTIONS ----------· �--



- ·rber, Gerry 
'....,_,,;-----------. MIT AI Lab 

• Building Description & Reasoning System 
• OMEGA (in LISP), a description language for the 

organizational environment 
• Dissertation topic: How to apply OMEGA to help individuals manage 

organizational work 
• OMEGA focuses on individuals 
. INRIA 

--
Kayak project, France, under ESPRIT 

• Focus changed from individuals to groups 
• Fulfulling org goals 
• Coordinate people 

• MIT 
• Apiary Project 
• Thousands of processors 

• Organization theory to help organize computer agents 

Burton, Richard 
rJ \J 

--------:-;;;�; PARC I A�' 
• Interactive Programming E

�
vi nment •( �' 

• Collaborative authoring nn ) J �� 
• Demo of Interlisp environ ent tfo�-

�hman, Paul 

• Got involved in this area in 1978 using Petri Nets to model 
management processes in a software project 

• With Anatol Holt, built MONSTR, an early procedure understanding tool 
• XPRESS project at DEC aimed at generalizing some of MONSTR's ideas 
• Has questions: 

Cherubini, Ralph 

• Taxonomy of cooperative work & systems 
. Similarities between approaches 
. Consciousness of users 

• DEC AI tech 
• Music Theory & Composition 
• Computer music synthesis 
• Realtime operating systems & applications 
• Integrated approach to develop documentation 
. Transfering expert system technology 

• How do you transfer knowledge? 
• Rely on electronic technology 

• Generic system to develop ELECTRONIC-BASED documents 
. INFOBASE 
• System provides learning environment 

Kjeld Schmidt

Kjeld Schmidt



'"'11ncan, Dennis 

'----1'
------

�
-

;���ware Engineering at DEC 
• Human cooperation concerns 
• Program support for VMS 
• Focus on the individual --> current products 
• Have a greater impact if teams are studies --> future products 

Ellis, Clarence 

. IBM Research, Bell Labs, MIT 
• '76 -- Xerox PARC 

Math mo9-eling 
• Systems design 
• Phenomenon of local optimization: 

• Leads to gobal disaster 
• What people do in offices 
. Models of different aspects of office sytems 
• Office talk systems 
• Modeling & dealing with social structures 

Endres, Mack 

• At ITT now 
• Burroughs 

• Office systems & use interfaces 
• Multimedia workstation & high-bandwidth, 

LAN-based interconnect 
• From program synthesis/SW reorg to electronic work environments 
• How is orgware built? 
• What kinds of structures can computers support? 
• How can computers help people negotiate to change their work 

Englehart, Doug 

• Memex -- '44 
• Augmenting human intellect 
. AUGMENT at SRI 

• Symbols 
• Grasp 
. Structuring Activities 

• Cultural inertia problems 
• How will cultural changes be brought about? 
• Open-end vocabulary 
• No monolithic system 

. Must integrate into other systems 

. User interface to support integration 
• NLS system (bought/rescued) by Tymshare 
. User org has to be aware 
• High performance of teams 

• Learning required 
Interest just beginning in cooperative work & interpersonal 
computing 

• "We are on the brink of a revolution." 



�-iedrich, Gerhard 
\..,_I---------------• DEC 

• Organizational design 
Social and information sciences 

• How to manage change? 
Can't ignore new technology 

Grief, Irene 

. M IT 

• First look at office automation 
• Look at AI  
• Bridge social org design & computer network design 
. norgware" 
• ORGS have to get smarter 
• How to help orgs think about 5th gen computing? 

• Cooperative work disciplines are central 
• Use computer mediated systems 

• Semantics of communicating systems 
• Distributed system research 
• Office automation 
• Shared databases 
• Communication in work situations 

• real-time 
• asychronous 

• Network communication protocols -- calendar 
• Questions 

• Roles 
• Evaluation 

Hiltz, Roxanne 

• At New Jersey Institute of Technology 
• Social Scientist, trained at Columbia 
• Social change 
• Groups of people who use computers to communicate 

• Groupware 
• Strategic research sites 

• Computer supported decision making 
• GROUP processes are often ignored: 

• Motivation 
• Leadership 

. Don't want to ruin the QUALITY of the decision 
• Don't jump to fast into a decision 

. Large investment needed for evaluation 
• Need strategic sites for eval 
. Example: managerial finishing school 

• Let them try out tools 
• Get replications 

• What things destroy group process? 



"'"'-ilt, Anatol 
�---------

. ITT 

• One track: 
• Study communication 
• Formalist 

• Mathematics 
• Descriptive Linguist 
• Computers=commication machines 

What is at the heart of computing technology? 
• Taming computers -- the wild ones 
• Controlling our technology is in its infancy 
• Products at ITT 

Karr, Mike 

• Software Options Inc • 
• Representing Tom Cheatham 
• Can orgs be put to any human good? 
• Can people be put to any human good? 

Kedzierski, Beverly 

• Computer Science & Math 
• Large software project management 
• AI -- linguistics/natural language 
• Automatic Programming 
• Communication among software Designers 
• Kerstrel Institute 

• CMS environment 
• Has model of what it means to build software 
• Rule based 

• Managerial needs in software development 
• Mix of AI & software Eng 

Johansen, Bob 

• Northwestern Univ . 
• Automated Questionnaires 
• Conferencing 
• Inst of the Future -- IFTF 

• Conferencing for ARPA 
• FORUM 

• Computers help communicate 
Media tradeoffs 

• Video 
• Audio 

. "Teleconferencing & Beyond", McGraw-Hill, 1984 
Hybrid: electronic meeting with one machine & many people 



'vgen, John 
�-----------

• MCC 
• Interactive Systems --> Operating Systems --> Software Engineering 

--> System Architecture --> Human Factors --> Computer-based 
Education: 

• Find systems that solve people's problems 
• Simply interface problem among systems 
• Gradual introductions to systems 

Lowe, David 

• Stanford Univ 
• Collective Intelligence 
• Decision Process 
• Commputers take us out of paper mode 
• Computers allow for concurrent contribution 
• Explicitly representing decision process 

• Very basic? 
• WHY are we reaching a conclusion? 

• Negotiation schemes help filter info 

Malone, Torn 

• Solve problems created by new technology 
'-,I • Applied Math & Psychology Stanford 

• Xerox PARC 
• User- Interfaces 

• Educational software more interesting 
• How people organize their desks 

• Forces are bigger than one person 
• Organizational coordination 
• Parallel between people & computer orgs 
• Apply cognitive psychology 
• Look at people groups 

• Get leverage to design groups of computer agent 
• Take organizational metaphors: 

• Bidding 
• Formal models of orgs 
• Filtering information project 

• Mail filter at Sloan School of Management 
• Avoid natural language processing 

Marca, David 

• Much experience modeling cooperative work while at SofTech, Inc . 
• Graphic and executable specifications 
• Applying specification technology to cooperative work problems 
• What are good notations for representing cooperative work? 

-· 



��ebles, Rick 

� • DEC office group 
• Distributed data management 

Make business applications effective 
• Solving team problems 
• How are office precodures represented? 
• Expert System technology can better represent office system workings 

• Rule-based specification 
• Individually specify procedural behavior 
• Experimental env where the PEOPLE define their procedures 

• Two views 
• Organizational overstructing problems 
• Individual integration problems 

• Debugging & maintaining office procedures by non-programmers 

Pouzin, Louis 

• Centre National des Etudes de Telecommunication (CNET) 
• National Center (French Bell Labs) 
• Industry/Research 
• Networking 
• Networks are social systems 
• Involves social aspects 
• Matching networks to people systems 

• Make them attractive 
• Make them simple 

• Europe has no critical mass in computers 
• Trying to get people to use computers & change their social life 

Ramsey, Rudy 

• Trained as a cognitive psychologist 
• Now at ITT 
• Human Factors 
• Software tools 
. Team productivity & coordinating individuals 

• Worked at Compass (Holt & Cashman) on understanding 
cooperative work 

• Database approach failed (no coordination) 
. TOOL to read in cooperation rules to guide programmers 
. Coordinator SYSTEM 

• Executed protocals 
• Negotiated rules 
. Analysis of human orgs 
. Orgware 
. Networks of functions 



-�.rin, Sunil 
�----------• Formally of MIT 

• Semi-theoretical databases 
• Multi-person work 
• Real-time conferencing thesis, 1984 
• Now at Computer Corporation of America (CCA) 

• Asynchronous communication 
• Managing bibl.iographies for coordinating researchers 

• Reviews 
• Abstracts 

. What happens when these systems get huge? 
• Scale-up problems 
• Database solutions 

Sathi, Arvind 

• CMU Robotics Institute 
• Combine info from various sources 
• Decision making 
• Project management of Large engineering projects 
. CALLISTO 

• Planning 
. Scheduling 

• Cooperative planning 
• Distributed system approach 

Schreiber, Ben 

• VMS at DEC 
• Notes -- VMS bulletin board (turning into product?) 

Stroll, David 

• Sales ---> research 
• Executive work 
• DEC office products 
• Nature of executive work 
• Make executives more effective 
• Make organizations more effective 

Trigg, Randy 

• University of Maryland 
• Now at Xerox PARC 
. "Computer Lib" & "Dream Machines 11 were early influences 
• TextNet -- get scientific community on-line 

-- collaborative writing 
• "Notecards" on dandelion 
• Multiple authors -- how people can help each other write 
• Readers & Writers cooperating 



-.. 1rof f, Murray 
�-------------. Physicist & Computer Science 

• Gaming -- active players 
Delphi exercises -- organizational issues 

• Paper & pencil Delphi studies 
• Office of Emergency Preparedness 

• Crisis management 
• Policy Delphi system -- '71 

• NJ Inst of Technology 
• Elec Info Exchange System (EIES) 
• Comm Structures 
• Computer based social systems 

• group interations 
• CONSCIOUSLY design what we want 
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Cashman: 

\,,,,,-I' 

Electronic Mail 
• one-to-one 
• one-to-many 

Asynchronous 
. •  Text 
• Little message collection support 

• Computer Conferencing 
• Many-to-many 
. Organized collections (conferences) 
• Controls on joiriing conferences 
• Asynchronous 

• Coordination/Procedure-based Systems 
• Many-to-many 
• Concept of organization's structure 
• Language for specifying coordination 
• Asynchronous OR synchronous 
• Knowledge bases 

• Cooperative text handling 
• Like computer conferencing 

• Real-time Conferencing 
• Synchronous 
• Shared screen 
• Viewing and editing shared OBJECTS 

• Discussion: 
• What's the same about all? 
• What's different about all? 
• Where does each break down? 
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Johansen: 

• Three levels of variables which determine success of 
computer-based systems 

• Organization Level 
• Individual -- motivation 
• Group -- roles 
. Environment -- unexamined assumptions 

• Business Level 
• Task -- what group is about 
. Time -- schedule 
• Process -- leadership 

• System Level 
• Media 
• Computer aids 

• Discussion: 
• Are these levels or orthogonal dimensions? 
• There 's time, but where 's space? 
• Success is motivated by strong task and time constraints 
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Holt: 

People at work 
• Motivation 
• Repeatable aspects of work 
• Work affects the environment 
• Wor·k is social 
• "Repeatable" is social 
• Affected environment affects one or more people 

Mechanisms = work structures 
= structured work environments 
= machines 
= structured workers 

• What is outside the domain? 
• Are systems like payroll part of the cooperative work domain? 





Malone: 

• Problem solving theory 
• State space 
• Goal 
• Operations for searching · 
• Constraints on search 
. Search control & knowledge 

• Attack problems 
• Using problem solving technology 
• Development of "organizational types" may help 
• See "Building Expert Systems" by Stefik et al 

• Taxonomy of  systems based on what level of  organization 
is supported by the computer system 

. All levels of the organization 
• Electronic mail 
• Computer conferencing 
• Electronic BBD 

• Organizational/Inter-organizational 
• Computer-based markets 
• Inter-organizational network 

• Comments: 
• Does an organization have a goal? 
• Do we really know how to solve problems? 
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Turoff: 

• What's been talked about so far • • • 

• Levels 

• It's wrong to think we understand: 
• how individuals think 
• how groups collaborate 
• how organizations work 

• and then program it!! 
• It's wrong to think we can learn from specialized systems 

• Social systems 
• Computer systems 
• Human systems 

• Communication with information systems 
• Degree of structure 

• Roles are key 
• Equality 

• Individuals 
• Group interaction 
• Electronic mail 

• Collaborative system (versus Exchange systems) 
• Project 

. Software project 
• Cooperative authorship 

• The process (applied to all levels) 
Meta-description -- design primitives 

• What primitives are central? 
• Question and answer? 

• Philosophical -- validity of the process 
• Measurement -- on an operative system 

• Integrated into design 
• Evaluation 
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Engelbart: 

• How can we augment humans with computers? 
• Organizational Dimension: 

• Organizations 
• Methods 
• Procedures 
• Processes 
• We grew up with these 
• These will have to change 

• Language Dimension: 
• Concepts 

• Cold, hot, • • •  
• Written & spoken language 
• Big growth coming here 

• Capabilities Dimension: 
• Are hierarchical 
• Lowest level = physical, motor, mental 
• Next level = walk, speak, write, read 
• Continue adding upon building blocks of capabilities 

• Artifacts Dimension 
Toolkit 

• Axe --> paper & pencil --> telephone --> computers 
• New artifact affects many things 

• Computers affect the LOWEST level of capability 
• They haven't greatly impacted higher capabilities 

• Discussion: 
• Higher level impacts to come much later 
• Co-evolution of ALL dimensions 
• Measure valued added 

• Paul Streisman's work on economic analysis of 
organizational management productivity: 

• If good productivity first, then good productivity 
after office automation 
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Fox: (Manufacturing) 

• Example 1: 
• Westinghouse turbine blades, expert system approach to scheduling 

parts mfg 
• There aren't expert schedulers, so don't look to people for knowledge 
• 10-20% scheduling, 80-90% talking 
• Cooperative activity that produced the schedule 
• Constraint-directed reasoning -- tried talking to people, 

human scedulers learned about constraints which fed into th� 
scheduling process 

• 3rd version of ISIS (knowledge-based scheduler) will go into plant 
• Example 2: 

• DEC engineering 
• CORRECT design critical 
• Engineers cooperate with and constrain each other 
• Similar to the Jupiter project 
• Reviews of designs 

• Slow 
• Loss of  windows for component replacement 
• Interrupts current work 

• Another design goal 

• Discussion: 

• Check the interfaces 
. Make integration work 

• What is it that is managed? 
• What knowledge is going around 
. CALLISTO 

• Semantic primitives 
• Time, authority, tasks, activitie·s 
• Objects, components 
• Revisions, variations, changes 

• Object modeling 
• Scheduling 

• Knowledge representation stumbling block to manage cooperative work 
• Each group/person needs a "mini-CALLISTO" 
• How can CALLISTO bae distributed? 

• Hide certain information 
• Negotiating task changes 
• Incompleteness & uncertainty of knowledge base 
• How does one incorporate new concepts into own CALLISTO 

• Project management portion is in use now 



Hiltz: (Virtual Classroom) 

• Learning is a cooperative structure 
\._,I • Virtual Classroom 

• Build structures of interaction to facilitate learning 
• Working towards seminar-like, action, cooperative learning 
• Structures (9 or 10) 

• Questions 
• Teacher of the moment 
• Essay-like question 
• Students answer 
• Then they see other answers 
• Independent thinking, independent evaluation & 

formulation 
• Pen names 

• Students assume roles 
• Play games 
• Simulate real life 
• Computer hides identities 

• Anonymity vs Pen names 
• Options given: 

• Face to face, pen-names, role play 
• Pen names 

• Only here elicited negative comments 
. Hard to reach consensus 

• Anonymity doesn't let you respond or· argue to points r.aised 
• Originally in Delphi 
• Taken out of most organizations 
• Elicits too many radical changes 

Hiltz: (Evaluation) 

• Good eval requires MANY methods 
• Multi-method approaches are best 
• Groups mature, so you must observe over long time 
• Separate evaluator vs observer 

• "How do I figure out WHAT to test?" 
• Understand incentives, then determine test criteria 
• Easiest things to measure are LEAST important 
. Filter out irrelevant data 
• Can't measure org effectiveness directly, so use proxies 
• Stay humble, don't believe the numbers 
• Dimensions that determine success are VERY different than those 

that determine failure 

Johanson: (Evaluation) 

. Think about --
. What we can do/what we get (by evaluation) vs doing nothing 

. Methods 
• In field settings 
• Can't measure things directly 
• Do proxies -- -

• Pretest 
. System monitors 

• What kinds have been done? 



Kedzierski: (Software Development) 

• Automatic programming 
• Help one programmer 
• Adding knowledge about the group 
• Evolutionary system 
• Collected data on interactions 
• Classification of info (by speech-act theory) 

• Intention behind the statement 
• Planning 

• Talking out loud 
• Sketching 

• System had to be convenient to use 
• Programmers told system WHAT they wanted to do 
. Make taxonomy of activity 
• Interrelated Acts 

• Requests 
• Questions 
• Plans 
• Gripes 
• Changes 

• CMS Capabilities 
• Help/Doc 
• Critique 
• Project Management 
• Gripe 

• Simplified form of "V" specification language 
• Used to enter info like gripes 
• Prolog-like 

Rule base 
• Contained rules of the software process 
• 50 rules 
• Some rules form the core of software development 
• Dependency info was only user supplied 
• No version control 
• Rule must be modifiable 

• Rules tailorable to every situation 
• ODL: Organization Design Language 

• Knowledge sources define roles 
• Organization has defined goals 

• No organization has a centralized collection 
of information that governs its operation 

• Blackboard made some information public 
• Does blackboard oversynchronize? 
• Hearsay II  blackboard has levels 



Randy Trigg: (Text) 

BLEND system, developed in England 
TextNet -- readers can restructure, hierarchy organizes FINAL doc 

• Notecards 
• Collaborative authoring 
• Two questions --

• How radical is the text structure? 
• How much freedom do users have to build text? 

• Collaborative authoring line: 

(less) Radicalness of text organization (more) 
!----o------0----------------------------------o----! 

! 
BLEND ANNO TEXTNET 

ZOG 
NOTECARDS 

• BLEND -- fixed integration of comments into pre-written documents 
• ANNO -- margin notes, divided documents not permitted, 

annotations are not bounded (just a char) 
• ZOG -- maps to find your way in the maze are required 

• Links 
• People probably use FEW link types because they 

undestand the implications of the link types 
• But what about in the multiple authoring situation? 
• Should link types be restricted? 
• What is the relation of a NEW link? 

• New type? 
. Fixed type? 
. New relation? 

• Want system to understand shape of evolving text 
• Writing 

• How do people write? 
• Is two people writing effective? 
• Is there a way to merge diverse multiple styles? 

• We're not talking about TEXT; we're talking about IDEAS • 
• Chunk size will vary 
• Links will vary 

• Who has rights to change whose chunks? 
• And in what roles? 
• Access control can vary over time 
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Fox: 

Early work in automated reasoning 
• Areas: 

BASIC APPL IED TOOLS 

• Knowledge Representation • Vision • Languages: 
• Problem Solving • Speech • Lisp 
• Natural Language • Medicine • IPL-V 
• Learning • Eng & Mfg • Envirorunents 

• Games 

• Reasoning: 

Single Person Multiperson --------------------------------------------------------------
Know! 
Rep 

Prob 
Solv 

. 
understand semantic/structure 
of natural language (Shank 's 
work) object representation 

search paradigms, state space, 
init/final states, operators, 
constraint satisfaction, 
hierarcial/opportunistic search, 
balance knowledge with search --> 
rule base system (thousands of 
operators limit search; huge left 
hand sides=specific situations) 
RETE networks makes rule-based 
systems more efficient 

- goals, orgs (ODL) (Hearsay I I} 
- belief models; multi-agent 

reasoning (SRI, Toronto) ; 
related to natural language 

- MESSAGE SENDING: Actor 
formalism in APIARY 

- BEINGS cooperating 
- HYPOTHESIZE & TEST (Hearsay 

II  -- U . Mass Lesser, CMU) ; 
shared blackboard of 
hypotheses & verifications 
{Hearsay III -- SRI) 
Opportunistic fashion= 
greatest certainty used to 
attack next part of the 
problem 

- CONTRACTS (R Smith, R Davis, 
Malone) ; task decomposition, 
formulation, delegation, 
integration 

- SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY 
(Hewitt) ---
multiple solution of same 
goals; debate; negotiation 
(dealing with incomplete 
knowledge) 



vedzeirski: 

�
------

�
-

�ombine frames of reference to reduce propagation 
of large semantic nets 

• Building a. knowledge-based software system· 
• Tools & framework 
• Life-cycle 
• Policy 
• Knowledge Representation 

• Acts 
• Seek Info 

• Request 
• Question 

• Give Info 
• Gripe 
• Inform 
• Plan 

• To-act structure 
• Name 
• Subacts 
• Rules 

• A-Change structure 
• Name 
• Agent 
• Component 
• Date 
• Description 

• CHI Program Synthesis Environment 
. Capability 
• Synthesis 
• Rule compiling 
• Inference 

• Knowledge= instances of templates with filled in properties 
• Time hierarchy knowledge: 

• Time --> year --> quarter --> month--> week --> day 

. Architecture {see next page) 

! ! 
!-----> conference 

!-----> vacation 

• Users had to understand the Acts Hierarchy 
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eo,thi: 

'....._,;---- • Example: before (A,B) & before (B, C) --> before (A,C) 
• Four levels of knowledge representation: 

• Information Layer 
• frames/schemata 
• relations 
• inheritance 

• Epistemological Layer 
• the way info is structured 
• classification relations --> kinds 
• aggregation relations --> collections 
• refinement/elaboration relations --> more knowledge 

for more detail 
• individualization relations (instantiation) 

• World Layer -- primitives for: 
• time 
• causality 

activity + state 
• ownership 
• possession 
• roles 
• authority 
• goals 
• beliefs 
• space -- Pat Hayes "Nature Physics Manefesto Pt II" 

• Domain Layer (for a specific application): 
• revisions 
• variations 
• operators 
• change-order 

• Discussion: 
• Levels recognize the different kinds of knowledge 
• '79 Brachman's layering in "Epistemology of Knowledge 

Representation", Associated Networks (ed) Findler, 
Academic Press 
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Barber: 

• Organizations have goals 
• Increase the effectiveness of accomplishing goals 
• Organizations are problem solving mechanisms 
• O�ganization structure is a reflection of the problems 

it is solving 
• Functional hierarchy ---> subgoals 
• Product hierarchy ---> parts 

Methodological approach to viewing organizations 
Field study 

. INRIA, France 
• Structure of organization (see next page) 
• Coordination committee 

• Rule interpretation 
• Rule formulation 
• Model sharing 
• Consensus 
• Negotiation 
• Evolutionary adjustment 

• Exception handling 
• Resolve with peers 
• Move up in the hierarchy 

• This organization had lots of structure 
• What 's the relation between the organization 's structure 

and the structure of the information it uses? 
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t:tl.lis: 

�----
• Types of work 

• Structured vs unstructured 
• Often, no distinction is made between them • 

• clerical vs knowledge workers 
• But exception handling occurs in BOTH types 

• Old categorizations are bad 
• Loosen our definition of work!! 

• So people can enjoy cognitive activity 
• Work is not a place 
• Work is not a level of intricacy 

• No one model fulfills all of organization theory 
• Be open minded to pick the right model 
• Models are informal or formal 

• Often, people use informal mental models 
• User's model must match 

• The organization 
• The implementation 

• Implementers don't know what's relevant 
• Think of implementation and organization models TOGETHER 

• A system should be built from several models 
• There are tradeoffs 

• Build around the user's model 
• Build around a DEFINED model 



Holt (Theory) : 

• History (see next page) 
• People at work 

• Operations 
• Work is repeatable 
• Communication mechanics 

• Constraints 
• Relations governing the change of things 
• Inescapable laws of governing organizations 

• One key concept: the role 
• Role is 

• A body of material 
• An interest (responsible, etc) 
• Actors (those who can play) 
• Neighbors 
• Activities 

• Roles don't move 
• Computers are parts of role bodies 
• Laws of people contact 
• Need: categories of nets 
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Holt (Entities & Activities): 

• System = people at work (see next two pages) 
• Body, operation, connection 
• Connection = is involved in 

• Some involvements: Produced/consumed, Houses 
• Operations happen within the context of the body 
• Frame of operation = the totality of the bodies 

= theater of operation 
• Frame of body = the totality of the activities 

= life of the body 
• Operations 

• Take time 
• What happens 
• When 
• Are points of junction among entities 

Bodies 
• Take space 
• Where 
• What is 
• No idle bodies 
• Entire life of body is framed 
• Are points of junction among activities 

• Atomics: 
Bodies are atomic to an operation if its whole is 
involved in the operation 

• Operations are atomic to a body if the body is 
involved in the whole operation 

• If [A] is atomic, 
then: o----[A]----o 
hence: bodies are adjacent, values are preserved 

• Just a body or just an operation never exists 
• Bi-poles are required 
• Axiom: These networks are bi-partitioned graphs 
• No isolated verticies 

• Subnets 
• Can have a border of all operations 
• Can have a border of all bodies 
• Else •. • don't care 

• Entity 
• Is spatially closed 
• Is temporally open 
• Overlap in time 
• Share an operation {co-operate) 

• Activity 
• Is temporally closed 
• Is spatially open 
• Overlap in theater 
• Interfere with each other 

• Foldings 
• Is decomposition 
• Circles map to circles 
• Boxes map to boxes 

• Systems are entities 

= entity 
= activity 
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Malon.e: 

• Parallels among human and computer organizations (see next page) 
• There exists an organizational science that applies to both 
• Designing multi-agent systems that cooperate 
. Two most-important agents that are not present in single agent 

problem solving: 
• Task assignment 

• Do organizations have goals 
. Interagent communication 

. Task assignment problem (see also next page) 
• Goal supervisors (crossed circles) 
• Goal.achievers (empty circle, triangle, square) 
• Goal achievers are processors 
• Questions: 

• Will processors be shared? 
• Centralized/decentralized decision making? 
• Large/small scale processors? 

. Example of the theory in use: 
1850 Decentralized markets 
1900 Functional hierarchies 
1950 Product hierarchies 
2000 Centralized markets (increase production) 

Decentralized markets (reduce vulnerability) 

Aspect 

Product 
Hierarchy 

Central 
Market/ 
Functional 
Hierarchy 

Central 
Market/ 
Functional 
Hierarchy 
(large scale) 

Decentralized 
Market 

Product 
Costs 

H 

M 

L 

M 

Coordination 
Costs 

L 

M 

M 

H 

Vulnerability 

M 

M 

H 

L 
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Stroll: 

• Customer 's view 
• What do we know about organizations and work? 

• Organizations are hierarchies 
• Organizations have levels 

Elliot Jaques 
• Levels dif fer according to timespan 
• Timespan = how long one is responsible for the work 

• 0-3 months 
• 12  months 
• 24 months 
• 5 years 
• 10 years 
• 25 years 

• Pay structure is closely related to timespan 
• Timespan is shortening because MIS systems are 

giving managers more information 
• There are only 4 cognitive modes 

• Used in every timespan 
• What don 't we know about organizations and work? 

• Why only 4 cognitive modes? 
. Do different levels of work require different levels 

of information systems? 
• What is the nature of work at the senior executive level? 

• What makes the senior level different? 
• They're constructing a world that they 

are trying to bring about 
• Global business is starting to in fluence the forming of 

mega-corporations 
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Tr igg (Summary) : 

• Ownersh ip & privileges 
• Read access --> copying rights 

• Signatures of last change r 
• Not ificat ion: 

• Retain ownersh ip of  a message 
• Sender not i fied when mes sage was read :-·-
• News d ispe rsal: ________ ) 

• Get headline abou�rence 
• Humans: ,-------

· 

• They f ill �thers th rough: summa ries ,. 
outlines ,  etc 

::' 

headl ines , 
-� 

• Anonymous vs pen names 

. Text 

Multiple pen names most approp r iate 
Pass around ROLES not pen names 

• Sharable pointers ins ide text E 
• Jump ind i rectly through a collabo ratively kept 

collection of pointers 
• Shared label (l ike sha red po inters) · ,  

Collaborative wr it ing �-
• How can personal style differences be handled? 

Dec i s  ion suppo rt systems :: �: 
• Quality of answers related to strength of leadership 

• Expe riment showed DSS m ight be ha rm ful 
• M inority v iews were de-emphi si zed 

People use thei r own tool s with sensit ivity: 1 
• Methodolog ies to deal with on-going records, 
• David Evans (Stan ford) 

Structures 
• Which are most appropr iate ? , 

Outline structu res are a KEY PRIMITIVE to b rowsing 
• Linked lists 
• Cross-f ile links 
. Automat ic pointer build ing 

• Soc ial sy stems 



C'.',rin: 

�----

Turoff: 

• Communication 
• Interaction between spaces 
• Ensemble ( multi-party session) 
• Kinds 

One-way 
• Two-way alternating sync 
• Two-way simultaneous sync 
• Non-interruptable 

Atomic level 
• Atomic async 
• Non-atomic synch 
• Non-interruptable 

• Broadcasts 
• Consumable 
• Non-consumable 

• Dialogues 
• Turn take 
• Have floor 
• Question-answer 
• Explain ( see Kedzierski 's work) 

• privileges 
• Add only ( no read) 
• Use only ( data used by certain procedures) 

. Aren ' t  these capab i lity systems? 
• Establish vs edit 

• Fas� access to processors and I/0 channels? 
• Focus privileges down to individual objects 
• Ticketing ( privelege passing) 
• Dynamic status of privileges ( detect current priv actions) 
• [ person vs role privileges ] 
• [ role privileges could be collections of person privileges ] 

• Data structures 
• Attach privelege to component 
• Built-in dating & ownership 

( content: bits , fields, pointers, expressions, procedures ] 
• [ containment: network, hierarchical, directed graph ] 
. [ link: directed, weighed, named , types, • • .. • • •  ] 

• Link is an object, points to nothing 
. Fixed vs dynamic attributes 
• System-understood object 
• Fixed vs dyanamic system definitions 
. Fixed vs dynamic freedoms 

• Cooperative work means shared data. Does this mean database? 
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Pouzin (summary) ·: 

• What is it? 
• Media 

• Page = paper, fax, • • •  
• Text = free running text 
• Graphics 
• Audio 
• Still video 

Motion Video 
• Space 

• Desks 
• Rooms 
• Multi-point 
• Poi nt-to-point 

• Time 
• Synchonous, asynchronous 

MEETING PHASE DOCUMENT HANDLING MEDIUM 
• Set date • Phone 
• Book facil ities • Message 
• Meet • Video 
• Report • Mail 

• Why not text, graphics, audio together now? 
• Technology is there 
• People don't know the best ways to combine them 
• People l ike their favorite media 
• Lesson: try not to close out media possibilities 

• Signal/Noise Ratio  
• "Richness"? 
• "Bandwidth"? 
• Fit means 

. most appropriate 

. not always richest 
• Signal-to-no ise despends on subject & correspondents 

• Selection criter ia  
• Task 
• Backround of correspondents 
• Vis ibility 

• Person-person -----> large publ ic audience 
. Constraints 

• Media available 
. Costs 
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,..ashman: 

\..,,_,,/·------ • Workshop Accomplishments 

• Issues 

• Formed a group from previously unrepresented & fragmented 
people 
Provided a forum for a mix of interests 

• Collected together previously uncollected, relevant work 
• Emphasized cross-connections between: 

• Organization theory & design 
Software engineering 

• Artificial Intelligence 
• Mathematical modeling 
• Sociology 
• Communication mechanics 
• Linguistics 
• Augmentation theory 

• What dimensions help us categorize work in general ? 
• Any difference between l person and >l person cooperation? 
• Is there a distinction between work and communication? 
• What dimens ions help us categorize exising CWSS's ? 

• Areas approached 
• How successful/unsuccessful 
• What was learned? 

Underlying theories, assumptions, engineering 
principles, architectural principles 

• What measurements were/should/could have been done 
• Project history 

• What is the mix/relation between "theory producers " and 
"theory consumers "? 

• Challenges to social scientists: 
• Formulate criteria for, or for studying, 

organization effectiveness 
• Builders can use this criteria to evaluate 

their human/machine systems 
• Recommend "the one " book or article on organization 

theory 
• Challenges to computer scientists: 

• The above points made to social scientists app ly 
• Next steps: 

. Who else is interested? 
• How do we form a community? 
• Identify what we don't know 

• Use comput er technology: 
• USENET interest group 
• ARPANET AI Digest 
. Human-nets {Doug) 
• Professional organizations 

• Start forming a community 
• How can we avoid forming separate, non-communicating camps 

of application builders?  
• What are we calling this field anyway? 



Concrete activities: 

• Goal 

Build an annotated on-line bibliography 
How can we continue our discussions? 

• Use of PARTICIPATE (computer conferencing) 
• Next conference: 

• Possibly March/April after SIGCHI? 
• When we meet in small groups: 

• Keep and disseminate notes 

• Make this an empirical discipline 
• More emphasis on evaluation, theory formulation, 

and testing 



r:reif: 

-......,_,;·· ---- • Sense of the workshop: 
Majority -- shared data view 

-- single applications 
-- no integrated substrate 

• Interdisciplinary 
• Social science practitioners 
• Consciousness ra ising 
• No clear sense of "a discipline " 
• Methodologies 

• Too much theory <--> no theory 
• Where we've been: barking and sniffing 
. Next steps: 

• More communication 
• Define areas of interest 
• Other partic ipants 

• Proctor & Gamble (social science practioners) 
• Meet again 

• Maybe 6 months 
• Definitely less than 1 year 

• Continue publishing i n  related conferences: 
. S IGOA 
. S IGSOC 
. S I GCH I 



Malone: 

\....,I • Workshop summary: 
Concentrated on the area of coordinated work 

• Discussed models and notations 
• Issues: 

. Paradigm of intervention -- What will be the desired effect? 
• What IS coordinated work? 
. What is implied by AN action? 
• Values to apply during design: 

• Who shapes values during design? 
• Controllable design 

• How do you build a CONTROLLABLE system? 
• What are good design theories 

• Link values to implementation? 
• Group identified "privacy" to be "boundaries · of effect" 

• Next Steps: 
• Hold another workshop 
• Establish ARPANET communication among us 

• Annotated bibliography 
• Questions & running dialog 
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Barber, Jerry 
MIT AI Lab 
Room 809 
545 Technology Square 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(617) 253-5871 (-5873) 
ARPANET: JerryB@MIT-MC 

Burton, Richard 
Xerox PARC 
3333 Coyote Hil l  Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 
(4 1 5) 494-4 3 56 
ARPANET: Burton@Xerox 

Cashman, Paul 
Digital Equipment Corp . 
77 Reed Road, HLO2-3/Cl0 
Hudson, MA 01749 
(617) 568-5947 
DEC E-net: WHAT: : CASHMAN 
ARPANET: Cashman%What . DEC@DECWRL.ARPA 
UUCP: decwrl!dec-rhea!dec-what!cashman 

Cherubini, Ralph 
Digital Equipment Corp . 
77 Reed Road, HLO2-3/Nl0 
Hudson, MA 01749 
(617) 5 68-6570 
DEC E-net: CRLF::CHERUBINI 
ARPANET: Cherubini%CRLF.DEC@DECWRL.ARPA 
UUCP: decwrl!dec-rhea!dec-crlf!cherubini 

Duncan , Dennis 
Digital Equipment Corp. 
110 Spitbrook Road, ZKO2-3/N30 
Nashua, NH 03062 
(603) 881-2054 
DEC E-net: BABEL::DUNCAN 
ARPANET: Duncan%Babel.DEC@DECWRL.ARPA 
UUCP: decwrl!dec-rhea!dec-babel!duncan 

El lis, Clarence (Skip) 
Xerox PARC 
3333 Coyote Hil l  Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 
(415) 494- 5841 
ARPANET: ELLIS@XEROX 

Engelbart, Doug 
Tymshare, Inc. 
20705 Val ley Green Drive 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408) 446-6320 
ARPANET: DCE.TYM@OFFICE-2.ARPA 



Endres, D. Mack 
ITT Advanced Technology Center 
One Research Drive 
Shelton, CT 06484 
(203) 929-7341 
UUCP: ucbvax!decvax!ittvax!wxlvax!endres 

Fox, Mark 
Robotics Institute 
Carnegie-Mellon Univ . 
Pittsburg, PA 15213 
(412) 578-3832 
ARPANET: Mark . Fox@CMU-l 0A 

Friedrich, Gerhard 
Digital Equipment Corp . 
77 Reed Road, HLO2-3/N10 
Hudson, MA 01749 
(617) 568-6570 
DEC E-net: CDR: : Friedrich 
ARPANET: Friedrich%CDR . DEC@DECWRL . ARPA 
UUCP: decwrl!dec-rhea!dec-cdr!friedrich 

Greif, Irene 
MIT Lab for Computer Science 
545 Technology Square 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(617) 253-5987 
ARPANET: Greif@MIT-XX 

Hewitt, Carl 
MIT AI Lab 
Room 813 
545 Technology Square 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(617) 253-5873 
ARPANET: Hewitt@MIT-MC 

Hiltz, Starr Roxanne 
cccc 
New Jersey Institute of Technology 
Newark, NJ 07102 
( 201) 232-7829 

Holt, Anatol 
ITT Advanced Technology Center 
One Research Drive 
Shelton, CT 06484 
UUCP: ucbvax!decvax!ittvax!wxlvax!holt 

Johansen, Bob 
Institute for the Future 
2740 Sand Hill Road 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
(415) 854-6322 



Karr, Michael 
Software Options, Inc . 
2 2  Hilliard Street 
Cambridge, MA 0 2 138  
( 617) 497- 50 54  

Kedz i erski, Beverly I .  
Kestrel Institute 
180 1 Page Mill Road 
Palo Alto , CA 94304  
Home: (4 15) 494-7 2 3 1  
Work: (4 15 ) 494- 2 2 3 3  x- 2 1 3 2  

493- 687 1  
ARPANET: Kedzierski@Kestrel 

Kedzierski@ECLC 
bik@SU-AI 

Lovgren , John 
MCC 
9430 Research Blvd . 
Bldg l ,  Suite 200 
Austin , TX 78759  
( 512) 343-08 60 
CSNET: . lovgren@mcc 

Lowe, David 
Computer Science Dept . 
Stanford Univ. 
Stanford, CA 94 30 5 
ARPANET: DLO@SU-AI 

Malone , Thomas 
MIT 
Sloan School of Management 
Cambridge , MA 0 2 13 9  
( 6 17) 2 5 3-684 3  
ARPANET: MALONE@MIT-XX 

Marca , Dave 
Digital Equipment Corp . 
77 Reed Road, HLO 2- 3/Cl0 
Hudson, MA 0 1749 
( 6 17) 568- 5770 
DEC E-net: WHAT:: Marca 
ARPANET: Marca%what .dec@DECWRL .ARPA 
UUCP: decwrl ! dec -rhea !dec-what ! marca 

Peebles, R ick 
Dig ital Equipement Corp . 
MKO 1- 2/G9  
Merrimack, NH 
( 60 3) 884-5256  
DEC E-net: XANADU:: PEEBLES 
ARPANET: Peebles%Xanadu . DEC@DECWRL . ARPA 
UUCP: decwrl ! dec-rhea !dec-xanadu ! peebles 



Pouzin, Louis 
CNET-PAA 
40 Rue General Leclere 
9 2 1 3 1  Issy Les Moulineaux 
France 
( 3 3 1) 6 3 2-48 50 
ARPANET: Pouzin©MIT-Multics .Arpa 

ucbvax! Pouzin%MIT-Multics .arpa 

Ramsey, H .  Rudy 
ITT Advanced Technology Center 
One Research Drive 
Shelton, CT 0 64 8 4  
( 20 3) 9 2 9-7341  
UUCP: ucbvax! decvax!ittvax! wxlvax! ramsey 

Sarin, Sunil 
Computer Corporation of America 
4 Cambridge Center 
Cambridge, MA 0 2 14 2  
( 6 17) 492-88 60 
ARPANET: SAR IN@CCA-UNIX 

Sathi, Arvind 
Robotics Institute 
Carnegie Mellon Univ . 
Pittsburgh, PA 1 5 2 1 3  
( 4 1 2) 578-88 2 5  
ARPANET: sathi@cmu-ri-isl . arpa 

Schreiber, Benn 
Digital Equipment Corp . 
110 Spitbrook Road, ZKO1-l/C42 
Nashua, NH 0 30 6 2  
DEC E-net: STAR::SCHRE IBER 
ARPANET: Schreiber%Star . DEC@DECWRL .ARPA 
UUCP: decwrl!dec-rhea!dec-star! schreiber 

Stroll, David 
Digital Equipment Corp . 
77 Reed Road, HLO 2- 3/M07 
Hudson, MA 0 17 4 9  
( 6 17) 5 68- 5876  
DEC E-net: RDVAX::STROLL  
ARPANET: Stroll%rdvax . DEC@DECWR L .ARPA 
UUCP: decwrl!dec-rhea! dec-rdvax! stroll 

Trigg, Randy 
Xerox PARC 
3 3 3 3  Coyote Hill Road 
P alo Alto, CA 94304  
( 4 1 5) 494-4852  
ARPANET: trigg@xerox 

Turoff, Murray 
cccc 

New Jersey Institute of Technology 
Newark, NJ 07 10 2 
( 20 1) 2 3 2-78 2 9  
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. · An Offire Study: 
Its lmplkaiions on the l.lmkr�landing of Organi1ations 

Gl·rnld It Harber 

I\ l:iss;1chuscUs I n�l it utc of"Tcdmology 
Room 809 

s.is Tl1d111ology Square 
( ·mu hridgl'. l\ hiss. 02139 

( (> 17) 253·5871 

AHSTlt-\('T 

The rcsulls of an ollicc study arr presented. The goals of the study were to determine some parameters of the 
pmhlcm snh ing ,m<l knowledge level processing that occurs in a pc1rticular organi,aLion. The problem �olving 

processes in the organization arc described and the relationship between these problem solving processes and 
some ch.1ractcrislics of the knowledge used to solve the problems is discussed. In addition we describe the 

impact exceptions ha\'e on the evolution of the organization and identify two mechanisms that help the 

l,rganiz:•tion �,J,1pt to change. The implications of the results of the study on the understanding of 
organizations arc discussed. Areas of further study arc described. 



I. Introduction 

This paper is a dc:-irriptin: repon on an oflin� study <.:onductcd hy the author in thl' spring of 198.l The intent 

of the paper is to present a diffi:rent \'icw of the organization than is commonly in use in the office 

information system research community. The pl·rspcctivc taken is that the organization in a knowledge 
processing entity that solves prohkms, is goal oriented. and evolves. 

The study was undertaken for sc,�ra1 reasons. All too oflrn I found myself having to imagim· what transpires 

in oflkcs because of the lad or �ood <lescriptions of oflice work. Most of the ;nailahle descriptions <lo not 
contain enough semantic content of the oflicc stu<lied. Generally they contain information about the surface 

phenomenon in offices su<.:h as wmmuniration rhar.i<.:teristit:s. document flow chara<.:tcristics. or authority 
rdations. In addition. it w,1s time Lo irm:stigatc the applicability of some ideas rrbting organi1ationa1 work 

and Artificial Intelligence (Al) (sec [Barber, de Jong. l·lcwiu SJ)) that had been proposed. 

'lllis paper wil1 describe the organization studied. discuss some results of tJ1e study and suggest what 
implications these results hm:e on the aucmpt to use computers to aid org:mizational work and on models of 
the organization. ·me conclusion of the paper is that there arc definite problem solving activities that an 
organization exhibits and without an understanding of the organization as a knowledge processor and a 

problem solver office information system technology is limited in what it can do to increase organi1.ational 
� perfonnancc and effectiveness. 

In beginning I would like to distinguish 2 ways machines may be used in organizations. In the first case 

machines can be used in an operative manner. This is the way most machines arc used in organizations today. 
The machines arc used to insure the operation of some function in the organization. Operative applications. 
include document preparation systems, electronic mail systems, and data processing systems. In the second 
case machines may be used in a cog11iza111 manner. Examples of cognizant applications would be: a system · 

that could understand what a human user was doing or needed to do and perfom1 some tasks that aided the 
user; or a system that could predict the consequences to the organization of an action. e.g., entering into a 
particular contractual obligmion. Cognizant systems are systems that have a semantic understanding of the 
tasks perfimncd and of the operation and capabilities of the organi1.ation. 

One of the long term goals of this research is to determine ways in which computers can be used in a 
cognizant manner within the organization. It is the author's belief that at this time organizations arc not well 
enough understood in tcnns of tJ1eir problem solving processes and the relation between these processes and 
the knowledge used to solve problems. It is the goal of this paper to point out some of these processes 

observed in an organizational study. 



) 

Pa�l organi,at ional theories that haH' it l lcmptc<l lo charartcriA· the ,.kdsion nwk ing capabi l i t ies of 

organi,at ions have started v.- ith the capabi l i t ies of  the indi, iduals that make up thl' organ izat ion. The 

Scil' ll l i lk Management theory t reated the human in the organi,at ion as a rational being (Taylor 47). The 

triumph of Scient ific Management was its abi l i ty to dcsaih� the physical work of i 1Hlh idual factory workers 

in terms of decomposable tasks and lo gi ve optim,1/ity rnndit ions for the design of factory jobs. Th is work was 

later addressed using the techniques of Operations Research to develop a theory of the organizat ion as a 

col lection of individuals wi th optimal <ll'c ision mak ing capabi l i t ies. I lowe,·er is w.is not possihlc to apply 

Operations Rescarrh and the task ,kscript ion methods of Scient i fic Management to in format ion hascd work. 

i\s  was pointed out by March and S imon ( March. S imon 63) members of organ izat ions arc not opt imal 

decision makers and i t  is misleading to hui ld an organizat ional theory based on this assumpt ion. March and 

Simon proceeded lo build a theory hascd on the assumption that individuars arc of lim ih.'d rational capacity 

and made decisions based on the not ion of �,tisficing. This work was the foundations of the in format ion 

processing \' icw of the organization [Cycrt. March 63, Galbraith 77]. 

The work reported on here is an extension of the ideas developed by tJ1csc authors. · 111c objective is to 

understand tJ1c organization as a knowledge processor and to understand how organizations can pcrfonn 

functions (e.g .• writing tax legislation or building a 747) lhat require knowledge not ghcn in its entirety to any 

single individual in the organization. In [Barber. de Jong. Hewi tt 83) tl1c authors disti nguished information

action models of the organ ization from knowledge and problem solving models. 'Jl1ey argued that semantic 

support of work in the organizat ion is needed and that describing work in organizations in terms of goals and 

problem solving could more easily capture the character of organizational work. 

In addition to the need to have a better way to describe organizational work other problems in the arena of 

office information systems will benefit from a view of the organization as a knowledge processor. Below are 

Ji�tcd some of these problems that I believe could be more directly addressed using a knowledge processing 

approach. 

* Currently there is no coherent framework within which designers may work to build office 
systems. The state of the art amounts to do·s and don·cs that have been derived from experience. 
A knowledge processing view of tl1c organization can make cxp1icit what infom1ation (fonnal or 
in fonnal} is ncccs�1ry for accompl ishing a task. These dependencies and information about how 
individual and organizations actually solve problems can provide design guidel ines for office 
system designers. 

* Efforts at pcrfmmancc analysis of the organization have hecn discou raging. It has proved difficult 
to measure quantitati ve and qualitative data that is mean ingful . It has proved diflicult to even 
develop a reasonable definition of productivity. These difficult ies stem from the fact that the 
organization is inheren tly a knowledge processing and problem sol ving entity. Therefore 
pcrfonnance and productivity questions arc .questions about the knowledge processing and 

,,. 
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prohil-111 sul\' ing l·i 1pahililil's of thl' org.1 1 1 i1 . 1 t ion. I l owc, er. 1lw rnth'llt moods in which these 
quesl ions ran he rr� 1llll'O <lo not capture 1he notions of know ledge or prohk·m solving. 

* There arc methodological problems in determining what organi,ational workers do. /\s a result 
most studies arc limill'd to studying sll t:focl' phenomenon such as use d1aractcristics of telephone. 
copiers. graphics messages. Cle. These s1ut.liC's result in a dangerous 1ren<l in the design of ollicc 
S} stcms today : "Our studies reveal that managers spend 80% of their time conununicating. 
Thl·reforc we ha\'C to gi\·c them more sophisticated communication capabilities." 

In lhl' 1, , lhm ing sections we point out the importance of a rmiona/ basis Ji,r pc1jimm111cc in the Hmctioning of 

the organization. This is the prindplc that each ac.:tion taken or hcl icf adopted by an entity (organi,ational or 
in<li\'idua l  in an organization) <luring the process of achic, ing the entity\ go.t is must he justifiable in tc1ms of 

a negotiated set of rules and hclicf.'i. This justification wkes the form of an argumcnt,uion composed of the 
rules and beliefs. The justification of the acts taken by an entity in achic,·ing goals in tcnns of an 

argumentation is a justification of the entity 's problem solving activity. The knowledge used in deciding how 
lo solve a problem is of central importance to this idea. Thus this is another moti\'ation fi>r understanding the 
organi1.ation as a knowledge processor. 

'Ille purpose of the study repmtcd on here is to determine some of the problem solving characteristics of the 

organization. In effect the study has heen more of a investigation Lo determine some coarse grain 

characteristics of problem solving in the organization. Future studies will be able to proceed in more detail 

based on the results of this study. The intent of these future studies will be to gather information that is 
qualitatively different from past studies. Information that relates directly to the semantics of the work, the 

structure of tJ1e task domain. and how the structure of the task domain helps determine the problem solving 
mechanisms used by the organi1.ation. 

3. The Organization 

In this section I give an overview of the organization within the European Economic Community that was 
studied. What the organization docs and who makes up the organization is described. 

3_.1 . An Overview 

One of the many activities of the European Economic Community is to award financial aid to businesses in 
the europcan agricu lture community. A rough train of events of how this happens is as follows: 

1 .  /\ organizatiqn with capital improvements it would like to make applies for a grant. 

_2. The EEC awards a grant for tJ1c work. possibly w ith exclusions. 

� 3. 'Ille recipient of the award executes the improvement�. 

4. The recipient submits a Payment Request describing the work pcrfonned and requesting 
j 
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rl'i 1 1 1hu P"l'lllent. 

5. lhc EFL' cxami lll's· the work p� 1fonm·<l and calrnl.i tl'S the appropriatl' rcimhurscmrnl. 

h. A Pa� Ol('nl Order is generated and the recipient is rcimhursed. 

The particular organizat ion I studied was calkd a cc// .ind was charged with the 5th and (lth steps described 

ahm e. The cell receives payment re4uests. analyzes them. determines the appropria te reimhursemcnl and 

generates the payment order. 

The approach used lo solve the prohkm of pro\' i<ling finam.:ial aid to organizations is a funct ional 

decomposition of the problem into subproblems. Suh-units in t J1e org.ani�ation (e.g .. the cell) arc charged 

with one or more of the subparts of the over.ill problem. We may not a few characteristics or Ull' problem : 

* Evidently the problem is static enough that its decomposi tion docs not change radically over t ime. 
Thus static sub-units of the organization can he identified wi th subparts or  the problem. 

* Since the cell is charged with both the 5th and 6th steps described ahm c the knowledge necessary 
to perform these two steps is probably st rongly related. 

* ·n,e knowledge necessary to characterize a part icular case of financial aid must be relat i vely easy 
to fhrmulate in comparison to the knowledge necessary to calculate the appropriate 
reimbursement since the first moves from one organizational subunit to another while the second 
is contained in a single subunit .  For example. another way of solving this problem would be to 
assign a single ent i ty (individual or organizational su_bunit )  to handle all subparts of tJ1e problem. 

The cell is composed of a IO to 1 5  professional people with li t tle clerical support ( 1 to 2 people). There were 3 
layers to the organizat ion of tJ1c cell. These correspond to the cell's supervisor a t  the highest level. the I-leads 
of Language Groups (HLG) at the middle level and the reporters at the lowest level. ·n,e Coordination 

Committee is a committee that is made up of all the Cell Supervisors. ·mus the strncture is as depicted in 

figure 3-1. 

Cel l ✓ - - _,,,  
Superv i sor  

/ \ "'  
HLG HLG 

/ \� 
Reporter Reporter 

Coo rd i nat i on 
.,,, · Commi ttee 

Figure 3·  1: The Structure of the Celt 

The specializat ion from the h ighest level to the middle level is by languugc. Each H LG directs a group of 
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n.'porh.·rs that handk l'ayll ll' l l l  lfrq lll'Sl in 0111..' la 1 1g 1 1 ; 1gl'. Tlh: 1\·porh.'r:-. u ndl'r ., 1 1 1 { ,  ;m: gin·n ;1 Pa) l l ll' l l l  

lkqm'st to process on an as 111111ro11ri,1Ic basis. Tlh.' 1 1 1 (, uses surh critl'ria as " ork load. prcsl' l ln' in till' ortke 
and l'Xperienn' to determine who should he gin:- ., panicular P, 1ymcnt lh'q l ll'st . For example if a Payment 

lkq uest is unusual hut instructi\ c the 1 1 1 .G may l'lec.:l to gin: it to a rdatin:ly inc>.pericnced .reporter. On Lhe 

other hand. if a particular PaymrnL Request is complex in a p,u'licular way and a reporter is experienced with 

those particu lar complexities then a 1 1 1 .G woul<l probably give the Payment Request lo that reporter. 

3.2. ·1 ·11c Organization's Pro hi cm Solving Structure 

The \\ i i) the organi1.ation is structured gives insight into the way organizat ion solves the problems that it r.,ccs. 

/\s described above the cell is pan of a larger organi1ation that has dccompose<l thr problem of awarding 
grants into the subproblems of accepting grant proposals. choosing a sdcction of proposals and awarding 

grants. accepting payment requests and paying the awar<lt:d monies. The cell itself decomposes the problem 
of analyzing P,,ymcnt Requests and generating Payment Orders into eac.:h language group and then on the "as 
appropriate" basis. 

In going from the cell supervisor level to the H I .G level we have a product decomposition verses a functional 
decomposition as �ccn in the c�ample above. ( For a more det&1iled discussion of product verses· functional 
decomposition sec for example [Simon ].) Rather that brc,iking a problem up into a series of subproblems the 
approach used here is to dassify a problem-instance as being of a particular type and give the problem to the 

special ist for handling that kind of problem. Evidently it is difficult for the problem solvers to hnndte a 
problem in any of the languages spoken in the European Economic Community. This is an example of the 
capabil ities of the problem solvers affecting the structure of the problem solving ml.-chanisms in the 
organization. 

In going from the HLG level to that of the reporters the decomposition is at first appearance a product 
decomposition. It would appear that the reporters arc a pool of resources and a case is given to any reporter 
that is free. This is only partially the case. The HI .G uses his knowledge of the reporters' capabi l i ties and his 
estimate of the difficulty of Payment Request to choose the appropriate reporter. In  some cases he may 

choose a reporter skilled in the particular case (choosing a specialist). he may ask a reporter to do one section 
and another reporter to do another secti'on (functional decomposition). or he may choose a particular reporter 

based on skill level. The H I  .G fulfills a coordination role with the purpose of maximizing his groups 

productivity. Some comments on the problem solving at this level arc: 

* The knowledge necessary to process a particular Payment Request if very case dependent. 

* There is a wide range of difliculty in the cases presented to the cell. 

* Each case i� unique in that no common functional drcomposition exists. 



· 1 h 1 1s tlH.' l\' is ii sig1 1 i licant i l l l l Ot l l l l  or 1 1 11n·na i t 1 t )  .IS to \\ hat t i ll' ',t l ' l ll" t l l l\� nr ; 1 1 1 )  pan irular CN.' wi l l  lw. 
( 1 -'L t rt lwr discussion of thl' l'l'li..·rts or unccr1 : 1 inty 011 orga 1 1 i 1, 1t io11 st rur l ttrl' can hl' l tn 1 1Hl in (( ia lhra i th  77. Fox 
8 1  I.) For Lhb reason the cel l  must h1..· lkx i �lk l't lough to a<lapt to the , arious cases that it can hl' gh en. The 

smm:c of th is llcx ihility is the 1 1 1 .G. he uses knowk<lgc of the type of cas1..' at han<l and thl' capabilit ies of the 

reporters Lo 111..•rfonn an appropriate match between the Paymen t lkqucst the the cell's processing capabi l ities. 

non -standard 
cases 

standa·rd 
cases 

i nc reased 
cos t 

dec reased 
cost 

Ce l l  " 

Supe r v i sor 

,... -

t '\ � 
HLG HLG • • •  

I �  
Reporter Reporter 

Figure 3-2: Observations on the Structure of  the CelJ 

Coo r d  i nat i on 
Commi ttee 

Some further observat ions m1 the problem solving characteristics of the cell in  the case of exceptions arc 

shown in figure 3-2. Typically when a Payment Request arrives it is routed to a reporter for handling. 'lbe 

reporters arc specialist in the analysis of the Payment Request which is a complex 1<1sk and involves the 
� 

organization·s rules and application of these rules in a narrow domain. Should the reporter have a problem 
with a Payment Request then he may consult a fellow reporter or the 1 1 1 .G.  The I ILG may make a decision 
on the Payment Request or ask the Cell Supervisor. If the Cell Supervisor is unsure of an appropriate 

solution or if the Payment Request is an interesting one. the Cell Supervisor will bring it before the 
Coordination Committee. Thus cases that arc problematic move up the hierarchy to individuals that arc more 

experienced, have a broader knowledge of the rules, and have a broader perspective v is-a-vis the 

organization ·s goals and policies. At the same time the cost of the individual increases as one goes up the 
hicwrchy because more is required from the individual in tenns of knowlcdgc, experience and responsibility. 

We sec that individuals at h igher levels in the hierarchy have a dual role: they coordinate the activities of the 
individuals working beneath them and they solve the difficult cases that the reporters cannot solve because of 
limited perspective or experience. 

Thus this structure can be seen as a way of achieving the organization's throughput and robustness 
requirements in a cost effective manner. The reporters arc specialists in handling the commonly encountered 

cases thus being the major contributant to the Cell's throughput. The organizational levers above the 
reporter contribute robustness to the cell's performance. Although these levels may not be as proficient in  

processing the commonly encountered Payment Requests lJ1ey arc capable of  handling the problemat ic cases. 

The coordination committee is lJ1e focus of some very interesting activity. The coordination commiuec's 
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n.·�pon-..ihilit� is to r1.•�oh l' th1.· p rohk1 1 1�1tic cases. lli1.' I\.' arc ., int1.·rcsting, asp1.'1..:h to thl' ,, a� th1.· coordination 

r. COl l l l l l i l l1.'1.' r1.·sl lh \.'S th('�(' C.IS('S. 

* Rul,· ( ;t•nt•r:11 i1:1t io11. 1·\ ll'nsion. :md Format ion - The coordinat ion rnmmillCl' analyzes the 
1 1m1sual rase in light of' the org;mi,ation"s rules and d1.'ddcs how those rules should apply. 
Frequently the rules don't apply in a easy manner. This requires some bc11cli11v. of the rnlcs. IL 
may he necessary to gcncrali,c a ruk. extend a rule. make an c-xccption. or make up a new rule lo 
acrnmmodate the case at hand. Thl'se changes to the rules used hy the organi,ations arc an 
ad,1ptio11 mechanism that allow the organization lO adapt to minor changes in the en, inmmenl or 
to its goals. If the commil ll'C is called on to just i i)· its actions in resol\' ing the case then il must 
ha, c  a rational basis for lhl' action il took. 

* C 'onst·nsus Forming - R uic mrn.l i rication proceeds through " consensus forming process. l\kmhcrs 
of the cuon.lination 1.·ommiucc discuss how the organi,.ation"s rules should apply lo unusual l.'ases. 
Each member has a crnu:cptual modd of the what the organi1ation docs from their own 
pcrspcrlh e. Usually one person's model wil l  he more detailed in a particular mea than another 
person's model. As proposals fo r rule application and modification arc hrought up. members of 
the committee can report undesirable implications of the proposals. The consensus pnx;ess is 
hoth a method to debug proposed changes to rules and a way lo share individual's models of the 
organi11tt ion. (As a simplilic.:ation I assume Lhctt the members of the committee share the same 
goals. The process becomes more interesting when members of the committee have con llicting 
goals.) 

* Evolutionary Adjustment - ·111c mies derived from the above processes and the problems in 
� · applying those rules arc used to guide the evolution of the organization. For example if a 

particular class of prohlcm appears frequently before lhe committee then a decision may be taken 
to create a new specialist's position (such as a new reporter) that is designed specifically to handle 
this class of problems. This is an example of a stronger adaption mechanism than the one 
described above. In this case the organization's probkm solving strncture is changed. This can 
allow the organization to adapt lo major changes in its goals or in the environment. 

From the perspective of the organization the committee perfonns two important functions. one internal and 
one external. I nternally the committee insures that the organization has a consistent and meaningful set of 

rules by which to operate and that the organization meets its various requirements, e.g., throughput 
Externalty the committee insures that the organization presents a coherent interface to the ouLliide world. For 
example. similar cases presented to the organization should produce similar results and not depend on 
internal organizational factors such as the case was handled in an English Language Group versus a French 
Language Group. 'l11e importance of this property is rather dramatically illustrated by this example: if it 
were not the case that similar cases produced similar results then this could be grou�ds for a political issue. 

As is apparent from the nbovc description the concept of mies is central to this view or the organization.  

There arc many questions that arise: what is  the structure of these rules. how arc they applied. where arc they. 

and how arc they communicated? ·111e relation between tJ1ese rules and the Al concept of. mies is beyond the 
scope of this paper and is a interesting area for future work. 
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From an ,\ I poinl or ,· il'W lhl' d i l'll'l\' l l l  k\ ds or tlh.' organiJ.{t l ion haH· a prohkm sol\ in!! i l l lcrp 1\'t; 1ti1 1 1 1 .  t"hl' 
Payment lfrqucsts that an.' handl<..'d normally n.·quirl' littk problem soh i 1 1g on the org_i i 1 1i1ation,1l Ind. Those 
lhal arc diflirnll to handk 1110\C up llh.' hicrarrhy until th<.'Y can he rcsoln·d by more knowkdgeahk prohkm 
solvers. Thus Lhe reporters and the tasks lhcy pcrfonned arc highly spcd,1limJ or mmpilcd ;u:tivit ics. The 

intcnnedialc le\'cls- -thc I l l .G's and Cell Supcrvisor--are Lhc )evds most knowlcdgeahlc in application of the 

orga11i1.atirnl's rulcs. This might he caJlcd the reasoning component of tJ1c organi,ation. GiYcn the 
organization's accepted set or ruks the individual's al this level decide how to apply the rules. The 

coordinalion commiucc represents that part of Lhe organization that helps in the application and modilkation 

of ruks and in guiding the evolution of the organi,ation as a problem soh· ing mech.mism. It decides whcti 

lhc organization"s problem soh ing s1 ructure must he modified. The knowledge and mcdwnisms necessary to 
pctform this task arc especially intcresling to t\l as they provide a kind of learning behavior. 

4. The lndividual-'s Work 

In this section I will concentrate more on tJ1c problem solving activities of a particular individual. in this case a 
reporter. The major point of the section is to argue that the work of the individual is best described in tenns 
of goals and accepted methods for achieving the goals. Herc again we find tJ1at the notion of a ra1io11a/ basis 

for performance is important. The description of an individual's W<frk as goals and accepted methods for 
achieving them is important from another standpoint: it localizes the decision making about exactly how a 

task is to be done (a goal achieved) with the individual pcrfonning the task. ·nms this method of describing 
organizational work is an approach compatible with the dccemralization of decision making. 

A reporter's task is to receive a Payment Request, analyze it. cakulatc the appropriate reimbursement and 
generate a Payment Order. Reporters arc professional level people that take about 6 months of on the job 
training before they become proficient at their tasks. There is a significant amount of flexibility and 

individual style in how they accomplish their work. When one begins to analyze the complexity of the 
domain one is struck by the large amount of infonnation involved and the situation driven characteristics of 
the work. For the reporter many different situations give rise to different problem solving approaches. When 

analyzing the Payment Request if there is a difference between the work planned and what was actually done 
then tJ1is gives rise to one set of problem solving approaches. There arc other 111lcs and problem solving 
approaches if work extends beyond ilS schcdulcd completion date. If the Payment Request docs not contain 
enough documentation of the work perfonncd there arc problem solving approaches which involve 

telephoning. requesting supplemental information or making site visits. 

Past attempt� to describe organizational work have often used some kind of procedural approach to specify 
what actions should occur and in what order. ' ll1cse approaches suffer from a variety of problems which have 

been documented elsewhere [Barber 82. Fikes, Henderson 80, Ellis 83) and arc summarized here: 

.. 
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* I n  p.t' IH.'ral tlwsc approarht·s arc nut pr;1rl ki 1 I .  Tht') art· m,cru l  ltu· p,i\ ing ii !!t'nt·ra l  idt•.t of wh;1l Lhc 
work 1 1 1 ; 1� i ll \ olw hut in actual dn:umslil lll"CS there art· jus, loo many pos�ih i l i t ics to consider and 
too many ci rcumstant·cs that G1 1 1 1wt he foreseen. 

* I\ description of a task in a proct·dural fash ion and a descript ion or what acltwl ly happened in ,1 
particular pnx:c<lurc arc H"ry <l iffcrcnl and c:annot he easi ly accommodated with one another. 

* I\ procedural Llcscript ion .ipproach. since il is composed of actions and decision points. docs not 
girc insight in to \\· hy things a rc done. 

* ,\ pnx:edura1 descript ion approach docs not prov i<le a ha�is for except ion hantll ing or e, olut ion. 

/\s pointt·d out in ( K unin 8:!J a procedural approach in dcs�rihing the work of indi\' iduals is prohlcmi1 t ic i n  

situal ions where the work i s  fkx ihlc. This i s  the situation in the case of  rcportc1-s. Procedural descrirtion 

approaches ha\'e gi ven rise to the concept of "unst ructured" work situat ions. This term is most frequently 

appl ied when describing the work of managers. lfowcvcr the work is unstructured insofar as the the 

structuring cri teria used. The work managers an<l other office workers do is stn1ctured around the goals they 

have and the ways they have of '1chiev ing those goals. 

The biggest mistake in using a procedural description approach is that because of their need for specificity 

they remuve the decision making from the decision makers that are must qualified and best informed. ' llms a 

goal ba�cd approach leaves it to the decision maker how exactly to achieve the goal and is a method to 

dcccntrali1c decision making and reduce the amount of information flow necessary in the organization. 

However. the decisions made must be accountable. Thus the decision makers must have a rational basis for 

their performance. In essence, when an employer h i res someone the employer gives the employee some goals 

and methods for achieving the goals. Frequently. the employer accepts that the employee has some expertise 

and tmsts the employee can use that cxpcrtjse to achieve the employer's goals. By and large the employer 

doesn't care how the employee achieves those goals, just that the job gets done. The employee is free to make 

decisions with in  the realm of his expertise in the perfonnance of the work but in the end the employee must 

be able to defend the work on a rational basis. 

5. Conclusions and Future \Vork 

�rom the above description of problem solv ing processes in the organization we can dctem1ine a number of 

characteristics of the organization's problem solving structure that help dctermine• its effectiveness. G iven a 

problem to solve then we consider the following: 

l .  The breadth of variations in problem instances. 

2. The knowledge necessary lo describe a problem instance. 

3. The knowledge necessary to solve a problem. 
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·I . lhl' c,pahi litil·s o r  lhc pn•hk-1 1 1  '.'io lring ag('nts. 

· 1 1 1\.· prohkm soh ing e flccti\ l'lles!-1 of an organi,ation ran he i 1 1c 1"t-: 1sed h� intTt\1..;ing till' org,ani1i 1 tion·s 

cap;1city lo hanJk an� one of thc�c characteristics. In addition. fkxihi lit} along any of thL'SL' dimensions 

allows for more lkxihility in the d('sign of prohkm soh ing. slnu:Lures in the organi1 .. 1 L ion. Consider the 

follm\ ing hypothetical ways th;1t tlw problem so lving in organizations might he cnhai 1ccd with the use of 

cognizant technologies: 

* By aiding in the wmpb.ity or prohkm tkscription. Knowk<lge structures can he used to 
descri lw a problem at a higher lc, d of lktail and more dynamica l l} th. i n whi t t  is feasible on paper 
for t'xampk. For examp le. interaction!-. between subparts of prob lems rem he more easily 
monitored and controlled. 

- *  By bringing more knowlc<lp.t' to hear on problems being soh'ed. The fo l lowing techniques arc 
applicable :  quickly itkntif)·'ing prob lematic aspects . .iutomatkal ly processing routine cases. 
retrie, ing similar pasl cases. suggesting solution approarhcs. or ana lyzing solution approaches 

* By adding problem solving agents. Cogni1-ant machines could play a role in such tasks as 
dassifying and ddegating problems, decomposing problems into subproblems and coordinating 
the soh"in g  of subproblems. 

A major obstacle to the above approaches is the limited understanding of what and how knowledge is used in 
orgm1izatioris to influence t11e strncture of problem solving and to solve problems. /\n implication of the 

study performed is that more understanding is needed in the area of knowledge processes in the organization: 
how is knowledge used to coordination the solving of processes. what knowJcdge is necessary to detect that a 
problem solving ·system is not performing satisfactorily. what knowledge is necessary to restmcturc a problem 

solving system. what kind of transformations occur to knowledge as it move in an organization, both laterally 
and vertically (cg, filtering, abstraction)? 

Several other issues �re implied as a result of this study. ' 11,ese questions provide be a basis from which to 

continue further work in this area. 

In the preceding discussion I have not described the source of motivation. I have described what individual's 

do or what a committee docs but have not described what motivates them to work in this direction. 

Presumably st111ctural clements exists that can increase or decrease the amount of cffo11 the individual or 
committee invests in achieving their goals. Common motivational mcchanism·s in human organizations are 
reward (salary and bonuses). compctilion. or strongly held values that derive from the organization's culture. 
Future work should address lhis issue as it is an import.ant in explaining differing levels of dedication and 

achievement in the organization. 

A more fine grained understanding of the goal structures in organizations and the relation of these strncturcs 
to actions perfonncd to achieve goals is needed. /\s outl inc4 in [Barber 8.1) a goal of tl1is research is to 
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dcn·lop ; 1  workstat ion thal Gill l l l llkrstand lhl' µ0; 1 ls or a partirnlar  p l'Ol'l'SS to aid const ructh dy in ill.foe, i ng 

� those goals. The workstation sysl\.'m wou ld function as an assistant. notidng how goals ha<l hl'l'n ad1 ie\'ed in 

the past. making suggest ions for how lo ac:h il·vc goals and noting how soh ing new prohkms is different from 

past problems m1d underst�mding the reason for these di fferences. ,\n understanding of  go.1 1  structun.·s in the 

office and the relation of actions lo these structures would go a long way in achiev ing th is workstation 

apprentice. 

- /""'I 

,\ key idea in th is paper that surfoced as a resu l t  of the study is the not ion of an argumentat ion or a rat ional 

basis for pcrfornwncc. There arc many in teresting qrn;st ions relative to this idea that would he enlightening 

to· ,1nswcr. Wh,11 docs the idea entail .  in what ways do organizat ions and peopk ratio11c1/ly just(/.)' what they 

ha\C done? What is Lhe relation between tJ1e rat ional b,1sis for achieving a goal and what ,1ctu.11ly h,1ppcn_cd? 

Whal is a rat ional just i fication consist of. what k i nd of argument is it? For example, it is probably not a logical 

argument. 'What arc the negotiat ion processes th rough which these argumentations arc est,tbl ished as val id or 

invalid. Under what conditions arc tJ,esc arguments accepted? 
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Abstract 

XCP: An Experimental Tool for Managing Cooperative Activity 

Suzanne Sluizer and Paul M. Cashman 
Intelligent Systems Technologies Group 

Digital Equipment Corporation 
77 Reed Road, HLO2-9/C07 

Hudson, MA 01749 

A project usually requires the cooperative efforts of more than one person to accomplish its 
goals. As the number of people working on a project increases, the time spent in coordinating 
their efforts multiplies, and difficulties often arise. Communication breakdowns cause major problems 
because communication is the cornerstone of effective cooperation. Decision making becomes 
complicated because areas of responsibility are ambiguous. Procedures which are set up to ensure 
critical actions occur often degrade over time. XCP is an experimental coordinator tool which 
assists an organization in implementing and maintaining its procedures. Its goal is to reduce the 
costs of communicating, coordinating, and deciding by carrying out formal plans of cooperative 
activity in partnership with its users. It tracks, prods, and manages the relational complexity as 
captured in the formal plan, so that human resources are available for more productive tasks. It 
can aid in the training of new staff because they do not have to learn a procedure in an ad hoc 
fashion. A prototype has been implemented in the VAX LISPTM language, and runs on a VAX™ 

11nas, 11nao, or 11nso processor under the VMSTM operating system. 

1. Introduction 

Consider a typical project. It has more than one team member, so tasks must be subdivided 
and assigned to individual team members. Because of the dynamic · and interrelated nature of 
these subtasks, it Is often difficult to keep track of what each team member is supposed to be 
doing, and some subtasks may be forgotten. Another factor which compounds these difficulties 
is that an individual team member may be assigned to work on more than one subtask. Such 
an individual must keep straight the functions and responsibilities of each subtask, and can be 
easily overwhelmed by complexity as the relationship among subtasks becomes more intricate. 

Communication is essential to the success of multi-person projects. A change in one 
Individual's work assignment or schedule may significantly affect other team members. Projects 
Institute weekly meetings and regular progress reports to ensure that critlcal communication occurs. 
However, these techniques often must be supplemented by spontaneous meetings and informal 
conversations at the coffee machine. [Peters83) argues that the •transaction costs• of 
communicating, coordinating, and deciding have been vastly underestimated. These costs arise 
from a geometric Increase in complexity associated with arithmetic growth in numbers of employees, 
if they need to interact to get tasks done. Simply put, transaction costs rise explosive.ly with the 
number of people who must work together on a task. 

An example of this coordination problem as it arises in software maintenance is as follows. 
One problem report may in turn be subdivided into a sequence of problems to be parceled out 
to various workers. A given problem may have to be handled as a sequence of fixes in successive 
releases. Conversely, a given fix may take care of several different problems. 



In addition to these complex static relations among objects, there are dynamic processes 
overlaying the task structure. The problem must be classified, its priority set relative to other 
problems, and It must be assigned to a team member. When a fix is proposed It must be assigned 
to a release, announced In release notes, and the user who originally reported it must be Informed. 
The list of such possible tasks for team members is obviously quite large. At another level, the 
manager wants to monitor the team's activity. 

Most tools deal exclusively with the configuration management aspects of this coordination 
problem in software maintainance by managing files [Feldman79] [Lampson83]. These approaches 
keep track of the relationships between the parts (i.e., files) of a software system, and use 
consistent parts to rebuild the software whenever changes have been made. Such tools have 
automated a complex process and fill an important need in maintaining software, but do not 
address the higher-level issue of how to coordinate the actual tasks of software maintenance. 
Furthermore, they are special-purpose tools and do not provide general support for cooperative 
activity. There are a few ongoing efforts to build environments that assist software projects to 
accomplish their communication and management tasks [Kedzierski82) [Holt83]. 

Our goal is to reduce the transaction costs of communicating, coordinating, and deciding. 
We accomplish this by formalizing and automating protocols, which are plans of cooperative 
activity to facilitate organizational procedures. Protocol execution requires the active participation 
of team members. For each application, a set of roles is identified that loosely corresponds to 
the tasks to be done, and which team members may assume. A set of objects, which represents 
the types of communication that may occur among roles, Is also identified. Finally, we develop 
an automated method to support people as they assume and carry out their organizationally 
defined roles and responsibilities. 

2. The XCP Tool 

The experimental coordinator tool we will describe, XCP, supports and manages cooperative 
activity by interpreting protocols which implement and enforce organizational procedures. We 
believe it reduces the coordination complexity as perceived by a participant because it moves 
the procedure from the participant's head to a tool. Its purpose is to ensure that necessary 
communication takes place, as well as Improve the coordination of the project members as they 
carry out their tasks. It also supports the assignment of multiple subtasks to a single project 
member. 

There are several key concepts which XCP implements. A person is simply a human being. 
A role is a codification of some function or subtask. Most people assume several roles during a 
work day. For example, the authors between them assume such diverse roles as project leader, 
software engineer, lecturer, and writer. Each role is responsible for some part of the total activity, 
and carries with it a set of rights, responsibilities, and expected behaviors with respect to other 
roles. In general, the relation between persons and roles is many-to-many. An actor is a person 
who has assumed some role. An object is the symbolic representation of some thing; for example, 
in the software maintenance scenario described in the Introduction, there might be objects such 
as problem reports, fix reports, releases, and software modules. 

XCP allows its users to define plans of cooperative activity, called protocols. A protocol 
describes the activities or tasks which make up an organizational procedure. XCP coordinates the 
actions of the project members, and assists them in carrying out that plan. It tracks activities 
through the defined protocol, keeps a history of all activities on a per-object basis, and informs 

'· 

u 

u 



users of the status of each activity. A user may suspend the protocol (I.e., an object's processing) 
at any point and resume It later at that same point. By querying XCP, each team member may 
answer questions such as: 

• On what objects am I working now (in a specific role or all my roles)? 
• What is Joe's long-term work load (in all his roles)? 
• What roles does Jane play? 
• What objects for role R have not yet been assigned to any actor? 
• Who has worked on object O? What has been done, and what must be done next? 

XCP has a very simple command set. ASSUME-ROLE allows a person to assume a 
protocol-defined role. CREATE makes a protocol-defined object. SHOW gives information about 
an object, a collection of objects, a role, or a person. STATUS gives information about where 
In the working-out of the protocol an object Is. WORK-ON resumes the protocol for some object 
from the point at which it was suspended. ESCAPE-TO-EXEC allows a user to temporarily leave 
the tool environment to Interact with the operating system. LOGOUT logs a person out of XCP. 

The workhorse command of XCP Is WORK-ON. It activates the protocol on .some object for 
an actor; that is, it presents the actor with a series of actions to perform, where the series is 
determined by the role of the actor and the state of the object. Thus, within the context of a 
protocol, a user has only one command to carry out the cooperative plan. In concept, WORK-ON 
replaces an abundance of special-purpose commands to manipulate objects. The functionality of 

--- �-:�: these commands has been captured in the protocol primitives described In Table 1 below. 

Primitive 

accept-delivery 

attach 

classify 

dispatch 

wait 

you-decide 

Action 

accept delivery of an o�ject dispatched from 
an actor in a different role 

attach one object to another by reference 

set the attribute values of an object 

send an object to an actor in a different role 

wait for an object to arrive in a role 

ask the actor currently working on an object 
a question 

Table 1: XCP Protocol Primitives 

Not all commands or command options are available to all users. Persons can only log in, 
log out, and assume some set of roles; they can perform no other actions. A role is defined by 
its rights and a set of actions which can be performed In a given order on a class of objects. 
Any person who can assume a role automatically has permission to execute its set of actions 
while acting in that role. 

XCP is founded on earlier work in the area of coordinator tools, in particular MONSTR, the 
Monitor for Software Trouble Reporting used by the National Software Works project [CashmanS0], 
[Holt81 ). 



3. The XCP Architecture 

The functionality of XCP is partitioned into terminal-specific and terminal-Independent parts. 
It has been divided into these parts for three reasons. First, multiple terminal types could be 
supported with a terminal-specific piece for each terminal type, while the terminal-independent 
part would remain unchanged. Second, such a partitioning could allow the terminal-specific part 
to reside on a host different from the host on which the terminal-independent part is executing. 
Third, the terminal-independent part could receive its input from sources other than a terminal 
(e.g., a file of stored commands or another program). 

The terminal-independent part has been further partitioned into application-independent anq 
application-specific parts. The application-independent part consists of the protocol primitives and 
type definitions which are used to build up protocols. The primitives indirectly Interact with the 
user at the terminal to effect certain basic actions, as discussed in the previous section. A user 
can respond to a primitive by 0suspending 11 it; this means that the primitive must wait until the 
user "resumes work 11 on it to complete its execution. The application-specific part is a protocol 
written in terms of the primitives and type definitions provided by the application-Independent. part; 
it may also contain specialized type definitions relevant to the application. It is composed of 

· . particular roles and types, as well as functions which represent the actions of each actor. 

The terminal-specific part of XCP is referred to as the Command Interface (Cl). It is logically 
and physically a separate program from the terminal-independent part, which is called the Protocol 
Task (PT). The division of XCP functionality is shown In Figure 1 below; the arrow represents 
Information flow. 

Terminal-specific 
Command Interface (CI) 

� 

Terminal-independent 
Protocol Task (PT) 

Application-specific . 
(protocol) 

Application-independent 
(protocol primitives) 

Figure 1: The Division of XCP Functionality 

C 

The Cl interacts directly with a person at a terminal, and can be thought of as the user's 
front end. It formats the screen, performs command recognition, prints messages on the screen, 
and interacts with the PT through the exchange of messages. These messages represent either 
user-instigated commands or choices made In response to "demands" from the PT as it executes 
the protocol. There is one Cl per active user. 

V 

The PT, when started, waits for a variety of messages. These messages represent the 
working-out of the protocol, and fall into five classes: commands from a user at a terminal, a 
user's answers to questions generated by the protocol primitives, information which must be 
displayed to a user, transmission of a user's answer from ttie protocol primitive to the invoking 
protocol role code, and the movement of objects from one role to another. Some of these 
messages are exchanged between the PT and Cl; others are generated internally by the PT. '--" 



Messages are sent between the PT and Cls via operating-system-supported buffers. The PT 
has one buffer through which It receives messages from all Cls. Each Cl has Its own buffer 
through which it receives messages from the PT. To communicate, a process simply writes into 
the appropriate buffer. 

Figure 2 below Illustrates the architecture of XCP, which reflects the division of functionality 
pictured in Figure 1 above. Note that the terminal-specific part Is represented by multiple Cls 
which communicate with a single terminal-independent PT. The arrows represent information flow 
between the Cls and PT via their buffers. 

CI bfr 
bfr 

CI bfr 

PT 

CI bfr 

Figure 2: The Architecture of XCP 

XCP runs on a VAX™ 11/785, 11/780, or 11/750 processor under the VMS™ operating system, 
and supports multiple concurrent users. It uses the VMS mailbox mechanism· as its buffers. It is 
written in. the VAX LISPTM language, which is based upon the Common Lisp dialect [Steele83], _ 
with some extensions. XCP represents persons, roles, actors, and objects with a small, 
frame-oriented knowledge representation language In which type hierarchies can be defined. A 
type is a set of named slots that can hold arbitrary values, and may inherit slots from one or 
more parent types. The control mechanism for XCP is provided by a set of functions which 
supports concurrent programming through message passing, and is used to build a set of protocol 
primitives which can be used to construct any protocol. The application protocol itself is written 
in a highly stylized form of Lisp, and consists largely of calls to the protocol primitives. 

4. An Annotated Example 

An annotated example of XCP usage, based on a simple protocol to manage problem reports, 
appears below. The protocol has three roles: USER, WORK-ASSIGNER, and DEVELOPER. Three 
persons, BARRETT, WINTER, and GORDON, may assume these roles as follows: BARRETT has 
been given permission to assume the USER role, WINTER has been given permission to assume 



the WORK-ASSIGNER and DEVELOPER roles, and GORDON has been given perm1ss1on to 
assume the DEVELOPER role. The relationship among the persons, roles, and actors is shown U 
in Table 2 below. An actor is denoted by P@R (read person P in role R). 

Person 

BARRETT 

WINTER 

GORDON 

Role 

USER 

WORK-ASSIGNER 

DEVELOPER 

DEVELOPER 

Actor 

BARRETTGUSER 

WINTERGWORK-ASSIGNER 

WINTERGDEVELOPER 

GORDONGDEVELOPER 

Table 2: Relationship among Persona, Roles and Actors 

A USER creates a problem report (P-R in Figure 3), which is then ·sent to the 
WORK-ASSIGNER role, but cannot be sent to a specific person in that role. (This restriction is 
part of the USER role definition, and is enforced by XCP.) The WORK-ASSIGNER sends an 
acknowledgement (ACK) to the originating USER. The WORK-ASSIGNER then assigns the problem 
report either to a specific DEVELOPER (based upon such criteria as work load and problem area) 
or just sends it to the DEVELOPER role where any person in the role is allowed to take charge 
of It. The DEVELOPER proposes a solution, which Is sent back to the WORK-ASSIGNER as a 
fix report (FIX). The WORK-ASSIGNER sends a user reply (U-R) to inform the originating USER 
that the problem has been handled. A picture of this protocol appears In Figure 3 below. The 
arrows represent objects traveling between roles, and are actually messages as described in the 
section on the Architecture of XCP. 

USER 

- -PR PR 

WORK 

ACK ASSIGNER 

-U R  FIX 

Figure 3: A Simple XCP Protocol 

DEVELOPER 

We will show the session as it might appear on a hard-copy device, although currently XCP 
exclusively uses the VT100111 video display terminal. We have slightly modified the wording of 
some output because it could not be adequately represented in hard-copy form. The user interface 
for the VT100 terminal formats the screen by using reverse video for emphasis, command 
recognition, command and options menus, and a header with information useful to the actor. A 
user can type •1 11 and receive help from XCP at any time. 

In the example, the VMS system prompt character is $, the XCP prompt character is 11) 11 , 

XCP output appears In bold, and comments on the session appear in italics. Control-2 (denoted 
by ·z in this transcript) Is used by the user to signal "no more input" as well as "suspend". U 



$ XCP Start XCP from VMS operating system. 
Identify Winter as a person. )login Winter 

You can assume these roles: 

WORK-ASSIGNER 
DEVELOPER 

Persons can only log in, assume roles, and log out. 

Presumably another role-player has given Winter 
permission to assume these roles. · 

Your choice? WORK-ASSIGNER 

)show person Winter 

You· are responsible for the followlng objects: 

Identifier 
P15 
P22 
ACK14 
FIX16 
UR25 

TIiie 
Program loops when given null Input 
Unable to start program after 5:00pm 
Acknowledgement for P15 
Fix report for problem report P5 
User reply for problem report P7 

Role 
WORK-ASSIGNER 
DEVELOPER 
WORK-ASSIGNER 
WORK-ASSIGNER 
WORK-ASSIGNER 

There are four types of objects of interest here. Problem reports describe an anomaly in the 
behavior of some program. Acknowledgements assure the user reporting the problem that the 
developers will work on it. Fix reports describe a specific solution to the problem reported. User 
replies report the solution to the user who originally reported the problem. 

'-...,,I >status P15 

The last thing you did to ·p15 was to attach It to ACK14. 
The next thing you can do to P15 Is to dispatch ACK14 to BA�RETT@USER. 

XCP knows where the protocol for P15 was last interrupted, and that ACK14 is related to P15 
and must be handled next as part of the working-out of the protocol for P 15. 

>work-on ACK14 Resume the protocol for ACK14. 

Now you can dispatch ACK14 to BARRETT@USER. 
First, you can enter text to be sent. 

Your options are: text (filename> "Z ? 

Your choice? stdack. txt 

XCP continues to ask for more text until. Winter signals that there is no more text to be input 
by typing control-Z. 

Your options are: 
Your choice? ·z 

text (filename> "Z ? 

Do you want to dispatch ACK14 to BARRETT@USER now? 
Your options are: yes no "Z ? 
Your choice? yes 



ACK14 has been dispatched to BARRETT@USER. 
You have completed your work on ACK14. 

Winter dispatches the acknowledgement to the actor who originated the problem report. If 
Winter had replied 11

no
11 or 11control-Z11 to the dispatch question, the protocol would have been 

suspended at that point until Winter resumed it by giving XCP the command to work-on ACKl 4. 
Winter is told that all work has been completed on ACKl 4. This means that ACKl 4 or any 
objects created as a result of ACK14 will never return to the WORK-ASSIGNER role. 

Now you can dispatch P1 5 to someone In DEVELOPER. 
First, you can enter text to be sent. 

Recall that this protocol required an acknowledgement to be sent to the originating USER 
before the problem is forwarded to a DEVELOPER. Since that obligation has been fu},filled, the 
protocol now continues by prompting WINTER to assign the problem to a DEVELOPER. 

Your options are: text (filename> "'Z ? 
Your choice? t 
Type your text and end It with control-Z. 
This is a serious problem and should be fixed as soon as possible. "Z 

Your options are: 
Your choice? · -z 

text (filename> "'Z ? 

Next step Is to dispatch P1 5 to someone In DEVELOPER. 
Your options are: <specific person> anyone "'Z ? 
Your choice? gordon 

Winter sends it to the actor GORDON in the role of DEVELOPER. Had it been sent to the 
role but to no specific person, presumably someone in the ro�e would take charge of it. 

P1 5 has been dispatched to GORDON@DEVELOPER. 

Winter has done all work possible on both ACK14 and P15. GORDON@DEVELOPER wlll 
eventually produce a fix report for P 15 for which Winter must send out a user reply to the 
originating user BARRETT@ USER. Now Winter can ask XCP to work on some other object, 
for status information, to assume another role, or to log out. 

>status P15 

The last thing you did to P1 5 was to dispatch It to GORDON@DEVELOPER. 
You are waiting for a reply to arrive from GORDON@DEVELOPER. 

)logout 
Leaving XCP. 

5. Status of the XCP Project 

An XCP prototype has been Implemented, as have several application protocols. Each protocol 
is layered on top of the general coordinator capabilities, and supports organizational activity by 

u 
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executing the plan of cooperative activity. The application area of Immediate Interest is problem 
reporting, and the first protocols written have been In this domain. However, there is nothing In 
the general coordinator capabilities which ties XCP solely to problem reporting, and we hope to 
extend some of these protocols to encompass more comprehensive software project management 
procedures. 

The first application to which XCP is being applied is to manage problem reporting for two 
Digital Equipment Corporation expert systems. XCON (also called R 1) Is the expert configurer 
[McDermott82a], and XSEL Is the expert sales assistant [McDermott82b). An XCON/XSEL 
Problem-Reporting Protocol has been implemented. When layered on top of XCP, th is protocol 
allows the people who report, filter, assign responsibility for, and fix XSEUXCON problems to 
carry out their role-defined responsiblities. Its users will include the salespeople who use XSEL 
to help configure customer orders, and the developers and component database engineers who 
support the XSEL and XCON users. 

Another application to which XCP is being applied is to manage problem reporting for the 
XCP project itself. An XCP Problem-Reporting Protocol (XPRP) has been implemented, which 
tracks the flow of problem reports and related documents among the XCP developers and users. 

XCP has a simplistic crash recovery mechanism which Is satisfactory for the prototype. The 
PT is checkpolnted from time to time by copying Its state to a file. In the event of a crash, this 
file can be used to restart the PT. No effort has been made . to keep track of changes made 
between checkpoints. 

A database management system (DBMS) for XCP Is planned for three reasons. First, the 
commands which provide the user with information about the state of objects could then be 
Implemented so that the Cl directly accessed the DBMS rather than requesting the PT to do so. 
This would result in less message traffic and faster service to the user. Second, it would be 
possible to implement a true transaction system so that little or no user work would be lost in a 
crash. Third, the prototype has a knowledge representation which uses dynamic memory to hold 
all persons, roles, actors, and objects known to the system. As these increase, the amount of 
dynamic memory available steadily decreases, performance degrades, and eventually a point would 
be reached where there would be no free dynamic space and Lisp would spend all of its time 
garbage collecting. A DBMS would use disk storage and avoid this problem. 

An important $Canario we envision Is that there will be different XCP applications on various 
computers in a ·network. One of those applications will be the XCP project itself running the 
XPRP. Each application will want to be able to report problems to the XCP developers automatically. 
To accommodate this, a method of transparent communication between the XPRP and the satellite 
applications has been designed and is being implemented, using the Message Router product to 
access the DECnet111 protocols. 

To simplify the task of the protocol designer/implementor, we plan further research into the 
problem of helping a user define formal XCP protocols based upon informal procedures. Protocols 
are presently written In a procedural fashion, and it requires a considerable amount of time and 
expertise to write one. Developing a protocol is a difficult task; it requires the protocol designer 
to first capture the intentions of the people who wish to coordinate their actions, and then debug 
the resulting protocol. This design/debug loop may require several iterations, even for seemingly 
simple protocols. For these reasons, this research will focus in three areas: providing a 
very-high-level protocol specification language, providing an environment for quickly testing 
proposed protocols at the specification level (i .e. , rapid prototyping of protocols), and p_roviding a· 



translation mechanism from the specification into a form which XCP can execute. 

6. Conclusions 

XCP is an experimental coordinator tool which allows organizations to develop, maintain, and 
carry out plans of cooperative activity, called protocols. It provides a method to formalize these 
protocols, and can execute them. Two of its objectives are to shoulder the burden of managing 
the organizational complexity and to ensure that necessary communication occurs. We believe 
that this frees up people to use their time more productively. 

An important effect is that XCP encourages an organization to clearly define formal procedural \t 
obligations and relationships. Thus, the benefit to an organization is magnified because not only 

I -!j are responsibilities clearly defined, but the transaction costs of communicating, coordinating, and ;· \,' {j' 
deciding could be reduced through a partnership between human and machine. Another possible \ / � J benefit is that XCP could aid new staff to learn a procedure. \ ;� '.\ vi\ . 

V y � 
Areas in which the application of XCP is likely to result in significant productivity gains are ¥ 'v, "\ 

characterized by complex organizational procedures, frequently used procedures, procedures ,;-J!-::-i' 
involving multiple organizations, or procedures in which deviation could mean a significant loss J 
of time, effort, money, or materials. The application area in which the first protocols have been 

✓ written is problem reporting. Among other possible applications are inventory management, approval \. 
cycles, documentation control, and budget/planning cycles. 1.,\ 
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ABSTllACT 

A major goal of an office system is to support the tub that are central to the 
office functions. Some office tub are readily implemented with generic office- tools, such as 
calendan, forms packages and mail. Many tasks, however, involve complex sequences of 
actions that do not all correspond to tool invocatiom and, instead, rely on the 
problem-solving ability of the office worten. In this paper, we descnoe a system (POISB) 
that can be used to both automate routine tub and provide assistance in more complex 
situations. The type of assistance provided can range from maintaining a record of the tub 
curreody being executed to suggesting possa"ble next steps and answering natural language 
queries about the tasks. The POISB system uses both a procedure-based and a goal-based 
representation of the tub to achieve efficiency and flexibility. The medtanisms used by 
POISB are described witb example procedures from a univenity office. 

Categories and Subject Descripton: H.4.1 [lnfonn■tfoll Sydema Appllcadom): Office 
Automation; H.4.2 [Inf ormatloa Sydema Appllatlom]: Types of - llqll107I; 
1.2.1 [Artlftdal lntelllpna): Applications and Expert Systems ti/ice atomation; 1.2.4 
[Artlftdal lntelllpm:e): Knowledge Representation PmmaHsms and Methods-rqruentation.r 
(procedural an4 rule-based} 
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L8 IN'IRODUCDON 

The tools in current office systems are designed to carry out simple tub that are 
common to most officel. For example, tasb such as communication, wne management and 

document production are supported by the electlODic mail, calendar and text editor tools. It 
has been pointed out that this level of task support is only of limited effectiveness in 

addreaing the problem of office productivity [12, 13). A more effective system would 
support higher-level tasb that are directly related to the goals or functions of the office. 
'Ibis type of task often involves decisioo-mating, complex sequences of actions, and 
interaction with a number of other people. The crucial feature of these tasb is that, unlike 

the simple tasb mentioned previously, they more closely implement a particular office"s 
functioos and must be ver, offico.spec:ifi. It will not be pos.,ible to provide a generic set 
of tools to · directly support all office tasks. However, it should be pos.,ible to "customize" 
an office system by providing a means of describing the high-level tasb and how they can 
be supported with the existing set of tools. 

For example, the task of procescing Olden in a particular company could be described 
in terms of invocatiom of generic forms and mail tools, together with actions and decision 
points that have no corresponding generic tools. On the basis of this task -�ption, the 

system would, in effect, provide a -wtua1• tool that could support the order processing 
task. This distinction between virtual tools and tools that are actually implemented in the 

office system has similar advantages to database systems that distinguish between logical and 
physical descriptiom of data. If a new generic office tool (or set of tools) were provided, 

much of the task descripCiom need not change, but the way in which they are supported · 
will. The part of tho task descdptiom that will change will be the mapping between steps 
in the tasb and tho tools that implement tbem. 

Descriptions of office tasb are usually caDed office proceduru. Although the name 
implies that tho activities descnbed ue Yf11J IOUtino and structmed, office procedures can 

also be used to describe more umbUCbmd, · ID8ll8Flllent-level tasb. Office procedure 
formalism1 have bem used to define and analyze offkes [7, 1), and to automate office 
tasb (17). A descripdon of a task using a pocodure formalism ii subject to change and 
�ts only a ltalldud or typical way of canyiDg out that task. A system that uses 
office procedures to support tasb must provldo mcchaaisms to deal with these· limitations of 

u 

u 
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procedures [9]. 

In this paper, we shall describe a system that supports high-level office tasks with 

generic office tools. 1be system incorporates an office procedure formalism that is used to 

describe the tasb and their implementation using the available tools. 1be system acts as an 

intelligent assistant to the office system user by providing, for example, task automation, 

agendas of activities and information for decision-mating [4]. A natural language interface 

is used to access information about the status of active tasks. 

In the following section, we shall outline the likely user requirements for a task 

support facility. These requirements will be used to evaluate the capabilities of the proposed 

system. Other systems designed for task support are also discussed.. Sections 3 and 4 

contain an overview of the task support system (called POISB) and the procedure formalism 

on which it is based. In sections 4 and 5, we develop examples of task description and 

support using the POISE system, including the use of the natural language interface. Section 

6 discusses two important POISB .system components currendy under development. These 

components are the interface (or user specification and modification of procedures and the 

planning mechanism. 

2.0 USER REQUIREMENTS FOR TASK SUPPORT 

The task support facility must be flexible in order to satisfy the different 

requirements of the usen of an office system. Tasks in the office have been characterized 

by the amount of "structure" they contain or, convenely, by the degree of problem-solving 

involved in the task (3). At one end of the scale, very stru� tasks, such as producing 

payroll dlecb. can be carried out with aJaoriduns specified in � programs. At the 

other end of the scale, an umtructured task, such as deciding whether to accept a merger 

offer from company Y, has few characteristics . that can be specifiecl algorltbmically, but 

relies almost �pletely on the problem-solving abilities of the penon allocated to the tut. 

Many office tasks fall between these two extmnes, having both lb'Uctured and IIDltrUCtuJed 

aspect1_ Tub handled by derical workell tend to be more lb'Uctured than thole handled 

"-_.I by managers. 
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Systems designed for task support in the office have taken different viewpoints of the 

structure or lack of structure involved in the office tasks. Office-By-Example [18] provides 

a convenient interface for specifying simple algorithmic tasks such :a sending out form 

letters when specific condidom occur in the database. Zisman"'s SCOOP system [17) can deal 

with lea structured tasks but it is designed for task automation. This means that each 

task step has a corresponding tool invocation. For example, a step such as 

"Mate..decision..abouLX" is implemented using a "GeLresponse" mail message. The 

emphasis on automation rather than assistance restricts the flexibility of the system. 

Barber's system (3] provides the office worker with a sophisticated problem solver that 

will handle unstructured tasks by establishing user goals and attempting to achieve those 

goals. The reasoning mechanisms in this system use a complex knowledge representation for 

describing . the objects and goals in a particular domain. For example, in the domain of · 

processing orden for furniture, the knowledge representation would include descriptions of 

different types of furniture, forms used for orden and the goal · of succesdully filling an 

order. The ability to approach office tasks from a goal-oriented perspective means that a 

task is not bound to a fixed series of actions as it would be in Offico-by-Example or 

SCOOP. The latter systems have no mechanism for the user to tell the system that a 

particular task step is not appropriate for the current situation. 

The POISE system, which is described in the remaining sections, is designed to 

support structured tasks and some types of unstructured tasks. It attempis to combine the 

efficiency of the procedure-oriented approach with the flexibility of the goal-oriented 

approach. The current version of POISE does not · have a general problem-solving 

mechanism but, if a standard procedure is not appropriate for a given task, it can still 

provide assistance to the office worken who will be doing the probleuHOlving. As an 

example of this type of decision aupport, comider how POISE would support the fairly 

unstructured task of hiring new graduate students for a research project. The problem is 

to decide how many people can be hired and who they mould be. Although it would be 

very difficult to write an algorithm to handle this task, most people could write a list of 

things that should be clone. For example, 

u 

a. Check salary budget for the project. U 
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b. Check current salary for graduate students. 
c. Check space available. 
d. Get a list of unfunded students and their details. 
e. Advertise the positions available. 
f. Hire graduate students. 

s 

These steps can be directly specified in a POISE procedure along with the goals of 
the individual steps and the tools that implement them. In step a, the project manager 
could specify the tool invocation that could retrieve the information (a database query) and 
how it should be displayed. Step b may involve a phone call to the department head and 
therefore would not have a corresponding tool invocation. POISE would, however, be able 

to remind the manager to get this information. Step c could specify a standard method of 

J::, \ / chectlng space, such as contscdng the apace allocation committee in the department llllin.g a 
, f ~ / specified form message, but the manager is free to use any method of carrying out this 

'-I 

� 

� step as long as the specified goal of finding space is �met. For lteJ> d, the procedure could 
specify to access a student database. If there is not 111fficient information to automate this 

step, POISB could still mate the database available for browsing. Some additional control 

complexity could be added, such as specifying that if a definite decision- is made on some 
likely students, then ·mail meaages advertising the position will be sent to just these 

students, otherwise a mail meaage will be broadcast to all students. This type of support 

is heavily dependent on a simple method of specifying and modifying a,rocmures. We shall 

retum to this example in section 4. 

� designing POISB to support both structured and uaatructmed tub, it is intended 
to meet the needs of a wide variety of men. The type of environment where POISE 

� ·' 

\\.r� would not be useful would be one in which most tasb are carrled out once and never 
\. ' 

repeated. In order to be more specific about the funcdonallty of the task support system, a 
set of requirements from the user's point of view should be comidered. Different users 

will have different requirements and a lingle user will alto have uryiog. requirements 

depending on the task being carriecl out. The following list of tut support system 

features, therefore, attempcs to encompass the major user requirements for an entin, office. 

1. Automation of rOflline ttub. Tub or paltl of tasb that are very structured 
should be able to be completely automated. 

( .  
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2. A.uislan« with compla tasla. H the user is required to perform oome actions as 
part of a task, the system &bould provide anstant:e in the form of explanation 
and enor detection and correction. 

3. Contezt switcldng. The office worker will typically be handling a number of tasks 
coocunmdy. The system should facilitate switching between these tasks. 

4. Handling IIIUUIUJl actions. Office worken will need to be able to perform tasks in 
DODltandard ways. The minimum requirement for a task support system is not to 
prevent these unusual actions and to allow users to directly invoke any tool. A 
more ctiffia,lt requirement would be for the system to recognize which task is 
being carried out in a nonstandard way and provide assistance based on that 
ide:otificarion. 

S. Adaptability. Offices are dynamic and office procedures will constandy be added 
and modified. User-defined procedures will be an important part of the 
modificatioo procea. 1be task support system should include a mechanism for 
user modificatioo and specification of procedures and a means of mairttainiog the 
comisteDcy of related procedures. 

6. Ta.st ilw«:ation. Tasks should be able to be invoked by users in a similar fashion 
to generic tools. These tasks should be at different levels of abstraction (e.g. 
proccs,ing an order vs. filling out a form field). 

1. Stata inqlliry and uplanation. Because of the concurrent nature of office tasks, a 
method of descn1>mg the status of the current tasks and explaining possible next 
sceps lbou1d be provided by the system. 

8. Htlllllllilcg mslti-wer tasks. Many tasks are carried out through the cooperation of 
a number of people. The system should support and coordinate these distributed 
tasks by providing status communication between different nodes in a network 
and by incorporating a mechanism for attaching people ( or roles) to parts of 
tasks (8]. 

These requirements from a basis for discussion of task support systems. The extent to 

which the POISE symmn meets these requirements is discussed in the following aect:ions. 

1'be POISE system provides task support ca tho basis of hierarchies of task (or 
procedme) desclipticrbl. The procedure descriptions specify the typical steps involved in the 
tut, tbe tool imocadcm which correspond to those steps, and the goals of thme steps. The 
ability to combine mcognitioD of user actions and plaooiog using the descriptions and goals 
pa POISB pat flmdbillty in tho typo of task support it can provide. 

f 

V 

�-

u 
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POISE acts as an intelligent interface between the user and the tools available in an 
office system. A simplified diagram of the main POISB system components is shown in 
Figure 1. Three types of information are used by the interface. The procedure library 
contains the procedure descriptions. The semantic database contains descriptions of the 
objects used in the procedures and descriptiom of the available tools. The model of a 
particular user .. s state includes partial instantiations of procedure descriptions with parameters 

. . . 
derived from specific user actions as well as instantiations of semantic database objects. 

For example, in the procedure library there could be a procedure for filling out a 
purchase order form. In the semantic database, there would be a description of this form, 

the fields in it and its relationship to other forms and fields used in the system. After a 

user had started to fill in a particular purchase order form, the user model would contain 
a partial instantiation of the "FdLouLpurchase...order..form" procedure with wlues derived 

from the actual values filled in by the user. There would also be an instantiation of the 

semantic database object that represents the purchase order form. 

The capabilities of the POISE system can be used to address the user requirements 

mentioned in the previous section. The following list describes these capabilities and notes 

the related user requirements. 
• Planning ,ued / or tast tllllomation. By using the goals and sequences of actions 

specified in the procedure descriptioos, POISB can automate routine tasb (User 
requirement 1). It can also provide default wlues for incompletely specified 
actions. 

PROCEDURE 
. . .• i; •  . 

LIBRARY.·- · -
USER 
MODEL 

SEMANTIC 
DATABASEt_ 

. . ·,'.. :tU'f..P ·:' 
I ;I 

'4 ,  I ,  

INTELLIGENT INTERPACE 

�--- - - -� 
�-- - --�� 

npre 1: 'l1ae POISE IJltml. 

. .. ·.·'! , .. :,:. 
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• Planning rued to propose actions. The same planning techniques can be used to 
describe alternative courses of action to a user when decision points are reached 
(Requirement 2). 

• Using goal, to recognize actions. By checking the goals of wit steps (specified in 
terms of the state of the database), POISE can recognize tasks performed in 
nonstandard ways (Requirement 4). 

• Propagating constraints to correct local and global errors. Specific user actions 
apply constraints to the general procedure descriptions. By following the 
implications of a user's actions through a procedure, the system can recognize 
actions that, though syntactically correc.1, appear inappropriate in the context of 
what the user is trying to do (Requirement 2). 

• Abstracting usu actions. Since the procedures represented in POISE are specified 
hierarchically (i.e. procedures located further up in a hierarchy represent more 
abstract tasks), the system is able to interpret a user's action as being part of 
some higher level procedure and thus understand the action at a more abstract 
level. 'Ibis capability is used in summarizing and predicting activities, recognizing 
task invocations, and for communicating between nodes performing a distributed 
task (Requirements 6,71,). 

• Interrogation and explanation using natural language. A natural language interface is 

' 

u 

used for user requests to · POISB and for generating natural language descriptions· 
U of the current state [15) (Requirement 7). 

The POISB system can work in two different modes - interpretation or planning. In 

the interpretation mode, the user invokes tools directly and POISE attempts to recognize 

the user's goals in the context of the procedure library. In the planning mode, the user 

invot� a procedure and the system must then cany out as much of that procedure as 

possible. In an actual environment, POISB will make use of whichever mode is 

appropriate. Section S_ contains an example of POISB's operation and a description of the 

mechanisms that support it. 

4JI PROCEDURE DEl'INITION 

In order to represent the possible sequences of concurrent actions in a procedure, we 

me using a modified version of an Event Description Language (2). Fagure 2 presents 

an example of a procedure description. Tbe algorithmic syntax of the procedure is 

specified by the IS clause, refined by the COND clause and bas its parameten defined by 

the WITH clause. The conditions required for a procedw-e to begin are specified by the 

PRBCONDmON clause while the goals satisfied by a procedure are contained in the 

V 
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SATISFACDON clause. 

The IS clause of the procedure definition pmrides a precise way of describing the 

standard algorithm for accomplishing a task in terms of other procedures and primitive 

operations (tool invocations). The sequence of constituent procedures is specified using 

the operaton Catenation (1, Alternation (I). Shuffle (#), Optional (0), Plus (+) and 

Star (->. 'Ibe Catenation operaton specify the exact temporal ordering of two procedures. 

If only one of two procedures is to occur. the Alternation operator is used. Shuffle 

permits the interleaving of the components of two procedures in any order. The Optional 

operator is used to specify that a procedure may or may not occur. Plus operators allow 

- --1.ures to occur one or more times, while Star. the dosure of Plus, indicates zero or 

more occurrences. 

The example shown in F'agure 2 is a "Pmdlase-items• procedure. This procedure is a 

typical semi-structured clerical task. The IS clause of this procedure specifies that after a 

purchase request has been received, either a purchase requisition or a purchase order is 

PROC Pwchase-lems 

DESC (Procedtn for pwchadv 1ema wlh nmHllate flnfs.) 

IS 
- - I ProcML.IJlfthuNU8(usl1�� 
- Con1Jleta..pll'Chase) 

WITH ((Pu'chasar = R8Qalva.JUC:haa.L19PJSI.F 
�ems = R80  ... .JU'ClaBLl8Cllm.f 

(Vendar.J1Bffl8 

COM> (for_YU.188 {Plrdlaaar lams Vendar..1111118} 
(eq Recat1a..ot1masa..,acu.u=am 

PRECOtDTIONS 

SATISFACTION (for_valJas {Pm:huar leml VandarJ 
(exist COfflDlala.lU'IChla!t.FmmJt 

name 2: AD. ---.-. jiloceduas lpeCUladoa. 

'· 
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orocessed. The task is completed by the steps involved in the Complete..purchase 

procedure. To get the details of the steps involved in the Complete...purchase procedure, we 
would have to examine the conesponding desctiptions. lbe more detailed (or less abstract) 

procedures contain links to the tools available in the system. Figure 3 shows the procedure 
bieran:hy that results from the full set of procedure descriptions for the Purchase....order 

example. The lowest level procedures in this hierarchy correspond (approximately) to tool 

invocations. The actual mapping between "primitive" procedures and tools is table-driven. 

Constraints may be placed upon the values and relationships of attributes of 
mocedures. These constraints are specified by conditions that must be met in order to have 
a valid instantiation of the procedure. The COND clause is used to describe these 
constraints. The COND clause in the example specifies that the purchaser, vendor-DaDle and 

items fields inust be the same in all forms used in an instantiation of Purchase-items. The 
COND clause is also used to propagate attribute values during planning. 

Attn1>utes of a procedure are defined in terms of semantic database items, constant 

u 

values, or attn"butes of its constituent procedures. This information, in tum, may be used U 

by (OJ provided by) higher level procedures. These attributes of a procedure are defined by 

tbe WITH clause. For example, the purchaser in the Purchl!Litems procedure is obtained 
from (or supplied to) the purchaser field of the Receive..purchase...request form. 

The POISE formalism also contains a description of the state of the environment that 

must exist in order for the procedure to begin. The PRBCONDmON clause specifies the 
set of conditions that must be true to start a procedure. 

Upon completion of a procedure, certain conditiom must be atisfied. This 
informatioa serws both as an aid to the planner and as an alternate means of recognizing 

Ibo completion of a procedure. The SA11SPACI10N clause specifies these conditions. The 

aample procedme specifies that an appropriate instantiation of a Complete..pulchase form 
must exist when the Purchase-items procedure has finilhed. 

The PRBCONDmON and SA11SPACl10N clauses cause demom to be attached to 
database objects. Upon instantiation of these objects, the demons, using parameten from the 
objecls, find the appropriate . procedure instantiatiom _..d may cause their completion. .. 
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The formalism descnoed above is an intermediate language. The procedure descriptions 

writteo in this language are mapped into an internal representation by the POISB procedure 

reader. The language is adequate for a systems analyst but obviously unacceptable for 

presentation · to the users of an office system. Research currently underway to develop a 

suitable interface is described in section 6. 

The Clfunding of graduate students" task mentioned in the first section provides an 

example of a less structured task that may be specified by a managerial level person. 

FJgllRS 4 and S show the BDL description of this tast and a view of the procedural 

hierudly. The IS clause for this task contains very little temporal ordering. Only obvious 

Receive 
Pu'chase 

�11'11'1181lfillill 
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Order Form 

Pu'chase 
Items 

Cor11)1ete 
Pu'chase 

:Cl1ack Fort 
I
Pay f; 

1Goods I Goods 
.Received 

Fl <M  

Olstuaernn

Form 

ll&an 3= AD mmple proc:edan lllenrdlJ. 
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sequences of activities have been specified. The COND clause is descn'becl as simple rules 

which are equivalent to the standard COND clause shown in the last example. The rule in 
this example specifies that if particular students have been selected from the database, send 

the advertisement to them, otherwise send it to all students. The rule form of the COND 
clause is often more convenient from the user's point of view and provides what is in 

effect a simple production system for this procedure. 

User-specified procedures will tend to have few levels, and Figure S shows that, for 
this example, the second and third levels of the procedure hierarchy contain the tool 
invocations (if the appropriate tool exists). The WITH clause simply specifies the important 

information for tool invocations or decision-making. 

The semantic database of POISE implements a data model very similar to that 
described by Gibbs and Tsichritzis (10]. Part of the model for the purchasing example 

appears in Figure 6. The figure shows an inheritance hierarchy of objects. The data model 
describes office objects such as forms and mail messages as well as world objects such as 

PROC Hira..graduata..studerts 

DESC (Procedute for lti1g c,aduale studerds for ressarch projacta.) 

IS ( (Chack...salary...blmget 
# Check..graduata..salar 
# Check...avalabla apace 
# GeLgraduata...atudans) 

' (Advertisa..avalab'8 pnslloil8 
# HirL-)) 

WITH (Avalabfa abrdera 

COtl.l 

(SelectecLatudem a: 

(- � ACMwm&UMIIIIJIILPoSID18.Re�D 
(GraduAta Nlary ICI �.Amol.n) 
{Blldget Kl Check..aalary..budgat.Amol.n)) 

u 

u 

u 
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vendors and items. The objects can have simple attributes IUCh as form..number, or 
composite attributes such as the list of items ordered with the quandties and prices. Objects 

can also be attributes of other objects. The model also specifies comtraints on objects and 

attributes. For example a comtraint OD pmchasing forms could specify that the items named 
OD the forms must be sold by the vendor named OD the forms. The comtraints mate use 

of the knowledge specified under world objects. 

The data model is implemented using a frame-bared representation language (SRLX16). 
Objects map directly to frames, with attn1Jutea being descn1Jed by frame IIOII. Composite 
attributes are described using other frames. Po, aample, the items field in the purchasing 

fonnl is represented by a frame slot that contains one or more pointen to frames that 
contain item names, quantities and prices. The wmtlainta are specified II procedural 

V attachments to frame slots. The data types of attn1Jutea are either descn1Jed directly using 

basic types (e.g. JNTBGBR, STRING) or indirectly by using a domain desaiption frame. 

Por example, the slot for the vendor name field coatafm a pointer to a domain description 
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frame. This frame describes the allowable values for this field to be the set of names in 

the instantiations of vendor objects. A set of standard access functions is provided that 

allows the POISB system or the tools {through a tool monitor) to update the database or 

retrieve information. 

5.0 SUPPORTING AN EXAMPLE TASK 

To demonstrate the functionality of the current version of POISB, this section 

describes POISB ascistiog a person who is purchasing items. The system"'s actions are based 

on the pl'OCmUle descripdom and data model shown in Figures 2, 3 and 6. 

At the top level of the POISE system, the user is presented· with a menu of tasks 

(such as filling out particular forms) as well as access to the lower level tools (e.g. Mail, 

Forms PIOC: r Fng). Since POISB acts as an interface to a set of tools that were not 
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designed specifically for use with it, all access to these tools must be done through POISB 
menu choices. 'Ibis enables the system to monitor the tool usage without requiring major 
alteratioos to existina tools. By selecting the Forms facility from a POISE menu, for 
example, the user can fill out various types of forms (e.g. Pun:haso Order, Disbursement 
Form). Although it appean that the user is interacting directly with the forms tool, every 
command and ,esoome is intercepted by POISB. If the POISB system were built as a part 
of an Jn�ted office system, each system tool would be designed to provide the interface 
witb the neceaary information and functionality for monitoring and controlling tool usage. 

The example task begins with a secretary receiving a request to purchase some items. 

POISE is then used to support the balance of tho purchasing items task. The example 

demonstrates PO�'"'• planning system, its error detection and correction capabilities, and its 

natural language help facility. 

The scenario begins with tho secretary reading new mail. 'Ibis is done by selecting 

the Mall facility from the POISE menu. When a purchase request message Is read, POISB 
cali instantiate a Receive-information procedure by using tables that define the mappings 
h,.t,a,.--.., tool actiom and procedures. In addition, a Pllldlase..request message and the 
• ---•-"' .... ding Purcbase..request form are instantiated in tho semantic · database. The fixed 

fields in this message reveal that it is asking the secretary to buy a desk from Steelcase for 

$100. POISE attaches this message to tho instantiated Receive-information procedure. It 

tbcn checks if this action is expected m the current context. Since there are no other 
activities in orouess. POISE chects if dlis action can begin some new tut. Using tables 
generated from tbe procedure bieran:by, POISE recopi7.es that Rec:civcunformadon, with 
tbe attnoute valuea given. can begin the procedure Receive-purcbase..request, which, in 

tum, begins the PmcbuLiteml task. Where multiple io.terrntadom of an action are 
JJ01111'1e, POISB maintains all IUCb mtetpetadom but focmea on what is heurisdcally 
determined to be tile most plaUS11Jle (see leClioD 6). If this selection later turns out to be 

iDconect, POJSB backtracb and selects tbe nat most lltely interpretation. 

Had the mer·• action not been a Yiable oat step m any active procedure and not 

been able to begin any new tasb, POISE would bave recognized this u either an error 

rmditioa or u an acepdonal (i.e. not . apecified in the procedure. description) way of 
canyiDa out a tut. 1be aeatlon or modification of objects la the semandc database 
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activates demona that have been attached to these objects as a result of the conditions 

specified in the procedurc .. s Satisfaction clause. 'Ibis allows an alternate means of 

recagnizing the satisfaction of the procedure by some unspecified action(s). If the step 

cannot be accounted for, POISB treats this action as an error and informs the secretary. 

After receiving the purchase request, the secretary instructs POISB to complete the 

instantiated purchasing items task. From the procedure hierarchy, it recognizes tbe next 

step in the task as an instantiation of either a ProcesLpurchase...orcler procedure or a 

� - .purcbase..requisition. If the value of the purchase is less than $250, a 

Purch&R-.order form should be used. Otherwise, a Purchase..requisition form is needed. 

Because the value of the purchase is known from the received purchase..request, the 

planner is able to correctly select the ProcesLpurchase..order procedure. This procedure, in 

tum, _requires that a purchase...order form be created and its fields filled out. Thus, a 

FllLouLpurchase..order..form procedure is instantiated, and a Purchase..order form is created 

in the database. All the required values (e.g. purchaser, vendor..name, items) are known 

from the Purchase...request and can be filled in. In situations where values cannot be 

determined, the user is asked to supply the missing information. 

POISE can then go on to invoke the Complete...purchase procedure. It has all the 

necessary data for checking to see if the invoice has been received and then filling out the 

necessary forms for paying for the received items. The procedure for checking to see if 

the goods have been received, however, will require that POISE ask the secmuy to verify 

that the ordered items have actually arrived. 

Rather than asking POISB to carry out a high level task {such as purchasing items), 

the user may wish to interact directly at the tool level. For example, upon receipt of the 

purchase request, the secretary may invoke the form facility and manually fill out the 

appropriate form. Al an example of POISB .. s error detection and correction capability, 

suppose the secretary tells POISB to fill out a Purchase...requisition form rather than a 

Purchase..order form. POISB attempts to assimilate the aecretary .. s action into the current 

state. It finds that filling out a Purchase..requisition form does not fit into the only active 

u 

u 

task {Purchase.Jtems) nor can it begin any new tuts. However, POISB recognizes that a U 
sirnilar procedure, filling out a purchase order form, is expected. POISE presents this 

altemadve acdOG to the secretary with an explanation of the posdble error in the selected 
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type of form. If the secretary accepts this corrected action, the forms package is used to 
produce a Purchase-order form. 

Another example of POISB"'s error handling capabilities is seen when the user 
attempts to enter invalid values. 'Ibis may occur while manually inserting · data (such as 
filling out forms) or as a response to the planner's request for missing information. By 
recognizing the context in which the data fits, values that are invalid, either syntactically 

(e.g. alphanumeric vs. integer) or semantically (e.g. the wrong vendor name), are detected 
and, where possible, cmrections are offered. 

POISB"'s natural language help facility may be invoked to make inquiries about the 
state of acdve, completed or expected activities. If the secretary wished to see what 

activities were currently in progress, a request sum u 'Tell me what is currendy being 

worked on." may be made. The natural language input module, a McDYPAR parser [6], 

translates this from natural language into a highly structured query requesting the current 

state of the system. A portion of this actual query is (info-request ... wanted: (reference 

ttype (pstate) tense (present))). POISB, via tables that map from entities in the parser"'s 

ou�t to internal structures and pmcedure-dependent attn1'utes, translates this into a query 

that sects all currendy &dive, plausible proc:edme instantiations. In this case, the only 

active tast is ProcaL.purchase.....order which is part of Pun:base-items. This response is 
passed onto the natural language generation facility, Mumble [lS], for piesentation to the 
secrewy. Mumble bas been provided with a lexicon and language structures necessary for 
the produc:doo of responses in the office domain. Using these, and the information 
provided by POISE in response to the secrewy"'1 request, Mumble formulates the output: 

-You are cummdy involved in purchasing items for Jones. You have begun to procea a 

purchase order.· 

SimUarly, the secretary may inquire as to the value of IODle entity in the current 
task. The question -where are we buyina the desb from?" gets paned into a query 
seeking tbe vendor for a purchase where the item purchasecl was a clest. POISB maps this 

request into a search duough those cunmt actiYities that involve purchases, vendon and 

items, finds the one whose items are desb, and loob up the vendor. Here, the vendor ii _ 
Steelcase. 1bil is passed onto Mumble which generates -We are buying them from 

Steelcase.. 
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A number of components of POISB are curreody • under development. Two 
particularly impo,tant components include the interface for procedure specification and 
modification, and the focusing and planning mechanisms. In this section, we will discuss 
these components in more detail. 

6.1 Procedure spedflcatlon 

Three approaches to user procedure specification are being investiga��- The first 

uses a graphical interface, the second involves modification of procedures using natural 

language, while the third attempts to automate the knowledge acquisition process. 

The graphical interface will display procedures using pictorull conventions rather than 

the EDL formalism. This interface will graphically represent the IS clause rather than using 

the formal extended regular language syntax. In addition, a method of moving up and 

u 

down the levels of the procedure hierarchy will allow the user to easily view the task at 
different levels of abstraction. The top level view of the procedures provided by the V 

system is similar to a BDL diagram (11). A procedure is shown as a nested set of boxes 

connected to show temporal relationships (as specified by the IS clause). Each box 
represents a lower level activity that can be examined in more detail by selecting it with 

the cursor. 

The graphical interface emphasizes a "building block" approach to procedure 
specification with the aim of simplifying this task by providing a menu of frequendy used 

procedures that can bo used to build up more complex procedures. This should encourage 
top-down development of specifications and imulate the user from much of the detail of 

the low level tool invocations. 

ID the second project, the system interacts with the user to modify edsdng procedure 

descriptioos. A natural language dialogue is possible because of the constrained application 
domain and the detailed knowledge of the procedure descriptions and possible modifications. 

Two important parts of this project are the development of the grammar and vocabulary 

needed. for the task, and the generation of a model of the procedure modification dialogue. 

The model is used ·to guide the natural language parsing and generation in the user 

interaction. This project will eventually be combined with the graphical interface to exploit 
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The final project is concerned with the acquisition of the information necessary for 

the specification of procedures. The goal is to automate the interview proces.1 usually 
required to obtain the relevant knowledge from office personnel. Actual knowledge 
acquisition interviews are being analyzed as a guide for the development of this system. 
The system is based on the assumption that the interviewer has some initial (posably 
incorrect) model of the task and refines this model as the interview progresses. 'lbe 

interviewer may thus be considered to be iterating through a series of task ,iodels. The 
POISB procedure formalism is used to describe each successive model. 

In order to understand the acquisition process, the differences between successive 
nm.mural models are examined to see what types of ch�ges � being made. These 

changes may then be classified and the causes of each type of modification understood. 

This type of information will be used as the basis for the knowledge acquisition system. 

An important component of the software environment for procedure specification and 
modification that has not yet been defined is the procedure library manager. The manager 
will be responsible for maintaining consistency when procedures are added or modified. 
This will involve checting both inter- and intra-procedure constraints. The manager will 

• also control access to the procedures to prevent unauthorized modifications. 

,.2 l'ocaslaa and Plenafn1 

. POISB uses both recognition and plaoning modes in order to understand what task 
the user is attempting to accomplish and provide assistance in accomplishing it. In order to 

be effective, it must quickly and accurately identify the �
"'• objectives and possa9ble 

subsequent actions. �IIUIA uses heuristics to narrow the range of 

poaibillties is currendy being Implemented (14). · 

When POISB attempts to recognbe partially completed procedures, it is often the case 
that no llngle interpretation of the user's actions is possible. Maintaining all possible 

. interpretations would be expensive and could, in fact, reduce the ability of the system to 

provide aaistance. If the set of interpretations were not narrowed down, POISB would 

"---" have many possatte contexts for interpreting user actions and would not be able to provido 

intelligent error detection/correction or planning. The foc111in1 mechanism selects plausible 
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task interpretadom based on heuristic informadon about the reladve likelihood of different 

sequences of acdons. The domain-dependent heuristics and the asmmptions that can be 

derived from them are formali7.ed and used in a truth-maintenance system (5). This 

approach makes it possible to reason about the assumptions behind the current state of the 

interpretadon and why they were made. When new information is acquired which 

invalidates the current interpretation, the system can use this reasoning ability in an 

intelli$ent backtracking scheme. 

In the current POISE system, a simple planner enables tasks to t,e-. automatically 

carried out or completed by the system. A more sophisticated planner is under 

development that will enable the user to specify desired goals in addition to specifying 

tasks. These goals can be stated in terms of the state of objects contained in the semantic 

database. Based on the information contained in the PRBCONDmON and 

SA TISPACilON clauses of the procedure descriptions and the current state of the 

database, POISE will construct an appropriate series of procedure invocations to satisfy the 

user�s goals. 

7.0 CONCLUSION 

Office tasks can vary widely in their complexity and problem-solving requirements. 

The POISB system supports tasks by automating actions that map directly onto office tools 

and by providing assistance to the office worken when problem-solving is required. By 

using a goal-based description of the tasks as well as a p1ocedure-based description, POISE 

can support tasks that are carried out in nonstandard ways. 

The current POISE system is a useful framework for . investigating the problems 

involved with representing and supporting user tub in office systems and user interfaces in 

general. However, it Is difficult to evaluate the benefits of the POISB approach without 

actual user studies. It is hoped that by providing a high degree of flexibility in the POISB 

interface, the system can bo configured to meet the needs of particular environments. 'lbe 

development of the POISE system has raised a number of interesting issues that either have 

not yet been addressed o� are currently under investigadon. 'lbe different methods of user 

procedure specification have already been meodoned. Another iaue of central concern is 

the design of a knowledge represeo.tadon that integrates the informadon required for all 

u 
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aspects · of the POJSB system. An obvious example of the lact of integradon in the 
current system is the separate knowledge bases for language analysis, language generadon, 
and task recopition and planning� The representati011 of different user roles in distributed 

tasks is also being studied. 

This research was supported in part by the Digital P.quipment Corporation External 
Research Grant Program and by a grant from the Rome Air Development Center. The 

design of the POISB system was done in cooperadon with Victor Lesser. Dan McCue, 
Norman Carver and Carol Broverman made major contributiOf:11 to the implementadon. 

Wendy Lehnert and David McDonald were responsible for the design of the natural 

language component of the system. 
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AN OFFICE INFORMATION SYSTEM BASED ON INTELLIGENT FORMS 

by 

Clarence A. Ellis 
XEROX PARC 

ABSTRACT 

This paper summarizes some design ideas and implementation alternatives for a distributed Office 
Information System (abbreviated OIS herein). Our design is aimed toward efficient and elegant 
distributed implementations which support facilities such as intelligent fo11ns, dynamic coupling of 
migrant processes, anrl consistent recompilation of system components during execution. 
Explanation of and rationale for these facilities is presen ted within this memo. Rationale is based 
upon years of study and modeling of offices, and design, implementation and measu remcnt of 
prototype OISs within the Office Research Group at Xerox PARC. 

OVERVIEW 

The large office of today can be viewed as a highly parallel, highly interactive information 
processing system. As processing requirementc; and administrative costs skyrocket, automated aids 
arc being employed to assist the office worker. The next generation of these aids may b� in the 
form of integrated systems which allow information storage, retrieval, communication, manipulation, 
and control in a programmed coherent manner. A separate memo lists features needing support by 
an O1S of high functionality; also see the March 1980 issue of Computing Surveys where the author 
argues that the OIS context can reveal new and/or interesting facctc; and problems within the 
distributed systems domain. Considering the large number of fo1ms, files, and transactions which 
may be open or "in progress" at any instant, issues of consistency, synchronization, robustness, and 
(since an office is constantly in change) flexibility arc extremely important These issues, along with 
the issue of efficiency, imply that distributed control and data store may be advantageous This 
memo describes an on-going investigation of one particular distributed design. 

Within the realm of distributed systems, there is a spectrum of possibilities concerning the 
autonomy of the nodes of the network and the local intelligence of i ndividual workstations. The 
approach which seems to fit the 01S application well is that of "highly autonomous nodes which 
cooperate in a manner that produces an image of coherence", [MIT report on "distlibuted computer 
systems", MIT /LCSrfR-215]. Indeed, one of the most challenging and exciting goals is to maintain 
high autonomy, flexibility, an<l functionality at local nodes while maintaining a proper amount of 
global control and consistency. Thus we envision a network of local operating systems or nucleii 
(autonomy), coordinated by a network operating system (coherence). Within this framework, we 
propo�e "workstation processes". and "intelligent forms processes". 

FORMS AND WORKSTATIONS 

Entities used for the division of labor and tasks within the office include fonns wh ich tend to 
migrate from one person to another as they are getting filled out, and workstations which arc the 
sites where specific kinds of tasks get performed. The forn1 can thus be considered as a locus of 
control for a possibly diverse set of tasks having the characteristics that the set is ordered and all 
tasks arc related to a common goal. In contrast, the workstation typically performs a limited set of 

� services, and this work may be pcrfo1mcd to aid forms and transactions which have little or no 
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common goal. Alternatives for the implementation of a forms /workstations system must take into 
account that both entities have state and a workfng set of data which they rely upon. How should 
these be organized for efficiency and elegant simplicity? Altenmtives include 
(1) Workstation processes with fonns data moving through them; 
(2) Forms processes which travel from workstation to workst�tion invoking procedures resident 
there; 
(3) Both workstation processes and forms processes which interact nqd cooperate with each other to 
get tasks accomplished. This interaction (dynamic coupling) may intpty process· migration or it may 
be done remotely. Some potential advantages of each of these schemes wiil be explored next. 

WORJCSTATION PROCl!:SSES 

1- Since workstations typically don't move around, static naming of processes can be used This is 
simpler to implement. 

2- A voids a lot of process Creation, Dcst111ction, and Movement, so less overhead potentially. 

3- Simpler . because fewer loci of contrcl. 

FORMS PROCK<,SES 

1- Form timeouts are best handled by the individual forms themselves. 

2- Forms can refuse to show certain fields to certain i : idividuals. 

3- Lots of fonns get lost; this is a natural way to decrease this. Tracing of forms can be naturally 
implemented by communicating with the forms process. 

4- llobustness and r-ccovcry can be handled by the one who cares = the form. 

5- In general, exceptions can be handled by the forms process if it involves communicating with 
various nodes. 

WORI{STATION PROCESSES AND FORMS PROCESSES 

Argunients 1 through 5 listed directly above arc all applicable. 

6- Natural delegation of responsibility decreases complexity; for example, it seems natural that a 
form should take responsibility for getting itself filled out (and complain if i ts not on schedule), and 
a· workstation should take responsibility for aiding the office worker in keeping logs and other such 
local records. 

7- This alternative has intriguing research aspects - e.g. naming, process migration, dynamic 
monitors, reliability. 

EXAMPLE 
.:: 

u 

u 

This section provides a very brief overview of an Order Processing office to make concrete some of 
the .notions introduced in the next section on implementation.  The office is basically one which 
receives requests for goods or parts from customers and sends the requested items from their stock 
of goods to the customer. The attendant paperwork which we describe involves forms and lists such 
as an order fomz filled out by a salesman or order administrator, an invoice mailed • to the customer 
by th� bi!ling department, and a s�ipping list which must be attached to the package of goods by 
the shipping department before dehvcry. Other necessary record keeping indudes maintainancc of 
an (11ve11tory list, sales catalogs or parts descriptions, and filling out restock order forms when the V' 
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supply of goods gets low. 

\..._.,,; Order Processing within this office begins when a salesman fills out an order form requesting goods 
for a customer. Infonnation on this fonn includes the customer's name, address, phone number, 
date, customer number, and the salesman's name, number, and area. This fonn also contains a 
repeating record field, one record of which is filled in for each type of good desired. Information 
in th is record includes the catalog number, description, purchase order number, unit price, total 
price, and quantity desired of the good. The price may vary with quantity purchased and may be 
open (within l imits) to negotiation. Approval of this transaction must be obtained next, and may be 
a function of salesman and customer reliability. After some paperwork is done in accounting, this 
transaction can be processed by the shipping department and the billing department simultaneously 
or in any order. After both of these arc completed, final processing must be done by accounting 
(the same accountant who began the processing of the order). 

In this example, we note that many different transactions, forms, and files are in use and active 
simultaneously. Many interesting requirements and nasty problems can be glecncd from an 
example such as this. We comment on only a few obvious ones: A transaction, such as an order, 
may be in several places at once {e.g. shipping and billing) so any model or system must cope with 

· a high degree of parallelism and asynchrony. As shown by the accountant in this example, language 
primitives must be able to �pcdfy that a transaction "go to any" of a set of stations (any accountant) 
or "go to all" for such things as approvals. 

IMPLEMENTATION IDEAS 

Our implementation ideas Jean heavily upon the notion of classes and objects as they appear in the 
. Smalltalk language. The Smalltalk subclass notion turns out to be particularly useful for minimizing 
specifications as well as for representation hiding and refinement. A need also seems to arise for 
non-hierarchical intersections of objects which is not present within the Smalltalk framework. 
Basically the OIS will have classes. There will be a Fonns class, Workstation class, and Overseer 
class. Within the Fonns class there will be subclasses for the different kinds of forms (or 
transactions) t.hat may appear in a particular application. For example within an order processing 
department. there would be a subclass Order-form, another subclass Invoice, and other subclasses 
for other forms and transactions within the application. Similarly the class workstation would have 
subclasses such as Order-administrator (which would oversee an order administrators), Accountant, 
Credit-checker, etc. The class Overseer will have subclasses which arc in charge of guaranteeing or 
attempting to guarantee the integrity of various workstations and forms, to aid those workstations 
and forms, and to answer queries concerning them. Thus there would be a subclass Workstation· 
overseer and a subclass Forms-overseer and within these there might be subsubclasses such as 
Order-itdministrator-overscer, Accountant-overseer, Order-form-overseer, etc. 

It should be noted that the notion of a form as we describe it here is really a task set (with possible 
parallel task executions). and we will associate with this a process having its own locus of control. It 
is also useful to separate the form-template which need not migrate, from the form-content as is 
done in Officctalk [sec West Coast Computer Faire Proceedings, 1980). Thus when we consider 
robustness and reliability, a fonns process will have enough intelligence to continue even if its 
overseer dies. Similarly if a transaction process dies, its overseer wi11 be able to detect th_is. Fonns 
processes will have a goal of filling themselves out There will be a time-out mechanism associated 
with each forms process, so that if some transaction must be finished within a certain amount of 
time, the form will be able to initiate actions as the time limit draws near. Furthcnnore a fonn will 
keep measurement-evaluation data on itself, will answer traces and queries in some cases and will 
know how to djspatch itself, perhaps using b idding or other mechanisms. Notice that a forms 
process can 'fork' because within an office there arc many applications where sev�ral activities can 
and must take place simultaneously. Each form class has an overseer which all ' instances know 
about and to which they send messages and status reports after each activity completion. ''Ibese 
messages are hints and as such do not need burdensome protocols or acknowledgments. Since 
workstation processes will have ·overseers, there arc multiple methods for detecting any particular 
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process which is working incorrectly or which has failed. For example a workstation process that 
fails can be detected by i ts overseer nnd can be detected by a forms process which is trying to U 
interact with that workstation . Thus it is possible to have pairs of failures within the system and 
still have resilient operation. 

• 
Naming: 

Naming may work by caching addresses which may be [socket, node-, net] numbers corresponding to 
names . If  I send and fail then I may resort to a broadcast of "where arc you?" Alternatively when 
I move 1 may send updates to frequently corresponding friends (especially my overseer). It is quite 
possible under this scheme that instead of a broadcast I would ask you r overseer "where are you?" 

Process migration: 

Process migration decisions arise at nm-time when a "couple" instmction is issued. At this time a 
heuristic can be invoked which is a function of the amount of data and the availability of 
procedures. It may be expedient to migrate a process such as a forms process to a workstation 
process, or to set up some form of tight communication such as a stream. Migration implies a clear 
spe.·ification of a process's domain or context, which presumably should be moved with the process 
{or duplicated) . 

Crash recovery: 

For resilience, processes report to their overseer after each activity. A forms process also leaves a 
fonn audit trail at each station. Thus i f  a user inquires as to the progrcs.� of a particular form or 
transaction, the overseer can aid in answering this query. In conclusion we note that the mechanism 
is spcdfied by the classes, the subclasses, and the instances of those classes along with their 
capabilities. Another design problem is concerned with the policy that is adopted for a particular 
application. A number of policy questions must be answered for cc1ch appl ication such as, what 
data should be carried along with · U1c transaction versus being stored at some central server or V 
redundantly at several workstations. Similarly, should the procedures be carried aloug with a form 
as opposed to being executed remotely or duplicated at multiple sites. 

/ 

u 
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ABSTRACT 

WHAT: 

OfficeTalk·D 2 

Herein is described an experimental Office Information System designed and built at the 
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center to allow multi-computer experiments ir1 distribution and 
sharing of control within an office environment. 

WHY: 
Current office systems go a long way toward aiding the individual user to transact his/her 
personal office work. Future office information systems need to aid tightly coupled 
communities of users. Thus, this investigation into communal computing systems is 
motivated. 

HOW: 
Using the Alto/Dorado machines, and the Cedar database and programming environment, we 
have devised a system which allows the flexible manipulation of electronic forms on the 
display screen of users and helps to coordinate and control the flow of forms between user 
workstations. Novel facilities implemented in the system include distributed schedulers, 
dispatchers, office observer workstations, alerters, a data dictionary synthesizer, change 
agents, and on-line office modeling, simulation and design facilities. 
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This paper describes a prototype Office Information System designed and 
implemented at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center to investigate alternatives for 
distributed control and data manipulation within a communal computing 
environment The system consists of 3 components. (1) a user interface which uses 
display screens to present an electronic desk-top to multiple users, (2) a database . 
sub-system where specifically structured office information is stored, and (3) a 
modeling sub-system which acts as an office transaction observer, synthesizer, and 
change agent Since each sub-system has a different raison d'etre, they present 
different models of the office to the user. These components are integrated by a 
synthesis program which builds or alters the database from specifications presented 
via the modelling language; and by a dispatcher program which notifies users of 
available work by periodically checking and updating the database status. After 
introducing the background goals and application areas of the system, this paper 
'!ill devote a section to each of the above topics. 

2� SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

Within both industry and academia, there is an interest in and need for office 
information systems ITHURB80] (abbreviated 01S herein). These systems are 
intended. to aid the office worker to manage information by helping to perform 
tasks such as text editing, forms manipulation, filing, copying, analyzing, and. 
transmitting information. A number of systems of this nature have been developed; 
some of the well publicized ones include BARBE80, DEJON80, HEWIT80, 
L YCKL81, SAND80a, SAND80b, TSICH81, W ANG80, XEROX81, ZLOOF80. 
An earlier system built at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (abbreviated PARC 
herein) was OfficeTalk-Zero. It fulfilled many of the above stated requirements and 
was reported in ELLIS80. 

u 

u 

One possible next step after word processors and personal computing environments 
[FIKES81] is the notion of an integrated office system which aids many users to 
share and communicate office data and control information. OfficeTalk-Zero, for 
example, provided an excellent individual user interface, but did very little to 
decrease the number of forms within an office or to aid a manager in understanding 
and tracking workflows within his office. The experimental prototype system 
described within this paper provides these global aids, and was implemented to test 
the feasibility of an OIS in which a large amount of knowledge and control is 
imbedded within the distributed system. A central element of our OIS is an entity-
relation database. Application independent entities (such as the task entity and the V 
activity entity) and relations (such as the precedence relation and the status relation) 
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reside in this database. Also application dependent data resides here too. System 
organization and concurrency control are implemented to allow multiple users to 
simultaneously access the database infonnation from different computers. Besides 
users representing workers in the office, the database is also constantly accessed by 
observers, dispatchers and other system modules. This database, the MESA 
programming language and environment, the basic user interface package, and the 
networking subsystem were all available and heavily used as OIS under-pinnings. 
Without these excellent software facilities, and without the Alto/Dorado computers 
ffHACK80] and Ethernet hardware [METCA76], it would have been infeasible to 
carry out this experiment Ideas which appear particularly useful within an office 
environment are included in this implementation such as triggers and alerters 
[MORGA77), office observers, schedulers, dispatchers, a data dictionary synthesizer, 
change agents, and office modeling, simulation, and design facilities [RICCI81]. We 
are perfonning experiments to determine the viability of coordinating and 
controlling this large amount of information in both centralized and distributed 
fashion. Results indicate that a distributed scheduler/dispatcher is feasible and 
helps to decrease bottlenecks due to a centralized database facility. 
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. 
3: A USER VIEW 

A user of this office information system sees a desktop of electronic forms on his* 
display screen [*since English lacks convenient neutral pronouns, we use he, his, 
him in this paper with the understanding that the user can be male or female]. This 
user sees information concerning activities available to be performed by him. He 
also sees forms representing each of the transactions in progress at his work station. 
He has available all of the information within the database for browsing (providing 
database security allows him access). The user is aided by convenient facilities to 
cause electronic forms to move around the desktop, to grow, to shrink, to scroll and 
to learn to fill themselves. 

Toe D in OfficeTalk-D refers to the emphasis of this experiment on gistributed 
control and cooperation within a community of users. We see this as a next step 
beyond the provision of a personal user interface and believe it will have significant 
impact within offices. A primary new contribution of this system is that it provides 
users, office managers, and administrators with communal office aids such as 
"observer workstations". These workstations present a dynamically changing Petri 
net like graph of all transactions in progress superimposed upon a view of current 
office procedures. This and other communal computing aids will be described in 
further detail in later sections of this paper. 

The implementation of these facilities is based upon a structure of entities {both 
system entities and application entities) and relations among these entities, all stored 
within a database management system. We tried to allow high level, user friendly . V communication with the database. This organization allows any office user (t-ypically 
unfamiliar with database systems interactions) to perform his tasks in a manner 
similar to the way that he always did and allows ease of alteration of many aspects 
of an office's structure. A language for office procedure description which can be 
used easily and flexibly by office workers who are not computer specialists needs to 
be available. Within our system, units of work performed by a single user 
(activities) can be specified by "scripts" (see section 6.2). These scripts can be 
interactive or completely automatic. Also since one person at one work station can 
play multiple roles within an office (e.g. I may be a researcher, supervisor, and 
employee), tec,:i�ques are needed to present various tasks in progress with respect 
to the various roles in a clear and structured fashion. Although the user interface 
was not the primary research thrust of this project, it is an extremely important 
element. If users find this element unsatisfactory, it hinders proper evaluation of 
other aspects of the system because of a priori negative pre-disposition. Within our 
OfficeTalk·D project, we used an interface similar to one reported in previous 
OfficeTalk experiments [MOTI80]. 
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4.1 CedarDB 
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A primary component of OfficeTalk-D is its database management subsystem. 
OfficeTallc-D was implemented upon the Cedar database management system 
[BROWN81], which presents an entity-relation data model to its clients. Novel 
aspects of the Cedar DBMS include its clean separation between transaction 
management and data management, its distribution of computation and data, and its 
interface based upon dynamic rather than static storage allocation. This database 
system was developed at Xerox PARC as part of the CEDAR Experimental 
Programming Environment Project [MORRIS0]; it offers an interface accessible by 
Mesa Programs. The basic element of this interface is the tuple. This notion is very 
close to the one used in the relational model A tuple is a set of fields each of which 
can contain a value. Each tuple belongs to a tuple set which. is characterized by a 
number of attributes and each attribute is defined to have a type (Integer, Cardinal, 
String, etc). Thus each field value of a tuple must match the type specified within 
its corresponding tuple set attribute. An interesting attribute type is the tupleRef. It 
is a reference (or pointer) to a tuple of any tuple set The presence of these 
tupleRefs makes the system non-relational. This interface provides four basic 
primitives: creation, destruction, retrieval and storage of tuples. The database 
schema (represented by the tuple sets and their attributes) is described within the 
database itself in the TupleSetSystem or system data dictionary. This is elegantly 
implemented as a set of tuples, one for each existing tuple set, which are pointed to 
by all tuples in- their respective tuple sets. This interface also implements the. 
specification of indexes which allow the client to define orderings on the sequences 
of �pies. 

4.2 OfficeTalk·D System Organization 

Within the database resides system information, user infonnation, application 
infonnation and status of tasks in progress. Figure 1 shows the entities and relations 
used to capture system and status infonnation; this is explained and discussed in 
this subsection. We define an office application to consist of units of work, called 
activities, eac� 9f which can be performed at a single work station. For example, 
one can define the pay calculation activity or the check approval activity. 
Orthogonal to the notion of activity, we also define tasks which denote individual 
transactions which may need to progress through many activities in order to be 
processed. We next define a precedence relation among the activities which specifies 
that certain activities must be completed before other activities can begin. For 
example, the processing of the time card for a particular employer may involve 3 
activities. The first activity is filling out the time card; the second activity done at 
the supervisor station inight be approving the time card; and the third activity 
performed at yet another workstation might be calculation of employee pay for time 
worked. Thus each time card represents a task and the three activities are 
performed in a strict order by many tasks. The current status of all executing tasks 
with respect to the various activities is captured within the database via the status 
relation; this relation is highly volatile because as each activity related to a particular 
task is completed, the status of the task must change. Notice that it is possible to. 
automatically detect which activities can be initiated for a task. If activity A is 
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completed, then the precedence information indicates which activities can be started 
upon completion of activity A. A scheduler within our system notifies the correct 
persons when the above event occurs and the task is ready for those persons to 
perform. This notion of who does what is made precise and alterable within the 
database .as follows (see figure 1). We define an entity tuple called actor, this 
contains the names of all people or automatic servers within the office who are 
responsible for doing activities. We also define an entity tuple called role; this set 
contains generic names for positions within the office that people must fill, such as 
cashier, supervisor, or bookkeeper. By defining a relation called player, we can map 
one or more actors to roles. Furthermore, if actor John Jones is absent today, then 
we can map Sue Smith, who is present, into the role previously perfonned by John 
Jones. Roles are associated with activities via a relation called the performer 
relation. Thus, we have a flexible indirect scheme for determining which actors can 
perform a particular activity. This allows a notification system to notify all 
concerned actors that a task is available for them. Any one of these actors may be 
the first to select the task to be done; the task would then become unavailable to 
other actors playing the same role. This indirect scheme also allowed us to 
experiment with automatic schedulers which endeavor to determine which of the 
actors playing a role is most appropriate to perform the particular task. Then the 
scheduler automatically assigns the task_ to that actor. Note that appropriateness of 
actor for task can be a complex decision, depending upon factors like work loads, 
initiator preference, authority, relative work speeds, and previous task-actor 
relations. The execution of tasks require information which we present to the user 
as forms, folders, and files. The data structures for storage of this application 
information are discu�ed in section 5. 

4.3 Dispatcher 

When a user signs onto a machine in this office environment to do his days work, 
he authenticates himself as a valid actor within the office system. The system can 
then associate him with those roles that he is capable and authorized to perform. 
With this structure, a work station procedure obtains work for its actor independent 
of the rest of the system by tracing from the actor entity through the player 
relationship to the roles appropriate to this actor. From the roles, the procedure 
traces to activities performed by those roles using the performer relation. If any of 
those activities ·have tasks within the status relation which are waiting, then the 
procedure will indicate on the users' screen that additional work is available. This 
user and all other users who likewise map via their role to performers of the waiting 
activity, all have the option of selecting this task if they are willing and ready to 
begin performing their activity upon the task. Similar techniques are employed to 
implement task initiation and termination and to implementation prioritized 
alerting facilities. Another dispatching scheme with which we are experimenting is 
one in which the dispatching function is distributed so that whenever an activity is 
completed, the performer of that activity must check for all "next" activities and 
schedule them. This decreases the load upon the database since dispatcher modules 
periodically scanning the database are no longer necessary. 

u 
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S ' ELECTRONIC FORMS: CONCEPTS AND IMPLEMENTATION 

S.l. Forms Conception 

9 

This section will present ideas - some implemented and some unimplemented; some 
realistic and some rather far-out - concerning electronic fonns. We will first discuss 
reasons why one might choose the office form as a user model and as an 
implementation paradigm; then we discuss some of the functions of fonns and 
present some notions of forms creation and manipulation. Finally, forms 
representation and implementation will be discussed in the context of a simple 
exam.pie. 

Much of the structured work and information handling within today's office is 
performed using sheets of paper which are office forms. It happens that these forms 
provide a useful working set of information, pulling together many items needed in 
order for the individual worker to perform his office functions. If an electronic 
system is provided to aid this office worker in performing his or her task,- then the 
familiarity of electronic forms may be a positive incentive to using the system as 
compared to presenting a totally new model to this user who is a non-computer 
specialist Indeed, it has been recognized that in providing an electronic desk top to 
the user, the form can be a very useful electronic analogy. 

Thus, research projects have been carried on under the guidance of Professor 
Tsichritzis at the University of Toronto and under Profesoor Hewitt at MIT. These 
systems have relied upon the notion of forms (or, in the MIT case, the notion of 
actors as abstract . forms). The usage of forms allows incremental systems 
adoption -- meaning that the user can begin to use his electronic equipment in a 
very familiar way, essentially mimicking the operations which he performed using 
the paper system. After the individual feels comfortable with his electronic forms, 
he may then, very naturally, gravitate towards allowing the system to do some of the 
rather mundane functions for him, such as the filling in of fields which are constant 
in all of the forms which he fills out As his confidence in the system grows, his use 
of more and more sophisticated facilities can quite naturally also grow, and 
gradually he can �imitate and manipulate generalizations of the usual notion of 
form. 

In section 5.3 we will mention some functions of electronic fonns which may 
typically not be �ociated with paper forms. One example of this is that an 
electronic form can be present on the desk top, that is the electronic CRT display 
screen, of multiple individuals simultaneously, and when one of those individuals 
updates the form many people can simultaneously see the update which occurred. 
This is not possible with a paper form. This electronic form can also be an 
arbitrarily long sheet and is always easily extended as opposed to the typical paper 
form. This, in fact, suggests that the new medium does allow one to do work in 
new ways, and it is argued by some that a totally new model should be used which 
can handle both structured and unstructured tasks. This argument suggests that the 
notion of the electronic fonn should not be introduced within ail office because it 
will only serve to confuse if the new electronic forms cannot perform in exactly .and 
only the same way as the old paper fonns. In this paper, we will argue· that the 
forms notion is useful and tha� the features which we introduce can be learned in an 
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incremental fashion without violating the users model initially derived from the 
notion of the paper form. 

U 
S.2. Definition and Scope of Forms 

We define a form as an abstraction consisting of form template information and 
form application information. Independent of the form may be various forms 
viewing media ( workstations with varying display , voice, etc, capabilities) and 
various views of a form. Thus a forms viewing medium uses form template 
information to show an appropriate view of the form application information to the 
user. Using the Smalltalk language terminology and constructs, we define a 
Smalltalk class named form, and for each of the different kinds of fonns within the 
office there are subclasses, and for each new piece of paper (some particular form 
type) which is initiated we will initiate an instance of the appropriate subclass. 
What a user sees on his display screen is simply a view of an instance of a particular 
class. We are, in e�ence, equating notions of abstract data types with forms. An 
abstract data type is a form subclass in our exposition embellished by the further 
useful concepts and structures inherent in Smalltalk objects. It is useful to have 
instance variables, to have subclass variables, to have class variables, to have 
inheritance, and to have views. Furthermore, above and beyond the usual Smalltalk 
implementation, we will be interested in having certain information which may be 
duplicated at each workstation at which a form may be used. Thus, the template 
information may be duplicated at each workstation. If each workstation has its own 
subclass structure then different view information for displaying may be present at 
4ifferent workstations allowing the form to be displayed in different ways. We 
would also advocat� that some of these views may be voice views or other types of 
media views to talce advantage of different hardware available at different 
workstations. 

We propose that our definition of form be construed in its most general context 
Thus, rather than considering documents as being divided into structured versus 
unstructured, we propose a spectrum of information containers ranging from very 
highly structured forms to very unstructured forms, and containing database 
records, electronic mail items, reports, and books as points along that spectrum. 
The office form is typically thought of as a very structured entity, but many office 
have an "internal memo" form which, in fact, can be quite unstructured The 
template portion of a form may have more structuring information than is apparent 
from simply looking at the fields and their headings. For example, a report may be 
organized into chapters and sections and subsections; it may also have several 
versions and several sets Of comments. All of this can be organized as a graph 
structure, and different parts of the whole are appropriate to be shown as different 
views. This is due to the large number of exceptions and the amount of 
unstructured activity which occurs within the typical office. Within offices which 
appear to have very structured and standard procedures, we have found that 
frequently a new case, not quite like any previous case, arises. Simple examples 
include the need to put a name into a numerical fiel� or a telephone number where 
I can be reached into my address field (since I have no constant address). 
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5.3. Functions of Forms 

Given the flexibility of the electronic workstation and network, forms ( and their 
fields) can be implemented to have states and. attributes associated with them. 
Fonns may further have history logs and instructions attached to them. When they 
arrive at a workstation they may be tailored to fit the convenience of that 
workstation in tenns of the view which is seen. Thus useless cluttering information 
that may be more confusing than helpful, need not be shown at a workstation. For 
example, many paper forms have a section which is entitled "for accounting 
purposes only;" this need not be displayed. We advocate that a user can tailor the 
looks of a fonn to his preferences within security constraints and other constraints 
of the system. In particular, some fields of a form may be characterized as invisible 
given the state and the workstation at which the form appears. Thus, we believe 
that it is advantageous to have types (integer, address, signature, ... ) and attributes · 
associated with fields. There can, for example, be write-once fields, optional fields 
which need not be written at all, computed fields which the system will calculate 
from other fields, approval fields, ordered fields (for example, some money total 
field may be ordered to be filled in before the approval field). Enumerated types 
(e.g. in Mesa) can be used to create multiple choice fields in which the possible 
values (e.g. male/female) are explicitly shown on the fonn. Location attributes 
(relative coordinates with respect to the form) can be assigned or defaulted for any 
field Finally, semantic knowledge can be attached to forms and to fields, making it 
possible for the system to check the validity of various fields as they are filled in. 
This is the idea implemented within the Odyssey System by Richard Fikes 
(FlKES81]. This knowledge also allows a help component to be defined and 
attached to each form and field for viewing if the meaning of the fields and their 
reqqired responses are not clear to the user. 

5.4. Forms Creation and Manipulation 

Operations that can be perfonned on forms in their electronic instantiation include 
storage and retrieval, forms fill-in, forms creation and duplication. Within our 
Officetalk system, the realizations which are possible of a form are graphical. 
Within this graphical view it is also possible to conveniently shrink a form, move a 
form around on the electronic desk top, and extend the form in whatever direction 
desired. One can also experiment with ideas which are a little more far-out to 
consider having see-through forms stacked upon each other in clever ways to allow 
the user to organize and visualize all forms present on his or her desktop. 
Knowledgable forms can also change colors over time and become redder and 
brighter as their deadline time draws nearer. 

A forms creation task, the process of creating, designing and producing a new type 
of form within the paper office, is frequently a tedious and time consuming one. 
There is great potential for simplifying and accelerating the forms creation process 
through the use of graphical construction and editing facilities. The Officetalk 
forms creation facility allows the user to design and create new forms types, i.e. 
fonns subcl�es, in an interactive mode using a high resolution bit-map display 
screen and personal computer. The resulting picture that a user draws is exactly the 
picture of the form which can then be instantiated within the system. The drawing 
process uses the display drawing package to aid the user in easily constructing 
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regions, typically rectangular, in fotms. A tree structure which allows areas nested ---.. 
within forms, records nested within areas and fields nested within records is U 
supported. The final part of the construction is for the user to specify the labels of 
areas and fields and to specify the types and attributes of the areas and fields as 
previously mentioned. Within the distributed version of Officetalk, all of this 
information is mapped into database structures within an entity-relation type 
database. This will be discussed in the ·  next subsection. 

5.5. Implementation of Forms within a Database 

First, we mention that using a database as the underlying structuring mechanism for 
a forms system can have significant advantages& We stress that the database should 
be one capable of flexible data storage and incremental structural change and 
growth. One database advantage is concerned with the prevention of extreme levels 
of duplication which would be present in a system that simply stores each fonn as a 
record ( or tuple set). For example, Mr. Jones' address may appear on hundreds of 
forms but need not be stored hundreds of times. Figure 2 illustrates a simple order 
processing exampleo It shows an order form which we will use in this section to 
illustrate how different data models might be used for storing forms within a typical 
office application. Storing forms within the database also means that the full 
repertoire of database operations and utilities are available for the underlying data. 
Thus, statistics can be gathered, reports can be generated and multiple keys can be 
used to find information. Noting figure 2, we define two information types into 
which the form application information can usefully be decomposed. The order 
number, the date, and the total on the form of figure 2 may be called "form specific 

V information." This type of infonnation is typically unique to an instance. 
Information concerning the customer description such as his address may be called : 
"form sharable information" because it can be used in many different forms and in 
many different applications. Finally, it is also necessary to deal with repeating fields 
such as the list of the different items being ordered within figure 2. The number of 
actual items will vary from one instance to another. Let us now see how the choice 
of the data model can influence structure and flexibility of access of these different 
types of infonnation. 

Within a hie��hical database system, each form (order form in our example) is 
stored as a tree, where repeating fields imply different instances of the schema have 
different numbers of branches (in our example, there are varying numbers of parts 
that may be requested). A pure hierachical approach implies that fields such as 
customer name and address must be repeated. Excessive redundancy can be 
noticed because 
(1) information concerning a customer will be duplicated on each order form of that 
customer, and 
(2) other applications using information concerning that customer will not be able to 
use the same copy of data. This inefficiency and potential inconsistency in the face 
of deletion or alteration (e.g. of an address) can be remedied by extending the 
hierarchical approach to allow pointer fields in the tree which point to non
duplicated records. This leads to a database schema quite close to the network 
model. 

•. 
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Within the network database model, a form is represented by records and links. 
However as opposed to a tree structure, a given record can have many immediate 
predecessors (and many immediate successors). Repeated fields can, for example, 
be represented as a linked list of fields in .which addition of another is quite 
efficient Above mentioned problems of redundancy and inconsistency are avoided. 
Within this model, a method must be devised to correctly perfonn deletion of 
pointed-to records when pointed-from records are deleted. Reference counting and 
garbage collection techniques can be used, but care must be taken because a 
customer record, even if nothing is pointing to it, may still need to be retained. 
This suggests a model of entities and relations where this problem is readily 
resolved 

Within an entity-relation model, a form is decomposed into a set of entity tuple sets, 
and a set of relations among these entities. Figure 3 shows the order form of figure 
2 decomposed into 3 entities and 2 relations. As in most applications, one entity 
(the ORDER entity) has been constructed to contain the "form specific. 
information" and, thus this tuple will disappear if this fonn is deleted (see figure 4). 
In contrast, the CUSTOMER and PAR TS entities contain information which is 
longer term, and which is not affected by the deletion of an order form. Figure 4 
shows the attributes associated with each entity and relation. Thus all of the figure 
2 fonn information within the customer information area are sharable and are thus 
stored with the CUSTOMER entity tuple set The relation "belongs to" associates 
an order and the customer to which it belongs. Thus for each tuple in the "belongs 
to" tuple set, ORDER t and CUSTOMER t denote tuple Refs pointing to specific 
tuples within those tuple sets. Similarly the "quantity or• relation associates orders 
with parts (a one to many relationship in this case). This relation tuple set also 
cont;ains attributes of Quantity and Quantity Price. Notice that repeated records are 
not chained together, but nicely handled by a one to many (variable many!) 
relationship. Within our entity-relation database, one can ask for all tuples pointing 
to any given tuple. Thus it is easy to find and delete all relation tuples pointing to a 
particular order f01m when that order is deleted, which avoids the deletion problem. 

5.6. Forms Summary and Conclusion 

In conclusion, .we note that many advanced features and functions can be supported 
by a database implementation of fonns. We believe a database view of forms is 
practical and advantageous. If the database is not a reliable distributed one, then 
problems of bottlenecks and centralized dependency may occur. In covering some 
of the database models, we noted that it is possible (in some cases with 
modifications) to represent forms efficiently with various models. We went into 
detail on how to do this using an entity-relation model. We did not cover the 
purely relational model; it has similarity to the entity-relation model but no pointers 
are allowed. It has identical problems of deletion to the network model, but here 
the links of the network model are represented by tables. Within our entity-relation 
implementation, a key to appropriate decomposition of forms lies in identifying and 
separating fonn specific information, sharable information, and repetitive 
information. Another aspect of the various models which has not been considered 
here is their impact and implication on distribution and replication of information 
for efficient and reliable access. This remains as future research. 

,,r 
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6 :  USER INT�RFACE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

Work on the Officetalk-D. user interface was greatly expedited throught the use of a 
display management system called Tajo. . Tajo controls a set of simultaneously 
executing utility programs called tools. The user employs tools to manipulate 
windows, menus, and forms. Windows are rectangular regions of the display screen 
in which text and graphics can be shown. A window usually has a name frame 
which is a rectangular strip at the top of the window with the window's name and 
other identifying information shown in white. A window may also have 
subwindows inside of it Each tool usually has its own window. Tajo assumes that 
besides a network of display based computers and keyboards, there is also a mouse 
pointing device. The mouse allows the user to direct the attention of the system to 
a particular area of the screen. As the mouse is moved along the user's desk, a 
cursor moves along the display screen. A cursor is an arrow (or other small icon) 
which tracks the movement of the mouse and is used for pointing to items on the 
screen to select them. By causing the cursor to move within a window or form; the 
user can select that item and perform actions on it. Typically these are perfonned 
by pushing one of the three buttons on the mouse. If the middle button of the 
mouse is pushed, for example, a list of selections, called a menu appears on the 
screen under the cursor. The user can then select any one of the items in the list by 
moving the cursor over the desired menu item and releasing the mouse button. 
Selection of different items in the menu causes different actions to occur. 

All of the tool display and manipulation facilities are uniform and imbedded within 
qi.jo. Thus the user is free to concentrate to a large extent on the development tasks 
at -hand. For example, source files can be checked out, edited, modified, compiled, 
debugged, re-edited, and recompiled with minimal concern for the mechanics of the 
switching. Each tool can be rapidly taken up and put down by the user at any time. 
When not currently in use, each tool retains its context and logical state and thus 
can be resumed at the point where it was interrupted. 

The basic facilities of Tajo allow the user to enter Tools into the system, activate and 
deactivate them, and discard them. When a Tool is active, it creates a window on 
the display through which it presents information to the user. The user 
communicates with a Tool through its window by choosing commands or values 
from menus, invoking data or command items in forms, and typing or editing text 
The location, size, and arrangement of windows on the display is controlled by the 
user. He is allowed to enlarge, shrink or move the windows around by pointing the 
cursor to the appropriate parts of the window frame. If the new window position 
overlaps another window already on the screen, then the new window partially 
covers the previously visible one(s). Thus the windows behave as overlapping sheets 
of paper. 

A set of procedures is available within Tajo which allows the user to rapidly create 
user interfaces for the tools to be manipulated. These procedures allow the 
specification of the size, the place and the state (active or inactive) of a window. 
They also provide the possibility to define the contents and the frame of this 
window. Thus it is possible to create different fields in a window, to specify their 
place, size, nature (such as command, number, comments, ... ), etc. Other 
procedures allow the creation and manipulation of menus. 

u 
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7 ,  USER INTERFACE DESCRIPTION 

7.1 Level 1: MLIF and DLIF. 

1S 

These two interfaces enable the user to manipulate the Cedar database primitives in 
an interactive way. DLIF is an office database definition facility with similar goals 
to a Data Definition Language in a DBMS, while MLIF is a browser based upon 
the utilization of electronic forms. 

DLIF allows the creation of tuple sets and the definition of each attribute type. 
Infonnation manipulation (tuple creation, modification, retrieval) is done by using 
MLIF, which displays on the screen a form in which each field corresponds to a 
tuple set attribute. An interesting feature of DLIF is the possibility of defining the 
"looks" of this form during the creation of a tuple set This is done by associating a 
precise position on the form with each attribute. Note that each form is completely 
moveable, growable and shrinkable on the screen since we are building upon TAJO. 
In a similar way, the user may specify the visibility of each attribute at a specific 
workstation allowing a degree of information security. 

Starting MLIF allows the opening of a transaction within the database specified by 
a parameter (see figure 5). After this operation, the set of tuple set names that 
composes this database is displayed on the screen and a set of commands is made 
available to the user. These commands are activated by using the mouse and each of 
them talces the current selection as a parameter (see figure 6). The system allows 
simultaneous manipulation of different electronic forms. Figure 6 shows for instance 
how to create a tuple in one tuple set and to search, in another tuple set, for the 
tuples corresponding to a specific filter defined by the user. 

7.2 Level 2: The Interpreter. 

Even given the fact that MLIF is particularly convenient to use, we found that an 
even greater level of abstraction was possible and strongly desirable in order to be 
useful to non-specialists within office applications. As an example, when an 
employee decides to fill out his time card, the system imposes upon him a certain 
number of operations to complete before he can see the time card form displayed 
on the screen: · Operations such as specifying the database name, parameters, and 
opening the database are required These operations are not of a classic type in an 
office and the eventual utilization of MLIF in such an environment would require, 
for the user, a previous formation to database notions. 

One solution to this problem is to build a specific program for each application (fill 
out time card, check time cards available, etc). An alternative solution to this very 
heavy method (which is however used in classic DBMSs) is implemented within our 
interpreter. This is a general solution which allows the user to specify a sequence of 
selection, editing, and execution steps at his tenninal, and have these automatically 
performed when this activity is interpreted 

The Interpreter is applicable to any program built within Tajo without modifying 
anything in that program. It simply simulates the actions a user can apply through 
Tajo's user interface. This is done by reading and interpreting a file called a script. 
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This script is a set of" procedure calls which perform specific actions on a Tajo 
program (menus, commands, text selections, window manipulations, etc). The 
interpreter understands a set of procedures. For example, the Pause procedure gives 
the Tajo program control back to the user, allowing the creation of semi-automatic 
scripts. Thus the interpreter simplifies the conception of any specific application. 

To till out his time card, an actor may now choose the corresponding script and 
cause it to be executed by the Interpreter. Thus he will see the form appearing on 
the screen without talcing care of specific DBMS problems. 

Such a script will look like the following: 
ActivateWindow[ --- ·]; 
Moclifyltem[ databaseName, --- ]; 
InvokeCommand[ Connect ]; 
SetSelection[ Time card ]; 
InvokeCommand[ Create ]; 
Pause[ ] ;  
InvokeCommancl[ Close ] ;  

The creation of such scripts can be done either by using text editor facilities or by 
using a program which is an extension to MLIF and provides the user the 
possibility to create scripts by simulation of an application. This program writes out 
in a file, in terms understandable by the Interpreter, the operation a user had just . 
done. With this program, the activation of the command "Connect!"  will have for 
effect to open a transaction with a database as MLIF could do, and furthermore wm 
write in a prede�ed script: "InvokeCommancl[ Connect ]; ". 

13 Level 3: The Hypervisor 

This is the most external layer of the user interface. Its task is to retrieve from the 
OfficeTalk-D tuple sets (section 4.2) the set of activities ready to be executed and to 
display, on the actor screen, the name of each of them. The user may select any of 
the displayed activities by using the mouse pointing device. At this time the 
associated script is activated and the user may interact with the system via one or 
more fonns inherent to this activity. 

Authorized actors may use a facility provided by the system which allows them not 
to follow the default sequence of activities as it is described in the forms flow graph 
- (see section 8). This is called the "exception facility" and allows, for instance, a sales 
manager to send a request for goods directly to the shipping and billing department, 
shortcutting the credit check step to expedite service on a rush order for a trusted 
customer. This facility helps provide interface flexibility which is absolutely 
necessary for efficient and sensitive office operation. 

,, 
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7 :4 Interface Conclusions 

Research in the area of user interfaces for office infonnation systems tends toward 
the design of systems where the use of powerful computer configurations is made 
transparent to the user. This illusion is done in Officetalk-D by a deep structure 
interface and by reliance upon the electronic forms paradigm as discussed in section 
5. This interface is certainly not complete; MLIF is still far from an ideal Data 
Manipulation Language and the artificial intelligence carried out by the scripts is 
not developed enough to allow complex procedures to be understood by the 
interpreter. However, our goal was less to implement a complete graphical DBMS 
interface than to develope an interface sufficient to support experimentation on our 
distributed systems ideas (and, we must admit, to try out and illustrate some 
interesting user interface features). 

.,. 
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s�· THE MODELLING SUB-SYSTEM 

In this section, we describe the information control net model and how this model is 
used to provide a global graphical picture of all the activities and tasks currently in 
progress within an OfficeTalk-D system. Furthermore by combining facilities of the 
editor (section 8.1) and this observer (section 8.3), one can build a dynamic change 
agent for editing active office procedures. 

8.1 Information Control Nets 

Within an information control net model ( which we abbreviate ICN), an office is 
viewed as a set of inter-related office procedures, each of which can be described by 
a set A of activities, a set R of repositories, and a set of mapping among A and R 
[ELLIS79]. The activities, denoted graphically by circles, indicate units of work to 
be done. The repositories, denoted graphically by polygons, indicate some 
containers of information within the office such as fonns, files, or folders. The first 
function describes precedence ordering among activities, ·and the other function 
describes the "used by" relation between repositories and activities. The functions 
are represented by arcs connecting circles and polygons, further refinements of the 
model are available for hierarchical description of nested levels of detail, for 
capturing exception handling within the office, and for time related processing. The 
small dot and small hollow dot are used respectively to denote forking/joining for 
parallel activities and choice/decision activities. For example, in the time card 
processing procedure partially modelled by figure 7, activity 3 (the third circle from 
Uie top) is a decision (OR) activity of approval, and activity 4 is a forking (AND) 
activity to initiat� both activities 5 (logging hours) and 6 (issuing pay) which can 
proceed in parallel. An arc, such as the one from activity 1 to activity 2, means that 
activity 2 ( checking of an employee's time card) can only begin after activity 1 
(filling out of the time card) is complete. The diagram shows us that if the approval 
is succ�ful, then logging and pay slip issuing can both proceed. Further activities 
after 7 can commence only after both of the above activities are completed. Thus 7 
is a synchronizing (AND-JOIN) activity. Although not present in this example, 
OR-JOIN activities are also available. Squares in figure 7 represent data 
repositories (forms, folders, and files). Each activity circle has arcs into it from 
repositories that it draws information from, and arcs from the circle to each of the 
repositories that it writes information onto. In our example, there is a repository for 
the time card form, for the ledger book, and for the cash dispursement folder. For 
example, figure 7 tells us that the activity 2 of checking the time card requires 
reading the time card repository because there is a dashed arc from that repository. 

The ICN model has been derived in the course of office observation and study. 
The model is derived from industrial engineering models, computer science models, 
decision science models and from special needs of the office application. The 
primary objectives are to provide simplicity of description while retaining , 
mathematical tractability. Concerning these goals, it has been possible to perfonn 
analyses of (and transformations on) office infmmation flow using the model 
[ELLIS79] ; and it also has been possible to use the model as a vehicle for capturing 
initial office information flows by drawing ICN graphs on our personal computer 
displays [RICCI81]. An extremely useful feature of our ICN system is its graphical 
editing capability. Thus a user can point at an activity circle or arc on the screen 

u 
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arid delete it move it or edit it in various ways. We do this in conjunction with 
office workers and managers, and have observed that this structured view of activity 
within the office is useful and understandable to the people involved in these 
activities. In fact these people play an important role as correctors and editors of 
our frequently incorrect and incomplete initial models of their office. 

8.2 Simulation 

The next phase in creating and designing a set of office procedures from an ICN is 
the simulation phase. The non-static part of an office is the set of tasks or work 
flow which is const.antly coming and going. These tasks are represented on the 
screen by tokens which are created by the simulation system, the timing and flow of 
simulation tokens are determined by user input parameters, and the ICN structure 
respectively. The simulation thus consists of running many tokens through the 
specified office procedures. Typically this is done in a faster than a real time mode. 
Statistics are automatically gathered concerning the work load on the various 
simulated participants and concerning waiting times and queue lengths for tasks. 
This type of simulation gives top level information concerning measures such as 
throughput tum-around time, and those parts of an office which may be too loaded 
with work to run smoothly. Information gained from a simulation can be 
immediately used to edit the model and then run further simulations and edits. At 
some stage, more detailed simulation and testing may be desired; this is 
accomplished by distributing the simulation across many machines connected by the 
Ethernet When this is done, each machine acting on behalf of a particular set of 
p�ple may execute a procedure which carries out the semantics of the simulated 
activity ( e.g. filling out a form). At this stage, it is possible to replace a simulation at 
a �achine by a human interacting with the system via OfficeTalk-D. This 
implements a nicely controlled environment for observing the reactions, responses, 
and problems encountered by an individual under carefully regulated workload. 

8.3 Observer 

A novel aspect of our system is the capability of managers or office workers to see a 
dynamic graphical view of work progress within their office. The provision for one 
or more observers within OfficeTalk-D is a natural extension of the simulation 
facility previously described. Instead of tokens representing simulated tasks they 
now reflect actual tasks or subtasks, and they can be selected to display their history 
and statistics. Instead of having token generation and movement artificially 
controlled by a simulatora we allow the system dispatcher to trigger the introduction 
and movement of tokens whenever it is detected that work within the office is 
available or has been completed When these changes are noticed by the observer, 
it moves the token corresponding to that task from the old activity to the new 
activity. In the general case, it may be nee� for many "old activities" to be 
completed, before the new activity or activities can commence. This phenomenon, 
and the fact that users may choose not to select a waiting task to work on, implies 
that the observer sometimes will show task tokens queueing on arcs. Several tokens 
may be associated with one task. Since the observer (and the simulator) must reflect 
the outcome of decisions and of concurrent activity on tasks, it is necesw-y to 
remember the identity (and other characteristics) of tokens. 

,, 
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9./ OFFICETALK-D FEATURES 

In this section we mention some of the features within our OIS which can make life 
more congenial and expeditious for an office community. There are many tasks 
within the office setting which make this newer mode of operation quite valuable; 
in fact the real pay-off for the "office of the future" will come when integration has 
reached a high enough level that communal aids for co-operation and control can 
be applied on a large scale. We can pinpoint some common types of applications in 
which there is a particularly strong need for tightly coupled computing as is 
provided by OfficeTalk-D: 
(1) Bargaining - This is typified by the customer-salesperson relationship in many 
offices. · To be carried out effectively over long distances it really requires tightly 
coupled communications. 
(2) Problem Solving - Distributed facilities for communal problem solving are 
needed Some of the most frustating aspects of office work are concerned with 
exception handling. This is a classic case of problem solving; it is apparent that 
facilities for global sharing and synchronization can ease this task. 
(3) Multitasking - Frequently many people are perfotming the same procedure on 
different data or for different customers. To do this effectively, it must be possible 
to simultaneously access the same control infonnation and to synchronize. Thus 
sharing and control facilities and aids again are valuable. 

9.1.. Concurrency Control 

The file system upon which our 01S is built provides page level access, caching on 
the user machine, and access modes of [read, write, extend, create]. Within this file 
system, the original locking mechanisms . were only provided at the file level. One 
aspect of our research objective was to help determine which concurrency control 
mechanisms are appropriate for this type of application. The simplest mechanism 
that we tried was file level locking, but the resultant long delays experienced by 
users was intolerable. Our belief is that a real need exists for multiple users to be 
able to simultaneously access information (perhaps the same information), but 
conflicts causing inconsistency are actually rare. This implies that unstructured 
simultaneous access with NO concurrency control works MOST of the time and is 
very efficient We tried this scheme and inconsistencies occurred at unacceptably 
frequent intervals. One reason for this is the caching mechanism which gives the 
effect of very long transactions (until the cache is eventually written back before a 
close-database). If a second user reads data into his cache e.g. via open-database, 
while a first user has his database open, then the first of these to close-database will 
lose his update information when the second close-database overwrites it. The delay 
due to locking could be reduced somewhat by causing the database to be formed as 
multiple files. Unfortunately, the database facility for doing this naturally caused all 
tuples in the same tuple ·set to be placed in the same file. We found that the logical 
division of data frequently does not correspond to the physical division 
requirements. Several tuples, such as the status tuple set were accessed by many_ 
users and so the bottlenecks were still present. Notice however that although many 
users access the status tuple set simultaneously, most only access their own tuple. 
This suggests the use of fine-grained locks. We implemented a new mode on the 
file server called Writeshare mode, and then used software to implement fine
grained locks. The improvement in performance was significant and since the lock 
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information was in Write mode, we were assured of database consistency. 

9.2. Alerters 

21 

Offic�Talk-D includes an alerting facility which allows the office worker to specify 
exceptional conditions that are of interest Whenever an exceptional condition that 
has been specified arises, the system will invoke a user specified procedure 
associated with that exception. Alerting can take place upon database items that 
assume exceptional values, or upon time constraints that have been exceeded. 
Examples within a time card processing environment include alerting the supervisor 
if it is Friday afternoon and any of his workers have not submitted a time card; and 
alerting the accountant if any worker fills in the HOURS field of his time card with 
a number greater than 40 hours. 

9.3 Data Dictionary Synthesizer 

Given an ICN, it is possible to build the database of OfficeTalk-D basic system 
tuple sets (data dictionary) automatically. OfficeTalk-D contains a module to 
translate from the ICN model to the entity relation database model which is used to 
aid in the movement from design and experimentation on a simulated system to an 
executing environment Some of the mappings done by this database synthesizer 
are obvious. Each activity circle in the ICN causes creation of a tuple in the activity 
tuple set An arc from an activity A to an activity B causes creation of the tuple 
[A,B] in the precedence relation tuple set "Done by .. labels in the ICN each 
correspond to a tuple in the actors tuple set, and the perfonner relation between 
actors and activities is similarly established by noting the "done by" label for each 
activity circle in the ICN. Finally, repositories are the ICN items which map to 
forms and application dependent data within the database to be manipulated by 
DLIF and MLIF (section 7). 

,r 
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 

10.1 Research Directions 

We are currently exercising and measuring· OfficeTalk-D and hope to report results 
in a future paper. This distributed office information system has potential 
advantages of reliability, homogeniety, changeability and other features accredited 
to distributed systems. Some fruitful areas of research are concerned with (1) user 
interface engineering, and (2) development of techniques for dynamic change. We 
feel that a natural extension of the observer is to graduate him to status of "change 
agent". Currently we can define a region of change for any sequence of edits to an 
ICN and flush this region of transactions (by waiting for all tokens to leave, and not 
allowing any new tokens in). Then we treat the edits as an atomic transaction, and 
perform the changes, and then resume the office system� It is highly desirable, but 
a tough research problem to do better than this somehow. 

u 

A primary disadvantage of the current organization is the heavy reliance upon the 
database for information and communication. Notice that bottlenecks can occur 
because all users, dispatchers, and observers are required to periodically examine 
various tuple sets such as the status relation in the database. An alternative to this 
architecture is to require that work stations send forms and messages directly to the 
successor work stations ( distributed scheduler) thereby requiring knowledge of the 
location of others in the system. We are currently investigating another fascinating 
approach which imbeds default knowledge within fonns processes which are the 
representations of tasks within the office system [ELLIS81]. With this approach, U migrating forms p�a:cesses contain much of the intelligence of the system; processors 
and repositories then become resources Gust like page frames in operating systems) 
to · be scheduled and available for load-sharing. This technique holds promise of 
allowing maximum distribution of information and control while avoiding 
constipation within the database access interface. 
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ORDER FORM APPLICATION TUPLE SETS AND ATTRIBUTES 
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FORMAL AND INFORMAL MODELS 

OF OFFICE ACTIVITY 

Preface 

2 

This paper is concerned with modeling of offices. Because office systcrns 

are primarily people systems, a useful off'ice representat ion should be  

capable of rnodeling organizational structures, social nonn$, exceptional 

conditions, and the dynamic rnixture of structured and unstructured 

activities which occur in abundance within the office. In th is paper, we 

discuss _a family of models for describ ing arid analyzing office structures, 

u 

goals, and activities. These models contain features which facilitate the U 

description and analysis of people systems. We advocate the use of these 

models as an integral component of office information systenis. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1 . 1 Purpose and scope 

The office i s  a center of administrative function wi th respect to  some business or  endeavor. We feel 
that office work i s, to a large exten t, u l timatel y  people  work because m uch of it  i nvolves probl em 
solving, exception hand l ing, bargain ing,  and many other forms of d i fficu l t-to-quanti fy human  
activi ty. Thi s  paper i s  concerned with model ing offi ce structures, goal s, and  activities i n  such a way 
that the aforementioned aspects of the offi ce can be expl i ci tl y  represented . 

Toward this end the paper i s  orga ni zed as fol l ows. The remili nder of sect ion 1 e luc idt1 tes our vi ew o f  
the offi ce and o u r  basic v iews o n  models and model i ng .  Section 2 i ntroduces the basics of  the model 
which we have developed and uti l i zed . Section 3 presents the forma l  model defin i tions in the 
context of two h igh level examples. Section 4 completes the fu l l  defi ni ti on of the model  by 
i n troducing the moel's dynamic portion. And miscel l aneous appl i cations of the model to widel y  
d i ffering setti ngs are i l l ustrated i n  section 5 ,  with concl usions presented i n  sect ion 6. 

1 .2 A View of the Office 

The office is not so much a place as a l ocus of activi ty. Indeed many peopl e a re fol l owi ng a trend of 
maki ng thei r home thei r offi ce, uti l iz ing the many ava i l ab le modes of el ectronic com municati on .  
Many office tasks are routi nely performed i n  remote locations (by  sal esmen on a i rp lanes for 
example) not at a l l  resembl i ng the stereotypical room with office desks and fu rnitu re. The of fi ce  can 
be viewed as a conglomerate of peopl e, informati•on sources, and information mani p u l a ti on 
resources which · are drawn together by common goals and organizati onal structure. We d i scuss 
some promi nent features of offi ces and offi ce systems which d i st inguish them from other (e .g . ,  da ta 
processi ng) systems. 

1 .2 . 1 People Systems - An offi ce is a socia l  envi ronment to which any i n troduction of procedu ra l  
changes, goal  changes, or automated equ ipment causes perturbations. Expl i ci t  consideration 
should be g iven beforehand to analyzing l i ke ly effects of these changes. Many technologica l l y  
successfu l systems have fa i led due  to  ignorance of  human and  soc ia l  factors. For exampl e, the 
mass movement of secretaries away from i nd ividual managers to word processi ng pools v io la ted 
socia l  maxi ms and broke important socia l  ties which had hel ped to keep of fi ce organi zati ons 
hea lthy. 

1 .2 .2  Dynamic  Systems - Change is frequent and expected i n  most domains of the offi ce; an  
employee's vacati on days, for i nstance, force others to change thei r routi nes accord i ng ly. 
Change a lso resul ts from promoti ons, employee turnover, competi ti on's changes, si ckness, 
changing government regu lations, etc. 

1 . 2 . 3  Concurrent Systems - The office is a h igh ly  paral le l ,  h ighly asynchronous system. In m any 
cases, this structure has grown from years of experientia l  l earni ng by doi ng.  There is much to be 
l earned by systematical ly observi ng the i n formational and social  checks a nd balances o f  a 
smooth ly  worki ng organi zation. But  a lso, one may observe habi ts and impedi ments which are 
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u nn�cessury rel i cs of a past way of do ing busi ness. Thus, some of our m a them t1t ica l  o ff ice 
analyses which automat ica l ly  detect potentia l  para l lel i sm have prod uced ex tremely useful  
results. Inherent  in the med ia  of the electron ic  o ffi ce i s  the much greater potent ia l  for para l l el 
processi ng than the previous t1ge of u nautoma ted offi ces. As a word of cau ti on, we have 

· observed that i t  is not a lways easy to d iscern whether iln act iv i ty fo i l s  i n to the cJtegory o f  
u nnecessary rel i c  o r  necessary red u ndant  checks and ba lances. 

1 . 2 .4 I l l -Structured Systems - In terms of monetary i nves tment, the mc1jor i ty of the people 
resource i s  with in  the " knowledge worker" category. These are the professi onals, the m anagers, 
and the executi ves who are h igh ly  paid ,  a nd there fore are a pri me se t of cand idates for 
automated a ids.  Much o f  the work performed by this group i s  only semi -structured i f  structured 
at all [4] . These workers need augmenters and a ids  rather than the structu red data processi ng 
systems which are preval ent i n  more structu red parts of a busi ness. For  exa mple ,  a sa les manager 
in Widgets Com pany mily need to search di verse da ta ,  read be tween the l i nes of  a report, and 
h21ve a con fi dent iu l  l unch meeti ng  w i th  a col l eugue i n  ord er lo  t rack  down the i n form .) t i on 
necessary to sa lvage the account of a big customer. A use fu l  off ice model  must  be abl e to 
represen t  these types of u nstructured ac t ivi ty and i n terpersonal relat i ons. 

1 .2 .5  Open-Ended Systems - Another important group of people is the _"c ler ica l/secretar ia l " 
ca tegory. One m ight assume that the work of people i n  th i s  category i s  a l l  structu red , bu t o ffi ce 
s tud ies have shown that even with i n  th i s  category, the amount of problem sol vi ng,  except ion 
hand l i ng,  and customer i nterfacing (a l l  three are unstructu red act iv i t ies) are qu i te h igh [ 1 2] .  Just  
the acti vity of i nterpreti ng customers' handwri t i ng may i nvolve sign i fi cant  problem solvi ng.  
Thus systems and models  must agai n be capabl e o f  handl i ng a d iverse spectru m  of ac tivi t i es wi th 
h igh  proportions of semistructured u nd u nstructured act iv i t ies. Models cannot capture a l l  o f  the 
excepti ons, and furthermore should not be based u pon the prem ise that th i s  i s  possi bl e. Keepi ng 
in  m i nd that models are limited abstract ions of  reu l i ty, i t  must be expected that procedu res are 
open-ended with i nherent escape hatches to hand le  u nantic i pated excepti ons and emergenc i es. 
Our approach at Xerox has grav itated toward the lfse of d i stribu ted systems and a r ti fi c i a l 
i n tel l igence techn iques to provid e  a utomated knowledge based assi stants, rather than toward 
noti ons of tota l au tomation of procedures and offi ces. 

1 .3 M odel ing Introduction 

Models a re a l l -pervasive, a nd even when i mp l i c i t  and unconscious, can  have great impact on ·  
i nd i vidua l s  and grou ps. For  example a person's model or  stereotypical image of another may great ly  
a ffect h i s  or  her  personal reactions. A model of the operat ion of  an o ff ice procedu re or of o ff i ce 
equi pment can faci l i tate copi ng in a reasoned rather than re flex ive wiJy wi th  new or unex pected 
si tuations. For example, if I see the number, 494- 1 234 in a form's address fi e ld ,  my model from past 
experience lets me i n fer not only that  th is  i s  not an address, bu t that i t  i s  a phone number, and tha t i f  
I seek the address, one recou rse might  be to cal l th is  number for further i n forma t ion .  Our pri mary 
c l a im i s  that i n  areas whi ch are as com pl ex, dynamic, and poorly understood as offi ce sys tems, i t  i s  
v ital  t o  make t h e  models o f  users, o f  designers, and of  other players exp l i c i t and known .  An off ice 
worker knows tha t when you take a docu men t ou t of  a fi le cabi net, i t  i s  no l onger i ns i de; 
furthermore, in an office system whi ch  has electroni c  docu ments and electron ic  fi l e  cab i nets, i t  i s  

V 

qu i te reasonabl e to i nfer, from her/h i s  i m pl i c i t model,  that the same behavior wi l l  be exh ib i ted by V 
the el ectroni c offi ce. However, a computer des igner typica l l y possesses an  i m pl ic i t  model wh i ch 
assu mes that when you retr ieve a page from d i sk, the orig i nal  i n formation rema i ns on the d i sk as 
wel l .  Th is  i l l ustrates that if the user model is not made expl ic i t to a l l ,  then the desi gner may use 
h i s/her own model which may confl i ct .  Thus th is  paper is wri tten to provide a veh i c le for the 
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construction of expl i ci t  unambiguous o ffi ce models. 

1 .4 M odel ing reasons 

The typical l a rge office of toda y  i s  a complex, h igh ly  para l lel ,  i nteractive i n formation processi ng 
system. Understanding of cu rrent o ffices and the design of future o ffices can be greatly a ided by a 
mathemati cal ,  or at  least expl i c i t  and unambiguous model . Whereas the office of the past has been 
able to slowly evolve and correct mistakes as it does, this may not be adequate for the future :  
technologi ca l  change may b e  rapid and radi ca l ,  i n  which case models a nd a n y  other a ids  to 
u nderstanding wi l l  be needed. 

2 The ICN Fami ly of Models 

2.1 Backgro u nd 

Researchers at Xerox PARC (the Pal o  Alto Research Center) have for a number of yea rs been invol ved 
i n  observ ing, studying and model i ng office activity. At the level of macro model i ng of organizati ons, 
Steve Smith and members of the Analysis Research Group have performed i nformati on f low stud ies, 
e lectroni c  mai l  stud ies, and developed mathematical models for macro analysis of organizational 
needs (2) . Clarence E l l i s and members of the Offi ce Research Group have partic i pated in o ffi ce 
studies, model i ng,  and prototype systems design resul ti ng in i mplementation of a fami l y  o f  tri a l  
office i n formation systems a l l  named as versions of  "O ffi ceta lk"  [ 1 0] .  At  the  l evel of m icro model i ng 

'.,.I (keystroke level , cognitive prim i t ives level ), Tom Moran and Stu Card and members o f  the Appl i ed 
I nformation Processi ng Psychology group have systemat ica l l y  appl ied psychol ogical  research 
techniques to obta in  and val idate models of  human-compu ter i n teraction. Many of  the ir  ideas and 
results form the foundation u pon which our h i gher level models can be based , and have been 
descri bed in their  recent book [6] . Rich Fi kes and Tom Malone and members of the Cogni ti ve 
Sciences group have appl ied a rti fi c ia l  i ntel l i gence techniques and knowledge representati on systems 
to the desi gn of au tomated in formal office assistants [ 1 1 ] .  Their  work concerning goa l s  and 
constrai nts appl ies to al l  levels of offi ce model ing.  Thus ideas presented in this paper have evolved 
from, or been strongly inf_l uenced by this d iversity of researchers at Xerox PARC. 

The mathematica l  model which we cal l  an Information Control Net has been defi ned, refi ned and 
used by researchers at Xerox to descri be and analyze communicati on and i n formati on fl ow wi th in 

offi ces. The model has successfu l l y  been ·used to capture a rigorous description of a ctivi ti es, to test 
the underly ing offi ce descri ption for certa i n  f laws and i nconsistencies, and to suggest possible o ff ice 
restructuri ng permutations. In  the 1 979 paper " Information Control Nets : A Mathema ti ca l  Model of 
O ffice In formation Flow" , we formal ly  defi ned the concept of a Basic Informa tion Control Net. Four 
years l ater, i t  now seems appropriate to report on lessons learned and to formal ly  def ine the more 
i nc lusi ve concept of a Generalized Information Control Net. 

I n formati on Control Nets (abbrev iated ICN) have been appl ied to existi ng offi ces and to hypothetica l  
a utomated offi ces. Exampl es o f  offi ce analyses which can be performed usi ng the model i nc lude 
flow analysis, dead lock detection, data synchroni zation, and communica ti on bottleneck detecti on . 
Restructuring perm utations which can be performed using the model inc lu d e  parn l l el i sm 
transformati ons, streaml in i ng, a nd automation. To fu l fi l l  a l l  of these requ i rements i t  i s  necessary 
that our model be mathematical ly tractable whi l e  remaini ng si mple a nd complete for offi ce 
description. This l evel of mathematical rigor has �eetne of the sal ient strengths of the ICN model 
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i'JS i t  has evol ved. 

Al though the mathematical  nature of the model has been ext remely  use fu l  for unambiguous 
� descriptions and for formal  ana lyses, this paper does not d iscuss formal  ana lyses (si nce thcl t has been 

reported el sewhere, [81) and neither em phasizes nor j usti fi es the form al na ture o f  the m ode l .  
I nstead, th i s  paper emphasizes the diversity of  appl i cation domai ns i n  which the model can  be 
usefu l l y  employed. 

Anot�er aspect of our offi ce model i ng methodol ogy i nvolves extructi ng i n formation from exi sti ng 
offices via interviewing, observing, data guthering, a nd ana lyzi ng. Dur ing i n tervi ews, we l ike to 
record our understanding of office activi ties by drawi ng ICNs as the i n tervi ewee descri bes the 
activities of h is/her  offi ce. We have fou nd that when the di agrams a re modu larl y  d riiwn, the 
i n terviewee can u nderstand and correct them. Thi s i s  an  i m porta n t  model i ng characteri sti c tha t we 
have been striv ing to mai n ta in .  Other character istics of the evol ved and genera l i zed i n formv t ion 
control net model are di cta ted by the necessi ti es o f  the o f fi ce appl i rn t ion .  These incl ude  capa bi l i ties  
to model t ime, dead l i nes, and exception hand l i ng .  

As they have evolved , ICNs have been used to model structu red ilnd unstructured acti vi ty. Some of  
these appl ications have i nvolved model i ng of high-level activi ti es, each of which is  perform ed by a 
d ifferent department, may take a l ong t ime, and may be meiJsu red in statist ica l  aggregates on ly. 
Other appl i cations have involved model ing of l ow- l evel activi ty a l l  of which is performed by one 
i nd ividual , and whi ch  may take l ess than a second o f  ti me. .  One l esson l earned from these 
experiences i s  that no one model can succ inctly captu re a l l  of the quanti t ies of  in terest to mod el ers, 
so the reader wi l l  fi nd defi ned, in the remai nder of the paper, a fami ly  of models rather than a si ng le  
model . Di fferent members of  the fam i ly of models emphasize d i fferen t o f fi ce aspects and  deu l  w i th V 
d ifferent organi zat ional parameters, but a l l  are bui l t  from the same basic structu re and 
( importantly) a l l  can use the same i nteractive graphical i nterface by si mply d efin ing di fferent c l asses 
of objects. The d iverse exampl es in the paper show how various models  with in  the fami l y  can be 
u ti l i zed. 

2.2 ICN Fundamenta ls  

As stated i n  the previous section, the office i s  a mult i -faceted enti ty, and thus can b e  v iewed from 
many perspectives. We have found that for most purposes, i t  is im portant to model the offi ce with i n  
the l arger context o f  the organi zation because this provides a necessary operat ing foundat ion of 
organi zational structu re, phi losophy, ru les, and goals .  In this sec ti on, we present an overview of our  
g raphical fam i l y  of models  which can capture many d iverse aspects of  the of fi ce and i ts 
organization. With in  the contex t  of our models, a n  office is defined as a set of office objects 

together wi th a set of mappings among these obj ec ts .  These objects a re al l  c lassi f ied as ei ther  
conceptual  obj ects (goa ls, i deals, i nten ti ons) or  concrete objects (peop le, word processi ng machi n es, 
office procedures, offi ce furni tu re) .  As noted by March and Si mon [ 1 8) ,  abstract objec ts of goa l s  and 
concrete objects (ou r activities) can sometimes be hard to d isti nguish.  We c lassi fy these obj ects i n  
th is  manner becau se we want the notion of concre teness to c losely  correspond to struc tu red 
acti vi ti es (where procedures, rig id ones, are fol l owed) .  Ac tivities at one l evel frequent ly  become 
goal s  a t  a l ower l evel . Cl asses can have an arbi trary number of  sub-c lasses; for example the peop le  
sub-c lass can be furrther d ivided into mclle versus fema le, or over 30 versus under. A parti cu l ar U. 
model with in t h e  fam i l y  o f  models i s  chosen by selecti ng a parti cu lar set of  su b-classes to mod el i n  
d etai l  a n d  parti cu lar mappi ngs. -For example, wi thi n  a un iversity, we m a y  want to model t h e  sub-
c lasses of students and facu l ty. Exam ples of mappi ngs clre the supervises rel ation among peopl e, the 
believes mapping between peop le  and ideals, and the assignment fu nction o f  a task to a 
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workstation. There typ ica l l y  are formal an·d i n formal  versions of many relations. Thus the model 
which we present can capture the organi zation chart (showing the formal "supervises relat ion " ), 
-and the procedu res manual (showi ng the formal " precedes" relation), but it can a lso capture 
i nformal worki ng rel ations. 

We advocate, and have been experi menting with, using thi s  model not onl y  as a stat ic  
representation, but i n  several active fashi ons such as office si mu lation a·nd office execution. For  
these purposes we defi ne control tokens and data tokens which can fl ow through an ICN to 
represent transaction activ i ty [ 1 0,20) . Thus by m aki ng the model a va i l able onl i ne withi n · a n  
electronic offi ce i n formation system, the i n formation c a n  b e  used for " hel p "  systems and for some 
forms of transaction exped it ing,  a lerti ng, consistency checki ng, and contro l .  These uses provi de the 
necessary i ncentive to keep this i n formati on up to date.  Another usefu l  aspect of ICN models is that 
objects and mappi ngs may have a ttributes a ttached to them. For examp le  a l l  objects in the class of 
off ice furniture may have a price attribute, and al l mappi ngs in the communicates with class may 
have an at tr ibute of degree of communica tion cJt tached. These general not ions wi l l  be £.lxµk1 ined in  
more deta i l  with examples in  the next sections. 

3 H IGH  LEVEL EXAMPLES 

There appears to be  a spectrum of l evels  o f  deta i l  at which models are needed. I n  this section we 
present h igh  level I CN  m odels of  two fictit ious examples: the fi rst, ra ther unstructured, is a serv ice 
organi zation (The Widgets U niversi ty), and the second, rather structured, i s  a manufacturi ng 
organization (The Widgets Company). " H igh l evel model " means that the model presen ts 
organi zational goal s  whi ch may a pply to everyone in  the company, and we present macro activi ties 

� each of which may be performed by a department. These can be contrasted wi th the low l evel ICN 
models i n  section 5, which present ind ividua l  go,1 � r, and m icro activ i ties such as keystrokes at  
com puter workstations performed by individual s. Each example i n troduces some features of the ICN 
fam i l y  of models. 

3 . 1  A Relatively U nstructu red Example 

One aspect of u nstructured act iv i ty i s  coping with organizations which have rather fuzzy, d i ffi cu l t  to 
quanti fy charters and goals .  Because we want to emphasi ze the appl i cation of  our model i ng 
techniques to unstructured situations, we choose as a f i rst model i ng example a serv ice organizat ion 
which has goals (e .g.  education) and outputs (e.g.  educated students), both of whi ch are di ffi cu l t  to 
quantify. 

The phi losophy and goals  o f  the Widgets un iversity center around concepts of knowledge a nd 
educati on. Edu cati on, for example, is genera l l y  defi ned as a qual i ty of m ind and character which i s  
(someti mes) acqu i red from i n-depth study o f  a g iven disci pl i ne's ideas and techniques. I t  ma_y a lso be 
acqu i red from structured exposure to and cri t ical eval uation of a d iversi ty of f ields and ideas. Withi n 
structured appl i cations, i t  is someti mes a ppropriate to focus on the ou tpu t of the organization. 
Within the uni versity, the output entity of "educated people" i s  d i ffi cu l t  to quanti fy and measure, so 
other model i ng objectives may be more appropriate to emphasize. The resol uti on of the question, 
"What activi ties ought to be performed wi th in  the u niversi ty to rea l i ze these educati onal goal s?"  

\_,) depends upon many factors i nc l uding the qual i fi cations, and i nterests of the facu l ty, students, and 
the ava i lable faci l i ti es. 

The model shown in F ig u re 1 is i n tended to g ive an overview of the primary goals, activit ies, and 
resou rces of  the Widgets Un iversi ty. I t  can also be the starti ng point for more detai l ed description 
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and for analysis. Triangles in this figure denote goals. Goals are a part icu lar  cl ass o f  conceptua l  
objects. Thus the pri mary goal  shown which  appl ies across a l l  aspects o f  the un iversity i s  the  _.., . ......, 
advancement of  knowledge. Su b-goals, shown by d i rected arcs out of the knowledge triangle, a re 

U 
to educate students, and to perform research. Activiti es performed to work towards the goa l s  o f  
knowledge and education are denoted b y  c i rcles. Activ it ies are a part i cu lar  cl ass of concrete obj ects. 
Note that, as the f igure i s  drawn, these a ctiv it ies are not being perform ed necessari l y  to further 
research goals, because they are not with in  the dotted triang le  of  research. This  represen tut ion 
could  be al tered by expand ing the " research " dashed triangle to  over lap the "educate"  d ashed 
triangle, si nce the triangles are real ly  j ust short-hand notation for a set o f  arcs from the goals to each 
of the acti vit ies to whi ch they apply. These arcs are, in  turn,  graph i ca l  means o f  speci fyi ng mappi ngs  
among objec ts; when necessary to · prevent ambiguity, we label the arcs with the name of the 
mapping to which they belong. 

Resources ava i lab le  within  the un iversity to hel p  plan and pedorm these acti viti es are denoted by 
rectangles. Resou rces are a p,H ti cu lar  c lilss of concrete objec ts. I n  Fig u re 1 ,  three sub-c l asses o f  
resou rces are being modeled : facu lty, students and faci l i ties. The d isconnected arcs extending  u p  to 
these resources imply that there is  more to the d iagram than shown such as further organ iza tiona l  
structure. F�r example,  the  dean of  students, the u niversity provost, the depar tment heads, and . 
u l ti mately the president o f  the u niversity cou ld be represented i n  this structure. Other possi bl e  
mappi ngs with which these resources cou ld  be associa ted i ncl ude the actor mapping which maps 
i nd ividua ls  i nto the i r  roles ( 1 0] ,  and the believes mappi ng between grou ps and thei r ideals  where 
ideals  are si m i l ar to goals  bu t are associ ated with people rather than activi t ies. 

Basic ideas embedded with in  this model are those of objects, · and mappi ngs between these obj ects. 
If the offi ce is  treated as a set of thi ngs to be done, with no specif icati on of the act ivi t ies by whi ch 
the things are to be accompl ished or i nterconnected, we have a basic tem plate or framework which  
on ly  shows the goals and the office resources {e.g equ i pment, money, etc.) . This framework 
represents the basic concepts which d i sti nguish the fu nction of one offi ce from another, v iewed 
externa l l y. We don't even know at th i s  stage of model i ng ifthere is any way to accompl ish the goa l s  
with the gi ven resou rces. This goals-and-resources template i s  one which  any offi ce organizati on 
attem pti n g  to do the work with the g iven resources m ust m a tch;  i t  therefore forms a basi s for 
defi n ing fu nctional equ i va lence of offi ces [9] .  Indeed, some pragmatic offi ce analyses are best done 
usi ng this goals-and-resources model only (2 ) . 

Goals-and-resources model analyses are made feasi bl e by atta(:h ing attri butes to obj ects. For 
example, g iven the·set of people avai lable  to do work in an  offi ce, it i s  usefu l  to know each person's  
ski l l  level, experi ence, pay expectation, location ( i f the office i s  d istr ibuted) , etc .  These are a l l  
a ttri butes that could  be  associated w i th  people. I n  general ,  attr ibutes are associ c> ted wi th classes, so 
a l l  obj ects i n  the same c l ass have the same set of a ttri butes; e .g .  all members of the c lass , "people"  
have a sk i l l  l evel attri bu te, but  "office furni ture" may not. Note that  each obj ect may have a 
d i fferent value for the attri bute, but the value  must l i e  with i n  the range spec i f ied for the attri bute. 
S ince we group objects i nto c lasses {e.g . ,  resources vs. acti v it ies) , which in turn may be d i vided i n to 
sub-cl asses (e. g. ,  people resou rces vs. fu rni ture resources) , and those i n to fu rther sub-classes (e .g . ,  
facul ty vs .  students) , a ttri bu tes are i nherited unless over-ri dden by the sub-class defin i t ion. See 
c lasses in Smal l ta l k  [ 1 S] for further explanation. The flex ibi l i ty and scope impl ied by a l lowing 
arbitrari l y  ma.ny c lasses means that the fami ly  of model s i s  open-ended, thus  matchi ng the open
ended systems which must be modeled in real i ty. Although the categori zati ons are fi xed for any 
i ndiv idual  model in  the fami ly, there may be many new c lasses which are created during the l i fe o f  a 
h i gh ly  rel ated fam i l y. For example, one offi ce we stud ied bought new h igh functional i ty telephone 
equ ipment half way through the study, to our d ismay and surprise. To model this development 

V 

V 
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within the ICN models, we si mply added another class of resource. Si nce a model withi n the fam i ly o f  
models i s  characterized by the classes which i t  conta i ns, add i ng a new crass was equ iva le nt to 
changi ng to a di fferent model wi thin the fam i ly. Offices are constantly in transi t ion, and the open
endedness of arbi trary c lasses helps our models to cope with this fl ux 

The first third of our ICN model definition follows next from the above notions of frameworks 
consisting of goals and resources. In later sections of this paper, we will introduce the second (static 
activity model) and third (dynamic token model) parts of our ICN model. 

DEFIN ITION :  An Organizational Framework is a tuple, F = [G, R] where G is a class of abstract 
objects (goals of the organizat ion), and R i s a  c lass of nonprocedu ral concrete objects (resou rces) . 

Within our  stud i es and model i ng, many d i fferent c lasses R of resou rces have been uti l i zed .  Som e 
examples of resou rces are people, money, repositories, communi cati ons l i nes, office forms, furn i ture,  
corpora te departments, and word processors. The exact choi ce of classes to expl ic i t ly model depends 
u pon the model i ng purpose, and l evel of model ing deta i l  which i s  desired. Classes of abstract obj ects 
which we have used thus far i nc lude goals, i deals, constrai nts, and expectations. 

The definit ion of the organi zational framework F1 for the ICN shown in  F igure 1 i s: 
F 1  = [R 1 , G 1 ]  where 

R 1 = {facu lty, students, fac i l it ies} 
G 1 = {knowl edge, educate students, perform research}. 

3.2 A Relatively Structured Example 

The Widgets Uni versi ty is owner of a corporation cal led the Widgets Company. U nfortunately, the 
company i s  losing money, al though the sal es of widgets seem to be quite successfu l accord ing to the 
sal es and order entry department. We wi l l  expl a in  a n  IC� model  of Widgets processi ng, and then 
i nvest igate problems with in  the company. 

F igure 2 shows an ICN representi ng an overview of the processi ng of customer orders for g oods 
wi thin  the Widgets Company. The di rected horizontal a rcs represent a precedence relati on among 
activities. Thus, the order entry activi ty (ci rcle  1 )  precedes the cred it check activity (ci rc l e  2) which 
precedes the bi l l i ng activity (ci rcle 3) which precedes the shipping activity (ci rc le 4) . 

ICNs can model decision maki ng, and para l le l i sm, which are denoted by sma l l  dots with more tha n 
one outgoi ng arc i n  di agrams. The smal l  hol low dot with several arcs outgoing are cal l ed OR-spl i t  
nodes a nd denote decision poi nts or random choice points. The small hol low dot wi th several 
i ncomi ng arcs are ca l led OR-jo in nodes and a l low control to flow from any i ncom ing arc to the out
going arc. Thus i n  F igure 2, control can either flow through acti vi ty 2 or, i n  the case o f  an o ld  and 
trusted customer, control can pass around activi ty 2 via the bent arc model i ng the case where the 
credit  check act iv ity i s  by-passed. 

Instigati on of para l l el i sm is modeled by smal l  fi l l ed bl ack dots with several ou tgoi ng arcs (ca l l ed 
AND-spl it  nodes) . The synchroni zation of para l lel processes is modeled by smal l fi l l ed black dots with 
severnl i ncomi ng arcs {ca l led AND-join: nodes) . In F igure 2, the ti mer process and activi ty 3 must both 
be completed for a transacti on before i t  can proceed to activ ity 4. 

The t imer c i rcle in Fi gure 2 is an example of another c l ass of concrete, active objects. They are s im i l ar 
to activ i ti es, but have sl ightly d i fferent behavior. In  the case of  activi t ies, the semantics of controi 
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·flow i s  a stri c t  token model ,  so a token wi l l  wait indefi n itely at un i ncom ing arm o f  an AN D-join  u n ti l 
com pat ib le  tokens appear on al l  other i ncom i ng a rms .  Then a transi tion removes- exact ly one token 
from each i ncom i ng arm and places a token on each outgoi ng a rm . A token from a ti mer, on the V 
other hand, acts as a gate; at the i nstant i t  i s  f ired, i t a l lows a l l  waiting tokens on other a rms to pass 
through the AND node to the outgoing arm . Thus i f  the stack of a l l  comp l eted-by-bi l l ing orders are 
transferred from the bi l l i ng department to the shi pp i ng department at 9 : 00 each morni ng, then this  
can be model ed by the timer shown in  F igure 2 with its a larm _ a ttri bute set to 9 : 00 AM. More 
d i scussi on of the ti me element with in  offi ces wi l l  fol l ow in secti on 4. 

The activiti es shown i n  Fig u re 2 cou ld  each be l arge proced ures which one m i ght choose to model 
separatel y by further ICN d iagrams; i n  the Widgets Company case there i s  another comp l ex d iagram 
i nside  of each of  the four ci rcles. This is the refinement relation which i mp l i es that each act i v i ty 
(dep i ct i n g  a proced ure) may be rel ated to another set of  acti vi ti es (depicti ng the lower l evel steps of 
the procedu re) . This avoids the necessity of ever presenti ng an overl y comp l ex d i agram . 

In su m mary, the model can be structured to conta in  as many l evels of deta i l  as appropri ate, so that 
d i f ferent  p i ctures can be shown to di fferent audiences depend ing upon their  desi red level of 
understand ing of procedu ral deta i l .  These notions of activit ies, refi nement, and precedence a re 
i ndi cative of structu red si tuations, and a re captu red i n  the defi n ition of an offi ce schema .  

The second part of our ICN model definition follows next, and adds to the first (framework) part by 

introducing procedural objects to model activities and mappings to mode/ refinement, precedence, 

and other relations. In a later section, we will define a third (dynamic token model) part of our ICN 

model. 

DEF IN ITION:  An Offi ce Schema is a tu p l e, S = [F, A, f5] where F is an organizat i onal framework, A 
i s  a c lass of procedural  objects (act i vities), and f5 i s  a set of early bind ing mapp i ngs over F and A. 

Note that S defi nes the static offi ce, si nce there is  no speci fi cation of transac tions in progress. The 
mapp i ngs f5 l i kewise do not i nvo lve transact i ons i n  progress. A typ ical fs mapp i ng is the precedence 
relation descri bed above; thus, mapp i ngs which a re relatively static and thus ca n be set before the 
model i s  executed ( in the sense of model ing  the dynam ics of transact ion flow) are cal led early 
bi ndi ng mapp i ngs. Si nce most mapp i ngs of fs are si mp ly re lations between the obj ects of cl asses R, 
A, a nd G, this model is  someti mes cal l ed the RAG model . However, some few of these mapp i ngs may 
be fu ncti ons of attri butes, and take va lues with in attribute ranges, The RAG v iew i s  also an i nternal 
vi ew, rather than the external view presented by F si nce activities (A) and re lations { f  5)  a re now 
exp l i c it .  

The rectangles at the bottom of Fi gure 2 show resources; in this examp le, the resources are three 
peopl e  needed to perform acti vit ies 1 through 4. The arcs poi nti ng upward from the rec tangles 
represen t a performer re lation ind icati ng which persons perform which act i v i ties (e.g . ,  the sal es c lerk 
i s  needed to perform the order entry activity) .  More precisel y, this  rel at ion i ndi cates which role or 
job titl e is needed to perform which act ivi t ies. In  some cases, d i fferent parts of a macro activ i ty may 
be performed by di fferent peop l e. This can be modeled by havi ng many arcs i ncom i ng to the 
acti vity, or by i nd icat ing, i nside a rectangle, a group or department which handles the macro activi ty 
as was done i n  F igure 1 .  In  ei lher case,= more deta i l  a bou t "who handles what wi th i n  this  g rou p " ca n 

� be obtained by viewi ng the detai ls of the macro act i vity usi ng the refi nement rel a tion .  

The rectangles i n  Fi gu re 2 have i n-com i ng arcs dang l i ng downwarc(1from them i nd i cati ng tha t there 
wou ld  typ i ca l ly be other relations in  which they part ic i pate, i ncl uding an organiza tional reporting 
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relation, and a roles rela tion .  The former relation can be used to fi nd out who i s  the responsi b le 
manager for each offi ce activ ity. The l atter rel ation would  specify whi ch i nd i viduals fu l fi l l  which 

x...,_; roles i n  the organizati on, e.g .  Susan Smith may fi l l  the role  of sal es c lerk, a nd James E l l i s may fi l l  the 
roles of sales c lerk and shippi ng c lerk. 

Goals and the i r  range of appl i cabi l i ty are shown by the triangl es, and by the dotted l i nes emanati ng 
downward from them in F igure 2 .  When performi ng the order-processing act i v ity, the goal of 
maxim iz ing customer satis facti on should  be kept in m i nd, whi l e  during  the shi pp i ng activity, the 
goal of expediti ng sal es appl i es. The arcs extend ing upward from the goals  ind i cate that there 
wou ld typical ly  be other relations i n  which they partic ipate, i nc lud ing a graph ( perhaps a h ierarchy, 
but not necessari ly) of other goals. These could be structured as high- l evel abstract goals which 
apply to the corporation as a whole, with l ower-level goa ls  which are the i nterpretat ion of  the 
abstract goals  for suborganizations and groups. Thi s  exampl e i l l ustrates that the i n terpretati on of  
goa ls versus activiti es depends on the context and i ntent of the mode l . There a re someti m es 
con fl i c ts between an i nd iv idual 's ideals and the corporate goals. In the exampl e of F igure 2, acti vi ty 
2 (credi t  check) is with in  the domain of a l l  of the shown goals .  So there i s  a potenti a l  confl i ct 
between chatting on the phone with a customer to maxim i ze his  or her sati sraction, a nd bei ng 
rather abrupt to expedite sales. This model makes confl i ct exp l i c i t  so that it i s  m ore l i kely to be 
openly a nd properly dea lt  with. 

4 DYNAM IC MODELS 

4.1 Definition 

An Information Control Net captures a dynamic  picture of  an offi ce i n  action. One can picture the 
ICN model at any particu lar  ti me as model i ng a snapshot of the office with various transactions i n  
various states of completion. This  i s  pi ctured i n  the ICN graph by showing a schema with smal l  dots 
representi ng tokens resid ing on certain objects to depict the states of tasks. Queu i ng can occur  at 
the i nput edge or output edge of activit ies. Since activities can i n  some cases p rocess mu lti pl e 
transactions at once, a nd si nce we have sometimes wanted to expl i cit ly model  queues as separate 
entities, activ it ies can a lso have many transactions queued withi n them (parti cularly m acro 
activ iti es) . 

Thus we arrive at the third and final part of our ICN model definition, which combines the notion of 
dynamic tokens with the organizational framework (part one of the model) and activities (part two 
of the model). 

DEF IN ITION : An Offi ce Net (or Information Control Net) is a tuple, N = [S, T, fn1 where S i s  an 
o ff ice schema, T is a c l ass of tokens, and f n i s  a set of l ate bi ndi ng mappi ngs over S and T. 

With in  our studies and mode l ing, we have made use of control tokens (which flow between 
activ ities), and data tokens (which typica l l y  f low between reposi tories and activi ti es). One of the 
mappi ngs in fn speci fies the state changes of  the system as depicted by the a ttri butes of  tokens. Late 
binding i mpl ies t,hat these mappi ng functions' val ues change dynami ca l ly  as .the m odel execu tes. 
The choice of which mappi ngs are defi ned i n  f5 and which in f n is a model i ng choice d ependent u pon 
the particu lar office bei ng modeled, and the purpose of model ing. 

At execution ti me, any parti cu lar  token lnay take any number of possible paths through the net. For 
example, a choice of next activities, and of who actua l ly  does that activ i ty may be determi ned by 
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many factors: chance, current ru n-ti me bindi ngs, arbitrary human deci si ons, ava i l abi l i ty o f  resou rces 
(e.g. people), the schedu l ing a lgorithm specif ied by the mapping, and token attri bu tes. For 
example, one attri bute may contai n a val ue that identi fies the accountant who handled my account  U 
previously as my preferred accountant for this transaction. To whom my transaction i s  rou ted m<.'ly 
be a function of this  token a ttri bu te. The actual function may be a com pl i cated one, specify ing,  for 
example, that i f  thi s  accountant i s  on vacation for m ore than two weeks, another accou ntant shou ld  
be  chosen accord ing  to  who i s  least busy. Static spec ifi cations which ind i cate "send to  a l l  
accountants" may  d i ffer from day  to  day  depending u pon which people are bound to  the 

· accountant position on any g iven day . .  

Note that many attr ibutes of  token objects are subject to frequent dynamic  change, whi le  other 
attri butes may change none or i nfrequently. The next state mapping is an expl ic it recognition of  this  
fact and speci f ies only that the next state, as defined by the val ue of a l l  token attri butes i n  the system 
at ti me t + 1 ,  i s  a fu ncti on of the attributes of a l l  objects (i ncl ud ing token objects) in the system �t  
ti me t. 

4.2 Timed Nets 

One of the faci nati ng areas of model i ng required by the office domain is concerned with methods 
of model i ng ti me.  One hopes i n  these models to be expl ic i t  and rigorous whi l e  sti l l  mainta i n ing 
enough si mpl ic i ty o f  presen tation so that a naive u ser can grasp the ti m ing concepts by us ing an  
i nteractive workstation di splay. In  the  process of model ing office activi ty, we frequently need to 
construct models with expl i c i t  ti me del ays, or synchronizations. Withi n the ICN model ,  this i s  done 
by ti mers and ti med activities. Every activity with in  an  ICN has a set of defau l t bu i l t-in t i mers which 
measure activity t i me, but not queue ti me, for i ts a ctivities. Whenever a token enters an act iv i ty, a 
t imer i s  begun, and i f  the ti mer expi res before the activity is com pleted, then the defau l t  exception 
activ ity i s  appl ied .  Thi s  i s  one basic mechanism, using relati ve ti m e, to hand le  exceptions and 
dead lock withi n the offi ce. Ti mers associated with tokens are a lso quite usefu l .  

Another situati on i n  which t i mers are useful are dead l i nes. One can fi nd many examples where a 
sequence of activ it ies is in it ia ted, and i f  these activ it ies do not a l l  termi nate by a certai n dead l i ne 
ti me, then the worker wou ld l i ke to perform some excepti onal activity. These cases can be modeled 
as ti med macro-acti vi ty, or can be model ed as activit ies with a t imer process forked from them. 
Situations of ilbsol u te delay (e. g .  Decem ber 31 dead l i ne) or relativ_e delay (e.g .  always wai t  24 hours 
after recei pt of a check before cashi ng it) can be model ed by a ti mer process placed i n  series 
i m medintely be fore the del ayed activity. Absolute ti me can a lso be used with a ti mer process, as  was 
i l l ustrated in  F igure 2. 

Fi nal ly other objects can a lso have time parameters as  attri butes. This a l l ows the model ing of goal s  
or ru les which on ly  apply du ri ng some speci fi c  ti mes, and  the mode l ing of  transactions v i a  tokens 
representing customers who wi l l  leave and take their  busi ness elsewhere i f  they are not g iven service 
wi thi n a certa i n  amount of  t ime. 

4.3 Exception Handl ing 

I n  addition to  mappi ngs for the defau l t  data flows and control flows, ano ther mapping represen ts 
exception paths;  this mapping describes what the worker shou ld do if a token does not exi t in the 
normal sati sfactory condition from an activi ty. Indeed wi thi n most o f fi ces there are many excepti on 
pa ths which rnnnot be anti ci pated in advance. For these there are other defau l t  possi b i l i ties, 
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i nc lud ing a return to sender path which is  not expl ic it ly shown i n  o u r  d iagrams bu t which i s  a lways 
avai lable, and a return to initiator path, not shown but always ava i lable which a l lows a transaction 
token to return to the responsible i nit iator of the transaction. Offi ceTal k-D is  a research prototype 
offi ce i n formation system [ 1 0) which is based upon the ICN model .  This system presents an e lectronic  
forms-based interface to mu l ti pl e users at workstations who are coord i nati ng thei r  work with i n  an 
offi ce envi ronment. An ICN is used to a l low the system to know the defau lt path of a l l  offi ce forms, 
so a user does not need to specify where the form goes next un less there i s  an exceptional con d i ti on .  
In  the excepti onal case, the options mentioned above are ava i lable to  the user, or  she/he can spec i fy 
one of the other indiv iduals  (actors} or job functions (roles) which are w i th in  her or h i s  view. This 
distinction between actors and roles i s  a n  i mportant one and a l l ows send to any and send to all 
options. 

A novel aspect of this ICN based system is the capabi l i ty of any office worker (and managers 
particularly fi nd this val uable) to see a static l ayered di agram of thei r  activities, to si mulate work 
flow by speci fying l oads, and to see a dynam ic graphical view of real work in progress at the cu rren t 
i nstant throughout the i r  offi ce. Al l these are avai lable from the i ndivid ual 's personal workstation 
d isplay unit. 

In  the next section, we consider an example office where the organization chart, procedure steps, 
and tokens representi ng current transactions are recorded automatical l y  with in  a database a nd 
d isplayed and manipul ated by the workers usi ng the ICN model i nterface. Automatical ly, counts and 
tim ings, such as  el ectronic mai l  statistics of  number of  messages sent from/to whom, can be easi l y  
kept. 

4.4 Example Usage 

The Widgets Company i s  sufferi ng from problems of decreasing i ncome and profit even thoug h  sales 
are up. The sales and servi ce manager, named Teren, is il]terested i n  us ing the company's office 
i nformation system (01S} to i nvestigate thi s  problem .  Usi ng an onl i ne version of F igure 2 displayed 
on Teren's workstation display unit, she can view the current state of sales transactions i n  the system. 
When she does this, she fi nds that the del i very process described as the "shipping activity" i n  F ig u re 2 
has a large number of queued tokens, i nd icati ng that  thi s  is a bottleneck i n  processing because many 
transactions are waiti ng here. By ask ing for recent statistics, Teren finds that a very large number of 
orders have passed through order entry and bi l l ing, but only a smal l  number have exited normal ly  
from shi ppi ng (see F igure 2) .  This· suggests looki ng at  the exception hand l i ng exit  from shi pping 
which shows that many tokens have exited abnormal ly  with condi ti on of customer cancel lati on due 
to non - receipt of ordered goods many days after the needed and p romised date . From thi s  
in formation, i t  becomes cl ear that although customers are placi ng orders for lots of  goods, the 
company never reaps a profit from this because many customers cancel d ue to late de l i very. N ote 
that this i nformation i s  l ogged automatical l y  when transactions are tra nsm i tted e lectronical ly  from 
workstation to works ta ti on. 

To solve this problem Teren contacts the shi pping department  and together they view a l ower-level 
ICN showi ng detai l s  of  thei r  processing (activ ity 4 of F igure 2). They isolate the problem to a queue 
conta in ing several dozen transactions which are waiti ng to be processed b y  the si ngl e shi ppi ng cl erk, 
Hal .  Although Hal is worki ng very hard, ·and although the queue has not g rown substantia l ly  d u ring 
the last months, i t  a lso has  not  shrunk i n  s ize. The shipping manager remi nds Teren that there i s  
simply a lot of  paperwork which must be performed for each order, and in  keepjng with its goal  of  
m i ni m i zi ng expenses, the company has  a pol i cy currently of  h i ring no new employees. This seems 
l i ke a poi nt of i mpasse, but through further i nvestigation the group d iscovers that the queue of 
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trnnsactions, which r s  servi ced o n  a fi rst-come fi rst-serve basis, has numerous orders which htlve due  
dates (dates on or before wh ich  the corresponding goods must be  del i vered to  the  customer) much  
l a ter than other orders wh ich  are l a ter i n  the  queue .  On the  di splay, tokens are displayed as bri gh ter U 
and brighter red as thei r due  date gets c loser. For example, when Teren exami nes the orders at the 
head of the queue, she fi nds that they are not due u nti l a month l a ter and wi l l  take several days of 
work to be processed by the cl erk; on the other hand ,  Teren fi nds several orders further down the 
queue which wi l l  be due l ater th is  week (these are easy to fi nd because they are qu ite bright  red) .  
Thi s  suggests that t h e  shipping clerk c a n  look down h i s  queue a n d  work o n  the reddest tokens fi rst 
even i f  they are not at the head of the queue. The g roup a l so agrees tha t when peak times com e and 
the number of  red tokens gets very h igh,  others i n  the shi pping department wi l l  help Hal  to process 
orders which are becomi ng overdue. Teren, Hal , and the company a re pl eased at this resol u tion 
which has been great ly  faci l ita ted by having an i ntegrated offi ce i n format ion system ava i lable. 

5 LOWER LEVE L  EXAMPLES 

5.1  Low level human processor modeling 

Another aspect of the theme, "office systems a re people systems" concerns the  design of i nteractive 
systems for humans and com puters to comm u nicate. Designers of i nteract ive systems can bene fit 
g reatly by usi ng models at many level s to explore desi gn trade-offs. In th i s  brief ICN mod el i ng 
example, we suggest how l ow-level appl ied i nformation process ing psychol ogy can help designers of 
text processing hardware and software. 

In the Widgets Com pany, a non-trivia l  amou nt of t ime is spent orig ina ting and editi ng forms und U 
documents. The paperwork bottleneck previously d iscussed withi n  Widgets might  be eased by 
carefu l design and i mplementation of automa ted a ids. It i s  not only possi ble to est imate current 
t i mes for activities, but a l so to fai rly  accurately esti mate the t imes g iven an au tomated system . The 
ti mes of activit ies which are embedded with in  models, such clS the steps of  the shi pping activi ty of 
Figure 2, can be calcu lated by estimati ng .ti mes for lower l evel " pri mit ive" actions with the hel p of 
i n formation processi ng psychology [SJ .  

For example, assume a user has a hardcopy and a screen copy of a document to be edited . Su ppose 
the hardcopy has been marked with corrections, and the task to be model ed is that of performi ng 
one of these corrections (deleting a word), where the word processi ng system has a poi nti ng device 
( l ight pen or mouse), a d isplay screen showing the fu l l  document, · and function keys, i nc lud ing a 
delete key which erases the selected work from the screen copy. 

F igure 3 has two tri angu la r  obj ects showing tha t  with in  the general goal of edi ting a document, our 
speci fic goa l i s  ana lysis of the deletion of a word . Usi ng the "Model Human Processor"  model (6 ] ,  we 
can construct an ICN and analyze i t  to determi ne the amount of  ti me this task wi l l  (maxi ma l ly  or on 
the average) ta,ke. The human aspects of the procedure can be modeled by three classes of  resource 
needed to do the h uman task : 

( 1 )  Perceptual system 
Thi s  system consists of sensors and assoc ia ted bu ffer memories which recogni ze �isua l ,  aud i tory, 
tac ti le, and other input sti mul i .  This resource can be modeled at more deta i l  by using the 
refi nement relation. In particu lar, 5 sub-objects represent our 5 senses. In  this case we rely u pon 
known t imes for elements such as the perceptual processor (with a . 1 00 second cycl e t ime) .  

(2) Motor system 
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This system carries out responses which include hand movement to "home i n "  o n  a devi ce 
(average .400 second), and also movement of eye (average .230 second) and head movement. 

(3) Cognitive system 
This system is the most complex; it acts upon in formati on i n  the work ing memory as wel l as 
elsewhere. Our task i s  one classi fied as "routine cognitive ski l l "  for expert users, so the cognitive 
system only d i rect� the responses of the motor system. The cogni ti ve system is not expl ici tl y  
modeled since we assume no creative thinking is requi red by our  expert user to perform this  task. 

The set of activities beg ins with some motor activity to move head and eye to the word on the 
hardcopy document, and some perceptual activity to recognize and commit  that word �o worki ng 
memory so that it can be matched with the same word on the screen copy of the document. After 
grasping the pointer, a retrieval from working memory is necessary to poi nt to the matching word 
and select it. Fi nal ly, the DELETE button is pushed to erase the selected word. Each activi ty is a 
macro activity which uses several of the hu man resou rces. For example the ti me for the f ina l  activi ty 
is esti mated by recognizing that this activity consi sts of moving the eyes to the function buttons, 
"homi ng" the hand to the function buttons and then pushing the delete button. The average time 
for this complete sequence of acti vities can be pred icted [5 ]  at 2 .95 seconds. Assuming that the 
deletion method is  routine to a knowl edgable expert, we have analyzed the executi on ti me, but not 
the "acquisition time" during which the user thi nks and computes the method. This can be 
compared with the average ti me for other methods of deletion and other systems such as a l i ne 
orien ted text editor. 

This model is quite si mple  and l i mited when compared wi th the actual complexity of what real ly 
\__,/ goes on within our  heads as described by fu l ler psychological theories. However, use and control led 

experi mentation have proven the uti l ity of this level of model . 

5.2 Interpersona l relations 

Besides model ing and analysis of structured corporate procedures, an offi ce i n formation system can 
be used by a l l  individuals to understand and ·analyze some of thei r own problems and needs. In  thi s 
example we see that models which are personal, and unautomated can be a ·valuabl e com ponent of 
a knowledge worker's set of tools. An office i nformation system can be an excel lent  assistant for 
this, and can make a detai l ed analysis actual ly possi ble. 

For example, Teren is a manager of sales and service within the Widgets Company. She i s  i nterested 
i n  observi ng and analyzi ng her in terpersonal management ski l l s. She would l i ke to vi ew her patterns 
of communication wi th her superiors and su bordinates over the last 6 months. Since lots of her 
communications are via electronic mail ,  she can obtai n  this at her workstation by speci fyi ng that she 
is interested in al l  [objects = people] which satisfy the relation of [reports to Teren] (her 
subordinates), and [Teren reports to] which is the i nverse (her supervi sors) . When she asks to see the 
rel ation communicates with and the attribute amount qual i fied by the assertion [date > March of 
thi s year.] , the graph of Table 1 appears, and she is  reminded that the attri bute amount includes 
number of phone conversations also. Al though the system knows and records not�1 ing abou t the 
content of telephone conversations, it i s  easy for the central switch PABX com pu ter to compi l e  

� phone tal l ies. From the ICN model of this communication profi l e  shown i n  Figure 3, we immediately 
see that she has accumulated 228 units of electronic mail and telephone d ia log with superiors, and 
only 84 units of d i alog with her subordinates, wi th a total of 4583 units. Why is th i s  total so m uch 
l arger than the sum of superiors pl us subordinates? She notices the high [com municates with others] 
number. Since the system is based upon a general d istributed database with an office i nformation 
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system interface, she can easi l y  submit further queries to the system to ga in  further u nderstand i ng .  
When she asks for the fu l l  ICN of [communicates with Teren], she i s  told that this has a very l arge 
response, which wi l l  be l i sted non-graph ica l l y  i f  she wants. She decides to look at a partial l i s t ing o f  
those i ndiv iduals  wi th which she h a s  had h igh communication i n  the l ast 6 months, a nd i s  surpri sed 
to see that her friend down the hal l  has been dominati ng her communicat ions. Knowi ng that there 
i s  a lso a h igh element of i nforma l  face to face conversation with that i nd i vidua l ,  but a low amo u nt 
wi th others, she resolves to decrease somewhat the amount o f  conversati on v:i th that  person,  and 
i ncrease i t  with her  subordi nates. 

Also bei ng interested i n  examin ing her i nterpersonal management styl e  with subord inates in more 
detai l ,  she cal l s  u p  some of her message d ia logues and exami nes them wi th respect to the fol l owing  
goa ls  (taken from "theory Y" of  management [2 1 ] :  cred i ti ng her  workers [when som eone exceeds 
expectations, or consistent ly  meets expectations] , c lar i fyi ng and con fi rming [when others make 
statements, s ignal l i ng to them tha t she i s  l i stening and correc tly u nderstands], t1nd giv i ng · her 
workers constructi ve crit ic ism [cri ti ci z ing in such a way that i t  wi l l  be positively ·  accepted] .  By 
scann ing headers of  her messages to subord i nates, she real i zes that she has not been gi ving cred i ts 
by mai l for work wel l done. After a l i tt le thought, she real i zes that th i s  i s  a lso true for her phone 
and face to face conversati ons. F i nal l y, she sketches the model of  Figure 4 (wi thout the counts yet) 
on her screen, i nstanti ates i t, and est imates how often she has performed the various  goals a nd 
objectives and activit ies by reviewing a few of  her message d ia logues wi th subord i nates. A sam pl e  
message i s  l i sted below with explanatory com ments i n  braces. 

Dear Tom :  I am extremely disappointed in the sales f igures you mai led to me. {No menti on of 
Tom's merits} Your group has rea l l y  been going downhi l l  these days. Your sales record was never U 
very good, but now it is terrible. { Insu l t  combi ned wi th d iscouragement} Its clear that your group's 
motivation has deteriorated ever since our 200 series of widgets was removed from the market. 
We've had hard times before; you simply m ust pull your group together and show me better sales 
figu res next month. {no constructive suggestions, nor i nvita tion to d iscussion, nor set o f  correct ive 
steps} -Teren 

Through this  personal a na lysis ending with a manual counti ng u p  to the totals  shown i n  F igure 4, 
which was greatly exped ited by having an office information system as assistant, Teren has grea ter 
i nsight into her past m odes and m oods of i nteraction. As a fi nal step, she decides to incorporate the 
constructive cri t ic ism procedu re segment which she has ju st created as part of her e lectronic m a i l  
system to remi nd and encourage her to a lways think  o f  goi ng through the steps, a n d  to provid e  a t  
her workstation, a structu red form with fie lds labeled as  fol l ows. 
specif ic merits :  
speci fi e concerns: 
suggestions: 
i nvitation for reactions: 
i nvi ta tion for further suggestions:  
summary :  

By fol l owing th i s  form outl i ne which appears on her screen d u ri ng composi tion, but  not  i n  the f ina l  
electronic message, Teren can rei nforce her desi re to fol low this management sty le, and i n  the 
fu tu re, the system wi l l  automati ca l ly count the number of usages of each of the above i tems wi th i n  
correspondence to subordi nates. 

·u 
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6 SUMMARY AN D ACKNOWLEDG EMENTS 

In  summary, we have presented a fami ly of models capable of capturi ng an analyzable descri ption o f  
formal and i nformal office goals, activity, resources, and relations. The model i s  specified by 
defining an organizational framework [basic resources, goals, and other abstractions], then an off ice 
schema [activities and static m appings] , and fina l ly, a dynamic  net [tokens and transi tion 
specifi cations]. 

We have a l so outl ined a methodology for information gathering and trouble shooting of office 
problems by using an active office model i ntegrated i nto an office in formation system. We bel ieve 
that, i n  the longer term, the type of model/system usage i l l ustrated here wi l l  become commonplace. 
Office information systems shal l  be the primary fabri c from which spectacu lar  gains in  of fice 
efficiency and effectiveness are woven. 

This work has benefited greatly from model ing work and ideas of many people i nside and outside  of 
Xerox.  Within Xerox Pal o  Alto Research Center, particu lar  i nfluence has accrued from Steve Smith 
a nd the Analysis Research Group's work on high level model ing;  from members of the old Office 
Research Group on intermediate l evel model ing; from Stu Card a nd Tom Moran and the Appl ied 
Information Processing Psychology Group's work on low l evel model i ng ;  also from Rich Fikes and 
Tom Malone and the Cognitive Sciences Group's work on in formal work description and knowl edge 
based assistants which spans al l  levels of the model ing spectrum.  Thanks are due to numerous other 
individuals at Xerox, and to the Xerox Corporation for provid ing a stimulating envi ronment for th is  
work. 

Outside of Xerox, related work has transpired at many places inc luding the KAYAK Project at I NRIA 
u nder Dr. Najah Naffah [7, 1 9) ,  the University of Toronto under Professor Dennis Tsichritzis [ 1 4,241, 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology under Professor M i chael Hammer [ 1 6) ,  and u nder . . , 
Professor Carl Hewitt [ 1 ,  1 7), and a t  numerous other univers_it ies and research labs [7] . Al l  of these 
efforts are due a round of thanks and cred i t. 
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PERSON RELATION MESSAGES MSG LINES PHONE CALLS 

from to from to # min1.:tes 

Mr. Black subordinate 6 1 0  20 30 7 28 . 

Ms. Johnson subordinate 4 8 18  27  6 1 5  

Mr. Jones subordinate 3 5 8 1 5  6 19  

Ms. Smith subordi{late 7 1 1  2 1  38 1 1  46 

Mr. White supervi�or 24 30 203 220 60 241 

Ms. Williams supervi�or 27 3 1  231 223 56 228 

others 431 241 5 ·1 520 9104 142S 2 1 77 

The ·coMMUNICATES WITH TEREN'" Relation 
TABLE 1 
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PREFACE 

The high and formal discussions of learned men end oftentimes in disputes about 
words and names, with which (according to the use and wisdom of the mathe
mati..:ians) it would be more prudent to begin, and so by means of definitions 
reduce them to ordcr.-Sir Francis Bacon. Aphorisms. 

There are many fine treatises on the various applications of the new 
machine tools for the extension of man's ability to digest and understand 
�real volumes of data issuing from the research efforts or the world. It is 
th:= purpose of this new series, Vistas in Information HandlinA, to 
prvvide a forum for discussion of advanced thinking on the augmentation 
of man's intellect by these machines. 

As editors of this series, we shall strive to report not only this advanced 
thinking but also the application of older techniques to new purposes. 
If differences of scientific opinion need to be aired, let these differences 
be explicated by their proponents in full debate. We welcome such 
arguments. 

To employ -Francis Bacon's phrase quoted above, much "high and 
formal discussion" frequently involves one or more of the transcendent 
subdisciplines or the communication sciences. We have, therefore, intro
duced our series with a collection of reports. which start with a concept 
for aug(!lenting man's intellect; we then examine natural language-the 
mcnns by which this augmentation is symbolized. 

We hnvc invited discussion of associative memory, of models for 
structural analysis of naturol language, and of empirical results or 
language data processing. Because illustration is always useful in under
:,tanding advanced concepts, we have included the subject of literature 
processing in a discipline (chemistry). including solutions to problems 
inherent in Japanese scientific and technical literature. 

FinalJy, in the belief that application of known methods of information 
handling to new purposes is a principal objective of science, we have 
included papers on the development of critical scientific data (to try �o 
seek an answer to the question: .. How critical is critical?"), and on the 
integration of engineering data processing with the automatization of 
design. 

Our plan is to turn out two volumes a year, one dealing with .. software" 
on•1 aJvnnccd intellectual concept, the other with advanced design of 
equipment. 

) ) 
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With these goals in mind, we believe the Vistas in Information 
HandlinlJ will extend beyond the frontiers of present operative experi
ence, while at the same time maintaining a pragmatic balance between 
concept and reality. 

The authors of the nine papers in this book are too well known in 
their respective fields to require restatement of their qualifications. Their 
thoughts and works speak for themselves. 

We gratefully acknowledge the encouragement of our colleagues in 
Information for Industry, Incorporated. Special mention should be made 
of the faith and perspicacity of Mr. Robert Teitlcr of Spartan Books, 
who conceived the idea for this series. 

February, 1963 Paul W. Howerton, General Editor 
David C. Weeks, Associate Editor 
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CHAPTER 1 

A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK roR THE 

AUGMENTATION OF MAN'S INTELLECT * 

DoucLAS C. E NGELBART 
Stanford Research Institute. Menlo Park, Calif. 

INTRODUCTION 

By "augmenting man's intellect0 we mean increasing the capability of 
a man to approach a complex problem situation , gain comprehension to 
·suit his particular needs, and to derive solutions to problems. I ncreased 
capability in this respect is taken to mean a mixture of the following : 
that comprehension can be gained more quickly ; that better compre 
hension can be gained i that a useful degree of comprehension can be 
gained where previously the situation was too complex ; that solutions 
can be produced more quickly; that better solutions can be produced ; 
that solutions can be found where previously the human could find none. 
And by "complex situations" we include the professional problems of 
diplomats, executives. social scientists, life scientists. physical scientists . 
attorneys • . designers-whether the problem situation exists for twenty 
minutes or twenty years. We do not speak of isolated clever tricks that 
help in particular situations. We refer to a way. of l ife in an integrated 
domain where hunches, cut-and-try. intangibles. and the human " feel 
for a situation1 1 usefully c_ocxist with powerful concepts, streamlined 
terminology and notation, sophisticated methods. and high-powered 
electronic aids. 

This paper covers the first phase of a program aimed at developing 
means to augment the human intellect. These methods or devices can 
include many things, all of which appear to be but extensions of those 
developed and used in the past to help man apply his native sensory, 
mental. and motor capabilities. We consider the total system of n human 

• Partial �upport or this work was received from the Air Force Office of Scientific: 
Research, Directorate of Information Sciences, under Contract AF 49(638)-1024 . This 

· paper is an excerpt from a summary report (AFOSR-32l3) which also includes a 
discussion of Jockeround material, a hypothetical description of a computer-based 
augmentation system, and research recommendations. The• papcr could never have 
been written without the considerable effort of Mn. Rowena Swanson of the Alt�OSR, 
who extracted and organized the material upon which this chapter is based. 
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rh1� his augmentation devices and techniques as a proper field of search 
fn1 practical possibilities. This field constitutes a very important system 
ia our society ; l ike most systems its performance can best be improved 
hy ,:onsidering the whole as a set of interacting elements rather than a 
number of isolated components. 

This kind of system approach to human intellectual effectiveness docs 
not find a ready.made conceptual framework such as exists for estab
lished disciplines. Before a research program can pursue such an approach 
intelligently, so as to derive practical benefits within a reasonable time 
in addition to results of long•range significance. a conceptual fra111cwork 
must be searched out-a framework that provides orientation a, to the 
important factors of the system, the relationships among these factors, 
the types of change among the system factors that offer likely improve
ments in performance. and the kind of research goals and methodology 
that seem promising. 

Man's population and gross product arc increasing at a considerable 
rate, but the complexity of his problems grows even faster. And the 
urAency with which solutions must be found becomes steadily greater 
in response to the increased rate of activity and the increasingly global 
nature of that activity. Augmenting man's intellect, in the sense defined 
above, would warrant the full.time efforts of an enlightened society if its 
leaders could be shown a reasonable approach and some plausible benefits. 

OBJECTIVE Of THE STUDY 

The objective of this study is to develop a conceptual framework for a 
coordinated research and devclopmen� program whose goals would be 
the following : ( 1 ) to find the factors that limit the effectiveness of the 
individual's basic information-handling capabilities in meeting the 
various needs of society for problem solving in its most general sense : and 

· (2) to develop new techniques, procedures, and systems that will better 
adapt these basic capabilities to the needs, problems, and progress of 
society. We have established the following specifications for this frame
work : 

( 1 )  It must provide perspective for both long.range basic research and 
research that will yield immediate practical results. 

(2) It must indicate what this augmentation will actually involve in 
the way of changes in working environment, thinking, skills. and methods 
of work. 

(3) It must be a basis for evaluating and assimilating the possibly 
relevant work and knowledge of existing fields. 

(4) It must reveal areas where research is possible and indicate ways 
to assess the research; must be a basis for choosing starting points and 
devc:loping appropriate methodologies for the needed research. 
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Two points need emphasis here. First, although a conceptual frame• . 
work has been constructed, it is still rudimentary. Further search and 
actual research are needed for the evolution of the framework. Second, 
even with a basic framework, an apparently small modification can 
significantly alter the results of the framework. The framework must 
therefore be viewed as tentative, and not considered as a detailed 
prediction or a collection of factual statements. 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

A.· GENERAL 

The conceptual framework we seek must orient us toward the real 
possibilities and problems associated with using modem technology to 
give direct aid to an individual in comprehending complex situations, 
isolating the significant factors, and solving problems. To gain this 
orientation, we examine . how individuals achieve their present level of 
eff cctiveness, and expec;t that this examination will reveal possibilities 
for improvement. 

· · 

The entire effect of an individual on the world stems essentially from 
what he can communicate to the world through his limited motor 
channels. This communication. in turn, is based on information received 
from the outside world through his limited sensory channels; on infor
mation, drives, and needs generated within him ;  and on his processing 
of that information. His processing is of two kinds: that which he is 
generally conscious of (recognizing patterns. remembering, visualizing, 
abstracting, deducing, inducing, etc.), and that involving self •generated 
information, unconscious processing and · mediating of received infor
mation, and mediating of conscious processing itself. 

The individual does not use this information or processing to grapple 
directly with the sort of complex situation in which we seek to give him 
help. He uses his innate capabilities in a rather indirect fashion, since the 
situation is generally too complex to yield directly to his motor actions, 
and always too complex to yield comprehensions and solutions from 
direct sensory inspection and use of basic cognitive capabilities. For 
instance, an aborigine who possesses all of our basic sens<>l'y-mental
motor capabilities but does not possess our background of indirect 
knowledge and procedure cannot organize the proper direct actions 
necessary to drive a car through traffic, request a book from the library, 
call a committee meeting to discuss a tentative plan, call someone on the 
telephone, or compose a letter on the typewriter. 

Our culture has evolved means for us to organize and utilize our basic 
capabilities so that we can comprehend truly complex situations and 
accomplish the processes of devising and implementing problem solutions. 
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Th.� ways in which human capabilit ies are thus extended arc here called 
a • 1;: -ri1en ta tion m enns, and \.Ve .. cfe1m{'•r&n·.::.·bis1<tdasses ot them : 

l ,  A r tifac ts-physical objects designed to provide for human 
comfort ,  the manipu lot- ion of th ings or rn=it�rials, and the manipu
l <ltion of symbols. 

2 . Lang uage- the way in which the individual classifies the picture 
· of his world into the concepts that his mind uses to model that 

world , and the symbols that he at taches to those concepts and uses 
in consciously mar ipulating the concepts ("thinking"). 

3 .  Met hodology-the methous, procedures, and strategies with 
which an individual organizes his goal-cen tei-ed (problem-solving) 
activity . 

4. Training - the conditioning needed by the individual to bring his 
skil ls in using augmentation means 1 ,  2, and 3 to the point where 
they are operationally effective. 

The system we ;wish to improve can thus be visualized as comprising 
a trained human bei ng together with his artifacts, language, and method
ology. The explicit new system we contemplate will involve as artifacts 
computers anil computer-controlled information-storage, information
handling, and information-display devices. The aspects of the conceptual 
framework that are discussed here are primarily those relating to the 
individual's ability to make significant use of such equipment in an 
integrated system. 

Pervading all of the augmentation means is a particular structure or 
organization. While an untrained aborigine cannot drive a car through 
t raffic because he cannot leap the gap between his cultural background 
and the kind of world that contains cars and traffic, it is possible for him 
to move step by step through an organized training program that will 
enable him to drive effectively and safely. In other words, the human 
mind neither learns nor acts by large leaps, but by a series of small steps 
so organized or structured that each one depends upon previous steps. 

Although the size of the step a human being can take in comprehension, 
innovation, or execution is small in comparison to the over-all size of the 
step needed to sol ve a complex problem, human beings nevertheless do 
solve complex problems. It is the augmentation means that serve to 
subdivide a large problem in such a way that the human being can waUc 
through it in little steps. Thi structure or organization of these little 
steps or actions we designate as process hierarchies. 

Every thought process or action is composed of subprocesses. Such 
.. uh1>rocesses include making a pencil stroke, writing a memo, or devising 
a plan. An appreciable number of discrete muscle movements must be 
coordinated to make a pencil stroke. Similarly. making particular pencil 
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strokes and composing a memo arc complex processes in themselves 
which are subprocesse's

:-
to the '6��r·-a1f writing of the memo. 

Although every subprocess is a process in its own right in that it 
consists of further subprocesses, there is no advant�ge here in isolating 
the ultimate "bottom' '  of the process-hierarchical structure. There may 
be no way of determining whether the apparent "bottom" (processes 
that cannot be further subdivided) exist in the physical world or in the 
limitations of human understanding. In any case, it is not necessary to 
begin from the "bottom" in discussing particular process hierarchies. 
No person uses a completely unique process every time he performs a 
new task. Instead, he begins from a group of basic, sensory-mental-motor 
process capabiiities, and adds to these: certain of the process 'i:apabilities 
of his artifacts . There are only a finite number of such basic human and 
artifact capabilities from which to draw. �oreover, even quite different 
higher-order processes may have in common relatively high-order 
subprocesses. 

When a person writes a memo (a reasonably high-order proccss) t he 
. makes use of many processes as subprocesses that are common to other 
high-order processes. For example.  he makes use of planning, composing. 
dictating. The process of writing a memo. is utilized as a subprocess 
within many different processes of a still higher order. such as organizing 
a committee, changing a policy, and so on. 

It is likely that each individual develops a certain repertory of process 
capabilities from which he selects and adapts those that will compose · 
the processes that he executes. This repertory is l ike a tool kit.  Just as 
the mechanic must know what his tools can do and how to use them. so 
the intellectual worker must know the capabilities of his tools and have 
suitable methods, strategies, and rules of thumb for making use of them. 
All of the process capabilities in the individual's repertory rest ultimately 
on basic capabilities within him or his artifacts, and the entire repertory 
represents an integrated, hierarchical structure (which we often call the 
repertory hierarchy). 

We fi nd three general categories of process capabilities within a 
typical individual's repertory : ( 1 )  those executed completely within the 
human integument, which we call explicit- h uman process capabilities ; 
(2) those possessed by artifacts for executing processes without human 
intervention, which we call explicit-artifact process capabilities ; and 
(3) those we ca11 t��- composite process capabilities, which are derived 
from hierarchies containing both of the other kinds. 

We assume that it is our H-LAM/T system (Human using Language, 
Art if acts, and Methodology, in which he is Trained) that performs a 
process in any instance of use of this repertory. Let us consider the 
process of issuing a memorandum. There is a particular concept associ 
ated with this process-that of putting information into a formal package 
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nnd distributing it to a set of  people for a certain kind of consideration. 
That t he type of information package associated with this concept has 
h,-r.n giv� the special name of m emorandum shows the denominating 
effect of this process on the system language. 

'J. he ,nemo-writing process may be executed by using a set of process 
c:,pabilities (intermixed or repetitive form) such as planning. developing 
:.uLject matter, composing text, producing hard copy, and distributing. 
'f hcrc is a definite way in which these subprocesses are organized that 
represents part of the system methodology. Each of these subprocesses 
represents a functional concept that -must be a part of the system 
language if it is to be organized effectively into the human•s way of doing 
things, and the symbolic portrayal of each concept must be such that 
the human can work with it and remember it. 

If the memo is short and simple, the first three processes may be of  
the explicit-human type (i.e., the memo may be planned. developed and 
composed within the mind), and the last two of the composite type. If it 
is C'>mplex, involving a good deal of  careful planning and development, 
then ull of the subprocesses may be of the c�mposite type (at least 
including the use of pencil and paper art if acts), and there may be many 
different applications of some of the process capabilities within the total 
process (succes�ive drafts, revised plans). 

Executing the above-listed set ·of subprocesses in proper sequence 
represents an execution of the memo-writing process. However. the very 
process of organizing and supervising the utilization of these subprocess 
capabilities is itself a most important subprocess of the memo-writing 
process. Hence the subprocess capabilities as listed would not be complete 
without the addition of a seventh, which we call the execu tive capability. 
This is the capability stemming from habit, strategy, rules of thumb, 
prejudice, learned method, intuition, unconscious dictates, or combina
tions thereof, to utilize the appropriate subprocess capabilities in a 
particular sequence and timing. An executive process (i.e. ,  the exercise 
of an executive capability) involves such subprocesses as planning, 
selecting, and supervising; it is within the executive processes that the 
methodology in the H-LAM/T system is embodied. 

To illustrate the capability-hierarchy features of our conceptual 
framework, let the reader consider an artifact innovation appearing 
directly within the relatively low-order capability for composing and 
modifying written text,  and see .how this can affect his hierarchy of  
capabilities. Suppose you had a new writing machine-a high-speed 
electric typewriter with some very special features. You can operate its 
keyboard to cause it  to write text much as with a conventional type
writer. But the printing mechanism is more complicated ; besides printing 
a visible character at every stroke, it adds special encoding features by 
ml:.111s of invisible selective components in the ink and special shaping of  
the character. 
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As an auxiliary device, there is a gadget that is held like a pencil ;md, 
instead of a point, has a special sensing mechanism which can be ·moved 
along a line of the special printing from your writing machine (or one 
like it). The signals which this reading stylus sends through the flexible 
connecting wire to the writing machine are used to determine which 
characters arc being se�d. thus causing the automatic typing of a 
duplicate string o f  characters. An information-storage mechanism in the 
writing machine permits you to sweep the reading stylus over the 
characters much faster than the writer can type ; the writer will catch up 
with you when you stop to think about what word or string of words 
�hould be duplicated next, or while you reposition the straightedge guide 
along which you run the stylus.  

This hypothetical writing machine thus permits you to use a new 
process of composing text. For instance, trial drafts can rapidly be 
composed from rearranged excerpts of old drafts, together with new 
words or passages which you insert by hand typing. Your first draft may 
represent a free outpouring of thoughts in any order, with the inspection 
of foregoing thoughts continuously stimulating new considerations and 
ideas to be entered. If the tangle of thoughts represented by the draft 
becomes too complex, you can compile a reordered draft quickly. It would 
be practical for you to accommodate more complexity in the trails of 
thought you might build in search of  the path that .suits your needs. 

You can integrate your new ideas mo�c easily. and thus harness your 
creativity more continuously. if you can quickly and flexibly change 
your working record. If  it is easier to update any part of  your working 
record to accommodate new developments in thought or circumstance, 
you will find lt easier to incorporate more complex procedures in your 
way of doing things. This will probably allow you. for example, to 
accommodate the extra burden associated with keeping and using special 
files w�ose contents are both contributed to and utilized by any current 
work in a flexible manner-which in turn enables you to devise and use . 
even •more complex procedures to better harness your talents in your 
particular working situation. 

The important thing to appreciate here is that a direct new innovation 
in one particular capability can have far-reaching effects throughout the 
rest of your capability hierarchy. A change can propagate up through 
the capability hierarchy, higher-order capabilities that can utilize the 
initially changed capability can now reorganize to take special advantage 
of this change and of the : ntermediate higher-capability changes. A 
change· can propagate down through the hierarchy as a result of new 
capabilities at the high level and modification possibiiities latent in lower 
levels. These latent capabilities may have been previously unusable in 
the hierarchy ond become usable because of the new capability at the 
higher level. 
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The• w riting machine and· its flexible copying capability would occupy 
y01.i :�-ir a long time if you tried to exhaust the reverberating chain of  
a:.;c,L.,_ i ;.1 tcd possibilities for making useful innovations within your 
c .. : ,abil i ty  hierarchy. This one innovation could trigger a rather extensive 
r,:d �sign of this hierarchy ; your method of accomplishing many of your 
t-.1 .:.ks  would change considerably. Indeed, this process characterizes the 
sort pf evolution that our intellect-augmentation means have been 
undergoing since the first human brain appeared. 

For our  objective of dedving orientation about possibilities for actively 
JJltrsuing a n  increase in human intellectual effectiveness, it is important 
tu realize that we must be prepared lo pursue such new-possibility chains 
throughout the en tire capability hierarchy (calling for a "system" 
approach). It is also important to realize that we must be oriented to the 
sy n t liesis of new capabilities from reorganization of other capabilities, 
but h  old and new, that exist throughout the hierarchy (a . .  system
<:ngineeri ng" approach}. 

B. THE BASIC PERSPECTIVE 

I ndividuals who operate effectively in our culture have already been 
considerably , .augmented." Basic human capabilities for sensing stimuli, 
performing numerous mental operations, and communicating with the 
outside world are put to work in our society within a system-an H 
LAM/T system-the individual augmented b y  the language, artifacts, 
and methodology in which he is trained. Furthermore, we suspect that 
improving the effectiveness of the i ndividual as he operates in our society 
should be approached as a system-engineering problem-that is, the 
H-LAM/T system should be studied as an interacting whole from a 
synthesis-oriented approach. 

This view of the system as an interacting whole is strongly bolstered 
by considering the repertory hierarchy of process capabilities that is 
structured from the basic ingredients within the H-LAM/T system. The 
realization that any potential change in language, artifact, or method
ology has importance only relative to its use within a process, and that 
a new process capability appearing anywhere within that hierarchy can 
make practical a new consideration of latent change possibilities in many 
other parts of the hierarchy-possibilities in either language, artifacts, 
or methodology-brings out the strong interrelationship of these three 
augmentation means. 

Increasing the effectiveness of the individual's use of his basic capa- . 
bilit ies is a problem in redesigning the changeable parts of a system. The 
system is actively engaged in the continuous processes (among others) of 
<lc:vdoping comprehension within the individual and of solving problems ; 
I ,t :t I, processes are subject to human motivation, purpose:, and will. 
Redc�i!�ninr. t he system's copo.hility for performing these processes means 
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red_esigning all or part of the repertory hierarchy. To redesign a structure 
we must l�arn as much as we can about the basic materials and com
ponents as they are utilized within the structure ; beyond that, we must 
learn how to view, measure, analyze, and evaluate in terms of the 
functional whole and i ts purpose. In . this particular case, no existing 
analy tic theory is by itself adequate for the purpose of �nalyzing and 
evaluating over-all system performance ; pursuit of an improved system 
thus demands the use of experim e n tal  methods. 

It need not be solely the sophisticated or formal process capabilities 
that are added or modified in the redesign. Even so apparently minor an 
advance as artifacts for rapid mecha nical duplication and rearrangement 
of text during the course of creative thought process could yield changes 
in an individual's repertory hierarchy that would represent a great 
increase in over-aJl effectiveness. Normally we might expect such equip
ment to appear slowly on the market ; changes from old procedures would 
be small . and only gradually would the accumulated changes create 
markets for more radical versions of the equipment. Such an evolutionary 
process has been typical of the way our repertory hierarchies have 
formed and grown . 

But an active research effort, aimed at exploring and evaluating 
possible integrated changes throughout the repertory hierarchy, could 
greatly accelerate this evolutionary process. The research effort could 
guide the product development o f  new artifacts toward taking long•range 
meaningful steps; simultaneously, competitively minded individuals who 
would respond to demonstrated methods for achieving greater personal 
effectiveness would create a market for the more radical equipment 
innovations. The guided evolutionary pro.cess could be expected to be 
considerably more rapid than the traditional one. 

The category of . . more radical innovations" includes the digital 
computer as a tool for the personal use of  an individual. Here there is not 
only promise of great flexibility in the composing and rearr�nging of text 
and diagrams before the individual 's eyes, but also promise of many 
other process capabilities that can be integrated into the H-LAM/T 
system's repertoire hierarchy. 

C. DETAILS OF THE H-LAM/T SYSTEM 

1. SYNERCISM* AS TI IE SOURCE OF INTELLICENCE 
If we ask ourselves where human intelligence is embodied, our present 

state of knowledge forces us to· concede that it appears to be elusively 
distributed throughout a hierarchy of functional processes-a hierarchy 

• Sy11oraism is a term used by biologists and physiologist's to designate (from 
1.Yobstor'.s Now In ternational Dictionary. 2d ed.) the ... . .  cooperative action of 
.Jiscretc o&cncies such that the total effect is grcotcr than the sum of the two effects 
'a ken independently . • . ., 
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whose foundation extends into natural processes beyond the level of 
J:rc�cnt definition. Intelligence. however, seems primarily to be associated 
with orAa niza tion . All of the social. biological, and physical phenomena 
\1'e observe about us seem to derive from a supporting hierarchy of 
or�anizcd functions (or processes), in which the principle of  synergism 
applies to give increased phenomenological sophistication to each 
succeedingly higher level of organization. In particular, the intelligence 
of a human being, which appears to be derived ultimately from the signal
response characteristics of individual nerve cells, is a synergistic phe
nomenon. 

2 .  I NTE L LIGENCE AMP LIFICATION 
During the course of this study, we had originally rejected the term 

intelligence amplification, (initially used by W. Ross Ashby1 • 1) to 
characterize our objectives. Instead, we characterized them as the 
nt tempt to make a better match between existing human intelligence 
and problems to be solved. But we have come to accept the foregoing 
term in a special sense that does not impJy any attempt to increase native 
human intelligence. ln telliAence amplifica tion seems applicable to our 
goal (of aug�enting the human intelJect) in that the entity to be pro
duced will exhibit more of what can be called intelligence than ·an unaided 
human could demonstrate. That which possesses the amplified intelli
gence is the resulting H-LAM/T system, in which the LAM/T augmen
tation means represent the amplifier of the individual's intelligence. 

In amplifying human inteltigencc we are applying the principle of  
synergistic structuring that pertains in the natural evolution of basic 
human capabil ities. What our culture has <lone in the development of  
our means of augmentation is  to construct a superstructure th.at is  a 
synthetic extension of the biologically derived sensory-mental-motor 
structure on which it is built. In a very real sense, the development o f  
. .  artificial intelligence" has been going o n  fo r  centuries. 

3. Two-DOMAIN SvsTEM 
The human together with his artifacts comprise the only physical 

components in the H-LAM/T system. It is upon their combined capa
bilities that the ultimate capability of the system will depend. This 
conclusion was implied in the earlier statement that every composite 
process of the system decomposes ultimately into explicit-human and 
explicit -artifact processes. There arc thus two separate domains of 
activity within the H-LAM/T system : that represented by the human, 
in which al t explicit-human processes occur, and that represented by the 
artifacts, in which al l explicit-artifact processes occur. In any composite 
process there is cooperative interaction between the two domains, 
requiring interchange of energy (much of it for information exchange 
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purposes only). Figure 1 . 1  depicts this two-domain concept and embodies 
other concepts discussed below. 

Where a complex machine represents the principal art if act with which 
a human being cooperates, the term man-qiachine in terlace has been 
used for some years to represent the boundary across which energy is 
exchanged between the two domains. However, the ma n-a rtifac t 
interlace has existed for centuries, ever since humans began using 
artifacts and executing composite processes. 

Exchange across this .. interface" occurs when an explicit.human 
process is coupled to an explicit-artifact process. Quite often these 
coupled processes arc designed for just this exchange purpose, to provide 
a functional match between other explicit-human and explicit•artif act 

. processes buried within their respective domains that do the . more 
significant things. For instance, the finger and hand motions (explicit
human processes) activate key-linkage motions in the typewriter. 
(coupled to explicit-artifact processes). But these are :0nly part of the 
matching processes between the deeper hunian processes that direct a 
given word to be typed and the more involved artifact processes that 
actually imprint the ink marks on the paper. 

The outside world interacts with our H-LAM/T system by the 
exchange of energy with either the individual or his art if act. Again, 
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sp�dal processes arc often designed to accommodate this exchange. 
However I the direct co�cern of our present  study l ies within the system, 
with the internal processes thot are and can be significantly involved in 
t he effect iveness of the system in developing the human's comprehension 
and pursuing the human's goals. 

4. CONCEPT_.S 1 SYMOOLS 1 AND A H Y POTH ES I S  
Before w e  pursue further direct discussion o f  the H-LAM /T system, 

1ct us examine some background material. There is a certain progression 
in the development of our intellectual capabil ities-not necessarily 
historical-- that can shed light on t he human part of the system : 

4. 1 .  CotKEPT MAN I PU LATION . Humans have · the biological capa. 
bility for developing abstractions and concepts.  They can mentally 
manipulate these concepts to a certain extent, and , . think" about 
situations in the abstract . Their mental capabilities allow them to 
develop general concepts from specific instances, predict specific instances 
from general concepts, associate concepts, remember them, etc. We 
speak here of concepts in their raw,  unverbalized form .  For example, a 
pe1·son letting a door swing shut behind him suddenly visualizes a person 
behind him carrying a cup of hot coffee and some sticky pastries. Of alt 

the aspects of the impending ev�nt, the spilling of the coffee and the 
squashing of the pastry somehow are abstracted immediately and 
associated with a concept of personal responsibility combined with a 
fear of the consequences. But a solution comes to mind immediately as 
an image of a quick stop and an arm extended back toward the door, 
with motion and timing that could prevent the collision, and the solution 
is accepted and enacted . With only nonverbal concept manipulation, we 
could probably build primitive shelter, evolve strategies of war, hunt, 
play games, and make practical jokes. But further powers of intellectual 
effectiveness are implicit in this stage of biological evolution (the same 
stage we are in today). 

4.2.  Svt.tooL M A N I PULATION. Humans made another grea.t step 
forward when they learned to represent  particular concepts in their 
minds with specific symbols. Here we temporarily disregard communi
cative speech and writing and consider only the direct value to the 
individua l of being able to do his heavy thinking by mentally manipu• 
la ting symbols instead of the more unwieldy concepts which they 
represent. Consider, for instance, the mental difficulty involved in 
herding twenty.seven sheep if, instead of remembering one cardinal 
number and occasionally counting, we had to remember what each sheep 
looked like, so that if the flock seemed too smalt we could visualize each 
one and check whether or not it was there. 

4 .3.  MAN UAL, ExTEnNAL, SYMBOL M A N I PULATION. Another signifi
r:ant stt:p toward harnessing the l>io_logically evolved mental capabili ties 
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in pursuit of comprehension and problem solutions came with the 
development of the means for externalizing some or the symbol•manipu
lation activity-particularly in graphic representation, which supple• 
ments the individual 's memory and a}?ility to visualize. (We are not 
concerned here with the value derived from human cooperation made 
possible by speech and writing, both forms of external symbol manipu
lation, but with the manual means of making graphic representations of 
symbols-a stick and sand, pencil and paper and eraser, straightedge or 
compass, and so on.) It  is principally this kind of means for external 
symbol manipulation that has been associated with the evolution of the 
individual's present way of manipulating his concepts (thinking). 

It is undoubtedly true that concepts which people found useful became 
incorporated as symbols in  their language. However, Korzybski3 and 
WhorP (among others) have argued that the language we use affects our 
thinking to a considerable extent. They say that a lack of words for some 
types of concepts makes it  difficult to express those concepts, and thus 
decreases the likelihood that we will learn much about them. If this is 
so , once a language has begun to grow and be used it would seem re�son
able to suspect that the language also affects the evolution of the new 
concepts to be expressed in that language. 

Apparently there are counter.arguments to this ; e.g .• if a concept 
needs to be used often but its expression is difficult, then the language 
will evolve to ease the situation. However. the studies of the past decade 
into what are called se/f-orAa nizing sys tems seem to reveal that subtle 
relationships among interacting elements can significantly influence the 
course of evolution of such a system. If this is true, and if language is 
(as it seems to be) a part of a self-organi�ing· system, then it appears 
probable that the state of a language at a give'n time strongly affects its 
own evolution to a succeeding state. 

For our conceptual framework, we tend to favor the view that a 
language does exert a force in its own evolution. We observe that the 
shift over the last few centuries in matters that are or daily concern to 
the individual has necessarily been forced i nto the framework of the 
language existing at the time. with alterations generally limited to new 
uses for old words, or to the coining of new words. The English language 
since Shakespeare has undergone no alteration comparable to the 

· alteration in the cultural environment ;  if it had, Shakespeare would no 
tonger be �ccessible to us. Under such evolutionary conditions, it would 
seem unlikely that the laniuage we now use provides the best possible 
service to our minds in pursuing comprehension and solving problems. 
It seems very likely that a more useful language form can be devised. 

The Whorfian hypothesis states that . .  the world view of a culture is 
limited by the structure of the language which the culture uses. ' "  But 
there seems to be another factor to consider in the evolut ion of language 
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�md human reasoning ability. We offer the following hypothesis, which 
;:. related to the Whorfian hypothesis : Both the language used by a 
rnit ure, and the capability for effective intellectual activity, arc directly 
r, llc:ctcd during their evolution by the means by which individuals 
control the external manipulation of symbols. (For identification, we will 
refer to this later on as the N�o-Whorfian hypothesis.) 

If the Nco-Whorfian hypothesis could be proved readily, and if we 
could sec how our means of externally manipulating symbols influence 
both our language and our way of thinking, then we would have a 
valuable instrument for studying human-augmentation possibilities. For 
the sake of discussion, let us assume the Neo-Whorfian hypothesis to be 
true, and see what relevant deductions can be made. 

If the means evolved for an individual 's external manipulation of his 
thinking-aid symbols indeed directly affect the way in which he thinks, 
then the original Whorfian hypothesis would off er an added effect. The 
direct effect of the external-symbol-manipulation means on language 
would produce an indirect effect on the way of thinking via the Whorfian• 
hypothesis linkage. There would then be two ways for our external 
symbol manipulation to affect our thinking. 

One warof viewing the H-LAM/T system changes that we contcm
plat�-specificalty, integrating the capabilities of a digital computer into 
the intellectual activity of humans-is that we are introducing new and 
extremely advanced means for externally manipulating symbols. We 
then want to determine the useful modifications in the language and in · 
the way of thinking that could result. This suggests a fourth stage to the 
evolution of our human intellectual capability. 

4.4. AUTOMATED EXTERNAL SvMeoL MANI PULATION. In this stage, 
the symbols with which the human represents the concepts he is manip
ulating can be_arranged before his eyes, moved, stored, recalled, operated 
upon according to extremely complex rules-all in very rapid response to 
a minimum amount of information supplied by the human, by means of 
special cooperative technological devices. In the limit of what we might 
now imagine, this could be a computer, with which individuals could 
communicate rapidly and easily, coupled to a three-dimensional color 
display within which ex tremely sophistica ted imaAes could be 
constructed, the computer being able to execute a wide variety or 
processes on parts or all of these images in automatic response to human 
direction. The displays and processes could provide helpful services and 
could involve concepts not hitherto imagined (e.g., the pregraphic 
thinker would have been unable to predict the bar graph, the process of 
long division, or card file system). 

In searching for some simple ways to determine what the Neo-;whorfian 
hypothesis might imply, we might imagine some relatively ! straight-
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forward means of increasing our external symbol-manipulation capability - ·  
and try to picture the consequent changes that could evolve in our 
language and methods of thinking. For instance, imagine that our 
budding technology of a few generations ago had developed an artifact 
that was essentially a high-speed, semiautomatic table-lookup device, 
cheap enough for almost everyone to afford and small and light enough 
to be carried on the person. Assume that individual cartridges sold by 
manufacturers (publishers) contained the lookup information, that one 
cartridge could hold the equivalent of an unabridged dictionary, and 
that a one-paragraph definition could always be located and display�d 
on the face of the device by the average practiced individual in less than 
three seconds. What changes in language and methodology might not 
result? If it were so easy to look things up, how would our vocabulary 
develop, how would our habits of exploring the intellectual domains of 
others shift, how might the sophistication of practical organization 
mature (if each person could so quickly and easily look up applicable 
rules), how would our education system change to take advantage of 
this new external s.ymbol-manipulation capability of students and 
teachers and administrators? 

The significance to our study of this discussion lies in the perspective 
it gives to the ways in which human intellectual effectiveness· can be 
altered by the particular device used by individuals for their external 
symbol manipulation. These hypotheses imply great richness in the new 
evolutionary spaces opened by progressing from Stage 3 to Stage 4. We 
would l ike to study the hypotheses further,- examining their possible 
manifestations in our experience, ways of demonstrating their validity, 
and possible deductions relative to going t� Stage 4. 

5. CAPABILITY REPERTORY HIERARCHY 

The concept_  of our H-LAM/T system possessing a repertory of 
capabilities that is structured in the form of a hierarchy is most useful 
in our study. We shall use it below to tic together a number of considera
tions and concepts. 

There are two points of focus in considering the design of new repertory 
hierarchies : the materials with which we have to work, and the principles 
by which new capability is constructed from these basic materials. 

5. 1 .  BASIC CAPABILITI ES. Ma terials in this context are those capa
bilities in the human and artifact domains from which all other capa
bilities in the repertory hierarchy must be constructed. Each such basic 
capability represents a type of functional component with which the 
system can be built. Thorough redesigning of the system requires making 
an inventory of the basic capabilities available. Because we are exploring 
for perspective, and arc not yet recommending research activities, we 
are free to discuss and define in more detail �hat w� mean by '"basic 
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capability" without regard to the amount of research involved in making 
an actual inventory .. .. -

The two domains, human and artifact ,  can be explored separately for 
their basic capnbilities. In each we can isolate two classes of basic 
cn p.ibil i ty-those classes dist ingu ished occorci ing to whether or not the 
ca pabi lity has been put to use with in our a_ugmentation means. The first 
class (t hose in use) can be found in a methodical manner by analyzing 
pr�sc:nt capa bi l ity hierarchies. For example , select a given capability at 
any level in the hierarchy and determine whether it can be useful ly 
cha nged by any meanr. that can be given consideration in the augmen
tation research contemplated . If it  can, then it is not basic but can be 
decomposed into an eventual set of basic capabil ities. Proceed through 
t lH� h ierarchy ; capabilities encountered which cannot be usefully changed 
compose the basic capabil ity inventory. Ultimately, for every such 
recursive decomposition of a given capabil ity in the hierarchy, every one 
of the branching paths wi l l  terminate in basic capabilities. Many of the 
branching paths in the decomposition of a given higher-order capability 
wi l l  terminate in the same basic capability, si�ce a given basic capability 
wil l  often be used within many different higher-order capabilities. 

Determini�g the class of basic capabilities not already utilized within 
existing augmentation systems requires a different exploration method. 
Examples of this method occur in technological research, where analyt
ically oriented researchers search for new understandings of phenomena 
that can add to the research engineer's list of things to be used in the 
synthesis of better artifacts. 

Before this inventorying task can be pursued in any specific instance, 
some criteria must be established as to what possible changes within the 
H - LAM/T system can be given serious consideration. For instance, some 
research situations might have to disallow changes which require exten
sive retraining, or which require undignified behavior by the human. 
Other situations might admit changes requiring years of special training, 
very expensive equipment, or the use of special drugs. 

The capability for performing a certain finger action, for example, may 
nr:-t be basic in our sense of the word. Being able to extend the finger a 
certain distance would be basic, but the strength and speed of a particular 
finger motion and its coordination with higher actions generally arc 
u�ef ully changeable and therefore do not represent basic capabilities.  
What would be basic in this case would perhaps be the processes whereby 
strength could be increased·a.nd coordinated movement patterns learned� 
as well as the basic movement range established by the mechanical-limit 
loci of the muscle-�endon-bone system .  Similar capability breakdowns 
will occur for sensory and cognitive capabilities. 

5.2. STRUCTURE TYPES. The fundamental principle used in building 
suphistirnt«:d cnp�thi lities from hasic cnp3hilities is structuring--· the 
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special type o f  structuring ( which WC have termed synergistic} in which 
the organization of a group of clements produces an effect greater than 
the mere addition of their individual effects. Perhaps purposeful 
structuring (or organization) would best �xpress the need,  but . how the 
structuring concept must mature is uncertain.  We are developing growi ng 
awareness of the significant and pervasive nature of structuring within 
every physical and conceptual element we inspect ,  where the h ierarchical 
form seems almost universally present as stemming from successive levels 
o'r organization. 

The fundamental entity which is being structured in each and every 
case seems to be what we could call a process, where the most basic of 
physical processe$ (involving fields, charges ,  and moments associated 
with the dynamics of fundamental particles) appear in every case as the 
hierarchical base . Dynamic electro-optical-mechanical processes associ
ated with the function of our artifacts, _and metabolic, sensory, motor, 
and cognitive processes of the human, which we view �s relatively 
fundamental components within the structure of our H-LAM/T system, 
each seems to be ultimately based (to our degree of understanding) on 
the above-mentioned basic physical processes. The elements that are 
organized to give fixed structural form to our physical objects (e .g., the 
"element" of tensile strength of a material) are also derived from what 
we could call synergistic structuring of the most basic physical processes. 

At the level of the capability hierarchy where we wish to work, it 
seems useful to distinguish several different types of structuring, even 
though each type is fundamentally a structuring of the basic physical 
processes. Tentatively we have isolated five such types, _although we are 
not sure how many we shall ultimately want to use in considering the 
problem of augmenting the human intel lect, nor how we might divide 
and subdivide these different manifestations of physical-process struc
turing. We use the terms men tal s tructurinA, conc.ep t  s tructurinA, 
symbol structurinA, process structuring, and physical s truct'urina. 

S.2.1. Men tal StructurinA. Men tal struct urinA we apply to the 
internal organization of conscious and unconscious mental images. 
associations, or concepts which somehow manage to provide the human 
with understanding and the basis for judgment, intuition, inf ere nee. and 
meaningful action with respect to his environment. (The psychologist•.s 
..cognitive structure" may be very near to what we need in our concept 
of mental structure). 

We do not now try to specify the fundamental mental 0things" being 
structured, nor the mechanisms that accomplish the structuring or the 
use of that which has been structured. We feel reasonably safe in assuming 
that learning involves some kind of meaningful organization within the 
brain, and that whatever is so organized or structured represents the 
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<.'pt!rating model of the individual's universe to the mental mechanisms 
that derive his behavior: Further, our assumption is that when the 
lau1nan in our H-LAM/T system makes the key decision or action that 
lcac.Js to the solution of a complex problem, this action will stem from the 
state of his mental structure at that time ; the basic purpose of most o f  
t1u: system's activity o n  that problem up to that point was i n  developing 
hi:; mental structure to permit the mental mechanisms to derive a 
solution from it. 

We don't know whether a structure is developed in a manner analogous 
to (a) the development of a garden, where one provides a good environ• . 
ment, plants the seeds, keeps competing weeds and injurious pests out, 
but otherwise lets natural processes take their course, or (b) the develop
ment of a basketball team, where much exercise of skills, patterns, and 
strategics must be provided so that natural processes can slo�ly knit 
together an integration, or (c) the development of a machine, where 
carefully formed elements are assembled in a P.rccisc, planned manner so 
that natural phenomena can immediately yield planned function. We do 
not know the processes, but we can develop and have developed em
pirical relationships between the experiences given a human and the 
associated .�anifestations of developing comprehension and ·capability ; 
we see the near-future course of the research toward augmenting the 
.human intellect as depending entirely on empirical findings (past and 
future) for the develop-ment--of better means to serve the development 
and use of mental structuring in the human. 

We do not mean to imply by this that we renounce theories of mental 
processes. What we mean to emphasize is that the pursuit of our objective 
does not have to wait on understan_ding the mental processes that 
accomplish what we call mental structuring and that derive behavior 

. therefrom. Not to make the fullest use of any theory. that provided a 
working explana.tion for a group of empirical data would be to ignore the 
emphases of our• own conceptual framework. 

5.2.2. Concep t Struct urinJl. Within our framework we have 
developed the working assumption that the manner in which formal 
experiences favor the development of mental structures is based largely 
on concep ts as .. media of exchange."  We view a concept to be a tool 
that can be grasp�d and used by the me�tal mechanisms, that can be 
composed, interpreted, and used by natural mental substances and 
processes. The grasping and processing done by these mechanisms can 
often be accomplished more easily if the concept is explicitly represented 
by a symbol. Somehow the mental mechanisms can learn to manipulate 
images (or something) of sy�bols in a meaningful way and remain 
calmly confident that. the associated concepts are within call. 

Concepts seem to be structurable in that n new concept can be com
po�ed of nn organi zat ion of established r.oncc·pls. · For present purposes 
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we can view a concept structure as something which we might try to 
develop on paper for ourselves or work with by conscious thought 
processes, or as something which we try to communicate to o ne another 
in serious discuuion. We assume that for a given unit of comprehension 
to be imparted there is a concept structure (which can be consciously 
developed and displayed) that can be presented to an individual in such 
a way that it is mapped i nto a corresponding mental structure which 
provides the basis for that individual's "comprehending" behavior. Our 
working assumption also considers that some concept structures would 
be better for this purpose than others, in that they would be more easily 
mapped by the individual into workable mental structures, or in that 
the resulting mental structures enable a higher degree of comprehension 
and better solutions to problems, or both. 

A concept structure often grows as part of a cultural evolution-:either 
on a large scale within a large segment of society, or on a small scale 
within the activity domain of an individual. But it is also something that 
can be directly designed or modified, and a basic hypothesis of our study 
is that better concept structures can be developed-structures that when 
mapped into a human's mental structure will significantly improve his 
capability to comprehend and to find solutions within his c-0mplex
problem situations. A natural language provides its user with a ready
made structure of concepts that establishes a basic mental structure, and 
that allows relatively flexible, general-purpose concept structuring. Our 
concept or 0language" as one of the basic means for augmenting the 
human intellect embraces all of the concept structuring which the human 
may make use of. 

5.2.3. Symbol StructurinA. The other important part of our 
"language" concerns the way in which · concepts are represented-the 
symbols and symbol structures : by means of which words as structured 
into phrases, sentences, paragraphs, monographs, or charts, lists, dia
grams, and tables. A given structure of concepts ca� be represented by 
any one of an infinite number of  different symbol structures, some of 
which would be much better than others for enabling the human per
ceptual and cognitive apparatus to search out and comprehend the 
conceptual matter of significance and/or interest. A concept structure 
involving many numerical data, for example. would generally be better 
represented with Arabic than Roman numerals ; quite likely, a graphic 
structure would be better than a tabular structure. 

In our special framework, it is worth noting that a given concept 
structure can be represented with a symbol structure that is completely 
compatible with the way a computer handles symbols. Such structuring 
has immensely greater potential for accurately mapping a comple,c 
concept structure than docs the structure which an individual might 
practically construct und use on paper. A computer can transform back 
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nnJ forth between some limited view of the total structure as represented 
hy a two-dimensieflal portrayal on a screen, and an aspect of the n 
clim.:nsional internal image that represents this "view." I f  the human 
.,dd::; to or modifies such a " view," the computer integrates the change 
iul l •  the internal -image symbol structure (in terms of the computer's 
favored symbols and structuring), and thereby can automatically detect 
.a certain proportion or his possible conceptual inconsistencies . The 
human need no longer work on rigid and limited symbol structures, where 
much of the conceptual content can only be implicitly designated in an 
indirect and distributed fashion. 

Many radical new ways of matching the dynamics of our symbol 
str1 1cturing to those of our concept structuring are basically available 
with today 's technology. Their exploration would be most stimulating, 
and potentially very rewarding. 

5.2 .4 .  Process StructurinA . Essentially everything that goes on 
within the H-LAM/T system (in relation t<;> our direct interest here) 
involves the manipulation of concept and symbol structures in service to 
the human's mental structure. Therefore the processes within the 
H-LAM/T system that we are most interested in developing arc those 
that provide for the manipulation of all three types of structure. This 
brings us ··to the. fourth category of structuring, namely, process 
s"truc t urinA, 

As we currently use it, the term process structuring includes the 
organization, study, modification, and execution of processes and process 
structures. Whereas concept structuring and symbol structuring together 
represent th� language component of our augmentation means, process 
structuring represents primarily the methodology component. 

Many of the process structures are applied to the task of organizing, 
executing, supervising, and evaluating other process structures. Other� 
are applied to the formation and manipulation of symbol structures (the 
purpose of which wilt often be to support the conceptual labor involved 
in process structuring). 

5.2.5. Physical StructurinA . Physical structuring, the last of the 
five types which we currently use in our conceptual framework, is nearly 
self-explanatory. It represents the artifact component of our augmenta
tion means, insofar as the actual manifestation and organization of the 
physical devices are concerned. 

5.2.6. In terdependence and ReAeneru tion. An important feature 
to be noted from the foregoing discus�ion is the interdependence among 
the various types of structuring which are involved in the H-LAM/T 
system, where the capability for doing each type of structuring is depen
dent upon the capability of achieving one or more of the other types of 
structuring. (Assuming that the physical structuring of the system 
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remains basically unchanged during the system's operation, we exclude 
its d«:Q@dence on other fa_C,iors in this .. discussion.) This interdependence 
has a cyclic, regenerative nature which is very significant. A good portion 
of the capability for mental structuring is finally dependent on the 
process structuring (human, artifact, composite} that enables symbol
structure manipulation. But it also is evident that this process structuring 
is dependent not on)y on basic human and artifact process capabilities 
but also on the ability of the human to learn how to execute processes 
and-no less important-on the ability of the human to select, organize, 
and modify processes from his repertory to structure a higher-order 
process that he can execute. Thus capability for structuring and executing 
processes is partially dependent on the human's mental structuring, 
which, i n  turn, is partially dependent on his process structuring (through 

. �oncept and symbol structuring), which is partially dependent on his 
mental structuring, etc. 

This means that a significant improvement in symbol-structure 
' manipulation through better process structuring (initially perhaps 
thro_ugh much be�ter artifacts) should enable us to develop improvements 
in concept and mental-structure manipulations that can in turn enable 

. us to organize end execute symbol-manipulation processes of increased 
power. 

. When considering the possibilities of computertike devices for aug
menting human capabilities, often only the one-pass improvement is 
visualized. This presents a relatively barren picture in comparison with . 
that which- emerges on consideration of regenerative interaction. 

5.3. ROLES .�ND L EVELS. In the repertory hierarchy of capabilities 
possessed by the H-LAM/T system, the human contributes many types 
of capability that represent a wide variety of roles. At one time or 
another he will be the policy maker. the goal setter, the performance 
supervisor, the work scheduler, the professional specialist, the clerk, the 
janitor, the entrepreneur and the proprietor (or at le�st a major stock
holder) of the system. In the midst of some complex process, in fact, he 
may well be in several roles concurrently-or at least have the responsi
bility of the roles. F or example, usually he must be aware of his progress 
toward a goal (supervisor). he must be alert to the possibilities for 
changing the goal (policy maker, planner}, and he must keep records for 
these an,l other roles (clerk). 

A given capability at some level in the repertory hierarchy seems ito 
include standard grouping of lower-order capabilities which · can .be 
viewed as existing in two classes-an execu tive c1ass and a direc:t• 
con tribu tive class. In the executive class arc capabilities for compre
hending, planning, and executing the process. In the direct-contributive 
class arc the capabilities organized by the executive class toward the 
direct realizat ion of the higher-order cttpability . For example, when the 
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telephone rings, direct-contributive processes are picking up the receiver 
ll�d saying 1 1hello." The executive processes comprehended the situation, 
,hrected a lower-order executive-process that the receiver be picked up 
a o,i , when the receiver was in place (first process accomplished), directed 
t i ,<! next process-the saying of "hello.0 This represents the composition 
of the capability for answering the telephone. 

�t a little higher level of capability, more of the conscious conceptual 
and executive capabilities become involved. To telephone someone, there 

· must be conscious comprehension of the need for this process and how 
it can be executed. 

At a still higher level of capability, the executive capabilities must 
have a degree of power that cannot be provided by unaided mental 
capabilities. In such a case, a sequence of steps might be drafted and 
checked off as each is executed. For an even more complex process, 
comprehending the situation in which the process is to be executed
before even beginning to plan the execution-may take months of labor 
and a very complex organization of the system's capabilities. 

At any particular moment the H-LAM/T system is usually in the 
middle of executing a great number of processes. For example, the human 
in the process of making a telephone call may be in the middle of the 
process of calling a committc� meeting which could be a sub-process of  
the proces!I of estimating manpower needs, and so on. 

Not only does the human need to play various roles (sometimes 
concurrently) in the execution of any given process, but he is playing 
these roles for the many concurrent processes that arc being executed at 
different levels. This situation is typical for individuals engaged in 
reasonably demanding types of professional pursuits, and yet they have 
never received explicit training in optimum ways of performing. any but 
a very few of the roles at a very few of the levels. A well-designed H
LAM/T system would provide explicit and effective concepts, terms, 
equipment, and methods for all these roles, and for their dynamic 
coordination. 

5.4. MooEL OF EXECUTIVE SUPERSTRUCTURE. It is the repertory 
hierarchy of process capabilities upon which the ultimate capability of 
the H-LAM/T system rests. This repertory hierarchy is rather like a 
mountain of white-collar talent that sits atop and controls the talents or' 
the 1 1workers." We can illustrate executive superstructure by considering 
it as though it were a network of contractors and subcontractors in which 
each capability in the repertory hierarchy is represented by an inde• 
pendent contractor whose mode of operation is to do the planning, make 
up specifications, subcontract the actual work, and supervise the per 
formance of his subcontractors. This means that each subcontractor docs 
the same thing in his turn. At the bottom of this hcirarchy arc those 
independent contractors who do actual 0production work." 
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If by some magical process tbc . productiOn workers · c(.J still know 
just what to do and when to do it even .though the superstructure of 
contractors was removed from above them, no one would know the 
difference. The executive superstructure is there because humans do not 
operate by magic, but even a necessary superstructure is a burden. We 
can readily recognize that ,there are many ways to organize and manage 
such a superstructure, resulting in vastly different degrees of efficiency 
in the application of the workers' talents. 

Suppose that the applicable talent available to the total system is 
limited. The problem is one of distributing that talent between super
structure and workers for maximum total production and efficiency. 
This situation has close parallel to the H-LAM/T system in its pursuit 
of comprehension and problem solutions. Closer parallel exists by 
postulating for the contractor model that the thinking, planning, super
vising, record keeping, etc., for each contractor is done by a single 
individual who time-shares his attention and talents over the various' 
tasks of the entire superstructure. 

Today's individual does not have special training for many of the 
roles he plays, and he is likely to learn them by cut-and-try and indirect 
imitation processes. The H-LAM/T system also often executes a complex· 
process in multipass fashion (i.e., cut-and-try). This approach permits 
f recdom of action which is important to the �ffectivcness of the system 
with respect to the outside world. We could expect significant gains from 
automating the H-LAM/T system if  a computer did no more than 
increase the effectiveness of the executive processes. More human time, 
energy, and productive thought could be allocated to direct-contributive 
processes, which could be coordinated in a · more sophisticated, flexible 
and efficient manner. But there is every reason to believe that the 
possibilities for much-improved process structuring that would stem from 
this aµtomation could in turn provide significant improvements in both 
the executive and direct-contributive processes in the system. 

S.S. SYMBO L STRUCTURES. The executive superstructure is a neces
sary component in the H-LAM/T system, and th�re is finite hu�an 
capability which must be divided between executive and direct-contrib
utive activities. An important aspect of the multirolc activity of the 
human in the system is the development and manipulation of the symbol 
structures associated with both his direct-contributive roles and his 
executive roles. 

When the system encounters a complex situation in which compre• 
hension and problem solutions arc being pursued, the direct-contributive 
roles require the development of symbol structures that portray the 
concepts involved within the situation. But executive roles in a complex 
problem situation also require conceptual activity--e.g. , comprehension, 
selection, supervision-that can benefit from well -designed symbol 
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:tructures and fast , flexible means for manipulating and displaying them. 
Fur c0mplex processes, the executive problem _posed to the human (of 
g!liii ,ng the necessary comprehension nnd making a good plan) may be 
, r,..irc d ifficult intellectually than the problem faced in the role of direct
cc , 1 a l .- ibutive worker .  If the flexibi l ity desired for the process hierarchies 
( tu  make room for human cut-and-try methods) is not to be degraded or 
abandoned, the executive activity will have to be provided with fast and 
flexible symbol structuring techniques. 

The means available to humans today for developing and manipulating 
symbol structures are both laborious and inflexible. To develop an initial 
struct�re of diagrams and text is difficult, but because the cost of frequent 
changes is often prohibitive. one settles for inflexibility. Also, the flexi
Lility that would be truly helpful requires added symbol structuring 
just to keep track of the trials, branches. and reasoning thereto that are 
involved in the development of the subject structure. Present syinbol
manipulation means would . soon bog down completely among the 
complexities that are involved in being more than just a little bit flexible. 

In H-LAM/T systerns. individuals work essentially continuously 
within a symbol structure of some sort. shifting their attention from one 
structure to ;mother as they guide and execute the processes that ulti
mately provide them with the comprehension and the problem solutions 
they seek. This view emphasizes the essential importance of the basic 
capability of composing and modifying efficient symbol structures. Such 
a capability depends heavily on the particular concepts isolated and 
manipulated ·as entities. on the symbology used to represent them. on 
the artifacts that help to manipulate and display the symbols. and on 
the methodology for developing and using symbol structures. In  other 
words. this capability depends heavily on proper language, artifacts. 
and methodology, our b3sic augmentation means. 

The course of action which must respond to new comprehension. new 
insights. and new intuitive flashes ·of possible explanations or solutions is 
not an orderly process. Existing means of composing and working with 
symbol structures penalize disorderly processes heavily. It  is part of the 
real promise of the automated H-LAM/T systems of tomorrow that the 
human can have the freedom and power of disorderly processes. 

5.6.  CoMrouNo EFFECTS. Since processes in many levels of the 
hierarchy are involved in the execution of a single higher-level process of 
the system. any factor that in� uenccs prooess cxocution in general will 
have a highly compounded total effect on the system"s performance. 
There are several such factors that merit special attention. 

Basic human cognitive powers, such as memory, intelligence. or 
pattc:rn perception can have such a compounded effect. The augmentation 
means employed today have generally evolved among large statistical 
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populations. and no attempt has been made to fit them to individual 
·- needs and abilities. Each individual tends to evolve his own variations. 

but there is not enough mutation and selection activity. nor enough 
selection feedback. to permit very significa_nt changes. A good . automated 
H-LAM/T system should provide the opportunity for a significant 
adaptation of the augmentation means to individual characteristics. The 
compounding effect of fundamental human· cognitive powers suggests 
further that, systems designed for maximum effectiveness would require 
that these powers be developed as fully as possible-by training, special 
mental tricks. improved language. new methodology. 

In the automated system contemplated here, the human should be 
able to draw on the explicit-artifact process capability at many levels i� 
the repertory hierarchy. Today, artifacts are involved explicitly in only 
the lower-order capabi lities. In future systems it should be possible for 
computer processes to provide direct manipulative service in the execu
tive symbol structures at all the higher levels, which promises a com
pounding of the effect a computer may have. 

Another f acto·r capable of exerting a compound effect on over-all 
system · performance is the human•s unconscious processes. Clinical 
psychology seems to provide clear evidence that a large proportion of a 
human 's everyday activity is significantly mediated or basically prompted 
by unconscious mental processes that. although "natural"' in a fu nctional 
sense. are not rational. Observable mechanisms of these processes 
(observable by a trained person) include an i ndividual's masking of the 
irrationality of his actions. and the construction of self-satisfying 
rationales for any action that could be challenged. Anything that might 
have so general an effect on our mental actions as implied here is  a 
candidate for ultimate consideration in the continuing development of 
our intellectual effectiveness. It may be that the first stages of research 
on augmenting the human intellect will  have to proceed without coping 
with this problem except to accommodate to i t  as well as possible. This 
may be one of the significant problems whose solution awaits our develop
ment of increased intellectual effectiveness. 

OTHER RELATED THOUGHT AND WORK 

When we began our search. we found much literature of general 
significance to our objective-frankly. one is tempted to say too much. 
Without a conceptual framework we could not efficiently filter out the 
significant kernels of fact and concept from the huge mass which we 
initially collected as a .. natural first step" in our search. We feel rather 
unscholarly not to have buttressed our conceptual framework with 
plentiful reference to supporting work. but in truth it was too difficult 
to do. Developing the conceptual structure represented a sweeping 
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synthesis job full of personal constructs from smatterings picked up in 
n ,:mv places. Under these conditions, giving reference to a back- up 
.,�1 .. :rcc. would usually entail ·  qualifying footnotes reflecting an unusual 
1 •• t�q ,rclation or exonerating the cited author from the implications we 
t.krivcd from his work. We look forward to a stronger, more compre
hensive, and more scholarly presentation evolving out of future work. 

However, we do want to ack nowledge thoughts and work we have 
rniur. across that bear most directly upon the possibilities of using a 
computer in real-time working association with a human to improve his 
working effectiveness. These findings fall into two categories. The first, 
which would include the present report, offers speculations and possi
bilities but does not include reporting of significant experimental results. 
Of these, Bush� is the earliest and one of the most directly stimulating. 
Licklider, 6 who provides the most general dear case for the modern 
computer, coined the expression mnn_-comp u ter sym biosis to refer to 
the close interaction relationship between the man and computer in 
mutually beneficial cooperat ion .  Ulam7 has specifically recommended 
close man-computer interaction in•a chapter entitled 0Synergesis," where 
he points out in considerable detail the types of mathematical work 
which could be aided. Good• includes some conjecture about the possi
bilities of intellectual aid to the human by close cooperation with. a 
computer in a rather general way, and also presents a few interesting 
thoughts about a network model for structuring the conceptual kernels 
of information to facilitate a sort of self-organizing retrieval system. 
Ramo has given a number of talks dealing with the future possibilities 
of computers for "extending man's intellect," and wrote several 
articles.9 • 10 His projections seem slanted more toward larger bodies of  
humans interact ing with computers, in  less of an intimate personal sense 
than the above papers or than our initial goal. Fein, 11 in making a 
comprehensive projection of the growth and dynamic interrelatedness of 
. . computer-related sciences," includes specific mention of the enhance
ment of human intellect by cooperative activity of men, mechanisms, 
and automata. Fein coined the term sy nnoet ics �s applicable generally to 
the cooperative interaction of people, mechanisms, plant or animal 
organisms, and automata into a system whose mental power is greater 
than that of its components ; he presents a good picture of the integrated 
way in which many currently separate disciplines should be developed 
and taught in the future to do justice to their mutual roles in the im
portant discipline defined as "synnoet ics." 

I n  the second category, there have been a rew papers published recently 
descril,ing actua l work that bears directly upon our topic. Licklider aml 
Clark, '  2 and Culler and Huff, u at the 1962 Spring Joint Computer 
Conference, gave what arc essentially progress reports of work going on 
now in exnctly this sort of thing-·-a human with n computer-backed 
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display getting minute-by-minute help in solving problems. Teager 1 4
•

1 r. 
reports on  the plans and current development of a large time-sharing 
system at M.I .T., which is planned to provide direct computer access 
for a number of outlying stations located in scientists' offices, giving each 
of these users a chance for real-time utilization of the computer. 

There are several efforts we have heard about but for which there are 
either no publications or for which none have been discovered· by us. 
Just before the deadline date, we have rec!=ived two publications from the 
M.I.T. Electronic Systems Laboratory : an Interim Engineering Report 
(of work done over two years ago), " Investigations I n  Computer-Aided 
Design, .. appears to contain much detailed analysis of applied work in 
close man-computer cooperation. A Technical Memorandum, . .  Method 
for Computer Visualization," by A. F. Smith, apparently elaborates on 
Chapter Vil  of the Interim Report.  These documents seem extremely 
rclev.ant. Mr. Douglas Ross, of the M.l .T. Electronic Systems Labora
tory has, we have recently lea�ncd, been thinking and working on 
real-time man-machine interaction problems for some years. In addition, 
an M.�.T. graduate student, Glenn Randa, 1 6 developed the design of a 
remote display console under Ross for his graduate thesis project. We 
understand that another M.I.T. graduate student, Ivan Sutherland, is 
currently using the display-computer facility on the TX-2 computer at 
Lincoln Laboratory to develop cooperative techniques for enr .neering 
design problems. At the RAND Corporation, Cliff Shaw, Tom ? llis, and 
Keith Uncapher have been involved in implementing a multistation 
time-sharing system built around their JOHNNIAC computer. Termed 
the JOHNNIAC Open-Shop System (JOSS for short), it apparently is 
near completion, and will use remote typew.riter stations. 

Undoubtedly there are other efforts falling into either or both cate
gories that have been overlooked. Such oversight has not been intentional , 
and it is hoped that these researchers will make their pertinent work 
known to the present writer. 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This paper states the hypothesis that the intellectual effectiveness of 
an ·individual is dependent on factors which arc subject to direct redesign 
in pursuit of an increase in that effectiveness. A conceptual framework is 
offered to help in giving consideration to this hypothesis. The framework 
in part derives from recognition that human intellect is already .. aug
mented," and incorporates the following attributes : 

1 .  As principal elements, the language, artifacts, and methodology 
which man hns learned to use. 

2.  Dynamic int erdependence of the clements within an operat ing 
system . 
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3 .  A hierarchical system structure, best considered a hierarchy of 
r,ron·ss capabilities whose primhive components are the basic human 
capabilities and the functional capabilities of the artifacts, organized 
into increasingly sophisticated capabilit ies. 

4 .  As capabilit ies of primary interest, those associated with manipu
lating symbols and concepts in support of organizing and executing 
1 ,rocesses from which are ultimately derived human comprehension and 
problem solutions. 

The framework also pictures the development of automated symbol 
manipulation to accommodate minute-by-minute mental processes as a 
significant means of increasing intellectual capability. This can be 
a logical next step in the cultural evolution of the means by which 
human:; can match their mental capabi lities against their problems. This 
approach pertains to any problem area in which the human does his 
thinking with concepts that he can express in words, charts, or a1y other 
explicit symbol forms. 

If Lhc hypothesis and extrapolations discussed here and elsewhere 
(AFOSR 3223)  are substantiated in future developments, · the conse
quences will be exciting and assumedly beneficial to a problem-laden 
world . What is needed now is a test of this hypothesis and a calibration 
on the gains. if any, that might be realized by giving total -system design 
attention lo human intellectual effectiveness. I f  the test and calibration 
prove favorable, then better and better augmentation systems could be 
developed for our problem solvers. 

In this light, a research program is recommended aimed at (a) testing 
the hypothesis, (b) developing the tools and techniques for designing 
better augmentation systems, and (c) providing real -world augmentation 
systems. These goals are idealized , but results in these directions a re 
nonetheless valuable. The apporach should be on an empirical ,  total
system basis, i .e. , coordinated study and innovation a�ong all the 
factors admitted to the problem in conjunction with experiments that 
provide realistic action and interplay among the variables. The recom 
mended environment fo r  this approach i s  a laboratory with a computer
backed display and communication system.  The experimental work of 
deriving, testing, and integrating innovations into a growing system of 
augmentat ion means is helped by having a specific type of human task 
on which to operate. From a long-range research-program point of view, 
characteristics of the task of computer programming make it particularly 
attractive as the initial such specific task. 

In our view, we do not have to suspend such research until we learn 
how human mental processes work.  We do not have to wait until we 
learn how to make comput ers more .. intelligent. ,.. We cn n begin dcvclop
iug powerful and et·onomicnlly feasible uugmcntat ion systems on the 
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basis of what we now know and have. We wil l  want to integrate further 
basic knowledge a nd;,,improved machines i nto existing augmentation 
systems. However, getting started now will provide not only orientation 
and stimulation for these pursuits, but also better problem-solving 
effectiveness with which to carry out such pursuits. 
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ABSTRACT 
AUGMENT is a text processing system marketed by 

Tymshare for a multi-user, network environment. In 
AUGMENT's frontend is a User Interface System that 
facilitates flexible evolution of command languages and 
provides optional command recognition features. 
Exceptionally fast and flexible control of interactive op
erations is enabled by concurrent action of mouse and 
optional one-handed chord keyset. Files are hierarchi
cally structured, and textual address expressions can 
flexibly specify any text entity in any file. The screen 
may be divided into arbitrary. rectangular windows, al
lowing cross-file editing between windows. Many op
tions exist for controlling the "view" of a file's text in a 
window, e.g.: level clipping, paragraph truncation, and 
content filtering. Structural study and modification of 
.on-line documents are especiall,Y' facilitated. A Journal 
system and "Shared Screen Teleconferencing" support 
collaboration among authors and their colleagues. 
Graphic illustrations may be embedded in the same file 
with text. 

INTRODUCTION 
AUGMENT was designed for augmenting human in

tellectual capabilities. It was targeted particularly tow
ard the core work of professionals engaged in " tough 
knowledge work " - e.g., planning, analyzing, and de
signing in complex problem domains. And special atten
tion was paid to augmenting group collaboration among 
workers pursuing common goals. 

Authorship has received a great deal of attention in 
AUGMENTs evolution, as one of the central human ac
tivities to be augmented. An important set of provisions 
within AUGMENT - in its architecture, design princi
ples, and specific features - is directly aimed toward 
bringing high performance to the authorship activities 
of knowledge workers. For the purposes of this paper, 
we thus speak interchangeably of " knowledge worker" 
and " author. " 

We recognize explicitly that highly skilled workers in 
any field, and knowledge work is no exception, are those 
with good command of their tools. Our basic design goal 
was to provide a set of tools that would not themselves 
limit the capabilities of the people using them. A sys. 
tem designed to encourage more skilled workers will al
ways enable higher human performance than one de
signed to support less skilled workers. 

In this regard, our design goal was to provide as 

much capability as possible for each level of system 
usage skill, and a continuous evolution path between 
skill levels. We believe firmly that knowledge workers 
are motivated to grow in knowledge and skill and that 
provisions in system design should support this. As the 
rest of the paper reveals, this approach translates into a 
rich set of AUGMENT provisions, aimed at providing 
speed and flexibility for skilled worker.s in organizing . 
and pursuing their core knowledge work - in which 
"authorship" is a primary activity. 

An explicit sub-goal i� AUGMEN.T's development 
was to " augment " the development, production and 
control of complex technical documentation - through 
the whole cycle of gathering information, planning, cre
ating, collaborating, reviewing, editing, controlling ver
sions, designing layout, and producing the final 
documents. 

This paper concentrates upon the development phase 
of this cycle. AUGMENT has well-developed tools to 
support the later, production phase, but their discussion 
is not �eluded here. 

Studying another's work provides a well-recognized 
challenge, but one of the toughest jobs is to study one's 
own work during its development: to see what it really 
says about Issue X; to see if it does provide for Concept 
Y; to see if it is reasonably organized and structured -
and to do these over a body of material before it is 
" polished " ,  i.e., before it is well structured, coherently 
worded, non-redundant and consistently termed. 

SOME BACKGROUND 
HISTORY 

AUGMENT is an integrated system of knowledge
worker tools that is marketed by Tymshare's Office Au
tomation Division. The system was developed at SRI In
ternational over an extended period under the 
sponsorship of NASA, DARPA, and RADC. Commercial · 
rights were transferred to Tymshare in 1978 (where the 
system has since been renamed from NLS to AUG
MENT) and its evolution continued. A short history of 
AUGMENT's development may be found in <Ref-1 > ,  
along with a summary of system characteristics and fea
tures. The general R&D philosophy and the design 
principles behind AUGMENT'S development are laid 
out in <Ref-2> .  

The system evolved on time-shared, mainframe com
puters, and in a packet-switched network environment. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * *  
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In 1970 our computer was the second to be attached to 
the ARP ANET, and since 1978 we have also operated 
extensively in the TYMNET environment. We have 
benefited directly from both the time-sharing and the 
network environments in matters that are important to 
the authorship process - especiaily in dealing with large 
documents and multi-party documentation activities. In 
1976-77 we conducted some applied stu9ies for the Air 
Force, as reported in < Ref-3 > and <'Ref-4 > ,  which 
concentrated upon this latter application. 
RELEVANT ARCHITECrURAL FEATURES 

Perhaps AUGMENT's most unique architectural fea
ture is its User Interface System (UIS), a special soft
ware module, which handles the human/computer inter
faces to all interactive programs. It takes care of all 
command-language dialog and connection protocols, and 
provides a framework for building a coherent and inte
grated user environment while supporting flexible evo
lution on both sides: on the user's side, with evolution 
of command function and terminology; and on the tech
nology side, with evolving hardware and software. (De
sign details are outlined in < Ref-5 > ;  rationale and uti
lization in < Ref-6 > -> 

The UIS provides a reach-through service to non
AUGMENT systems, and can optionally translate back 
and forth to a foreign program's command language. It 
also supports the shared-screen, remote collaboration 
capability discussed below. 

AUGMENT's architecture provides for open-ended 
expansion and flexible evolution of system functionality 
and worker command languages. 

It is assumed that for any class of knowledge work
ers, specialized application systems developed by other 
parties, perhaps running on other computers, will pro
vide services worth integrating. The " author class " of 
worker should be no exception. Continuing evolution 
toward the "author workshop of the future " will cer
tainly depend upon some such features in workshop 
architecture. 

It provides adaptation for different terminal charac
teristics, enabling application programers to work as 
though with a virtual terminal. 
FILE CHARACI'ERISTICS 

AUGMENT employs explicitly structured files, with 
hierarchically organized nodes; each node can contain 
either or all of: up to 2,000 characters of text, a graphic 
structure, or other forms of useful data {e.g., digitized 
speech). The worker has a definite model in mind for 
the structuring of any file that he works with; in com
posing and modifying it he can organize and modify 
structure using the same verbs as for working with text 
strings (e.g. Insert, Replace, Move, Copy, Delete), with 
appropriate structural-entity nouns (e.g., Statement, 
Branch, Group, Plex). For any existing hierarchical 
structure, he has many flexible alternatives for ad-
9'!�i�g its !qti�ies, modifyiJ;urj� organizatio�umoi� aroun witliiii 1t, and viewing 1t in a most nefic1 O •  

manner. 
(Note: AUGMENT workers generally use the term 

" statement" to ref er to a file node, which is natural 
enough since the terminology became established before 
we added the graphic capability. Now an AUGMENT 

., 

" statement " can contain either or both a text state
ment and a graphic diagram.) 

CONTROLLING THE TOOLS 
Many of AUGMENTs unique author-support provi

sions address basic operations common to almost every 
task, things done over and over again. These dt:,era
tions, executed with speed and flexibility, provicfe for 
composing and modifying- one's working material, and 
for studying what is there over a wide range of 
substantive levels - from a single text passage to a col
lection of end-product draft documents and their associ
ated set of working notes, reference material, and 
recorded-message dialog (assuming all to be on line). 

In the early stages of our program at SRI. we did a 
great deal of detailed work on what we called the :" con
trol interface" - how users control the functional ,ppli
cation of their tools. These details can be very irppor
tant to " low-level " interactions which are done : hun
dreds of times during a working day. Some of these de
tails are quite relevant to bringing high performance to 
the authorship process. 

AUGMENT commands are expressed with verbs, 
nouns, and appropriate qualifier words; every command 
word is designated by entering one or more characters. 
The UIS recognizes the command word from these char
acters according to the command-recognition options 
designated in each individuars " profile file. " Users 
seem to migrate fairly rapidly to " expert " recognition 
modes, where a minimum number of characters will 
elicit recognition of command words. The fully spelled
out command words are presented in the Command 
Feedback Window as soon as they are recognized. The 
Backspace Key will cause backup, one command word at 
a time. 

Of the system requirements behind our choice of this 
noun-verb command form, two are particularly relevant 
here: (1) The " vocabulary" of the functions of the tools, 
and of the entities they operate upon, must be as 

· extensible as is a natural language; (2) Textual lists of 
commands must conveniently lend themselves to iwrit
ing, documenting, and executing as " macro " commands. 

Screen selection is done with a mouse. If the com
mand's noun is a single, defmed text or structure entity, 
e.g., a " word" , then there is only one selection needed 
(e.g., to pick any character in the designated word). 

Besides using a standard keyboard for character 
entry, an AUGMENT user may optionally use a five
key, one-hand. chord keyset. Remarkably little practice 
is required in order to enter alphabetic characters, one 
hand-stroke per character. With less than five hours 
practice, a person can beginprofitably working in a two
handed, concurrent mode - operating the mouse with 
one hand and simultaneously entering command charac
ters and short literal strings with the other hand. 

Here is an example of a low-level action which re
veals some basic characteristics of high-performance ex
ecution. It is a very simple situation, but representative 
of what is met over and over and over again in doing 
hard knowledge work. The worker is composing or mod
ifying something in one area of the screen, when his eye 
catches a one-character typo in another area. For a 
skilled AUGMENT worker, the typo could be corrected 
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in less time than it would · take someone to point it out 
. to. him· -m'1li ·three quick strokes-orthe keyset-lwid. 
during a casual flick of the mouse hand, and an absolute 
minimum of visual and mental attention taken from the 
other ongoing task. 

Fast, flexible, graceful, low effort - these are impor
tant to all high-frequency, low-level, knowledge-work ac
tions. This same kind of speed and, flexibility are 
achieved by skilled AUGMENT workers in executing all 
of the other functional features described . below. De
scription of mouse and keyset. and their concurrent em
ployment. may be found in <Ref-7>.  

ADDRESSING THE WORKING MATERIALS 
There is a consistent set of addressing features that a 

worker may use in any command to designate a partiC\1-
lar structural node or some element of text or graphics 
attached to that node. It adds appreciably to the power 
and flexibility of the system commands to have a rich, 
universally applicable vocabulary for directly addressing 
particular entities within the working files. Below are 
some examples. 
EXPLICIT STATEMENT ADDRF.SSES 

There are four " handles " by which a given state
ment may be directly addressed: 

STRUCTURAL STATEMENT NUMBER. This des
ignates the current "structural location " of the state
ment. It is assigned by the system, depending upon 
where the worker installs or moves a statement within 
an existing structure, or how that structure might have 
been re-organized subsequently. It is usually expressed 
as an alternating sequence of number-letter fields - e.g. 
" 1 " ,  " la " ,  " lal ", " la2" ,  and " lb " .  At a worker's 
option, these same statement numbers could be shown 
as " 1 " ,  " 1.1 " ,  " 1. 1.1 " ,  " 1. 1.2 " ,  o·r " 1.2 " ,  but this 
bulkier alternative is seldom chosen. 

STATEMENT IDENTIFIER, or SID. This is a unique 
integer, assigned in sequential order by the system as 
each statement is first inserted, and which stays with a 
statement no matter how much its content may be 
altered or where it may be moved in its me structure. 
To make it uniquely recognizable for what it is, a SID is 
always displayed, printed, or designated with a prefixed 
.. 0 ".-:: .�!I�, "012 ", "0417 " ,  etc. SIDs are parti�ul�r�y 

useful for referencing passages in a document while 1t IS 

evolving. 
A WORKER-ASSIGNED STATEMENT NAME (or 

label). For any statement or part of the me structure, 
an author can designate as "name delimiters" a pair of 
characters that indicate to the system when the first 
word of a statement is to be treated as a name for that 
statement. For instanc� if " ( "  and " ) "  are set by the 
author as naine delimiters for a specified part of the 
tile, any parenthesized first word in a statement would 
be recognized by the syst.em as that statement's name. 

(Note: It is optional whether to have any of the 
above three identifiers displayed or printed with the 
statements' text.) 

A DIRECT SCREEN SELECTION. When a state
ment to be designated is displayed in a window, usually 
the best way to " address " it is to use the mouse to posi
tion the cursor anywhere on the statement and depress 
the moqse's " Select " key (indicated below by " <Se-

lect> •·>:· This mode is generally used for text manipula
tion - selecting characters, words, numbers, visibles, 
invisibles, etc. (any of the text entities which have been 
mode system recognizable). 
MARKERS 

As one " holds a place " in a book by leaving a tem
porary place marker in it, an author can place •• mar
kers " at arbitrary locations within an AUGMENT file. 
When placing a marker, he attaches it to a specific 
character in the text and gives it a name or label. 
Marker names are local to each file. Simple commands 
provide for displaying where one's markers are located 
and what their names are, for deleting or :novir.g a 
marker, or for installing a new one. 

A marker name may be included in an address ex
pression, to provide another way of designating an ad
dress. A marker name can designate not only a particu
lar statement, but a specific character within that 
statement. For example, " Copy Word #x (to follow 
word) <Select> " would designate that a word located 
somewhere in the me· and marked with an " x "  is to be 
copied to follow the cursor-selected word. There are 
many unique ways in which markers may be employed 
by an author who has integrated their artful use into 
her working methodology. 

As a comparative example of some of the foregoing 
addressing forms, consider a statement whose SID is 
" 069 " ,  whose statement number is " 3b5 " ,  that has 
statement-name delimiters designated for it as " NULL " 
and " :  " ,  that starts with the text "Capacity: For every 
... " ,  and that has a marker named " x "  positioned on 
one of its characters. A command to move this state
ment could optionally be expressed as: 

" Move Statement <Select> ... " ,  
" Move Statement 3b5 ••• " ,  
"Move Statement 069 ... " ,  
" Move Statement Capacity ... " ,  or 

.. " Move Statement # X •• : " • .  
RELATIVE-ADORE$ EXTENSIONS 

A sequence of characters may be appended to the ad
dress of a given statement to specify an address of a po
sition " relative " to that statement. A major class of ' these designations deals with relative structural loca
tion, such as: Up a level, Down a level, Successor at 
same level, Predecessor at same level, Head at this 
level, Tail at this level, and End statement at last and 
lowest position in this branch. A period ( " .  " )  in the ad
dress string indicates that relative addressing is begin
ning, and each of these relative-location designators is 
indicated with a directly mnemonic, one-letter designa
tion. 

For example, " Move Statement 0609 (to follow 
statement) 4b.dt" would move Statement 0609 to follow 
the tail statement of the substructure one level down 
from Statement 4b - or, to conceptualize the associated 
address-location pathway, "go to 4b, then Down a level 
and to the Tail " .  
EMBEDDED CITATION LINKS 

A special use of address expressions is within an 
explicit text entity that we call a " Citation Link·• (or 
"Link "  for short). Links are used as textual citations 
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to some specific me item within the workshop domain. 
A link is delimited by parentheses or angle brackets and 
contains a valid address string whose path leads to the 
cited me entity. For example, "(0306)" or "(4b.dt) " are 
valid links. Also, the referen� items at the end of this 
paper are statements named "Ref-1 " ,  " Ref-2" ,  etc., and 
as such can be cited with links " <Ref-1> " ,  " <Ref-
2> " ,  etc. An AUGMENT reader may fravel via such a 
link directly to the referenced bibliographic citation. 

A special feature in AUGMENT's link . provisions is 
the use of " indirect link referencing " .  In path
following terms, including " .l "  in an address string 
stipulates, "scan forward from this point to the next 
link, and follow that link to its target. " For example, 
to follow the path prescribed by link " (4b.l)" ,  one would 
"go to 4b, then rmd the first link in that statement and 
follow the path that it specifies. " This latter path in 
turn could prescribe use of another link, etc. There is 
no intrinsic limit to the number of these indirect links 
that may be employed in a given path - only a natural 
caution against such a path looping back upon itself. 

As an example, note that " <Ref-1> " is a link to the 
statement named •• Ref-1 " ,  a bibliographic citation at 
the end of this paper. In that citation, there is a link to 
the original source document of the referenced publica
tion, permanently stored in the AUGMENT Journal as 
Item 71279 (the Journal is described below). The point 
to be made here is that with the link " <Ref-1.1> " ,  I 
can reference the original source document - and a 
Jump Link command would "take me there. " 
TEXT AND CONTENT ADDRF.SSING 

Other addressin1 �ons include scanning for a con
tent matcli;-and/or pp1ng bacltward and forward a 
given number of characters or words (or other text enti
ties). For instance, the foregoing link could have in
volved a bit more smarts in designating which link to 
follow: e.g., the path for '(4b " •o "  .l)' would be "to 4b, 
scan for first occurrence of " •D" ,  then follow the next 
link found in that statement. " 
OTHER-FILE ADDRESSING 

By preceding an in-me address string with a file ad
dress. and separating the two strings with a comma, one 
obtains a composite address designating a given entity 
within a given file. Extending this principle lets one 
prefix the rue name with a directory name in which the 
file is to be found; and further, one can prefix this with 
a host-computer name. 

For example, '(Office-5, Program-Documentation, 
Sequence-Doc, Specifications "Journal " )' specifies the 
path: to the Office-5 host computer, to its Program
�ocumentation file directory, to its Sequence-Doc me, to 
its statement named "Specifications" ,  and then scan to 
the location of the text "Journal " .  

If a person were working o n  the Office-5 host, he 
would only have to specify '(Program-Documentation, 
Sequence-Doc, Specifications "Journal" )'. If he were al
ready working within a file with its " link default" set 
to the Program-Documentation directory, he would only 
have to specify '(Sequence-Doc, Specifications •• Jour
nal " )'. And if he were already working within the 
Sequence-Doc me, he would · only have to specify '(Speci
fications "Journal" )'. And if he were planning to refer-

ence items relative to the Statement named "Specifica-
tions" very often, he could affix a marker (e.g., named v

-:-
" s " )  to its front and would then only have to specify 
'(#s "Journal" )'. 

Or, suppose he were working in another file in a �if
ferent directory on Office-5 and wanted to reference 
items relative to that same " far off" statement with 
special ease: in some temporary place in that file he 
could install a statement named " Ref" (for example) 
containing the textual link, " (Program-Documentation, 
Sequence-Doc, Specifications) " . He could then cite the 
above reference with the link, '(Ref.I "Journal " )'. This 
path description is: go to the statement in this file 
named " Ref" , take the first link that you find there 
(traveling across intervening directories and files and 
statements), and beginning in the statement on the 
other end of that link, scan forward to the string 
"Journal".  

This is only a cursory treatment, but should illustrate 
well enough what is meant by "a  rich and flexible ad
dressing vocabulary. " As with other high-perfonµance 
features in AUGMENT, a beginner is not forced ;to be
come involved in the larger vocabulary in order:1 to do 
useful work (with productivity on at least a par with 
some other, restricted-vocabulary system). But an 
�U�?d�NT Y{C?l.:��.i: .i�_�r�t��- in higher performance 
can steadily pick up more of the optional vocabulary 
and skills in a smooth, upward-compatible progression. 

CONTROLLING THE VIEWS 
A user of a book, or of most on-line text systems, is 

constrained to viewing the text as though he had a win-
dow through which he sees a fixed. formatted document. 

V· ·• 
But as described below, our worker can view a section of 
text in many ways, depending upon his need of the 
moment. 
MULTIPLE WINDOWS 

For whatever total screen area is available to the 
worker, his general performance will be improved; signi
ficantly if he can flexibly allocate that area· into 
arbitrary-sized windows whose contents can be indepen
dently controlled. AUGMENT has long provided this 
basic capability, along with the provision that material 
from any accessible file may be shown in any window, 
and also that screen-select copying or moving can be 
done across the different windows. 

(Note: Cross-me editing can be done at any time, be
tween any two legally accessible files. If one or the 
other file's material or destination is not being displayed 
in any of the windows, one may always opt to employ a 
textual address expression instead of a <Select> within 
any editing command.) 

User-adjustable parameters are used to control the 
view presented on the display. Adjusting one's view 
parameters is a constantly used AUGMENT feature 
that has solidly proved its value. To facilitate their 
quick and flexible use, the view-specification actions 
!v�lved in� cryptic, single-character codes, 

�
'ailed 

vtewspecs. The syntax of all Jump command i(used 
for traveling) includes the option of designatin new 
viewspecs, and a special combination of mouse buttons 
enables quick, concurrent, keyset action to change the 
viewspecs for a given window. Here are a few of the 
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frequently used view controls: 
WINDOW VIEWS 

STRUCTURE CUTOFF. Show only the statements 
that lie " below " this statement in the structure (i.e. 

• this ••branch" ); or show only those following statemen� 
that are at this level or deeper; or show all of the fol
lowing statements that will fit in this window. 

LEVEL CLIPPING. For the desigi\ated structure 
cutoff, show only the statements down to a specified 
level. Lower-level statements are •• clipped" from the 
view; the worker can thus view just a selected number 
of the upper levels of his document/rile. 

STATEMENT TRUNCATION. For those statements 
brought into view (as selected by other view specifica
tions), show only their first n lines. Truncation to one 
line is often used, along with level clipping, in order to 
get an effective overview. 

INTER-STATEMENT SEPARATION. For viewing 
ease - blank lines can be optionally installed between 

_ct;aterneat., 
(Note: The foregoing view controls are extremely 

helpful when studyihg and modifying a document's 
structural organization.) 

STATEMENT NUMBERS AND NAMES. Optionally 
for a given window, show the Statement Number'· (or th� 
SID) of each statement - with an option for showing 
them at either the right or at the left margin. Indepen
dently, the showing of statement names may be turned 
on or off. 

FROZEN STATEMENTS. A worker may select a 
number of statements, in random order, and designate 
them as " frozen." One of the view-specif1Cation options 
is to hav� the frozen statements appear at the top of the 
frame, with the rest of that window left for normal 
viewing and editing. The fr01.en statements may be ed
ited, or even cross-edited between any other displayed 
(or addressable) statements. 

USER-SPECIFIED CONTENT FILTERS. A simple 
content-analysis language may be used in a "Set Con
tent Pattem" command, which compiles a little content
checking program. One of the view-specification options 
will cause the system to display only those statements 
which satisfy both the structure and level conditions 
imposed by other viewspecs, and which also pass the 
content-analysis test applied by this program. Where 
desired, very sophisticated content-analysis programs 
may be written, using a full-blown programming lan
guage, and placed on call for any user. 
USER�PECIFIED SEQUENCE GENERATORS 

In the foregoing, a .. view" is created by beginning at 
a designated location in a document (rile) and selecting 
certain. of the the " following" statements for display, 
according to the viewing parameters - possibly 
suppressing statements that don't pass the test of a 
content-analysis program. This is essentially a 
"parameterized sequence generator, " and provides very 
useful options for selectively viewing statements within 
a document; however, it works only by selectively dis
carding statements from a sequence provided in stan• 
dard order. 

Application programmers can provide altemate 
sequence-generator programs, which any user can in-
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voice in a straightforward manner. In such a case, the 
apparent structure being presented to the user could be 
generated from a sequence of candidate statements ac
cording to any rules one may invent - and the actual 
views could be further controlled by the above-described 
viewspecs for level clipping, truncation, content filtering, 
etc. 

Perhaps the most commonly used, special sequen-:1 
generator is one that provides an .. Include ·· featurt:, 
where specially tagged links embedded in the text will 
cause their cited passages to be .. included.. in place of 
the Include-Link statements, as though they were part 
of this file. This provision enables arbitrary assemblage 
of text an� formatting ��ives, from a wide collection 
of files, to represent a virtual, one-document, super fiie. 
For instance, the whole assemblage could be passed to 
the formatter, by means of a single user action, to gen
erate a composite, photo-typeset document. 

TRAVELING THROUGH THE WORKING FILES 
An important provision in AUGMENT enables an 

author to freely " travel around .. in his on-line file 
space to reach a particular .. view point" of his choice -
i.e., the position within a file from which the system de
velops the desired form of "view.. according to the cur
rently invoked view specifications. 

Traveling from one view point to another is accom
plished by Jump commands, of which the simplest per
haps is a direct Jump to a statement designated by a ·  
screen selection. Then, for a worker grown used to em
ploying address strings, a next form would be a Jump on 
an embedded link, or to a �tatement designated by a 
typed-in address string - using any combination of the 
addressing elements and viewspecs described above. For 
example, the link •• < 4b:ml> " points to the Statement 
4b, while invoking viewspecs "m"  and ·· I "  which cause 
the statements' SIDs to be displayed. The link " < Ref-
1.1:i;LL > .. points to the document referenced by the 
link in the statement named "Ref-1 " ,  invoking viewspec 
" i "  for user content filtering, and sets the filter to 
"LL" to show only those statements beginning with a 
lower-case letter. The applications are effectively 
endless. 

MODIFYING THE DOCUMENT STRUcrURES 
Given the array of capabilities described above, it is 

very simple also to provide for very flexible manipula
tion of the me structure. For operating on a small, 
basic set of structure-entity nouns, essentially the same 
basic verbs may be used as for text manipulation - i.e. 
Insert, Delete, Move, Copy, Replace, and Transpose are 
quite sufficient for most cases. For instance, •• Move 
Branch 2b (to follow) 3c "  immediately moves Statement 
2b and all of its substatements to follow Statement 3c -
and their statement numbers are automatically changed 
from 2b, 2bl, etc., to 3d, 3dl, etc. 

A few extra verbs are useful for structure manipula
tion. For instance, a ••Break •• command will break a 
given statement off at a designated -point in its text 
string, and establish the rest of the text as a new. sepa
rate statement. And an "Append" command does the 
reverse - i.e., it appends the text of one or more existing 
statements to the end of a designated statement. 



A major source of structure-modification capability 
derives from the associated "studying" capabilities. For 
example, if an author can view a file (document) with 
specifications that show him only one line each of just 
those statements in the top two levels, he gets an over
view or the high-level organization that helps immensely 
to study his current structure or outline. 

Concurrent use of mouse and keyset also provide con• 
siderable gains in s� and flexibility for studying and 
modifying document-structure. For example,-ifwnen 
studying the overview described in the previous para
graph, the author perceives that Statement 2b really be
longs in Section 3, following Statement 3c, he can exe
cute the necessary move command in a very quick, deft 
manner: 

Keyset hand strikes " m " and " b "  (for Move 
Branch), while the mouse hand is positioning the 
cursor anywhere in the text line of Statement 
2b. [Two chord strokes.] 
The mouse hand depresses the <Select> button 
on the mouse while the cursor is on Statement 
2b, then moves to Statement 3c and depresses it 
again, and then depresses it again to say, "OK, 
do it. " [Three button pushes, synchronized with 
the mouse movement as it made two selections 
on easy, window-wide, whole-line targets.] '  

(Note: I just had myself timed for this above opera
tion - an unhurried 2.5 seconds.) 

In our view, interactive computer support .offers an 
author a priceless opportunity to get away from the 
geometric bondage inflicted by pages, margins, and lines 
- things which have very little if any bearing upon the 
content and organization of one's text. In terms of 
value to the authoring process, we differ sharply from 
those who advocate a "What you see is what you get"  
working mode during the development of a document's 
content and organization. For this kind of work, experi
enced users of the foregoing kind of flexible facility for 
addressing, viewing, and manipulating structured docu• 
men ts, would consider a " What you see .•. " mode as a 
relative handicap. 
SUPPORTING MULTI-PARTY COLLABORATION 

The support that advanced technology can provide for 
close collaboration among knowledge workers is a very 
important and much under-rated possibility. For 
multiple-author activities, collaborative support is an 
important aspect of system capability. Some years ago, 
we introduced the following provisions int.o AUGMENT. 
(A more complete, overview treatment of these is given 
in <Ref-8> .) 
ELECTRONIC MAIL. Its primary attributes of speed, 
automatic distribution, and computer-to-computer 
directness are well recognized - and are generally ac• 
cepted now as important to the effectiveness of knowl
edge workers. AUGMENT Mail has features that are 
beyond what most electronic mail systems offer, and 
which provide unique benefit to the authorship process. 

AUGMENT's mail system allows one to "send" com
plete, structured documents as well as small messages. 
In an authorship environment, an important role for 
" electronic mail"  is for the control and distribution of 
documents - where small, throw-away messages are 

considered t.o be but a special class of document. An au
thor should be able to bundle up any combination of 
text and graphics, in the forms that he has been using 
for studying and manipulating them - and ·send the 
bundle to other workers. In AUGMENT, such a bundle 
is just like any other file structure, and can be studied 
and manipulated, incorporated into other files (docu
ments), saved or deleted. 
RECORDED MAIL - AUGMENT's Journal System. 
When mailing a document, an AUGMENT worker may 
optionally specify that it be installed as a " recordai " 
item. In this case, before distributing the item, the sys
tem will make a permanent record if it, as a file in a 

specified Journal collection. And, just as though it had 
been published, this recorded Journal item cannot later 
be changed. The system assigns a straightforward ac
cession identifier (a simple number), and any authorized 
worker is henceforth guaranteed access to that Journal 
item by specifying the name of the Journal-collection 
and the Journal-item number - e.g., as specified in �he 
link " <OAD,2237,> " .  

A given journal may be set up to serve multiple hosts 
and is much like a special library. It has its collection 
of documents, and AUGMENT provides associated sup
port processes for entry, cataloging, retrieval , and 
access. 

Together with the linking capability described above, 
a Journal system provides an extremely effective form 
of "recorded dialog. " Cross-reference links between a 
succession of Journal items produces an inter-linked 
network of collaborative contributions - plans, outlines, 
document drafts, schedules, short comments, detailed 
critiques, reference material, etc. The on-line worker 
can follow these links very easily and, using multiple 
windows and flexible viewing options, can make very ef
fective use of such records. 

For instance, consider a detailed commentary di
rected toward a " preliminary design " document re
corded in a given Journal collection. The author writing 
the commentary could view the design document in one 
window and his developing commentary document in 
another. He can easily establish links in his commen• 
tary to cite any passage in the design document - e.g., a 
statement, a term in the statement, or a diagram. Then 
this author would submit his commentary into the 
Journal, perhaps specifying a list of colleagues for ·• dis
tribution. " Each listed user would automatically re
ceive a mail item announcing this new Journal entry, 
giving subject, author, date, etc., and the all-important 
link to the new Journal me containing the commentary. 
Any such recipient can subsequently study both the 
commentary and its cited planning document in a simi
lar, multi-window, link-assisted manner. 

Furthermore, this second reader could develop and 
submit his own recorded commentary, which because of 
the citation power of AUGMENT links could be as short 
and to the point as: "Frankly, John, I think your com
ment in (DDD,xxx,aa) is a mistake! Didn't you notice 
the earlier assumption in (DDD,xxx,bb)? Maybe you 
should go back t.o Tom's earlier rt:,quiremenq1 :document 
25-0ct-83 12:07-PD'rCJAD,2221, 

. .. - -

- especially at (EEE,yy,cc). " (Here, " DDD" and "EEE" 
represent Journal names, " xxx " ,  "yyy" ,  and " zzz" 



�p�nt Journal item numbers, and "aa",  "bb" ,  and 
cc represent addresses pointing to specific passages in 

those Journal rtles.) 
In ofricial parlance, " retrieval " is the finding out 

about the existence of a relevant. piece of information 
whereas "access" is the subsequent process of gainin� 
possession of the information. For users of AUG
MENT's Journal syste� retrieval is immensely facili
tated by the widespread use of citation links. When one 
can follow them as easily as can a practiced AUGMENT 
worker, these links provide extremely effective retrieval 
support. We have supplemented this with some simple 
automatically generated catalog files, which made ; 
rather nice balance. Access is provided by direct Jump 
on a reference link if the file is on line; if it isn't, 
AUGMENT asks the worker if she wants it retrieved 
and a simple affirmative response automaticau; 
launches a request for the system operator to retrieve 
the me from its archive tape., after which the worker is 
notified of its availability via electronic mail. 

A �rivate document can be submitt:ed into a Journal. 
In this case, only those workers listed at Journal-entry 
time can get access to the central copy. Such a private 
item would not be listed or indexed in the " public " 
catalogs. 

We have used the Journal system very heavily since 
1970 to support AUGMENT's development activity; 
many customers have employed it heavily since 1975. 
There are about 100,000 entries recorded in the original 
Journal now a don't know about other, newer AUG
MENT Journal collections). We found that as workers 
�ecame at home in this environment, they were 
increasingly free about submitting their items to the 
"public. " It became evident that the scientific tradition 
of active and open interchange has some solid relevance 
to the collaborative processes in our smaller, " colleague 
communities. " Time and again a worker would come 
across others' dialog and be able to contribute some 
valuable information (sometimes · a one-sentence com
ment with a critical citation link). Often the payoff 
went the other way: the new party found immediate 
value in an old piece �f recorded dialog. 
SHARED-SCREEN TELECONFERENCING. Consider a 
case where two people sit down to work together at a 
terminal, where they can both see the screen(s) and 
where either one can take over the controls. This is 
being done countless times every day throughout the 
country, in different combinations of expert-expert, 
expert-novice, novice-coach, etc. When talking together 
on their telephones, two or more distantly separated 
AUGMENT users can collaborate in a manner very sim
ilar to this. 

Suppose that two workers, Smith and Jones. want to 
set up and operate in a Shared-Screen Conferencing 
in.od�t-- .S.l!li� is in_frinceton,_working on host Offi�, 
and Jones is in San Francisco, working on host Oltice-12 
- and both of these host computers are connected to the 
same network. Assumedly they are in telephone contact 
when they decide to work in this shared-screen mode to 
collaborate on Smith's current job. 

Jones will enter the command "Share (display with 
user) SMITH! On host OF12! Viewing (other display)!!" 

Smith will enter the command "Share (display with 
user) JONES! On host OF41 Showing (this display)f! " 

To give these commands, each person only entered 
�e characters shown in upper case (entry case actually 
irrelevant), plus the digits, plus an " OK Key " action 
where each exclamation point is shown. 

. Whatever 1:®l that_ Jones is currently using will con
tinue �pondmg to hJS controlling actions, as evidenced 
by vanous feedback and portrayal actions in the win• 
dows on his �reen. Smith's screen image will clear, and 
� repl�ced with a replica of Jones' screen image - mul
tiple wmdows and all. For the duration of the shared
screen session, Smith's screen image will continue to 
replicate what is shown on Jones' screen. 

There are provisions for passing control back and 
forth between workers. For instance, Jones can pass 
control to Smith so that Smith can show him some ma
terial or method of work. There are also provisions for 
the subsequent entry and departure of other conference 
participants. 

EMBEDDING THE GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS 
For complete support of document development, it is 

�po.rtant to prov_lde �tegrated means for developing, 
viewmg, and manipulating graphical portrayals. These 
portrayals should be part of the working files from the 
very start, to be studied, passed about in mail, shared in 
Conferencing mode, edited, captioned,· labelled, and 
moved about within the document structure. Further
more, active, relevant citation links pointing to these 
graphical constructs would be installed in and followed 
from textual passages throughout the associated set of 
documents (including Mail and Journal documents). 

AUGMENT's archit.ecture and file structure were de
signed for this end, and a good bit of the associated im
plementation is in place. 

. A graphical data structure can be attached to any 
given file node, and there are basic capabilities for com
posing, studying, and modifying graphical diagrams. 
When formatting for a suitably equipped photo
typesetting device, there are formatting directives to 
designate the position and scale for placing these dia
grams on a page. An AUGMENT file with integrated 
text and graphics can thus be mapped automatically 
onto a high�uality document whose pages contain both 
text and line drawings. 

Our goal here was for what we call an " illustrative 
graphics" capability - basic to which is a command 
that, when directed toward any conventional "plotter" 
r�'!!,. � �-�!8 .. it_!!i� � -� attached to a desig
nated node. In this way we can make use of graphic 

. constructs developed within almost any applications sys
tem, most of which have provision for outputting "con
ventional" plotter files. 

The most important next step is to adapt a bit
mapped display a& an AUGMENT workstation, so the 
integrated text and graphics can be viewed and manipu
lated on the same screen. Heretofore, to do graphic 
work. an author has had to attach a Tektronix 4014 
storage-tube display to the special printer/graphic port 
of her AUGMENT workstation. This has made use of 
AUGMENT graphics slow and expensive enough to limit 
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the number of user groups who have developed the inte
grated use of mixed text and graphics. 

CONCLUSION 

AUGMENT's unique provisions stemmed for the most 
part from the conceptual framework within which 
AUGMENT was developed. For instance, consider the 
pervasive and significant changes in the environment in 
which humans will be doing their kndwledge work. 
Note that the habits, methods, conventions, intuitions, 
etc .. that comprise the "ways" in which we think, work 
and collaborate, are for the most part products of many 
centuries of cultural evolution - in a radically different 
environment. With a radically different environment. 
this constant process of cultural evolution can be expec
ted to take some radical turns. 

The AUGMENT developmental framework assumed 
that many of these "ways" are candidates now for 
change in directions that heretofore would not have 
been beneficial. The AUGMENT system emerged as a 
first step in considering a few such changes, which per
haps can improve human capability for doing knowledge 
work because their new "ways" will enable us more ef
fectively to harness the new tools toward more effective 
basic capability. (This is very different from trying to 
"automate " our old "ways" of doing things.) . 

As an example, consider the " What You See Is ·What 
You Get" (WYSIWYG) syndrome. It is a highly touted 
feature for many vendors. It provides a definite advan
tage for the final process of converting a computer-held 
document to a nicely formatted hard copy. But what 
does it do for authorship? Well, in our framework, it 
has a negative impact. We were happy to abandon 
those constraints of lines and pages and other format
ting geometry which did not contribute to matters of 
content and structure. We have chosen instead to pro
vide the authorship process with structured mes, flexi
ble addressing, flexible window-size viewing, level and 
truncation viewspecs, etc. - things that would be awk
ward or impossible to provide in a WYSIWYG environ
ment. Thi.� provides the authorship phase with flexibil
ity and power for studying and manipulating content 
and structure that we wouldn't consider trading off for 
WYSIWYG. Save it for the production phase. 

Here is another bit of culture that deserves re
examination. Consider the dictum, "Easy to learn, and 

··natural to use." Or, "User friendly." The question··is, 
for whom are you judging that things will be easy, or 
natural, or friendly? For designers of craft-work tool 
systems, very different perceptions of this issue are war
ranted between a system for the occasional, weekend do
it-yourself person and a system to be heavily used day 
after day by professionals. The AUGMENT User Inter
face System enables us easily to configure either kind of 
a tool collection. 

This paper describes part of what is provided to pro
f essional knowledge workers who do a significant 
amount of authorship work. We observe no more diffi
culty in their learning how to employ this relatively 
large collection of tools than one would expect for pro
f essional woodworkers in their learning about the rela
tively large collection of chisels and other tools of their 
trade. 

It is a basic part of our framework that, to augment 
human knowledge workers, attention must be given not 
only to tools, but to methods and skills as well. Because 
of space limitations, the scope of this paper was re
stricted to a summary of those tool provisions within 
AUGMENT that especially facilitate the authorship 
process. A iull description of "How to use AUGMENT 
to ... " would definitely need to include methods of work 
that effectively harness these tool provisions, and the 
special kinds of skills that yield unique payoff in exe• 
cuting these methods. This is true for every tool sys
tem, of course, but it seems especially true in this case 
because many AUGMENT provisions do not fit into the 
general cultural background of our authorship process. 

Perhaps the best way for very brief summarization of 
what AUGMENT's users feel about its unique features 
is simply to say that those who leave its working envi
ronment really miss them. 
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COLLABORATION SUPPORT PROVISIONS IN AUGMENT 

Douglas C. Engelbart 
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INTRODUCTION 

AUGM ENT is an integrated system of knowled�-worker tools that originated at SR I  
:nternational over an extended period under the sponsorship of NASA, DARPA and RADC. (The 
system was then named " NLS. ·· ) Commercial rights were transferred to Tymshare in 1 978, where it 
has since been enhanced and marketed as an integrated Office Automation. system. A short history 
of AUGMENT's development  may be found in [Aef- 1 ], along with a summary of system 
characteristics and features. 

The system evolved on time-shared, mainframe computers, and in a packet-switched network 
environment. In 1 970 our computer was the second to be attached to the ARPANET, and since 1 978 
we t,ave also operated extensively in the TYMNET environment. Special attributes of each the 
timesharing and the network environments contribute uniquely to the support of collaboration. 

The architecture and general character of AUGM ENT were directly oriented toward 
augmenting the capability of humans to deal with tough knowledge work and to process effectively 
the large volumes of information that burden the modern office. An explicit sub-goal was to support 
close, active collaboration among groups of workers. In this spirit, we volunteered to develop and 
operate the Network Information Center (N IC) for the original ARPANET user and research 
community, aiming to learn about col laborative support by really doing it. 

Below are listed the primary community activities which we aimed to support in providing 
" coordinated information services for a discipline- or mission-oriented community " -- shown in the 
order recommended for evolutionary implementation. The rationale for the selection and ordering of 
these particular activities, and the approach for providing computerized support for them, were 
described in (Ref-2): 

A 1 : Collaborative Dialog 

A2: Document Development, Production, and Control 

A3: Research Intelligence 

A4: Community Handbook Development 

AS: Computer-Based Instruction 

A6: Meetings and Conferences 

A7: Community Management and Organization 

AS: Special Knowledge Work by Individuals and Teams 

* * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * ** ** * * ** * * * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ***  
* * 
* Paper submitted 2 4  Oct ' 8 3 for the AFIPS 19 8 4  Office * 

* Automation Conference , Los Angeles , February ' 8 4 .  * 
* * 
* * * * * * * * * * ** ** * * * * * ** ** * * ** * * * * ** ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *** * * * * * * * * * *  



The range of services conceiv�d for this purpose had a major effect upon the system 
architecture and user features. However; the ARPANET user community grew much faster than was V 
planned for, so this range had to be ·trim med considerably and much less exploratory support 
development was carried out than was planned for. As a consequence, it was only for the first two 
of these activities that enough . resources were available for developing significant ccmputerized 
support. 

[Note: The NIC remained at SRI when the rest of the Augmentation Research Center left, and 
is healthily serving a very sizeable community.] 

This paper summarizes some of the principles, concepts and special provisions embodied in 
AUGMENT that most directly provide this collaborative support. 

SOME GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

When considering an array of candidate provisions for augmenting a knowledge worker's 
capability for doing his individual work, the question of skill level must be faced. In working toward 
enhanced human capability, there seems to be no substitute for the workers' skill in the utilization of 
their tools. That is, assuming the best efforts of equally competent tool-system developers, the 
system designed to support the more-skilled workers will always provide higher hwnan performance 
than the one designed to support the less-skilled workers. 

This principle holds true in the domain of computer-augmented collaboration also. The joint 
effectiveness of the collaborative group will benefit from the skills of all of the participants. And here 
there is a double level of skills involved: (1 ) skills of each person in employing computer support for 
doing individual ized work; and (2) ski l ls of each person at employing comAuter support for 

U collaboration. The higher the group's skills at both levels, the more effective the group wil l  be. 

Some collaborative provisions may be employed by skilled users to support their col laboration 
with unskilled users - and in some cases, skil led users may support collaboration between other, 
totally unskil led people. 

AUGMENT TELEVIEWING 

The remote televiewing provision in AUGMENT is an example of the latter provision, where 
skilled users can collaborate with lesser-skilled people, and indeed, can support col laboration between 
those who are totally unskilled in using the system's tools. 

In this mode of teleconferencing, between two or more people positioned at separated display 
terminals, the screen image that is being produced for one of them by whatever computer tool (s) he 
is currently employing can also be simultaneously displayed on each of the other terminals. 

This televiewing state is set up and controlled by executing commands in a special AUGMENT 
" Conference "· subsystem. The Conference subsystem permits a user to call an on-line conference 
of two or more people, view and edit fi les, add and remove conferees, pass the gave l ,  and 
transparently connect to other tool-bearing machines via TYMNET or ARPANET. Televiewing is 
usually done in conjunction with a telephone connection, and is often used to support document 
review and revision in a synchronous mode, where all conferees can see and discuss changes as 
they are made. 

This " Conference " subsystem, as with any ·• tool " in the AUGMENT " workshop, " wil l  be 
accessed through the AUGMENT User Interface System (UIS) software module. The UIS modules 
serving the respective televiewing participants may be running in the same computer, or in different 



computers that are inter-connected by a network. (The relevant architecture which supports this 
AUGMENT televiewing capability is outlined in [Aef-3], along with a description of the major functions 
served by the User Interface System.) 

One function of the UIS module is to support a variety of terminals for AUGMENT use. The 
UIS transforms the display views constructed by the tools into a form that works for the particular 
type of terminal equipment employed by each user. Therefore, there may be a variety of display 
terminals used by the different televiewing participants as they watch the common, " shared view. " 

Control of the tool(s) that create and manipulate this shared view can be passed from one 
participant to another. 

When simultaneously talking on the telephone, the resulting dialog becomes analogous to 
working around a shared blackboard, upon which individual , group, and public information can be 
manipulated with· chalk and eraser that can be passed around among the participants. Among skil led 
participants, each is easily able to pull forth and share materials from his private notes or famil iar 
reference sources and copy across into his private workplace any material offered from what the 
other participants may bring forth. He can demonstrate his own methods, conventions, and special 
skills, or demonstrate the circumstances where he has trouble and would like advice. 

Typical session goals include coaching, reviewing, mutual problem solving, demonstrating, etc. 
The more comprehensive and efficient the collective tools and skills are for doing a single individual's 
kind of work, the more effective these collaborative sessions can be. 

BASIC SUPPORT PR9VISIONS: 
IN-FILE ADDRESSING ANB EMBEDDED LINKS 

There are a number of unique characteristics in the structure of AUGMENT files, and in the 
associated provisions for manipulation and viewing. Generally, their purpose is to increase the facility 
with which files can be studied and manipulated, and to provide for mixed media (e.g. text, graphics, 
recorded speech). As mentioned above, increasing each individual collaborator's ability to study and 
manipulate working information wil l increase his ability to contribute in an augmented col laborative 
process. 

The provisions in AUGMENT for flexible and explicit in-file addressing provide col laborative 
benefit not only through their enhancement of individual's capabilities, but also by direct support of 
col laborative activities. 

Any given text entity in any AUGMENT file or document -- e.g. chapter, section, paragraph, 
word or even an individual character -- can be addressed explicitly by a string of characters that every 
experienced AUGMENT user can construct or read. These address strings may be optionally used in 
any AUGMENT command that designates an entity to be operated upon or a place in a doc�ment to 
do something about. 

Selecting that entity or place by pointing with a mouse is always an option (and almost always 
would be employed if that entity or place is visible on the screen). But a user always has the option 
of using an address string to designate an entity or place that is not being shown. That entity or 
place may be in in any on-line document to which that user has appropriate access rights (including 

. documents belonging to other users or to a public pool). 
,, 

,.· 

As an aid for specifying useful locations within a document, a user may affix a unique 
" name " of his own choice to any statement. When employed in an address string making it 
unambiguous which document is being cited, that name will serve to designate its named statement 



for any AUGMENT operation. Name examples: " Aef-1 " names the first reference item below: and V .. A3 .. names the third activity item listed above. 

If an address string is enclosed by parentheses or brackets, the whole is cal led a " link. " 
Exa·m ples:  .. [Aef- 1 ] .. i s  a l i n k  po in ti ng  to that i tem i n  the R eference sect ion  be low; 
" (OAC84-Draft,38) " would point to Paragraph 38 in the document fi le named " OAC84-Draft. " Links 
may be created and edited just as any other text, and may be embedded anywhere in the text of an 
AUGMENT document They are· understood by a reader to be a citation that " links " this location to 
some other document entity or place. It is useful to consider the address in a link as specifying a 
path leading to the cited object. 

A ·  reader who wanted to take a look at the place or'- entity at the other end of a l ink could 
ex�cute a " Jump (to) Address " command and type in the corresponding address string -- whereupon 
AUGMENT would �hen change the view in a designated display window to be positioned in the · 
designated document at the designated location. 

Alternatively the reader · could use a " Jump (on) Link " command, and merely: (a) point to the 
embedded l ink; then (b) point to the window in which he wanted the cited passage to be displayed. 
AUGMENT would extract the destination address from the link (instead of expecting the user to type 
it) and display the referenced -passage in the indicated window. For instance, when reading the text 
of this OAC84 document on line, an AUGMENT user could do a Jump Link on one of the reference 
citations (which are bonafide links) and immediately be shown the associated citation statement. 

A very useful , " indirect addressing " provision may be employed in a l ink's address string. 

•; 
,' 

This amounts to saying, " when your path reaches Location X, scan along the text there until you find 
the next l ink, and then follow that second l ink to its destination. " This provision may be employed 
through an indefinite number of indirect links. That is, this second l ink at Location X may in fact 
contain a similar indirect-address expression -- i.e. " proceed to Location Y and follow the l ink you find 
there " - etc. 

u 

Example: ·• (Ref- 1 . 1) " .  To follow this link, the AUGMENT Jump Link command would find the 
statement in this document that has been named " Ref- 1 " (in the Reference Section below), scan 
along that statement's text to the first l ink, " (AUGMENT, 7 1 279,) " ,  and then follow that l ink. The 
user would be shown th_e opening section of document 7 1 279 (from the AUGMENT Journal -- see 
below -- containing the complete text of the published document cited in [Ref- 1 ]) . 

SHARED FILES 

In timesharing environments, users have grown accustomed to being able to share the use of 
files in the process of collaboration. Users of stand-alone workstations and personal computers 
general ly haven' t  benefitted from this. The emerging wide-band interconnection options (e.g. 
local-area networks and public, packet networks) and the integration of file servers into on-l ine 
working environments will bring shared-fi le col laboration into much more prevalence. 



AUGMENT's architecture and general design Rhi losophy assume this kind of working 
environment. Files containing the hierarchically stored information can be made available to any 
selected participants, uti lizing a number of agreed-upon options for privacy and access. Geographical 
distances separating col laborators become transparent with remote computer access through 
networks. 

By employing the above-described, embedded links, these files · may be interlinked to create a 
shared network of information. A jointly developed document for instance begins with the entry of 
the ideas and continues with the elaboration of the idea nodes into a narrative by each member of 
the collaborating team. In the case of a single product by a team effort (a proposal, report, study, 
etc.), agreements must be made to control access to specific files. 

ll 

The effect on the document as each person adds to, manipulates, and studies the common 
information is equivalent to passing around a paper draft for comments. But here the drafts are 
distributed very quickly and there is no retyping phase; the · material can constantly reflect the latest 
modifications for all involved to see and use. 

Expanded, shared spaces require some retrieval support, which can take many forms. For file 
sharing, the use of an on-line table of contents is general ly pertinent. The table of contents for 
pu.blic files (or private subsets) consists of lists of titles and names of files, abstract-like descriptions, 
with l inks to desired nodes in each fi le. The table of contents (a " locator " )  is h ierarchically 
organized, permitting categorical relationships and viewing that facilitate searching the locator. 

Once any information is located (with one of many searching mechanisms)-, it is available for 
direct copying and integrating into any newly developing text. If plagiarism is a concern, there are 
p(otective measures to restrict access -- but when collaboration is the intent, the free availability of 
information to facilitate cooperation and collaborative synergism can be much enhanced. 

AUGMENT automatically maintains an authorship-change record for each statement in each 
file,. indicating the date, time, and author of the statement's creation or last change. This supports 
coordination among shared-file collaborators -- there are special AUGMENT provisions for viewing 
these records, and for scanning for statements entered or changed in a given time span or by a given 
author. 

AUGMENT MAIL 

As a component of our overall development activity, we have made heavy use of our own 
AUGMENT mail system since 1 970, as well as interacting with many non-AUGMENT users through 
the ARPANET mail systems that have emerged since the early '70s. Today, an AUGMENT user can 
interact with people on these other mail systems (as served by either ARPANET or TYMNET) in a 
uniform way. along with his AUGMENT mail interactions, from within his coherent AUGMENT 1.i 
environment. f 

After thirteen years of hard-use evolution, the general features and provisions within 
AUGMENT Mail are probably as complete and sophisticated as any. The system provides speed and 
flexibi l ity for al l message-processing tasks, including composing, addressing, acknowledging, 
answering, forwarding, studying, and filing them. This • al lows our users to col laborate with high 
effectiveness. 

There is a rapidly growing availability to on-line workers of various sorts of inter-personal 
message handling. The general benefit to col laborative work seems well recognized. Some of the 
features of AUGMENT add unique benefits beyond what seems generally experienced, and are worth 
mentioning here. 



One unique source of benefit for AUGMENT Mail collaborators is that the content of a mail 
item is actually an AUGMENT document -- perhaps only a one-sentence document, but optionally a V 
full-sized one. As such it carries structure, may include embedded graphics, may be directly copied 
into a recipient's document, etc. 

And another unique benefit is derived from use of AUGMENT links. For instance, a simple, 
one-sentence message might be, " Frank: Your comment in (Market-Bin, New-Plan, 4b3) seems to 
conflict directly with the boss's directive in (Division-Record_s, Dev-Policy, 7c). " When Frank gets the 
message, he can hold this passage in one display window, and via Jump Link commands, put each of 
the cited passages into other windows for immediate study. 

AUGMENT JOURNAL 

Ongoing collaboration wil l  benefit from provisions in addition to those for sharing files and 
handling mail .  Dialogue implies a longitudinal series of transactions that are interrelated in various 
ways. For full support of task-oriented dialogue, a history of the dialogue is often valuable, and must 
be easily accessible through retrieval mechanisms. 

The history should provide a chronicle of dialog " transactions, " i.e. a Journal. Within the 
AUGMENT system, there is provision for install ing, maintaining and uti l izing what we call Journal 
systems. A Journal system supports a recorded form of dialog having attributes similar to those 
provided to professional circles by the combination of their professional journals and the libraries that 
store, catalog and provide access to them .. 

Having created an on-line record of thoughts and ideas, the author (or a clerk) may direct the 
system to distribute it to a larger group. Such a contribution may range in size from a one-sentence V message to a two-hundred-page document. 

In submitting this contribution a document to an AUGMENT Journal, the author specifies a 
title, and may include comments (analogous to a preface or other notes attached to a report) .  A 
distribution l ist may be specified -- using the same personal and group identifiers as for AUGMENT 
Mai l .  Other fields wil l  be added automatical ly upon submission, such as date and time. Less 
frequently used fields provide the computer with a basis for fairly complete bibliographical handling of 
this dialogue item. The author is given on-line computer guidance for easily fil l ing out the necessary 
fields. 

Upon submission to a specified Journal , the item is automatically given a number and is 
stored permanently in a central location. A ful l  bibliographical citation will be generated and installed 
in l ibrary-like, computer-held catalogs. For each individual in the distribution l ist, a short citation will be 
delivered into his AUGMENT Mail box. One of the elements in this citation is a link pointing to the 
centrally stored Journal · document. Using this l ink, a recipient may employ a simple Jump Link 
command to gain immediate access to the Journal document, and can study it or copy all or parts of 
it into working files. 

For example, References Ref- 1 ,  Aef-2 and Ref-3 were stored in the " AUGMENT " journal. as 
their Journal-reference links indicate, and an AUGMENT user with Journal-system access may stil l 
retrieve those documents from the system. There are of the order of 1 00,000 entries in that 
" AUGMENT" Journal collection - going back to August 1 970. 

This current document was entered as I tem # 2221 into the more-recently establ ished, 
" OAD " Journal collection. I exercised a Journal-system option and obtained a pre-assigned number U so that I could include the number in the text of the document before final submission. Henceforth, 
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another AUGMENT document may use the citation link " (OAD,2221 ,A2) " to cite the second " activity 
item " l isted above in this document. A completely unambiguous citation, good for the indefinite 
future. 

General access to the data base of Journal documents is through an on-l ine catalog. 
Searches through the cataloged citations can retrieve citations by author, accession number, title 
word, or key-word descriptor. 

Subcollections for special groups or activity themes may be optionally maintained. Descriptors 
assigned at the time a document is submitted can classify it as belonging to a given " conference " ; 
but such initial classifications needn't be restrictive, since at any later time a document may be 
published (in the Journal) which lists a set of documents and1 or of passages, from among the entire 
prior collection of Journal items, which are deemed to be relevant to a given theme. 

Or, a dynamic collection may be maintained by an interested party, in shared files, as a list of 
citations with links pointing directly to the items (documents or passages) in the Journal. 

No one is able to modify the central ly held Journal document -- these documents are 
considered to be just as permanent a record as one that has been published and put into a library. If 

Journal documents are not accessed for a given period of time, they are removed from on-line 
storage and archived on tape. Later, if given the Journal accession number, AUGMENT operations 
will retrieve the item from archive tapes, just as a library would retrieve from its stacks if a little-used 
document had been removed from the open shelves. 

The central storage of dialogue entries represents the recorded dialogue, including replies and 
cross-reference links -- essentially a network of interrelated submissions. 

\.....,I The Jourr1al systems provide central storage for the same reasons that libraries do: it is too 

t· :: 
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costly for each individual to maintain his or her own collection; and there is need for assurance that a 
specified document may be provided in unaltered form. 

These Journal provisions encourage freer use by authors of commentary on prior entries, 
since an author knows that every reader has a simple means for accessing any of the earl ier 
documents that may be cited. 

A new participant, entering into an established dialog process, may simply be given a relevant 
set of citations to be brought completely into the picture. 

Often, a passage in an earlier Journal document which was originally submitted as relevant 
only to a given theme or issue, will later be discovered by someone to be relevant to another, current 
issue. In this case, a new document may be entered into this newer " dialog network " that points out 
this relevance and provides a citation link to this old document, which now has become linked into the 
new dialog. 
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Abs1roc1-The mationshlp bdwftn Ol'lanization dleoly w disttibutetl 
,yste- ls �- By vlewinc tlistribute4 l)'Stems as � to •
orp,,i:111iolu, roncepes and theories lfflllaM to dw �t sdmce 
field of Oll&nlzation lheoey can be appliflt. Task COMpltxity, Mttrtaittty, 
rouplc,d wfth rnotr(t co,utrailtu 8ft shown lo be lmponant factors In 
4eddtnc how • ,ystem is 10 be dlsnibute4. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

D 
ISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS arc difficult to design. At 
lcilSI two approaches should be taken to alleviate this 

problem. We should build more distributed systems (learn
ing by doing) and draw upon ideas from other fields (e.g., 
hiology, inanagcmcnt science) that have considerable expe
rience with their own distributed systems (learning by 
analoty). This paper is an example of 1he latter. By viewing 
distributed systems as being analogous to human organiza-

• lions. concepts and theories germane to the management 
science field of organization theory can be applied. 

T-6 begin our di�ussion, a distributed system is defined 
as a particular organization- task decomposition and con
trol regime- resulting from the distribution of a set or 
ta�ks over a set of logically or physically disjoint processing 
.. 
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elements. Research in distributed system• has focused on 
an·alyzjng ·classes or systems. Systems w�c multiple tasks 
exist but share the same goal have been termed teams I I]. 
Team tasks where the data (resource) arc (initially) physi
cally distributed, e.g.,· weather monitoring. have c�mc un-
der the study of distributed sensor nets (2]. T�m tasks that 
require the sharing or data (raw or processed)' have been 
termed cooperative (3). Tasks where control is hierarchical 
are called organizations (4]. Though a variety of strucl!Jral 
forms hayc _been distinguished, th�re i� a p�uci� or knowl
edge available to guide system design. Moreover. the de
sign of a distributed system's hardware often precedes the 
organizational anaiysis, resulting in inadequate architcc-. 
tures. The major problem with• designing distributed sys
tems is dccidiril how the task should be decomposed an 
the control rea,Je to be used, and this choice of or i
zation is. deteJned by features or the tas (doma· and 
59me measurement. crite�a. 

Economics and management science )lave had a history 
of designing and analyzing distributed systems, i.e., hu�n 
organizations. Beginning with Adam Smith's theory of 
labor division (5� ·through the more current organizational 
work of March and'Simon (4f.

.
·Galbraith'(6), and Willi�-; 

son (7), much research has centered ·around cons(fu.ctin&. 
distributed systems that best suit a parti�ular task, Glvcn 
the ·existence of this body of knowledge, can it 6c aj>pJied: 
to distributed systems dcs�gn in the computer sc:ie4'.'�? Or;. 
stated another way, is the distributed CO!flputer 'sy;tems�: :"� 
human organization metaphor valid? Distributq{·-sy,1!� · , 
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face the problem or allocating tasks. resources. a�d infor-
. 

�, of procesS-Ors These are prcc1sely the mallon to a . · . I'd prohlems or human organizations: Hence it _appears v�' 
h I vel but docs it hold at the micro level. i-.e .. at t e macro e . . • · h h docs the computer processor share charactemllcs _wit t e 

human mind'.' Simon's theory of bounded rat1onal11y seems 
applicable here: 

The capacity of the human mind for Cormulatin_g and 

solving complex problems is very sm3:11 co�parcd _with the 
)ize of 1he problems whose solution ts rcqwrcd for 

obJccllvcly rational behavior in the real w�rl�-or �en �or 
a reasonable approximation to such obJccllve rationalit::t 

(8). 

The human mind's processing capacity is, limited .. This 
rc:�ult is what Simon calls bounded rationality. Bounded 
rationality implies that both the informat_ion· � �r� can 
ahi,orh and the detail or control he may wield 1s hm1ted. As 
ta�b grow larger and more complex, means must be found 
w effectively limit the increase or information a person • 
see� and the complexity of control. Bounded rationality is 
a prime factor in the cvol(!tion or multiperson organi
zations from an unregimentcd group to more structured 
alternatives. 

71· 
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Fig. I. Organiution 1111alysis. 

II. AN EXAMPLE: HEARSAY-II 

A computer processor also has a limited processing 
capacity. A processor can execute only a limited n�mbcr of 
in�tructiom per second. This limits the amount of mforma
tio'n a processor may process and the amount o� control it 
may . c:11ercise within a given time period. Hence, pro- Throughout this paper, organization theoretic concept.s 
grammed systems. whether centralized or distri_but�. may will be introduced. To aid the reader in interpreting their· 
c:,.;hihil symptoms similar to the bounded rauonahty ex- applicability, we apply and contrast these ide� -�ith the 
h1hited hy humans when capacities arc exceeded. The architecture or the Hearsay-II speech. undcrs'{'�dmg sys
metaphor appears viahle. tern. The reader should rcrcr to the following description 

The purpose or. I his paper is to attempt a technology throughout the test or the paper. 
transfer from the field of organization theory; to transfer Hearsay-II (9), [ IO) is a system designed to understand 
both descriptive and analytical information to. aid in the con�ected speech.' Utterances, without ar�ificially intro
analysis and design or distributed systems. Fig. I depicts d_uced pauses between words, arc spoken to the system .. the overall app�oach ·10 be taken in analyzing such systems. Hearsay-II rri�st interpret, understand, and reply to the 
The design of a distributed system (organization) requires utterance. The current version of Hearsay-II retrieves and 
the selection of an organizational structure, i.e .• processes answers questions about abstracts stored in its data. base 
( modules) and communication paths. and a control regime. ( 11 ). 
The efficacv of a selected organization is dependent upon The process of understanding utterances requires the compk11ity · and uncertainty features of the task. De- application of many sources of knowl�gc: acoustic. syl
termining how uncertainty and complexity affects the tabic, lexical, prosodic, syntactic, semantic. pragmatic, etc. 
organization requires measurement techniques, for exam- Each source of knowledge can � used to interpret �he 
pie. transaction analysis. Finally. the measurement cannot utterance at its own particular level of representation. Each be interpreted without some reference criteria called source of knowledge onf>, �artially represents the. knowlorganizational goals. edge a human brings to bear when parsing speech. These 

The following sections elucidate the levels in Fig. I. sources represent the ·state of the art of our knowledge of· 
First. the Hearsay-II speech understanding system archi- the speech understanding process. Because of the incom- · 
tecturc which will be used as an example throughout the plctcncss of the knowledge, the llndcrstanding process is : 
paper is described. Next. the analysis of organization the- saturated with error. Thus ·speech understanding is a search · 
ory is begun by surveying the set of organization structures in a large space of possible. interpretations for the utterance and control found in the literature. The requirements for a that best fits the input data, i.e., the speech waveform. theory of organization analysis arc then described, fol- • The design of a speech understanding.system must allow lowed by an analysis or two task fcatur�. uncertainty and the integration of sources of knowledge in such a way that complexity, which affect the organization (lcv�I 2) .. For they may gracefully interact. The crrorfulncss of the . most task features.. an analysis technique is outlined (level 
3) and ur otpnizational solution �fied (level I). .. .. . 's« (301 roe• ,ooc1 introduction to the probltm. 
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processing requires tha1 the program have the ability to 
redirect its at1en11on whenever the current best interpreta
tion of the ullerance proves implausible. 

The approach taken in Hearsay-II is as follows. The 
knowledge in the system is represented in separate processes 
called knowledge sources (KS's). Each KS contains a sep
arate portion of knowledge such as syntax and semantics: 
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Fig. 2. Hearsay-II architcclutt. 

Ill. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND CONTROL <. 

SASS [ 1 21 :  leJtical :POMOW ( 1 3): semantics: SEMANT 
[ 1 4). The knowledge is integrated by allowing the knowl
edge M)un:es to communicate via a blackboard (88). The 
BB 1s a common dynamic data structure. Each KS can be 
viewed is an cltpcrt in its particular field and contributes 
to the "discussion" among the experts by reading and 
� ,i1ing information on the 88. The m�c of 88 interaction 
1� hypotheme and test [ 15). Each KS can either place an 
hypothesis. describing its interpretation of 88  data (i.e., 
other hypotheses). on the BB. or test (i.e., accept or reject) , An organization ·was defined as a composition of struc
B8 hypotheses produced by other KS's. As mentioned ture and control regime. The set or possible· structures 
ahovc. the knowledge in the different KS's can be used to range from strict hierarchies to heterarchies. Possible con
interpret the utterance at different levels of representation. ,. tr9l_ reg_imes range from an employment relation when� 
Specifically. the levels or representation (knowledge) fonn.!;p$ople, (processes) are directly controlled by others via . 
a hierarchy. Each level is built upsin a lower level. The ·•··J.igreed upon commands, to a price system where services�. 
luical level is built upon the syllab'ic. and the syntactic are contracted. In the fqllowing, a variety of organizations 
upon the leJtical. The jo,b _ i:,f a KS is to construct an found in the organizational literature arc dcfi�ed and 
interpretation (hypothesis) .. ar its level o( expertise by pos; related to the Hearsay-II architecture. 
tulating' (or testing) hypothe� ,constructed from hypothe- The simplest organization is the single person. The per� 
se� at a lower level nr hy elabopting hypotheses fro•m a son performs all tasks. reacting to information and the 
higher level. · envirqnmcnt wtJcn necessary. A �inglc-pcrson organization 

The prnces�ing of the system is data-directed. It is suffices as long as th� person has the resources to achieve 
directed hy the current state of the BB data.2 Each KS can the �oal. If Hearsay-II had only a single KS. it could be 
·view BB hypotheses at its levcl(s) of expertise. Whenever ·a ·viewed as a sin8le:person organization. 
change is made to an hypothesis or the: 88 �y a KS, other As the task requires more resources (mental or physical), 

· KS\ react through further hypothesization and testing. At the size of the organization irtcrcascs, requiring more com
any time there arc many possible KS's capable of cxecut- pleJt control and an increase in information processing 
ing. The choice of which KS to execute is controlled by capabilities. Organizational forms such as a group result. A 
policy modules and the scheduler. Together they provide a group allows the coo�r.Aivc coordination 0f individual -
focus of control ( FOCUS) mechanism ( 1 6) capable of members to achieve a shared goal. The task i� divided up 
directing the system's attention to the currently best hy- and subtasks are allocated to mofnbers who are best able to 
pothcscs. or redirecting the system when the current hy- execute them. Coordination in a group is achieved through 
pi.lthcsis proves unfruitful. mutually agreed upo� decisions. To achieve this type or 

Fig. 2 shQws the organization of the Hearsay-II systein. coordination, group members �ust share all available ttt-- · 
Fig. 3 �1to;;

,.
ttie blackboard hypotheses for interpreting the formation: They must undcrsilnd it and be able to ·com_

uttcrancc "Tell me about beef." Initially, the segmentation municate· their views. Finally. they must arrive at a decision 
KS segments the speech ·input and places on the BB that.-iatisfics all. Each step in the coordination problem is a 
hypotheses for all possible labels of the sound in each series of transactions. In its · simplest interpretation, 
segment. The syllabic .KS (MOW) looks at the label hy- HearsayJ/1 is a ·group: Though all K�'s are theoretically 
pothescs and transforms them to syllabics. The lexical KS independent, their tasks are·well intel(rated for_achieving the 
( POM) transforms syllabic hypotheses to words and the problei1i of understanding .speech. The PUP6. system ( / 7 )  is 
syntalt and semantics KS (SASS) transforms word$ to another example of a group organization. 
phrases. SASS also predicts, top down, missing words As the size of the group increases, collective decision
which causes the lower level KS's to attempt to verify the making becomes costly. The cost of information distribu
predictions. At any time over 100 possible KS executions tion and communication required to converge to a com
arc queued. FOCUS chooses the best KS to work on the mon decision increases. Hence a simple hierarchy evolves. 
more highly ratod hypotheses. A simple hierarchy has two levels. The top level contains··• 

1Each hypc,cJacs is nled. II is a flmc1ioa of tbt ratilll,S of I.be 
� it is CIOmlrUctCd rrom ud the � used in I.be constnac-

single dccisionmakcr who coordinates the e:fforts of the 
persons on the· lower level. Complete information must be 
made available only to that person, and he must have the 
aalhority to effect changes in the organization's behavior. . . 

. ...__ 
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Fig. 3. Hcanay•II blK!tboard. 

Proper coordination. implying employment and authority 
relations. and distribution of information, is required for 
the organization to he effective. The final version of 
lirc1r.ral' •ll fit.f thu de/in1tion. The FOCUS KS made overall 
schrduling and dirrctional decisions. (Also see SU/P(/8), a 
dertt·attre (II Hearsay•//.) 

As the size of the single product o�ization grows, 
groups and simple hierarchies fail due to bounded rational
ity. The dccisionmakcr is unable to pr� !lll information 
(saturation). A un,jform hierarchy r�. Multiple levels of 
management arc created. to insure proper and centralized 
dccisionmaking. Each level of the hierarchy acts .as a filter 
on the information and decisions that are p_xopagated up 
the hierarchy. Decisions arc made at the lowclt level in the 
hierarchy that has both the in(eonation to make the best 
decision and the authority to exetute it. Such an organiza
tion coul<J � constructed with lJ hierarchy of Hearsay•IJ's. 
Each -1,sysum is a separate Hearsay.I/ system with a 
manaRer· (focus) and emp/o_vees (the rest of the KS's). Such a 
structure can � found ,n I /9). 

As the uniform hierarchy increases in size and. the num
ber of products. powers of control are impaired. resulting 
in transactiqpal discconomies. With mu\tiple products being 
prod�. competition for the same resources arises among 
units. The problem of allocating resources so that enough 
an: available to produce the products on schedule is quite 
complex. 

One approach lo reducing these effects is the multidivi
sional hierarchy. The organization is split along product 
lines. Each division is in full control of the tactics involved 
in producing their product. Hence control is situated lo
cally where the information that enables control is ava.ila
.,lc. Strategic control is vested in an elite staff assigned te a 
amcral office. Tiie -,cineial office is conca ned with stra
lqic planning. appraisal and c:oatrol including resource . .·• -

. 
allocation. // one· vim�d the intfrpretation of each area of 
the utterance lime line as a separate "product, " then the 
distribuled Hearsay-// system (20) closely approximates this 
structure. Distributed Hearsay-// iliffm from a mujtid(vi
sional hierarchy in that there is no ·strategic planning KS. 

As the organization grows, so does the coordination 
problem and the amount of the information to be processed. 
A significant step towards solving the problem' is the price 
system. A number of disjoint organizations are available to 
produce a product or supply a service.,Actions are i�tiated 
after the �uccessful negotiation of a contract. This system 
eliminates all forms of control between units. All com
munication is contained in a .contract too purch� some 
product or service. Control i5 exerted through the price of 
the product. Price (should) reflects the marginal cost• of the 
product. The assumption is that through · marginal pricing 
of goods, all resources will be utilized without waste. If a 
product is priced too high_, it wHI not be purchased, if too 
low. the unit supplying it will go bankrupt. ·communicat/OJI 
and control in Hearsay-// is noncontractua/. The system was . 
designed so that KS's share the :rame goal and blackboard. 
communication process. Contracting as�es that a· set of _ 
independent proce"es exists. Once prpce"es enter into a 
contract, an organlzatlpn is instantiated. Hence, co,rtracting 
can be vim� as the dynamic creation of a systent architec- · 
ture. One could interpret -a pre-Hearsay-/ I archit«ture as a 
heterarchy of unrelpted KS's. A . focus-like KS would let 
contractJ to otMr KS's to do various sptteh understanding 
functions, with tM ruulting postcontractual architectUM·btlng 
similar to the Heamzy-1/ arclut«ture. 
· With the introdi,ction of the price (or market) 1y1tem, an 
organization does not have to create a, new unit for each 
new functi()fl but ·can contract . for the function in the 
marketplace. The next step in the evolution of an organiza
tion. is' a collective organization·. The hierarchy is split into 

I .  
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�para1e organ1z.a1ions who cooperate: to achieve: a shared 
goal In one -.ensc: a collc:ctivc: can be: vic:wc:d as a set of 
nrgan11a1wm thal �hare: long-tc:rm contracts. 

The nc:ll.l stc:p in successive: reduction of control and 
1n,forma11on now i� the: introduction of competition. Com
"'ting approaches to goal achic:vc:mc:nt are allowed (in the 
m·arketplacc:) with :nany organizations available to achieve: 
any goal. Hence: each organization peruses its own goals 
which corrt'�pond to another organization's needs. This is 
tht' general market situation. Services are contracted for in 
the markc:tplact' for short or long periods of _ time. 

IV. CHOOSING AN OR(?ANIZATION 

The previou� �ction presented a variety of polle 
organ11a1mns. The: question remains: which organiu ·s 
he,t ,u1 1ed for the task at hand? Developing an ana al 
theory of organization choice is the ultimate goal. Sadly. 
none e,mt� yet. 1 hut a descriptive approximation to the 
analy111.:al theory can he sketched. It contains three parts: 

I )  a ddtnea1ion of diagnostic features of a task. 
"� 

2 )  a ,et of organizational structures and control re
gimes that can cope with these features. and 

.l t a v.ay of measuring how well the organization per-
forms. 

In the de�nptive theories developed by organization 
thc:orv. two features have received major attention. The 
fint " complexity. Complexity is defined as excessive 
demands on rationality. That is. task requirements exceed 
current hounds on computational capacity. For example. a 
manager receives more information than he or she can 
pn,�1hly n:ad. or must coordinate more workers than he 
po�,1hl� i:an. Thn:e types of complexity are described in 
tht' following �ei:ticms: information. task. and coordination. 

The second feature is uncertainty. Galbraith 16) in his 
e,i;plication of the contingency theory4 approach to organi
za1mn. stales that organization structure is dependent upon 
uni:ertainity and diversity of task. Uncertainity is defined 
as the di fference between information available and the: 

information necc:s�ary 10 make the best decision. Variation 
in organizatilmal structure results from diverse auempts in 
reducing uncertainty. · 

Contingency theory design strategies arc based on the 
manifestation of uncertain information. We dcpa·rt from 
the contingency view by defining three additional types of 
uncertainty. First. uncertainity can manifest itself in infor
mation. This means that t.he correctness of the information 
can he represented by a certainty measure; $ the organiza
tion may not fully believe the information_ (stimuli) it 
perceives. For example. the correctness of a survey of 
consumer desires concerning a 'product the company pro
d� is always under scrutiny. The second rt1anifestation 
or uncertainty is found in the algorithm. _No mauer how 

1S)slcms � IJ I I. OOftlpUlff lcicncc (321. [33) ani ficw inl�ltigmcc 
(lll. (341. and decisioa tbcofy I I} ha� de,- - wort towards chis ideal. 

"Coalin&mcy thcoty has l1"0 pft'ffllixs: I I  � is no best way 10 
�. and 21 all ways ol otpaizina are noc equally cH«11vc. 

,Leua « el. 1341 propow a - c:aDed rdiability. 

,->" . •• : -.� • •  ·• .. ,,·, �:i . ·�·., .. : ' 

certain the information a d·ecision is based on. the decision 
itself may be uncertain due to knowledge lacking in the 
possible outcomes of the decision. Optimal decisions. based 
on analysis of possible outcomes have been extensively 
studied ( I ). 

The contingency theory interpretation of information 
uncertainty is that at each state in the organization all 
information is assumed true (e.g .. how much material is 
around. how many machines broken. etc.) bwt is a poor 
predictor of future states. Hence the information is uncer
tain in the sense that i t  is a poor estimator of environmen
tal change. The focus is actually the changing environment 
and not the information. We call this cnvironment;u uncer
tainty. The environment changes over time (from state to 
state), and the organization must adapt to these changes in 
state. A fourth type of uncertainty commonly found in 
organizations is behavioral unccfrtainty. An employee, unit 
(department), or another organizations cannot always be 
depended on to produce the · contracted for products or 
services. 

The second part of the theory would associate organiza
tion structures and control regimes that can adequately 
cope with the complexity and uncertainty features of the 
task. Such associations arc described in the next two sec
tions. 

Finally. the theory requires a way of measuring how well 
an orga·nization performs its task. The task goal provides 
the measurement criteria. Goals such as minimizjng re
source consumption. maximizing production. minimizing 
quality. etc., arc commonly found in business organjza
tions. These arc analogous to reducing time and space: 
increasing processing power, and producing results of 
higher certainty (validity) in distributed systems. One mea
surement technique that has experienced renewed interest · 
in management science is transaction analysis (7). Transac
tions take on a rather broad dcfii:iition. They encompass 
normal contractual agreements, communication of infor
mation. monitoring, delegation and control, and most other 
activities that require interaction among participants within 
an organization or mark.et. Th!= handling of transactions 
requires the consumption of resources. Hence transactions 
are too complex when they require more resources than are 
available (bounded rationality); complexity reduction be
comes the problem of minimizing resource consumption. 
The distributed system analog is that processing is resource 
limited. Mctnory, cycles, and bandwidth arc limited. Hence 
transactions among processes have to be well-structured to 
minimize resource consumption. Transactions can also be: 
characterized by the assumed differences in information. 
motivation, and behavior amongst the parties of the trans
action. By detailing the transactions among organization 
participants. the efficacy • of alternative organizational 
structures can be .measured. 

In the next two sections, the second part of the theory-
�iating structure and control with wk. features- is 
elaborated. A variety of complexity and uncertainty types 
and organizations for reducing their effects arc described. 
Where possible, a transactional approach for measuring 
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I 
uncertainty and complcitit:, is defined. And the suggested 
organ11..a11on� arc interpreted in the Hearsay-II architect
ural framework. 

\' CoMPUXITY REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 

A lnformutwn Compltxtty 

Bounded rat1onal1ty limits the amount of information a 
human or proce��or may process within a given time 
pcm>d (or other rcM>urce constraint). Information becomes 
too complcit whcn it requires more processing than availa
hle in ordcr to be properly analyzed and understood. Ways 
mu�t be found to reduce the complexi ty.of information so 
that human� and processors can be more effective. 

Rcrngnwng information complexity requires the char• 
actcri1ing of information flow as transactions. 'For each 
communication channel the average. number of transac
tion� and proce��ing per transaction must be compiled and 
rnmparcd to the processing power of the receiving person 
(or module:). 

How ,� the informati�n complexity reduced? By abstrac
tion and omi�sion. Abstraction is attained by use of several 
levels of representation. A purchasing manager docs not 
care how much material is used every minute in a depart
ment. or how it is u�d. He is interested only in gross usage 
of matenab. Material/minute is a detail that can he ab
�tractcd into material/day or material/week, while· its 
usage ,an be ignored completely, since the former is actu
ally an ahstraction of it .  A second approach to information 
reduction i� computer-based summarization techniques. 
Whether statistical or graphical in nature, information can 
be redul·cd to a few meaningful parameters. 
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Fig. 4. levels of rcpttSCntation. 

volume °'xcceds a manager's ability to grasp the task's 
"gestalt," then this complexity must be reduced. The so_lu
tion to .this problem is the division of labor (5J. This 
requires the partitioning of resourocs (men and materials; 
modules and computer resources) into. units. Each unit is 
assigned a specific task related to the organizational goal. 
Tho.manager delegates jobs to these units,. viewing them as 
primitives6 in the organizational plan. Each unit then inter
prets the control instructions and expands upon them to 
control the primitives with.in·the unit. · > . 

I 

The encapsulation of both mechanism and information 
is primary to the proper structuring of an organization. It 
is necessitated by bounded rationality. The following de
scribes the characteristics of units that satisfy the con
straints imposed by bounded rationality. 

I) View the numerous actions (programs) contained in 
a unit as a single action (abstraction). 

2) Control units as if they were primitive actions (plan
ning in abstraction spaces). 

3). Delegate authority. Commands to · a unit arc 
elaborated �y and within the. unit. 

4) Reduce information now. Information within a unit 
can be summarized by the unit. 

5) Hide detail. Information and control not needed by 
.other units is hidden within the unit. 

Informa tion comple�ity. due to a processor's bounded 
ratlllnal11y. alM1 uists in distributed systems. Accordingly, 
similar techniques have been used. Examples of these tech
niques can be found in the ,Hearsay-II and Baseball [21) 
systems. In Hearsay-II information is represented at many 
le,·els ( Fig. 4 ). Each 1_$.yd js an abstraction of the lower 
leveb. A KS that �es a decision at the syntax level only 
uses information at the syntax and lexical levels. without . 
going into the more detailed levels. To do so would require Interpreting the above constraints in the design of distrib
a greater information processing capacity and the ability to �ted systems requires that. 
interpret infor_mation at those levels. To analyze informa- I) 

I 
the products of the process must be well defined; 

tion comp exity, each hypothesis would be considered a 2 ..._ . . be transaction. Then knowing the average number of hypothe- - ) me mteract1on tween processes must be minimal 
- (near decomposability); sc:s at each level. the average number of hypotheses pro- 3 

duccd by a Ks: and the average nµmber or resources ) the effects of a process upon other processes must be 

consumed by a KS when processing a hypothesis, complex- understood
; . 

ity limitations can be calculated. (See (22) for more de�ail.) 4) clear lines of authority must be rccogniz.ed; 
The concept of omission requires that a module's task be 5) clear lines of information now must ·be recognized. 
analyz.cd to deduce what information must be communi- The first interprocess · constraint is a minimum require-
cated, and what should be stored or hidden locally and ment. We must know what a p

� 
produces before it can 

communicated on demand. . · be_  used. 1be second rNuces control complexity of the 
. organization- which may reduce effectiveness. ·™ third 

.a T=.xi,y 
. · 

Is necessary so that one process's action wiU not undermine 
. . . Tait ·,y is C000C1ood with the W>lume of actions · • · 

(�..;. ,_._) . �v�. uatu a primiti- ia moc.ber a-.,&c ot an' absttactioft. in ·;:, · ·· -..-. � COior- necessary 10 acc01npwb a talk. Wbco dlis cw II a procram � u � to information abatractioa. • � : •.. ,, ,<. :. ·-� i . ;, ,.;, . . . . . . . 
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another process's. The last two points insure proper control 
and the information upon which to base that control. 

The architecture of Hearsay- I I  conforms to many of 
1hoc requirements. A KS is a unit that can be viewed as a 
\Ingle action. In Hearsay- I I  stimulus-response frames are 
used to descnbe the effect of a KS as a single action to the 
�heduler. A KS hides its algorithm and temporary results 
from other KS's and restricts its communication to a few 
hypo1he!.C� on the blackboard. The blackboard structure 
me1:han1�m dearly defines how KS's communicate and 
hu1o1. they i n teract (simply posting an hypothesis may cause 
another KS to react). 

C Cvurd1nat1on Cnmplt:cuy 

Ta�k and �·oordination complexity are strongly linked. 
Onn: a task ha� been decomposed to a point where it is 
rnmprehens1ble. coordination must be considered. If the 
unit� cooperate in the completion of a task. then. there is 
u�ually rewun:e dependence between them. i.e., informa
llon. partial products. etc. The actions of each unit must be 
i:oordrnated so that each produces the proper resource at 
the proper time. 

At present there are few heuristics that guide the division 
prl11.:ess so that coordination complexity is reduced. One of 
1he�e •� the defrn1t1on of near decomposability of a system 
12-' I  wh1.:h 1mphC1tly appears in the contingency theory 
appro-ai:h to design: construct the units so that the intcrac
tllln t'>ctween units 1s minimal. 

Analyting coordination complexity is similar to analyz
ing 1nformat1on complellity. The set of transactions ncccs
sar� to carry out a task are quantified and compared 10 the 
wntrolhng person or module's limited resources. 

I t  �� t->cen thought that task size (space and time) can 
t->c overrnme by adding more processors and memory. Such 
simplistic views ignore the problem of dependence in task 
decomposition. Empirical and analytical results on multi
processor systems such as C.mmp (24) and CM0 (25) have 
shown that linear speedups arc not always attainable (26), 
[27). In wme problem situations there is an upper bound 
on the efrC1.:t of added resources. Conversely, linear speed
ups can t->c ohtained 1f algorithms and information storage 
are carefully analyzed and properly structured. Consc
quc:n1ly. greater attention to task decomposition in pro
gram organizations and problem solving must be paid. 

Following is a sci of organizational substructures that 
reduce the complexity of �rdination. 

I J Slack Resources: One aspect of coordination com
plexity i's the coordination of coupled tasks. Tasks arc 
coupled when the input of one depends on the output of 
another. Tasks are tightly coupled when state changes in 
one task immediately affect the state or another task. To 
reduce the tightness or the couplinJ. slack resources are 
introduced. Buffer inventories are inserted between cou
pled tasks so that if one task has something go wrong with 
it.; the other tasks.arc DOl imincdiately affected: 

Two in1erpretations of slack in distributed systems are I )  
the rq,ticatioa of wb (proa:ssa.. moduJes) OD alternate 
�• in case �  a procesw failure. and 2) the rep� 

men! of procedure calls by n:,cssage queues. Rcq�ts and 
messages to a task are .placed in a queue 10 reduce the 
synchronization (tight coupling) of tasks. 

Slack has also been used extensively in computer hard
ware. The reliability of hardware has been extended by the 
duplication of functional units. Space vehicles, for exam
ple, duplicate essential units. Slack appea�s in a number of• 
ways in Hearsay-II. KS's can be duplicated on many 
processors so that the same task can be carried in parallel. 
Secondly, the creation and placement o( multiple hypothe
ses on the blackboard can be viewed as creating a buffer 
inventory. A KS has many hypotheses to work on and can· 
continue processing without being aware of what another 
KS is doing or is not doing. 

}) Function Versus Product 'Division: The coupling of 
tasks can also be reduced 'by . proper decomposition. 
Organization theory distinguishes between two types of 
organization partitioning. The first is a product or self
contained division. This division requires that units be 
centered around the product that is to be produced by the 
organization. The second type is a .functional division. A 
functional division orients the units to the functions neces
sary 10 produce the products (e.g., purchasing, marketing, 
materials, etc.). Why do we have these alternate forms of 
division? Depending on characteristics of the problem being 
solved by the organization (e.g., producing a plane), one 
divisiQn reduces complexity while the other increases com
plexity. An important measure of complexity is the amount 
of coordination. Any division of a problem assumes that 
there is greater interaction within a unit than between units 

· (interaction locality). A system that exhibits interaction 
locality is called a nearly decomposable system (23). When 
interaction locality no longer cx.ists, the coordination of 
units becomes too complex. 

An example of the division methodology is the ccstruc
turing or an operating systcm:Thc creation of scheduler, 
memory manager, 1/0 controller, and file manager mod
ules is a functional decomposition. Each job interacts with 
the modules and indirectly with the other jobs. Tlµs coor
dination between jobs is important and time-consuming. If 
the machine was restricted to Basic and APL program
ming, the generality wouid not be necessary. The operating 
system could be divided into two modules, an APL module 
and a Basic module. Each would contain a memory 
manager, file manager, etc., plus.certain physical resources 
such as disk, a portion or main memory, �tc. Coordination 
would concern resources shared by both modules only. 
Economy of specialization and reduced coordination is 
achieved. Hearsay-II is a functional decomposition. Each 
KS embodies a function required for each level 'of speech 
analysis. 

3) Contracting: In an organization there may ex.isl func
tions that are too costly to carry out. This cost may be 
due to 

• lack or experience with.in the organization: 
• small usage, hence economy of size is not afforded, 
� coordination problems, 
• information processing problems. 
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I I  " "mplcr r,,r the Mganiz:auon to contract for this service 
1n the m.ulctplJce. hence information is reduced to a 
�•nglc rm,·c . c11ntwl to contraciual terms. Conditions exist 
undc:r 11,h1<."h <-"ontral:ting t) not achievable; this is usually 
d u e  to the:  1d 1os� ncrat,c nature or the job. 
Wil l i.sm ... in \ 1(11,,  mo)! pm1 1 1ons in organizations as being 
1d11,,� nl:ra11c Though a p<hition may be characterized by a 
gcncr JI Joh da��• fKation. the organization. methods or 
c, 1mmun1ca11on. people interacted with. on the job learn
ing. et, . male p,1�1t1om idiosyncratic. A primary conse-
4uen,c 1, that the c,1,1 of replacing a perS<>n is not negligi
hlc. ,wr ,, the: -<rv1l:c ca.,il� <."ontracted for in the market
pl.t,e 

It " unclear how tran)action analysis would detect situa-
1111n, 11, hcri: n1ntra,:11ng ,s applicable. '  A simple approach 
11,1 1ulJ he to tag all 1ran�act1on) (communication. control, 
re ... ,ur<-"e,. ch.: l 11, 1 th the ta)k that produces and consumes 
them ·1 a,l, 11, ho-.c transaction costs exceed some function 
,,f the marlct ,·n�t for the same product or service should 
he contraded 

I he prohlcm 11f market \·ersus hierarchical organizations 
" important 11, hen more than one task is competing for the 
,amc rc.,.iurce, ( clement. memory. etc.). Hence ownership 
(cmplo� mcnt c11ntrat.· l 1  or a processor and associated pro
ce�� h� one ta�k is uneconomical if it is under-utilized 
11, hale nternal dtmanJ t) high. Greater utilization is af
forded 11, hen the clement ,� a free agent. able to contract 
-.cn tl:e, 1 1 1  man� J1Hc:rent tasks. 

D Tht> C,m1pln11r s;,·,f, 

I t  •� dear that wmplex11y ha) a definite effect on organi-
1a1111n �,ructurc The cause of the transition from single 
per',(m 1,1 group to �,mple hierarchy was ascribed to capac
, 1�  cxce,!>e:� ,tcmmmg from hounded rationality. As tasks 
het.:ome larger. proce��ing capacities arc exceeded. requir
ing luk decompt.mtion and allocation. Groups rail when 
information sharing e11.c�s capacity (resources). and de
c1s11,nmak1ng and coordination becomes too complex. Sim
ple and uniform hierarchies utilizing information leduction 
t«hni4ues and authonty relations appear. Uniform 
hierarchies u�ually suffice until the organization grows to a 
prnnt of producing multiple products. As a result, interac
tion among modules r�aches a thrashing level. This is due 
to 1."0mpetition a111ong organization participants (depart
ments. people. moduks) for other participant's attention 
(e.g .. competition among diHercnt products for the same 
rcsourco). The multidivision hierarchy deals with this 
pr�lcm by decomposing the organization along product 
lines so that key departments (modules) arc duplicated for 
each product division. The next step in reducing informa
tion and control complexity is to contract for products and 
services in the marketplace. Information is reduced to a 
singJc variable: price. 

• 
VI. UNcuTAJNTY RmucnoN TECHNlQUES 

In the contingency theory approach to orpnization 
structuring. unc:cnainty bas been rwx>gniud as a primary 
fact« m choosing an appropriase cqaniz.ation (6i Trans-

n 

action analysis (7) also focuses on �nccrtainty in transac
tions as a cause of organizational change. The emphasis in 
the former is information uncertainty. while in the latter it 
is behavioral uncertainty. Because of the fuzziness or the 
definition or these two types, Section IV introduced four 
types or uncertainty: information, algorithm. environment, 
and behavior. A detailed discussion of each of tl\e uncer
tainty types and their effects can be found in (22]. ( 10). In 
following. we analyze how unr.crtainiy affects the structu�c 
of organizations. 

Information uncertainty can be reduced using ·verifica
tion techniques such as synthesis or prediction. To reduce 
or recover from algorithm uncertainty distributed systems 
must maintain .multiple approaches to achieving a task, 
e.g .• multiple hypotheses in Hearsay-II and. relaxation tech
niques (37), or formulate new programs of action: dat!l 
gathered, p�grams constructed and executed, results 
evaluated and program repaired (feedback). Some work in 
the latter approach has been done in artificial intcllig�nce 
(38), but much research remains. . 

It is often the case that the existence of information, 
algorithrn. and/or environment uncertainty results in be
havioral uncertainty such as opportunism. Opportunism 
occurs when a party in a transaction takes advantage by 
making self-disbelieved threats or promises, or withholds 
information. The opportunistic party secures a contract 
that is less ravorablc to the other par.ty than might be 
obtained otherwise. The following arc factors that lead to 
behavioral uncertainty. 

Information impactedncs.s (7) is a differential of infor
mation �tween parties of a transaction. lmpactedncss may 
be due to bounded rationality considerations because of 
the amount of information, unavailability of information 
due to oric party's inability to communicate, or a party's 
deliberate hiding of information. lmpactedness would be or 
little concern ir the cost of achieving parity was not pro
hibitive in most cases. lnfopnation impactedncss is a recur-
ring condition for opportunistic behavior. ·. 

Small numbers is a market condition where the number 
?f market participants is small: circumvc�ting,thc marginal 
pricing behavior of competition. Contracting under a small 
numbers condition may result in opportunistic behavior 
due to participant's lack of competitive pressure. 

First-mover opportunity occurs when a person or organi
zation has idiosyncratic knowledge of a particular function, 
which is unattainable (due to cost and information im
pactedncss) by other market participants. As a result, a 
small numbers market condition results, enabling oppor
tunistic behavior. A first-mover condition can appear when 
a person in an organization attains idiosyncratic knowledge 
of his particular job, or an initial contractor attains idio
syncratic knowledge of the contracted job. In subsequent 
contracting for the; same or similar job, or searches for new 
personnel, the prcviOUI person or contractor has a consid
erable advantage due to their superior (idiosyncratic) 
knowledge. . · 

W�cr uncertainty is manifest, programmed organi
zational rc:sporues will not be appropriate_ An organization. 
must quickly adapt to unanticipated situations. The ques-

I • 
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1 1 1 •n  1,. · ·Whal ,1rganiz.at1onal structures facilitate the adap
t j t1Pn pr, 'l(o, �. . In con lrast to compleitity. uncertainty. 
c,ix-1..·1Jlh en, 1r,,nmcntal and h<:hav1oral. appears to shift 
,,rgJn1L.U11•n �tructure in the opposite direction. from 
hctcr arch, tu hic:rarch�. 

·1 he ,m,,. 1th ,1pcra11on of markets requires marginal pric
ing. l i u lc uncerta in!\ .  and no opponunistic bargaining in 
,mjll-numh<:r \llua11on�. Market uncertainty may invali
dJtc cPntract, h<:forc the� expire: materials may not be 
a,a i !Jhk. price, ,ncrea!>e. :i strike occurs. etc. Insuring 
un..:erta1n e,ent, re4u1rc� complcit contingent contracts, 
hut J I  ,ume point accounting for all possible contingcnccs 
t->c..·1 1mc, t ,1(1 ..:1..1�,1� .  Bounded rationality also limits contin
gent 1..·ontrach. Contract writers cannot foresee all possible 
, . .  nti ngcnuc, 1•r a��1mdatc the ncccs�ry information to do 
,,, Hcn1..c uncertain!) in market environments must be 
,mall 

HcJuc1ng informatwn 10 a single signal. price. results in 
1n f11rmat111n 1mpac1cdness which opens the door for op
portunl\llc h<:ha\lor. Opportunism will succeed only if a 
,111.1ll-numhcr� hargaining situation obtains .. Barring that. 
c,,mpct1t11in among market participants should att�nuatc 
opportun1�11c h<:ha,·ior since no a�vantagc can be attained. 

l.11ng-term contracts in the marketplace arc not feasibte 
Jue 111 uncertainty and bounded rationality. Under such 
..:< >nJ1111in, 11 ,� hc:ttc:r to make spot (short-term) contracts. 
Sp,11 ..:11ntracting all1lw� organizations to

�
ntially adapt 

111 changing environments. This reduc� c information 
and certa1n1, required in writing a co r.kt. A problem 
1mmed1atcl� 1"1(.'cur� nega11ng the satisfiability of spot con
tral'11nt1,. That ,�. the initial contractor obtains first-mover 
ad, ant age� resulting in small-numbers bargaining. 

A, unrertaint� 1ncrca�s in the marketplace. bounded 
rJl111nal11� rc:Juccs the market's ability to contract accord
ingh . and a� opportunism appears in first- mover 
advan tage�. an alternate form of organ,1tion must appear. 
Such a form ts the collective organization. Market par
ticipant� arc integrated into a single organization to coop
erate: in achieving a single goal. Hence bargaining costs arc 
l1lwcrcd and ul111syncratic tasks arc undertaken without 
mlt. ,,r c:-.:plrntation. A collective approach allows greater 
adap111h1l11�- to uncertain environments since formal con
tral.'b do not eitist and the collective jointly decides in a 
sequential fashion how best to adapt to the current situa
tion. Opportunism docs not appear since it is a Joint . 
venture. Information impactncss is reduced by sharing 
information among the group. 

The transition from the market (as typified in the above 
structures) to a hierarchical organization has been called 
vertical integration. Vertical integration is the process of 
adding to a hierarchical organization a product or service 
that was originally contracted for in the market. Uncer
tainty. information impactness. opportunism. etc .. arc the 
attributes in the ma.rtct that have to be considered when 
analyzing the cost of cootracting versus integrating into the 
rmn. 

M uncat&inty increases. the transition from a hctcrarchy 
to a hierarchy bccoma preferable. 'fbc attributes of a 

hierarchy that suppo� this arc (7. p. 40) as follows. 

I )  I n  circumstances where complex contingent claims 
contracts arc infeasible and sequential spot markets 
are hazardous. internal organization facil itates adap
tive sequential decisionmaking. thereby economizing 
on bounded rationality. 

2) Faced with present or prospective small-numbers 
exchange relations. internal organization serves to 
attenuate opportunism. 

3) Convergent expectations arc promoted. which 
reduces uncertainty. 

4) Conditions of information impactedncss arc more 
easily overcome and, when they appear. arc less 
likely to give rise to strategic behavior. 

5) A more satisfying trading atmosphere sometimes 
occurs. 

' 
More importantly, hierarchies arc not bound to particular 
courses of action. Due to the employment relation 
employees have with the firm and the firm"s ability to 
control resource allocation, unexpected situations can be 
dynamically adapted to: employees assigned new tasks and 
resources assigned t'o different products. This flexibility is 
not typically available in contracted relations. Finally. the 
type of hierarchy created is dependent ·upon siu and 
number or products produced, which in turn determines 
the organization's complexity. · · 

The problem of behavioral uncertainty has not been 
considered in computer systems. Such a problem can occur 
in hierarchical organizations but is more prevalent in 
market situations. The question can be asked whether 
distributed systems will ever be organized as markets. Such 
a possibility .is near. 

Recent work has demonstrated the feasibility of com
puter networks sopporting a market organization. For 
example, assume that each host on an ARPANET-like 
network is a separate organization offering services and 
products to other hosts. Each host has a software package 
that allows it ·to decide what services to acquire and sell 
under a _ _  varicty of conditions. In their .

discussion of ·high
lcvcl protocols for networks, Sproull and Cohen (28) de
scribe a network plotter protocol (NPP), a language for 
describing graphics plotting tasks which allows market 
participants to communicate about plotting tasks. The 
work of Smith (29) defines a protocol for contracting 
among modules. Hence the mode or market interaction, 
contracting and bargaining. and the language for describ
ing the task, NPP, have been created for the wk of 
cdntracting for plotter printings by market p�icipants. In 
a commercial network (nonsubsidized), the price hosts 
charge for their services must rcOcct the costs of maintain
ing them. and if the same set\ice is provided by more than 
one host (e.g., color graphics output, llliac-4-like services), • 
competition may occur. Hcooe the equivalent of a market 
organization will result. ProblcmJ of complexity and uncer
tainty can arise, requiring the application of the reduction 
techniques described in the previous sections . 

• 
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ReJuc:c-J .. ,mmun1.:a11,m JO markets ( 1 .c .. price) implies 
redu, c-J ,nf.,rmJt1<•n JO\ 1tJOg JO formation impactedncss 
_. ,nJ1t11•n, I f  ni.'<.lulc-. c:an be hard-wired to share the same 
g,,.il. then ,,pp,.1r1uni�IK ad\an1ag� due to an information 
,mh.il.in,( "' d i  n,,1 cio:ur, but when modules have the 
(rccJ,im i , ,  ..:h,k•'C." "' hen anJ where 10 do processing. 
meth,kh ,,( prerJt1ng module performance (e.g .. simi lar 10 
.i ..: red11 Jgcn�·, t and monitoring or module performance 
.uc re4u1rcJ tll rcduc:e 0pportunistic behavior. Transaction 
.tn.il\\l\ ,u�e,1, the latter c:an be 100 costly in the market. 
henc:c re4u1r1 1l@. the 1ntcgra11on or a market function into 
.in urganir..rtion 
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Fig. S. Organiulioo structure continuum. 

1-.Jrl\  c:,,mputcr program\ horc httlc resemblance lo hu
man 11rgan11a1111n\. hut a� the problems attacked grew in 
,11c. re'><>un.:e lim11a1 1om appeared and prevented the 
wc:u=\, of programmed <,olut ion�. Resource limitations can • 

� \ ,c...,cd a, the c:au\C or hliunded rationali ty whose effects 
appear in pr,igram, a\ 1n hu\messcs. One can view the 
"'"rl in ar11(1c:1al tntclligcncc as attempts circumvent rc
'><'>Urc:e lim11a11on, Henc:e 11 1s not surprising 10 rind pro
gram\ that ( attempt to) exhihi t "intelligence" that also 
d1�pla�· c:haral·tens1 11:� or human organizations. Systems 
,uc:h a, Hcar-.a� - I I  ha,c ,h11wn t rends that rcncct human 
11rµniut111n, and human prohlcm Mllving mc:thods (also 
� 1 1 7 1. l -'5 1. 1 -' l l - ThcM" trend\ have resulted in modules 
that c:,,n1.u n pn•hlem sol,·ing characteristics similar to hu
man, 

This paper lays part of the groundwork for constructing 
a theory of distribu ted system organization design. The 
approaches described by organization theory are interest
ing and useful but not rigorous. Better methods of measur
ing complexity and uncertainty must be found. Whether 
these measures will be derived from organization theory, 
system science, or computer science remains to be seen. In th1, \uney of orga011.a1ion theory ideas. we have 

f11und that �•me of the \Olutions lo organizational prob
lem\ have al reaJ, h«n J1M:ovcred and used in computer 
S\ \tem,. and �•me have not. What organization theory 
J,'<.', c:,,ntnhutc 1� an01her way or looking al distributed 
��·\tem\. That c:omplcxi1:.· and uncertainty arc two im
portant factors tn deciding how 10 structure an organiza
tion. II  appear\ that complexity and uncertainty arc two 
,>pJl(l<>tng forc:t"I . c:omplcx11y forcing a distribution of task 
ultimatcl� re!lultmg tn a hctcrarchical structure: uncer
tamcv pushing m the opposite direction. vertically integrat
ing ta\k.� '""' ll more hierarchical structure- ( fig. 5). By 
uti hz.mg this view. the distributed system designer has an 
organization tool ltit that contains structures and control 
regimes that reduce the effect or the particular factor. It 
also pro�,dcs a pointer to transaction analysis- which at 
this time is still poorly developed - as a tool for recogniz
ing these factors. 

An important view underlying this paper is that mod
ules.. processes. and tasks act like humans in an organiza
tion. Consequently. the problem of motivation. a �use of 
behavioral uncertainty. must be considered. Little attention 

bu been paid to motivation in computer programs. but the 
adYCnt of the module approach to oonsttucting complex 
prop-ams and the limitations on raources (e.g., processors) 
will occasitate a module's ability to .decide when a,ld what 
problems to work on. Once sdf-motiviltioo appears in a 
module. pl conflicu will follow. 
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COMPUTER NETWORKING AS A VEHICLE FOR CITIZEN PART IC I PATION : 

A CASE STUDY OF THE WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON PRODUCT IVITY 

Sta r r  Roxanne Hi l t z  

I NTRODUCTION 

In The Netwo r k  Na t i on  ( Hi ltz  and Turo f f , 19 78 ) , the pos s i b i l i ty o f  

d i spe rsed c i t i zens us i ng compute r med iated communi cat ion  to d i scuss 

matte rs of  po l i t i ca l  po l i c y  and to fo rm ul ate recommenda t i ons o r  

coo rd i nate  po l i t i ca l  ac t i on  was d i scussed . In the Spr ing of  198 3 

such a scena r i o wa s enac ted . At tha t t i me , the Ame r i can Prod uc t i v i ty 

Cente r  { APC )  in  Houston , Texa s ,  o rgan i zed and coo rd inated an e f fo r t 

to  use E I ES ( the El ect ro n i c  In fo rmat ion  Exchange System) as a mea ns 

o f  fo rmula t i ng pr i va te secto r recommendat i on s  fo r improvi ng 

prod uc t i v i ty i n  the U . S . , to be presented at  the Wh i te Ho use 

Con f e rence  on Prod uct i v i ty the fo l lowi ng f a l l . About 20 0 peopl e  

I..._,,/ wo rked togethe r i n  seven d i f fe rent tas k  g ro ups t o  prod uce the 

recommendat i o ns . 

� 

Th i s  i s  a repo r t on the com pute r con ferences and on  the react ions of 

the pa r t i c i pa nts  to the i r  expe r i ences . The data presented here  we re 

gathe red through par t i c i pant -obse rva t ion  in one of the wo r k i ng 

g roups , ( i nc l ud ing at tenda nce at  the meet i ng s  i n  Houston a nd 

Pi ttsb urg h ;  see below) ; by the use of the Sur vey system on EIES to 

adm i n i ste r an onl i ne survey to the · pa rt i c i pa nts ; and by use of a 

co nf e rence ana l ys i s  prog ram on  EIES wh i ch counts  amo unt of  

par t i c i pat ion by each membe r of  a confe rence . We wi l l  beg i n  wi th a 

s i mple desc r i pt ion  of the act iv i t ies  wh i ch took place , the da ta that 

wer e  gathe red , and the ove ral l d i st r i but i on of  responses obta i ned . 
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Th i s  wi l l  be fol lowed by an ana l ys i s  of the d i f ferences among the 

seven wo r k i ng g roups and o f  some po ss i ble  explana t i ons fo r these 

d i f fe rences . Fo r no t onl y is  the e f fo r t  as a whole  an i nte rest i ng 
V 

case study ; i t  i s  a •natural  expe r i ment . •  The seven wo r k i ng g roups 

had an  ident i c a l  task , the same t r a i n i ng ,  s im i la r  equ i pment , the same 

t i me to accompl i sh the i r  task , and s i m i l a r  s i ze and compos i t i on .  

Ho weve r ,  some of the g ro ups we re mo re  success ful  than othe rs . We 

w i ll  t ry to ident i fy some poss i ble  explana t i ons fo r these d i ffe rences 

i n  outcome , focuss i ng pa r t i cula r l y  on d i f ferences in mode rato r  

behav i o r . 

D�SCHI PT ION OF THE PROJ ECT 

A tota l of  18 2 pa rt i c i pants , pl us suppo r t i ng pe rsonne l f rom the APC , 

t oo k  pa r t  i n  the confe r ences . They we re  d i v ided i nto seven wo r k i ng 

g roups , each wi th the i r own onl i ne confe rence . The seven g roups , 

wh i ch var i ed i n  s i ze f rom 21 to  3 2  members , we re as fo l lows : 

. Tra i n i ng 

. Coope ra t i on  i n  t he  Wo r k place  
• Hea l th Ca re  
• Qua l i ty 
. Rewa rd Systems 
. Info rmat ion  Wo rke rs/Measurement 
. Techno logy  

The pa r t i c i pants we re most  gene ra l ly  at the Di r ecto r  o r  Vi ce 

President i a l  level , r esponsi ble for product i vity  improvements  i n 

maj o r U . S .  co rpo ra t i ons . Ho weve r , the re we re a lso many 

representat i ves · o f  un i ve r s i t i es ,  no n-pro f i t  resea rch i nst i tutes , 

gove r nment agenc i e s , and labo r  un i ons . Fo r instance , i nc l uded we re  

v i ce pres idents  of  Ch rysler , Texas Inst r uments , and AT&T ; professo rs 

at Ha rvard , Stanfo rd , and Pr i nceton ; representat ives of  The 

Confe rence  Boa rd , the Depa rtment o f  Defense , the Depa rtment of  Labor , 



a nd the Ame r i can  Med i ca l  Assoc iat ion ; and of f i cers  of  the Un i ted 

Steelwo rker s ,  the AFL · •C IO , the Uni ted  Auto Wo rke r s , and the 

Commun i cat ions  Wo r ke rs of Ame r ica . Th i s  was not a col lect ion of 

•o rd i na ry•  c i t i ze ns , but rathe r of the e l i t e  f rom a va r i ety of 

pr i vate and publ i c  o rgan i zat ions . The ve ry  idea of t r yi ng to get 

such a l a rge and d i ve rse g roup to coope rate and ag ree on i ssues 

a f f ect i ng the i r  econom ic  i nterests  is fasc i na t i ng ; as  can be 

i mag i ned , debate often was qu i te heated . 

The wo r k i ng g roups we r e  cha rged wi th fo rm ulat i ng and ag ree i ng upo n a 

sma l l  n umbe r o f  key impleme n table recommendat ions to be prese nted 

f i rst  a t  a • pr e · ·con fe re nce " on Pr ivate Sec to r In i t i at ives  on 

Produc t i v ity i n  Pi ttsburgh i n  Aug ust , 198 3 ,  and subsequently as a 

w-r i tten and o ra l  repo r t  at  the Wh i te Ho use Conference i n  Septembe r .  

Th e  confe rences began i n  Apr i l , fo llowi ng a two-day face ....;t o · face 

� • ki ck - of f •  sess ion at  APC headqua r te rs i n  Houston . The groups had 

th ree  mo nths  o r  l ess to ag ree  upon and produce the i r i nte r i m  re po r t  

by Jul y  8 ,  t o  be prese n ted  a t  the pr e - confe rence . Each g roup had a 

mode rato r whose respons i b i l i ty i t  was to  o rga n i ze the e f fort s  and 

eventua l l y  prod uce the f i na l  repo rt . Prom Jul y  8 thro ugh Aug ust 18 , 

the g roups wor ked to revi ew , ed i t ,  and ref i ne the i r  inte rim  repo rt , 

to prod uce th�i r f i na l  repo r t . 

� 

Gi ven the e l i te nature of the pa r t i c i pant s , th i s  was a • fi rst  class • 

e f fo rt , made  poss i ble by cont r i but i ons f rom a numbe r of  sources . The 

pa.r t i c i pants o r  the i r  o rgani za t i o ns cont r i buted · the i r  t i me and the 

expense of  a ttend ing the k ick ·off  mee t i ng i n  Houston . Each 

pa rt i c i pant was g iven a microcomputer , a 388 baud • smar t  modem� , and 

softwa re fo r use dur i ng the projec t , dona ted by the manufacturers . 



EIES donated hal f  of the accounts , · . and GTE Te lenet donated a 

substant i a l  po rti on o f  the TELENET t ime used . Sponso r i ng 

o rgan i zat ions , wh ich i ncluded Wa rne r - · Lambe rt , the Bank of  Ame r i ca , U 

Hewl ett  · Packa rd ,  and the De pa rtments of Ed ucat i on and La bo r , donated 

the rema i n i ng costs fo r use o f  E IES and Te lenet . 

Pr i o r  to the k i ck · off  mee t i ng s ,  the moderators met in  Houston and 

we re t ra i ned i n  the use o f  the ha rdwa re and so ftwa re on the 

m icrocompute rs they would be us i ng , the use of E I ES ,  and sugge sted 

proced ures to be used in t ra i n i ng and moderat ing the i r g roups . At the 

two - day face · · to - face k i c kof f sess ion  fo r each wo r k i ng group , the 

moderat o r  then led the membe r s  through four ma i n  act iv i t ies : 

. •Ge t t i ng to Know• one ano the r , through  fo rma l round robi n 
se l f  i nt roduct ions and i nfo rmal soc ial  ga the r i ngs at mea lt i mes • 

• Le a r n i ng to use the m i c rocomputer and other equ ipment wh ich each 
would subsequently rece i ve in the ma i l  • 

• Le a r n i ng to use E I ES 

. Se tt i ng the ob j ec t i ves  and i n i t i a l  ag enda or  proced ur e s  fo r the i r  
wo r k i ng g roup ' s  co n f e rence . 

The second and thi rd act i v i t ies we r e  conducted d ur ing several hours 

o f  • ha nds on• practi ce a nd i n i t i a l  d i scussion i n  the g roup 

confe rence , i n  a room ful l of mic rocompute rs . The lea rners  had 

wr i tte n  manua ls  and i nst ruc t i ons to fol low,  and were able to ask for 

ass istance f rom 

d i ff i culty . 

rov i ng APC 

Mos t  o f  the parti c i pants had 

personnel  whenever they ran i nto 

no previous exper ience us i ng 

m i crocompute r s , let a lone compute r --med lated communication . The vast 

majo r i ty chose to place the i r  equipment in the i r  homes rather than in V 

thei r o f f i ces , and we re e ncouraged to to so by APC . Thi s  enabled 



them to par t i c ipate in the conferences in  the eveni ng s  o r  wee kends , 

when  i t  would not compete with demands on the i r  t ime i n  the o f f i ce . 
I 

Onl y  abo ut ha l f · of  the i nv i ted pa r t i c i pants act ua l l y  too k an act ive 

pa rt  i n  the confe rences , ove r  the whole  four months . ( The reasons 

fo r •d rop out • were gathe red though an of fl i ne post - -use sur vey , and 

w i l l  be d i scussed i n  a sepa rate report ) . Ove r a th ree month pe r i od , 

the pa r t ic i pants in  the seven conferences  gene rated abo ut 2 , 1 7 0  

comme nts i n  the confe rences ,  1 2 , 60 0  pr ivate messages , and reams of 

te xt in g roup no teboo ks wh i ch he ld the repo rts ( APC , 198 3c : p .  1 ) . 

The ave rage l e ngth o f  the i nd i v idua l  comments cont r i buted to  the 

conferences r anged f rom 25  t o  3 1  l i nes . The inte r i m  repo r ts 

d ist r i buted at Pi ttsburg were bound i n  a vol ume about 208  pages 

th i c k .  Fo r  each of  the wor k i ng g roups , i t  conta ined a set of 

recommendat ions on  wh ich the r e  had been gene ra l ag reeme nt , a long wi th 

� substant i a l  d i sc uss i on o f  the bac kg round , rat iona le , implementa t ions , 

o r  i mpl i cat i ons o f  the recommendat i on .  Fo r e xample , th ree o f  the 

recommenda t i o ns of the " Coope rat i on in  the Wo r kplace " gro up we re as 

fol lows : 

� As 

. Managements should move toward 
i nte ract ive style o f  corporate 
o rgan i za t ions . 

a less author i tar ian and mo re 
gove rnance at all  levels of the i r  

. Leaders o f  Ame r i ca ' s  orga n i zed wor ke rs 
respons i b i l i ty fo r the compet i t i veness 
wh i ch the i r  membe rs wor k , thus enhanci ng 
inte rests , i nc l ud i ng job  secur ity and 
wea lth . 

should accept a g reate r 
o f  the o rgan i za t i ons i n  
thei r  members • long-te rm 

share  of the nat ional 

. Al though thE! means of  ach iev ing long --te rm wor ke r  sec ur ity rests 
pr ima r i ly  w i th wo rke r s ,  the i r representat i ves , ·  and management ,  

. gove rnment has a clear  responsi bi l i ty to mode rate the human impact  
o f  the competi t ive proce ss . ( Amer i can Product ivity Center 1 98 3a ; 
see also APC 198 3b  fo r the f inal  fo rm of the recommenda t i ons ) . 

the d i scussion of the f i r st recommendation noted , • Involvement of  

i;
,. 

i', 



employees is  a majo r po we r  sh i ft and the re needs  to be accepta nce of 

the need for  i t . •  In other wo rds , ma ny of  the recomendat i ons a r r i ved 

at ( in a l l  o f  the wo r k i ng g ro ups , not j ust  the one used as an U 
exampl e ) , we re  ca l l i ng fo r some bas i c  changes i n  re l at i onsh ips among 

i nd ustry , wo r ke rs , a nd the gove r nment . 

DESCRI PTION OF DATA AND RESULTS 

We wi l l  beg i n  by rev iewi ng the quest ions asked and the di s t r ibut ion  

of  responses . The 9 5  respondents to the survey do  not i nc l ude the 

people  who had " d ropped out • of act ive onl ine pa r t i c i pat ion ; the i r  

op i n i ons  a re undoubted ly  much mo re negat ive .  

Though a l l  o f  the wor ki ng g ro ups can be conside r ed to have been 

• successf ul • i n  tha t they produced a set of  recommendat i ons a nd 

r e po rts by the i r  dead l i nes , some we r e  mo re act ive and seemed mo re  

successful tha n othe rs .  We get  our  f i rst i nkl i ng o f  th i s  i n  the  ve ry U 

f i r st que st i on , whe re we see in  the results  di spl ayed in  Ta bl e 1 t ha t  

Hea l th Ca r e  had the f ewes t  r es pondents . Fo r  some rea son a numbe r o f  

these people  have  •d ropped out • , and we re not even signi ng onl i ne 

d u r i ng the two weeks i n  whi ch the onl i ne APC survey was ava i la ble . 

We must  keep th i s  var ia bi l i ty among conferences i n  mind i n  loo k i ng at 

the results , and wi l l  return  to  an  explorat i on of  some of the reasons 

fo r the var iat ions in the second par t  of  the repo rt .  

One pr e-·cond i t i on to successful  task complet ion when a g roup i s  

wor k i ng thro ugh a compute r -medi a ted communi cat i on system is  a 

re l at i vely  h i gh pr ior i ty a nd committment g iven to the task . It is  so 

easy to ignore the onli ne activ i ty , s i nce one does not have to r· 

par t i c i pate a f ixed t i me . If act i vit ies  at  othe r are h ighe r in 



pr io r i ty than an onl ine act ivity , the latter is  often neg lected . 

Th i s  was not the case with the Wh i te House Confe rence on Product i v i ty 

task  fo rces . As can be seen i n  Tabl e  2 ,  the commi ttment of the 

membe r s  to the task was h igh for about 901 of  the pa rt i c ipants . 

Th i s  h igh commi t tment i s  re flected in the amount of t i me devoted t o  

the task (Ta ble  3 ) . In mak i ng up the quest ionna i re ,  the range was 

poo rl y  est imated ; ha l f  of the respondents  chose the h ighest answe r , 

that they had spent more tha n 4 0  hours work i ng on the task fo rce 

conference  o ver  the th ree months between the k i ck --of f meet ing in  

Houston and the pre ·-confe rence meet i ng in  Pi ttsbu rgh . Appro x i mately  

ano the r th i rd spent 3 · · 5 pe rson-days on  the e f fo rt . 

Loo k i ng at sat i sfact i on with the process of  communi cat i ng onl i ne , 

most pa rt i c i pants had l i tt l e  o r  no d i f f i culty wi th the cons ide rable  

\.w/ pa noply  o f  equi pment provided , but about a quarte r  d i d  have 

d i f f i c.u 1 t i e s • Ove ra l l  sa t i s fact ion  wi th E I ES as a conf erenc i ng 

system i s  on the pos i t i ve s ide (mode of 6 and mean of  4 . 8 ,  w i th " l " 

be ing • tow• and • 7 • be i ng • eIGH• ) .  However ,  about one quarte r  

reg i ste red overal l  sati sfaction with BIES as bei ng on the negative 

side . Pa rt i ci pat i ng i n  the conferences is  felt to be intellectuall y 

st imulat i ng by almost a l l  pa rt i c i pants . (On a l-to--7 scale rang i ng 

f rom • strong l y  Agree •  to • st rong l y  Disagree• , the mode l s  2 a nd the 

mea n i s  2 . 6 ) . Li kewise , two th i rds st rongly  ag ree that pa rt i c i pat i ng 

i n  the confe rences i s  enjo ya ble . 

In compa r i ng the EIES conferences to what might have happened i f  the 

g roups had done thei r  work vla t raditional face-to-face conferences , 

'.._.I we f i nd conside rabl e  var iabi l i ty in  responses ( see Table 5 ) . The 



ma jor ity g ive the BIES conferences sl ightly h igher rat i ngs  tha n  

face-to-face conferences ,  but the re is  a si zable m ino r i ty wh ich 

pre fers  the face-t o --face mode . Th i s  d id NOT va ry a g reat d i eal  among U 
the wo r k i ng groups i n  the d i fferent conferences : the d i v i s i on of 

op i n ion  occurs  across a l l  wo rk ing g roups . 

Fo r example , most people tend to d i sag ree tha t mo re recommenda t i ons 

and a h ighe r qua l i t y  f i na l  prod uct would have been prod uced in  a 

face -· to-face confe rence , but about a th i rd ag r ee . The re i s  a 

de f i n i te spl i t , o r  b i moda l d i st r i but ion , on the quest ion of  whether  

the tota l numbe r of  pe rson-hours  that  wou ld have been requ i red to  

p roduce the  same resu lts i n  a face --t o · ·face mode wou ld have been mo re  

or  less . 431  th ink it  would have taken mo re hour s face--to- face , and 

4 41  th i nk it would have taken less . In mak i ng an overall  asse.ssment 

of whe the r the use of  EIES • wa s an expe r ience in  

product i v i ty · improvement " ,  .the ma j o r i ty tend to st rongly ag ree , but a V 

qua r te r  d i sag ree . 

Th is ba lance between pos i t ive and negat ive eval uat ions of  

compute r i zed confe rences as compa red to face-to-face meet i ngs i s  

re flected i n  the comments made i n  response to an open-ended quest i on 

asked a t  the end of  the su rvey . Al most al l  respondents took the 

oppo rtun i ty to comment . A generous select ion of reflect i ons wh i ch 

po i nted out the advantages and d i sadvantages has been incl uded i n  

Table 6 .  The respo nses placed f i rst  seem espec i a l l y  insi ghtfu l . As 

on� pa rt i c i pant poi nts  out , the nature of bo th the process and the 

end prod uct are  di f ferent than what would have been prod uced in a 

face-t o-face meet i ng .  The repo rts are a more genui nely co llaborative 

g roup e ffort . The contr i but ions a re mo re thougtful and • tn depth . • 
u 



It woul d have been imposs ible  to gathe r such a la rge a nd 

representa tive g roup of inf l uent i a l  par t i c i pants fo r f i ve days of  

face-to · ·face meet i ngs . The hours spent onl i ne are  desc r i bed as 

"cheap hours • wi th " lo w  oppo rtun i ty cos ts , •  because they a r e  

genera l l y  added o nto the work  day rathe r than subst i tut i ng for  o the r 

act i v i t i e s . 

On the othe r ha nd , some pa r t i c i pants fo und tha t the seve ra l hours  a 

week added to the i r regular  act i v i t i es we re much more than they had 

ba rga i ned fo r ,  and fo und i t  burdensome to keep up . Man y  of  the 

compl a i nts  deal  wi th equ i pme nt  and t ra i n i ng .  The re we re c ompla i nts  

a bout  the 3 0 0-baud modems suppl i ed be ing too s l o w .  Ra the r t ha n  

supplying a soph i st i cated text ed itor fo r ,  a l l  mic ros , onl y a 

p r imi t ive  o f f l i ne edi t i ng capabi l i ty was provided fo r the g roups 

wh i ch used Appl es . In o rde r to encourage the pa rtic ipants to wo rk  

"..I of fl i ne as  much as  pass i bl e , thus sav i ng Te lenet cha rges , the 

commun i ca t i ons so f twa r e  p rov i d ed i n i t i a l l y  a l lowed them to d ump  

wa i t i ng i tems onto  the i r  d i s k s , then requ i r ed them to d i sconnec t 

\.._..,I 

be fore p r i nt ing the items . Finally , EIBS i tsel f  was down twice · 

d ur ing the per iod , much to the conste rnation of many par t i c i pants , 

who could not beleive that computers actually c rash in thi s  day and 

age . Seve ra l pa r t i c i pants  suggested tha t a second face -·to - · face 

me�t i ng would have been advisable , at which time additional t raining 

on coping wi th the equ i pment and software  could �ave been inc l uded . 

Many pa rt i c i pants comment on an  unexpected bene f it : mak i ng new 

f r lnds . On the othe r band , many found the . medi um •cold • and missed 

the • immediacy• of  face-to-face meetings .  There were a l so mi xed 

fee l i ng s  about the democrat i c  nature of the med ium .  Although many 



enjoyed the • free --whee l i ng •  de l uge of comment s ,  o thers we re anno.yed: 

by wha t  

comment s . 

• • • •  ••.t ,•.r.· · · · , .... 

they conside red to be · • i r re levant • o r  overl y lengthy 

0 

·· -

u 

u 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE MODERATOR 

E I ES confe rences have a • moderator •  o r  leader whose r o l e  i t  i s  to 

fac i li tate the g ro up d i sc ussion and dec i s i on -·mak i ng . Ce rta in  

• powe r s• o f  the mode rato r a re suppo rted by  the softwa re . Fo r 

i nstance , a lthough any autho r may mod i fy h is  o r  he r ent r i es , onl y  the 

mode rato r may mod i fy the key wo rds or content of comments wr i tten by 

othe rs . Th i s  allows the mode rato r  to assi st in  the org an i za t i on of 

the mate r i al . Only  the mode rator can add o r  delete people from a 

confe rence o r  no teboo k ,  and ass ign membe rsh i p  sta tus . Fo r  i nstance , 

i n  the APC wo rk i ng g roups , only the mode rato r had " wr i te pr i v i l eges"  

in  the no te boo k i nt o  wh i ch f i n i shed sect i ons of recommenda t i o ns we r e  

transfe r red ; 

no tebooks . 

such that 

o thers  were g iven only • read pr ivi l eges•  i n  the 

Most  impe> rtanti y ,  the soc ial dynamics of the med i um a r e  

i t  takes a ve ry st rong leade r to o rgan i ze and mot i vate the 

\._,) g roup ' s  cooperat ive e f fo rts . • 

� 

A ke y quest i o n  in  unde rstand i ng the impo rtance  of the mode ra t o r  fo r 

the e ffect iveness of the groups asked participants to rate the amount 

of structure provided by tbe moderator on a l-to-7 scale wh i ch uses 

the  • 1• to I ndi cate the •too l ittle• structure ext reme , • 4• to mean 

•Just r ig ht •  and 7 to ind i cate the •Too Much • st ruct ure ext reme ( see 

Table 7 ) . The modal answer ls  4;  in  other words ,  most participants 

a re pl eased wi th the e f fo rts of the mode rators . However , there  is a 

g reat dea l  o f  va r i at ion  by confe rence . The two •best•  rat i ngs a re 

g iven to the mode rators fo r the Info rmation Worke rs conference (mean  

o f  4 . 2 ,  shad i ng towards • too much• ) and the Technology confe rence 

(mean of 3 . 8 ,  shadi ng j ust a li ttle towards • too little• structure . )  

I '  



The least sati sf i ed rat i ngs  for the mode rator a re for for the Hea lth  

Ca re conference wh i ch had lost most of i ts par t i c ipants ; th ree of  the 

seven f rom th i s  confe rence responded wi th a • 1• o r  • 2• ,  mean i ng much 

too li ttl e st r uctur e  provided by the mode rato r . 

Some o f  the responses to the open-ended quest ion ta rgeted on the 

c ruc ia l role of the mode rato r . A se lect i on is incl uded in Table 7 .  

As the pa rt i c i pants recogni zed , a good moderator has a t ime · -consum i ng 

and com pl ex funct i on . He o r  she must  understand •group dynami�s •  

enough to st imulate the re luctant members  to pa r t i c ipate and 

enccurage ove r l y  ve rbose membe rs to t ig hten the i r  tex ts . Though  the 

ro le can be div ided , he o r  she is expected to  be both a " task 

l eade r • , organi z ing the g roup ' s  wo rk , and a • soc i a l -emot ional•  

leade r , encourag ing the deve lopment of onl ine colla bo rat i ons and 

sett i ng a tone wh ich makes the inte rchange st imulat ing and enjoya ble 

V 

a s  we ll  as prod uct ive . As one of the part ic ipants sums up , the V 

cc nt r o l  and gu i dance o f  the moderator  i s  c ruc i al to the success of 

the conference . 

We · have noted that sat isfact ion and par t i cipation and rat i ng s  of 

mode rators va r i ed among the conferences . Let us now turn to an 

expmi nat i on of the di f fe rences among the conferences and of  the 

impo rtance of both the mode rator and of other factors i n  explaining 

these di fferences . 

DIFFERENC ES AMONG THE CONFERENC ES 

Table  8 summar i zes some of  the d i ffe rences i n  partic ipati on and 

outcome among the seven APC conferences . In the fi rst col umn ls  the 

mean rat i ngs  fo r amount of  st ructure prov ided by the mode rator , whi ch 



we have j ust de sc r i bed above . The number in  pa rentheses in  t h i s  

col umn i s  the rank -o rde r o f  the conferences o n  th is va r i able , f rom 

"-,,/
the one in  wh i ch the moderator wa s pe rceived to have prov ided the 

most st ructure  ( ranked l )  to the one in  wh i ch the least st ruc t u re was 

pr ov ided ( rank 7 ) . By compa r i ng rank -o rde rs on some of the 

va r i ables , we wi l l  be · a ble to see what patte rns eme rge in te rms of 

co rre la t i ons . 

An ana l ys i s  of va r iance was pe rfo rmed on the data fo r wh i ch i t  wa s 

appropr i ate to dete rm ine the extent to wh ich the d i f fe rences �mong 

con f e r e nc e s  a r e  sta t i s t i ca l l y  s i g n i f i cant . The re sults  a re la be l l ed 

" ANOVA P"  in  th•e l as t  row of  Tabl e 8 .  Ana l ys i s  of  va r i a nce i s  a 

techn ique wh i ch compares the • wi th i n  group• va r i ance to the •between 

g roups• va r iance . The re has to be a l a rge r d i fference between gr oups 

than among membe rs wi th in  the same group ,  i n  orde r to be signi f i cant . 

� The •p•  o r  probab i l i ty i s  the leve l of • s igni f i cance of the " F  rat i o•  

p r od uced  by the  ana l ys i s  cf  va r i ance . Si nce the assumpt i ons c f  

random sampl i ng a nd ce r ta i n  othe r s ta t i s t i ca l  assumpt i ons a re no t met  

in  all  cases , one cannot take the proba�l l l ty at face val ue and say 

that , i n  the case of the moderator rat i ngs for example , •there is  

only  one  chance out of a thousand that · the di fferences in the 

perce i ved ro l e  of the mode rator are not signi f i cant . •  However , the 

proba b i l ity f ig ure l s  a g ood rough guide to the extent to which the 

d i fference s  among groups are  st rong and • real . •  Proba bi l i t ies  of . 85 

or  less are usuaily cons ide red s igni ficant . 

Col umn three shows the number  of comments made by the mode rator in 

each confe rence . The amount of act ivity by the moderator ls  related 

to the pe rcept ions of the amo unt of avera ll  structure prov ided . The 



th ree g roups i n  wh ich the moderato r  made the - most comments a re a l so 

the th ree groups wh i ch a re perce ived a s  the ones i n  wh i ch the 

moderator prov id ed the most gu idance or st ructure . However , the re is  

fa r f rom a pe r f ect re la t i onsh i p ,  so  that we can ded uce tha t the re  i s  

a • styl e •  o r  qual i tat i ve component to  the st ructur i ng va r i a ble , not 

j ust a re flect ion of  amount  of act iv ity .  

Col umn four shows the d i ffe re nces i n  rat i ngs  of the qua l i ty o f  the 

confe rence ent r i e s .  Tho ugh the ra nk o rde rs a re no t the same , the r e  

appears  to be a rough s im i l a r i ty .  Whe n the amo unt o f  st ruct ure  

va r iabl e  i s  co r r e la ted  wi th the qual i ty rat i ng s ,  the r e  i s  a 

s i g n i f i cant  though onl y mode rate relat i onsh i p  ( Pea r son ' s  R= . 20 ,  

p= . 0 3 ) . 

A second measure of the subject ive pe rcept ions of the pa r t i c i pants i n  

u 

the conf e rences about the i r outcome is  the quest ion on whethe r the U 

con f e r ences  we r e  pe r ce i ved as  an ove ra l l  ex pe r i e nc e i n  " pr od uc t i v i ty 

i mproveme nt . '' 

col umn f i ve . 

The means a nd r ank orders  by con f e re nce a re shown i n  

As wi th the qua l i ty rat ing s ,  the re is some d i ff erence 

among the . confe rences . Note  that the rank o rde r is  somewhat 

d i f ferent fo r the two quest ions . In subsequent analyses , the two 

quest i ons we re comb i ned to fo rm an •outcome i ndex . n  

The f i na l  col umn in  Table 8 int rod uces a ve ry d i fferent so rt of 

va r i able . It  ·shows the numbe r of act i ve pa rt i c i pants i n  each 

co�ference i n  add i t i on to the mode rator . The cr i ter ion fo r • act i ve •  

pa rt ic i pa t ion  wa s arbita r i ly set a t  havi ng made ten or more comments 

in the cnf e rences . The number of act ive cont r i butors var ies  mar kedl y 

among the conferences , from only th ree to a h igh of  eighteen . The re 
J . 



i s  no re lat ionsh i p  at all  between the act iv l tt of the mode rator and 

the numbe r of  othe r act ive cont r i buto r s . 

� 

Pe a rson ' s  co rrelat ions were computed between the outcome inde x and 

mea sures of  pa r t i c i pat ion i n  the confe rence by the mode rator  a nd 

othe rs . One va r iable is the numbe r of comments made by each 

i nd i v id ua l  pa rt i c i pant who responded to the su rvey ( not  shown i n  

Tabl e 8 ,  wh i ch d i splays onl y  g ro up ave rage s ) . The co rre la t ion 

, betwee n the numbe r of comments cont r i buted by a n  i nd i vidual a nd 

h i s/her  o utcome ra t i ng of  the conference i s  an  i nte rest i ng • 23  

( p= . 0 7 ) . Th i s  means  tha t t hose who cont r i buted the mos t  we re the 

least  sa t i s f i ed wi th  the outcome . The re i s  a l so a weak neg at i ve 

re lat ionsh i p  between the outcome i ndex and the numbe r of comments 

provided by the mode rator ( Pearson ' s  r= -· . 11 ,  p= . 17 ) . On the othe r 

hand , the re i s  a s ign i f icant rel a t i onsh i p  be tween the numbe r of  

'--'1 act ive con t r i butors i n  a conference and the outcome index (R=. 19 , p= 

• 0 5 )  • 

Subject ive sat i sfact ion wi th the System 

There were no di fferences among g roups i n  the measures of subjective 

sa t i sfact ion wi th the system shown in  Table 4 ,  or in  reg a rd to  an 

ove rall  sat i sfac t i on i ndex formed by comb ini ng the scores for the 

quest ions on overal l  sta is fact ion wi th EIES and whethe r par tc l pat ion  

· wa s  st imulat ing and enjoyable . However , there  were some 

re la t ionsh i ps mea sures of par t i c i pat ion . Those i nd iv id uals who 

cont r i buted the la rgest percentages of the total l ines entered into a 

conference tended to be the least sat isfied wi th the system 

\...,,) ( Pear son ' s  Ra -. 19 ,  p•. 14) . On the o ther hand , the r� ls  a weak 

tendency fo r the re lat ive contr i but i ons by the mode rato r to be 



posit i vely re lated to sat i sfact ion wi th the sytem ( R= . 1 0 ,  p•. 17 ) . 

The explanat ion seems to have someth i ng to do wi th •exchange theo ry• : 

those who rece ive more tha n  they cont r ibute a re l i ke ly  to be mo re 

sat i s f i ed wi th the i r  expe r i ences  in us i ng the system ( see H i l tz , 

1 984 ) .  In o the r wo rds , be i ng a re lat i ve l y  act i ve cont r i buto r  thends  

t o  make us i ng the system seem mo re l i ke • wo rk•  fo r yo u ,  but  read i ng 

them i s  st imula t i ng and enj oyable to  o thers . But  i f  eve r ybod y 

wa tches  and enj o ys themse lves , soon the re is  noth i ng to  wa tch ; 

somebody ha s to wr i te in  order  fo r othe rs to read ! Th is  seems to be 

one o f  the i ron ies  of com pute r confe rences . And o f  l i fe?  Ma ny  

people  would  rathe r watch than wo r k . It i s  e spec i a l l y  i ro n i c s �nce 

the re la t i onsh i p  occ urs  in g roups ded i ca ted to  i mpr o v i ng 

product i v i ty . 

A FOOTNOTE : COMPUTER CONF ERENC ING AS A WAY OF 

INTRODUC ING EXECUTIVES TO COMPUTERS 

The r e  we re  many pr ed i ct i ons t hat h i gh - - level  manage rs and 

p rof e s s i onals  would  neve r " deg rade " themse l ves  by ty p i ng on  a 

keyboa rd . Though the re were some compl a i nts about the d i f f i culty o f  

typ i ng , th�y were relat ively few .  The maj o r i ty of  the pa rt i c i pants 

in these te leconferences grew to • know and love • the i r  microcompute rs 

and spent a g reat deal of  t i me onl i ne ; in fact , much mo re - t i me than 

they had a�t l ci pated or  felt they could •affo rd , •  in many cases . 

Tho ugh i t  was ·ce r ta i nl y  not an obj ec t i ve of th i s  proj ect to i nc rease 

the compute r l i te racy and compute r use of executives , th i s  was one 

outcome o f  the project in many cases . The f i nal table in  th is repo rt 

shows ' the respo nses to a quest ion on whether use of  E IES had 

st imul ated cons ide ration  o f  other compute r-based act ivt i es . The vast 

V 

V 
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majo r i ty ag r eed that i t  had , and were g iven the oppo rt un i ty to  

desc r ibe the  k i nd s  of  compute r -based act ivi t ies they had beg un to 

�ursue . A se lect i on of these comments  is  also i nc l uded in Table 9 .  

In all , seventy o f  the respondents prov ided desc r i pt ions of such 

ac t iv i t i e s . They ce r ta i nly  should wa rm the h�a r ts of  compute r 

equ i pment manufac t u re r s . 

About 20 0 

SUMMARY 

high-leve l representat ives  of  management , g ove rnment , 

l a bo r , and un iver i s t ies  o r  resea rch o rgan i za t i ons we re i nv i ted  to 

fo rmul ate recommendat i ons fo r the Wh i te House Confe rence on 

Prod uct i v i ty .  They were div ided i nto seven  task groups focuss i ng on 

d i f f e rent aspects of the economy , such as the use of t ra in i ng 

prog rams o r  reword systems to  i nc rease prod uct i v i ty of  wor ke rs . 

About  ha l f  
'--" 

o f  those i nv i ted to j o i n  the seven compute r i zed 

conf erences rema i ned pa r t i c i pants over the fo ur months in wh i ch the 

�� r k  t oo k pl a ce . Al l seven g r o ups d id a r r i ve at  r acomme nda t i ons a nd 

prod uce a report by working together onli ne . It is noteworthy that 

such a l a rge and d iverse g roup could use this new techno logy to 

accompl i sh i ts object ives of inf l uenc i ng government poli cies . 

The maj o r ity  of those who act ively  part i c i pated in  the onl i ne work i ng 

g ro ups have favo rable opinions about computer ized conf erences . 

However , the re is  an  almost even spl i t  between those who th i nk that 

face--to-face meet i ng s  a re supe r ior , and those who prefer  the compute r 

conferences . 

� 'lbe seven conf e re rences did vary in  terms of the subjective rat i ngs  

o f  the i r outcome by the pa r t i c i pants . The amount of act ivi ty and 

j' 
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st ruct ure  provided by  the moderator is  a key va r i able  i n  expla i n i ng 

these d i f fe re nces . A second important predi cto r i s  the numbe r of  

ac t i ve cont r i butors to  the conf erences , Those wi th mo re membe rs 

ma k i ng a l a rge numbe r o f  comments tend to be rated more h igh ly . Th i s  

seems t o  b e  anothe r example of the •c r i t ica l  mass • phenonomenon noted 

i n  The · Netwo rk Nat ion  ( H i l tz  and Turof f ,  1 978 ) . It  is  when a l a rge 

numbe r of  pa r t i ci pants a re act i ve l y  cont r i but i ng to d i sc uss i ons of 

compl ex problems ove r a fa i r l y  long pe r i od of t i me that the po tent i al 

advantag e s  of the med i um become appa r ent . 

u 

u 



Tabl e 1 

Act iv i ty by Conference 

Ql.  The wo r k i ng g roup in  wh i ch I pa r t i c i pated ( the most)  is : 
"--,I 

Conf eren·ce 
Tr a i ni ng 
Cooper a t i on i n  the Wo r kplace 
Hea l th Ca re 
Qua l i ty 
Rewa rd Systems 
Tech no log y  
In fo rma t i on Wo rkers  
St a f f 

N 
1 4  
1 4  

7 
12  
13  
1 3  
1 6  

3 

Total  N respond i ng to th is  quest i o n= 92 

TAB LE 2 
COM ITTMENT 

My pe rsona l com i ttment to the g oals  of the conference was : 

0 
1 

LOW 
. 
. 

21 
2 . 

. 

21  
3 . 

. 

51 
4 . 

. 

1 21 
5 . 

. 

N=92 ,  Mea n= s. 9 

TAB LE 3 

451 
6 . 

. 

341 
7 

HIGH 

. 

. 

� HOURS SPENT 

V 

My best est i ma te of the tota l numbe r of hours that I have spent 
th i nk i ng a bout th i s  con ference and i nte rac t i ng v ia  mi cro o r  
t e r m i na l  ( s i nc e  the Ho us t c- n k i c k  ·-o f f )  i s : 

( 1 )  Less tha n 8 hours 11  

( 2 )  8-1 5  hours 31 

( 3 )  16-23 hours ( 2-3  person-days) l31 

( 4 ) 24- 48 hours ( 3-5  person-days ) 311  

( 5 ) Mo re than 4 8  hours - 581 

· Tota l=91 



Ta ble 4 
SATISFACTION WITH USE OF EI ES AND EQU IPMENT 

EQU I PMENT DIFFIC ULTY 
The amo unt of d i f f i culty that I had wi th the EQUI PMENT ( computer ,  

modem , pr i nte r , etc . )  was :  

28 1 
: l 

LOW 

.2 4 1  
: 2 . 

. 

1 1 1 
3 . 

. 

Total=9 0  Mea n= 3 . 0 SD= l . 9  

1 01 

4 

1 01 
5 

1 61 
6 

1 1  
: 7 

HIGH 

OVERALL SATISFACT ION WITH EIES 

My ov� ra l l  sat i s fact i on w i th E I ES as  a con f e renc i ng system is : 

21 
1 

LOW 
. 
. 

1 31 
2 

9 1  

3 

To ta l =  90  Mea n= 4 . 8 SD= l . 7 

91 

4 

241  
5 

301 
6 

INTELLECTUALLY STIMULATING 

1 21 
: 7 

H IGH 

Pa r t i c i pat i ng in the confe rence was i nte l lectually st imulat i ng : 

271  3 61 1 21 91 71 1 01 0 
: 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 

. 6 : 7 
. . . . 

. 

STRONGLY STRONGLY 
AGREE DISAGREE 

To t a l =  9 0  Av = 2 . 6 S t d d e v = 1 . 60 

ENJOYABLE 
Part i c i pat i ng i n  the confe rence was enjoyable : 

361 381 191 61 41  41 1 1 
. 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7 . 

. • . . . . . . 

STRONGLY STRONGLY 
AGREE DISAGREE 

Total• 98 Av• 2. 3 Stddev= 1 . 4 

V 
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TABLE S 
RATINGS OF THE OUTCOME OF THE APC CONFERENC ES 

QUALITY OF ENTRI ES 

�
The ove rall qual ity of the conference ent r ies was : 

11  
. . l 

LOW 
Tota l =  

: 

9 0  

1 1 1  
2 . . 

1 21 
3 

Mea n= 4 .  6 

. . 
1 01 

4 : 

Stddev= 

381 
5 

1 . 4 

. . 
231  

6 

EIES VS . FACE -TO-FACE 
N UMBER OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

. . 
41  

7 
HIGH 

. . 

The next seve ral  que st ions ask  you to compare the prod uct iv ity of 
the E I ES conf e rence to what m ight have ha ppened if  your  g roup 
had met face --to-face to fo rmulate and prod uce its recommendat i ons . 

More recommendat ions would have been  proposed by  a face-to-face 
conference : 

1 51 9 1  101  2 61 71  291  51 
. 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7 . . . . . . . 

STRONGLY STRONGLY 
AGRE£ DISAGREE 

Tota l= 8 2  Av• 4. 1  Stddev= 1 . 9  

QUALITY OP PRODUCT 
A h ig he r  qua l i ty f inal  prod uct ( recommenda t ions and suppo r t i ng 
mate r i a l )  would have been produced by a face-to-face confe rence : 

1 2 1 
: 1 
STRONGLY 

AGR E E  

Total= 

. . 
1 01 

2 . . 
1 61 

3 

8 2  Mean• 4. 2 

. . 
1 71 

4 . . 

Stddev= 1 . 9· 

1 21 
5 . . 

231 
6 

COMPARATIVE TINB REQUIRED 

101  
: 1 
STRONGLY 
D I SAGRE E 

. . 

The total number of person-hours that would have been requi red to 
explore the issues and arr ive at reco■■endations in a face-to-face 
meet i ng would have been : 

61 221 
: 1 : 2 
MUCH LBSS 

. • 

Tota l =BI  Mean•4. 2 

1 61 
3 

1 1 1  
: 4 

sAM.B· 

. • 

Stdd ev= 2 .  8 

1 1 1  
5 . • 

1 21 201 
6 : 7 : 

MUCH MORB 

PRODUCT IVITY IMPROVEMENT 
Overall , the use o f  EIES  o n . thi s  projec t  
exper ience i n  productivity-improvement . 

was 

251 
: 1 : 
STRONGLY 
AGREE 

171 
2 ' 

181 
3 : 

141 
4 : 

81 
5 . . . 

141 
6 

41 
: 7 
STRONGLY 

DISAGREE 

• • 

an 



TABLE 6 
REFLECTIONS ON COMPUTERI ZED CONFERENC ING BY THE PARTIC I PANTS 

QUESTION : • Do  you have a ny othe r comments or  obse rvat i ons to add 
conce r n i ng your APC te leconf erenc i ng exper i ence on EIES? Is the re  
anyth i ng tha t you found pa rt i cul a r ly sat i sfyi ng or  f rust ra t i ng ,  o r  V 
th�t you would  have cha nged? • Ed i ted to remove bla n k  spaces and 
typos a nd ident i fy i ng i n fo rmat i on .  

" T" s i gn i f i es  a new respons e . Responses have bee n o rg an i zed and 
selected to represent the range of • pro•  and "con• obsP. rva t i ons . 

A .  W I LDLY ENTHUS IASTIC COMMENTS 

T )  Ac t ua l ly ,  the ma i n  d i ff e re nce between the EI ES-produced repo rt a nd 
o ne tha t mig ht have bee n prod uced i n  a meet i ng i s  the co l la bo ra t i ve 
na t ure o f  the ful l product . If  we had met , i n  rea l i ty th i s  repo rt 
wou ld have bee n  the prod uct of  one author , " tak i ng account m ( to the 
extent she cou l d ) o f  • i nput •  of  the other  pa r t i c i pants . In other  
wo rds , the amaz i ng th i ng abo u t  the te leconference is  that i t  rea l l y  
i s  a g roup  product . In  2 4  yea r s  of  wo rk i ng I have never seen such a 
t h i ng -a nd i t  i s  ent i r e l y  d ue to the mode o f  ope rat ion , tha t i s , 
te leco n fe re nce -·d ra ft i .ng and commun i cat i on . 

T)  THE GREAT ADVANTAGE OF THE TELECONFERENC E METHOD IS  THAT ONE B URNS 
UP  C HEAP HOURS , THAT IS , HOURS WITH LOW OPPORTUN I TY COSTS . THUS ONE 
CANNOT MEASURE THE RELATIVE PRODUCTIVITY OF SUCH CONFERENC ES B Y  
a HOURS . SPENT• AND COMPARE THAT WITH HOURS SPENT ON A FACE-TO · FACE 
CONFERENC E .  FACE--TO-FACE CONF ERENC ES -OFTEN ROB PARTIC I PANTS OF SOME 
OF THE I R  MOST PRODUCTIVE TI ME .  FURTHERMORE , MUCH TIME IS B LOWN 
TRAVELL I NG . THERE ARE OTHER ADVANTAGES .  FRICT ION W ITH ONE ' S  FAM ILY IS 
REDUCED BECAUSE THE NUMBER OF ABSENCES FROM HOME IS REDUCED.  F INALLY , \..,,,i THE QUAL ITY OF COMMUN ICATIONS TENDS TO BE HIGHER IN TEL ECONFERENC ES . 
B ECA US E ON E HAS TO TYPE IN  ON E ' S  T HO UG HTS , O N E  T H I N K S  ABOUT T HEM A 

s r ·r MC R E  :3 E F O R E  COMM UN I C A T I N G r H EM . I N  S H O RT , T H E R E ' S  L E S S  HOT A I R 

E XCHANGED . 

T ) The info rmal  dialog ue was lots of  fun • • •  I made friends i n  a n  
unexpected way . 

T )  The med i um is  somewhat tyrannical by its nature and an ideal 
setup 

T) Pa r t i c i pants per fo rm d i f fe rentl y in  thi s  mode than they would i n  
face t o  face encounter s  o r  tel econferenc i ng .  More thoug ht f ul 
responses .  Obta ining info rmati on from 26 fellow conferees i n  th i s  
mode proved out a s  advert ised . Got to probe more i n  depth among st 
fe l low conferees . 

T ) On ba lanc e , · r  th i nk the E IES approach i s  ext reme ly val uable . It 
prov ides a way of  gett i ng long ·-te rm i nteract i on on an i ssue , rather 
than the br i e f  i nte ract i on of _ face-to-face meeting s .  

T ) I enjoyed the expe r i ence a nd thi nk i t  has excel lent potent i al for 
i mprovi ng the product i v i ty of meeti ng s .  My biggest frust rat i on was 
the i nabi l i ty to type well . This curta iled the full express i on of my 
thoughts .  

V 



T ) Lea r n i ng to get on l i ne was ve r y  f rust rat i ng at f i rst , but turned 
out to be an enjoyabl e  cha l l enge . The sel f  imposed pressure to 

.-, cont r i bute was a ve r y  mot ivat i ng fact or . Encouragement by othe rs in  
. the con fe rence was ve ry he lpf ul . 

B . OPEN · -ENDED COMMENTS : " CON " 

T ) summa ry commun i cat i o n  be tween g roups was not handled we l l  and I 
do not sense any rea l coo rd i nat ion and overa l l  f ramework  i nto wh i ch 
a l l  the recommendat i ons wi l l  f i t .  

T )  My equ i pment  wa s la te a r r i v i ng and get t i ng opera t i ona l .  Th i s ,  
coupled wi th my be i ng able to attend only 1 day of  the sta r t -· up 
meet i ng in  Houston , put me so fa r beh i nd tha t I felt  una bl e to catch 
up  a nd cont r i bute d i rectly i n  the conference comme nt process . That  
has been f rust rat i ng to  me . The mechan i cal process of  secur i ng 
access to con fe rence comments on  the tube a nd then hav i ng to capture 
them on the pr i nte r  fe lt l i ke a wa ste of my t i me .  

T )  I WAS PART ICU LARLY FRUSTRATED BY THE TIME REQU I RED TO VI EW,  SAVE , 
AN D  PRI NT THE MATERI A L  CONTR I B UTED BY OTHERS . IF  THAT HAD BEEN  LESS 
TIME - CON SUMING , I COULD HAVE CONTRIBUTED MORE MYSELF . I DON ' T  M I ND 
US ING A COMPUTER TO TELECONFERENC E ,  AND EIES IS NOT A BAD SYST EM , BUT 
I THINK I WOULD HAVE CONTRIBUTED MORE FACE-TO-FACE . I HAVE VERY 
L ITTLE UN INTERRUPTED TIME , SO I WOULD HAVE CONTRI B UTED MORE , IF I HAD 
BEEN ABLE  TO GET AWAY SOMEWHERE FOR 2 OR 3 DAYS INSTEAD OF TRY ING TO 
FIT TH I S  INTO MY USUAL 1 0  HOUR WORKDAY.  I THOUGHT I WOULD ONLY HAVE 
TO FIND AN EXTRA HOUR OR TWO A WEEK, BUT I CAN ' T  EVEN KEEP UP WITH 
WHAT OTHERS CONTRI B UTE  IN THAT AMOUNT OF TIME -- WHICH IS ABOUT ALL I 

·...._,,,,; CAN SPARE WHEN IN THE OFFICE . 

� 

T )  I n fo rma t i on ove r load become s a problem as neophytes l i ke us le a r n  
to  �a s t e r  a nd t h a n  abuse th e t e chno log y . Wou l d e nco u rage no re 2 4 
pa r ty messag i ng and l e ss conf e rence comments 

T ) The sense of be i ng at  the mercy of  an e r rat ically unre l iable 
mach i ne when t ryi ng to  meet  dead l i nes was unnerv i ng . The ove ra l l  
exper i e nce and subsequent meet i ngs  i l l ust rated the advantage of  the 
idea as a method fo r c reat i ng const ruct ive & convergent  meet i ng s  on 
compl i cated i ssues . 

T ) No t  be i ng able to use the EIES system eas i l y  was both l i m i t i ng and 
f rust rat i ng .  More t ra i n i ng i s  st i ll needed . I f  poss i ble , the g roup 
should ret ur n  to  BIES t ra i n i ng 2 t o  3 weeks a fter  the TC really  gets 
ro ll i ng .  A comprom i se wou ld be to g ive the Moderator much more 
thorough t ra in i ng so s/he could be mo re of a techni cal reso urce to 
the · part i c i pa nts . Pa rt i c i pa nts tend to seek help from the Mode rato r 
whom they know persona l l y befo re us i ng EIES ' HELP . 

T ) Pr i ma r i ly ,  I would have prefer red a mo re soph ist icated TEXT 
EDIT ING o f f l i ne , someth ing mo re l i ke the onli ne TEXT EDITING . 

T ) MORE DISCI PLINE TO KEEP REMARKS ON TARGET ·- REDUCE THE GARBAGE TO 
SOME EXTENT 

T ) Th i s  technique 
techni ca l  i ssues 

is mos t  effec t ive in dea l i ng with nar row,  h ighl y 
and least e ffec t i ve i n  dea l i ng wi th 

· )  



po l i cy/conceptual issues . Our cha r te r  was mo re pol i cy o r i ented and 
the t/c approach was of l i m i ted va lue .  The pa r t i c i pants we re 
se lected to rep resent secto rs of  the economy rathe r than ded i cat ion 
to ach i ev i ng a result . The re fo re ,  too ma ny j ust d i dn ' t  pa r t i c i pa te . 
On the othe r hand , some par t i c i pants had such a st rong vested 
i nte rest i n  what the repo r t  says that they t r i ed to dom i nate the U 
proceed i ngs . 

T ) I m ust  conf ess a bi as  towa r d  trad i t iona l face --to-face confe rences . 

In a way i t ' s too easy to pa r t i c i pate via  te leconference . In a 
con f e rence  i n  wh i ch one i s  fo rced to prepare a pape r or  rema r ks and 
present  them face to face , the re i s  l i kely  to be a sha rper foc us 
faste r . You have to add to wha teve r comes out of th is  que st i onna i re 
some k i nd of  co st/ bene f i t analys i s .  What d i d i t  cost to pr ov i de the 
Apples , com pute r tra i n i ng , etc . ?  What would a t rad i t iona l conf e rence 
have co st? _ I  don ' t  pretend to know the answers , but you must have 
da ta f rom th i s  expe r i e nce . 

ti 
T )  I fo und i t  int rus i ve , dema nd i ng and f r ust rat ing .  I do not ca re 1'to 
become i nvo lved in  ano the r l i ke i t . Though i t  is  interest i ng to read 
a l l  o f  the ext ra neo us tho ughts of othe rs , the re is no assurance tha t 
pa r t i c 1pa t ion  of  the be st cont r i butors i s  ach i eved . Th is  can be done 
by a competant leade r i n  a group d i sc uss ion . Those of  us who are 
fo reward  and no i sy may have put off the more val uable cont r ibuto rs . 
It take s too · long to reach a conc l usion o r  the elements of consensus . 
Eve n i f  we can be l i eve what we read , there i s  no assurance that 
eve r yone is  on boa rd . Mo re  impo rtant , ne i the r i s  the re assurance 
that the object ions have all  been hea rd a nd cons ide red .  It i s  a cold 
med i um ! 

T )  MAN Y OF US ARE CONSTANT LY ON THE ROAD AND MOST OCC UPIED WITH OUR 
JOBS , THUS DO NOT HAVE THE  T I ME  TO FU LLY PART I CI PATE . I AM NOT 
CONVI NC ED THAT TH I S  I S  THE  BEST  SYST �M FOR SU CH ACT I VI STS . 

T) WE WERE POORLY PREPARED FOR THE GROUP PROCESS PROBLEMS INHERENT IN 
THE METHOD OF COMMUNICATION . 

T )  Lea rn i ng 
fasc i na t i ng .  
more f r i endl y .  

OPEN-ENDED RESPOMSBS: BALANCED 

to  use the equ i pment was both f rust rat i ng and 
I do th i nk the program i ng could have been cons ide rabl y  

Al l in  a l l  i t  has been a most worth wh ile expe rience . 
' T) Face-t o-face meet i ngs  have the i r  role i n  l imit i ng excess i ve a nd 

unnecessa r y  co�ments . No t a l l  par t ic i pants too k equal l y  act ive 
rol es . The f rust rat i ng pa rt was fac i ng the bac klog of comments when 
re� urnlng to the system . Manage rs wi l l  need experience on systems 
such as these , i f  wa a re to take advantage of the productivi ty a ids 
prom i sed . Thi s  was an exe rci se in prod uct i v i ty in  the sense that a 
lot o f  stuff  that went on was not very productive .  It was a g reat star t  and proved that these a id s  a re not mastered without some real e f fo rt on the part o f  the user . I have sa id many t i mes that the 
fut ure wi l l  requi re each of  us to deve lop a •v ideo disc i pl i ne •  fo r U the 1 988  l i fe style . 



T) Somet i mes I fee l  as  i f  I am i n  a mee t i ng that people can onl y  
speak and cannot hea r . The dynamic nature o f  a g i ve and take sess i on 
is  tota l l y  miss i ng . The pos i t i ve nat ure  of  the conference is the 
fact that so many h i gh l evel people can spe nd so many hou rs together 

� in a const ruct i ve enterpr ise . 

T ) I would have l i ked a face-to face meet i ng befo re the inte r i m and 
o r  f i nal  repo r ts to c l a r i fy some po i nts be fo re  the repo r t  was put 
togethe r but I do th i nk the te leconf e renc i ng method has wo rked 
ext remely  we l l . I found the conference pa r t i cula rly  st imula t i ng and 
ve r y  much enj o yed bei ng in  contact wi th the knowledgable ind i v id uals . 

T ) E I ES i s  an i nterest i ng system . However ,  the re is  someth i ng about 
be i ng face · · to-face wi th othe r i nd i v id ua l s  tha t E IES  si m pl y  cannot 
dupl i cate . The i mmed iacy of  respond i ng to someone e lses comment , and 
the l i ve l y  inte rchange  and sha r ing of  ideas that can resu l t , is  
s imply not ava i lable . Neve rtheless , I do  understa nd the pract i ca l i ty 
of  th i s  system . 

T )  C lear l y  th i s  is  go i ng to be a mo re prod uct ive way to wo r k ,  but 
for our c rowd ,  r ight now,  the advantage was clea rly  wi th the academy . 
I th i nk we wal lowed about too much T th i n k  techn i cal peo ple and 
soci al sc i ent i sts  use , and assign val ue to , the wr i tten wo rd 
di f ferentl y ;  a nd that a ffects our react i on to usi ng the system . I 
am pleased to  be a pa rt of  th i s  process a nd p roject , I am less 
pleased wi th the qua l i ty of  our . prod uct . I ' ve been amused by  the 
number of  phone cal l s  I ' ve rece i ved f rom conference membe rs who 
wa nted to ta l k , not wr i te , 

T ) Needed mo re d i rect ion to  focus comments a nd study .  Became 
\..,_I i mpat ient wi th comme nts wh i ch were excess i vely  long . Missed the 

pe rsona l i n t e r a ct ion  wh e re the re wa s immed i ate feedback .  En jo yed the 
cha nce to  read 0 the r rea c t i ons  f rom t hose i n  o ther  f i e l d s . I f  i t  
we re  poss i bl e , r wou ld have l i ked to have had a nothe r f ace · - to - - face 
meet i ng wi th the othe r member s  of the teleconference 

T)  The medi um is  neutra l - it does not encourage or discourage 
part i c i pati on .  Thi s  makes i t  easy to d rop out without peer pressure 
o r  mot i vati on . There  i s  no idea of how many people are act i vely  
staying i nvolved other  than looki ng at the comments over a long r un . 
Th i s  does not he lp  i f  people a re act ive l y  l i sten i ng but not pitch ing 
i n . Those pa r t i c i pants who gene rate a lot of  ve rbi age ( a nd the re fore  
a lot  o f  comments go ing by  on the sc reen)  ga i n  the i mage of 
i mportance o r  weight , perhaps i ncor rectly .  The system i s  not sel f 
po l i c i ng to those prone to runni ng on . 

I l i ked the ab i l i ty to i nte ract on a non- -realt ime bas i s  on i ss ues  

T )  The expe r ience was both frust rat ing and fasc i na t i ng .  It too k up 
considerably more t ime that I was prepared to g i ve when I ag reed to 
parti c i pate . My t rave l  schedule coupled with lac k  of secreta r ial  o r  
research hel p  made i t  a one man sho� f rom my stati on .  I felt  much 
of the imput was excessi ve l y  wordy and a signi f i cant amount did  not 
perta i n  to the task at hand . Wad i ng through reams of messages at 
night tended at t i mes  to demot ivate me from par t i c i pat ion , but in 

� view of the potent ial  impo r tance , I cont i nued . Time devoted to 
compute r was t i me stolen  f rom fami l y  t i me ; my good wi fe of  35 years  



kept a st i f f  uppe r l i p and d i dn ' t  compla in , to he r c red i t .  
Re la ti onsh i ps esta bl i shed dur i ng the conference were meani ng fu l  and I 
suspec t ma ny wi l l  outlast the teleconfe renc i ng expe r ience i tsel f .  I 
learned a great dea l  abo ut i nd ust r i es  i n  wh i ch I ' d had l i tt l e  
previ ous exposure ; ,e . g . se rvi ce i ndust r ies . 

Al l  i n  a l l , I m ust  say tha ·t i t  has bee n a mean i ng ful expe r i ence , one 
i n  wh ich  I am g lad to  have pa r t i c i pated and one i n  wh i ch I feel 
fo r t una te to  have been inv i ted to jo in . Te leconf erenc ing has a great 
potent i al .  

T )  Face -- to-face fo r f i nal i zat i on of  i ssues  and recommenda t i ons i s  
necessa ry . Teleconfe renc i ng is exce l l ent fo r fact gathe r i ng . 
Pa r t i cula r l y  enj o yed the med i a of send i ng messages and comments and 
ga i n i ng responses i n  a rap id ma nner . Ove ral l , i t  was an enj oyabl e 
ex pe r i ence and foste red f r i e ndsh i ps . 

t 
T ) The expe r i ence i tsel f  was by far one of  the be st th i ngs that has 
occur red i n  my pro f ess i ona l ca ree r . Ho wever  I fo und i t  pa r t i cula r l y  
f r ust ra t i ng t o  see the n umbe r  of  what I cons id e r ed to be i r re l evant 
comments  on a numbe r subj ects and yet not to fee l f ree to say tha t r 

cons i d e r ed them to be j ust that for  fear that i t  wou ld somehow st i f le  
the act i v i ty .  Also , I def i n i te ly was i r r i tated by the mix  of  o ur 
conference pa r t ic i pants . I do not quest i on the i r  ab i l i t ie s ,  only 
the i r  re la t i on and re la t i v i ty to the subject of wor k  and 
product i v i ty .  I am convinced that l i ke Einste i n , many we re br i l l i ant 
theo ret i ci ans . These are needed , but someone st i l l  has to be rea l i ty 
o r i ented . I should l i ke to c l ose my comments ,  however , by c i t i ng a 
persona l act i v i ty wh i ch has occur red as a d i rect resu l t  of  the 
te l econ ference . (NAME ) o f  ( COM PANY )  and I got together  a nd act ua l ly 
de s igned a program to ret ra i n  1 60 0  la i d  of f wo rke rs and the i r 
manage rs fo r the new pla nt that ( COMPANY) j ust bo ught  We a re 
e nc rmo us l y  pr c ud cf  th i s  jo i nt act i v i ty wh i ch too k the conc ept tha t 
e t h e r s  chewed e n  v i g o r c us l y  and mad e i n to a wo r k i ng - r e a l i t y .  I t  
probab l y wou ldn ' t  have happe ned w i tho ut APC . Than k  yo u a l l  fo r an 
aston i sh i ng expe r ience which I hope to be able to cont i nue in . 

T )  The E IES approach is  excellent in  produc i ng free-whee l i ng ideas 
and reac t i on .  As prepa rati on for a prel imina ry report  i t  wo r ks very 
well . Po r the f i na l  repor t  a face-to-face conference would be more 
produc t i ve . By that time the par t i c i pants would know one ano ther 
we l l , would apprec i ate how othe rs th ink , and would have  a so l id 
agenda f r om wh i ch to  wo r k  • • • •  The i nst ruct i on manual s  fo r us i ng 
compute rs were wr i tten by expe rts who seem to know ver y  l i ttle about 
how to wri te i nst ruct i on manua ls !  � 

T) THOROUGHLY ENJOYED ELECTRONIC DISC USSION . BEST FEATURE IS  THAT IT 
STRETCHES THE WORK DAY IN AN ACCEPTABLE MANN�R PERSONALLY . MOST 
FRUSTRATION rs · LACK  OP MECHAN I SM TO SEE · BIG PICTURE• AS DISC USSION 
PROCEEDS , ENCOURAGES PICKING AT WORDS RATHER THAN FINDING NEW 
DIRECTI ONS . MAJOR CONTROLLAB LE PROB LEM WAS HEAVY-HANDED AND 
NARROWLY-DIRECTED FACI LITATION . CLEARLY AT LEAST HALF OP VERY 
TALENTED GROUP WAS • TURNED OFF•  BY DECISION TO BYPASS THE WHOLE 
OBJECTIVE-SETTING •FRONT END• OF THI PROJECT. 

T) I miss  the persona l contacts . 

Lag t i me i n  peopl e gett i ng i n  and out i s  problem 

u 

u 
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: 
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r- My slow typ i ng 
\.,,,,) 

'--,I 

� 

Great to be i n  touch wi th so many good heads 

Qu ick access to curre nt. i nfo 

T ) I FOUND THE E IES SYSTEM TO BE AN EXCELLENT WAY TO KIC K IDEAS 
AROUND AND EXPLORE ISSUES .  HOWEVER, I FOUND IT MUCH LESS SATISFY ING 
AS A MEDI UM FOR THE PREPARATION OF A MAJOR REPORT . DIRECT , IMMED IATE 
FEED- ·BACK WAS MISS ING ,  WHICH IS VERY USEFUL FOR EFFICI ENTLY POLISHING 
I DEAS IN PREPARATION FOR A FORMAL REPORT . B UT AS I SAID , FOR THE 
INITIAL EXPLORATORY STAGES AND SOME DEVELOPMENT OF I DEAS , IT IS 
EXC ELLENT . 

�� . . . :..;. 



TAB LE 7 
- MODERATOR PERFORMANCE 

The amount of st ructure o r  o rgan i zation prov ided by the mode rator was :  

1 1 1  
: 1 

TOO 
LITTLE 

Total=  

. . 

90  

1 41 
2 . . 

Av= 

211  
3 . . 

3 . 3 

411  
4 

JUST 
RIGHT 

. . 
91  

5 . . 

Std dev= . 9  

21 
6 

1 1  
7 

TOO 
M UCH 

OPEN --ENDED RESPONSES EM PHASI Z ING IMPORTANC E OF MODERATOR ROLE 

T )  I BELI EVE THAT THIS TECHNOLOGY COULD PRODUCE BETT ER CONF ERENCING 
PROC ESSES AND PRODUCTS ---UN DER THE RIGHT CIRC UMSTANC ES . KEY AMONG 
THESE C I RCUMSTANCES IS A STRONG MODERATOR WHO: l )  SETS AN AG ENDA AND 
SCHEDULE FOR MOVING THRU THE AGENDA, 2 )  SUMMARI ZES AT REGULAR AND 
FREQUENT INTERVALS WHERE THE GROUP IS IN THE IR DE LIBERATIONS IN THE 
ELECTRON IC NOT EBOOK , 3 )  UNDERSTAN DS TECHN IQUES OF GROU P DYNAM ICS TO 
A SUFFICI ENT DEGREE TO ENABLE HIM TO BRING EVERYONE I NTO THE 
CONFERENC E ACT IVIT I ES .  W ITHOUT A STRONG MODERATOR, AGE NDA, AND 
SCHEDULE FOR DISCUSS ING THINGS , THE CONFERENCE WI LL DR I FT AIMLESSLY 
AND FAIL TO TAP INTO THE CREATIVE ENERGIES OF THE PARTIC I PANTS AND TO 
UTI LIZE THIS  POWERFUL MEDIUM. 

T )  The mode rator is a pr i me factor in  reach i ng a success ful 
conc l us ion  wi th i n  the wo rk g roup.  Ours  was qui te ef fect ive . He 
could  have clamped down ha rde r on excessi vely verbose comments . 

T )  I FOUND THE STRUCTURE OF M Y  CONFERENCE VERY FRUSTRATI NG AND \,..,/ 
RIG I D .  W E  SHOULD HAVE MADE BETTER USE OF OUR TIME I N  THE HOUSTON 
MEET I NG T O  EXPLORE THE OBJ ECTIVES AND PROC ESS AND HAVE BETTER 
UN DERSTAN D I NG AND AGREEMENT ON WHAT AND HOW WE WEREGO ING TO PROCEED . 
I N  MY OPI N ION THE MODERATOR DEC I DED  TOO MUCH AND IM POSED HIS  
STRUCTURB ON THE GROUP .  

T)  I feel strongly  that the success o f  any meet i ng depends t o  an 
important extent on the cont rol and guidance the cha i r  is capable of 
g iv1ng it . If anythi ng thi s  leade rsh i p  la even more cruc i a l  with this  
media . 

T)  I th i nk an act i ve l y  i nvo lved mode rato r is  a must . In the 
conference i n  whi ch I part ic i pated , the moderator d id a superb  job 
WHEN HE PARTICIPATED . The problem was that he did not play an act ive 
enough role in  shapi ng the conference and keepi ng i t  on ta rget , 
espec i a l l y  in the ea r l y  month s . Wi thout that kind of pa r t i ci pat i on , 
many pa rt ic i pants go off the t rack , or  else fa i l  to commun icate wi th 
one anothe r .  

T ) . Tbe BIES idea i s  pretty good , but one needs a st rong leade r .  
(NAME) could not be a substi tute for (MODERATOR) because he does not 
know enough about the subject . At t i mes he accepted comments as 
val id that had l i ttle basis .  I know he was tryi ng h i s  best to get 
th i s  confe rence going . (MODERATOR) i s  a hard-working and capable 
person . Be j ust d id not have the time for thi s .  U 



Ta ble 8 

DIFFERENCES AMONG CONFERENCES 

1:0NF AMOUNT . I MOD QUALITY IMPROVE 0TH HI 

STRUCTURE 
TRAIN 2 . 8 ( 6 )  4 1  ( 6 ) 4 . 2 ( 5 ) 2 . 6 ( 5 . 5 ) 1 1  
COOP 3 . 1 ( 4 )  4 4  ( 5 )  4 . 0 ( 6 ) 4 . 2 ( 1 ) 3 
hEALTH 2 .  3 ( 7 )  26  ( 7 )  3 . 7 ( 7 )  2 . 2 ( 7 )  5 

QUALITY 2 . 9  ( 5 )  56  ( 4 ) s .  3 ( 1 ) 2 . 6 ( 5. 5 ) 18  
REWARD 3 . 7  ( 3 )  17 5 ( 1 ) 4 . 4 ( 4 )  4 . 8 ( 2 ) 6 
TECH 3 .  8 ( 2 ) 1 25  ( 2 ) 5 .  1 ( 3 ) 3 . 3 ( 4 ) 1 3  
INFO 4 .  2 ( 1 )  91 ( 3 ) s . e c 2 >  3 . 5 ( 3 ) 6 

ANOVA P . 88 1  . 1  . 1 6 
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Coordination System Technology as the Basis for 

a Programming Environment 

Aclose look at the problems of coordinating 
work activities in a programming 
environment is an essential part of 
developing a comprehensive programming 
environment. Important aspects of the work 
being done within ITT are the use of role/ 
activity theory and coordination systems. 

A. W. Holt 
H. R. Ramsey 
J. D. Grimes 
ITT Programming Technology and 
Development Center, Stratford, Connecticut, 
United States of America 

Introduction 

No single problem has been as vexing to 
the computing industry and those who use 
its products as the problem of creating 
programs that turn a general-purpose 
computer into a useful tool for a particular 
application. In spite of extensive research 
and development effort, expended over 
decades by government, industry, and 
universities, no one is yet satisfied with the 
result. By and large, programming 
development and production remain costly 
and unreliable. 

This programming problem is, of course, 
especially problematic to companies like 
ITT, since many of the company's basic 
products (especially in the area of 
telecommunication) depend on complex, 
special-purpose programs which must be 
exceptionally reliable to be useful. 
Consider, for example, the ITT 1240 Digital 
Exchange which is based on a network of 
distributed, independently operating 
microprocessors. At a purely technical 
level, this effort is very difficult, involving a 
complex collection of concurrent programs. 
It is even more difficult at an organizational 
level, involving hundreds of programmers 
in several countries, with complex formal 
and informal relationships. 

There is a variety of distinct research and 
development approaches to this problem, 
including the use of programming 
languages, methods to enhance the 
reusability of program and related 
components, rapid prototyping tools, and 
so-called 'automatic programming' -
perhaps based on artificial intelligence. One 

of the newest approaches to the problem, 
and one that is now being intensively 
pursued in many sectors of the community, 
is the building of programming 
environments*. 

Programming Environments 
A programming environment in this sense 
is a designed, total facility that enables 
programmers, their managers, and support 
personnel to accomplish the programming 
function efficiently. In one sense, 
programming environments have existed 
as long as programming has been an 
activity. However, the non-hardware 
components of these early environments 
were not designed together, and were not 
all designed with the principal objective of 
supporting programming activity. What is 
new, then, is the conscious focus of design 
attention upon the total programming 
environment. 

To design a programming environment 
means to design for the integration of tools 
with tools, tasks with tasks, and people with 
people. The realization has gradually 
dawned upon the community that much of 
the real difficulty in developing complex 
systems relates to integration problems of 
one kind or another, Major programming 
projects - like all other large industrial 

• An environment• • is an organized set of tools and facilities 
that supports the organization of skilled persons Cloing some 
class of work . 

• • Several terms in this article have specific technical meanings 
in role/activity theory. In general, the technical meanings of 
these familiar terms (e.g. role, action, interaction, state) are 
largely consistent with their ordinary usage in the context of 
interpersonal organizations, although the correspondence is 
not always exact. Such terms have been italicized to 
emphasi�e their use as technical terms. 

fl 
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undertakings - are not the work of a single 
programmer but of groups of cooperating 
programmers. Furthermore, success 
depends not only on the efficiency and 
reliability with which the technical aspects of 
the programming task are accomplished, 
but also on the efficiency and reliability with 
which programmers interact with other 
programmers, managers, support 
personnel, suppliers, and the users of their 
product. 

ITT has committed itself to a major 
research and development effort in the field 
of programming environments. For ITT, the 
rationale is basically as follows: 
- Although programming environment 

research and development are relatively 
new, they show considerable promise. 

- The potential benefits of designing 
environments are likely to increase 
significantly as improved workstation and 
graphics hardware become available in 
the near future. 

- There are no ready-made programming 
environments which ITT could acquire 
and install to satisfy its needs. 

- The basic technology required to build 
programming environments coincides 
with that required to build computer
based environments for other classes of 
work. Thus programming environment 
research may contribute to ITT's 
capabilities in other areas, such as office 
and factory automation. 

- ITT has the necessary technical 
resources to engage in such a research 
programme. 

Programming Environment Project 
This article introduces one of ITT's projects 
in the programming environment area 
which is based on new concepts in the 
domain of system theory and system 
programming. 

The main difference between this project 
and other current environment 
developments is its focus on enhancements 
to the productivity of groups, above and 
beyond the enhancements achievable by 
giving better tools to individuals. Specifically 
this project introduces new techniques for 
computer-aided coordination between the 
activities of the many contributors to a 
single project. The result is a major increase 
in: 
- integration of the work product 
- integration of the tools and facilities to 

produce them 

- direct support of 'ways that the 
development organization decides to do 
business' (e.g. procedures, methods, 
standards) 

- direct support of changes in the V organization of the project that occur over 
time. 

In addition, these new techniques have 
beneficial side effects. First, they also 
enhance individual piOductivity because, in 
carrying out a complex task, an individual 
must 'coordinate with himself'. Second, 
they are relevant to coordinating the 
activities of many hardware or program 
modules. In other words, they may be 
viewed as new techniques for organizing 
and controlling concurrent computation. 
They also have an effect on quite a range of 
desirable qualities - such as recoverability, 
reorganizability, reliability, and reusability of 
stored code. Of course, from the viewpoint 
of the programming environment, these 
'side effects' are of great importance, and 
not side issues. 

An ITT Approach 

There are two basic novelties in this ITT 
approach. First, is the use of a new 

V theoretical approach - called role/activity 
theory- to describe organized human 
activities in a way that is useful to the 
construction of computer support. Role/ 
activity theory might best be thought of as a 
theory of organizational behavior, although 
its origins are not in sociology. Rather it 
grew out of computer-related research into 
such notions as communication, 
concurrency, and cooperation between 
interdependent entities, whether they are 
people or microprocessors. 

The second novel feature is the use of a 
new system concept, called coordination 
system, as the foundation for programming 
environments. All other environment 
constructions known to the authors rest on 
a foundation consisting of a conventional 
operating system and a common database 
of varying sophistication. The coordination 
system concept with which ITT is working 
involves a set of architectural primitives 
(role, action, interaction) which is 
fundamentally different from those of 
classical operating systems (file, program, l .i directory structure, process). These � 
primitives derive from role/activity theory. 

A third important aspect of the project -
which is not so novel - is the construction 
of tools and facilities to support 
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programming tasks per se. Constructing 
the coordination system is only a small part 
of building the programming environment. 
Much of the work lies in constructing the 
many-layered and varied tools and facilities 
needed to give substantial support to 
complex programming projects. The 
behavior of programming tools and facilities 
is, of course, greatly affected by their 
residence in a genuine coordination system. 
Furthermore, the way in which the tools and 
facilities are partitioned and designed will 
need to reflect this difference. 

Some tools and facilities will be 
universally needed by all programming 
projects, while others will subdivide by 
project class, or by individual project. In the 
first category are tools and facilities for: 

- programming environment maintenance 

- development of tools and facilities 

- 'help' and 'teaching/learning', in generic 
form 

- library and database maintenance, 
archiving, generalized communication 
(e.g. mail), joint construction of 
documents, configuration management, 
etc, all in generic form 

- simulation and analysis of role/activity 
structures 

- editing text and graphics. 

Specific to various project classes, or 
individual projects, will be tools and facilities 
that incorporate particular project 
management disciplines and/or 
programming disciplines, languages, or 
styles. These tools are regarded as 
'surrounding' the basic tools and facilities, 
as illustrated in Figure 1. 

In any event, the crux of the problem is 
the coordination system and the novel 
behavior that accompanies. As mentioned 
before, this behavior derives from role/ 
activity theory. 

Role/Activity Theory 

The proper functioning of all human 
organizations depends on morale, good 
judgement, and rules. Computer support 
cannot directly help with aspects that 
depend on morale or good judgement, but it 
can help immensely with aspects of the 
work that depend on rules. Therefore, if 
computers are to be used effectively in 
supporting organized work, it is necessary 
to learn to recognize what aspects of 
organized work already depend on rules, or 
could be made to depend on rules without 
harm. It is also necessary to learn to 
describe, analyze, and design such rules. In 
any case, a useful guideline is: if it's rules, 
the computer can help; if it isn't, it can't. 

In general, many rules govern organized 
work. They are interrelated in complicated 
ways, and most of them are consciously 
little known or acknowledged by anyone. 
Rules cover such issues as: 

- what goes in what drawer 

- when it's 'too late' and what to do 
about it 

- to whom to 'give it' or 'say it', and in what 
form 

- how to 'operate it' or 'fill it out' 

- where to 'look it up'. 

Needless to say, they also cover the things 
that first come to mind when thinking of 
rules, such as the content of the 
organization chart, safety rules, 
reimbursement rules, policies and 
procedures, standards, etc. 

Role/activity theory is concerned with 
networks of rules that govern work. It offers 
basic concepts to use in thinking about, and 
empirically investigating, such networks of 
rules; it also offers notations for writing 
them down in a form which makes their 
important properties visible. The theory's 
expressions are clearly related to the 
requirements of rule implementation. 

The two most important concepts of 
role/activity theory are role and interaction. 

Using these concepts it is possible to 
investigate, structure, record, analyze, and 
design rule structures that express the 
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rule-bound aspect of work involving many 
cooperating persons. 

Because these concepts are parts of a 
mathematical theory, they have 
mathematical properties and, 
correspondingly, mathematical definitions, 
which will not concern us here. What is 
important is the manner in which these 
definitions are applied to the real world. As 
is always the case with technical/scientific 
terms, this intended application is roughly 
consistent with, but narrower than, their 
everyday meanings. 

The content and implications of roles and 
interactions are not easy to grasp quickly. 
Only through training and practical work is it 
possible fully to understand their 
consequences. 

Role 
The following list outlines the most 
important aspects of the term role: 

- Associated with a role there is an 
organization-relevant responsibility. 

- Roles - when active - are played by 
people who carry the role-related 
responsibility. Many different people may 
play a particular role, but only one person 
may play the role at a time. On the other 
hand, many different roles may be played 
by the same person, possibly at the same 
time. 

- Associated with every role there is a body 
of material critically involved in 
performing the role. This material is 
classifiable into such parts as tools, work 
in progress, special status markers and 
labels, etc; it is collectively called the role 
body. Role bodies always take space; 
each belongs to one role, and to no other 
role at the same level of description. 

- The role body is always in one state of a 
potentially large set of possible states. 
The state of the role body changes 
according to certain rules as a result of 
role performance. These states are also 
called the states of the role. 

- An action lies between one state and the 
next. Associated with each role there is a 
set of possible actions; an action always 
takes time. 

- A set of possible behaviors is associated 
with each role. Each behavior of a role 
can be characterized as a state/action 
sequence. The rules governing role 
behavior express, in closed form, the set 
of possible state/action sequences. 

Interaction 
The most important aspects of an interaction 
are: 
- Associated with an interaction is a list of 

roles, called the participant set of the 
interaction. Each time the interaction 
occurs, N actors participate - one per 
role in the participant set. More 
specifically, whenever the interaction 
occurs, each of the participants performs 
a particular action - the same on each 
occurrence of the interaction. A simple 
example of an interaction is the transfer 
of money. The participant set is the 
customer and bank teller; the customer 
action is to give money, and the teller 
action is to receive money. The two 
actions combine to form a single event. 

- It follows that for each interaction a 
particular pre-state and post-state must 
exist for each interaction participant. The 
interaction begins when all participants 
are in the appropriate pre-states, and 
ends when all participants are in the 
appropriate post-states. 

- Not every action of a role need be part of 
an interaction with other roles; it can be a 
solitary action. 

Application of the Concepts 
These technical concepts can be used to 
analyze a work activity. As an example, let 
us consider configuration management. 

Configuration management is normally 
considered to be a responsibility and 
therefore it is natural to think of it as a role. 
(Note that it doesn't have to be one person's 
responsibility in order that it be 
accomplished; its accomplishment might 
be the consequence of some set of 
responsibilities , no one of which is 
concerned solely with configuration 
management.) The position of configuration 
manager may not exist in an organization; 
there may not even be a job description that 
mentions configuration management by 
name. Nevertheless, the role exists, and 
here it is given the name of configuration 
manager. The responsibility may be 
assigned to an individual, or it may freely 
circulate among a qualified set of persons. 

The next step is to understand the 
configuration manager's responsibility. To 
do so, it is necessary to consider on whose 
actions the role player most directly 
depends, and whose actions most directly 
depend on his - in other words, with what 
other roles he participates in interactions. 
Several such role candidates come to mind: 

V 

! 

V 
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module testers, the configuration definer, 
and the configuration customer. Some 
basic interactions are: module transfer from 
tester to configuration manager; 
configuration definition transfer from definer 
to configuration manager; and configuration 
copy transfer from configuration manager to 
configuration customer. 

Many, though not all, interactions involve 
a transfer of something (X) from one role to 
another role. In all such cases the reason is 
that rights to X and/or responsibility for X 
passes from one role to another. Passage of 
responsibility is the reason for the module 
transfer from tester to configuration 
manager. On the other hand, when passing 
a configuration, the configuration manager 
does not give up responsibility for that 
configuration. Having made a copy, the 
configuration manager gives up only 
responsibility for the copy while its receiver 
gains the right to use it in the performance of 
his function. 

There are many ways in which to 
implement a transfer; one of the most 
common is to move a physical object from 
one place to another. When this involves 
information objects stored in electronic 
form, the methods used to accomplish 
transfers are not necessarily simple. 
Certainly the operation "transfer this 
information object from one role body to 
another" is not among the standard 
capabilities of existing computers. Instead, 
various read and write commands and 
access right controls are available. The 
intent of the transfers mentioned above is 
generally implemented with the help of 
these commands. Where they are 
insufficient, they must be augmented by 
agreements between users about who will 
and who won't perform various actions at 
various times. 

In role/activity terms, all significant inter
role events are interactions, and every 
interaction involves synchronization of the 
interaction participants. All of them must be 
prepared to engage in the interaction before 
it can take place, and all of them must exit 
from it together, with a matched set of 
understandings about what occurred, if the 
interaction succeeded according to the 
rules. Role/activity theory maintains that 
this form of behavior is indispensible to 
organized human activity. However, the 
ways in which computers are currently used 
do not give direct support to the 
synchronization of multiple participants in 
the sense just explained. This means that 
coordinated operations supported by· 

computers depend upon user adherence to 
non-computer implemented rules of timing 
and mutual communication if they are to 
succeed with their expected relations of 
mutual dependence. 

An intended system of configuration 
management described in role/activity 
terms provides a means of evaluating an 
actual implementation. It also offers a means 
for asking how well matched the intended 
system is for the work organization of which 
it is part (e.g. whether it is adequately 
adaptable to expectable change, whether it 
allows the use of common sense when the 
rules fail, etc). Finally, the role/activity 
analysis of a configuration management 
system (or other activities) can generate 
new insights into how best to use computers 
to support such activities. 

An Approach to Coordination Systems 

The practice today in computer-based work 
environments is to build them on a 
foundation consisting of an operating 
system together with a more or less 
powerful database, which is regarded as 
central to the environment as a whole. The 
operating system is relied upon to deliver 
user-concurrent operations without harmful 
mutual interference. The database is relied 
upon as the universal connector of persons 
to persons and tools to tools. Since 
unrestricted common access of anything by 
anything creates organizational chaos, 
relatively static mechanisms are used to 
control access. These, by their nature, are 
better suited to the definition of role bodies 
than to the implementation of transfers in 
the sense discussed above. 

Coordination system * is a new concept 
for an environment foundation. This concept 
is appropriately realized today in the form of 
system programming, but may in future be 
brought closer to the control logic of the 
underlying hardware. Given today's view, a 
coordination system is analogous to an 
operating system, and includes many of the 
structures that would normally be part of the 
associated database. 

As stated earlier, coordination systems 
are regarded within ITT as a potentially 
appropriate foundation for programming 
environments. Let us consider the user's 

• The purpose of a coordination system is to join a set of 
concurrently operating users to one another in describable 
relations of interdependence. These relations of 
interdependence are to be conceptualized in role/activity 
terms, and described in notations called role/activity diagrams. 
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view of his activity in the context of such a 
coordination system,  especial ly as 
contrasted to the con·text of a conventional 
operating system. 

In  an operating system,  the user see.s 
himself as someone who causes programs 
to be executed on his behalf, on his own 
files or datasets, or on others to which he 
has access. He may, to some degree, 
reflect the separation of his roles via such 
means as mu ltiple directories. 

Most commonly, the computer is 
performing a,sequence of tasks for the user. 
Whi le the user may understand that many of 
these tasks are logically concurrent ( i . e. are 
currently parts of independent concerns he 
has, such as responding to mail or running a 
compi lation) ,  this is not reflected to any 
sign ificant extent in the way the operating 
system executes these programs. 

In  the coord ination system context, the 
user sees himself as an actor in  a set or 
roles. He has access to a body of 
information (the role body) in each of these 
roles. 

Once logged on , the user can examine 
the status of his roles, and perform actions 
in any role where an action on his part is 
cal led for, or is possible. Some actions will 
be sol itary, while others will be parts of 
interactions with roles currently under the 
control of other users. 

A user can automate his actions where 
appropriate. This means he can substitute a 
prepared, executable script in place of his 
own activity at the terminal . Such actions 
are termed automatic; if, on the other hand, 
the action requi res the user to be at the 
termi nal , it is termed user-active. An 
interaction between two actors (two users, 
each in their. respective roles) may be ful ly 
automatic, half automatic and half user
active, or ful ly user-active. In the first case, 
neither user need even be logged on . In the 
last case, they must both participate in 
person before the interaction can be 
completed . 

Thus, in principle, all roles of a user may 
be active without the user's personal 
participation. Only if an interaction is user
active does the corresponding role wait for 
the user's personal intervention in a present 
or future terminal session . It is important to 
observe that such a role is not viewed as 
interrupted. All interactions take time to 
complete, and it is assu med that the user 
wil l make h is contribution before the al lowed 
time for the interaction has elapsed. 

Automatic action is a particu larly effective 
means for the del ivery of services to a 

community of users working in a 
coordination system. For example, a 
particu lar person may be designated as the 
manager of the CHILL compil ing service in 
a programming project. The CHILL 
manager's role body wil l ,  among other 
things, contain the current best available 
CHILL compi ler, tools for compiler 
maintenance, and all manner of other 
records related to the compil ing service 
activity being managed. Under normal 
circumstances, use of the compi ler by an 
appl ication developer wou ld be structured 
as an interaction (or series of interactions) 
with the CH I LL compil ing facility. The action 
on the part of the CHILL manager would,  
under normal ci rcumstances, be automatic 
(e. g .  to accept the source for compi lation , 
perhaps check it for val id ity, apply the 
compiler to it, and return the compiled 
result) . The CHILL manager would be in  a 
position to make the service interaction less 
automatic, should circumstances make this 
desirable (e. g .  when questions about the 
compi ler appear that cannot be answered 
automatical ly) . In the same general style, 
another person might be responsible for 
offering database services. 

To help visual ize the mode of operation, 
Figure 2 shows a simple role/activity 
d iagram for producing a monthly report. 
This figure i l lustrates the role/activity 
d iagram language, a formal graphical 
language for describing the behavior of 
organizations. Loosely speaking, the 
d iagram shows two roles (report manager 
and report distributor) and one role class, 
namely author, representing the class of 
authors that contribute sections to the 
monthly report. 

CLOCK REPORT MANAGER SECTION AUTHOR 

GET 
SKELETON 

EDIT 
SECTION 

MERGE RELEASE 
SECTIONS SECTION 

EDIT 
REPORT 

RELEASE 
REPORT 

VERIFY 
COMPLETION 

... 

Flgure 2 

Role/activity diagram 
for a monthly report 
procedure. 

SECRETARY OTHER 
RECIPIENT 

GET 
REPORT 

DISTRIBUTE 

ARCHIVE 
REPORT 

VERIFY 
COMPLETION 
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The vertical lines with boxes on them 
represent role behaviors. Each box 
represents an action and each vertical line 
segment between boxes represents a state 
( of the role body) ; when boxes representing 
actions of two different roles are connected 
to one another by a horizontal line segment, 
it means that both actions are part of a single 
interaction. 

A diagram of this type, augmented with 
more details about the actions, can be used 
to generate a set of appropriate role bodies 
which can then be distributed to persons 
who will act in these various roles. The 
behavior of the persons acting in these 
roles will then be coordinated by the 
coordination system in the manner indicated 
by the diagram. 

A number of systems have been 
designed that read and interpret 
descriptions of protocol-governed behavior. 
A true coordination system must do a good 
deal more. Like an operating system, a 
coordination system must manage the 
concurrent execution of a set of 
interconnected role bodies (each role body 
being. to some oegree, analogous to a 
process). Each role body must be under the 
control of a person carrying the 
corresponding responsibility, and its 
behavior must be modifiable by that person 
as need and judgement dictate. In a well 
developed coordination system,  checks will 
be performed to ensure that modifications 
introduced by particular participating actors 
are consistent with the intent of the role/ 
activity diagram such as the monthly report 
procedure shown in Figure 2. 

At the very least, a coordination system 
must implement the role/activity ideas of: 

- concurrently cooperating roles, with 
implications of role responsibility and 
control 

- both automated and user-active role 
behavior 

- interactions as formally controlled pieces 
of behavior, with coincident state change 
in tl1e participating role bodies. 

It is expected that the eventual coordination 
system will make extensive use of graphics, 
probably of the general sort shown in 
Figure 3. The photograph is taken from a 
simple graphical prototype used to 
experiment with electronic desk ideas. The 
figure 1llustrntcs such an electronic desk, 
which uses overlaid graphical windows to 
establish, for the user, a visible task context 
and which makes.suspended tasks explicitly 

visible. The expected dialogue will be 
heavily graphical, and should impose much 
lower information processing loads on the 
user than do more conventional dialogue 
methods. 

Conclusions 

The approach used by ITT for the 
development of an advanced programming 
environment involves two major 
innovations: a basis in role/activity theory, 
and a role/activity-based coordination 
system as the underlying operating 
mechanism for the various tools and 
facilities which the system makes available. 

It is apparent that the approach taken 
here presents an entirely different feel to 
the user. The conceptual model, with which 
the user can understand the behavior of his 
support system, is much more familiar and 
task-related than has been generally true of 
computer-based support systems in the 
past. The design of the tools and facilities 
themselves is significantly affected by the 
power, flexibility, and naturalness of this 
model. I t  is a genuinely new way of thinking 
about computer use by humans, and about 
computer-based support systems. It is the 
authors' belief that this approach offers 
great potential, not only for immediat� 
application to programming environments, 
but for many other aspects of ITT's 
electronic products and professional 
environments. 
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Interface. 
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Thinking Ahead 

What 
to expect 
frotn 

teleconferencing 

Like other marvels of the 
electronic age, teleconferencing has 
been both oversold and underused. 
Though it has many potential uses, 
what managers know, or think they 
know, about it is generally based on 
misconceptions. Rather than relying 
only on vendors of teleconferencing, 
potential purchasers should first 
decide what their communication 
needs are, then choose the system that 
suits them best. These authors explain 
the new teleconferencing options and 
give guidelines for adapting them to a 
particular company. 

Mr. I oh an sen is a senior 
research fell ow at the Institute for the 
Future in Menlo Park, California. 
He has been tracking the teleconferenc
ing field for over ten years and is co
author of the book Electronic Meetings 
(Addison-Wesley, 1979). Ms. Bullen is 
assistant director of the Center for 
Information Systems Research, Sloan 
School of Management, MIT. This arti
cle is adapted from Mr. fohansen 's new 
book Teleconferencing and Beyond: 
Communications in the Office of the 
Future (McGraw-Hill, Data Communi
cations-Division, 1984). 

Robert I oh an sen and 

Christine Bullen 

By carefully 
exploring 

their own needs, 
users can realize 

the potential of this 
new technology 

D Since 1968, Bank of America 
executives in San Francisco and Los 
Angeles have met regularly without 
subjecting themselves to the pressures 
of commuter flights. Using handsome 
conference rooms decorated with oil 
paintings of the company's founding 
fathers, the users flip a single switch 
and are immediately connected to each 
other via a high-quality audio con
ferenc'ing system that allows them to 
converse. 

D Since 1975, IBM has had its 
own in-house system for still video 
conferencing. This system displays 
snapshot-like images on television 
monitors, accompanied by audio con
ferencing. Most of the participants 
have technical backgrounds and find 
the system useful for discussions 
that draw on charts, viewgraphs, or 
diagrams. 

D Since 1978, Procter & 
Gamble employees have had access to 
Confer- their own computer-based 
conferencing system. They can use the 
system directly, by typing their com
ments on computer terminals and 
checking periodically for new mes
sages, or indirectly, through secretaries 
or the company's mail system. These 

Editor's note: All references arc listed 
at the end of the article. 

text-based teleconferences are carried 
out over periods of weeks or months 
and involve managers from most divi
sions in the company. 

0 Since 198 1, Aetna Life and 
Casualty Company has used full
motion video teleconferencing to link 
its offices in downtown Hartford and 
in suburban Windsor, Connecticut. 
The full-color system requires virtu
ally no training to use. The data pro
cessing staff at these locations uses 
the system constantly. Aetna is now 
expanding the capability beyond the 
Hartford area to sites in other parts of 
the country. 

0 Since 1981, Hewlett-Packard 
has been using live video presentations 
by senior executives to introduce new 
products to its national sales force. Par
ticipants gather at their local offices, 
receive the product information from 
people who developed the item, and ask 
questions through an audio call-back. 

Such success stories are 
sparking the interest of managers 
throughout the country. The idea of 
linking corporate offices around the 
world by some form of teleconferencing 
for easy-and economical-business 
communication is certainly attractive 
to a CEO, a controller, or a harried mid
dle manager with a job to get done. The 
cost of moving people from place to 
place is escalating, as is the discomfort 
of the people being moved. While travel 
is still a perk for some, it's a pain for 
many, and managers grumble that there 
must be a better way. Teleconferencing 
is an answer to their pleas, but it is 
not a simple one. 

Although a rigid definition 
of teleconferencing would be prema
ture because the technology is chang
ing so quickly, we use the term to mean 
interactive group communication 
through any electronic medium. Audio 
and full-motion video are probably the 
best-known forms. Still video snap
shots also can be exchanged (often 
called "slow-scan" or "freeze-frame" 
teleconferencing), as can keyboarded 
messages ("computer conferencing" or 
"electronic mail"), drawings (for exam
ple, "electronic blackboard"), or page 
copies ("fax"). There are also options 
for large-group gatherings, in which 
hundreds of viewers watch a live video 
presentation and have the chance for 
question-and-answer follow-ups
usually via an audio network. These 
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events are often more like television 
productions than business meetings 
but are part of the wide generic class 
of meetings called teleconferences. 

One important difference 
among various forms of teleconferenc
ing is the time element. If all partici
pants are present simultaneously
regardless of location or time zone- the 
conference is synchronous, or "real 
time." Presently, most audio and video 
conferences are synchronous. If partici
pants can check into the conference 
when they wish, it is an asynchronous, 
or "store and�orward," conference. The 
use of voice message systems approach
es the concept of asynchronous audio 
conferencing, and electronic mail is 
introducing store-and-forward text 
communication. Exhibit I outlines 
rules of thumb for the various types of 
telecommunications systems. 

Common 
misconceptions 

Teleconferencing is not yet a 
develop�d industry, but it could soon 
become one, or perhaps part of several 
industries. The range of products is 
increasing, as is their quality. It is 
becoming easier to find an appropriate 
system and to/purchase or lease it. Still, 
it is an infant �dustry that is easily 
misconceived by potential users, who 
are likely to fall prey to some common 
misconceptions, as follows. 

High level of use. At present, 
the teleconferencing industry is busy 
holding conferences I usually face to 
face) about teleconferencing. The 
resulting flurry of brochures, speeches, 
and demonstrations creates the impres
sion of more activity than really exists. 

The 1983 Teleconferencing 
Directory lists 204 organizations that 
have some torm of permanent telecon
ferencing facilities. 1 That number has 
been growing slowly. We estimate that 
there are now about 75 organizations 
with permanently installed audio sys
tems in North America, 20 full video, 
and perhaps 100 still video or audio
graphic systems. Boeing, Allstate, Arco, 
and Liberty Mutual, for example, have 
private video t�leconferencing systems; 
Ford, IBM, and Hughes have slow-scan 
video systems; and Kellogg (Littleton, 
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Oon'tforgetabout8ood audio. 
StUlvldeo 
Use when focusisont.ip charts, 
overheads, or other3fmple 
graphlcs. 
Use for technically oriented 
discussions. 
Don't forget about good audio. 

Colorado), Darome Connection (Har
vard, Illinois), and Comex International 
(Danbury, Connecticut) have intercom
pany audio systems. There are many 
more semipermanent or portable sys
tems, especially for conference calling. 
These numbers, however, include pri
vate telephone companies and systems 
vendors that have a built-in interest in 
the field. Also, finding systems in daily 
use is difficult. There are many experi
menters but far fewer steady users, even 
today. Most users are what Elliot Gold, 
publisher of the most widespread news
letter on teleconferencing, describes 
as "tire kickers." 

A study of full-motion and 
slow-scan video teleconferencing users 
supports this point. The study sur
veyed U.S. domestic business users 
whose systems had been in place for at 
least six months during 1981, were in 
use a minimum of 20 hours per month, 
and were used primarily for business 
meetings. Telephone operating compa
nies were excluded. Even by these 
rather broad criteria, only ten systems 
qualified. z That number grew in 1982 
and 1983, but not rapidly. 

The teleconferencing indus
try is concentrating on promotion of 
the concept, as is appropriate for the 
early stages of new product marketing. 

(5) 

Use when the focus is on drawing or documents. 
Seltaet a graphtcs system carefully, 
baed on your needs. 
Consider personal computer graph
ics as woU as�ms marketed for 
teleconferencing. 
Don't forget about good audio. 
Audio 
Use when visual communication is 
unimportant 
Use when you can't afford visual aids. 
Don't forget about good audio. 
Text 

Use when participants have trouble 
scheduling meetings. 
Use when participants are comfortable using keyboards. 
Use when tasks are adaptable to 
text-only communication or when 
oornputer-based resources are 
important. 

Potential users should not assume, 
however, that its portrayal of actual 
use is accurate. 

Best for travel substitution. 
Even though it is mostly a mirage, 
travel substitution is still the com
monest justification for teleconferenc
ing. New entrants in the field are 
almost always drawn to this idea. Ten 
years of experience, however, yield few 
convincing examples of direct travel 
substitution. Indeed, in some cases 
travel increased with use of tele
conferencing. 

We do not mean to say that 
teleconferencing cannot help reduce 
travel or eliminate certain types of 
undesirable travel. But there is more to 
it than unlocking the door to the tele
conferencing room and adding up the 
travel savings. Teleconferencing, if it 
works, will change the way business 
communicates. Travel patterns may 
change but probably not predictably, 

and almost certainly, teleconferencing 
will not substitute directly for travel. 
Nevertheless, travel statistics are the 
easiest and the safest quantitative 
justification for acquisition of the 
equipment. 

Audio is simple. One sur
prise for new users is that audio sys
tems are the most technically difficult 

u 
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of any component-even in a video 
·conferencing facility. However, high- · 
quality audio systems have been used 
successfully for many tasks that users 
were convinced would require video. 
Furthermore, audio is improving with 
the development of high-quality 
microphones that do not require elabo
rate acoustical treatment. 

The acceptable range in 
video quality is usually much broader 
than that of audio. Slightly fuzzy pic
tures of participants or less crisp letters 
in viewgraphs will not ruin a meeting; 
but the inability to hear clearly what is 
being said will. Unfortunately, new 
users often learn this the hard way. 
After companies have invested a great 
deal in the latest video equipment, 
some new teleconferencing rooms fail 
because of poor audio. This is often 
viewed (incorrectly) as a failure of users 
to accept the new technology. 

Substitution for face-to-face 
meetings. Many users fail to grasp the 
full potential of the new technology 
and try to create teleconferencing sys
tems in the image of face-to-face com
munication . This sort of horseless
carriage thinking is limiting. Though 
personal meetings are the most famil
iar, they are not always best for busi
ness communications. At times, an 
electronic meeting is preferable. 

The computer conferencing 
systems now used by several thousand 
employees at Procter & Gamble illus
trate the main advantages of meetings 
at which participants are not present 
simultaneously. Reading entries from 
others and making their own com
ments, users come and go according to 
their own schedules. They remain in 
their normal work environment, with 
access to resource materials and time 
to consider their responses. Thus, the 
meeting becomes extended over time 
and lin some cases) time zones. Trying 
to schedule a face-to-face meeting of 
the same participants would be frus
trating at best. 

Favorable occasions for elec
tronic meetings are just beginning to 
come to light. Imagine a manufactur
ing assembly l ine that malfunctions 
during the night shift. A full-motion 
video recording of the line could be 
made immediately and sent electroni
cally to engineers in three distant cit
ies,-along with a verbal description of 
the problem and perhaps some sketches 
showing what the on-site engineer 

thinks might be wrong. When the engi
neers at the three remote sites arrive at 
work, tl'te messages are waiting for 
them. After studying these reports, they 
are ready for a synchronous electronic 
meeting to troubleshoot the problem. 

Business meetings make up 
an incredibly large &action of many 
managers' time, anywhere from 30% 
to 70% .-\ Teleconferencing implies 
changes in this critical aspect of the 
business day. So organizational change 
is the main event when teleconferenc
ing is implemented-whether or not 
the implementers recognize this 
process. 

Teleconferencing has the 
potential to change not just meetings 
but business communication in gen
eral . The guiding question should be: 
What might the medium allow us to do 
that we cannot do now? The compa
nies that take this question seriously 
will be the ones that exploit its great 
promise. Potential users must deter
mine their requirements, understand 
their needs, and design a system to suit 
those needs. So far, the teleconferenc
ing industry has been driven by the 
technology producers, which is not 
unusual in an infant business. Until 
users begin pressing for capabilities to 
meet their needs and wants, the indus
try will remain technology driven and 
confused about what teleconferencing 
is and can become. 

Critical success factors 

The concept of critical suc
cess factors ICSFsl is normally used 
when identifying "things that must go 
right" for an individual to succeed in 
his or her job or a company to succeed 
in its industry. We think the concept is 
useful to examine what is critical for 
successful teleconferencing. Here we 
discuss four major factors. 

Clear business requirement. 
A teleconferencing system cannot be 
introduced successfully to a corporate 
environment as the latest panacea for 
office productivity; nor does it work to 
introduce the procedure as an experi
mental toy. Such approaches lead to 
only passing interest and use, rendering 
systems expensive failures and leaving 
users disappointed if not angry. The 

technology must address a specific task 
or area of need. Managers must be con
vinced that they are getting value, that 
they are gaining support in accom
plishing an important task, and that 
they are helping productivity. 

Some business needs are ob
vious, and teleconferencing adds value 
by answering those needs. In other 
cases, teleconferencing adds value only 
subtly. Hoffman-LaRoche Laboratories, 
for example, uses audio teleconferenc
ing with remote slide projection to con
duct new product training for its large, 
scattered sales force. Teleconferenc-
ing improves coordination among the 
various salespeople so that informa
tion about new products reaches cus
tomers quickly. Other pharmaceutical 
companies are using teleconferencing 
to encourage communication among 
their scientists engaged in upstream 
R&D activities. Here the value added 
is even harder to measure, but it may 
be at least as important. 

Accurate needs assessment. 
As important as identifying a clear 
business requirement is understanding 
the nature of the work involved. 

Managers can use the CSF 
interview technique to elicit from 
potential users the chief tasks telecon
ferencing could facilitate.' �ecause the 
CSF interview emphasizes 'critical 
tasks, it also clarifies whatforrn the 
technological support neeqs to take. 
For example, if the showing of docu
ments or drawings is a key 1element las 
opposed to seeing particip�ts face-to
face and reading body lan�age ), then 
slow-scan video technology can sup
port the meeting well and full-motion 
video is unnecessary. For example, a 
major personal computer vendor found 
that immediate access to current prod
uct information was critical for region
al sales representatives. The company 
installed a computer conferencing 
system to provide this. 

For many companies, assess
ing needs has meant browsing through 
vendor brochures or assigning a junior 
staff person to develop a questionnaire 
overnight. Clearly, the process is too 
important to receive such perfunctory 
treatment. It is key to the successful 
use of teleconferencing .. � 

Just asking people as they 
file out of a conference room, "Could 
you have conducted that meeting with 
slow-scan video plus audio and fax? "  
does not work either. People need to try 
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Electronic mail 
versus tele
conferencing 

People familiar with electronic 
mail often ask what differenti
ates electronic mail from com
puter conferencing. Electronic 
mail is the private, one-time 
transmission of a message and 
receipt of a reply. Unless the 
user initiates an order ("com
mand'") to save the interaction, 
it disappears. Computer con
ferencing, on the other hand, 
maintains an ongoing "'tran
script'" of the interactions among 
many people, and the electronic 
file of entries represents the pro
ceedings. Electronic mail, then, 
is a person-to-person medium, 
while computer conferencing is 
group oriented. There is no rea
son why the same system can
not perform both functions, but 
most of today's systems special
ize in only one. 

various teleconferencing options be
fore they know what they need, which 
often makes introducing telecon
ferencing an adventurous process. 

Learning from experience. 
Many teleconferencing failures can be 
traced to an inability to learn from ex
perience. It should be possible to trans
fer to teleconferencing the positive 
experience and the intelligence gained 
from successful information systems 
and office systems projects. But such 
a transfer of learning is not easy. 

The newcomer to telecon
ferencing who tries to learn through 
reading must sift through a bewilder
ing array of articles, products, case 
studies, and vendor claims. Ten years 
have generated a lot of information, 
along with a lot of noise. The first syn
thesis of teleconference evaluations 
found over 200 studies of audio, video, 
and computer-based teleconferencing 
in 1979.' There are perhaps twice that 
number now. About half of the studies 
have never been published formally or 
distributed broadly, making it difficult 
to dig out candid information. 

While it is true that compa
nies in some industries (for example, 
energy and telecommunications) can 
benefit from publicizing their use of 
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teleconferencing, incentives are low for 
user organizations to publicize their 
teleconferencing experiences, either 
successes or failures. Although a small 
support network exists of people con
cerned,' important experiences with 
teleconferencing often go undocument
ed and are lost to a company when key 
people move on to something else. 

Importance of culture. A fur
ther complication is that each com
pany-or group within the company
has a culture that sets the tone for 
business meetings. By culture we mean 
the unspoken clues that guide behav
ior within a group: the shape of the con· 
ference table, the type of chairs, the 
thickness of the carpeting, the loca
tion of the system in relation to other 
parts of the office building, and so on. 
Bank of America's executive telecon
ference room, for example, has a tone 
very different from the Stanford Linear 
Accelerator Center's (SLACI telecon
ference room for research physicists. 
The bank's executives would not feel 
at home amid the chalk dust of the 
SLAC room, and SLAC's scientists 
would not be at home sitting around 
a mahogany table. Unfortunately, many 
teleconference rooms are more consis
tent with the culture of the telecommu
nication departments that built them 
than with that of the intended users. 

Of course, the people who 
can best understand the needs and 
culture of the users will be the users 
themselves-or at least people who are 
sensitive to the users. Many failures in 
teleconferencing can be traced to situa
tions in which the momentum, and 
thus the cultural influence, is never 
transferred from the system builders to 
the system users. At Procter & Gamble, 
for instance, the R&D and engineering 
divisions introduced teleconferencing. 
The telecommunications and systems 
group played an important support 
and service role, but the momentum 
came from the users. 

One of the most successful 
video teleconferencing systems illus
trates the importance of culture. The 
private, four-city system at Ohio Bell 
was originally assembled from surplus 
videotape equipment. It is not a flashy 
system, and therefore telecommunica
tions experts tend to ignore it. Yet it 
works. Indeed, when frequency of use 
is taken as the measure of success, it is 
much more successful than most high
tech systems. 

(7) 

Ohio Bell's system is accept· 
e<l because it matches the culture of 
the user organizations. The arrange
ment of the room, the table, the chairs, 
and the colors on the walls all reflect 
the typical tone of an Ohio Bell work 
environment. It is an attractive alterna
tive to a very uncomfortable drive 
across Ohic. The low-tech appearance 
of the Ohio Bell system is much more 
the state of the art (and has been for 
several years) than is an elaborate high
tech image-at least in settings where 
the primary users are nontechnical. 

Somewhat different is the 
example of Digital Equipment Corpora
tion, which has its own helicopter fleet 
for transporting employees among the 
numerous Massachusetts and New 
Hampshire company sites. But bad 
weather can ground helicopters, and 
some employees don't like to fly in 
them. So DEC built full-motion color 
video conferencing "transporter" 
rooms in its locations in these two 
states. In addition to the clear business 
need, the DEC culture, which readily 
accepts new technology, has contribut
ed to the system's success. The rooms
more high-tech than Ohio Bell's-are 
designed to fit the diverse needs and 
the culture of the users. 

Likely effects 

Teleconferencing has evolved 
independently from other electronic 
technologies used in offices. Although 
viewed more as an extension of the 
telephone than as a companion to the 
office computer or word processor, it is 
indeed an information system that 
will fit into the office of the future. 

Experience with other infor
mation systems is similar to that of 
teleconferencing. Information systems 
have evolved from the early data pro
cessing days, in which applications de
veloped mainly in the accounting and 
operations areas. The line manager ben
efitted only indirectly from these infor
mation systems (if in fact the printed 
reports churned out so regularly could 
be viewed as a benefit) since for most 
managers, and virtually all top execu
tives, the information was not timely 
or crucial. 

In the past few years, informa
tion systems have moved dramatically 
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away from narrow accounting-oriented 
applications to applications for manage
rial support. Through advances in com
puters, communications, and software, 
managers and executives now have the 
potential for direct access to timely, use
ful information-both internal and 
external to their organizations. As more 
sources of data are integrated through 
the use of these systems, we are mov
ing toward the office of the future. 

Teleconferencing should be 
viewed as a branch in the family of 
office systems technologies. The ability 
to get information from people directly 
-regardless of their physical location -
is critical. Most people-scientists, 
managers, secretaries-seek informa
tion from colleagues before searching 
written sources. In this sense, a telecon
ferencing system is also a "managerial 
support system." Indeed, a better name 
for emphasizing its role in supporting 
individuals in the task of business com-
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munication might be a "communica
tion support system." 

Some organizations are inte
grating traditional data and text pro
cessing systems with teleconferencing 
technologies and creating elaborate 
new systems. Already, there are exam
ples of teleconferencing supported by 
computer access to data and modeling 
tools . During a meeting, participants 
can consult a computer-based model to 
evaluate alternative proposals. "What 
if?" questions can be asked of the 
model as inputs to the discussion and 
decision-making process. Computer
generated graphics can be used to pre
sent the results of these analyses to the 
teleconference participants. Reports on 
file in text processing systems can be 
accessed, updated, and transmitted as 
well. Integrating these technologies for 
effective support of managers and 
executives is a big challenge for the 
present. 

' :• .  '" . .. ..  

Face-to-face meetings and 
electronic meetings will become less 
and less alike as we move beyond the 
current "horseless carriage" stage. It 
will become easier to gather the right 
people at meetings, to have better prep
aration before and during meetings, to 
coordinate better with decentralized 
sites, and to spread human expertise 
within the company. 

The tone of the meetings 
will change as the requirements of 
business communication, rather than 
the protocol of face-to-face meetings, 
become the driving force. In particular, 
computers will play increasingly 
important roles in electronic meetings. 
The emerging capabilities of electronic 
media will be used to pursue business 
goals in aggressive new ways, rather 
than to imitate the characteristics of 
face-to-face meetings. There will be 
new opportunities to make informed 
choices among various types of meet-
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ings, including, of course, the option of 
meeting in person. 

Teleconferencing, when 
mixed with computing, will provide 
the building blocks for new forms of 
organization. For example, since the 
physical location of employees will 
become less important in selecting the 
best person to do a given job, compa
nies may not have to sacrifice valuable 
employees when a spouse's career 
change requires relocation. Control 
Data Corporation (CDC) has used vari
ants of teleconferencing to retain such 
employees. Although CDC is one of 
the few companies involved in this 
form of "telecommuting," its action 
represents longer-term trends and 
business opportunities for aggressive 
companies. 11 

The incentives to use tele
conferencing ought to be at least as 
attractive as travel. For example, each 
use of teleconferencing could earn 
credits toward benefits that were val
ued by the particular users -perhaps a 
personal computer or even a free 
vacation. The challenge is to create 
attractive incentives for potential user 
groups, incentives that benefit both the 
company and the employee. 

Other cost reductions result 
from avoiding problems. For example, 
the Boeing Corporation says that the 
greatest saving from its teleconferenc
ing system comes from the ability 
of engineers at remote locations to 
catch problems that might otherwise 
go unnoticed. These Boeing engineers 
rely on audio .and still photographs of 
drawings and charts, both sent easily 
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over the system, and use motion video 
for special situations, such as inter
viewing test pilots immediately after 
test flights. In all these cases, telecon
ferencing has dramatically lowered the 
costs and removed the difficulty of fre
quent travel among sites in the Seattle
Tacoma area. 

A pharmaceutical R&D 
group can use teleconferencing to coor
dinate and thus speed up the effort 
needed to move a new drug from the 
laboratory to the market. The focus 
here is on simplifying the often awk
ward logistics of bringing together peo
ple from various parts of the company 
who must play a role in the introduc
tion of a drug. Because this industry 
often is subject to time pressures due 
to great competition, the necessary 
safety experts, legal advisers, and oth
ers need to have quick and easy ways to 
communicate. 

Often, a company finds that 
teleconferencing has brought about 
unexpected changes in the organiza
tional structure and communication 
network. For example, teleconferenc
ing, particularly via computers, has 
often opened new channels of commu
nication that tend to flatten-or at 
least change-corporate hierarchies. 
The new system provides the means 
for junior staff or staff in remote loca
tions to communicate directly with 
those in power. 

Teleconferencing can have 
both negative and positive aspects; for 
example, the ability of managers to 
keep closer contact and control, which 
is an advantage to them, may make 
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workers feel restricted. Also, a lack of 
face-to-face meetings could narrow 
contacts and professional develop
ment. All the effects cannot be cata
loged yet, but some can be anticipated. 
Exhibit II presents our summary of 
likely impacts. 

Making it work 

There is no cookbook for 
successful teleconferencing, but it is 
important for managers to choose a 
proper configuration of the technology 
for their needs. Exhibit Ill presents a 
framework for making choices. It is 
organized around four basic functions. 

Each option is described 
functionally to emphasize the action 
the user perceives, not the technology 
involved. The wanted action points to 
the type of equipment needed. For 
example, if drawing is a necessary 
input, the next question is, what form 
of output is wanted? Graphic docu
ments may be desired, as well as still 
visuals to display work in progress. 
Next, would some form of computer 
graphics be useful to assist in free-hand 
drawing? Finally, must there be inter
action among participants (which 
would require a shared drawing space) 
or is one-way sending sufficient? 
Would all the participants be present 
simultaneously, or would they want to 
work in an asynchronous mode? And 
so on. 

Once such basic choices are 
made, integration becomes crucial: 
How many of these functions must 
work together in a single system? What 
other inputs, outputs, or computer aids 
should be added? 

Cost factors are also bound 
to play a role, and possible systems are 
likely to give way to practical systems. 
This process will be an iterative one, 
resulting in one or more teleconferenc
ing configurations described by func
tion. Some hardware issues and many 
software issues are involved in design
ing functional systems, but the design
ers of such systems must have an 
accurate sense of how the systems will 
actually be used. 

Because teleconferencing 
changes one of the most basic business 
activities, business communication, 
the manager trying to introduce it 

V 
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plays a delicate role. But if handled 
carefully, teleconferencing can become 
an important part of the growing array 
of office information systems. 
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COM MUNICATION AND MANAGEMENT SUPPORT 
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I .  INTRODUCTION 
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A Syscan Dentopmenc Support Envaranffltl'lc cha& wuu In 
commun1auon and manalffllfllC casks o( software pro ;ecc mcmbcn 
should a&d che devetopmenc o( larce. evoluuonvy compu<er 
systemL The envu·onn,enc p� ,n chil paper will include 
1ncegraced apab1UC1a (Of' project manasancnc. syscem naluaaon. 
documenwton/hdp. and tncdllgenc cammuntauon b«wen 
desapers/uscn. and athcr die syscem or ocher daapm. The pu 
,, to have che envaronmau hdp call«r. orpni&e and dlsMmina&e 
1n(ormauon abouc a pro ,ecr. uainr a model o( che undetlyin( 
system. The WGC'k is bued on the idea thac people perform 
•eommunaauon Acu• (ACTs) such u: quacionang. CTiPinJ. 
plannlnf, requestlft( or infomung. while tncenmnc with I System. 
and chu procmint cf chese ACTs an be aucomaced. A 
Taxonomy of 4111mp1t• ACTs has been craced from inklal. 
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2. MOTIVATION 
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avo l u t i an or oavet op•cnt? 

The answer co boch at ttiae quadana can be aced In a aangte 
word: COMMUNICATION. 

Setter software envtronmcnu can be de•tlaptd bJ lllldytnc and 
underscand,ng chc wa, people accuau, behave while inceracang 
wtrh a computer syscem. and usinr \nowlcd&" abouc the :auses 
and solutions of. problcma ttMy encauncer. 
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Un1nnuy of Southwestern Louisiana 
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amonr chemsetva or wkh the syscem (see chan below). The sa,dy 
wu based on a small sample of daa and a sunple cvaJuaaon. 
Every acUon daagncn made durtnr a penod cl ume they were 
using Che system wu recorded. Thffl che daa wu tfftewtd and 
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Complisimnt ---- IJ"I. 

Pltinmnt atl Ducsu,um - 141. 

r�nt n:uttttt COll'lmaw _ z,i 

The results show thu designtn only spate 1/5 cf their time 
wort:.tnr wtch die existing sysc,m. and thac mvdl communicUlon 
aatvity wu nae beinr handled by th� syuem. 

Problems anse when so much acUvuy invalYtd in scftwve 
developmenc must be performed exctusively by humans. 
Breakdowns In communtac1on are rhe cause at mapr problems tn 
software devetopmenr. Of evoluuon. because commun,aaon plays 
such a large part in che programnung process. An uude by 
Keider [Kcider-7-tJ Siva a Ii.IC ot rnsocu ror pro,ca rulure. Mose 
or the.Id rnsons Involve communtcaaon brnkdown, whieh lads ca 
lneff'ecttve.pro zect manapncnc. 

Another prabfem of so(cwve dtstl"ffl. namely llao, ''°""' in 
building syscema. occun when daipm (particularly new pro jea 
members) do noc have tools to ud chffll ln communtauon. 
Communacacson and cnanapmenc aatviua occur dunnr che itre 
cydc" of a software syucm. A solcwan lire cycle cmc 
distnbucaon (ran, a scudy by Zdltowiei (Zelltowacz-':8) and 
repanecl by Ledbeaer (Ledbffltr-'0l shows thac 67i of softwve 
cost ts autibuced to nwnt111c&"M1. M unrenance (or ewolutian) costs 
have bftfl reduced up to '70' when daap too1I. wtlh 
allowances (Of growth and cn&na!fflltflC Cechniqua. art UMd. 
Simdarty, capabllltta planned for Che upmmencal environment. 
described In thil paper. should cancribuce co CUUinC soRwve lite 
cyde coses. 

Creactnr an envtronmenc co enhance cammunaaaon amonr 
designers ii part&cularly 1,npananc whlft Che dmda and 
1mpllcacion1 of a cacnplex 1yuern are noc 11ndmmod. There 
wUI be an even grcacer need rot cammunacaaon cools in the 
rucure. pantcularly In large. compta rtMVCh mv1ranmenu. 
Therefore. chil work is boch cou eKecuve and a vtlid endnvar. 
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3. SYSTEM/USER INTERACTIONS 

This section will concentrate on the problems of handling 
commun1cat1on informacion chac rtsulu from user interaction with 
a large, complex, evolutionary syscem. 

In evolutsonary system design, a small version of 1 lug� system is 
,mplemenced, used, evaluated and then expanded. The ftnal · 
vers,on is noc determined before the bu&lding takes place. This 
process, called structur,d 11owtle [Sandewall-781 relies on 
commun1catton among the designers/users. Scruaured growth an 
be rac11itaced by determining, chrough interaction wuh the user, 
what 1nf ormation should be recorded. This recorded Information, 
resultmg from designer plans, gripes. questions. responses. ecc.. muse 
then be properly organized and disseminated. 

A s  a system is growtng, breakdowns or secondary subgoals that 
arise during designer/user interaction wach a system can impede 
progress coward the users's lnmal goal For example. a user might 
have to solve a pan1cular problem u a result or an error or might 
need a schedule or what co do after a task is comple<ed. In this 
work, such a subgoal Is called a communication •ACT', in 
accordance with che S /mcl& Aa theory of linguistia [Sevle-781 To 
•process" an ACT, the user's intentions are synthesized Into 
elementary aaions, including same suggested by the envtronmenr. 
This synthesis will be described lacer in more de<ail in Section 5. 

A CTs are processed by recording, orpnaZing and disseminating 
in(ormation, thereby aiding the user, u well u the structured 
growth of the system: These activities form the basts or system
aided dev,toper communication. An ACT Taxonomy, created by 
analyzing daca of user/system interactions. gives examples or simple 
A CTS (see Figure). These form che majOr camponenu ct complex 
A CTS. 

Examples or complex ACTs. collected in the informal designer 
behavior studies described above, art presented (in non-edlCed 
form). They are classified according co the ACT Taxonomy. 

This daca was collected rrom various sources. including: 

( l J  c0«1men ts Mr i t ten bV users dur i ng 1eos i ono M i th 
an evo lu t i onary computer svste• 
<2> no tes taken fro• de■ono tra t i ons of thi s svs tom 
and 

(3 J  i nformat i on recorded on •gr i pe and change• 
f i l es for o ther l argo sy1 te■o (e. g. I NTERLISP) , 

Q.uestion 
., Tom, a,/a,n a,ill ,au now tit, n,a, r,mion ,ldd,, 
·) How do I dtlttt nod,s1 
• W ,., is it ,,,routint a contm1 
• W /tat u ,,,oto-11tuf11 

I nform 
• Try difftrrnt USP onston (as ,,;,,on tri,s to soJ'llt tit, 
problm and notkts tltat a nn, umion of I..ISP Is runnlnt) 

• I will leaut o r,mion of tit, nu, compiltr '""'' bj Frld4<J 
,. A nn, utrslon ltas btm crtattd. 
• W ate/a for clian111 ln tAls pan. 
,. T la• fJurpos, of tltu Ju.n,tlon ls to flrlnl protOl-j;,s in o 
raittr rn, 

Taxono1ny of Simple Communication ACTs 

Cripe 
., PR.PROTS won't rtad '"1 nd,s 
• T l&tr, art l'tJIO wa1s of doinr tli, 1am, tlilnt, 
• N ttd I pa.ct to ma4, it ruar4. 
• Tri,d to Jlrint amcpU,d rulu ruit/a no r,svlt. 

Plan 

,) W, nttd a print,r far "•llu.tfint 
• W lam sAould tltu bt don,1 

Request 

• St1v1, 1'lta11 dang, tit, prlnt prOlot,tm ln tltis 01a1 
,. W /eat art "'' currmt jobs1 

Ea.ch datum does noc suggest a unique simple ACT, buc ts actually 
a complex composition of many simple ACTS and related 
processing. The reasan is that the processing or one ACT involves 
ochers (e.g., a question of the system may entail a complain& abouc 
a problem and a possible request or promise to lix it). 

This data gave rise to the idea or communication ACTs. The 
results helped co determine whac ACTs are usually performed 
when users interact with a system and how the ACTs are handled, 
so that an environment to automate the process could be designed. 

V 
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The studies demonurated that frequenciy, ,mplemencors recorded 
communacauon and management informauon an in un11ruaured, 
unumely manner, wachout the help or the system to handle relaled 
tasks. The system also did not help 1n organizing and 
disseminating 1nformauon, or lisu of problems. schedules and 
plans. As usual. the users were expected to perform these tasks by 
hand, wathour a consistent or integrated method. Some or the 
disadvantages of recording informauon by hand (i.e.. using a 
notebook) during or after a session with a system are described 
below, followed by a proposed solution. 

Only a certain k ind of ACT. such as a gripe lbouc a deftnace bug, 
as captured usang hand written nocebooks. An ACT which 
requarn discussion or results from a previous ACT, such as a 
design decision or a response, 1s usually nOl recorded. When hand 
methods are used, the processing of ACTs is usually deferred, 
causang anrormacion to be f orgouen, and is often haphazard. 
Tasks (other A CTs) related to a specified ACT (such as recording 
the state of the system when a problem occurs and adding the 
problem to a •bug" list) are not performed. The biggest 
disadvantage of processang ACTs by hand 1s chac 1nlormuion 
becomes unavailable. Notebooks and manuals ire lose or 
masplaced: blackboards are erased . 

M any of the problems in processing ACTs can be eliminated by 
using knowledge about ACTs co guide the 1nceraa1on between the 
envaronmenc and the user. The environment can also make 
suggestions so that all relevant information II recorded properly, 
organazed immedlaceiy and disseminated when needed. For 
example, the environment should ask. ror relevant raas when a 
designer states a warning or a plan, and the users should be given 

. . ·he opuon of .whac should be displayed when warnings or 
·'- �chedules appear. 

A support environmenc which would help process che ACT: 

,� Fun,titm PR ntttls to bl claangtd to bt PRINT itUtttUl of 
M APC 

could try to: 
( 1 )  de ter111 i ne i f  PR Mat a knoMtt tunct i on, (and i f  
so> -> 
(2) f i gure out uho wrote PR: 

(3) aeK the user i f  a •essage shoul d  be sent to the 
person, (a l ong M i th other i nformat i on) : 
(4 )  l i s t  the prob l em as a current fmg ( I f i t  was 
no t a l ready l i s ted) and& 
(5)  warn o ther users of the prob l em. 

To summaraze: Chas work. consisu of uruaurtng commun&wton 
c�ks necessary for orpn1zaUon and management of evolutionary 
campucer systems � ACTs.. Scruaurang ,nc{uda analyzing 
user/syscem ,nceraaions. class&fying communteac1on ACTs according. 
to a taxonomy and codifying the knowledge necessary to procaa 
them. 

4. TAR C ET SYSTEM 

A programming pro Ject in which programmers are developing a 
large system, referred co as a 'Target System", was needed to tnt 
the ideu presented here. The project wodated with the 
evoluc,onary knowledge-based program synthaas system. CHI 
[P hillips-8 1 1 was chosen co gaan developmenc support by having 
an env ironment built ror it. The inajOr funa,ons of CHI wall be 

1....._ _2viewed co demonstnce the suppon needed ror CHI, and how 
· ......,,.cHI tools can be used. 

CH( can be described as an excremely smart compiler which 
cransf orms high-level program specificacaons into executable code. 
CH I may also be thought of u a set of tools that man1pularn · all 
components of the compalauon process, Including the smart 
compiler. From another point oi view, CHI is a sec of rules about 
how to carry out the translacaon process. how to use the coots. and 
how to apply the rules themselves to these tasks. All the 
programming knowledge, tools and even rhe smart compiler can 
operate on each other. For example, the compiler can compile rules 
thar tell the compiler how to compile rules. ecc. The suppon 
env ironmenc can take advantage ot this selr knowledge and 
re(erenuality [Phillips-SOL 

CHI consists of a very high-level language called V and an 
ob jeetbue o( knowledge. V 1s capable of expressing programming 
constructs, such as sets, mappings. etc.. as well as rules for 
expressing knowledge. The ob jectbase consuu of descriptions of 
the constructs and other ,nowledge. 

The support environment for CHI will be ,nregraced into the CHI 
system, and will make use of its reatures. The goal is to make the 
support environment consiStenc with the CHI desigwy philosophy, 
convenient to use and based on aaual designer/user behavior. 

5, SUPPORT INTERFACE AND PROCESSINC ISSUES 

A natural system/user interface was needed for the environment. 
Possibilities included natural language, database query languages 
and system command languages. Onphlcs. speech and ocher 
advanced technology methods were not considered. 

Since the problem domain ot CHI is •programming", and a. 
language ror spec1fy1ng progruns a.lready exists in CHI, this very 
high-level extendible language, V, wu chosen u the Interface 
language. Several raaors support this choice • 

• The daca of CHI, namely programs and knowledge of 
programming. is wraaen in V. 

• The users of CHI should be experienced programmers who 
wilt have already learned the V language. 

• Exlsang cools and capabilities of CHI Involving V can be 
used. 

• CHI would remain a •c1osed• system [Phillips-801 

Existing features of CHI which can be used In buikltng its suppon 
env &ronmenc are shown below. 

I. CH I's object oraented description base can be excmded co 
include descr&ptions ror ACTs and related support data. 

2. Knowledge about ACTs. the proJ«t and the system can 
be distributed throughout the system, JUIC u programming 
knowledge is currendy distributed. 

3. ACTs can be represented as V program&. allowtnr 1 
nacural user incerf ace. by adding 1ntencaon conscruas ta 
CHrs own YffJ high level specaflcac1on language. V. 

i. Ru les for processing ACTs can be added to CHl's rule 
base. 

5. Plans can be conscruaed for communtcauon becween a 
user and the system, or a designer. These plans are similar 
to CHJ's high level plans ror synthesis and algorithm 
dnign. 



In order to understand how V can be used u a support interface 
and representation language. we must review the use of V In CHI. 
CH I uses the language V to describe systems. Tnnsf ormauon 
rules then reftne V cansuucu into consuucu ,n an executable 
language. T.he extendible constructs are represented in CHI', 
ob j«tbase. Q.uestlons about the ob Jl!Clbase can be expressed u V 

programs which calculate the answers. Then CHI can synthesize 
the programs using the ob jfctbase and ocher CHI ob jecU ailed 
rules. 

Thas same process of accessing the ob Jectbase can be used to 
perform ACTs. V programs representing ACTs can be ronned 
rram very high level construcu ror recording, searching and 
d lssem1nat1ng anfarmauan, and the V description of the support 
environment ob _J«tbase (proJ«t infarmauon, eu:. which is part or 
the CHI ob iectbase). Rules can then reline these ACTs into 
executable code. The results of proceuing the ACTs wall depend 
u pon the database, user 1nterac:1on and the existing sme or the 
system. A ltern�tive A CT programs can be created. 

ln1t1ally, we can extend V and write one seep transformauon rules 
which  reline our construcu to executable routines. These 
cnnsfarmat1cn steps lacer can be developed further, or the ACT 
programs can be rewrmen in wme kernel of V. The effect will be 
to lee p roperties. ob _JeCts (V constructs) and rules (knowledge) aid 
CHI users 1n :-epresenung facu about the mrlironm111t and the 
,,,ojtet, JUSt u they have done for facts about ;,ogramming. 

The way A CTs are handled depends on various factors. The 
experience of the user wilt determine the way an ACT is specified. 
A designer should be able to perform an ACT by synthesmng a V 
expression on the spoc. A less expertenced user could access a 
library cf V programs (ACTs), which handle proJecl management 
and communicauon tasks. The V programs. represented as CHI 
ob _JeCrs. would function u commands: Techniques. such u a menu 
of commands. would further simplify the user's task. 

W hen ACTs are synthesized, custom tailoring wilt be allowed. For 
example. :he amount. type, form and timing of the inf ormauon 
handled should be opr1onal and vary according to the particular 

· muauon of how and when it is needed. Some ACTS should be 
performed automaucally. The ACT to •Pnnt all (overdue) tasks• 
could be performed whenever a �ser enters CHI. Also, cerwn 
users should be able co have priority to perform particular ACTs. 
For example, 1 manager may be the only one who an gtve out 
tasks and delete chem. 

6. APPROACH AND FRAMEWORK 

This section covers the dynamic, evolunonary approach of CHl's 
support environment. Its capabalir1es ire described and a work. 
plan 1s given, along with 1 user scenario. 

Pusiv� interface systems, such as typical documentation assistance 
systems. do noc include a •model" of the process of intenct1an. 
Some user help systems, or apprenuce-like pro Jl!CU. are d111amk 1n 
thac they do ancorporace a model or the user (Rich-79 and 
Oenesererh-78}: The user's ,1an can be matched against a set of 
known plans to explain or infer actions. However, the domain or 

actions is propammint, rather than commwucation of s1sttm dtsip. 
These systems lack sufficient knowledge abac.at commun1cat1on. 

The environment proposed here will be dynamic. but not 1n the 
sense of •modeling" the user's plan to solve the initial problem of 
creaung a program [McCune-791 The ACTS which will be 
processed are 1nmated when 1nterrupuons of the user's inmal plan 
occur. Therefore, it 1s the user's •,rrapliat" plan within a pamcular 

A CT that che system models, using il.nowledge lbout ACTS 1nd 
interaction WHh the user. The term •implicit" 1s used because the 
system can make suggestions to handle tasks that the user might 
n0< i:i-! aware of having wanted to perform. A •model• of the 
target .mtem (CH() and the env1ronmer: iuelf, including its 
structure and descrapuon, will also be used. 

The env ironment will be •tVoiutionary" as well as dynamic. This 
means chat the 1n1tial version of the support environment can be 
used to as.s1st in ats own growch, a.s well as CHI's. Feedback from 
users can help the designers make proper changes and addiuons. 
This includes informauon about features that users prefer or 
d islike. The actual knowledge about processang ACTS could also 
be modified in th is rash ion so chat an extended environment could 
•t,arn" ( ,.e., the developers could add the knowledge that promises 
usually follow requesu ). 

Such performance evaluauon can be extended co the target system. 
Information collected about which feacures and tools people use, u 
welt as which components ind ob Jec:CS the system uses, could 
enh ance the system's strucwred growth. Consider the amplicauons. 
for example, of knowing that 1 certain rule 1� CHI is never 
referenced� perhaps 1t 1s stated incorrectly or is irrelevant. 
T herefore, just as CHI has aided in the development of algorithms. 
the support en vuonment will help 1n the development of CHI 
itself. 

The support environment will provide the target system with 
various capabdiues in a conmcent and effective way. The 
capabilities include: pro iect mana�ment, system evaluauon. 
documentation/help and intelligent message sending. It is 
important that support be readily ivaalable without the user 
h aving co change environments. Therefore, these are net 
separate subsystems; they are integrated domains of knowledge 
represented as rules. 

ACT knowledge wall be added to the environment in the form of 
rules which ( 1 )  handle input. 1ccess and diSplay of the support 
d atabase, (2) perform other related ACTs and (3) intena with 
the user. The environment cin process ACTs by us&ng CHI, along 
with this new knowledge, to create executable programs which 
will differ depending upon the domain. 

The growth or the environment will be incremental The initial 
version of the support envaronmenr has ProJ«l Managemenc 
Support (PMS) including a PMS database and knowledge ror 
d isplaying PMS data and performing questionang and plannint 
A CTs. The support environment can be extended by considering 
a new domain, e.g .. Ct1uqu1ng (CS). Existing knowledge can 
then be spectalized. For example. quest1on1ng of Crmque data 
may differ from quesuonang PMS data. New ACT k.nowledge 
will be created, e.g. for Criping. A tso, Ir.now ledge on �on, to 
critique existing knowledge, e.g. CHI, PMS and CS, 1s needed. 
The d acabase will also be expanded for new domain data. 
Finally, this process 1s repeated for each domaan, and knowledge 
of ex isting domains 1s modified and enhanced. This process 
will be facilitated by the rule-based form of knowledge. The 
power or the environment comes from the interrelauonsh1p or 
knowledge from all the domains. Therefore, complex ACTs can 
be processed ancelligencly only after enough knowledge Is 
included an the envaronmenc. 

An early version of the environment well have a minimal amount 
of knowledge co handle simple ACTs having different capab1Uues. 
The following scenario segments. presented 1n English for 
convenaence of reading, demonstrate how the environment should 
perform. The interacuon 1s between a user (u) and the 
envaronmenr (e). 

V 

V 
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SCENAR IO S ECM ENTS 

Project Management 

u: •what tasks of CHI have noc been srarted1" 

e: ·c I .) lmplemmc module X (2.) Write an •instance dumper• 

u : •oo anyone elJe's tasks depend upon these ge«ing done1" 

e: Yes. both Tom and Sue can't fuush their work unul you 
write an inscance dumper 

Intelligent Mes.saga 

u: •who can I talk co thac ·is working on the problem area 
which includes the instance dumper wkr' 

e: Steve 

u: •Request Steve to ccsmplece the 1nscance dumper and uk 
for an estimated completion dace.• 

e: Ok. (giv ing link to task. user name. dace. ecc.) 
(creating a promise.) 

System Evaluation 

u: •1 don't like how dependency among tasks ts handled by 
the system.• 

e: Ok. (creating gripe of dependency - links of tasks. by u, 
today, while referencing: instance dumper- cask.) 

Docutnentation/Pro ject Management 

u: •what is the instance dumper?"' 

e: There is no documentauon on it. but 1c is a part of saving 
data In CHI. 

( H n,. ,inc, no docum111tation auttd about tit, taA, praj«t 
naanarm,nt "'flflOtl C1GJ abl1 to pu, ru1/ld lnfomatwnJ 

u: -rake down my adns for I project management scenario" 

e: Where should the scenario go? 

u: •create a cask. in the pro Jea management database called 
scmario, and add co iu documentauonr 

7. PROJECT MANACEMENT SUPPORT 

Project management support has been added to CHrs support 
envaronmenr. The ,nmal verscon includes a proJ«C managemenc 

· data bue. access routines and ACT knowledge. Thas capablllty 
was developed f\rsc. because tc rorms che core of the suppon 
mviron meni. and could be used by the support environment 

�pro Ject auelf. 

Some of the major factors that interfere with the success of a 
pr0Ject ,nvolve management or design. scheduling, planning, etc. A 
designer cou ld p lan more eff'ea1vely 1( ProJ«l Management 
Sup port (PMS) helped record new 1deu. and represent chem u 
tasks of the pro jKt These tasks could then be divided and 
organized using the PMS ro help in design. Projffl schedul ing 
would be enforced by the PMS prompting managers or designers 
to specify u,/io should do u,Jta1, ltflfJI nuuli and rdltffl. The task 
structure would reflect the development of che system. Tasks 
compltted and casks remaining would be explicitly listed, and 
available for study when the pro.iect ts reviewed. Finally, the task. 
information would help in report ing the accomplishments. 
milestones and bottlenecks of the projeet. 

lnformacion on current and future casks of the CHI designers wu 
needed for pro Jett management support The informauon was 
collected by determining the scruccure of CHJ's m&JOf componenu, 
w hach cou ld only be determined by having some initial data. 
Other information · relevant to pro jea management or 
commun,cacion support (such u people. time. uc.) was also needed. 
The A CTs thac utilize the pro .,ea management data were formed 
by studying how the- information collected could be used and what 
kno wledge cou ld be pined from iL 

The underlying struccure, or abstraction of CHI. which is used to 
organ ize the PMS information, can be viewed 1n two ways: ( I )  
as a strucwre t o  support annatauons. such u documentation or 
bugs. associated w1ch a pare or CHI and (2) u I task hierarchy 
wich h igh.level tasks. such u the •cHI Projea" itself. u well u 
low level rasks such as •write runct,on x", which have identlC&I 
internal scructure. This task scrua11re. which ii the mapr part of 
the pro jtCt management system, can be used to organize or 
index ocher support data. 

Currently, the support environment data forms a subgraph of 
CH J's original ob jectbase. Thtte are ocher support scrua11res. 
includ ing one which acccsunu for non,CHI tasks of CHI 
designers. such as those related to the computer fwllty 
or :administration. They are necessary for purposes of eff'ecclve 
m:anagemenr. The power of this representation comes from the 
meaningfu l interconnection of the data these scruaures represent. 

An example o( a R,qum of S,stm lnfmndlln ACT: 
•list all  tasks•, 

which queries the project management database (performed 
perhaps by a manager), iJ givm to illustnte the PMS. It can be 
expressed in V as: 
FORM the SET of (• I .. CLASS • PMTASK} 

and is read as: 

"return all ob jeCU(o) such chu :he ob j«C's class iS a pro jea 
managemen t task." 
The phrase: 
",:..CLASS • PMT ASK", 

can be replaced by any unary logical predlate P, aintaintng 
passable quantU\ers and relational operacors. to form ocher queries. 
For instance. to uk the question: 
"Li.st a ll  of Tom's tasks", 
the predicate P might be expressed as: . 
•.CLASS • PMT ASK le e.HEAD • TOM. 

M any forms of queries. u well u other ACTs. can be clearly stated 
thu way. 



8. CONCLUDING R EMA R KS 

Knowledge abouc sample ACTs has been easy to formulate and 
express; sorM complex ACTs have beffl analyzed en paper. 
Furrher srudy of designer/user behavior as needed. Project 
,nformauon was represented warhout much difficulty ,n most cases. 
With a few hours of work. enough rules were added to CHI so thac 
some simple project managemenr ACTs, expressed in V, could be 
processed. 

The effectiveness of the experimental support environment is noc 
yet known. However, informal studies are planned to determine if 
the designers of the tar-gee system, CHI. choose to use the 
environment npab1llties, and if they work more efficiently with the 
features. The experimental implmwntation should determine 
whether the approaches for classaficauon, suuaur,ng and 
processing communication and management informataon are 
v aluable. Smaller proJfflS can be formed along Che way to enhance 
parucular support capabilities. Future plans ,nclude support for 
program maintenance. and for ocher software engineering tasks. 

The ideas presented here should apply to development support 
· · env1ronmenu for systems ocher than CHI. Of course. the tuk 

could be more difficult without the features .ind self-knowledge of 
CH I. The da1m is that determining the knowledge needed to 
process ACTs is a valid endeavor in itself, and that this 
knowledge could be useful in building other intelligfflt system lids. 

Oivm that such uds are desirable. we muse noc forget chat effective 
communication, using a computer system. ultimately serves human 
beings. A support environment can only hope to serve u a 
m,dlator ,n such commun1cauon. The controversy between 
h andling problems by •always using the system" vs •doing 
everything by hand" u important co conS&der. We must d«ermlne 
when and how the computer iS most useful 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT AND GOALS 

Many problems occur when a programmer integrates 
parts of a large computer system. The problems are 
worse if the parts are written by different people and 
have complex interactions. A programmer may have 

· questions about modules or their interactions and not 
know who was in charge of them. Often, the people in 
charge are not around. If the system is documented., 
the programmer needs to know where to find the 
documentation or who to ask about it. Progress in 
building systems can be delayed when designers do 
not have tools to aid them in communication. 

Communication and management activities occur 
throughout the "life-cycle• of a software system. A 
software life-cycle cost distribution from a study by 
Zelkowitz (Zelkowitz-78) and reported by Ledbetter 
[Ledbetter-SO} shows that 67% of software cost is 
attributed to maintenance, and that maintenance, 

or evolution, costs can be reduced up to 70'5 when 
design tools with allowances for growth and manage
ment techniques are used. 

Automatic programming system■ or software devel
opment environments need to intelligently deal with 
the problems described aboTe, as well as related prob
lems of software designers, users, maintainers, and 
managers who are involved in the project of build
ing a target system. As systems become larger and 
more complex, their evolution will cause problems 
that will be more difllcult to manage without formal, 
automated assistance. Software maintenance and 
project costs of building large systems can be greatly 
reduced by supportive environments. Software de
velopment can be speeded-up, management can be 
made more effective, and project communication and 
continuity can improve. 

The scenario segments in Figure 1 demonstrate some 
of the capabilities of a supportive software environ
ment. The interaction is between the environment 
(e) and a user (u) of a target system called CHI. The 
user could be a designer, manager, or maintainer of 
the target system. The first statement is made by 
a manager-type user. The environment must inter
pret what the user means and respond appropriately, 
possibly giving additional, useful information. The 
second statement is made by a new user who does 
not understand some terminology referred to by the 
target system. The environment can give a useful 
response by using other knowledge it has about the 
project even when documentation is not yet written. 

Published in the Proceedings of the 4th Jerusalem Con
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PROIICT MANAGEMENT 
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Figure 1. Seenarlo Segment, 

RELATED WORK 

In the last few years, the computer science literature 
has begun to focus on the characteristics of suppor
tive aoftwwe dnelopment environments. However, 
they lack a specific approach or methodology of how 
to build such an environment. This work goes one 
step further by developing a framework for building 
a supportive environment by using knowledge from 
many interdisciplinary fields. 

Traditional programming environments have helped 
programmers develop software by providing tools 
for creating, compiling, and maintaining programs. 
They have not provided tools for project-level 
programming activity. A few systems, for ex
ample CMU's Gandalf system [Habermann-82) and 
Harvard's PDS [Cheatham-81) ,  have been proposed 
to have project management capabilities. However, 
the scope or management activity described only in
cludes version control, which in this work is one part 
or a broad set of integrated capabilities. 

A study of technique, for large project manage
ment [Kedlierski-78) provided the motivation. ror 
building an automated project management environ
ment. The environment helps system design. by 
recording and representing ideas as capabilities, aids 
project scheduling by keeping track of assigned work, 
and adds to project reviewing &11d reporting by 
maintaining a project model that contains neces
sary project/system information. Research in time 
management shows that the time required to ac
complish a task can be efl'ectively reduced by deter
mining goals, planning, and delegating work [Blisa-
77). Any automated support environment should in
clude tools to help in all of the above activities. 

Two goals of artUlcial intelligence (Winston-77) are 
(1) to get computers to help people work more 
effectively and {2) to understand the principles be
hind intelligence. Natural language processing sys
tems, which attempt to do both, have tried to under
stand language by analyzing the syntax and seman
tics of user input. An area of linguistics called speech 
act theory [Searle-69) provides a new approach to 
the natural language problem by viewing language 
as rule-governed behavior and focusing on the inten
tion behind a statement. In a similar way, the prin
ciples or effective programming and project manage
ment can be understood and rormalized. The work 

\ presented here is the first attempt at viewing project
' level software development as rule-governed behavior 
using communication and management acts and re
lated knowledge (see Section on Theory and Studies). 

Another area of artificial intelligence is automatic 
programming. The goal of automatic programming 
research is to build tools that help in the program
ming process and assume some of the programmers' 
tasks [Barr-81). The work presented here repre
sents a new subdomain or the automatic program
ming research that provides knowledge to help build 
large, multi-author systems. Knowledge-based pro
gram synthesis is one method used in automatic 
programming to build systems that help provide 
reliable, efficient software using structured tools to 
aid specification, creation, and modification of pro
grams. One such system, called CHI, is described 
next (Green-81) .  CHI tools were used and extended 
to build the pilot support environment (CMS) of this 
work. The CHI project was also the target system 
that CMS supported. 

'. 
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CBI includes a smart compiler that transforms high
level speciJlcatiom of programs into executable target 
code. CHI can be viewed as a set of tools that help 
in all parts of this tr�formation proceas, and as a 
set of knowledge (rules) that tell which of these tools 
to ue and . help carry out the transformation. All 
parts of cm are being written in its own specUlcation 
language making it, possible for cm tools to help 
build each. other, i.e., cm is self-referent. 
The major part of the cm system used in CMS is its 
very high-level speciJlcation language, called V, and 
the description base used to represent V comuucta 
and the system's knowledge. cm users specify pro
gram.a and CHI delignen write the rules that form the 
programming (transformation) knowledge in the V 
language. V is au extensible, logic-baaed language in
cluding predicate calculus, set theory, and procedural 
constructs. The knowledge about project manage
ment and commUDlcation construct, and protocols of 
the work presented here was also written in V (see 
Section on Building CMS). 

SUMMARY or RESEARCH 

Studies of software development problems were per
formed and led to a theory of communication and 
management acts described in the Section on Theory 
and Studies. Project-level structures, which form the 
CMS language, store information about the project 
and the target system. Rules carry out communica
tion and management protocols and form the CMS 
knowledge. 
CMS was implemented using a breadth-first approach 
with hooks r or additional capabilities. The initial 
capabilities, which can be easily extended, include 
documentation/help, critiquing and intelligent mes
sage sending. CMS is not a separ"te subsystem in 
CHI, but rat.her an integrated set of knowledge about 
project-level programming activity. CMS was writ
ten in the V language so that all CHI tools could 
assist in its creation while CMS supports the devel
opment or the CHI project, adhering to the idea of 
self-reference. 

Figure B. Ad TasoDOIDJ 

THEORY AND STUDIES 

As a IJlf,em is evolTiDg, breakdowns or secondary 
subgoals that arise during user interaction with a 
system can impede progresa toward the user'• initial 
goal. For example, a user might have to solve a par
ticular problem u a result of an error or might need 
a schedule of what to do after a task is completed. In 
this work, such a subgoal is called a commUDication 
or management •act• , in accordance with speech act 
theory. 

An informal study of designer behavior during early 
stages of a software system's evolution showed that 
the designers spent most of their time performing 
communication or management acts, such as asking 
questions, planning, griping, or making requests or 
changes. This activity was not handled by the sys
tem. Every action designers made during a period 
of time they were using the system was recorded, 
and other large software project logs and personal 
notebooks were also studied. The data was reviewed 
and the actions classified. The results gave rise to the 
Act Taxonomy shown in Figure 2. 

To •process• an act, user's intentions are synthesised 
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into elementary actiom, including some suggested by 
the environment. CMS uses knowledge about acts 
to guide user/system interaction and perform related 
actions so that all rel8'ftllt information is recorded 
properly, organized immediately, and disseminated 
when needed. For esam.ple, when a CMS user gripes 
about a problem, knowledge about griping can re
quest that the proper penon fix the problem (forming 
a request act), ask the uaer when the fix should be 
completed (creating a new task), and warn other 
users about the problem. · 

BUILDING CMS 

CMS KJJowledge 

Several stages were involved in building CMS. First of 
all, it• target system (CHI) waa formally divided into 
high-level, functional parts. An initial database was 
created and several surveys were taken to determine 
the memben' tub and corresponding completion 
dates and subtasks. Formal structures (CMS lan
guage constructs) were delD.ed and a project model 
for the target system, colllisting of instances of these 
structures (objects), was created. A CAPABU.ITY 
is a desired feature of the target system that is 
realized by a COMPONENT of the target system 
(a module or code). TASKS describe who is in 
charge of a component and other information, such 
as when it is due. AREAS organize all other 
structures and are used to answer higher-level ques
tions about the project. COMMANDS store meta
information ( documentation) about target system 
functions. em's description base ( an object-oriented 
relational database consisting of attribute/value 
pairs) was used to store properties about objects in 
the project model and other CMS objects, such as 
time, people, and acts. 
Figure 3 shows the CAPABILITY structure, includ
ing its properties (in the DESCRIPTIONS slot) and 
their implementation details. The INSTANCES slot 
gives example objects of the project model for CHI. 

Figure 4 shows a sample of CHl's project model, in
cluding example CAPABILITIES, COMPONENTS, 
and TASKS. It is annotated by a GRIPE. The project 
model for CHI, including CMS, has on the order of 
2000 items. 
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Figure a. Capablllty Structure 

Figure ,I.. Project Model 

n.ux.ro11 -

Knowledge about time was also needed for CMS. 
Little had been done in computer systems to allow 
people to refer to abstract periods of time (Bolour-
81) .  People prefer, for example, to say that a task 
is due next spring, rather than give an exact date. 
A time hierarchy is used in CMS to allow people to 

V 
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create their own abstract time periods and to answer 
task related questions more efllciently. 

A very important part of this work was recognizing 
and designing the two types of act. knowledge. TO
ACT structures store procedural information relating 
to each act that CMS knaws about and form an in
ternal representation of the act taxonomy. A-ACT 
structures store the 1peci1lc information relating to 
a particular occurence of an act. For example, the 
A-CHANGE structure stores the agent, date, com
ponent, and description of a change. 

Knowledge about communication and management 
protocols is represented as rules that refer to the 
CMS structures, objects, and properties, using an 
extended subset of the V language. Rules use pat
terns, relational operations, quantification, and some 
calls to LISP procedures to check conditions, as
sert properties, and perform actions to process acts. 
Rules for each type of act have been compiled for 
CMS. Rules were written instead of programs be
cause they are easier to read, understand, modify, 
and add than traditional code, which would consist 
mostly of complicated condition-testing/action pairs. 

CMS Ineerface 

CMS collects, organi1e1, and disseminates some 
project information automatically. The major ac
tivity of CMS is user initiated. A CMS user creates 
objects (parts of the project model}, speciiles acts, or 
applies rules without needing to learn a new language 
or change environments. 

Figure 5 gives an example of a simple act (one that 
does not form new acts or change the project model) 
in English, specified in V, and after CHI synthesized 
the V specification into LISP code. 

Figure 6 demonstrates complex act processing. A 
gripe is synthesized into a request and a new task 
object is created. All relevant rules are applied to the 
act (as well as any newly synthesized acts) to process 
it. Rule Ga synthesises a request act and rule R2 
creates a new task object for the project model. 

Some of the CMS rules from Figure 6 implemented 
in V are shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 8 demonstrates how a gripe (shown in English) 
can be specified in V. The user gives as many 
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Figure 5. A Simple Compiled Ad 
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Figure 6. Aet Proee11lag 

properties and values as possible in a simple reader 
language that can be tailored to each user's input 
mode preferences. An act object is created and CMS 
Ills in some of its properties automatically. The rules 
(act knowledge) that match this object can be applied 
and the right-hand-side action carried out. 
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Figure 8. Ad SpeeUleatlon and Rule Applleatlon 

CMS Use ud Current Capabilities 

The CMS was released for use by the CHI project 
members. Inlormation was collected on how often 
people used the target system, how often they 
changed the CMS project model, and how many of 
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Figure 9. Summar, of Current Capabmtle■ 

which acts they performed. The project model had 
to be developed before other acts could be easily 
1pecifled; therefore, planning (the act of adding to 
the project model) occured about 50 '6 of the time. 
CMS was ued to d81Cl'ibe and manage itself as well 
as it■ target system. A part of the project model con
sisted of the CAPABll.lTIES, COMPONENTS and 
TASKS involved in building CMS. Figure 9 shows a 
list of the current capabilities of the CMS. 

CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXTENSIONS 

Project management and communication support 
was identified as an important part of an effective 
software development environment. Studies deter
mined interaction problems of evolving systems and 
a theory of communication and management acts wu 
r ormed. A framework for building a support environ
ment using a knowledge-based, program synthesis ap
proach was designed and a pilot implementation of an 
environment called CMS was built. CMS includes (1) 
a language, or formal representations of structures for 
a project model, time, and acts and (2) knowledge, or 
rules, to process acts and constrain the project model 
and CMS use. CMS has many integrated capabilities 
and can be extended to handle version control and 
requirements aid as well. 
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Future work will mend the CMS interface, perhaps 
using graphica or a natural language front-end. More 
complex rule■ will be �ded, and designers will be 
able to modify and create new rule■• CMS can be 
made to handle more activity, such a■ meeting coor
dination, event tracking, · project statua reporting, 
and scheduling, e.g., using PERT charts [Boehm-81). 
A test plan to determine the e1rectiveness of CMS is 
also planned. 

SUPPORT roR OTHER PROJECTS 

Communication and management support could help 
an) project. The experience of developing the 
CMS would benefit the building of a support en
vironment for another type of project, or one in a 
dUl'erent domain. The objects, properties, and rules 
that determine the communication and management 
protocols and define a project could still be used. 

Some of the of tools and methodology of the work 
described in this paper are not neceuary to build 
a communication and management support environ
ment for a project or system. Bowaver, many facets 
of the building would be di1rerent. 

The interface between the environment and its users 
should conform to the users needs. Readers and 
editors would be needed to collect information. 
Programs that refer to project information could be 
compiled and executed to process acts instead of ap
plying rules to act objects. A database and data 
management tools would also be needed. 

A support environment for another software project 
might have a dUl'erent emphasis, but the major 
issues would remain the same. A larger project 
would use more schedules and detailed documen
tation. Single-person projects would use less com
munication support. However, they could still benefit 
from planning support and the use of acts, instead of 
notebooks, to keep track of work. Indunrial software 
projects, as opposed to research projects, would em
phasize deadlines and reliability. Released, com
pleted systems would use planning tools less than a 
system that is evolving. However, released systems 
could benefit from the gripe and change capabilities. 
Software projects that could use support range from 
application projects to systems projects in industrial, 
military, research, and academic areas. 

Non-computer project■ that han access to a com- : 
puter could also be supported. The users would be 
the people who create the project. 's goal. The repre
aentatiom of a project model, such as people, tasks, 
and capabilities, could be used. Act processing would 
help to record, organise, and disseminate project in
formation. 
Virtually any group, organisation, or business could 
use automated support. A key issue in building a sup
port environment is to have an expert in the domain. 
The easier it is to understand and specify the activity 
or operation involved, the easier it would be to build 
the environment. 
The software development domain used by the en
vironment described in this paper was useful in test
ing out some and artificial intelligence techniques for 
helping solve this software engineering problem. 
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Interactive compu ter networks offer the potential for creating a body of information on any 
given topic which combines the best available contributions from a large number of users. 
This paper describes a system for cooperatively structuring and evaluating information 
through well-specifi.ed interactions by many users with a common database. A working 
version of the system has been implemented and examples of its use are prese.nted. At 
tl1e heart of tl1c system is a structured representation for debate, in whicl1 . conclusio11s are 
explicitly justifi.ed or negated by individual items of evidence. Tl1rough debates on the 
accuracy of information and on aspects of the structures themselves, a large number of 
users can cooperatively ra11k all available items of information in terms of significance and 
relevance to each topic. Individual users can then choose the depth to which they wish to 
examine these structures for the purposes at hand. The function of this debate is not to 

� arrive at specific conclusions, but ratlier to collect and order the best available evidence 
on each topic. By represcu ting the basic structure of each fi.cld of knowledge, the system 
would function at one level as an information retrieval system in which documents are 
indexed, evaluated and ran ked in tl1c co11tcxt of eacl1 topic of inquiry. At a deeper level, 
the system would encode knowledge in tlie structure of the debates tliemsclves. This use 
of a11 in tc1·active system for structuring information offers many further opportunities for 
improving tl1e accuracy, cu1"re11cy, and accessibility of information. 

Introduction 

There are currently more than 60,000 scientific journals being regularly published, as well as 
numerous conference proceedings, books, and technical reports . Frequently cited problems 
with these current methods of distribution include literature scatter, publication delays, 
rising costs , and inaccessibility. It would probably even now be economically advantageous 
to replace this paper-based distribution of scientific literature with electronic distribution 
through computer networks [4, 8] , and the economic advantage will continue to improve 
with rapidly falling computer and telecommunications costs. Electronic distribution would 
also provide important advantages in speed , flexibility, and retrieval capabilities [9 , 12] . In 
particular, this paper will present new methods for structuring and retrieving information 
in interactive computer networks which could not be implemented within a paper-based 
medium. 

Except for narrow specialties, within which a researcher can continuously monitor 
all the relevant journals mid conferences, the sheer size of the literature makes it very 
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difficult to locate the most useful references on a given topic. There are a number of large U 
bibliographic retrieval systems in operation which allow a user to search for references with 
combinations of subject keywords (5 , 7] , but there are inadequacies in the use of keywords 
which make these systems difficult or unreliable to use. For example, most English words 
have ambiguous or multiple meanings and therefore do not precisely specify a subject 
topic . More importantly, these systems make no attempt to evaluate documents on the 
basis of accuracy, clarity, or other subjective criteria, although these criteria are of major 
importance in selecting which documents to use . The use of keywords to index documents 
is historically an outgrowth of the use of subject headings in library card catalogs, but 
there have been a number of more recent attempts to design new indexing facilities which 
make greater use of the computer's capabilities . In particular, there has b een considerable 
interest in generalized methods for linking and referring to sections of text [2 , 6, 1 1] .  These , 
methods have been very useful for facilitating user interaction and for creating networks of 
associations between related documents; however, the basis for these linked-text systems 
is still the individually-authored document-a restriction which the system described in 
this paper attempts to overcome. 

Computers offer capabilities which would be almost impossible to provide through the 
traditional use of the printing press and the distribution of paper documents: they allow 
large numbers of people to internctively examine and modify a common body of informa
tion, and they allow information to be structured far more flexibly than is possible within 
the linear ordering imposed by paper .  These capabilities will be exploited in this paper to 
design a very different form of scientific communication than is currently available. Rather V 
than creating independent, individually authored documents which are then indexed and 
filed by editors and librarians, this new information resource would be interactively cre-
ated and rearranged by the users themselves and would allow their many contributions 
and opinions to be combined into one unified structure. 

At a first level, a goal of this medium is to allow many users to interactively create 
a structured description of each field of study, within which documents can be referenced 
and evaluated according to the role which they play in that field.  In this way the system 
would act as an up- to-date, extremely detailed textbook or survey article, evaluating and 
ranking documents according to their relationship to each topic within a field of study. 
However, another more radical goal of this medium is to combine the content of many 
contributions on any given topic into a single structure . Each item of information would 
be broken down into individual concepts, and a well-specified set of user interactions with 
the system would select the best ordering and interrelationships between these concepts. 
By removing the redundancy between many individual contributions and representing each 
concept only once, the sheer quantity of information can be greatly reduced. By allowing 
many 1·esearchers to examine and suggest modifications to each structure,  the accuracy, 
currency, and clarity of each presentation is likely to be much better than is possible with 
documents written by a single author. 

The key development which allows many individuals to combine their thoughts and 
opinions on a topic is a representation for debate and the multiple viewpoints which can 
arise on any issue. The representation for debate which will be described below requires 
each person to exp licitly indicate their reasons for a given opinion, so that argument over U 
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\.._,,I {A} 

{B} 
{c} 

{D} 

{E} 

{F} 
{a} 

{H} 
{I} 
{J} 
{K} 

{L} 

{M} 

Overview : Information retrieval methods for access to document 
collections 

Keyword-based methods 
Use of Boolean combinations of keywords for retrieval 

specification 
Evaluation of keyword-based retrieval systems currently 

in operation 
Keyword-based systems require a controlled vocabulary 

for accurate recall 
Automatic  generati on of subj ect keywords from documents 

Methods based on structural descriptions of document 
contents 

Synstructuring of subj ect areas 

Hierarchical representations of �ubj ect areas 

Methods based on natural language understanding 
Current capabilities of natural language understanding 

systems 
Research on the use of natural language understanding 

for information retrieval 
Predictions of future natural language capabilities of 

computers 
{N} More . . .  
{o} Alternat es [2 , 1] : {P} Search index ; {Q} Back up ; {a} Modify 

(3 , 3] 
[3 , 1]  

(2 , 2]  

(1 , 2] 

[ 1 ,  1]  
(2 , 4] 

[6 , 4] 
(3 . 2] 

(1 , 3] 
(6 , 1]  

(2 . 2]  

(2 , 1]  

[1 . 1]  

Figure 1: The above display is  shown to the user after a request for information on a specific 
topic such as "information retrieval." It presents an overview of the topic in familiar outline. form. 
By typing the letters shown in braces ( e.g. , {B} ), a user can examine any part of the structure 

"
. {

, in more detail or suggest modifications. For example, typing the letter "E" results in the display 
� J shown in Figure 2. 

l 'K 
� :. � conclusion is transferred as much as possible to argument over the various sources of 

� , t\ � ·tevidence for or against the conclusion. The purpose of debate is not to choose one answer 
�- } ' · ,r to the exclusion of others , but rather to collect and order the presentation of evidence 
� � -Jand to concisely summarize the range of opinion. Although a voting procedure is used � 'l �o select the best candidates for initial presentation on any given topic , all contributions 
J 

01 
are retained and can be accessed if a topic is examined in sufficient depth. The explicit �1 � representation of debate allows many subjective matters-such as the significance of a 

1 J�opic or con�ribution-t� be �ddresse� , whereas it n�ight not be poli tically a�ce�t�ble to f � i l make these Judgements m an mformat1on system winch was created by a few md1v1duals. 

$' _ �t An example of the system in operation 

_'{ A version of this proposed information system has been implemented as a computer 
'n --..t program and used for a number of experiments. The system has been named "Synview" to 

indicate its goal of combining multiple viewpoints into a single structure. Several examples 
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{A} Keyword-based informat�on retrieval systems require a 
controlled vocabulary for accurate retrieval 

{B} Most English words have imprecise or multiple 
meanings 

{c} A controlled vocabulary is needed for precoordination 
of index terms 

{D} There are usually many approximately synonymous words 
for any given topic 

{E} However : Within small specialized technical domains 
the natural vocabulary may have adequate precision 

{F} All large commercial bibliographic retrieval systems 
have ch.osen to use a controlled vocabulary 

{a} Can accurate retrieval be achieved through 
statisticai operations on ambiguous keywords? 

{H} More . . .  
{I} Alternates [3 , 2] ; {J}  Se�rch index ; {K} Back up ; {L} Modify 

[6 , 3] 

[6 , 2] j [4 ,  2] 

[6 , 4] j [4 , 3] 

[8 , 2] j [ 1 , 2] 

[2 , 2] j [ - 1 , 2] 

[4 , 1]  j [1 , 1] 

[- 1 ,  4] j [4 , 3] 

[O , 1] 

Figure 2: This display is an example of the top-level structure of debate. The line labelled {A} 
is the assertion or question for which the following lines are items of evidence in decreasing order 
of importance. Each item of evidence can be individually selected to examine its own support or 
to debate the relationship between the evidence and the assertion. For example, selecting {B} 
produces the display shown in Figure 5 .  Selecting the top line (i .e., {A}) produces introductory 
information on the topic as shown in Figure 6. 

of its use will now be presented to give the reader an intuitive feel for the representation 
before we embark on more theoretical issues. 

Figme 1 gives an example of the first display from a computer terminal when a user 
asks for information on "information retrieval" ( we will describe later how this request 
is made) . This display presents an overview of the topic in familiar outline form-the 
sub-topics and sub-subtop ics correspond roughly to what might be chapter · and section 
headings in a textbook on the lead topic . However, the topics are ranked strictly in order 
of decreasing "importance" (in the sense of which topics are the most important to know 
for a general understanding of the lead topic) rather than by any of the other criteria that 
are often used in writing. The first number in square brackets to the right of each subtopic 
gives its rated importance with respect to the next higher level, and the second number 
is an indication of the range of disagreement in assigning the first number. The letters 
in braces at the beginning of each line ( e .g . , {A}) are menu selection terms-by typing 
a given letter the user can descend in the hierarchy of topics to examine any subtopic in 
more detail. Synview does not display all topics at one level before displaying any topics 
at the next level ; rather, the display is balanced so that the cutoff in importance is at a 
constant value with respect to the head topic . In order to see more of the top-level topics, 
the user can select the line labeled "More . . .  " 

The creation and modification of these information structures is based ·upon the input 
of many individuals. Given the display shown in Figure 1 ,  a user can suggest modifications 
or additions along any of a number of dimensions. At the simplest level, a user can give 
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his or her opinion on the importance of a subtopic and the vote will be averaged in with 
the others in determining the ordering of the subtopics. If the user disagrees with the 
wording used for some topic , he or she can suggest a different wording to be used. The 
choice between alternative wordings then becomes a topic for debate (as described below) , 
with different users entering and voting on reasons as to why one wording is superior to 
another. Any user can also add new subtopics b elow any topic , although it could be ranked 
far down on the list if others judge it to be unimportant or irrelevant. When suggesting a 
new wording for a topic, it is possible to create an entirely new set of subtopics below it 
and there by completely redesign the organization of the presentation. The choice between 
these alternative organizations also becomes a topic for debate. 

The "overview" structure shown in Figure 1 is useful for listing all the relevant 
subtopics for some field of study. However, a type of structure which is much more cen
tral to this medium of communication is the representation of debate . Most of the items 
shown in Figure 1 are noun phrases naming general topics of discussion. However, the 
line labelled {E} is phrased as a sentence and statement of fact, signaling the start of a 
structured debate. In such a debate, all subtopics are further statements giving specific 
items of evidence in support of or against the topic of the debate . Figure 2 shows the 
display that is presented when the user selects the item "E." Each item of evidence can 
be questioned in two different ways: the evidence itself may be judged true or false to 
varying degrees, and the implication of the original assertion may or may not follow from 
the truth of the evidence (the two se·ts of numbers to the right of each line . of evidence refer 
respectively to these judgements) . Of course, each item qf evidence is itself an assertion 
which can be examined in the same way as the original one. In addition to representing 
much of the material of any scientific discipline, these debate structures are used within 
Synview to resolve various areas of disagreement during the creation of structures . The 
next section of this paper will examine the representation and use of debate in greater 
detail. 

In the above examples, all the information was presented in outline form with the 
information broken up into short phrases or sentences . This representation has some 
advantages in terms of compactness and the ability to skip to any part of a structure 
without reading the previous context , but it lacks some of the How, legibility and tutorial 
nature of normal writing. To a certain extent, the use of outline fo1·m is a price that must 
be paid for the capability of having many people interactively and incrementally contribute 
to a single structure-the structure must be broken down into individual concepts so that 
every aspect can be questioned and debated. In addition , the fact that phrases may 
be reordered or have alternative versions substituted for them means that many of the 
mechanisms of normal writing which rely on ordering must be a.voided. However, there are 
also mechanisms for integrating sections of text with the outline form that can be used for 
those situations in which normal text is preferable . It is possible to refer to online or offl.ine 
textual material as part of the presentation on any topic , and debates can be used to rank 
the doc-µments and discuss their merits. In particular, the use of outline form seems better 
for structuring material for presentation to users who are familiar with a subject than 
for presenting tutorial material. Therefore, there is a uniform interface to introductory 
tutorials on each topic, mostly in document form, which will be described later. In fact, 
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a) Evidence -------��Conclusion 

l 
Warrant 

b) Harry was born -------:::..-�So, Harry is a 
in Bermuda 

I 
British subject 

Since, a person born in Bermuda 
will be a British subject 

Figure 3: This example from Toulmin shows the most basic form of argument, in which evidence 
is presented for a conclusion ·based on an ( often unstated) warrant. This is similar to the syllogistic 
form of argument typically studied by logicians. The diagram in (a) is the general form, and (b) 
shows a specific example. 

many people could contribute to a single textual document by cooperatively creating it 
in outline form, having a single writer produce a textual version, and then cooperatively 
debating possible modifications to the document. 

The representation of debate 

The explicit representation of the evidence and reasoning involved in reaching con
clusions is the most important requirement for the development of this system. ·without 
a representation of the reasons for reaching a conclusion ,  many aspects of the structure 
would amount to little more than opinion polls on the accuracy of some statement. By 

representing the evidence and forcing users to point to which evidence they are using for 

their conclusions-and their reasons for discounting contrary evidence-the user will be 
able to compare his or her own judgements on individual items of evidence to those of the 
other users of the system. There is also some reason to believe that the full presentation 
and consideration of evidence relating to any given conclusion will lead to less conflict of 
opinion than is common with current information distribution methods. It should be em
phasized again that the purpose of representing debate is not to reach absolute conclusions, 
but rather to collect and order the best available sources of evidence for each significant 
issue. 

u 

V 

Fortunately, there has already b een an extensive amount of research into the represen
tation of human reasoning. In particular, philosophers have been debating the struc ture of 
reasoning and inference since the time of Aristotle . Unfortunately, the mo del of "deductive 
inference" studied by most philosophers treats highly idealized cases ( e.g. , "all men are V 
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a) 

b) 

Evidence ----

1

--�Quarer, Conclusion 
Warrant Rebuttal 

i 
Backing 

Harry was. born ------�So, presumably, Harry is a in Bermuda l l British subject 
Since, a person born Unless, both his parents 
in Bermuda will be were aliens/ he has become 
a British subject a naturalized American/ . . •  

· t  
On account of the 
following legal statutes: 

Figure 4: Human reasoning is seldom based on absolute proof, and there are typically an 
indefinite number exceptions to any rule. Toulmin introduced the concepts of a qualifier (which 
indicates the universality of an argument), a rebuttal (which gives conditions of exception to the 
warrant), and backing (which gives evidence for the warrant). Once again, (a) is the. general form 
and {b) is an example. 

mortal" ) and fails to capture the form of most human debates ,  which are not subject to ab
solute proof. However, there has been some more practical work [1] , in particular the work 
of the philosopher Stephen Toulmin on the layout of arguments. In his widely acknowl
edged book, The Uses of Argument [10] , Toulmin questioned the usefulness of traditional 
work on logic and deductive inference, and proposed a practical form of structuring argu
ment as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows an argument resembling the traditional 
syllogism introduced by Aristotle and used in most work on deductive inference. However, 
very few human arguments can be  fully cast within this framework due to the indefinite 
number of exceptions and counterclaims which can typically be brought to bear on any 
argument. For this reason Toulmin introduced a number of other components to the layout 
of an argument, including the qualifier, rebuttal and backing, as shown in Figure 4. 

The representation of arguments in Synview follows Toulmin's general structure and 
terminology, but also makes a number of simplifications. We sa.w in Figure 2 how an 
argument is represented at the first level by a ranked list of items of evidence for and 
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{A} 

{B} 

{c} 

{o} 

{E} 

Context : Keyword-based information retrieval systems 
require a controlled vocabulary for accurate retrieval 

Most English words have imprecise or multiple 
meanings 

From 60 to 80¼ of English words have more than 
one currently used meaning 

At least 10¼ ot English word definitions vary 
substantially according to subj ect area . 
geographi cal region , or educational level 

Experiments show large individual differences in 
the categorization of some obj ects according 
to common nouns 

[6 . 2] 

[6 , 3] j [7 ,  2] 

[4 . 2] j [3 ,  1]  

[6 , 1]  j [1 . 1] 

{F} jWarrant : The ambiguity  of English words implies  that [4 . 2] 
the choice of keywords must be controlled 

{a} If a keyword has meanings other than the intended [7 , 2] j [6 , 4] 
one , it could result in the incorrect retrieval 
of items specified by the other meanings 

{H} However : Technical - words and compound words are [7 , 2] j [-2 . 1] 
less ambiguous than English words in general 

{I}  However : The retrieval system could engage in  a [3 , 2] j [-2 . 4] 
dialogue with the user to select the appropriate  

· meaning for an ambiguous keyword 
{J} Alternates [3 , 2] ; {K} Search index ; {L} Back up ; {M} Modif y  

Figure 5 :  This display examines i n  greater detail the reasoning from a n  item o f  evidence to a 
conclusion. The conclusion is given with the heading "Context" in line {A} , the item of evidence 
is given in line {B} , and a paraphrase of the warrant linking the evidence to the conclusion is 
given in line {F} . The evidence and warrant are then justified by their own items in evidence in 
the remaining lines. 

against a particular conclusion . However, that list contained no explicit consideration 
of the warrant linking each item of evidence to the conclusion. When one of the items 
of evidence is selected from a display such as that in Figure 2, a new type of display is 
created, as shown in Figure 5, in which the original conclusion is introduced with the word 
"Context" and the warrant is shown explicitly and justified with its own evidence. In 
this way, the warrant becomes just another conclusion for which items of evidence can be 
presented. These items of evidence for and against the warrant combine Toulmin 's backing 
and rebuttal categories, and the use of numbers for evaluation correspond to his qualifier. 
The example in Figure 5 has been made somewhat more complicated than the typical case 
for the purposes of demonstration. It is usually more straightforward to reason with steps 
which place most of the debate under the evidence rather than the warrant, since it can be 
tedious to debate the strength of an implication rather than the truth of a more concrete 
assertion. Toulmin himself said that in normal debate evidence 1s usually appealed to 
explicitly, warrants implicitly. 
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. · Q:Y�;,; The assignment of values 

Given an understanding of warrants, it is possible to explain in more detail the function 
of the numbers in square brackets at the end of each line. Within each pair ( e.g. ,  [3,2) )  the 
first number is the average of the many votes cast on the degree of truth or correctness of 
the statement ( as implied by the evidence under it) , and the second number is an indication 
of the divergence of opinion in calculating the first number ( currently the spread at two 
standard deviations) . The votes are given on a scale ranging from -10 {for false with 
no possible doubt) , through O {for no idea whether true or false) , to 10 {for true with 
no possible doubt) . At the moment, the intermediate point of 5 has been pegged as the 
point at which it is estimated that there is only a 1 % chance that the statement is false. 
In order to assure the maximum agreement and repeatability across different users, a full 
scale should be prepared which gives more accurate guidelines for assigning these numbers. 
Note that these numbers are also intended to capt_ure the ambiguity and imprecision of 
statements. The first pair of numbers following any assertion refers to the evaluation of 
that item. The second pair of numbers following an item of evidence is preceded by an 
upward arrow (e.g. ,  i [3 ,2] ) and refers to the truth of the warrant linking that item of 
evidence to the stated conclusion. In other words, if the evidence was definitely true then 
this is the strength with which it would imply the truth of the conclusion. For an item 
of evidence to be significant, both its own strength and the strength of its warrant must 
be high. Therefore, items of evidence are automatically ranked in decreasing order of the 
minimum of these two values. 

The values following items under an "overview" heading,  as in Figure 1, are ranked on 
a different scale, since these items are not true or false but merely more or less significant 
with respect to each other. Therefore, each item is assigned a relative significance such that 
the significance of all items adds up to 10. The significance of an item can be thought of as 
roughly proportional to the amount of space that would be  devoted to it in a short survey 
article on the overview topic . Note that each overview item is expressed as a noun phrase, 
whereas the items which are conclusions are expressed as complete sentences. A conclusion 
is expressed in a positive or negative form such that the vote on its truth will always be 
positive. If  the range of disagreement includes a significant number of people who hold 
the opposite opinion on the truth of a conclusion, then it is expressed as a question {for 
example, see Figure 2, line G). 

For many people, the voting on the truth of conclusions is one of the most unsatis
factory parts of this system, since truth is not something which is based on popularity. 
However, the voting is µot meant to establish some final _ �ji, __ b�t rather to indicate the 
range of opinion andltQ rank items_m �!!� ip,ost useful ord�r for reseiitation�· We are look
ing for order of magnitude estimates of an item's impo

f:

ncc, and sma deviations have 
little effect on the final presentation. Although it has t yet been implemented in the 
current system, there should probably be some kind of e forced consistency between votes 
on evidence and warrants and votes on conclusions. T e system could also enforce the 
requirement that someone indicate their reasons for a particular judgment, so that others 
may question it and produce countering evidence. 
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{A} Introduction : Keyword-based informat ion retri eval systems 
require a controll ed vocabulary f or accurate retrieval 

{e} Definitions 
{c} A controlled vocabulary is a list of allowable [4 , 3] 

{o} 

{E} 
{F} 

{H} 
{ I } 
{J} 

words with a single definition specified for 
each word 

Recall is  considered accurate if all relevant 
items and only relevant items are recalled by 
a knowledgeable request 

Introductory ref erences 
[Controlled vocabularies for information 

retrieval (360 words) ] {a} 
[Salton and McGill , 1983 , Chapter 4 (4000 words) ] 
[Lanca�ter , 1976 , Chapter 2 (2000 words) ] 

Search index ; {K} Back up ; {L} Modify 

[3 , 3] 

[6 , 2] 

[1 , 1]  
[ 1 , 2] 

Figure 6: This display provides tutorial material to introduce a user to an unfamiliar topic. 
Short definitions of new words or concepts are given, and a number of introductory references 
are suggested. The first reference is written expressly for use in this retrieval system, and is 
available online by selecting { G} . Of course, further information and discussion on any definition 
or reference can be obtained by selecting the line it is on. 

Interface with tutorial material and documents 

A basic function of information retrieval is to not only answer specific questions but 
also to teach the user what he or she must know ,in order to understand material in 
some subject area. As mentioned earlier, the outline form of presentation seems less 
useful for tutorial purposes than for those who already have some understanding of the 
material .  For this reason and for purposes of integrating the system with current methods 
of information distribution, a standard interface is provided between the outline structures 
and introductory material or other documents on any given topic . When the first line (the 
{A}) of a display such as those in Figures 1 or 2 is selected, the system has already 
displayed the subtopics for that line and therefore switches to an "Introduction" display 
as shown in Figure 6. This display contains definitions for any words or concepts not 
dealt with in higher-level displays and references to the most useful tutorial documents 
on the topic (evaluated according to their tutorial value) . This section could be expanded 
in numerous ways: there could be interfaces to computer-aided instruction programs, lists 
of examples or problems to solve, names of experts in the field who would be willing to 
answer questions, access to multi-media courses on the topic , etc . 

A related aspect of information retrieval is to vary the presentation of information 
according to various characteristics of the user, such as the user's prefercd language, educa-

V 

tional background, or areas of expertise. A simple example-but one of major importance 
for research-is to have the system present infonnation in the user 's language of choice. 
Translations between languages could be provided by many users and the choice of best 
translation would be a topic for debate . Another example would be to have a different 

U presentation for someone with extensive knowledge of a field as compared with someone 
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:�: 

Information retrieval {A} 
{B} Computer access to documents {c} 
{D} Computer access to databases {E} 
{F} Traditional library methods for {a} 
{H} Future of {I } 
{J} Economic j ustification of {K} 
{L} Current systems for {M} 
{N} Keyword-based methods for {o} 
{P} Computer use of natural language for {Q} 
{a} History of {s}  
{r} More . . .  

Figure 7: This section of the index is displayed when the user enters an index request for 
"information retrieval.,, The menu items on the left search the index to a greater depth, while 
those on the right move to the appropriate location in the information structure dealing with that 
topic. Items are ranked by decreasing frequency of access. 

who knows little about it . Each topic could. have several different presentations depending 
on the user's background, and the users would characterize themselves as having different 
degrees of knowledge in given areas . It should, of course, be easy to switch a display 
between different levels of presentation. This capability for varying presentations has not 
yet been incorporated into Synview, but it would not be difficult to do so. 

Of course, references to individually-authored documents can appear in many other 
parts of the information structure than just the tutorial sections. The evidence for any 
conclusion can consist of experiments, statements , or eyewitness testimony reported in 
traditional documents. The documents and the claims they make would become further 
topics for overview and debate structures. In this way, documents can be integT<J.ted and 
indexed in a natural way. Ideally, the documents would be available on-line for immediate 
access. In addition to textual documents, there would be considerable value in similarly 
integrating graphics , tables ,  pictures, and multi-media material as the technology allows. 

Index r or initial access 

The examples above illustrated how retrieval is accomplished by traversing the struc
tures describing the relevant area of knowledge . As the user becomes familiar with the 
representation of the subject area, it should become continuously easier to find some de
sired item of information. However, this still leaves the question of how a search is initiated 
at the most relevant starting point in a potentially very large base of knowledge. There 
would probably be some use in ·having a hierarchical descriptiou of the entire knowledge 
base for the purpose of browsing and seeing what is available, but there must also be much 
more direct methods for accessing any particular structure. 

The indexing method used in Synview uses keywords and modifying phrases as illus
trated in Figure 7. The display is much like that typically used for the index at the- back 
of a book, but with a few differences. One difference is that the modifying phrases under 

\..,I .  any indexing phrase are not in alphabetical order. In general, there is never a need to put 
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things in alphabetical order in a computer, since the purpose of alphabetical order is to 
V 

allow easy searching for a specific item, which is a task that the computer can perform 
directly. More importantly, the computer can keep track of how often the various modify-
ing phrases are selected and rank them in decreasing order of frequency of selection. This 
minimizes the average distance that a person must search to find the phrase of interest, 
and allows the list to be of indefinite length without increasing the average search time. 

As with all other aspects of the system, the index is constructed interactively by all 
the users of the system. Not only can users suggest indexing terms when they create a 
specific structure, but they can suggest new terms whenever they use the index and find 
that some index term they attempt is not present. If there is disagreement as to which 
structure is the most relevant for some index term, this can become a topic for debate. 

Social considerations 

Products of the current information system are pro duced by at most a small number 
of authors. This paper has described an alternative method in which an indefinitely large 
number of contributors can create a coherent and concise result which can take advantage 
of the b est of the many contributions. The problem now arises as to whether we have gone 
too far to the opposite extreme-giving exp erts who have the deepest and most reliable 
knowledge of a topic no more influence than any other user of the system. This is not 
a problem in terms of who contributes new items of information-since any low-quality 
contributions can be ranked far down in the order of presentation where they will have 
little influence-but it is definitely an important consideration in terms of who selects V 
the rankings. However, there are a number of factors which make these problems less 
serious than they would be in other information systems. Rather than making arbitrary 
pronouncements on the correctness and significance of each statement, users are almost 
always constrained to indicating the strengths of implications from various items of evi-
dence to conclusions. It is reasonable to exp ect that less expertise will be required and 
that there will be less disagreement in judging the strength of these implications than there 
would be for j udging correctness in isolation. In addition , to the extent that the system is 
successful in bringing together all the relevant considerations and information needed to 
reach a conclusion, a much larger number of people will be able to b ecome "expert" in a 
given topic than is currently the case. 

However, in spite of these factors, it still remains the case that most people will 
probably want to see what "the experts" think about some topic rather than all users in 
general. Fortunately, computers allow us to satisfy many diff crent opinions on this question 
by keeping track of a number of different voting groups for each topic and allowing users 
to choose and compare among them. Some selection or certification process would be 
necessary to assign users to the various categories when entering evaluations. 

A related issue is whether the identities of users and their votes on specific topics 
should· be publically accessible. This is the case with most current distribution methods, 
since almost all current academic writing is pu.blically identified with a pa1-ticular author. 
Having identities available allows people to examine and comment on important issues such . 
as con flict of interest which may influence voting b ehavior. On the other hand , there are 

V 
· some opinions that people would avoid expressing if their names were publically attached 

· · 
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to them. Once again, the best answer is probably to leave the choice of anonymity up to 
"4..,1 the individual users. Of course, the system itself must still maintain some sort of record 

of identities in order to prevent double voting. Given a record of this information, other 
capabilities such as tracing the areas of agreement and disagreement leading to a conflict 
in opinion and examining correlations in opinions can probably be done without revealing 
the identities of individual contributors. 

One case in which users definitely want their names to be public is when they are 
looking for credit for being the originator of some idea. In fact, a major function of 
current academic literature is to establish claims and credit for research results. The 
system can of course maintain a record of the original contributor of each idea, and this 
record can be debated by other users as to which contributions were the most important 
for the development of some new result . Various other mechanisms can be devised to 
reward users for contributing to the system, just as there is currently a reward structure 
for writing research papers or serving as a journal editor or reviewer. 

There are difficulties in introducing new ideas to already-built structures which require 
a formalized peer-review process similar to the process a paper must go through before 
being accepted to a journal. The problem is that when someone introduces a new concept, 
his or her evaluation of its significance with respect to other ideas is not sufficient for 
ranking it among much more carefully evaluated ideas which already exist . Therefore,  
new ideas must first be subject to a peer review process in which a number of other 
(pref er ably randomized) users are asked to evaluate the rankings. This provides a more 
reliable statistical sampling of user opinion before elevating an item to undue significance. 

:,..__; The more significant the initial ratings are, the larger the number of users that should 
be requested to evaluate the idea. The maintenance of lists of willing reviewers and the 
distribution of requests for evaluations can all be done automatically by the system. In 
any case, automatic notification of important new contributions and results in specified 
fields of study is likely to be a widely used facility. Old votes should expire as important 
new evidence or results are brought to bear in a field, and the original contributors should 
be notified of the need to update their input. The use of peer review and automatic 
notification can provide almost immediate feedback to contributors , and provide a public 
record of debate on the latest scientific issues. Currently, much of this debate is carried 
out in private or has a cycle time measured in years in published journals or books. The 
popularity of the few attempts at publically accessible review and debate [3] indicates the 
value of this information. 

'-"I 

One of the potentially most significant social impacts of a system like Synview is 
also one of the most difficult to measure. This is the potential for aiding in conflict 
resolution. Many strong conflicts in opinion can be traced to a reliance on different sources 
of information which are themselves written from the viewpoints of their readers. There 
is therefore some reason to believe that conflict would be lessened by exposing users to all 
available evidence and by making the user justify his or her evaluations of a conclusion in 
terms of each item of evidence. The use of a range of values for evaluation provides ample 
middle ground for consensus where evidence is lacking or contradictory. Only experience 
with a working system will tell how strong these effects are. 
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Technological factors 

A major factor in the level of use of network-based interactive computer systems is 
cost. Current bibliographic retrieval systems often charge $30-70 per hour for use of the 
systems, and these costs are projected to double over the next few years even as computer 
hardware costs continue to fall. However, the major component of these prices is the cost 
of creating the databases-costs that would not exist for information entered free of charge 
by users in an academic environment. In addition, these systems use outdated hardware 
architectures which service all users from a single location on machines which are several 
orders of magnitude more expensive per function than currently available technology. 

A much cheaper implementation-which would also allow for indefinite expansion-
would be to have many individual nodes geographically distributed to be near the users. 
Ea.ch node would have a moderate computational and storage capacity and would store 
locally the most frequently accessed information. The less frequently accessed information 
would be distributed among different nodes and accessed automatically over telecommu-
nication links between the nodes. Telecommunications costs between nodes should be well 
under a dollar per user per hour of use. If a node is locally available, telecommunications 
costs between users and nodes would be negligible . The most substantial part of the cost 
of each node would likely be the long-term online storage. It is difficult to estimate the 
total amount of information wl1ich must be stored in the entire system. However, it would 
not be prohibitive to store even the entire scientific literature in a widely used network, 

V 

and given the removal of redundancy inherent in the Synview representation,  storage re
quirements are likely to be far lower. The introduction of digital storage on optical disks V 
will soon lower the cost of long-term online storage by at least an order of magnitude . 

Summary 

There have been previous attempts to collect information from many contributors into 
a common resource (e .g. , encyclopedias, collections of papers , peer commentary, electronic 
bulletin boards) , but these have been limited in scope and usefulness by the amount of 
time that it takes readers to wade through the accumulation of material. In contrast,  this 
paper has outlined methods for synthesis and selection which can operate on indefinitely 
large quantities of information and yet present them in manageable structures which can be 
examined to whatever depth the user desires." These methods operate by structuring and 
ranking information so that each structure starts with the most important and reliable 
items of information on that topic . Perhaps most importantly, these methods leave an 
explicit trail of the collective reasoning that went into arriving at each coudusion, so that 
any new user will be able to compare his or her use of the available evidence with that C'f 
those who have provided previous input to the system. The use of these facilities could 
result in a major improvement in the availability of accurate, clear, concise , and up- to-date 
information. 

There is a preliminary implementation of Synview which produced the various exam
ples shown in this paper. Personal experience by the author with the working system was 
a major factor in many design decisions, and no doubt more extensive use will suggest fur-
ther modifications. The system has proved useful even for structuring the information and U 
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notes of a single user. This paper has not gone into detail on some aspects of the interaction 
between multiple users, and there are planned modifications to the current system which 
would improve this interaction. For example, the current system does an inadequate job 
of displaying conflicts in the choice of wording: the examples in this paper only _displayed 
the single highest-ranked wording for each concept, whereas the system should do a better 
job of alerting the reader to the cases in which there is strong disagreement regarding the 
presentation of some topic . However, even direct use of the current system should provide 
most of the potential benefits. There are plans under way to carry out more realistic field 
tests of the current system in a true working environment. 

Of course, use of an information system of this type need not be confined to the 
sciences or even to academic discussion. Examples of other applications include provid
ing consumer information in which products or services are evaluated, evaluating and 
predicting the effects of legislative or other proposals before they are implemented, and 
distributing updates on current events as a component of the news media. 

Possibly more significant than the actual system which has been described is the 
concept of having many people cooperatively build a common structure containing the 
best of their many contributions. If nothing else, I hope this paper has persuaded the 
reader of the importance and potential of this topic . 
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Abstract 

In this paper. we develop c1 model that can be applied to a wide range of pn1hlcms in organi,ation 
theory and computer science including: ( 1) cxpl,iining historical changes in the stnacture of 
American business organi,ations. (2) predicting changes in the structure of human organizations that 
may result from the widespread use uf computers. and (3) analyzing the adrnntagcs and 
disad,antagcs of decentralized task scheduling in computer networks. 

To analyze these diverse problems. we argue that one of the fundamental problems that must be 
sol\"cd by all organizations (including both human organi1.ations and computer systems) is the task 
assignment problem. and w� show how different organi1.ational structures can be regarded as 
alternative solutions to this problem. Viewing organizational structures in this way provides insights 
into fundamental tradeoffs in designing organizations such as the tradeoffs between flexibility and 
efficiency. Using queuing theory and some simple assumptions about assignment method� we are 
able to derive analytic justifications for qualitative statements of these tradcotTs. Finally, we suggest 
how this analysis can be applied to a variety of organizational design issues including those listed 
above. 
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TradeoITs in Designing OrganiLations: 

Implications for New Forms of I luman Organizat ions and Computer Systems 

Thomas W. �fa lone and St�phen A. Smith 

,\ numhcr of ohscn·ers hm·e predicted that the dr,im;1tic increases in power and afTordahility of 
\'arious funns of infunnation tcchnol,1gy will haw widespread ramifications fur the stmctu rc of 

, 
modern organizations (e.g.. Huher. in press: Naisbitt. 1 982:  Scott Morton & Rockan. 1983: 
Strassman. 1980). This paper presents a principled basis for e\·,lluating these predictions and for 
ad\"ising managers and others about their new organi1.ational choices. Since the primary factors 
changing in this situation involve infonnation processing, the model we will present emphasizes 
these factors. This abstract model of infonnation processing has implications for designing, not only 
human organizations. but also "organizations" of computer processors and organjzations that 
combine people and computers� For example, our model helps analyze the following situations: 

(1) In the past century. the dom inant organi1.ational structures in American businesses 
changed from numerous small finns to large functionally-organized hierarchies (roughly 
1850 • 1910) and then to large multidivisional hicrarcnies segmented by product line 
(roughly 1920 - 1960, see Chandler, 1962. 1977; Williamson, 1981b). How can we explain 
these changes and how can we predict future changes that may result from the widespread 
use of computers? 

(2) Computer systems are increasingly being designed to take advantage of many 
processors that operate in parallel and are sometimes geographically separated ( e.g., 
Siewiorek, Bell, & Newell. 1982: Jones & Schwarz. 1980: Lorin. 1979). These systems 
present a number of new choices for methods of coordinating activities in different 
processors. How can we evaluate these choices? 

In order to analyze these diverse situations, we first define a set of fundamental organii.ational 
structures that are used in both human organii.ations and computer systems. In each case, we show 
how these structures can be seen as alternative solutions to the problem of assigning tasks to 
processors. Then using straightforward mathematical analysis and results from queueing theory, we 
derive qualitative statements about trade-offs between factors such as efficiency and flexibility in the 
alternative structures. Finally, we suggest how these results can be used to analyze problems in 
both computer science and organization theory, including the problems described above. 

One important difference between our analysis and most previous analyses of organii.ational 

\_,,; 
structure (e.g., Lawrence & Lorsch. 1967: Woodward, 196S) is that we explicitly include not only 
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fi.'al l ir�s of lhc production ll'l·hnology (e.g .. economics of S(;.ilc) and or the en, ironmcnl (e.g .. 
importance of ncxihility). hut also fo,uures of the coordinat ion tcdmulogy itself (e.g .. 
wnununicmion costs). Se,·cml prc,·ious economic analyses ha\'C also included communicc1tions costs 
(e.g .. Williamson. 1975. 1979. 1980. 198 1a. 1 98 1b: Coase. 1937: Junscher. 1 98 1). and our analysis 
cumplcmcnL'i these in th.at it _includes the lm1d lc\'cling and failure tolerance characteristics of 
organizational stmctures as well as certain aspects of their transaction costs. 

/Jrji11itiu11 of org,111i:c11i,m 

In order tu analyze organi1.ations at this abstract level. we define an orga11iza1io11 as consisting of: 

(a) a group of agellls (either people or machines). 
(b) a set of actMties pcrfonncd by the agents, 
(c) a set of co1111ectio11s among the agcn� and 
(d) a set of goals or C\'aluation criteria by which the combined activities of the agents are 

evaluated. 

To orga11ize. then. is to 

(1) establish (either explicitly or implicitly) the goals of the organization1, 
(2) segment the goals into separate activities, and 
(3) assign the activities to agents in such a way that the overall goals arc achieved. 

In this paper, we focus on the third problem: assigning activities to agents. We will often refer to 
activities as "tasks", agents as "processors," and to this problem as the "task assignment problem." 

Note that this definition of "organization" is much broader than that of many authors (e.g., see 
Scott. 1981) since it includes any group of agents whose activities are coordinated to achieve some 
overall goals. Thus, an "organization" in our sense might consist of the employees of a corporation 
or the members of a voluntary association, or it might be all the buyers and sellers in the market 
for a panicular set of products. The buyers and sellers in a market arc regarded as an 
"organization" because, even though they may have many different individual goals, their joint 
actions result in achieving the goal of producing and allocating the products being sold. In most 
cases, our models arc relatively insensitive to where the legal boundaries of organii.ations are drawn, 
since we are concerncc Cprimarily with the infoimation processing necessary to assign tasks. 

The task assignment problem 

March and Simon (1958, p. 22) note that one could begin a formal theory of departmentalization by 
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r"·g�arJing th"' total scl uf la'.'iks nc, . .-��s;ary to .ichil'\ c the organiz,uional purpose as gh en in ,uh am:c. 
Then the pruhlcm of &1ssigning la�ks lO people can he fimnulatcd mathematically as one uf 
minimiling the total costs. suhjcct to certain constraints such as no person hm ing more th,m 8 hours 
of work to du per day. One of the must impunant pruJ}lcms \\ ith this approach. as March and 
Simon point out. is tllilt all tasks arc regarded as fixed in adrnnce. In fact IT!any of the tasks 
performed in organi1.atiuns arc not known in adrnncc and must he assigned as they ·arise. It is 
precisely this dynamic ,,s.�ignment c1spcct of the coordination problem that we address in this paper . 
We c,m formukue the problem in gcncr,,I tenns as follows: 

Gi\'en: 
(1 ) · a set of tasks generated over time with different requirements. and 
(2) a set of processors with different capabilities. 

nctcnnine: 
how to assign the tasks to the processors in order to achieve some overall 
objectives. 

Examples of this general problem include: (1) designing, manufacturing, and marketing products, 
where the processors arc people or machines with the special capabilities required, and (2) 
processing multi-step computer jobs using different processors on a network of computers. 

Scope of the model 

In general, our model focuses on certain infonnation proc�ing aspects of coordination and omits 
many other factors that are important in human organizations (such as power relationships, 
opportunism. and individual motivation). In addition to helping us understand the aspects we 
analyzed. this approach can also provide a "baseline" for comparison that helps us understand other 
aspects, as well. For example, we describe instances below where our model predicts that either of 
two organizational f onns should be equally desirable, but where one of the two, in fact, occurs more 
often. In these cases. other factors (such as opportunism) appear to be necessary to explain the 
observed results. 

In particular, we are explicitly not attempting to &nalyze how goals are established or how they 
change (e.g .• Cyert & March. 1963), how goals are subdivided into separate activities. or how the 
results of separate activities are reintegrated ( e.g., Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967). Neither do we 
attempt to model �e power and authority aspects of decision making (e.g., Pfeffer. 1980). Our 
analysis of decision-making is concerned only with where decisions are made and how they are 
communicated. not with how they are enforced Finally, our analysis is based on "pure" fonns of 
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Ji ll�rclll organi1.atiunal structures. A lmost all rcill organizations ,arc mixtures of lhl�C pure_ forms 
(e.g .. sec Ansoff & Brandcnhurg. 1 97 1 ). 

In spite of these simplifications from actual urg,mi,aLional realities. howc, cr. our analysis seems to 
account for a large mngc of the important trndcoffs hct\\ccn altcrn,lli\'C organi1.ational fonns in both 
human organiz�1tions and computer systems. In fact we bclic\·c that our results apply in practice to 
a much wider mngc of situations than arc captured by chc simple as.�umptions of the fonnal model. 

AI .TERNATl\'E ORG.\NIZATIONAI . 1-'0RI\IS 

Figure 1 shows several simple organi1.ational forms that can be used co solve the task assignment 
problem. These simple fonns serve as building blocks for much more complex organizations. The 
names for these organizational fonns arc taken from the vocabulary of human organizations, but as 
we will show below, there arc also computer organizations that arc analogous to each fonn. 

In each form. there are several different processor types. each of which can perfonn a certain kind 
of task. The organi,.ational fonns differ in the following ways: (1) whether or not tasks are shared 
among processors of the same type. (2) whether the processor scale is large or small. and (3) 
whether decision making about task assignment is centralized or decentralized. 

In order to compare the different fonns, we assume that they are identical in terms of the 
foUowing: (1) the "products" that must be produced to achieve ·the organizational goals, (2) the 
tasks that must be perfonned to produce these products, (3) the total processing power available for 
pcrfonning each kind of tas� (4) the cost of operating the processors, and (5) the difficulty of 
deciding what tasks need to be done and what kind of processor can do them. 

We will compare the different organizational fonns in tcnns of their production costs, ·their 
coordination costs. and their "vulnerability costs". The assumptions we describe in this section will 
allow us to measure these factors in the following tenns: (1) production costs in terms of the delay 
in processing tasks. (2) coordination costs in tenns of the minimum number of communication 
instances, or "messages", necessary to assign tasks to processors, and (3) vulnerability costs in tenns 
of the costs of unexpected changes such as component failures. 
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Product hicmrchy 

llum,111 org,mi:u1io11s. In ,r product h iernrchy. there is a separate dh· ision for each product or major 
product l ine. Each di\' ision has a "product man,1ger" and it� own sep,1rntc d�parunent� for different 
k inds of functions such as marketing. manufacturing. and engineering. In this fonn. the "cxecllli\'c 
oflice" may set lung-range strategic directions. but it is not ordinarily inrnl\'cd in the operational 
assignment of tasks to processors. The lack of connection with the cxecuti\'e oflicc for scheduling 
purposes is indic,11ed hy dotted l ines in Figu re 1 .  (This fonn is sometimes called the "multi
di\'isional" form (Chandler. 1%2) or the "M-fonn" (Williamson. 1975).) 

Compu1er systems. In computer systems. one analog of a product hierarchy is a group of separate 
personal computers, not connected by a . network. Each personal computer can be considered a 
separate "division" with its own dedicated "depanments" for performing different kinds of 
functions. In this case. however, the functions to be performed arc not tasks like marketing. 
manufacturing. and engineering. Instead they arc tasks like printing infonnation on the printer. 
storing and retrieving infonnation from the disk drive. and displaying information on the screen. 
The "product manager" that assigns tasks to all the different departments is the processing unit of 
the microcomputer. The processing unit of the microcomputer can also be considered to contain 
one of the functional dcpartmcnts--the department that perfonns the arithmetic and logical 
computations. 

Task assignment method The solution to the task assignment problem that is implied by this 
organizational fonn is simple: Whenever a task of a certain type needs to be done, the product 
manager assigns the task to the dcpartrncnt that specializes in that type of task. In the "pure" fonn 
of a product hierarchy, there is only one depanment (or one processor) for each type of task, so the 
assignment decision is trivial. Of course, deciding which kind of department or person is best suited 
to perform a panicular task may not be a trivial matter at all. but as noted above, we assume that i t  
is equally difficult in all the organizational fonns. Once the task has been classified as one needing 
a panicular type of processor, the decision about which processor of that type it should be assigned 
to is trivial in this case, since there is only one processor of that type in the division. 

We will assume that, in the simplest case. one message is required to assign a task to a processor 
and one message is required for the processor to return the rcsulL Returning the result may, in 
some cases, consist of simply notifying the product manager that the task has been completed. 

When a processor fails in a product hierarchy, the product division in which the failure occurs is 
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Ji�ruph.·J. hut lhc oth�r dh isions .,re not aff"'tled. 

\..,_/ 1-'unct iomtl hicnarchy 

lluma11 orga11izatio11s. In c1 functional hiernrchy. the JlfOC\."SSing needs for all products arc pooled in 
functional departments. Each functional dcpartmem has a "functional manager" and one or more 
proccs.�� of the same kind (e.g .• a marketing department with a number of murkcting specialists or 
a manufacturing depuruncnt with a numhcr of in1crc:hangc&1hlc production lines). As Figure 1 
indicates. the functional dcparunents may he composed of a number of smill l scale processors or a 
single large scale processor (in order to take adv,mrnge of economics of scale). In a functional 
hierarchy. the "executive office" coordinates the functional processing for all the different products 
by dispatching tasks to the appropriate functional departments. (1bis fonn is sometimes called the 
"unitary" fonn or "U-fonn" (Williamson. 197S).) 

Computer systems. In computer systems. one example of a functional hierarchy is a time-sharing 
system with centralized (and often large-scale) "departments" for arithmetic and logical processing. 
printing. file storage. and so forth. As before. the "executive" function is physically merged with 
on� of the functional dcparuncnts--thc arithmetic and logical processor. In many time-sharing 
systems. this central processor acts as the functional manager for other departments as well ( e.g., 

\w,/ sehcduling jobs in the printer queue). 

Task assig11ment method The task assignment method implied by the "pure" fonn of this 
organizational structure is somewhat more complicated than for the product hierarchy. because an 
extra layer of management is involved: Whenever a task of a certain type needs to be done, the 
executive office delegates it to the functional manager of the appropriate type who. in tum, assigns 
it to one of the processors in that department In order to make this assignment intelligently. the 
functional manager needs to keep track of not only the priorities of the tasks, but also the loads and 
capabilities of the processors in the department 

We assume that. in the simplest case, four messages are required for each task: one to delegate it 
to a functional department. one to assign it to a processor. one to return the result to the functional 
manager, and one to notify the executive office. 

When a small scale processor fails in a functional hierarchy, the tasks it would have perfonned are 
delayed until they- can be reassigned to another processor. When a large scale processor fails or 
when the functional manager fails. the entire organization may be disrupted. 
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l >rl'cntrnli,l·d (compctithc) market 

1/11111,111 org,111i:,11im1.t In a dcccntrali1cJ market. "dicn,�" sc&1rch in the marketplace for acccpt,tblc 
"cumrnctu�" tu pcrfom1 the tasks they need to h&1ve dune. Clients may h,l \C  some prior knuwJcdge 
of ·the c,1pahilitics of different kinds of processors. but in general. they must communic&1tc with a 
number of potential contractors in order to determine the specific capc1hiliti� and current 
m·ailability of the contractors. In �ome cases. the clients would he called "customers" and the tasks 
perfimned by the contr.1ctors woulJ he su1111lying proJucts rather th,m performing scn·kcs. As 
noted abo\'e. our model is rel&1th cly inscnsithe to where legal boundaries between organizations arc 
drawn. for example. in · the applications below. we will suggest that some of the "lateral" 
information processing that occurs among different pans of hierarchical organi1.ations can be 
modeled as a decentralized markeL 

Computer systems. There arc several examples of computer systems organized as dec\!ntralized 
markets (Malone, Fikes. and Howard. 1983; Smith and Davis. 198 1 :  Farber and Larson, . 1972). For 
example. the Enterprise system (Malone, Fikes, and Howard, 198�) is a decentralized scheduler that 
allows personal computers connected by a network to share tasks in a way that assigns tasks to the 
"best" available processor at any time. Processors with tasks tp be done are clients and other 
unused processors on the network are contractors. Clients send out "requests for bids" for tasks to 
be done and potential contractors respond with "bids" indicating their availability or cost for 
perfonning the tasks. The clients then select a bidder and send the task to the winning bidder. 

Task assignment method. In a decentralized market. clients send announcements of tasks to some 
fraction of the contractors of the appropriate type and then receive bids from some of those 
contractors. In addition to these bidding messages. we also assume that each task requires one 
message to assign it to a processor and one message to return the resulL 

When a processor in a decentralized market fails. the tasks it would have pcrfonned are delayed 
until they can be reassigned to another processor. 

With large numbers of clients and contractors. the "search costs" implied by all the announcement 
and bid messages may �e_ considerable. As the next organizational fonn shows. these costs can be 
substantially reduced by usirig brokers or other centralized coordinators. 
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C 'cnt r,1li1l·d (monopolistk) market 

1/uman orga11i:t11io11s. In a completely centralized market. clients do nut nc('d to se,arch fur 
�ontracturs hcc.:masc there is only one source for cm.:h type of pnk:cssor. For our purposes. the 
scheduling results will he the �nne whether this ccntri1I source is ( I ) an exdush c hrokcr who 
m&1tc:hcs clients and cunm1ctors fhr a commission. (2) a sole·soun:c cuntr;1ctor Y. ho manages a 
number of ·"capti\'e" subcontractors. or (3) a firm that includes all the subsidiary processors . .  It is 
also pussihle (though not shown in the figure) for one central St:hedulcr to m.mag(' scn!ral types of 
fl1 11ctional processors. 

Computer systm,s. It is easy to imagine the Enterprise system (Malone. Fikes & Howard. 1983). for 
example. with one processor on the network serving as a single centralized scheduling node. 
Instead of broadcasting announcements of tasks U> be done to all a\'ailable contractors. client 
machines would simply send their requests to the scheduling node. The scheduling node would 
keep track of the availability of all_ the processors on the network and send the task to the best 
processor when it became available. 

Task assig11mtnt method From a task assignment point of view, a centmlized market is identical to 
a functional hierarchy. Boch have a single central scheduler for each type of task, both require the 
same number of messages for assignment (four per task in lhc simplest case), both have the same 

"'w,/ amount of load sharing among processors. and both have the same responses to component failures. 
Both also have the possibility of replacing several small processors with one large one to take 
advantage of whatever economies .of scale arc present in the underlying technology. Thus one of 
the insights provided by this analysis is that these two forms. which would often be considered very 
different, are identicaJ in terms of the information processing variables we are considering here. 

Other organizational forms 

As mentioned above, these four "pure" organizational forms serve as buOding blocks for the much 
more complex organizations we observe. For example as Figure 2 shows. a "matrix" organization is 
a hybrid fonn in which a functional hierarchy is augmented by separate product managers for each 
product who have direct links to specialized processors in each functional division. From a task 
scheduling point of view, this might imply that specialized processors give priority to tasks from the 
product manager to which they arc linked but lhat all specialized processors in a dcpanmcnt arc 
available to help with each others' overflow tasks. 

Other examples of composite organizational fonns include (1) product hicran:hics in which each 
product division is organized as a sma11 functional hicran:hy with multiple small ·scale procC$0rs in 
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"-.1d1 dcpartm�nl. (2) <l�l·1.•nt r.ili1cd market� in whkh contrm.:tors ;ire imerna11y org,mize<l .is 
funclilmal hierarchies. (J)  org.mizations in which " lhnna1 producl hicr.m:hy is supplem�ntcd by 
infonnal communications and lm1d-sharing p.aucrns that resemble a decentralized market. and (4) 
regulated markets in which a hierarchical stmcture ( for example. a functional hierarchy) is 
superimposed on a dcccntmlizcd market. 

Summary . of a�sumpt ions 

Table I summarizes the assumptions we ha\'e made about the different organizational forms. The 
chart combines centralized markets and functional hierarchies on the same lines.. since in tcnns of 
lhe factors we consider here. they arc the same. As noted above. these forms arc cqui\'alcnt in 
terms of the tasks they perform and the processing power they have. They differ only in the way 
task performance is coordinated. In the next section we examine what differences these 
coordination mechanisms make. 

TRADEOFFS AMONG ORGANIZATIONAL FORMS 

_Table 2 shows the tradeoffs among the different organizational forms on several evaluation criteria. 
This table is a summary of the major results in the entire paper. The remaining sections of the 
paper present justifications for the results in Table 2 and show how they can be applied 

The evaluation criteria in Table 2 are divided into two groups: efjicie11cy and flexibility. Efficiency 
is broken into two pans: (1) production costs (represented here as average delay in perfonning 
tasks) and (2) . coordination costs (represented here as the cost of transmitting .and processing the 
messages used to construct schedules). As noted above, we assume that the operating costs of the 
production technology are the same in all organizational forms. Therefore, a lower average delay in 
perfonning tasks means lower average production costs. 

Even though flexibility is often thought of as the oppasite of efficiency, it is clear that flexibility 
essentially means long-run efficiency in changing environments. 2 lo other words. the 
flexibility/efficiency tradeotT is a tradcoff between short-run and long-run efficiency. We 
distinguish two kinds of measures for long-run flexibility: (1) vulnerability. the cost of unavoidable 
degradation in pcrfonnancc which a system suffers when the situation changes (represented here as 
the average cost of component failure), and (2) adaptability. the cost of adapting to a changed 
environment in order to achieve the same level of perfonnance as before the change (represented 
here as the coordination costs of rescheduling). Note that coordination costs affect both shon-run 
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Table 1 

Assumptions about .-\ltcrmllhc Organizat ional Forms 

Organizational 

/onn 

Production Costs 

J>racessurs 

shared 

among 

products 

Product hierarchy 

Decentralized market 

Centralized market/ 

Functional hierarchy 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Centralized market/ Yes 

Functional hierarchy 

(Large scale) 

Processor 

S<.'a/e 

Small 

Small 

Small 

Large 

Coordination Costs 

Ce111raliza1icm Minimum 110. 

of dedsio11· of me�1ges to 

making assign task to 

best processor 

No · 2  

No 2m+2 . 

Yes 4 

Yes 4 

• Note: m is the number of processors in the markeL 

Vulnerability Costs 

Result of 

processor 

failure 

division 

disrupted 

task 

reassigned 

task 

Result of 

scheduler 

failure 

entire 

reassigned org. 

disrupted 

entire entire 

org. org. 

disrupted disrupted 
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Tublc 2 
Tradc()ffs .-\m()IIJ: .\lt l'rnalhc Organi,.atfonal Forms 

Organizational 

/onn 

Evaluation Criteria 

Efficiency Flexi/Jility 

Production CCJsts 
(Average delay) 

Product hierarchy 

Decentralized market 

Centralized market/ 
Functional hierarchy 

Centralized market/ 
Functional hierarchy 
(Large scale) 

Note: 
L = Low costs ("good") 
M = Medium costs 
H = High costs ("bad"} 

H 

M 

M 

L 

Coordi11atio11 Costs 
(Message 

processing costs) 

L 

H 

M 

M 

Vu/11embili1y C CJsts 
(Average cost of 

compon�nt failure) 

M 

L 

H 
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cllkicncy and also. when rescheduling is ncccssi1ry. long-run llcxihility. 

All the ernlm1tion criteria shown in the chan arc represented ,,s rusts. su in C\'ery column low is 
"gof>d" and high is "bad." Primes arc used to indic,llc indctenninatc comparisons. For example, 
M. is less than H and greater than I .. but it may be either greater or t�ss than M. 

First of all, the table shows very clearly that design choices often involve a complex trade-off among 
sc\'cral dimensions. In some cases. detailed estimates of the parameter \'aluc:s arc necessary to 
predict which fonns arc preferable. In many cases. however. the qualitati\'c fonn of the tradeoffs 
shown here enables us to make inferences about situations where only one factor changes and all 
others remain constant. or where several factors all change in the same direction. 

Summary of previous organb.ational design principles 

The qualitative comparisons shown in the table provide a concise summary of many of the 
generalizations about organization design that have been made by previous theorists ( e.g .. Galbraith, 
1977: March & Simon, 1958: Gulick and Urwick. 1937). For example. March and Simon (19S8, p. 
29) summarize the problem of departmentalization as centering on a tradeoff between self· 
containment and skill spccializ.ation: "(Functional] departmentalization generally takes greater 
advantage of the potentialities for economy through specialization than does (product] 
departmentalization: (product] departmentalization leads to greater self-containment and lower 
coordination costs . . .  "3 Table 2 reflects this tradeoff with the "economics of specialization" in 
functional hierarchies being represented as lower production costs, and the advantages of self· 
containment in product hierarchies being represented as lower coordination costs. 

Galbraith (1977), extends this view by pointing out that the advantages of coordination can be 
obtained by either invesnnent in a vertical infonnation system (as ·in a functional hierarchy in Table 
2), or by the creation of lateral relations (as in a decentralized market in Table 2). 

Our model also reflects the vulnerability costs implied by observations such as Gulict·s (Gulick & 
Urwick, 1937, p. 24): "A failure in one [product division] is limited in its effect to that �rvice . • . .  
A failure in one [function] affects the whole enterprise. and a failure to co-ordinate one [functional] 
division, may destroy th� -effectiveness of alJ the work that is being donc."3 This difference is 
shown in Table 2 where product hierarchies have a lower vulnerability cost than large scale 
functional hierarchies. Interestingly, this difference does not necessarily hold if the processors are 
the same scale in both cases. since the cost of disrupting an entire product division might be greater 
than the cost of simply rescheduling a task from one failed processor to another one in a functional 
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hi�rnn:hy. 

V In all these cases. our model not only summarizes inc, iuus f\."SUIL� but also places them in a more 
comprehensive framework. Fur example. Man:h and �imon and Galbraith did not give much 
consideration to markets as alternatives tu product hierarchies or functional hierarchies. and Gulick 
did not seem to appreciate the difference that processor scale might make in the vulnerability 
arguments he presented. 

Siic of the economy 

The tradeoffs shown above in Table 2 assume that the size of the "economy" being modeled is 
fixed. that is. that the number of processors and rhc total number of managers generating tasks are 
all constant As the size of the economy increases, the relative rankings of the alternative 
organizational fonns do not change on any of the evaluation criteria. However, the values change 
much faster for some organizational fonns and criteria than for others. Thus simply changing the 
size of the economy, even without changing any other parameter values, may change the relative 
imponance of different criteria and therefore change the "optimal" organizational fonn. The 
relative rates of change for the different criteria arc summarized in .Table 3 and justified in the next 
section and the appendix. A zero in Table 3 indicates that no change occurs with size. One or 
more pluses or minuses after a letter indicate the relative rates with which .the crueria change as size 
increases. 

JUSTIFICATIONS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL FORM COMPARISONS 

In the appendix, we present formal justifications for the ordinal rankings defined by the qualitative 
comparisons in Tables 2 and 3. In this section, we give brief intuitive explanations of the 
comparisons. The intuitive justifications in this section should provide an adequate basis for 
understanding the remainder of the paper. 

Assumptions 

In addition to the assumptions summarized in Table 1, the following additional assumptions are 
made: 

1. Tasks are randomly generated. 
2. Processing each task takes· a random . amount of time. 
3. Coordination costs are proportional to the number of messages sent between agents to 
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Table 3 

Changes in E,aluat ion ('ritcria as Size or the Economy Increases 

Organizatio1111I 

/onn 

Product hierarchy 

Decentralized market 

Centralized market/ 

Functional hierarchy 

Centralized market/ 

Functional hierarchy 

(Large scale) 

Note: 

0 = No change 

+ = Increase 

= Decrease 

E�•aluation Criteria 

Efficiency Flexil,ility 

Produc1io11 Cosls 

(Average delay) 

0 

Coordi11atio11 Cos1s 

(Message 
processing coses) 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

Vu/11erabi/i1y Cosls 

(A vcragc cost of 
component failure) 

+ +  

+ 

+ +  

+ + +  

1ft 

-�. 
u 

u 



assign tasks. 

4. I .argc processors ,arc m times foster than small ones and cost m times &1s much. ( In 
other words. the simple model assumes 1hat there arc no economics uf sc,,lc. This 
assumption is relaxed in some of the applic:&1tions.) 
5. I .arge processors fail at least as often as small ones. 
6. Scheduling managers sometimes fail ( i.e .. with probability greater than 0). 

7. 111c cost of delaying a job in order to reassign it is less than ·the cost of disrupting an 
entire division or organi1.ation. 
8. The cost of dismpling an entire organi1.ation is at least m limes as much as .the cost of 
disrupting a division. 
9.- If the economy increases in size, both the processing load and the total processing puwcr 
increase at the same rate. 

Production costs 

The product hierarchy has the highest average delay in processing tasks because it uses slow 
processors that are not shared. The decentralized marke� centralized marke� and functional 
hierarchy all have a somewhat lower average delay time because they are able to take advantage of 
the "load leveling" that occurs when tasks are shared among a number of similar processors. For 
excUnple, . processors that would otherwise be idle can take on "overflow" tasks from busy processors 
thus reducing the overall average delay. Finally the large scale versions of a centralized market and 
a functional hierarchy have the least average delay time because they not only have the load 
leveling advantages of pooled processors, but they also are always working with the full processing 
speed of a large machine, even at times when some of the small machines would be idle. 

Coordination costs 

The product hierarchy requires the least number of messages for task assignment since each task is 
simply sent to the processor of the appropriate type in the division in which the task originates. 
The centralized market and functional hierarchy require more scheduling mmages since tasks must 
be sent to a centralized scheduling manager ( e.g.. a functional manager or a broker) before being 
sent to the proper processor. The decentralized market requires the most messages of all since 
assigning each task requires sending "requests for bids" to a number of possible processors of the 
appropriate type and then receiving bids in return. 

Vulnerability costs_ 

-, The decentralized market is the least vulnerable to component failure since if one processor fails. 
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the task is only delayed umil it can be transferred tu another processor. The centralized market Jnd 
functional hierarchy arc somewhat more vulncrahlc since. not on)} can tasks he dcfa} cd hy the 
failure of individm,I processors. hut also the entire system will fail if the centralized scheduling 
manager fails. The product hierarchy is also more vulnerable than the decentralized market because 
when a processor fails. tasks cannot be e&1sily transferred to another similar processor. Finally. the 
centralized market and functional hierarchy with large scale processors arc the most rnlncrahle of all 
because large scale processors foil at least as often as ·small ones. and when they do. all the tasks in 
the system fail at once. 

Size of the economy 

As the number of processors in the economy increases. the average delay time for the product 
hierarchy docs not change at au. but the load leveling and processing speed advantages of the other 
forms become more and more important Similarly, the number of messages required for 
scheduling does not increase at all with size for the product hierarchy. functional hierarchy, or 
centralized market. but the number of messages required to get bi�s from all the eligible processors 
in a decentralized market increases in proportion to the number of processors in the system. 
Finally, as the number of processors increases. the failure rate. per unit time increases in all 
organizational forms, but it increases most in the large scale centralized market and functional 
hierarchy and least in the decentralized market 

APPLICATIONS 

In this section, we will suggest how the analysis just presented can be applied to a wide variety of 
organizational design issues. Several of the applications described here are not fully developed: 
they are included to suggest directions for future development 

Computer systems 

Decentralized scheduling fer computer networks 

As mentioned earlier, several computer systems (Malone. Fikes, and Howard, 1983; Smith and 
Davis, 1981; Farber and Larson, 1972) use decentralized task scheduling techniques based on 
market metaphors. We are now in a position to evaluate some of the advantages and disadvantages 
of such decentralized systems in comparison to centralizeq systems that have a single scheduling 
manager. 
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,\s shown in Table 2. the primary advantilge of the dcccntrnlil.cd system -is ils high reliability (low 
\Ulncrability cusL�). and its primary disad\·antage is the number of mcs.'iagcs that must be 

I,,__,/ transmitted back and fhnh to constmct schedules (high coordination costs). Which uf these factors 
is most imponant in a given situation depends on the system load. the cost of sending bidding 
messages. the reliability of the machines inrnlvcd. and the cosL� of scheduler fililurc . 

In particular. we can derive exact comparisons between the centralized and dcccntmlized markets by 
measuring all the costs shown in Table 6 in tenns of time lost by users. first. we let 

D = the expected total time lost (in seconds per user per day) 

Psa
mo = the probability of scheduler failure. 

f = the expected time lost if the scheduler fails (in seconds per user), 
t = the expected number of tasks per user per day scheduled by the system, and 
d = the expected additional delay per task required to wait for and process bids. beyond 

the delay that would be required by a centralized scheduler (in seconds). 

Then it is a straightforward matter to show that the difference in cost between the systems is 

For illustration, we use the following very rough estimates of these values for the environment in 
which the prototype Enterprise system (Malone, Fikes, & Howard. 1983) was implemented: 

DDM - D
CM 

= (20Xl) • (.03X900) = -7. 

In other words. according to these very rough estimates. a decentralized scheduling system has a 
small advantage (7 seconds per user per day) over a centralized one in this environrnenL Large 
changes in at least one of the factors would be necessary for either approach to have a decisive 
advantage. 

Trends in computer system architectures 

Another issue our model can help illuminate is the effect on computer system architectures of 
changing costs of the underlying technologies (c.f.. Frazier, 1979: Lorin, 1979). For example, one of 
the most obvious changes in computer system architectures in recent years has been the explosive 
growth in the use of personal computers relative to time-shared n:iainframe computers. In tcnns of 
our model, computational power is increasingly being supplied by product hierarchies (personal 
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computers) fllthcr th�m l.arge sca1c functional hierarchies (mainframes). We can explain this result 
by ubsen'ing that since the unit costs of computation arc dccreusing dram,uicall}'. minimizing 
computational cost is no longer as important as it once was. Therefore. according to T&1ble 2. the 
shift toward product hierarchies should occur because product hierarchies save coordination costs 
and the extra computational power they require is no longer as cxpcnsi\'c.. The kinds of 
coordination costs saved in this case might include: ( 1) the costs of transmitting data between the 
u·ser"s tenninal and a distant processor. (2) the operating system ,n-crhcad required when the 
processor is shared by a number of users. and (3) the administrative O\'erhead of dealing with a 
computer center "bureaucracy." 

In fact it is not only the case that the overall unit costs of computing are decreasing. but also that 
the economics of scale have changed radically. As Sicwiorek, Bell. and Newell (1982, p. 333) note, 
the speed/cost ratio is 10 to 100 times worse for large high-speed processors than for current 
microprocessors. For example, Table 4 shows that for one major computer vendor, the speed/cost 
ratio of a recently introduced mainframe is about 30 times worse than the speed/cost ratio for a 
recent personal computer. Of course a simple comparison of processor speeds can easily be 
misleading since different machines have different memory sizes, different instruction sets, different 
operating systems. and so fonh (e.g., see Siewiorek, Bell, and Newell, 1982). Nevertheless, there 
does appear to be a strong economic incentive for using small computers for as many tasks as 
possible. 

In contrast to this advantage of small computers, our model also highlights a somewhat unexpected 
advantage of mainframes. Aside from factors such as storage capacity and software availability, our 
analysis sugges� that the load leveling advantages of mainframes may be an important factor. 
Table 6 shows that ·(given our assumptions about arrival rate and service time distributions), the 
users of a mainframe would have to wait only 1/m times as long for their jobs as the users of m 
separate personal computers with the "equivalent" amount of totai computational power. For equal 
cost configurations. the exact size and direction of this advantage depends on system load as well as 
on processor speeds and costs. Nevertheless, it is clear from our models that this factor provides a 
pressure toward mainframes. 

In general, our model WDuld predict that mainframes will be replaced for many future applications 
by one of the other organizational structures. Which structure is chosen should depend. in part, on 
the importance of communication costs and reliability: (1) In situations where communication costs 
are high, separate personal computers should be favored: (2) In situations where reliability is 

critical, networks of shared processors with decentralized scheduling should be most common: and 
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Table 4 
K�timated Speed/Cost Ratios of l\hlinframc and l\licrocon!putcr from one Major Computer \'cndor1 

System IBM 3083-E IBM Personal Computer 

Speed(MIPSY 3.1 .26 

Purchase prier $1,200,000 S3,3S.3 

Speed/cost ratio(M IPS/$MJ' 2.58 77.6 

Notes: 

1 These estimates are for _rough comparison purposes only. Actual relative performance may vary 
with application. amount of memory. peripherals, software, and a number of other factors. 

2 Speed is measured in Million Instructions Per Second. Estimate for IBM 3083-E is by 
Computerworld, August 8, 1983, p. 31. F.stimate for IBM Personal Computer is by David Bradley, 
Manger of Personal Systems An:hitecture for IBM Personal Computer (Personal communication 
with Amar Gupta, MIT Sloan School of · Management, January 1984). 

3 Purchase price for processor only as of August, 1983. Source: Computerwor/d, August 8, 1983 
and August 22. 1983. 

4 Million Instructions Per Second Per Million DoDars. 
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(3) In cases where neither communications cnsL� nor rcliahility considerations arc dominanL 
networks of shared processors with centralized scheduling should be preferred. 

Human organi1.ations 

Historical changes i11 busi11ess structures 

Table 5 summarizes. in simplified fonn. the changes in the dom,nant organizational stnacturcs used 
by American businesses described by Chandler ( 1966. 1977) and olher business historians. From 
about 1850 to 1910. numerous small businesses coordinated by decentralized markets began to be 
superseded by large scale functionally organized hierarchies. These hierarchies continued to grow in 
size until. in the early and middle pans of this century, they were in tum replaced by the multi
divisional product hierarchies that are prevalent today. In  the next section. we hypothesize how the 
widespread use of computers in organizations may again change the dominant organizational 
structures. Before doing that, however, our goal in this section is to show how these observed 
historical changes can be explained using the model we have presented. Williamson (1981b) and 
Chandler (1962. 1977) have also proposed explanations of these same changes and our explanation 
both draws on these earlier explanations and illuminates their incompleteness. 

We assume that organizations move toward the structure that is best suited to their current situation. 
(For our purposes here, we do not care whether this motion results from conscious adaptation on 
the pan of managers or from "blind" evolutionary forces favoring one kind of organization over 
another (see, e.g., Alchian, 1950; Nelson and Winter, 1981).) In our explanations, we will insist 
that, for each structural change, we be able to say what underlying parameters changed in the old 
structure and why this change caused the new structure to become the most desirable of the 
alternatives. 

Decentralized hierarchies to functional hierarchies. The first change to be explained is the change 
from separate small companies to large scale functional hierarchies. Williamson (1981b) and 
Chandler (1977) both explain this change as . the result of changing economies of scale so that large 
scale processors became much more economical than small_ ones. In our model, this means that the 
production co.st advantage of the large scale fonns over the o�ers became even more pronounced 
than it already was from queuing considerations alone. (Note that this involves augmenting the 
simple model to include economies of scale in operating costs.) If this change is large enough, large 
scale organizations will supplant small ones up to the size where either the scale economies are 
exhausted or where further scale economics arc counterbalanced by the increasing vulnerability of 
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Changes of Dominant Organilalional Structures in American Husine5.WS 

Approximate Data Structural O,ange 
From To 

18S0-1910 Decentralized markets Functional hierarchies 

1920-1960 Functional hierarchies Product hierarchies 

Sources: Summarized from Chandler (1966. 1977), WiUiamson (1981). 
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the large scale structure to component failure. 

As Table 2 shows. our basic model is indifferent between a large scale centralized market and a 
large scale functional hierarchy. However. based on Williamson·s ( 198 1b) arguments for why 
transaction costs should be lower in a hierarchy (e.g .• hierarchies arc better able to deal with 
externalities and with uncenainties about highly specific assets). we should expect functional 
hierarchies to be preferred to centralized markets in many cases. 

Fu11ctio11al hierarchies 10 product hierarchies. 1bc next change to be explained is the change from 
functional hierarchies to product hierarchies. Williamson and Chandler explain this change, in part. 
by saying that as functional hierarchies grow larger their executive offices become increasingly 
overloaded by the demands of coordinating all the different projects across all the different 
functional depanments. In a product hierarchy, the operational and tactical components of these 
coordination problems arc delegated to the division managers, leaving the top executive officers free 
to concentrate on strategic questions. 

This seems to be a plausible description of an advantage product hierarchies have over large 
functional hierarchies, but it leaves· an essential question unans'_Vered: Why did the functional 
hierarchies grow larger in the first place? Why didn't companies just grow until they exhausted the 
economies of scale and then Jet further demand be met by other compani� of a similar size 
coordinated by a market? Williamson gives reasons for why hierarchies are sometimes superior to 
markets, but not for why they should become even better during the period in question. 

Our model allows us to answer this question quite simply as folJows (see Table 3): As decentralized 
markets grow in size, their coordination costs increase much more rapidly than the .coordination 
costs for the equivalent functional hierarchies4• Thus, there will be situations where markets are 
preferred to functional hierarchies at one size, but where markets become less and less desirable as 
they grow because of increasing coordination costs. There is a presmre, then, for more and more of 
the activity that is coordinated by markets to be ttansferred into functional hierarchies in order to 
economize on coordination costs. This explains, then, why functional hierarchies continued to grow, 
as the marketplaces in which they operated grew, even after the underlying scale economies were 
exhausted. 

We have still not explained. however, whY: these large functional hierarchies would change to 
product hierarchies. If functional hierarchies were superior to product hierarchies at the beginning 
of the period, why didn't they remain so at the end? Williamson's and Chandler's arguments rest 
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on Lh� assumption chm the infimm1lion processing cap&1dty uf a. lop man&1g-emcnl tcmn is limilcd. nu 

m.ittcr how many people arc added lo the team. If we don ·t make this &assumption. huwc, er. 'foble 

.l shows thm there is no incret1sing ad,anlclge uf functional hierarchies o,cr product hier.archics as 

size increases. 

There is an allernati\·e explanation for the change. however. which is historically quite plm1siblc. 

The argument is as follows: At the same time that functional hierarchies were getting larger. · the 

relilth·e importance of production coses and coordination costs was also changing. As Jlroduction 

processes became more and more efficient. they constituted a smaller and smaller proportion of the 

lotal cost of products. Meanwhile. there were fewer improvements in the efficiency of coordination 

processes. so· coordination costs constituted an increasing proportion of the total costs of products. 

Thus. product hierarchies. which economized on coordination costs at the expense of production 

costs. became increasingly attractive. 

There is some strong empirical evidence to support this explanation. For example. Jonscher (1983) 

shows lhat lhe proponion of "infonnation workers" in the workforce increased from about 25% in 

1920 to almost SO% in 1960. During the same period. the economic productivity of "production 

workers" increased almost fourfold, while the productivity of inf onnation workers grew much more 

slowly. Jonscher also reports that during the period from 1947 to 1972 the proponion of total 

resources devoted to the two sectors (not just the number of workers) followed a similar trend. 

Taken together these results suggest that the relative importance of production and coordination 

costs did, indeed. change between 1920 and 1960, and that this might have contributed to the shift 

toward a less coordination-intensive organizational structure. 

Effect of widespread use of computers on organizational structure 

A number of authors have speculated about the structural changes in human organizations that are 

likely to result from the widespread use of computers (e.g., Strassman. 1980: Naismith, 1982; 

Tomer, 1970). In a few cases, observers have documented changes that have already resulted from 

the early uses of computers for data processing and management support (e.g., Robey, 1981, 1983; 

Walton & Vittori. 1983: Kling. 1980). Using either of these approaches as the basis for predicting 

long tenn trends is somewhat problematic, however. As Huber (in press) points out. these analysts 

may be extrapolating recent trends of a transition period far beyond the range where such 

extrapolation is valid. In particular. it is difficult to use the early effects of our first systems as the 

basis for predicting the ultimate effects of systems that. in some cases, have- not even been 

developed yeL 
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In contrast to these approaches, the model we have presented here provides a principled basis for 
making tong-term predictions based on very fundamental considerations. Though this approach is 
certainly not without its own dangers. the ability of our modei to provide plausible explanations for 
the historical changes that led organizations to have the forms they do today gives us some 
additional confidence in its validity. 

It seems plausible, first of all, to hypothesize that the widespread use of computers in organiz.ations 
may substantially decrease the "unit costs" of coordination--both the transmission and processing of 
information. If this happens, then in some situations, coordination costs that would previously have 
been prohibitively high will become affordable. This could have at least two possible effects (see 
Table 2). The first possibility is that product hierarchies will shift toward functional hierarchies in 
order to take advantage of the accompanying reductions in production costs. We expect this to be 
the preferred adaptation in industries or companies where economizing · on production costs is the 
most important strategic consideration. 

For many industries and companies, however, we believe that retaining maximum flexibility will be 
an even more important consideration (e.g., see Piori, 1983; Piori & Sabet, in press; Huber, in 
pr�). In order to achieve this flexibility, our model predicts that they should shift toward being 
more like decentralized markets. The higher coordination requirements of market-like structures 
wilt be more affordable, and markets provide the additional flexibility of being less vulnerable to 
situational changes. 

One possibility is that this change will involve a gradual replacement of large hierarchies with 
numerous small firms whose activities are coordinated by a computer-mediated decentralized 
market. The increasing importance of small entrepeneurial companies in many high technology 
markets--particularly computers--provides an early indication of this trend. 

Another, and perhaps more likely, possibility is that the coordination mechanisms actually used 
inside large finns will come to resemble the structure of a decentralized market more than that of a 
rigid hier�hy. For example, the widespread use of electronic maii computer conferencing, and 
electronic bulletin boards can facilitate what some observers ( e.g., Mintzberg, 1979; Toffler, 1970) 
have called "adhocraci��•- that is, rapidly changing organizations with many shifting project teams 
composed of people with different skills and knowledge. Electronic media can help bring together 
the right people and skills for these teams. Matching skills to needs is only part of the problem, 
however. It is also necessary to provide incentives for people to perfonn tasks for many different 
rapidly changing project teams. One interesting possibility is that computer-mediated internal 
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markets may lower at least some of the transaction costs and thus enable much wider use of internal 

transfer payments to provide these incentives. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have shown how viewing organi7.ational structures as alternative solutions to the 

task assignment problem clarifies fundamental tradeofTs in organizational design. Though this 

model is a simplification of the immense complexity of real organizations, we were surprised to find 

what a wide variety of phenomena it helps to explain. It summarizes a number of traditional 

propositions about organiz.ational design (e.g .. the advantages and disadvantages of product 

hierarchies). The model also has implications for designing computer network schedulers, for 

explaining historical changes in American business structure, and for predicting future organizational 

changes that may result from the widespread use of computers. 

Just as cognitive psychology and anificial intelligence appear to have benefited from simultaneously 

considering how human brains and computers might solve similar problems. we believe that 

computer �ience and organization -theory both stand to gain a. great deal from simultaneously 

considering how human organizations and computer systems might solve similar problems. 

For example, it has become common in recent years for behavioral theorists to use information 

processing concepts to describe human organizations (e.g.. March & Simon, 1958: Cyert & March, 

1963; Galbraith, 1973, 1977; Hurwicz, 1973: Williamson, 1975; Cohen, 1982a, 1982b). There are 

also an increasing number of computer systems whose designers have made explicit use of 

metaphors from human organiz.ations in structuring their systems (Goldberg & Robson, 1983; 

Hewitt, 1977; Ennan et al, 1980; Smith, 1980; Smith & Davis, 1981; Kornfeld & Hewitt, 1981; 

Malone, Fikes, and Howard, 1983). So far, however, all these examples of cross-disciplinary 

fertiliz.ation have been at the level of analogies, with each field borrowing concepts and insights. but 

not strong principles, from the other. Our analysis of the task assignment problem, with its strong 

implications for both disciplines, is a contribution to a more fundamental approach in this emerging 

interdisciplinary field. 
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a:ootnOll'S 

1 There may welt be a grc.u deal of ilmhiguily aboul wh11l the gu.als of an urgm1i1.atiun realty arc 
(e.g .. sec Cyert and March. 1%3. ChJ). l)iflcrcnt observers and ditlcrent members of a gh·cn 
group may ha,·c different ideas about the goals of the group (e.g.. to milximize profit or to 
pro\"idc employment). but one is not justified in calling a group an "organization" without at 
least some implicit notion of how to evaluate its succcs.�. 

2 We arc indebted to Michael Cohen for helping to clarify this point. 

3 We have substituted "functional" and "product" for the tcnns used in the original: "proc�" and 
"purpose." respectively. 

4 In fact. in the simple form of the model presented here. coordination costs per task do not 
increase at all as the functional hierarchy increases in size. 
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Appendix 

Formal justifications for organil.ational form comparisons 

The bases for the qualitative comparisons of organi1.atiunal · forms in Tables 2 and 3 arc summarized 
in Tables 6 and 7 and explained below. ·111c following ahbrc\'iations arc used: PH fpr product 
hierarchy, OM for decentralized market. CM for centralized market/functional hierarchy. and 
CMI .S for centralized market/functional hierarchy (large scale). 

For all organizational forms it is as.�umcd that tasks of a gi\"cn type arrh·e randomly according to a 

Poisson proc� with arrival rate A per "small" processor or mA per "large" processor. 

lndi\'idual tasks arc processed at a rate I' on small processors and ml' on large processors. In 

some cases, processing times will be assumed to be cxponcncially distributed in order to obtain 

closed form expressions for the queue length statistics. 'Ibis is usuaUy a pessimistic assumption as 

far as performance is concerned, since the exponential has a mean to standard deviation ratio that is 

relatively high. When general service times are used the variance of the service time will be 

denoted by o2• 

The order of processing will be assumed to be on a first·comc·flrst·servcd (FCFS) basis. subject to 

any priorities that may be ass_igned to the various tasks. In general, we will assume that the arriving 

tasks have many different possible priorities; in fact each task may have a unique priority. 

However, the probability distribution of processing time is assumed to be the same for all tasks. 

With. this assumption, the average queue length and expected waiting time of an arbitrarily selected 

task are identical to those obtained when all tasks have the same priority. (If priority and 

processing time are not independent, the overall expected queue length may be larger or smaller 

than in the one priority case. For the single server queue, there are closed form expressions for the 

queue length statistics in the multi-priority, general service time case Saaty (19S7). For the M/M/m 

queue with multiple priorities. there are c1osed fonn expressions for the queue length statistics for 

the preemptive resume service discipline (Buzen and Bondi, 1983). However, for this paper, the 

additional insight obtained from introducing these generalizations does not seem to justify the 

complexity they create.) 

Based on the priorities of the tasks in queue, the order of the queue must be rearranged after each 

new arrival. One� the processing of a task begins, however, we assume that it can no longer be 

preempted by a higher priority task. The reordering of the queue is assumed to occur in para11el 
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Table 6 
faaluation Criteria ror Alternative Scheduling Organi1.ations 

Organizational 
form 

Expected lt'aiting 
Tune 

Messages per 
task 

Expected Cost of Failure 

Product hierarchy 11<,£ - A) 2 mpscs 

Decentralized market (LoM/mA) + 1/ I' m(a+b) + 2 mpsco 

Centralized market/ (lcM/mA) + 111' 4 mpsco + PscHEifL 
Functional hierarthy 

Centralized market/ 1/m(l' ·  A) 4 PL CL +PscuEDCL 
Functional hierarchy 
(Large scale) 
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Tablc 7 
Rates of Change of Evaluation Criteria as Size of •:conomy lncrcas� 

Organizatiolllll Expected Waiti111 Messages per Expected Cost of Failure 
form Tune task 

Product hierarchy 0 0 PsCs 

Decentralized market (a+b) Psto 

Centralized market/ 0 Psco + Ps cumcs 
Functional ftierarchy 

Centralized market/ ·llm2(p • A) 0 (pL+Pscum)cs 
Functional hierarchy 
(Large scale) 



with the operation of the processor(s). thus no interruption. 

\,,,,.,I We as.'iumc that processors fail according to Poi�m pmc ·scs at constant rates. ·111c rates arc Ps for 
small scale processors. PL for large scale processors. and Psc

imn for central scheduling processors 
(with PL > Ps· and Ps· P1.• Psa

mn > 0). ·1be fai ure of one processor is assumed to be 
independent of the operational status of all other p uccssors. 

We assume that the expected cost of having the tasks n a small processor delayed (because the 
processor fails and they arc sent elsewhere) is cl>. ·1be expected cost of being unable to process 
tasks at all (because they cannot be sent elsewhere auto atically) is assumed to be c5 for the tasks 
on a small processor (with cs � c0) and c1_ for the task on a ·Jarge processor (with cL > mes to 
include any additional cost of having the entire sys m fail at once). 

We ass�mc that there are m small processors and p pro uct managers or clients. We will assume 
that when the economy increases in size. both the numbe of processors and the number of product 
managers increase at the the same rate (i.e., p/m · constant for all m). 

Product hierarchy 

In the product hierarchy organi1.ational form, each p� Thus the 

expected waiting time (including processing) for FCFS · vals is given by the Pollaczek Khinchine 

Formula 

+ Vp., 

which for exponential service times reduces to 

W PH = 1/(1&-A). 

In this form, there are m identical procesmrs operating ·n parallel with no opportunity to diven 

tasks to other processors. Thus the expected failure cost per unit time is mpsCs· 

Functional hierarchy/Centralized market 

In these· two organizational forms, m processors of each ind are connected to a central scheduler. 

F.ach task arrives at the central scheduler, who directs e task to the processor that offers it the 

minimum delay to completion of service.. When a task · completed. its result is returned, first to 

the scheduler and from there to the executive office or c1i n·L (If the result were sent directly from 
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the processor to the exl�uti\·e office or clienl ,m ex tr.i message. would be required ,myway to notify 

the central scheduler that the processor had completed the task and was now arnilable fur other 

tasks.) 

·111e arrival rate for the scheduler is mA and the proc�rs themselves can he viewed as m 

servers for the queue. In this case. we will as.�ume that the service times are exponentially 

distributed in order to obtain a closed form expres.c;ion for the queue length and waiting time. 1bis 

gives the expected queue length and waiting time. respectively. as follows: 

and W CM = l..
CM

/mA + 1/ I'• 

where P0 = 1/[ l': (mA/1')1/il 
i =O,m-1 

Since failure can arise from either processor failures or the scheduler failure, the expected failure 
cost per unit time is mpsc0 + Pscumcv 

Decentralized market 

In this case, tasks are generated by the clients who must select a procesor using some decentralized 

bidding scheme. We characterize the space of possible decentralized bidding schemes as follows: 

First, the client sends out . a announcements about the task per processor in the network. Thus if 

the announcement is broadcast to all processors, a = l; if it is sent to only selected processors, a <  

I; and if the task is announced to all processors ·more than once, a > 1. (This latter case occurs, for 

example. when tasks are "bumped" and rescheduled in the "eager" a�ignment method described by 

Malone, Fikes, and Howard (1983).) Then the client receives b bids per processor. where b may 

be ,greater than. less than, or equal to 1. In all cases, we assume that more than one proces.,or is 

involved in the announcement and bidding cycle (a, b > Vm). 

If clients poll all contractors to find the best one (i.e., a> 1), then the expected aggregate queue 

length and waiting time...fqr the DM case are equal to those of the CM case derived above. If not 

all clients are polled, then the waiting time for the DM case may be greater than for the CM case. 

The expected failure .cost per unit time is mPstn• since when a processor fails, its tasks are sent by 
their product managers to other processors. 
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Ccntralilcd amtrkct / Fundional hicran·hy (Large scale) 

In this case. the number of messages sent is the same as for a centralized market / functional 

hierarchy (small scale). There is again a central scheduler who expedites the proccs.'iing of the 

arriving tasks for the p product mangers. However. there is now a single proc�r with rate m11. 

Thus the queuing fonnulas for the M/0/1 queue apply with arrival rate m� and· service rate 

mp.. Substituting these rates into the fonnulas for the PH case. we obtain 

lcMLS = ¼,H 

WC>.tLS = WPH/m. 

Since failure can result from either the processor failing or the scheduler failing. the expected failure 
cost per unit time is PL cL + PscHEDcL" 

Comparisons 

This section justifies the inequalities upon which the qualitative organizational form comparisons are 
based. 

Average wailing time 

It can be verified algebraically that, for m > 1: W PH > W CM = W 0M > W CMLS· We first note 
that 

= 1/(p • A) 

WCM 
= lo/mA + lip. 

W CMLS = Lp.lmA + limp. = 1/(m(p • A)]. 

The average queue length La.t is more simply expressed as 

(Al) 

where 8i(m) = [m/m][(m·l)/mJ(m-2)/m) •.• [(m·i+l)/mlll/pf. and p = Alp.. 

The fonn of the a�(m) results from dividing through by the numerator of La.t and then reversing 
the order of summation in the sum. Since (m·k)/m < (m+l·k)/(m+l) for aD k > 0, we see that 

� 
ai(m + 1) > 8i(m) � O for all i � 1, and ao<m) = 1. Thus I

Ot 
is strictly decreasing in m. Since, 
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for m= 1. LcM = Lpu• the decreasing property of 1-cM cst&1blishes w.,11 > WnM· for m > 1. 

·11tc. second inequality, W C'M > W C\tl.S will hold if and only if 

or 

or 

L0/mA + 111' > 1/[m(J.& - A)) 

LCM + mp > p/(1 - p) 

((1 • p)/p)lcM > 1 - m(l - p) 

or (I • m(l - p )Jp/(1.CM(l • p )] < 1. 

From (Al). we see that 

p/(LCM
(l • p )] = (1 ._ p) s + p, 

where s = 1 + l:i = l.m 8i( m). 

Thus we .need to show that [I - m(l - p)][(l - p) s + ·p] < 1. 

If 1 • m(l • p) < 0, the result is obvious. Suppose. on the other hand. that m(l·p) < 1 or 

p > (m· 1)/m. Then from (Al), we sec that each of the tcnns ailm), i > I. satisfy ai(m) < 1/ p. 
�us s < 1 + ml p. Therefore, it will be sufficient to show that 

(1 - m(l - p)ll(l - pXl + m/p)+ p) < 1. Multiplying this out and collecting terms, this reduces to 

1 + m(l - p >2(1 - m)/ p < 1. This clearly holds for m > 1. 

To see that W OM = W OA' we note that it: in the OM case, all contractors are polled to find the 
best one (a> 1), then the arrivals are processed in exactly the same way in these two systems. The 

only distinction is that in the OM case, tasks wait at their original arrival location, while in the CM 

case, tasks wait at the central server. (If not all processors are polled (a < 1), then there may be 

times when tasks in the DM case wait longer than in the CM case.) 

It is interesting to note that this argument depends on the assumption of exponential service times. 

Sauer and Chandy (1979) show that for a slightly different problem (a two-stage cyclic queuing 

system with exponential delays between service requests), the expected waiting time for a large scale 

processor (CMLS) may actually be more than for a network of small processors (CM) if the 

coefficient of variation of service times is large enough. The reason for this rcsuk is that a few very 

long jobs can tie up the large scale processor completely for long periods of time, while in a 

network of small processors. a long job only ties up one of several processors. 
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Coordination costs 

''--6,) Given the minimum message requirements shown in Table 6 and the assumption that a. b > 1/m, 
the following inequalities for coordination costs. C. fo11ow immediately: Cp11 < CcM = C

CMl.S 
< 

CoM· 

� 

\__,I 

Expected cost of component failures 

Given the inequalities assumed about p5, PL, PscHED' c5, cD' 
and cL and the expressions for failure 

costs Fin Table 6. the folJowing inequalities all follow immediately: F0M < FPH· FcM < FCMis
· 

Note that the same results could have been obtained if. instead of assuming that PL > Ps, and cL > 
mes, we had assumed either of the foJJowing: (a} PL > mp5 and cL > c5, or (b) pLcL > mpsCs· 

Size of the economy 

In order to compare the rates of change of different criteria as the size of the economy changes, we 
will let p = km, and cL = 1DCs + k', and examine the partial derivatives with respect to m. Table 
S shows these partial derivates except for the derivatives involving W DM and W CM· It is clear that, 
as m grows, Wpff remains constant, W 01 = W DM decreases asymptotically to 1/ I'• and W o.u.s 
decreases asymptotically to 0. The declines for an three of the latter values (which may be at 
different rates) are represented in Table 3 by a single minus sign. The assignment of varying 
numbers of pluses or minuses for the other values in Table 3 all follow immediately from the 
relative sizes of the panial derivatives in Table 7. 
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Symbol Table 

a = number of announcements per processor in the economy, when an arriving task is put up for 
bids 

b = number of bids submitted per processor in the economy, when an arriving task is put up for 
bids 

c0 = expected task delay costs per small processor failure 

cL = expected cost of a processing stoppage per large processor failure 

Cs = expected cost or a processing stoppage per small processor failure 

G,8, COM, CCM, CCMLS = coordination cost per task for the various organizational forms 

d = additional delay per task required to wait for and process bids beyond delay required by a 
centralized scheduler 

DoM• DCM = expected total time lost per user per day for the various organizational forms 

f = time lost per user if the scheduler fails 

Fp8, FoM• FCM• Fons = expected failure cost per unit time for the various organil.ational fonns 

FCFS = first-come-first-served queue discipline 

Lp8, lnM• Lc:M, lcMLS = expected number of tasks in queue (excluding those in service) for the 
various organizational fonns 

m = number of identical small scale processors 

p = number of product managers 

PL = failure rate per unit time for large processors 

Ps = failure rate per unit time for small processon 

PsCHED = failure rate per unit time for scheduling processors 

P0 = probability that there arc no tasks in queue (excluding those in service) 

SPfF = shortest-processing-time-first queue discipline 

t = expected number of tasks per user per day scheduled by the system 

W PH• W OM• W CM• W CM1S = expected waiting time per task (including service time) for the 
various organizational forms 

A = arrival rate of tasks per small processor (mA = arrival rate per large processor) 

I' = service rat� of tasks per small processor (mp = arrival rate per large processor) 

a2 = variance of service time for tasks (when not constrained to have exponential service times) 

t 
V 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes a new system for text structuring called Textnet. The 

Textnet approach uses one uniform data structure to capture graph-like pools of text 
as well as embedded hierarchical structures. Using a semantic network formalism of 
nodes connected by typed links, the relationships between neighboring pieces of text 
are made explicit. 

We also describe our partial implementation of the Textnet approach which 
makes use of an object-oriented window /menu-driven user interface. Users peruse 
the network by moving among object menus or by reading text along a path through 
the network. In addition, critiquing, reader linking, searching, and jumping are 
easily accessible operations. 

Finally, the results of a short trial with users are presented. 

1. Introduction 

1.1.  The Scientific Community and Document Composition 

Computer technology has had a tremendous effect on the working lives of scientists over 
the last two decades. These effects have been most noticeable in the areas of data gathering, 
storage and analysis. Recently, however, with advances in computer networks and text process
ing, other activities are beginning to move online. Papers are written using word processing 
equipment or with text editors and document formatters on mainframes. Correspondence and 
information trading in the r orm of electronic mail occurs on various national networks. In addi
tion, electronic journals and teleconferencing are becoming more commonplace. 

In our view , the logical and inevitable result will be the transfer of all such activities t.o the 
computer, transforming communication within the scientific community. All paper writing, 



critiquing and refereeing will be performed online. Rather than having to track down little
known proceedings, journals or unpublished technical reports from distant universities, users 
will find them stored in one large distributed computerized national paper network. New papers 
will be written using the network, often collaborated on by multiple authors, and submitted to 
.online electronic journals. 

Moving such paper writing activities online requires new concepte in text handling. In 
order to take fullest advantage of the computer's capabilities, we envision authors composing 
pools of text able to be organized and interconnected according to the tastes and interests of 
both author and reader. Indivisible pieces or text would range from notes to subsections or pub
lished documents. The computerized paper network would keep track of such pools of text and 
aid users in augmenting and manipulating them. 

The research described here provides a uniform underlying structure for text at all levels. 
This novel strategy of text organization leads to natural implementations of many important 
capabilities r or future online scientific networks. 

1 .2. Requirements 
The text composition strategy we require and its accompanying computer implementation 

must be quite flexible. The system should not only help authors compose and interconnect 
pools or text. It must also be capable or generating traditional linear documents from these 
pools. Furthermore, online readers must be allowed convenient access to the pool and finally, 
these features must scale up to the national level. Specifically, our requirements include the fol
lowing. 
Tezt Peruaal: The "simple" act of reading can become quite involved if user friendly interfaces 
are desired, especially in the case or non-sequential text. 
Tezt Compoaition and Modification: Text composition is much more than word generation; text 
systems must actively help the user organize what has been written. This involves linking 
together primitive pieces of text to form a text network and then imposing various hierarchical 
structures (tables of contents) on this network to yield papers. 
Critiquing and Reader Linking: Though these acts are rarely addressed by text accessing sys
tems, we feel that they form an integral part of any reader's mental activity and we advocate 
designing systems with built-in critiquing capabilities. In particular, such systems must be able 
to link comments from readers ( e.g. electronic journal referees) directly into the network of text 
comprising the paper. 
Hard-copy Rendering: At least for the foreseeable future the "paper world" is still with us. 
Thus, computer text systems must be able to generate linear walks through portions of text and 
be interfaced to or even merged with document r ormatters. 
Needa at the National Network Level: These include among others, a multiple authoring capa
bility, personal literature monitoring for network users, and super-paper hierarchies forming 
scientific subdomains. 

The reader will notice that a major activity of most computer text systems has not yet 
been mentioned: search and retrieval of portions of text. Certainly, data base retrieval is a 

V 

necessary part of any such system. However, search issues have often been addressed in the l ..J 
past whereas we have chosen here to confront problem areas such as critiquing which have ...__, 
received to date much less attention in the literature. 
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1.3. The Textnet Solution 

In order �o investigate novel strategies for text organization and their ramifications (or an 
online scientific community, we designed the Textnet system. Though presently implemented 
only at the local level (by a system hereafter called "TEXTNET"), it properly embodies our 
notion of "pools" of text and (we hope) will one day be scaled up to the multi-computer net
work level. The name "Text net" can and should be read in two w ays: as a local network of 
pieces of text, or chunk,, making up a paper, and as a national network or linked documents 
comprising the online literature of a scientific discipline. One of the m ajor contributions or this 
research is the integration of both into one approach. The same structural ideas apply on both 
levels. In fact, in a projected implementation, a chunk round in a paper and a super-paper node 
corresponding to an entire subdomain would both be • nodes in one comprehensive distributed 
network. 

In devising our approach to text organization we elected to diverge from work in natural 
language understanding. In spite of recent progress in this area of Artificial Intelligence, we feel 
that automated content analysis of documents is still many years away. Imtead, we store text 
in such a way as to make its underlying structure explicit. Using such structure, meaning can 
be extracted from the relationships between chunks (small pieces or text) rather than from the 
words making them up. For example, one chunk can present support or a demonstration of the 
arguments in another. A set or three successive chunks can provide a parallel, but more 
detailed discussion or a topic than another set of similar chunks. An entire document composed 
of many chunks can serve as a refutation of another paper or of a single chunk. 

To capture this inherent structure we have borrowed from well-established know ledge 
representation work in Artificial Intelligence. Chunks become nodes in a semantic network. 
The links between chunks carry the important typing information encapsulating relationships 
between neighboring nodes. A system employing such structures, however, must confront 
several issues. How are users aided in the composition of such linked text! How do readers 
browse through such a network? What is the proper user interface? How can hierarchical 
structures be integrated into the structure of linked chunks! 

The underlying Textnet approach as described in this document goes a long way toward 
answering these questions. The TEXTNET system was originally implemented as a testbed for 
investigating novel forms of text storage. However, it has seen significant use as an aid for text 
manipulation. In particular, a Ph.D. dissertation was composed using TEXTNET [Trigg 83) . 
Parts of other existing documents have also been moved online and translated into Textnet
style networks. Some key features of this implementation follow. 
A dt,anced uaer inter/ ace: The front end to TEXTNET employs overlapping w indows to f acili
tate a friendly menu-driven interface. 
Multiple acceaa mode,: Browsing a document can proceed in one of two ways. Users can move 
manually among the nodes stepping from one to the next by following links. In this mode, nor
mally only header information is seen. Alternatively, a "scanning w indow " can be used w hich 
displays the text from several nodes along a linear "path." 
Path definition and hard-copy generation: Path, allow multiple tracks through the same text 
depending on the interests of the reader. They can be saved, modified and passed to users for 
whom the given track is appropriate. Paths are also used by the system to generate hard-copy. 
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Suapendable, ,tacked taaka: At any point in the system's operation, the current task can be 
suspended and the point of view switched to some distant point in the document. This new 
location can· be found using either a table or contents or via a keyword search. Later the �ask 
st�k can be popped to recover the suspended job. 
General purpose chunk format: The system's chunk objects contain the dated signature of the 
author, a list of keywords, status information, and a pointer to the text. Modification privileges 
are granted only to the author of the text represented by the chunk. 
Cont1enient critiquing, refereeing and relinking: Through the use of labeled links bet1'.een 
nodes, the system allows readers to attach critiques and other r orms of commentary as _new 
chunks onto existing nodes. ;'. 
Integrated tables of contents: Using the same linked structures, hierarchical information in ·:the 
form of tables of contents can be captured by the network. This enables multiple simultaneous 
organizations of the same paper. :: 

The next section describes the underlying network structures of Textnet including chunks, 
toes, links, and paths. The third section explains how such structures can and should be 
accessed. The results of a brief experiment with users are presented in Section 4 .  Section 5 
briefly surveys related work in this area and the last section summarizes and concludes. In 
addition, the appendix shows snapshots of the TEXTNET implementation in action. 

2. Textnet Organization 

2 .1. Overview 
The Textnet network is organized using a semantic net-like formalism or labeled links and 

nodes . There are two types or nodes; chunk, and toe, capturing the textual and hierarchical 
components respectively. Thus a chunk node represents a primitive piece of text while a toe 
node corresponds { loosely) to an entry in a table of contents. Effectively, toe nodes comprise the 
nonterminals or hierarchical DAGs embedded in the network. 

Connecting the various nodes are typed (labeled) links. The type or the link is mean� to 
capture the relationship between two nodes. 1·•· 

:\, 
Note that although the internal structures of toes and chunks are quite similar ( as will�'.be 

seen), it is important to differentiate between the two. The alternative would be to allow toes 
to possess text (and perhaps chunks to have "children"). But then this text becomes bound 
inextricably to its toe ( and thus to a particular hierarchical placement). In Textnet, such a 
binding, if needed, can be effected simply by linking the text to its toe. Then, later, alternative 
companion chunks can be proposed and linked to the same toe without disturbing its contents. 
Furthermore the text of such a companion chunk is critiquable ap_art from its toe node. 

The fourth and final data object known to Textnet is the "path." Paths are simply 
ordered lists of nodes and are used to browse linear concatenations of text from several nodes, 
and to dump such scans to hard-copy. 

In the following sections we describe in turn chunk nodes, toe nodes and links.  V 
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2.2. Chunk Nodes 

Chunk nodes are the data objects corresponding to primitive pieces of text. In addition to 
providing storage for pointers to text, these contain several features. Included are the follow ing: 
A uthor: A unique identifier for the chunk's author. 
Date: At least the cre�tion date, but possibly also the dates of last access and modification. 
Keyworth: A list of words characterizing this chunk. 
Name: The author's choice of name for this node. 
Statua: "Published," "Draft," etc . 
Level of Treatment: "Technical," "General," "High School," etc. 
Tezt: Pointer to the file containing text. 
In-Link,: Links entering this object. 
Out-iink,: Links emanating from this object. 

The text slot of a chunk node contains a pointer to a file containing that chunk's text. We 
make no restrictions on the size of a chunk. Depending on the application, a chunk could range 
from one sentence to an entire document. However, we have found that Crom one to several 
paragraphs is usually a convenient size. 

Often, a chunk that is too large prevents users from linking to one idea w ithin the chunk 
rather than the whole. In such a case, it may be necessary to divide the chunk into several 
smaller chunks . On the other hand, chunks that are too small may prompt all linking to be 
done to a parent toe node. In this case, the author may decide to merge several chunks. Such 
division and merging could of course be suggested by readers in the form of critiques . In fact, 
one "quick" way to add an entire document into the network is to include it as a chunk and 
expect readers to dictate subdivisions 1. 

The in-links and out-links fields make the graph structure of the text explicit. These links 
to other nodes (both toes and chunks) can be viewed by readers and used io follow paths 
through the text. 

As will be seen in Section 2.4, links can be tagged as Prerequi,ile or Muat-follow. If one of 
the in-links is Prerequisite then it comes from a node thought to be a prerequisite for under
standing the current node. Similarly, if one of the out-links is Mual-/ollotJJ, then it points to a 
node that should be perused eventually ( after perusal of the current node). 

2.3. Toe Nodes 

The hierarchical DAG structures loosely corresponding to tables of contents embedded 
within the overall graph structure are composed of toe nodes . Toe nodes have the same struc
ture a., chunk nodes except that the text field is missing. The main difference between toes and 
chunks is that rather than containing one piece of text, a toe can be said to "oversee" many 
chunks . A connected subnetwork of toe nodes actually forms a directed acyclic graph (DAG) 
since there can be cross-linking between the various toe hierarchies. The hierarchical relations 

1 .  A beUer way ia to initially divide the paper i11to toa based OD its table of contents (chapten ud 1ection1), ud cbanb b:, 
paragraph. We have implemented aacb a 11yatem which aatomuically convene Unix tro! &lea i11to TennH. 
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of parent and child among toe nodes are captured using Child link 'types. A toe must have an U 
out-link for each child and, unless it is at the top or a hierarchy, at least one in-link connecting 
it to its parent. 

The in-links and out-links fields are identical for toes and chunks except that chunks may 
not have child out-links. Both fields can contain hierarchical and horizontal links, where the 
latter serve as pointers to chunks or toes not hierarchically related. Depending on the link's 
type, these horizontal links can include critiques, comments, or links continuing a train of 
thought like argument, and generalizationa. 

For any toe, the child nodes form an ordered list. By making this ordering and the overall 
structure explicit, readers are able to comment not only on the content of a document but also 
on its organization. For example, a reader might approve of Chapters 1 and 2 of a paper indivi
dually, but feel they appear in the wrong order. 

2.4. Links 

As we have seen, links are normally used to connect chunk and toe nodes ( though they 
may also point to other links) and as such, appear as in-links or out-links for those nodes. A 
link makes explicit the relationship between two nodes. This typing in(ormation is crucial when 
dealing with nonlinear text since it allows readers to choose between various "next" nodes to 
peruse based on the connecting link's type. The main features of a link follow: 
A uth/ Date: signature as for chunk/toe nodes. 
Type: the type of the link (e.g. Refutation, Continuation, etc.). 
Fromobj: the object at the "from" end of this link. 
Toobj: the object at the "to" end of this link. 
Prerequiaite  tag: if set, then reading the /romobj is a prerequisite for reading the toobj. 

Mu,t-f ollow .tag: if set, then after reading the from obj one should eventually read the to obj. 

The real sense of a link is captured by its type. The system is aware of speciali zed seman
tics for only one link type, the Child link. This link is used to connect toe nodes to their chil
dren and thus together with the toe node forms the network's hierarchical structures. 

A detailed discussion of link types is beyond the scope or this paper. For now , let us con
sider the effects of this linked structure on the reader's train of thought. We describe three 
types of motion: movement from one topic to another along the train of thought, a side trip 
orthogonal to the train of thought, and a fork to several alternatives . 

( 1 ) Movement along the train of thought. Examples include links from a topic to its generali
zation, from examples and movitating ideas to a formalization, from a theory to its appli
cation, or simply from one topic to the next. 

(2) Side trips. Taking a side trip is not necessary for all readers, but may be desirable to 
acquire examples and explanations for novices in the area, and further details for experts. 
In fact, paths for the same paper often differ precisely in their choices or w hieh side links 
to include. 

V 

(3) Forks. Forks are nodes at which the train of thought divides into one or more subpaths. 
The best choice of out-link to f olJow usually depends on the interests and expertise of the V 
reader. Some forks divide only for the space or one node, allowing readers the choice 
between two versions of the same subject matter. At other times the trails leading from a 
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fork are more complex and extensive, perhaps never rejoining to form one main path. 

\..,) All in all, readers move through the network following sequential, possibly forking paths 

\ 
V 

and taking occasional side trips. However, it is not immediately clear how readers differentiate 
between train of thought links and side links. One solution is the use of fixed ordered lists of 
nodes, called path,. In general, authors create default paths for novice readers to follow {though 
paths can also be modified and created by readers). In this way, readers are assured that the 
intended train of thought link is exactly the next one on the path. Links not leading along the 
path are side links ( at least as far as the path's author is concerned). In this way the train of 
thought is dictated by the path being followed at any given time. 

Finally, there is one valuable, but slightly peculiar special case of a link. It is the link 
whose fromobj (or toobJ) is another link. For example, suppose a reader disagrees with an 
author's assertion that chunk R refutes chunk C. This objection could be voiced by connecting 
to the link between R and C a Refutation link pointing to a chunk containing the objections. Ir 
this reader feels moreover that R provides support for C when viewed properly, he could, in 
addition, create a new Support link connecting C and R and pointed to with a Comment link 
containing an explanation as shown in Figure 2.1 .  

3. Textnet Access 

3.1. Overview 
There are at least four major activities performed by users accessing Text net. 

C 

Figure 2.1:  Example of links to a link. 
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Tezt peruaal: This consists of a "manual" mode in which the user selects links to follow and a 

V "path" mode in which either user or system-generated paths are used within a facility called the 
"scanning window ." 
Tezt and ,tructure compoaition antl modification., 

Critiquing ant.l Reader Linking: That is, linking comment chunks to nodes and linking together 
two existing nodes. 
Hard-copy Rendering: or using paths to generate sequential walks over a subset of the network. 

In the subsections that follow, each of the above areas are discussed in turn. Throughout, 
we attempt to provide a feeling for the complexities involved and how they lead to certain desir
able features for a text system. In addition, we consider how such features are facilitated by, the 
organizational strategy described in Section 2. Finally, the current implementation is briefly 
described at the end of this section and snapshots tracing the actions of a user perusing a 
Textnet network are displayed in the appendix. 

3 .2.  Text Perusal 
When perusing a printed document, a reader could begin in any of several ways, including: 

( 1) Start at the first page and work through sequentially. 

(2) Start at a particular chapter or section whose location is found using a table of contents. 
(3) Using an index of keywords, jump into the text of the document at some point . 

And once at the given location: 
(4) Skim, say by reading the first and last paragraphs of every chapter or the first sentence of 

every paragraph. 

(5) Jump to other relevant points using the index. 
( 6) Proceed to a new topic using the table of contents. 
(7) Variations and combinations or any of the above depending on the reader's current level of 

interest, understanding, impatience, frustration, etc . For instance, one quick way to move 
to an item of interest is to move top-down through a table of contents and then jump 
between pieces of text at a given level. 
When the te�t is stored online and in a nonlinear format the possibilities increase further. 

In any case, however, we claim that all these modes of text perusal can be characterized as com
binations of three general types of motion through text. We call these horizontal, 11ertical, and 
non-local leap,. 

A reader electing to continue by moving to a neighboring piece of text (chunk) is perusing 
horizontally. This neighbor can only precede or follow the current chunk in the case of linear 
text. Thus, a text system in that case need only be capable of scrolling forward and backward. 
However, with nonlinear text the next chunk to peruse could be chosen from a potentially large 
set of neighbors. Systems incorporating nonlinear text must offer a convenient, efficient facility 
with which the user can specify such choices. Actually, this amounts to a device for interac
tively traversing a graph or network of nodes. 

Those reader activities mentioned above that use a table of contents to move to higher or 
lower levels of abstraction constitute vertical motion. Readers move up the hierarchy to higher 
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levels and then down a new branch arriving at possibly distant text. Tables of contents impose 
hierarchical structures on the graph or text pieces and should be integrated into the system in 
such a way that their structures are convenient to the user at all times. Note that in printed 
documents this is not the case. Movement using a table of contents requires substantial page
turning and place-marking. 

The third way or moving through text is by arbitrary discrete jumps. In a printed docu
ment the index provides a source of target points. As in the case of vertical motion, however, 
this indexing capability must be integrated conveniently into the system. 

One of our primary goals was to make all three modes especially convenient to the reader. 
This was accomplished by designing a user interface that makes the overall network structure 
and its embedded hierarchies explicit. Users inspect and manipulate objects corresponding to 
chunks and toes. A capability r or making discrete jumps to either type of node is also provided. 
Additionally, the system keeps a history of suspended points in the text to facilitate returns 
from prior jumps. 

Our approach to text organization makes such access modes and facilities reasible. Listed 
below are several facilities for perusal and a short description of how each follows naturally Crom 
our choice of organization. 
Manual Movement: In this mode, the user selects at each node the link to follow . This link can 
lead horizontally to a chunk or toe , or vertically (if the chosen link is of type "child") to a node 
higher or low er in the hierarchy. 
Movement Uaing Path,: Using "paths" (ordered lists of nodes), users peruse text arranged on the 
screen in the familiar linear fashion in a "scanning window ." Scrolling and other browsing 
operations are permitted. In addition, the user can modiry this path while perusing the text 
and save the modified version for future use. Default paths are generated by the system when 
needed. Flipping between this mode and manual mode is largely effortless. 
Jndezed Acceaa: Indexing is accomplished via the keywords and names present on every node. 
The system can search through the space of nodes for given patterns of such keys. 
Current Location: It is often the case that for systems containing large browsable data struc
tures, users quickly become lost. It is therefore essential that they be aware of the current posi
tion in the document at all times. In TEXT NET, users can be shown their current position in 
the table of contents at any time . 
Jumping: Jumping to distant nodes can be accomplished using either the indexing facility or the 
table of contents to locate the new node . 
Suapending: It is often necessary to jump to a distant node temporarily and then resume pro
cessing at the original node. For example, one may wish to build a cross-paper link, but only 
after inspecting the other paper. Our system is able to suspend any current process keeping a 
stack of suspended processes for later .resumption. 
Skimming: This involves quick inspection of important features of a node without having to 
read the entire contents. 
Uaer Modeling: We claim that the semantic network formalism described in the last section is 
particularly well-suited to user modeling. User modeling requires mapping out some cross
section or the network as relevant to a given reader. This can be important when generating 
default perusal paths. Of course, users can always make other choices at each node, but the 
default path gives them a starting point and enables smooth perusal through most of the text . 
The system 's choice of starting path can take into account any relevant reatures of the user. 
For instance, readers could provide information to the effect that they desire a quick walk-
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through excluding extended examples and justification. By inspecting link types, the system U could tailor the default path to those desires. TEXTNET currently does not do this. 

It can be claimed that other organizational strategies also offer different perusal paths (or 
different users. For example, in Figure 3.1,  we compare Textnet 's strategy with a hypothetical 
competitor. In the depicted scenario, following perusal of T 1 ,  the system moves the user to one 
of T2a or T2b, and finally to T3. In the approach on the right, the text for both T2a and T2b 
is stored together in a single node, w bile in the Textnet approach the two pieces are stored in 
separate nodes. While it is true that both approaches work in this case, r uture rearranging or 
the pieces, addition of a new T2c piece or text, or deletion of a piece of text r rom T2 causes 
problems in the alternative strategy. All these modifications are easily handled by Textnet, 
however, simply through appropriate manipulations of the relevant chunks. It should be noted 
that although our approach uses slightly more storage (for the extra node structure), this is 
small when compared to the storage required for the text itself. (For example, the total non
textual TEXTNET storage requirements for a large dissertation [Trigg 83], including names, 
keywords and signatures of nodes, amounts to approximately one fifth of the storage required 
for the raw text. This ratio, though it depends on the degree of linking activity, should be even 
further reduced in future implementations.) 

3.3. Structure Composition and Modification 
We expect authors to initially create and subsequently modify the text of their chunks 

using a standard text editor. Though perhaps the perfect text editor has yet to be designed, l 
many of the existing ones are more than adequate for our purposes and so we don't address � 

Tl 

-r.J ,-., 

Figure 3.1 :  A forking path through text. 
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such issues. Rather, we are concerned with problems of structure composition and modification. 
Once the author has created some chunks, how can the system help organize those chunks 
hierarchically! In addition, how can the system help subdivide an existing chunk or merge 
several chunks together! 

Overall, modes of structure modification consist of at least the following: 
Node creation: New nodes can be created either during the process of critiquing or as children of 
an existing toe. 
Node deletion: In fact we unlink nodes (remove an In-Link) rather than deleting them. Only if 
the unlinked node has no remaining In-Links does it become garbage and vanish. 
Node reordering: The children of a toe node can be rearranged. 
The above three operations are of the type required of any advanced structure editor. Of spe
cial interest though, is 
Chunk aubdiviaion: If it is found that over a period of time, a predominant number of links to a 
chunk are to particular places in the chunk's text rather than to the chunk as a whole, the 
author can elect to subdivide the chunk. One w ay to do this is by dividing the old chunk into 
several pieces connected with Continuation links (Figure 3.2a). Or a toe node T could be 
created with the new chunk pieces as children (Figure 3.2b). Old links pointing to the chunk as 
a whole now point to the new parent T (or to the first node in the Continuatfon chain), while 
other links point to appropriate children (or to later continuations). Alternatively, a more com
plicated structuring under T could be constructed. For example, certain of the subchunks could 
be linked to one another rather than as children of T. Also, further nesting using other new toe 
nodes under T might be desired {Figure 3.2c). 

3 .4. Critiquing and Reader Linking 
One of the primary goals of this research is to capture a reader's critique of a document as 

an explicit part of the document's structure. Because of our choice of underlying structure, such 
encapsulation of critiques is quite simple. First, we define a few terms. By critiq"ing, we mean 
the act of creating a new node and linking it to an existing node. Thus critiquing is one way in 
which the network of nodes is augmented. Reader linking, rather than creating a link to a new 
node, creates a new link between two existing nodes. Thus reader linking adds structure to the 
network without adding nodes. 

Though the act of augmenting the network (i .e. critiquing or reader linking), is simple, the 
purposes it can serve are numerous. 
( 1 ) C ommenta on tezt: These comments, both pro and con, function as feedback to the 

chunk's author. They are usually not intended to be included in the final published docu
ment as is. Rather, the author takes such feedback into account and may revise the texi 
accordingly. Sometimes, as in the case of a Rewrite link, the critiquer will form a copy or 
the original chunk and edit that. This modified copy then se"es as the critique. 

( 2) Comment, on atructure: These se"e to offer criticism and possibly alternate formulations 
of a document's structure and are usually critiques or a toe node. By copying a toe node or 
a document and then rearranging its children or otherwise modifying it, the reader can 
convey an alternative organization of the text. 

(3) Link, to aide path,: These paths can cover examples, asides, and other minor diversions 
from the current train of thought. The resulting chunks may or may not be included in 
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Figure 3.2: Chunk subdivision. 

hard-copy versions, but are certainly part of the online document. 
(4) Reader linking: Here, no new node is created, only a link between existing nodes. This is 

especially use(ul for conveying to future readers new relationships between existing nodes. 
For example, a user reading one document who is reminded of another can capture that 
recollection instantly by explicitly linking the two documents together. 

(5) Critique, of link,: These allow feedback to the author o( a link. For example, a reader 
might feel that a link labeled as a refutation actually serves as support when viewed prop
erly. (For an example, see Section 2.4.) 
The important aspect of all forms of critiquing is that the critique is embedded in the net

work immediately. Rather than readers jotting down notes that may later turn into mail to the 
author (or simply be forgotten), here users state their case at the time of reading and within the 
proper context. 

3.5. Paths, Hard-Copy, and User Modeling 

The notion of a "path" or recorded trace of a reader's movement through online text has 
been present in the literature for some time (Bush 45). For us, a path is simply an ordered list 

V 

of network nodes. In addition, paths have signatures and names. There are two types of paths: \ J 
those created implicitly by users as they peruse text, and those created by the system . ,._,,-
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Before perusing text in the scanning window, a reader is always given a starting path. 
This avoids the need for explicit link selection when moving between nodes. Rather a reader 
must explicitly choose a link only when the default path is undesirable at that point. The 
current path is modified accordingly as new choices are entered. At any time, the user can save 
this current path to reuse later or pass to other readers desiring a similar walk through the 
given material. 

Another important use of these path objects is for generating printed copy. Because a 
path records a linear walk through a portion ot the text, it is ideal as a source for hard-copy. 
The path (often a toe's default path possibly modified by the user) can be turned over to a 
document formatter to convert toe nodes into table of contents entries and chunk nodes into 
portions of text. Thus, the same underlying set of nodes can be used to generate several papers 
depending on- the path chosen. This is particularly useful when tailoring a document to a given 
readership. 

The system's choice of def a ult starting path in the absence of an overriding choice by the 
reader is quite import ant. If the system possesses partial models of its readers it could choose 
an appropriate starting path for each user. Such models include level of interest and expertise 
in the relevant area as well as available time. These features are then used to select the quality 
and quantity of side paths to follow . 

The flexibility offered by the above approach does present one problem, however. Ir the 
text of a chunk can appear in several places depending on the path chosen, readability may 

- suffer. How can one provide smooth transitions between pieces of text when the pieces may 
appear in other arrangements! We don't have a complete answer to this at the present time, 
but it should be noted that the problem is far less noticeable when reading the document online. 
Here, the type of the link connecting two nodes provides a kind of transition between them. 
"Prerequisite" and "Must-follow" links (see Section 2.4) can assist in constructing meaningful 
chunk orderings for a path. 

3.8. The TEXTNET Implementation 

The current implementation of TEXTNET is in Franz Lisp on a Vax 1 1 /780 running 
Unix(tm). Both the programming style and the user interface are object-oriented. By using a 
window package designed at the University of Maryland [Weiser et al 83), we can associate one 
or more windows with most internal objects such as chunks and toes. (See the appendix for 
snapshots or the user interface.) 

Most of the features discussed in this paper have been implemented. Future versions of 
TEXTNET will additionally feature increased efficiency, improved facilities for scanning text 
along a path, chunk subdivision, the ability to link to a link, and possibly some rudimentary 
user modeling. 

4. Experience with Users 
In order to test the Textnet approach and the TEXTNET system, we performed a· short 

trial with users. The trial lasted 1 2  days using 16 users. In all, almost 25 hours were logged 
online with TEXTNET. Each user was required to fill out a questionnaire and logs of time 
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spent in various TEXTNET activities were kept automatically. Users were largely free to play U with TEXTNET as they wished and all had experience on Unix. However, the percentage of 
online time they normally spent in paper writing varied widely between O and 90% (with mean 
36%, median 25%). 

For the purposes or the trial, TEXTNET was augmented in several ways. 
( 1 ) One (changing) pool of text was kept. Each user could thus browse all existing nodes 

including new nodes created by users in previous sessions. 
(2) Because or ( 1 ) and the need to prevent corruption or the pool, TEXTNET permitted only 

one user at a time. 
(3) Logs were automatically kept of every TEXTNET session. Logon and logo.ff times were 

captured as well as the amount of clock time in each or several TEXTNET activities (scan
ning, chunk browsing, editing, etc.). 

(4) A new command was implemented allowing users to edit their online copy of the question
naire . at any point in the operation of TEXTNET. Users could also work on their ques
tionnaire after exiting the system. 

(5) Users were able to suspend their TEXTNET session at any time and send electronic mail 
to the TEXTNET authors. Such mail usually consisted of comments and complaints inap
propriate for the questionnaire such as bugs in the implementation or confusion about the 
documentation. 

(6) The system 's pool of text was initially seeded with three "papers." The first was a user's 
guide to TEXTNET geared for the critiquer. It contains a brier ove"iew of the Textnet 
design philosophy and about 1 0  pages. of instructions detailing the use of the various com- U 
mands. (This guide was composed on TEXTNET.) Several nodes outlining tnore 
advanced topics omitted from the guide were gathered together to form the second 
"paper." Finally, a portion of Weizenbaum's book "Computer Power and Human Reason" 
(Weizenbaum 76] was included as the third "paper." The text we chose comprised in large 
part Weizenbaum's portrayal of the _"compulsive programmer." 
Before signing on to TEXTNET for the first time, users were asked to attend a short 

demonstration by the author. They were also given a hard copy of the critiquer's guide. The 
only requirement placed upon them was that by the end of the trial period they should have 
signed on at least once and filled out their questionnaire. 

Most users rated the online help facility of Textnet ve-ry highly, although the number of 
uses or '!' per hour varied from O to 21 .2 with mean 3.9 and median .9. 

Use or the scanner dominated virtually all of the sessions. This is natural since it was usu• 
ally the only way to view a chunk's text. In their questionnaires, users often reacted to the scan
ning window , citing its lack of flexibility. Some simply wanted more commands for moving 
about in the scrolling area. Others felt a need to inspect the text of critique nodes without 
necessarily splicing them into the current path, which the current system does not permit 1 . 
Also confusing to first time users were the links lines appearing in the scanning window separat
ing nodes in the path. Ideally, these should be removed to enable a smooth rendering of the 
text appearing along a path. The links information for the current node (in whose text the 

I .  One solution to the problem uses a new companion window appearing next to the 
scanner, into which the text of the node to be inspected can be temporarily placed { along with V 
header information). The node can then be spliced into the path exactly when it's explicitly 
needed. 
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cursor resides) could be kept up to date in a separate window. The problem of displaying and 
modi(ying linear walks through graph structures is inherently difficult and continues to be an 
interesting research topic. 

Among users who created new nodes there was an unexpected clear division between those 
whose new nodes came from critiquing and those who created new papers ( and th us whose new 
nodes were all either toes or child chunks of toes). As it turned out about half of the users, 
including some of the heaviest, created no new nodes. The remainder either critiqued or wrote 
papers, but not both. We suspected at first that perhaps the demonstrations had been mislead
ing, implying to some that certain operations were somehow preferred. This turned out not to 
be the case. We asked follow-up questions of the users who didn't critique and found that (as in 
prererences (or help r acilities) this was a matter of personal preference. Some users wished only 
to peruse what others had written, some perused and commented, and others created anew. 

Among specific positive points cited by users in their questionaire comments and mail were 
the advantages of toe nodes for text organization, the critiquing facility, the pushdown stack of 
tasks and windows, <esc > as the universal bailout, and command consistency across different 
menus. 

Negativ� comments about screen rormat appeared at each extreme: one user wanted at 
most one window visible at any time to reduce clutter, while another wanted all active windows 
visible. Both styles of user interface could be accomplished through some form or user model
ing. 

Several capabilities we knew were missing from the current implementation ( and had 
planned for the future) were also noted by our users. These include the need for a chunk 
division/merging facility and a smoother interface to a document processor. One common com
plaint concerned the inefficiency of the searching mechanism. Other suggestions included: key
board macros, automatic division of non-textnet files into chunks ( and toes), 1 user-defined links, 
and graphical representations (on suitable terminals) of node structures . 

5 .  Related Work 

5.1. Advanced Text Processing 
In the last r ew years there has been a surge in the number of text processing programs and 

systems available and a renewed interest in text processing as a valid area of research 
[Meyrowitz & van Dam 82] . These new systems range from text editors and document for
matters to integrated rprograms formatting documents dynamically during the editing session. 
There are also syntax directed editors for programs and general hierarchy editors for documents, 
programs and graphics . Finally, there are a few systems which encourage the user to organize 
his text in a truly novel way. The system we are proposing fits into this latter class. Nonethe
less our network accessor has traits in common with general hierarchy editors and we mention 
these first. 

I .  Automatic division of non-textnet troff files into chunks and toes has since been im ple
mented. 
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Hierarchy editors are interactive programs that peruse and modify structures organized in V 
a tree-like fashion. Some are meant specifically for document editing such as Walker's Docu-
ment Editor [Walker 81) and PEN [Allen et al 81). Others like Fraser's sds (Fraser 81) are gen-
eral purpose tree editors. Some or these systems ([Walker 81] and (Reid &; Walker 80]) also 
include facilities for cross referencing. Though cross referencing implies inter-structural linking, 
the links themselves are not explicitly present in the hierarchical structure. Two other tree
oriented systems are ZOG (Robertson et. al 79) and INFO which is part of the EMACS editor 
(Stallman 81) .  

Perhaps surprisingly, two major systems emphasizing structural linking along with tree 
manipulation were conceived and at least partially implemented well before any of the above 
editors and document formatters. Reports in the literature from both Engelhart working at 
SRI's Augmented Knowledge Workshop on NLS (now Augment), and Carmody, Nelson and 
others on a Hypertext editing system appeared as early as the 1060's ( (Engelhart & English 68, 
Carmody et al 69)). Both of these groups acknowledge their debt to an earlier landmark paper 
by Vannevar Bush (Bush 45) introducing the concept of a "memex." This mechanized private 
file would contain various "associative trails" recording paths its owner had taken through a set 
of records and would allow both browsing and new document creation. Nelson's hypertext as 
described in (Nelson 67) and later extended in the Xanadu project ( (XOC 83)) is in many ways a 
computerized implementation of Bush's memex. 

Engelbart's Augment �ystem ( (Engelhart et al 73) and summarized in (Uhlig et al 79) and 
(Seybold 78]) though also acknowledging the importance of Bush's work, emphasizes the tree 
structure of its textual information and in this way resembles the hierarchy editing systems 
already discussed. But Augment goes beyond such editors to incorporate facilities ror cross- V linking to other documents and saving of traces or paths. 

The Textnet system as proposed here incorporates elements of both Hypertext and Aug
ment. Unlike Hypertext, we do have a tree-like component, but unlike Augment, a graph- like 
network is at the core. Rather than adding a linking capability to a hierarchy of nodes, both 
linking and hierarchical organizing become natural products or one uniform underlying struc
ture. Child nodes in the DAG (directed acyclic graph) are joined to their parents by links (of a 
certain type) in the same way that critiques or side paths (or hypertext "branches") are linked 
together. Though linking to a document from other documents can be accomplished in both 
Hypertext and Augment, Text net's uniform linking facility works equally well for bibliographic 
references, collaboration of multiple authors, referee critiquing, and reader feedback. Further
more, because the hierarchical structure is built on the network of nodes, a reader can critique 
the structure ( or organization) of the document as easily as he critiques the contents of a text 
node. In fact, several organizations for the same underlying text can exist simultaneously� A 
more detailed comparison of Textnet with Hypertext and Augment is provided in Table 5. 1 .  

S.2. User Interfaces 

Though designing an advanced user interface has not been a major thrust of this research, 
we nonetheless confronted the interface problem when designing the TEXTNET front-end. We 
chose to use a menu-driven window'ed user interf'ace. This work grew directly out of the 
ISPACE project (Rieger et al 81) and makes use of the "cluttered desktop" format of overlap-
ping windows (Weiser et al 83) similar in many ways to the window interface used by the Lisp V 
Machine (Weinreb & Moon 81). This reduces somewhat the classic problem of "getting lost" 
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Feature H anadu ment Textnet 
Hierarchies None Single Multiple 
Graph-based Yes Yes 
Link-types planned Yes 
Links to sub arts Yes Yes Pro osed 
Built-in critiquing ? Yes Yes 
Reader linking ? Yes 
Paths Proposed Yes 
Versioning Yes 
Identifiers Tumblers Hierarchy f's Names/Keywords 
Keyword Searching ? Yes 
S ecial ose editor Yes Yes 
Distributed network Proposed Yes Proposed 
Multi users Proposed Yes Proposed 
Teleconferencing Pro sed Yes Pro osed 

Table 5.1 : Comparison of three systems. 

often encountered by users when browsing large databases or textual information. The ZOG 
\..,) system for one, ran into this problem partly because only one text window ("frame") could be 

on the screen at a time (Robertson et al 79). For further justification of this window /menu 
interlace style see (Wood 82) . 

Another important example of an object-oriented interface is the Smalltalk system (Ingalls 
78) . In fact, some of the original Smalltalk authors are now proposing "Dynabook," a futuristic 
computer the size of a notebook serving all the information needs of its user (Kay & Goldberg 
77) . 

S.3. The Automated Encyclopedia 

An idea closely paralleling the notion of an online scientific community is the automated 
encyclopedia. Though it has been investigated mostly by those in the field of library and inf or
mation science, the automated encyclopedia researchers share many of the same needs, problems 
and ambitions as those computer scientists investigating national document networks. 

One of the first major proponents of these ideas w as  H .  G. Wells. In 1936, he gave a land
mark talk on the "World Encyclopedia" [Wells 38). Bohnert and Kochen extended \Veils' ideas, 
outlining plans and requirements for a centralized "master encyclopedia" (Bohnert & Kochen 
63). 

A further in-depth look at the need for an automated encyclopedia together with a set of 
functional requirements was presented by Soergel (Soergel 77]. His encyclopedia consists of 
"data elements" representing the text of actual documents, but in a condensed form in order to 
reduce redundancy. We feel that an environment for users in which they can freely submit arti
cles, commentaries and critiques would more likely be accepted by the scientific community. 
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Textnet's capability for linking to existing text would reduce redundancy in any case. 

6.4. Electronic Journals and Teleconferencing 

Work in electronic (or online) journals has begun in several pfo.ces, though widespread 
acceptance is still to come. Two extensive experiments in electronic journaling and telecon
ferencing are of special interest because their results came from testing implemented systems on 
"real" users. These are EIES (Electronic Information Exchange System) at the New Jersey 
Institute of Technology [Hiltz & Turoff 81), and BLEND (Birmingham and Loughborough Net-
work Development) in Great Britain (Shackel 82) . 

EIES provides a Notebooks subsystem which bears a resemblance to our Textnet composi
tion and critiquing facility. However, we provide a uniform approach to such personal and 
group writing, from "notebooks" through drafts and to final published articles. 

The BLEND system is primarily geared toward exploring • the use of a computer network 
r or electronic journals. Our emphasis with the Textnet project has been on developing adequate 
data structures for critiquing and refereeing rather than addressing the (important) logistical 
details or bringing up such a system in the large. 

6. Conclusion 
The day of the online scientific community is fa.,t approaching. To pave the way, we must 

develop systems that meet our future communication and text handling needs. This paper has 
described one promising approach to text organization and manipulation providing a framework 
for ·meeting those needs. 

Though not covered in this paper, the structuring idea., inherent in Textnet scale up natur• 
ally to a distributed document network setting. This in turn leads to important capabilities (or 
the (uture online scientific comm unity including paper supersets, personal literature monitors, 
online publishing and multiple authoring. For further discussion of these ideas and others, see 
[Trigg 83) . 
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Appendix The following figures trace the actions of a TEXTNET user. The network of text 
was taken from a paper by Moorer, a critique by Smoliar and Moorer's subsequent reply 
(Moorer 72a, Smoliar 72, Moorer 72b]. 

The initial state of TEXTNET showing two papers. 
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• I o � • • 0 cl • Co • • _, • o _, • :..· � �.!.• t  ,._,. •-
i,t 
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�

� •  
. 

• 
; 

-. . . • . ,*;;, L;.+1.....;.a.;. : . Se ect a paper · . · ... � _ s_l� an . . . rrpu:�e�qp_g,_..\..:k.! i 
Read J.'P_.�s i9 _ and _Coq:n.�1;e� .. � Moorer 2/72 
�"' paper TP Mode ls f'or Be9 inners *No In 1 i nks* 
Mod if� Out 1 i nks : 
l6i.���:

4

�·::-1 a-t [abstract ] 
O,ange name 1 .  Introduct i on 
Move entry 2. The Prob l em of Sty le  

1--------'-------------1 3.  Taste or Lack of It 
4.  F'undamenta l s  I 
5. Speech or Mus i c ,.. 
6. Mus ic  as D i fferent -from Speecij 

.._------------------17.  Sex and the S ing l e  Me lody 
8. Tona l i ty or ·Not Tona l i ty.. 

J 
')! 

9. Other Mus i ca l  Meehan isms ;; 
10. Prev ious Computer Compos i t i o6s 
11 . An Ex per i ment in  Comnos it  i on "l) 
12 - Ff · ·  . .  1 · -· .; h ·· Ex ···· ,:.;r. ____ .. b .... � · , . . .  e•1..t. �s .9 . • .  :t '-- .P.fC:t rnt:n.tr�� 
RF' [gross i nJust icel  

i !  J i i  . ,  
RF' Cd i stress i ng inadequate] 

ii;;.:;;�; .. :.;;::� ,�n��
t o�t�:s·1c" ·. -.;.: . . . .  '.: nm I ! " l i i ! H! H l l j i ! ! I 

I
' I 1 1 11 

l i�i l::��i:i:l:�:i:l l ! i l ! l i ! H ! l i l l ! H l ! i i H i l i i ! i ! ! l i l:l:l l�i::�:i::u1r 11  · h i 1 1 1 1 r 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1  i 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 
Browsing Section 12's toe node. 

1i,�t-�f.�ill:;�!:.!�1�iiJ:��; ���� :. J :. 1 ; .: . :_. ; . : : . : . : . : _  • : : !�� i i i i i n i i i i i l !rn i n ! n nnhn i l ! l d l l l ! l ! I H 
Read "re. n:,�. , P. _ �d . .  Coq,u�er. Com-�- . �SU l t�· ; �..,. ;.°ih�•. ; �p���1-�A�t:�: ' 
New paper TP Mode l s  f'or Beg inners i Moorer 2/72 

����•:-,�-,,,.� 
� � i !'!k s

d� . 
·eo _ . .. . . ___ ,,,.� -- . _ __ _ _  -� ·.-. 

�g__Wfe . ., ., . . ,eit:·d , -s le .an . mpI.r�er:. "irUIN>Q�tl�JP'l 
Change name Out 1 inks : 
Move entry Q-f [examp l es f i gure1] 

Q-f [ p l ann i ng human_mode l i ngJ 
I Q-f [ conc lus i on]  

RF" Cd i stress i n9 i nadequate ] 
.._ ______________ __. . . .  

i i 

I I I I 

:. i,; :: : ; !, : :. : : . _::. : 
: : j :  • 
=.
1 

l ,1 
_
I t 

r I>. '°' . , • •-.. . . 
$ • . . • . . .  • . • . • -" ����r.r.en� . . . �J.t,. _ . . .. . . . .. . .. , ·--� . . .. 

Brows ing the e l ements of "Resu lts of the Ex 
per iment" ( i tem 12 . ) 

H I  i t l f l !  i l i i ! ! 1 i t i i i t ! i ! ! ! 1 !  1 1  i ! i  i i i  1 1  i i ;  I : ; :  i I j; i : ;  : !  I i  I i  I t: j : ! : ! : ! : i : j :  I :  i I i  1 1  : j  : j  t ! : : : 
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Inspecting the help menu. 
! f lj !,! i ,: :l_Uiill! l ! l ! l ! ,l !J : H l i .! 1 1  i j !

Se
i !  ! !

t
i ! ! !  P i  i •= ! i !,i i  p ·1· ; ,!'! p t, 1 1' ! ; ! •,' ! i  i j ; : : : ! I !  i ! 1 1 11 ! ,1 ! 11 i .1 1 1 1  ! ! 1 ! I I :  1 1 1 :  ! :  i r f 1 f 1 ! r l :  ! 1 ! : 1 :  ! , i n :  1 1  ! : 1 1  ! : i :  li!_i_lj 1 1  ! , ! : ! : ;  1 ; 1 i I .-'" � ..... •-:-•ii,..,. . .. ....... . . �• ·  t -� . . . . . ,.. · �  .. . .. .., ... .,.. ·- -� .,,

1 

·,
·
, • 1 ·1 d• .  •,;,,,:.. . •  , . . . ..  � .... _......�� .. � �---- .,-,,-;;:4,• ·,- ri1 · ...  ec a paper . . · . .., · , :· • .  · . . . ..a , \,,,gnwnanas ·.- · . .  ·: .t.i :� : . 

Read TP .... rt.a� JP . .  �� - CofflP."f�er_Com : • .  ��ff � J�-Mc?� . .  c:J�"'1��.P. ' :� :.i,wifli - ·, 
New paper TP Mode l s  for Beg inners i Moore S/t ' Top 
��J.!\f.--... �•--. I� l ! "'f' l'"'B F'orwardl'backward page 
Bf.��� "-8s.ic;  esc Leave menu 
Change name Out l "'D Drag windou, 
Move entry CH C e  "'L Redrau, screen 

CH Cp "R Go to top l eve l  
I CH Cc  M Mod ify 

· 

RF9 C d  J Jump to chunk 
S D i sp lay h ierarchy , Juq:> 
A D i sp lay authors , Juq:> 
T Jump to top l eve l  
Q Qu it 
v V iew paths 
K Togg l e  keys 
w Save state 
C Cr i t i que/bu i ld l ink v 

.L'JWHL11!UJ!�UJ.l!J I !p  Iii_! ! I !! I ! f  I I !  I I  'l' I :  1 1 1 1  i f l  I !  1 1  q U. l llJI 1 1.J ! I ! !  I H! I � -� 
i-�.: ..... �! .. �;-�;. ..... Cur.r:-eni . pta�� --- � .. .  .: ..... • · -'•-·· . ___ _ : 
Runn ing he lp  menu 

i l i l ! l l l i ! l ! ! i l i ! i ! ! ! i l ! i ! l l.! i l l i l l i ! i l l i i i l i 1 i ! i ! i ! i i ! ! i i i i ! i ! i i i ! i i ! ! i l i i i ! i i i i ! i i i i i i i i  

Browsing the "conclusion" chunk. 

l l l t l l l i 

1 1 1 

1
1 1  l l  

I l l 

1 1�fl�H�J�:J.�,i-� !ll-4Hi1f l �:�:i : !.1 1 : l :  i 1.l = i  � ! :  i 1 : :  i :  i : ; :  i : :  '.l : ;  : .;  : ;  : .  ' : : : :  i 1 : : ; : ;  : ,  = : : : : : : : : . ! : : :  : ;  : ; :  : : ,  : : = : : :  1 l : ;JJ ti : ..: i: L=�=f�����:�. 
rt..otd ....... �w • ;,e ect a paper - \ .  · • .  · · · · · ·� .... _ O,�r:,�nY. _, ... . .  , CC% .. 
Read TP.. Mus ic . �ct �mputer . .  Compos i � Moorer 2/72 
New paper TP Mode l s  for Beg inners i n  Com Keys : . .  COf"C lus)oif. _:��·l:z:; -':Z'l-1:;-r.:, 
Mod ify Status : 
f3r:jjii"j�·�· 1-Z: ) Text ( 620 chars ) 
Change name In 1 i nks  : 
Move entry CH 12.  Resu 1 ts of the Exper i ment 

Out l inks : 
I Rr [ sacred ] 

RF" [ unreachab le]  

,.:JJ ll' I! 1 1 � I !) i l!J) U I I  LI I I J  1 1 1 1 1  l i 1 1 l I !  I !  I 1 1 1 1  ! ! 1 1 1 1  i •• �-• •• - ·  . � &.o.• • ·  �r.ref'.lt . State 
Inspect ing the [conc l us ion ]  chunk 

. 
i 

! : ! l ! : i l l i l ! i ! i i ! l l ! l l l ! l ! l i  1 ! 1  i l l !  i l l  I i ! ! ! : ! : l i i  ! i ! i : ! H :  ! H :  ! i i ! H i i ! H !  ! i i !  l ! i !  ! !  i i !  i l  ! i 1 .  
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Follow link to "sacred" chunk. 

1 1 1 •.�•.io-�!.��,w.. ... * ... .. _...:1= • - • :.... ! =  •. : = . : . : , : , :� t • .. • = � _ ' .  : : . � : ! ,  . •  : , : ; • , . l . ,;. : . ; .  · : :  .. t : · .  · : , : :; • .  : . •  �t,. · .  "k! .- ;  ., : ; ·. : . ·�;� .. ; � =;. : ,; __ : : : --.;.µ 
. , •;a,� !*, 't> • : - � • :)e ect a paper • . : . .  .. · .  . . \J�.\,ln . memL.�.:� -4�=�--1 

Read IP.J,J• .le_ ancf __ Coq,u:;,r_ . Compos i t  Moorer 2/72 
New . paper TP Mode ls for Beg inners i n  Com K!ys_� . �o!'.C? l Oi

u� i ��----· . ---:,-.-��,.,....  
Mod 1 f � ___ . . ., . . . . - _ un� _pier,�_ -1.- • , ,.>-· . ., • 

l:iws.c rt, . : ";"-.J � 1. !� . .  ;�,,��--,,,..,-,......�--. 
O,ange nw '!-'='Y• L•�r.e'!__....!·I, · ·· · . ,.  ,u; t· :• · ·J 
Movt! entry Status : 

Text ( 513 chars ) 
I In 1 i nks : 

RF [conc l us i on] 
Out l i nks : 

._------------------------•RF [break ru les errat ic  nuance] 

i i 
! 

� ... ,.LJ�JJJ. Jll t :.l i ! l i l ' .<J I . ! , ,  . ) . i . \ i  ' . , i  
"L..:t.a,u.-l��j,..:.:...;.,!.._OJ�.r.e:.rr� State_ . - . - . . . ... . .. .  - . .. . . . .-
Inspect ing the [sacred ] chunk 

Scanning text around "sacred" chunk. 

t 

:,··'. ! _i,.=:_ ; ,.=�:· i I 
1 1  

1. l l l ! i l 1 I 

1 1 
I 

' 

I ! ! l '  l 

! i : ! ! !
1

! ! ! ! 1 ! ! : 
V 

1 1 1 1  l i i ! H f i l i ! J I  ! l ! l f  i i H l l t ! i ! !  i i ! i H f ! !  H i  i ! l l  ! H i  i i ! i  I i  I i i  i 1 1 1 1 ,  ! 1 I I i i  1 1 1 1  i l t i i !  ! !  P i  1 1 ! i 1 1 1 ! 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ,1 n ! ! i 1
1 ! ! 1 1 n ! l i ! n n 1 1 1  i i 1 H  t ;i n l i ! i  1 1· 1 1 u 1 1  : 1  n ! ! : i  

�-: .. .  _ .. :>-::1"' �-an,;nr· 'erouiid 'Rt' tsacr.;c:1j · ··· � -�■ - r  . ..  1 ·· • \  ·,/ • • • • - .• . •• • •• ·oiurik· 'rnenu· .� 1 -� - �Jf� t_�--- :  ·
· 

��-�x�--� - - - · . S- - - - ·  -· · · - - • · · -· - · ·  . • - · ··· -·• - . . ._ . . . .. .. ....... .. ..  • · · . .  - -· .. -- �� . .:.:d. ••• 
s i mu l at ion of mus i ca l  taste . fnPOS it  Moorer 2/72 

It ts  hoped that th i s  exper i ment may 
serve as an insp irat i on and start i ng 
po int for others w i sh i ng to pursue the 

subJect of computer compos i t i on .  
It i s  a l so hoped that th i s  exper i ment 
may he lp  d i spe l doubts that 
nMJs ical  compos i t i on i s  "sacred" and 
unreachab le  by mechan i ca l  methods • 

.;1;Rr: 
It has been � exper i ence that the 
on ly peop le  who be l i eve that 
mus ica l  compos i t i on i s  "sacred .. are 
academic i ans and ph i l osophers 
of scant mus i ca l  background . Such an 
op i n i on i s  an i mped i ment 
to creat i v i ty UJh i ch is genera l l y 
assumed in  schoo l i ng and overcome 
in  natural pract i ce .  There seems 
l i tt l e  ev idence that Beethoven , 

in Com Keys : conc l us ion 
Status : 

I t 

i 

! 
i 

Text ( 620 chars ) 
In 1 i nks : 
CH 12 . Resu l ts of the Exper i ment 
Out 1 i nks : 
� · c •·· � ·  · ·d ,  . .  -......... --.... � n ... ,"11 N" � .  �acr:-� . !l -.� . ... .:. -���:-�;,c1+ �" - � 
RF' [ unreachab le]  

l l _j , .  ; I i , :  i , . l , '  
: . : ' . . . . · • · . 
} Read ing i n  f i l e ( s ) 
I Done 
/� G 

l l l l l i l i f l i ! l f l i ! l l i i f l l l ! l i f ! ! i ! ! i i ! i l i ! ! i ! i i ! i i l i i ! i i i i ! i i ! i i i l i i l l i i i l ! i l i ! i i l ! i i i i ! i ! ! ! i l i l ! l i l l i l i l i ! i l i ! i i i ! i ! i ! i l i ! l ! i i i l i l f i l i l ! l i l H i l i i ! i l i i ! i iii ! l l l i 
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Building a new link: choosing its type. 
1 1 1..,t : ,q_p i_: 6: !J_: • 1 i_:j!),;J !H•: q  :

1
• q  1 ! q :  p

1
1 1 : q : : :  ; : ;  : i : : : ; :  p :  l j  : :  I ; : , : •, r ;  1 ;  1 ; 1 ; 1 • : : : : : ; : : : : :  ; :  : : ;_: 1 : : 1 1 1 :  1 : 1 1 1 1 1 :  1 1

1
1 1 1  I I I * l l l l l

' f l  1· ! i l : l j P l i  l f f '  
.. .. T ·- ... , .. , ........ "' -- "' '• . · �- . •· - ... . .  . . .. 1 : ; : , • : : 1 1 : • f l l  ! J l ' f l l  · 1  . , : • ·  : 1 1 ·  : 

ri · ' \.. · -�·- . · :  · o;Jf: ect a paper 1 i ! j i l f i l  . l j f  I t ! q . h ; i H i f i H  i i i  l 
Read J°e_ �s *c and Coq,uter Com .. . . . Resl.f lts: · o('. .. i��: .. txp·er.J�ni:·::::, 
New paper TP Mode l s  for Beg inners i Moorer 2/72 

Mf?i� !.Y _ . .. In 1 i nks : 
J!rJiWl��"'T ... � .. ] Mus i c  and Computer Compos it ion 
O,ange n� Out 1 i nks : 
Move entry CH [ examp l es f i gure1 l  

I 
� �p !�l"!!�y hl�����! !�9J .. �"1 . . . . �om; .�, . �"- .... _ _ _  . . . . . ..  :"_..:........:..:-1 

1
RF' [d i stress i ng i nadequate] 

1...---,-, 
1
-

, 1
-
I ,

-
. ,

-
, ,

-
1 1

-
, ,

-, ,-, ,-, ,-1 ,-, ! -
_,..._
-.-. -. •  -. -. --

�
--' •• !

k
H t J WHUl l 

�oose 1..1n_ • • �P� 
J;ont _! (U�A,UQL,.._J 
Deta i 1 
Genera l i zat i on 
Examp le  

��:�-�--���:i.��·r . . . .  - , eur· . e· . i" . s·ia.ie· l ! I  .. , � , - � :.1. · ,  . . .  , • : . , . ,  • ; . ,  . 1 1 1  I 
'-·---.-..:.-•-· . r " . - ·  . . . . . . . ·-··- · ·  -- . . . .  
Cr i t ique ing the "Resu l ts o -f  the Exper iment .. 

( i tem 12. ) Toe 

Support 
Refutat ion 
Summar i ze 
A l ternate v i ew 
Reur i te 
Comments 
Author 's  convn's 

h l 1  : ,  I P &  I 1 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 1 1 1 : 1 : 1 1 :  1 : I I ! :  ! I  ! 1 I I I : I I f : !  1 ! : i : i 1 i : f  : i : i  : j :  i 1 j  I i  ! i  ! I I  i i i  i i  j I !  i ! i  I :  i : !  d ! l !  i i i ! !  i i i !  ! l i i l ! i i i i i i l l i i  I i ! ! !  l I i ! !  I 

Choosing what to link to: 

U l l l l l i l i ! I H IHHHHH HI Hi l i l i ! i l l l i i l l i j i i i ! ! i ! HUH! ! U i ! I ! ! H f ! i i i i l I I H I HH ! I ! ! i i l i f l l i l ! ! l i  l i i l f l 'i' f i PI H t .
1
1 l f l ! !H U'

1
- iH P Hi i J. i f i l P

I
· �ti:'!��--. .. . •.,i.;..:.

1 
I .  "

t
' ... ' -•I • •,►·• - ·· '· :- I -�,• f' , ' " · · •�: ,, t • ' I . ...... : ! l  nr, 1 •1 i  i ! !  ! i • j i i : ,  : ! : : ! i : ! ! . d j i i � .· · • .· .'. • · · · � ec a paper . _ •i !H 1 ! : • :d 1 : ! ! l i l i ' iJh !W: i fV iHHLlJi ! 1 1  

Read 1P Jj.,s ic.._�d_Corrpuie� . .  Co111 � - ResuJ ts of_the E:xs,.r:J.n..niu·� 
New paper TP Mode l s  for Beg inners i Moorer 2/72 
Mod i-fij In l i nks : 
�o�,�!;';!;:�»:,�1 Mus i c  and Computer Compos i t ion 
O,ange name Out 1 i nks : 

1 1  i Move entry 0-t C examp l es f i gurell  ! 
CH Ce l ann i n9 human..mode

� 1 ai ..tcgj;...;J.fi; rooJ � :::--:r.::;� "'!'J 
I i 

RF' Cd i stress i ng inadequate] I I I I I I H ! l l i  
·oo .. -�-=r..•·4 � .JL .. . .  l . .. mL..��,YR I 

! �t 'W ! 1 H  :J.'/! I  ! I  ' I  1 1 1 1 1 1 :J..' ' ' I  ' I !  I ' I l l ;  I '  1 •.J � I ·  l 'J . ;  � · • 1''. ;!f. 1 � ;  ·i · · · -��r�r,t . . :::it_4te .  -� _: ���·:;.;�� . . • . • . .. ._. 
Cr it ique ing the "Resu l ts of the Exper i ment" 

C item 12. ) Toe 

1 1  t 1 1 1  i 1 1 1 1 1  IU I fU f l l !  I 1 H  ! I i i !  t I I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1  I f  f f  l I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 f 1 1 1  i f  i I fH i f  1 1 1  I 1 1  f l  1 1 ii 1 1 1 I f I i  
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Cont inuat ion 
Deta i 1 
��ne -iUza.i '='-ry 

j l l l l ' l l l l&�ie ---- � I i Support 
•· i .  Jj� ��tu�����-�.- �-

� r!Cll'e-01.11 Ject 1,gge . : :·· l 
St.-� __ fr_�sh_Jc;. · ,  · :.. · ·  ) 
Start fresh O,unk 
Copy ex i st i ng obJect 
L i nk to ex i st ing obJect 

i l l l l l '1 l i1' l l f i i i l l ! '1: ! l i ! I P 1 I P1: l i 1' 1W1 1 1 P i l l 1 1 1 I P1' I 1 , 1 1  1 . 1 1 1 1 , 1 ,  1 1 1 ! , 1 : • • • • I : : f i 1  i I . ,  
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1. Introduction 

Interactions among people fall into two categories:· simultaneous interactions such as face-to-face 

meetings or telephone conversations, and asynchronous interactions such as correspondence via 

the postal service. Each is appropriate for dtfferent situations, and neither is likely to completely 

replace the other. Asynchronous interaction can be extremely useful and efficient in that each 

communicator can act at a time and rate of his own choosing. However, it is often the case that after 

a sequence of asynchronous exchanges of information, proposals, and counterproposals it is 

necessary to negotiate in real time in order to resolve outstanding issues. Rapid group decision

making in a crisis situation also requires simultaneous interaction . 

. In the area of computer support for group interactions, asynchronous communication can be 

accomplished in several ways: · electronic mail (11], computer conferencing (13], or forms 

management (26). With a few exceptions, simultaneous interaction in such "meetings at a d!stance" 

has been ·1argely neglected. Our research is concerned with implementing real-time conferences, in 

which groups of users at interconnected workstations can collectively view and manipulate on-line 

information. A real-time conference is not intended to si.mulate or replace every kind of face-to-face 

meeting. For meetings where the social and political content is dominant, the computer cannot help 

much; if face-to-face interaction is impossible or inconvenient, some form of video teleconferencing 

'-..,I . might be appropriate. However, for meetings where problem-solving using on-line information is the 

primary objective, a real-time conference allows a group of problem solvers to exploit the full power of 

the computer to retrieve, edit, process, and store information, without leaving th.eir desks to convene 

a face-to-face meeting. 

A real-time conference consists of an informational component and a discussion component. For 

the purpose of this research, we assume that the two components are implemented separately and 

independently, and focus our attention on the informational component. A voice communication 

channel is typically sufficient to allow spirited discussion and negotiation [1], and we will assume that 

the participant� in a given real-time conference will set up the discussion component by some 

unspecified external means, e.g., a telephone conference call. We note, however, that the ideas 

presented in this paper are equally applicable to the voice channel if the hardware is available for 

building an integrated conferencing system that includes voice as well as data. 

An example real-time conferencing system is a prototype named RTCAL (for Real-Time CALendar) 

that we implemented at the MIT Laboratory for Computer Science. RTCAL allows a group of users in 

a conference to exchange information from their personal calendar databases [ 1 OJ in order to 

schedule a future meeting. The participants in a conference also typically set up a telephone 
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connection to allow them to discuss their schedules and the planned meeting. 

+------- �-------------�---------------------------------------------------+ 

IRTCAL 3i2 ctrl-t for control commands 12-4-82 11:52:07 Load=8.7 SARINI 
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

!scheduling meeting "thesis" uncommitted (2hrs, 12-25-82 to 12-31-82)1 
I With SARIN LICKLIDER GREIF HAMMER I 
I IN-Session IN-Session IN-Session Absent I 
I session Running chairperson: SARIN controller: SARIN I 
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

!LICKLIDER joined session - all replies received I 
+-------------------------------+------------------------------------------+ 

Monday �7 December 1982 Private calendar: 27 December 1982 
Merge af SARIN LICKLIDER GREIF Joe's birthday 

9: 00 .: XXX 9: 00 
9:30 XXX 9:30 

10:00 10:00 
10:30 10:30 
11:00 11:00 
11:30 11:30 
12:00 12:00 
12: 30 XXX 12: 30 1 unch 
13: 00 13.: 00 
13:30 13:30 
14:00 XXX 14:00 Arpa meeting 
14:30 XXX 14:30 xx 
15:00 XXX 15:00 

+-------------------------------+------------------------------------------+ 

I COMMAND> propose 10:30_ I 
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

Figure 1-1 : Example RTCAL Screen 

The format of a participant's display screen in RTCAL is shown in Figure 1-1. The top of the screen 

presents "status" information such as the meeting subject and the names of the participants present 

in this conference. A shared "window" on the left shows blocks of free and busy times, obtained by 
"merging" 'information from the participants' calendars; all participants see this information. A 
private win�ow, on the right, shows detailed information about the particit,ant's own appointments, 

not visible t� the other participants. The shared space can be "scrolled" to show a different date and 

time range ,which causes participants· private windows to scroll in unison), or the set of participants 

whose sch�ules are merged can be changed. Specific times for the planned meeting can be 

proposed, and participants' votes are collected and tabulated. Multiple alternative proposals can be 

generated and reviewed, and a final meeting time selected by committing any one proposal; 

u 

V 
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commitment can be "undone" to recover from mistakes. These calendar commands are "echoed" 

on all participants' screens as they are typed. 

Only one person at a time, referred to as the controller, can enter calendar commands. The 
conference chairperson (in RTCAL, the person who initiated the conference) may designate a new 
controller (including himself) at any time. This is done using a separate set of commands referred to 
as control commands. Control commands also allow participants to "request" control. Participants 

may leave the conference temporarily and receive an up-to-date display when they return. The 
chairperson may terminate the conference whenever he chooses; a meeting time may or may not 
have been committed. 

RTCAL was our initial experiment in real-time conferencing; it supports a particular kind of problem
solving in a specific application. The objective of our research is to extend these ideas to other 
applications (such as computer-aided design, joint authorship of documents, financial planning using 

"spreadsheets''. or on-line tutorials and instruction), as well as to allow more varied "styles" of 
conferencing (such as concurrent commands from participants, and more flexible interaction than 

with a single fixed "chairperson"). The design of a joint document editing system illustrating these 
goals is described in (23]. 

\...,I This paper presents an architecture for real-time conferences and a common set of functions that 
can be used to support conferencing in many applications, such as the above, using many different 
conference styles. In this model, the primary purpose of a conference, for whatever application, is the 

sharing of one or more objects (e.g., documents, circuits, agendas, proposals, or screen images) 
among a group of participants, allowing manipulation of these objects in a controlled way via one or 
more groups of commands called activities. The structure and meaning of the objects and activities 

in a conference will be specific to the given application, but the dynamics of sharing the objects and 
setting up the activities is performed by a common software utility that we have named Ensemble. 

In Section 2 we describe a "layered" architecture, not unlike that of the ISO Open Systems 

Interconnection (OSI) reference model [14], in which the Ensemble "layer" provides conference 
control functions to the application "layer". The functions provided are conference initiation and 
termination, participants joining and leaving a conference, and the sharing of application-defined 
objects and activities. In Section 3 we illustrate how these functions can be used to construct 

particular kinds of conferences, by presenting the design of a "shared bitmap" facility that allows 

participants to view an identical bitmapped image on their workstation screens and move 

independent cursors over this image using their pointing devices. We conclude in Section 4 by 

'-11 noting that the Ensemble functions correspond very closely with the stated function of the OSI 

,, 
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"Session" layer, and that Ensemble is therefore a plausible starting point for developing a "inulti

endpqint" Session layer protocol. 

r ,., 
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2. Ensemble Conference Architecture 

\._.,) 
This section introduces the conference control functions provided by Ensemble, in the context of a 

layered distributed system model. 

2. 1. System Model 

We assume that the system consists of a collection of nodes that do not share memory but 
communicate only via messages sent over a communications network or internetwork; we assume 
that messages between any two nodes are reliably received in the order sent. We will assume in the 
following discussion that each node is running on a separate processor, with the understanding that 
multiple nodes might in fact be invisibly multiplexed on a single physical machine. (This model is thus 
in many ways similar to other contemporary models of distributed computing, such as "guardians" 
[18].) 

We assume that the functions within a given node are arranged into layers. While discussing 
Ensemble, we shall assume that there are just two layers: 

1. The Ensemble'layer, which provides the conference control facilities we describe here. 

2. The application layer, which uses the Ensemble facilities in order to implement real-time 
cont erences for one or more applications. 

\_,,/ In actual practice, the Ensemble and applic.ation layers may be further subdivided into layers, as in the 
ISO Open Systems Interconnection reference model [14]. For example, the application "layer" may 
have a Presentation layer performing window management and command parsing, while the 
Ensemble "layer" will have a Transport and lower layers that provide the underlying communication 
services. 

The Ensemble layer (perhaps via a lower "Physical" layer) is the only layer that interfaces directly 
with attached hardware devices, namely disks, networks, and workstation display arid input devices. 
Services not directly related to conference communication, such as shared file storage and "window 
management", are assumed to be implemented by the "application" layer, with Ensemble providing 
only a fairly low-level interface to the associated devices.1 

As shown in Figure 2-1, interaction between the Ensemble and application layers within a node 
takes place in the form of two kinds of calls that each makes of the other: 

- Downcalls from the application layer \o the Ensemble layer, typically "requesting" 

: 1we make this assumption only so as to concentrate on the spe�ification of Ensemble's conferencing functions. In actual 
\,,,,,,1 practice it would probably be desirable to standardize these other services across all applications (using any of several 

well-known techniques) and place them in a lower layer than the application. 
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+-- . -------------+ 

APPLICATION 

+----------------+ 

I 
I 

Downcallsl 
I 
V 

t 

I 
IUpcalls 
I 
I 

+----------------+ 

ENSEMBLE 

+----------------+ 

Figure 2-1: Layer Interface within a Node 

conference-related or other i/o device services. 

- Upcalls from the Ensemble layer to the application layer, typically reporting "events" 
related to some previous request for service. 

(This terminology is due to Clark [2].) Each call, up or down, is a kind of "message", that causes a 

handler in the called layer to be invoked. Unlike message-passing systems, however, we assume that 

the layers interact as cooperating "coroutines": downcalls and upcalls are synchronous, in that the 

layer making the call does not continue to run in parallel with the other layer's handler, but is blocked 

until the handler returns. 

At any given time, a node is processing one event, which may be one of the following: 

- An event from a hardware device, such as a disk, network, user input device, or a timer. 

- A special background event that is defined to occur when there are no other events 
waiting to be processed. 

- A special initialize event, perhaps triggered by hitting the machine's "boot" button, which 
is used to start the node. 

Each event causes a handler in the Ensemble layer to be inyoked, which may make upcalls to the 

application layer, which may in turn make downcalls to the Ensemble layer. (To avoid mutual 

recursion, we require that Ensemble's downcall handlers not make upcalls to the application layer.) 

The node must dispose of one event, i.e., Ensemble's event handler must return, before the next 
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event can be process�d.2 This structure implies that the lower layer, Ensemble, is " in charge" ,  and 

application layer functions are invoked as required by the Ensemble layer. This "upside down 11 view 

runs counter to the traditional view of the "application" being in control and invoking "system"  

functions, but does i n  fact correspond better with the reality of how asynchronous events are 

processed by a system. This inverted approach is beginning to gain wide acceptance. For examp le, 

in the Vision TM [-1 7] system the VisiHost1M is in charge of all activity. The VisiHost1M invokes specific 

application functions at the appropriate times. and blocks unti l the application functions, 

corresponding to our "handlers" ,  complete. The advantages of such an approach are discussed in 

more detail in [2]. 

We find it convenient to distinguish two kinds of functions that a given node might perform: 

- Front-end (or FE) functions: interfacing with a user's display and input devices and 
managing the set of objects that he is working with at any given time. 

- Server functions: shared file storage, mail facilities, name lookup, and conference 
control . 

This distinction applies to both the Ensemble layer and the application layer. We shall call the 

respective sets of functions in the two layers Ensemble-server, Ensemble-FE, application-server, and 

application-FE. 

2 .2 .  Confe rences, Objects, and Activities 
Within the context defined above, a conference is an agreement among a collection of front-end 

nodes, representing the participants of the conference, and a server node, that controls the 
conference; to share a specified collection of objects and to allow manipulation of some or all of these 

objects via· specified activities. 

We assume a centralized architecture for any given conference, in which the front-ends of the 

participants communicate only with the server controlling the conference; this is i l lustrated in Figure 

2-2.3 Note that we do not assume a centralized architecture for the system as a whole; different server 

nodes may control different conferences. 

Objects in a �onference are controlled by the conference's server node. The most common type of 

21t is assumed that hardware device events, which usually must be caught within a very short time interval, are not lost, by 
having them queued by code running at the machine's "interrupt level" .  It is still desirable for handlers to return quickly In 
order for the node to remain responsive to incoming events; a handler that needs to pertorm lengthy computation or i/o can 
return quickly by setting up some state information that will cause the required processing to be performed by some later 
handler, e.g., in "background" or in response to a timeout. 

3
oecentrallzed architectures, in which front-end nodes can communicate directly, are discussed In (23). 
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Front-End SERVER fron t-End 
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I Appl ; C .  I I Appl ic . I I Appl ic . I 
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t t t 

V V V 

+- - - - - - - -+ +- - - - - - - -+ +- - - - - - - -+ 

! Ensemble I ! Ensemble I I Ensemble I 
I Server I I F E  I I F E  I 
+- - - - - - - -+ +- - - - - - - -+ +- - - - - - - -+ 

t t t t 

I . . . .  I 
I V V 

V V 

(Communication Network) 

Figu re 2 -2 :  Conference Architecture 

"object" that might be shared in a conference is an image that can be directly displayed on the 

participants' workstation screens; examples of images are text images, graphs, line-drawings, raster . 
U 

images, and so on. A shared image is thus the means by which the illusion of a common 
"blackboard" can be presented. (Unlike a blackboard, however, an image will often present a view of 
(part of) a more abstract application object, e.g., a document or a circuit.) This notion of "image" is 
purely a convention involving the application-server and application-FEs. Ensemble is not aware of 
the semantics of an object, and many other kinds of objects can be shared in a conference, such as: 

- High-level application objects, e.g., documents or circuit designs. 

- Objects used to facilitate participant interaction· in the conference, e.g., agendas, 
minutes, proposals and votes, or a queue of "requests" for permission to enter 
commands. 

- Objects exchanged by the server and front-ends to determine run-time parameters such 
as the maximum bandwidth and size of objects that can be supported. 

Objects shared in a conference are updated only by · the application-server; the application-FEs' 
copies are "read-only" in that an application-FE cannot modify its copy except in response to updates 

received from the application-server. (Again, we assume that the server and front-end nodes are 
cooperating properly in realizing a real-time conference, so we do not concern ourselves with nodes 

behaving incorrectly or maliciously.) Such updates to objects are generated by the application-server 

according to its own criteria. While it is quite possible for updates to be spontaneously generated by 
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the application-se�ver (e.g . ,  when running a srmulation, or responding to events outside the 

� conference) , more typically the purpose of a conference wil l be to let the participants themselves 

initiate updates (e.g . ,  to edit a document or circuit) via some set of defined commands. Commands 

\._,,J 

. . . . 
. .. 

initiated by a participant are forwarded by the participant's application-FE to the application-server 
(via facilities that Ensemble provides) for processing; the application processes these commands, 

updating one or more shared objects or generating error messages as appropriate. 

Commands in a conference are grouped into activities such that permission to enter the commands 

in a given activity can be independently given out to a selected subset of the conference participants. 

This al lows for different logical groupings of comm�nds, e.g . ,  "application" commands versus 

"conference control " commands, as in the example system RTCAL. The application-server can give 
different participants permission to enter different types of commands, and can dynamically give and 

revoke such permission during the course of a conference. 

Each object in a conference is "shared" among some subset of the conference participants in the 
sense that the given participants' application-FEs are provided with copies of the given object and 

receive updates from the server as they occur. A participant's application-FE can present him with a 

view of some or all of these objects, under control of the participant. Most objects in a conf ere nee will 

be "universally" shared in that they are displayed to, or made avai lable for display to, all of the 

participants in the conference. Other objects might be available to only a single participant, e.g. ,  

feedback messages informing the participant that he does not have permission to enter certain 

commands; such feedback would not be meaningful to the other participants. In most conferences, 

we expect that each object will fall into one of these two classes, i .e. , shared with all participants or 

available to just a single one. In some conferences, however, it may be necessary to support 
"subgroup" discussions, and Ensemble provides the flexibility for defining objects that are shared 

with any subset of a conference's participants. 

The application-server indicates its desire to "share" an object with a given participant's 

application-FE by issuing a "Give-Object" downcall to the Ensemble-server; an encoded description 

of the object's current value is passed to the participant's application-FE in an upcall from the 

Ensemble-FE. Subsequent updates to the given object, generated by the application-server, are 

transmitted by Ensemble to the application-FE only if the latter indicates willingness to receive and 

process them; t�e application-FE does this using an Accept-Object downcall. The application-FE 

may instead decline to receive updates, using the De�line-Object downcall , for whatever reason (e.g. ,  

insufficient local storage or processing power); updates to the object will not transmitted by Ensemble 

U to this particular application-FE. 
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Every conference has a distinguished object, called its description ,  that is always shared among all 
of its pai1icipants. The purpose of the conference description is threefold: 

1 .  To allow the application-server to properly set up its state information when it receives an 
Initialize-Conference upcall. n,e conference description might include, for example, the 
name of a file containing the document to be edited in the conference. 

2. To instruct the participants' application-FEs to supply information that will b� used by the 
application-server in setting up some of the objects in the conference. In the example 
that follows, in the next section, the size of a bitmapped image is to be selected based on 
available screen space information received from the application-FEs; the conference 
description should specify what information of this kind is needed. 

3. To help a user decide whether to join the conference or to leave, e.g. ,  by providing brief 
textual statements about the "purpose" of the conference and the estimated time and 
duration of the conference. (Some of the information used by the application-server and 
application-FE, above, might also be meaningfully presented to the user.) 

It is of course up to the application to supply a conference description that accomplishes the above 
goals; Ensemble is not aware of the structure and semantics of the conference description, or of any 
other object. 

A participant is brought into a conference by "sharing" the conference description with his 

application-FE: 

· The application-server issues an Add-Participant downcail, which gives the participant's 
application-FE a copy of the conference description. 

• The participant's application-FE issues a Join-Conference downcall, "accepting" the 
conference description. (The participant may instead choose not to join the conference; 
the Leave-Conference downcall "declines" the conference object.) 

When the application-server receives an upcall indicating that the participant has joined, it then 

determines which shared objects the participant should receive (using its own access control 
criteria), and proceeds to "give" these objects to the participant as described above. Note that the 
protocol used for sharing the conference description is the same as that for sharing any other object 

in the conference; the Add-Participant, Join-Conference, and Leave-Conference downcalls are simply 
specialized versions of Give-Object, Accept-Object, and Decline-Object, respectively. 

Ensemble provides the basic facilities for setting up a conference among a group of participants (by 

sharing the conference "description", as above) and for sharing objects and activities within a 

conference. There are several important services that Ensemble does not provide, such as 

permanent file storage, access control, naming and authentication, �nd user interface management. 
These functions are assumed to be implemented "above��. Ensemble, by the "application" layer, in 

whatever manner the system or application designer deems appropriate. 

V 
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The Ensemble architecture also does not directly address performance issues, e.g. , the bandwidth 

and processing power required to achieve a desired response time for a given application and given 
number of participants; these must be considered by the application designer in the context of his 
particular -system:· Clearly, a richer interface and faster response time will be attainable on a high
bandwidth. local area network than over a long-haul network or internet, and performance will in both 
cases degrade as the number of participants increases. (For example, the response time of the 
shared bitmap facility of the next section may not be adequate with a slow network. ) If performance 
information (about communication bandwidth and delay, and front-end processing capabilities) is 
available at run-time, the application designer can incorporate their values into shared "objects" and 
can program the application-server to tune the interface and underlying update and activity protocol 

to the run-time parameters. 

A complete list of _the "downcalls" and "upcalls" for setting up conferences, shared objects, and 
activities, is presented in the Appendix. Ensemble deals with objects, updates thereof, and activities, 

and commands therein, as uninterpreted "blocks" of data that are transmitted between application
server and application-FEs as necessary; the syntax and semantics are imposed by the application 
(server and front-ends).  Ensemble also does not specify how the application (server or front-end) 

should respond to a particular upcall, e.g., w�at processing it should perform and what downcalls it 

'-,,,I should make; it is up to the application designer to program handlers in the application server and 
front-ends that will accomplish the functionality and interface desired in the given real-time 

conference. Techniques available to the application designer are discussed in [23]. 

� 
\...,,I 
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3 .  Examp le :  Sha r ing  a B i tmap 

To illustrate how the functions provided by Ensemble can be used to implement real-time 
conferences, we present a facility that allows participants in a conference to share a virtual 

bitmapped screen. The shared bitmap facility also allows tor keyboard and pointing device input from 

some or all participants. 

SE RVE R 

+- -- - - - - -+ 

I Ap p l  i c . 1 
I Se rve r I 
+- - - - - - - -+ 
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I FE  I 
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V 
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I FE I 
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t 

Figu re 3-1 : Architecture of Shared Bitmap System 

The shared bitmap facility can be used in conferences by many different applications. It is thus an 
intermediate-level abstraction that lies between the Ensemble layer and the high-level application 
code. (The shared bitmap is an advanced form of virtual terminal [5, 16) ; in terms of the Open 

Systems Interconnection reference model, it corresponds to the Presentation layer.) This layering is 
shown in Figure 3-1. 

The application-server manages some set of application objects, e.g., documents, circuits, 

spreadsheets, etc. , and presents some view of these objects on the shared bitmap. (A simple 
application-server could aJso be written to provide an "electronic blackboard" on which �articipants 
can draw figures and enter text.) These application objects are internal to the application-server and 

V 

are not "shared objects" from Ensemble's point of view; they are visible to the participants only U 
indirectly via whatever view the application-server presents in the shared- bitmap, and may be 
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manipulated by participants only by entering commands that are parsed and executed by the 

\,,.,I 
application-server according to its own syntax and semantics. The interface between the bitmap
server and the application-server is implemented in the same way as the Ensemble interface, in terms 

of downcalls and upcalls that we will not list in detail here. Ensemble is not aware of this separation of 
function between the bitmap and application "layers"; the combination of these two layers appears to 

Ensemble to be a single "application" layer. 

Note also that Figure 3- 1 does not show an application-FE layer at the participants' front-end nodes. 
Instead, the application program runs in the server node only, with the participants' user interface 

being taken care of completely by the bitmap-FE layer (as described below). This allows easy 
development of applications, which can be written to manipulate the shared bitmap in the same way 
that they would manipulate a user's directly-connected screen bitmap; there is no need to write a 

"distributed" application program.4 It should also be fairly straightforward to convert an existing 
application program, that interfaces directly with a user's bitmapped screen, to use the shared bitmap 

instead. This architecture also assumes minimal support from the participants' workstations, only 
requiring that they be able to run the bitmap-FE software. 

3 . 1 . O bject Specifications 

\,,,,,I The shared bitmap facility provides the following objects for sharing �n a conference: 

• The conference description (which as we have described every conference must have), which 
consists of the following components: 

- A specification of what application is to be run; this is used to initialize the application
server for this conference. 

- A brief text statement of the "purpose" of the conference. 

• The current size (height and width) of the shared bitmap; this is "undefined" if the bitmap 

has not yet been initialized. 

• The shared bitmap itself. This is a rectangular array of intensity bits that can be displayed, in whole 

or part, on a raster screen [20, 8].5 The shared bitmap is made available to all participants in a 
conference, i.e., their bitmap-FEs receive copies of the bitmap for display on their screens. The 

application-server can freely read and update the contents of the bitmap, either bit-by-bit or using 

4Note that the shared bitmap is just one example of how Ensemble can be used. More sophisticated application programs 
that are distributed between the server and front-ends are supported equally well by the Ensemble architecture, as described 
in (23]. 

5rhe ideas presented in this section can be easily extended to raster Images that allow multiple bits per pixel, designating 
gray-levels or color; additional storage and bandwidth will of course be required to support this. 
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higher-level constructs such as lines, rectangles, characters, arcs, and so on; all such updates are 
transmitted to the participants' bitmap- FEs for display. 

U 

• One pointing-cursor for each participant in the conference. Each'' pointing cursor is specified by its 
current position (x- and y-coordinates) and a small rectangular bit-pattern called its shape. The set of 

pointing cursors are shared among all participants, to allow each to observe the movements of the 
others' pointing devices; assigning different shapes allows the different participants' cursors to be 

distinguished. 

• A bit pattern, called own-cursor-shape , that every participant will use on his own screen to 

distinguish his pointing cursor from those of the others. 

• One text-feedback object per participant, each available only to the given participant. These can be 
used by the application-server to give participant-specific feedback, and also to allow participants to 
send text "messages" to each other (as described under the conference activities, below). 

• For each participant, an input-stream consisting of a sequence of keystrokes and mouse button 
events from the participant's workstation; these are passed to the application-server for processing. 

• For each participant, an available-screen-sp!lce object that specifies how much space (height and 
width, in pixels) the participant has available on his screen for displaying the shared bitmap. This will 
be used, as described below, in choosing a suitable size for the shared bitmap that all participants 
can accommodate. 

3.2. Activity Specifications 

The foUowing activities are defined in a conference that uses the shared bitmap facility: 

• One stream activity per participant, which allows the participant's bitmap-FE to add keystrokes and 
mouse button events to the participant's input-stream object (described above). The application
server receives an upcall whenever new stream input arrives, and can remove and process input from 

the participants' input streams according to its own command syntax and semantics. The 

application-server might implement not only application commands (e.g., to edit a document), but 
also "conference control" commands to selectively disable, and re-enable, individual participants' 

stream activities. Thus, the application-server may accept input from only one participant at a time if 
it wishes, which is useful for sharing existing single-user application programs. 

• One pointing activity per participant, for tracking movements of the participant's pointing device. 

The purpose of these activities is to allow participants to �•point" at information that they may be 

referring to in their voice channel discussion, without involving the application program or disturbing 
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the contents of the sh�red bitmap. Each participant's bitmap-FE sends periodic mouse position 

reports (relative to the "virtual" coordinate system of the bitmap, not the participant's physical screen 
coordinates), at some predetermined frequency, to the bitmap-server which updates the participant's 

pointing- cursor position and forwards the updates to all participants' bitmap-FEs.6 

• A message activity for each participant that allows the participant to send brief text messages, to the 

entire group or "privately" to individual participants. 

• An activity for each participant that allows the participant's bitmap-FE to set or modify the height 
and width in his "available screen space" object. 

3.3.  Participant Interface 

+- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - --+ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Shared 
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+- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -+ 
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+- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - --+ 

Pr i vate 
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Figure 3- 2:  Participant's Screen when Sharing a Bitmap 
View of participant number '2' .  

A participant can instruct his bitmap-FE to display the shared bitmap and pointing cursors anywhere 
on his workstation screen (with the bitmap-FE "clipping" the bitmap if the display region is not large 

enough), and may use parts of his screen for private information. A typical screen configuration is 

shown in Figure 3-2. The bitmap-FE superimposes the participants' pointing cursor "shapes" at their 

respective positions. (This superimposition is done by the bitmap-FE software, but it could use 
multiple hardware cursors if the workstation has such a f�cility.) In the figure, we have used numbers 

61n an actual Implementation, it is possible to � this. up by having a bitmap-FE directly send mouse position reports to 
the other bitmap-FEs as well as to the bitmap-server. This optimization is permissible because different participants' position 
reports update different cursor objects, and ca� therefore be received and processed in any order. 
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to indicate the di fferent shapes; this need not be the case i n  actual practice, e.g . ,  "arrows " with 

different orientations could be used . In addition, this participant's own cursor is displayed using the U 
defined "own-cursor-shape" (X in the figure) rather than the shape (which would be 2 in this 

example) that the others see.7 In the figure, the cursor of participant 3 is not visible because that 

participant is using his mouse for local interaction with his bitmap-FE. 

When in a conference, a user's keyboard and mouse input are normally forwarded by his bitmap-FE 

to the server node in order to move the participant's cursor or enter application commands. A 

participant can instruct his bitmap-FE, in a number of ways (e.g . ,  via an "escape character" or by 

moving his mouse outside the region displaying the shared bitmap) , to "dissociate" his keyboard and 

mouse from the conference temporarily. This allows him to perform local interactions such as 

changing his screen configuration, and retrieving or editing private information. At s.orne point, the 

participant may instruct his bitmap-FE to · " return " to the conference, i .e. ,  resume forwarding 

keyboard and mouse input. 

3.4 .  Sta rt ing a Confe rence 

The following sequence of steps is taken when setting up a conference sharing a bitmap. The 

objective here is to defer creating the bitmap, and starting the application -server, until information is 

obtained from "enough" participants as to how much screen space they can allocate for displaying 

the shared bitmap. The bitmap-server then selects the minimum height and width from the 

information received and in itializes the bitmap accordingly, thus ensuring that all participants wil l  be 

able to see the entire bitmap on their screens. Note that Ensemble does not require that the steps be 

followed in th is exact order, or even that all of the steps below be taken. The selection of the shared 

bitmap size, for example, could be done unilaterally by the application-server, ignoring the 

participants' avai lable screen sizes and letting the participants worry about cl ipping and scrolling the 

bitmap if it is too large. Or, information about available sizes could be presented to a participant 

designated as "chairperson" ,  who chooses between accommodating more participants and being 

able to present more information in a larger bitmap. All of these options, and others, can be 

programmed by invoking the Ensemble functions in the appropriate order. 

The following description uses "upcalls" and "downcalls" that are listed in the Appendix to this 

paper. 

• First, some user "creates" the conference by instructing his bitmap-FE to issue a Create-

u 

7
The participant's "own" cursor position is tracked and displayed locally by his bitmap-FE, which does not wait for or U 

display the "echo" from the bitmap-server. An option is provided to display both the local and remotely-tracked mouse 

positions, which can be useful for debugging or estimating the communication delay. 
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Conference downcall .  The "address" of the server node that will control the conference is specified; 

we assume that the address is already known or is obtained using some unspecified lookup service. 

The user enters the information needed in the conference "description " :  the "purpose" of the 

conference, and a program name and arguments to be passed to the application;server. The user 

also supplies a list of addresses of the front-end nodes of the desired conference participants; these 

may be known in advance (or even reported over the phone) , or obtained from some kind of "name 

server" .  The user need not enter his own address, the bitmap-server will be supplied with it when it 

receives the Initialize-Conference upcall, below. · (The user might instead, or in addition,  supply the 

addresses of one or more "lookup servers" which will be sent conference descriptions, so that users 

not explicitly invited to the conference may find out about it by inquiring of a lookup server.) 

• The bitmap-server at the given server-address receives an Initialize-Conference upcall carrying the 

above information. For each front-end address provided, including that of the initiatin user, the 

bitmap-server includes that front-end in the conference by issuing an Add-Participant downcall; and 

Add-Activity downcall is also issued to allow each front-end to set its "available screen space" object. 

The bitmap-server finally issues a Sync-Object downcall indicating that it wishes to be notified when 

all participants have acknowledged, positively or negatively, and a Set-Timer downcall with some 

suitably chosen interval to protect against the_possibility of one or more participants not responding 

or taking too long. The Ensemble-server processes these downcalls as a batch when the bitmap

server's handler returns, sending messages carrying the conference description and new activity to 

the specified participants' front-ends. 

• The bitmap-FE of each participant receives a New-Conference and an Activity-Received upcall .  It 

shows the conference description to the user and asks whether or not he wishes to join. If he does, a 

Join-Con·ference downcall is issued. T�e user is also asked to allocate a region on his screen for 

displaying the shared bitmap, and the size of this is encoded in a Send-Input downcall. If instead the 

participant does not wish to join, a Leave-Conference downcall is issued. 

• When the Ensemble-ser:ver receives notification of every participant agreeing to join or leave, it 

issues a Sync-Complete upcall to the bitmap-server. If instead the previously-specified timeout 

interval expires, a Timer-Expired upcall is issued. We assume that in this case the bitmap-server does 

not wish to wait for the remaining participants to join (and therefore issues an Abort-Sync downcall), 

and proceeds to select a bitmap size as described here. The bitmap-server examines the available 

screen sizes returned by the participants who agreed to join, and computes the minimum height and 

width. The shared bitmap is initialized with the selected height and width (and some standard initial 

contents, e.g. ,  all zeroes). The Add-Object downcall and a set of Give-Object downcalls are used to 

make the bitmap available to all participants. The bitmap-server also sets up other objects (text-
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feedback objects and pointing-cursors) and activities (stream, pointing, and message) for each 

participant, using the Add-Object, Give-Object, and Add-Activity downcalls. As a final step, the 

bitmap-server issues an Initialize-Conference upcall to the application-server so that the latter may set 

up its own state information in readiness for conference activity. From the point of view of the users 
and the application, _the conference officially "starts" at this stage, although to Ensemble the 

conference started the moment it was created. 

• The participants' bitmap-FEs receive New-Object and Receive-Activity upcalls for each object :: 

(including the shared bitmap) and activity given to them. Each such upcall carries an encoded 
description of the object or activity. (For the shared bitmap, it is only necessary to send the height 

and width, because the bits themselves are known to be initially all zeroes and need not be sent.) The 
bitmap-FE thus displays the objects in the screen regions designated by the participant, and sets up 
some state information to "associate" the participant's keyboard and mouse with the conference 
activities. (The devices can be temporarily "dissociated" by the participant, as described earlier.) 

Once a participant's workstation is set up as above, keyboard and pointing device input are 

transmitted by his bitmap-FE to the bitmap-server; this is done using the Send- Input downcall, which 
results in an Input-Received upcall to the bitmap-server. The bitmap-server receiving input under a 

pointing activity, i.e. , mouse position reports, updates the participant's pointing cursor position and 
� 

sends the update to all participant's bitmap-FEs (using an Update-Object downcall, as a result of 
which every participant's bitmap-FE receives an Object-Updated upcall). Stream input received by 

the bitmap-server is passed up the application-server for processing. The application-server may 
perform one or more update operations on the shared bitmap, e.g., to echo a character, scroll the 
contents of a document, or display the effect of some other application command; these are similarly 
transmitted to all participants' bitmap-FEs, using Update-Object and Object-Updated, for processing 
and display. 

After the bitmap has been initialized and the conference "started", Join-Conference downcalls may 
be received from additional participants. This may happen with a participant who was originally 

added to the conference but who did not reply in time (i.e., the bitmap-server timed out and went 
ahead with the conference), or in the case of a participant who found out about the conference from 
some "lookup" server. In the latter case, the application-server must decide whether or not to allow 

the given participant into the conference, based on its own criteria; it may make an immediate 
decision to accept or reject the participant, or may ask some participant (e.g. , the designated 

"chairperson") to decide. Once the decision is made, manually or automatically, to allow the 

participant into the conference, Give-Object and · Add-Activity downcalls are issued by the bitmap

server to get the participant started, just as described earlier. Because the shared bitmap may have 
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been updated since the conference started, the new participant's bitmap-FE cannot assume that the 

shared bitmap is clear. The current contents of the shared bitmap must be sent to newly-joining 
participants, and can be encoded in some efficient way for such transmission, �.g., sending the 

positions and lengths of contiguous "runs" of one bits. 
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4.  Conc l u s ion 

We have proposed a layered software architecture for real-time conferences that allows different 

applications to use a common set of conference control functions named Ensemble.  These functions 
support the sharing of application-defined objects among the participants of a conference, and the 
manipulation of these objects via one or more application-defined groups of commands called 
activities. We used the example of sharing a bitmap and multiple pointing cursors to illustrate how 
objects and activities can be defined in order to realize a particular kind of conference. Other kinds of 

useful functions can be implemented in the form of appropriately-defined shared objects and 

activities, such as meeting "agendas" and "minutes" and "votes" , or a queue of "requests" for 

permission to enter commands via some activity. It is also possible for high-level application objects 
to be shared between servers and participants' front-end nodes, allowing for more compact 
transmission of information and local viewing of the application objects. An example system 

designed along these lines, which supports real-time joint document editing using the concepts 

presented here, is described in [23]; this uses and extends ideas that have appeared in recent 
"distributed editing" protocols [9, 24]. It is even conceivable to include voice communication in this 
framework, by treating the voice stream as a shared "object" , with the act of speaking being the 
"operation" that participants can perform on this object. Implementation of this idea, which we have 

not attempted, will of course require special hardware and communication protocol support [3]. 

In [23] we describe how other useful functions, not described in this paper, can be implemented 

within the same framework: 

- Concurrency control among commands from multiple activities is supported by Ensemble 
using timestamps [ 1 5, 25] on command messages and object updates. Ensemble's 
centralized conferen·ce architecture ensures "mutual consistency" in that all participants' 
front-ends will see conflicting updates in the same order. However, stronger forms of 
consistency (e.g., "serializability" [7]) are not automatically guaranteed; these are left as 
options that the application implements if it wishes using the timestamp information that 
Ensemble provides. 

- Conference and participant "lookup" facilities can be implemented by allowing nodes to 
release conference description information in response to queries from users. 

· It is possible to add server nodes to a conference· as "participants" and give them copies 
of some or all of the objects shared in the conference. This makes it possible to increase 
the availability of conference description information for queries, or to "move" a 
conference to a different server in case of a crash or impending shutdown of the original 
one. 

- Recovery from.front-end node crashes is supported by allowing a participant to "rejoin" a 
conference, at which point he receives up-to-date copies of all objects available to him in 
the conference. In addition, if the participant's front-end had previously "checkpointed" 
his copy of these objects, the timestamps on the checkpointed copies can be used by the 

V 
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server to send a_ log of intervening changes rather than complete new copies of the 
objects; no changes will need to be transmitted for an object that has not been updated in 
the meantime. (The same technique is used to restart a participant who has been absent 
from the conference for a long time.) 

In (23) we also explore alternatives to the centralized architecture presented here, in which 
participants' "front-end" nodes can communicate directly; this can improve response time at the cost 
of more complex synchronization. 

4.1.  Implementation Status 
An implementation of the shared bitmap facility is now complete (as of April 1984). To attract users 

for testing the system, our first application will be a conference in which participants cooperate to 
solve a crossword puzzle. Because the shared bitmap facility does not use the full flexibility of 
Ensemble, and passes many "upcalls" and "downcalls" between the application and Ensemble with 
little or no processing on its own part, we have chosen to implement the bitmap and Ensemble 
functions in a single "layer ". The interface to the application is still layered, and closely resembles 
the Ensemble specification presented in the Appendix. 

The underlying message transport mechanism is being implemented directly in terms of datagrams 
(using the DoD internet datagram protocol IP [22)) rather than virtual circuits.8 When the same 

'.._.,; information must be sent to multiple receivers, datagrams allow for more efficient implementation 
than separate virtual circuits (between the server node and each front-end) because only one 
retransmission queue and timer need be maintained for all receivers. Also, retransmission of lost 
messages can be avoided in certain cases; for example, with mouse position reports it is more 
important to process the latest report quickly than it is to reliably receive all previous ones. (The use 
of timestamps in this case allows delayed obsolete reports to be discarded, as in packet voice 
transmission (3).) Datagrams would be even more efficient if broadcast or multicast facilities were 
available; while multicast _is not currently included in DoD-IP, it is supported by the Xerox Network 
System protocols at the datagram level [4]. 

4.2. Related Work 
Real-time conferencing in the form of "terminal linking" has been in existence since at least the 

early days of NLS [6], now marketed by Tymshare as Augment™ . Similar features, with 
enhancements such as multiple "windows" and ·"virtual terminal" support for dissimilar display 
terminals, now exist on many systems. Terminal linking, whether physical or virtual, allows an 

V 8ine transport mechanism is based on a protocol designed by David Reed for coordinating a bitmap between a server and a 
single workstation; we have made several extensions to the protocol to deal with multiple workstations in a conference. 
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arbitrary existing progra� to be shared1 among a group of users by redirecting its output to multiple 
terminals and accepting input from any number of them. This has often been found useful, e.g. , for 
debugging a program with which some other user encountered a problem. (Such joint debugging is 
often accompanied by a telephone conversation.) This kind of sharing, however, is accomptished at 

the lowest possible tevel of abstraction, namely the input and output character streams of the 
program; this does not allow for useful functions such as direct transfer of application information (as 
opposed to character streams) between different programs. The character stream model of program 
behavior is also somewhat out of date, considering the proliferation of directly-addressable 

bitmapped screens and pointing devices; the shared bitmap facility we have defined is an attempt to 
remedy this last problem. 

More recently, some application-specific conferencing systems have appeared, e.g., as additions to 
the computer-aided design systems TOPES [21 ] and Palette ( 19] .  While such systems have been 

useful in their particular application areas, they are t)'pically specialized and inflexible, e.g., have a 

fixed definition of the "chairperson's" role or are restricted to groups of two users. Our objective has 
been to expose the underlying principles that are involved in designing such conferencing systems 
for any application. The Ensemble architecture presents a general framework in terms of which these 
existing conferencing systems, as well as terminal linking, can be described · as special cases. In 

:j 
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addition, it allows for extension to new applications and for experimenting with different conference V 

"styles". 

4.3. Open S ystems Interconnection 

We observe that the Ensemble "layer" that we have postulated corresponds very well to the OSI 
"Session" layer. A real-time conference is essentially a multi-party "session", and is independent of 

the underlying transport-level protocol being used to implement it. (For example, we do not require 
that the same transport-level connections be used for the duration of a conference, or that transport
level connections always be open. A conference can be created well in advance of the time when 
participants join, without setting up any transport-level connections until they are needed.) Ensemble 
supports the transmission of uninterpreted blocks of data ( "session-service-data-units"), leaving it to 

the higher layer(s) to impose some structure and meaning (as objects and commands) to these 
blocks, and also supports the "recovery" of participants when their nodes or transport connections 

fail; this again matches the description of the OSI Session layer very well. 

Multi-party network "connections" , such as real-time conferences, have some characteristics that 

make them very different from two-party connections. In particular a multi-party connection can 

dynamically grow and shrink as parties leave and join; this distinctive feature is reflected in the 
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structure of the Ensemble functions·. Although the OSI reference model makes some mention of 
"multi-endpoint connections" (cf. Appendix A of [ 1 4)), there is little current activity in defining 
protocols for this · important area . (This remains so despite considerable progress in distributed 

databases, for example.) The Ensemble architecture is an attempt to meet the need for a multi
endpoint Session layer protocol; we hope to stimulate further discussion toward the development of 

multi-endpoint protocol standards. 
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A P PEN D I X : Ensemble ·specification 

We present here a list of "downcalls" and "upcalls" between the Ensemble and application layers, 
in the form of procedure names and argument types. We prefix each procedure name with an 
"arrow" to indicate the direction of the call, down (! ) or up (T) .  We also prefix the call with an "F". or 
"S" to indicate whether it is a front�end or server call, respectively; calls that do not have either prefix 

(such as for "timers") apply to both front-end and server nodes. 

We briefly explain here the different argument types accepted by the downcalls and upcalls: 

• Server nodes and participants' front-end nodes are referred to by their network 
addresses (e.g. , network number, host, and socket). How these addresses are 

. determined, e.g., by name lookup. is not visible to Ensemble. 

• Unique ids (identifiers) are used for referring to many kinds of entities: conferences 
("confid"), participants ("pid"), objects ("objid") , activities ("actid"), and timers 
("timerid") . Unique ids can be generated by standard techniques, e.g. , by using the 
"timestamp" (below) at the time the entity in question is generated. Some kinds of entity 
identifiers need to be unique only within a given context, e.g. , objects and activities in a 
conference; for these, it is possible to have much more compact ids, e.g. , indexes into an 
array. (Note that users can be globally identified by their "le-addresses", but within a 
conference a shorter "pid" is used to identify the participants.) 

• Timestamps are used on all object update and command input messages. These are 
generated using a local clock value concatenated with the node's identifier in order to 
ensure global uniqueness. The clocks of different nodes are only approximately 
synchronized (e.g., using Lamport's method [1 5]) if at all. 

· All objects, updates, and commands, are passed between the application and Ensemble 
in the form of programming language objects. It is assumed that some method (such as 
[ 1 2]) exists for "encoding" an object at the sending node into a linear sequence of bytes 

· · ?·Apr transmission, and for "decoding" such a linear sequence at the receiving node into a 
.copy of the original object; subroutines for doing such encoding and decoding are 
automatically invoked when objects ·are transmitted. 

A few details have been skipped in the following presentation, such as calls that report errors (e.g., no 
server at the given address, or participant attempts to Send•lnput in an activity that he no longer 
holds). We also do not specify subroutines that simply retrieve information or components of data 
structures, e.g., reading the local clock or determining the address of the participant with a given 

"pid" (or vice versa). 

F ! Create-Conference(server-address,description) 
Asks the server at the given address to start a new conference with the given 
"description" (see Section 2). The server will automatically add the front•end issuing this 
downcall as a participant in the new conference. 

Sjlnitia/ize-Conference(confid,description,timestamp) 
In response to a Create-Conference, the application layer at the given server address is 
asked to initialize its state information for a new conference with the given description. 

u 

V 
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The description carries the given initial timestamp; its timestamp will change only if the 
description is updated. 

SlAdd-Pa rticipant( confid , fe-address) returns(pid) 
. The application-server requests that the participant at the given address be added to the 

given conference; Ensemble-server returns the new participant's "id " within the 
conference for future reference. 

FT Added-To-Conference(confid ,description) 
The application-FE is informed that it has been addecHo the given conference, with given 
"description " ,  as a participant. The application-FE is_ expected to either Join or Leave 
(below) . 

F !Join-Conference(confid,description-timestamp) 
The application-FE indicates that the participant wishes to join the given conference. 
"Description-timestamp "  is used by the server (below) to determine whether the 
participant has an up-to-date conference description object or whether a new version 
needs to be sent. 

STParticipant-Joined(confid ,pid,fe-address,description-timestamp) 
Upcall received by application-server when the participant's application-FE issues a Join
Conference downcall. 

F ! Leave-Conference(confid) 
Participant does not wish to remain in the conference. (Can be issued at any time, when 
added to the conference or later.) 

\.,,_/ ST Participant-Left(confid,pid) 
Server upcall resu lting from Leave-Conference. · 

SlRemove-Participant(confid ,pid) 
Remove the given participant from the conference. 

FT Removed-From-Conference(confid) 
Front-end upcall resulting from Remove-Participant, or from Terminate-Conference. 

Sl Terminate-Conference(confid) 
Terminates the given . conference; all participants' application-FEs get R�moved-From
Conference upcalls. 

SlAdd-Object(confid,obj) returns(objid) 
Add the given object to the conference; "objid" is returned for future reference. The 
object is not yet "shared" with any participants, but can be using Give-Object. 

S!Give-·Object(confid,objid,pid) 
Make the specified object in the co·nterence available to the given participant. 

Fl New-Object(confid,objid,value,timestamp) 
Participant's application-FE is informed of Give-Object. Is expected to either Accept
Object or Decline-Object, below. 

F !Accept-Object( confid,objid, timestamp) 
Indicates willingness to process updates to the given object. "Timestamp" is used in the 
same way as "description-timestamp " in Join-Conference (above). 
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STObject -Accepted(confid,pid,objid,timestamp) 
Server upcall resulting from Accept-Object. 

F !Dec/ine-Object(confid,objid) 
Participant's front-end does not wish to receive updates to the given object. 

ST Object-Declined( confid,pid,objid) 
Server upcall resulting from Decline-Object. 

S!Revoke-Object(confid,objid,pid) 
The given participanfls to no longer receive updates for the given object. 

FTObject-Revoked(confid,obiid) 
Front-end upcall resulting from Revoke-Object, or from Remove-Object (below). 

S!Remove-Object(confid,objid) 
The given object is no longer shared in the conference. Every participant's  application
FE receives an Object-Revoked upcall. 

S! Update-Object(confid,objid,change-desc) returns(timestamp) 
_ Send a description of an update to the given object, to all participants with whom the 
object is shared. The timestamp associated with this update is returned. 

FTObject-Updated(confid,objid,change-desc,timestamp) 
Front-end upcall resulting from Update-Object. The application-FE should interpret the 
"change-desc" in order to update its copy of the given object. 

u 

Sl Sync-Object( confid ,obj id) returns(timestamp) V 
Wait for an acknowledgement, that the front-end has received and processed all updates 
lo the given object, from the front-end of each participant holding copies of the object. 
Acknowledgements are automatically generated by the participants' Ensemble-FEs when 
·the application-FE's handler for Object-Updated returns; Decline-Object suffices as a 
"negative" acknowledgement. 

STSync-Comp/ete(confid,objid,timestamp) 
Acknowledgements received from all associated participants. 

S!Abort-Sync(confid,objid,timestamp) 
Stop waiting for acknowledgements. Typically used in response to Timer-Expired 
(below), when not all acknowledgements have been received. 

S!Add-Activity(confid,info,pid) returns(actid) 
. Create a new activity assigned to the participant with given "pid". ."Info" carries a 

specification of the commands available in this activity. 

Fj Activity-Received( confid ,actid ,info) 
Front-end upcall from Add-Activity, or Give-Activity. 

SlGive-Activity(confid,actid,pid) 
Give the specified activity to the specified participant, who will receive an Activity
Received upcall. The participant who currently has the activity receives an Activity
Revoked �pcall. 

Fj Activity-Revoked(confid,actid) 
u 
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Front-end upcall resulting from Remove-Activity or Give-Activity. 

Sl Suspend-A ctivity( confid ,actid) 
Temporarily disallow commands in the given activity. 

Fj A ctivity-Suspended(confid,actid) 
Front-end upcall resulting from Suspend-Activity. 

SlResume-Activity(confid,actid) 
Allow commands in the given activity once again. 

Fj A ctivity-Resumed(confid,actid) 
Front-end upcall resulting from Resume-Activity. 

S!Remove-Activity(confid,actid) 
Removes the given activity from the conference. 

F !Send-/nput(confid,actid,command-desc) returns(timestamp) 
Send the description of a command under the given activity. 

ST /nput-Received(confid,actid,pid,command-desc,input-timestamp,readset-timestamp) 
Server upcall resulting from Send-Input. "lnput-timestamp" is the value of the 
participant's clock at the time of Send-Input; "readset-timestamp" is the timestamp of the 
last object update that the participant's front-end had received at the time (can be used 
for concurrency control). 

!Set-Timer(time,obj) returns(timerid) 
Set a timer to expire at the specified time. Can associate an arbitrary object, which is 
passed back by Timer-Expired, below. 

jTimer-Expired(timerid,obj) 
The specified timer has expired. 

lPostpone-Timer(timerid,new-time) 
Reset the given timer to go off at a different time. 

lAbort-Timer(timerid) 
Discard the given timer, i .e., don't give a Timer-Expired upcall. 

I 

j Background() 
Upcall generated when therJ are no events waiting to be processed, i.e. ,  the node is 
"idle". 

!Set-Background-I nterva/(interval) 
Ask to receive Background upcalls only when the specified amount of "idle" time has 
passed. (This interval is initialized to some standard default value.) 
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INTRODuc·r I ON 

Th i s  pa pe r was wr i t ten  i n  s uppo r t  o f  o ne o f  the recommenda t i ons made 
by a g ro up o f  1 7 5 p r i va t e  sec t o r l ea d e r s  in  a r e po r t p r e se n t ed to the  
Wh i te Ho use Confe r ence o n  Prod uct i v i ty b y  the  Ame r i can  Prod uct i v i t y  
Cent e r . The i ecomme nda t i on  read  a s  fo l l ows : 

" In the  a bsence o f  mar ket  ···d r i ven  o pt i ons , i n f o rma t i on  wo r ke r s 
sho u l d  be subj e c t  to  a n  i nte r na l  ma r ke t pl ace  f o r  s t i mula t i ng a 
compe t i t i ve e nv i ronment . •rhe f le x i b l e  a l l oca t i o n  o f  reso u rces  
sho u l d  be reg u l a te d  by  mea ns of  compe t i t i ve l y  p r i ced pa yments  
fo r s e rv i c e s  and b y  mea ns of  compe t i t i ve benchma r k i ng o f  the  
qua l i ty of  t h e  se rv i ce . "  ( Ame r i c a n  Produc t i v i ty Ce nte r ,  1 9 8 2 ,  
page  1 5 )  

Th 1 s  pa pe r i ntend s  to suppo r t  the prem ises  o f  th i s  
re comme nda t i o n  a nd the a ux i l i a ry premi se tha t not o n l y  i s  t h i s  
de s i r a b l e  b ut tha t i t  i s  pra c t i c a l  and feas i b l e  a s  a resu l t  o f  
c u r r e n t l y  ava i l a b l e  i n fo rma t i o n  a nd c omput e r  techno l ogy . An 
ope ra t i ona l sys tem  o f  the  type nece ssa r y  to ca r r yi ng on t h i s  
so r t  o f  o pe r a t i o n  h a s  a l rea d y  be en d emo ns t r a ted o n  the  
E lec t ro n i c  Info rma t i o n Exchange  Sys tem in  ope r a t i o n  a t  the  New  
Je r s e y  Ins t i t ut e  of  Tec hno logy ( Tu ro f f , 1 9 8 1 ;  Tu r o f f  & Ch i na i � 
1 9 8 3 ) .  

The wo r k  o f  the Compu t e r i zed Conf e re nc i ng a na Comm uni ca t i o ns 
Cen t e r at  NJ I T  i s  d e d i ca ted to  the s t ud y  of  the ut i l i za t i o n  o f  
the compute r to s uppo r t  human comm un i ca t i ons . The i nt eg r a t i o n  
o f  h uma n commun i ca t i o ns i nt o  i nf o rmat i on technol ogy a l lows u s  to 
compl e t e l y r e t h i n k the na t u re of ho w g r o ups a nd o rg a n i za t i o ns 
o pe ra te s . Many o f  the e conom i c  fa c to r s  that fo rced us i n to U c ur rent  mod e s  o f  ope ra t i o n  no l onge r a ppl y .  We have  the  
o ppo r t un i t y  to  d e s i g n  o rg a n i za t i ons  a s  we wo u ld wi sh t h em to  
ope ra t e . Ho weve r ,  to und e r s t a nd why i nt e rna l mar ke t p lace s m i g ht 
be mo re  de s i r a b l e  a nd even  prac t i c a l , we have to to go ba c k  a nd 
re -exam i ne why we do th i ng s  the wa y we c ur rent l y  do them  i n  
o rg a n i za t ions . 



THE PAST 

r t  i s  an i nt e r e s t i ng beh a v i o ra l  e xe r c i se to  wa l k  bac kwa rd s .  One , 
a f t e r  i n i t i a l  s t e ps o f  hes i tanc y , c a n  wi th  some p r ac t i c e d eve l o p  a 

- \ fo rm of  bo ldne s s  a nd s ty l e  i n  th i s  unde r ta k i ng .  Howev e r ,  no m a t t e r 
vwha t deg ree  o f  s k i l l  and accomp l i s hme nt one obta i ns a t  t h i s  pa s t i me , 

i t  i s  st i l l  the  p rocess  o f  mov i ng f o r wa rd by  o bse r v i ng whe r e  yo u h a ve 
be e n . The r e i s  a l wa ys the  nagg i ng conce rn  t h a t  some t h i ng wi l l  o cc u r  

- i n y o u r  pa th tha t i s  u ne x pected a nd unf o rseen  f rom t h e  rea r . The 
r e s u l t , o f  co u r se , i s  tha t we as h uma ns ra re l y  e ngaga  i n  wa l k i ng 
bac kwa r d s  behav i o r . Ho weve r ,  i t  wo uld  seem tha t o u r beh av io r a s  
o rg a ni za t i o n s  i s  ve r y  d i f fe re n t . Espec i a l l y i n  t h e  a re a  o f  
i n fo rmat i o n  sys tems a nd o ur t rea tment o f  i nf o rmat i o n  i n  the 
o rg a n i za t i o n , we seem  to have  adapted  a commo n po l i cy o f  wa l k i ng 
ba c kwa rds i nto the f ut u re . The wa y we hand l e i nf o r ma t i on a nd 
con f i g u re compute r s  to  ca r r y o u t the  p roce ss seems to la rg e l y  re f l e c t  
the wa y w e  have a l wa ys done i t . Someho w we neg l e c t  to a s k  the  
que s t i o n a s  to  whe t h e r the  i nt rod uc t i on of  mod e r n  i n fo rma t i o n  
techno l og y  wo u ld a l l o w  us to  accompl i s h t a s k s  i n  compl a t e l y  ne w a nd 
po s s i b l y b e t t e r wa ys . 

The ve r y  wo rd s we use re f l e c t  a p r � o cc upa t i on w i t h  the pa s t . We 
s t r i ve to  " a u toma t e " da ta hand l i ng a nd i n fo rma t i on proc e s s i ng . The 
ba s e s  upon  wh i ch we j us t i f y pu t t i ng an i nf o r m at i on p ro ce s s on the 
comput e r . i s o ne of  be i ng a b l e  to c a r r y  o ut t he same p r o c e s s  we have 
a l wa ys do ne , b ut do i t  fas te r a nd /o r  chea pe r . Even whe n  we 
- i n t r oduce  a ppl i ca t i o ns t h a t  have u n i que a nd n ew qua l i t i e s , we t r y to 
d i sg ui se i t  to so und l i k e someth i ng we ha ve a l wa ys done : e . g .  
" e l ec t ron i c  ma i l "  so und s l i ke a s i mu l a t i o n  o f  t h e  po s t  o f f i ce a nd 
o f f e rs no i nd i ca t ion  tha t we a r e ta l k i ng abo ut a ne w wa y f o r  pe o p l e  

\....,I to commun i ca te . '£he  te rm  11 o f f i c e  a u toma t i o n "  i mpl i e s  we a re go i ng to 
ca r r y o u t  o f f i ce wo r k  the wa y we have  a l wa ys done i t  b ut me r e l y  
th ro ug h  a compute r .  Ma ny o rg a n i z a t i ons have e xh i b i ted an  i mag e o f  
bo l dne s s  and sw i f tness i n  the i nt rod uct i o n  o f  the se techno l og i e s , b ut 
wh e n  a xa m i ned  ca re f u l l y  i t  i s  o f ten  a c l e a r c ut proce ss o f  wa l k i ng 
bac kwa rds . 

Be f o r e  comput e r s , data  i n  o rg an i za t i o ns was hand l ed i n  l a rg e l y man ua l 
o pe r a t i o ns . Th i s  wa s a c o s t l y  p rocess  a nd t he va s t  bu l k  o f  da ta 
t re a ted wa s tha t data  tha t was " ab so l ute l y  necessa r y" to  r unn i ng the  
bus i ne ss . I f  o ne d i d n o t  know the add r e ss of  the  c us tome r , wha t  t h e y  
h a d  o rde red , wha t was d ue Uncl e  Sam ,  the n t h e  cons e q ue nce s we r e  
eno ug h  t o  r u i n  the bus i nes s . The " necessa r y" i nfo rma t i on had 
" i nf i n i te "  va l ue . As a res u l t , the re was onl y one ope ra t i ona l 
p r i nc i pl e  tha t cou l d  be  i ns t i t uted  to ha nd l e  i nfo rma t i o n . Th i s  wa s 
the g e ne r a l  obj ect i ve o f  " c o s t  m i n i m i za t i on " . Clea r l y  i f  the d a t a  to 
be h a nd l ed had i nf i n i te va l ue than  the o n l y  t h i ng tha t  co uld  be 
cont ro l l ed and improved upon was the subj ect of costs . The majo r i ty 
o f  processes  a nd p roced u r e s  evo lved  i n  o rg a n i za t i o ns to hand l e  da ta 
we re  the res u l t  of  t r y i ng to  m i n i m i z e cos t . G i ven t�e h ig h  co s t , 
re l a t i v e  to peo pl e , o f  compute r te chno l og y ,  wh en i t  wa s f i r st 
i n t rod uced , the same pr i nc i p l e  of  co s t  m i n i m i zat ion , i s  the  g ui d i ng 
l i g h t  tha t wa s used t o  t r a n s l a t e  da ta  ha nd l i ng to t he comput e r  
env i r onment . 



The h i s to r y  o f  compu t e r i za t i o n  has l a rg e l y been to  t a k e  a manua l 
proce s s ; s�a rc h  o ut the  segments  tha t can  be put on t he comput e r .  
The n  i n  o rd e r  to ge t the vo l ume nece ssa r y  to  red uce cos t s , take wha t 
i s  l e f t  a nd c rea te mo r e  s pe c i a l i zed  j ob s . A c l e r k who hand l ed an __ 
o rd e r manua l l y  th r o ug h  a l l  i ts pha s e s  i s  rep laced b y  a se r i e s  o f  mo re  l .) 
s pe c i a l i zed  j obs  s uc h  a s  da t a  ent r y . Sa le sman used to pho ne t he � 
sa l e s  c l a r k  o r  i nvent o r y  c l e r k  to g e t  the  l a t e s t i nf o  on ques t i o n s  to 
c l i nch a de a l . No o n e , toda y , phones  a da ta ent ry o pe r a to r . The 
c l e r k  had  a ce r t a i n  p r i de i n  the da t a  tha t he kne w he wa s r espons i b le 
fo r .  He  wa s s u r e  to keep it  a c c u r a t e . He c o u l d  r e ad a l l the 
d i f f e r e nt s c ra wl s  o f  the  sa l e s man o r  the i r  un i que wo rd i ng s .  The da ta 
e n t ry o pe ra to r s  could  ca re l e s s  i f  the re we re  e r ro rs in t he da ta they  
rece i ved . As  long as  i t  was in  the prope r  fo r m  to  k e y  i n , e r r o r s 
we r e  no t the i r  conce r n  even i f  o bv i o us to  them . It wo u ld s l ow d o wn 
th e i r  prod uc t i v ity i f  they  too k t i me to make some pho ne cal l s  and 
s t ra ighten  i t  o u t . 

No w we ha ve r eached a po i nt whe r e  we suppos�d l y  have l ea rned ho w to 
hand l e  a l l  the  " nece s sa r y" d a ta wi t h  i n f o rma t i on t echno l og y . At 
l e a s t , we have a ut omated mo s t  of the  s t ra i g ht f o r wa rd r a w  da ta 
hand l i ng . Mo s t  o f  wha t  i s  new and d i f f e r ent  today  i s  t he a t t empt  to 
d e a l w i t h  the i nf o rma t i o n  tha t is no t " a bso l ut e l y  nece s sa r y" . T h e  
i n fo rma t i on n e e d e d  to ma ke new d ec i s i ons , to  d eve l o p  a n e w  prod uc t , 
to ma k a a n  i nv e s t men t , to e s t i mate  a ne w b udg et , to develo p a pla n . 
The i n fo rma t i o n tha t i s  no t nece s sa ry  to the  day  to day  s u rv i va l  o f  
t h e  b us i ness  b ut may d e t e rm i ne the l o ng t e rm devel o pmen t a nd s ucce ss  
o f  the  ente r pr i se .  We s uppo sed l y  have l ea rned how to dea l wi th t he 
ba t t les  a nd seem to no w be l oo k i ng a t  the wa r i ts e l f .  Howeve r ,  we 
a re s t i l l a pp l yi ng t he same s t ra tegy we have a ppl i ed to the nec e s sa r y  
d a ta . Ou r bas e s  f o r  prod uct i v i t y  s t i l l seems t o  b e  " co s t  
m i n i mi za t i o n "  beca use we do  not  know t he " va l ue "  o f  i n fo rma t i o n used V 
fo r d ec i s i ons . At be s t  the typ i ca l  d ec i s i on  s c i ence approaches  g i ves  
us th i ng s  l i ke how much we  c a n  a f fo rd to spe nd for  i n fo rma t i o n , but  
no t the va l ue of  the  i n f o rma t i o n . Li m i t s  on wha t we  sho uld  spe nd a r e 
an e a s i e r  t h i ng to  d e t e rm i ne than wha t  we sho u l d  ac t ua l l y s pend . I f  
wa wan t  t o  a pp l y prod uc t i v i ty conce p t s  to t r e a t i ng i nf o rmat i o n  a nd to 
improve produc t i v i ty by i nc rea s i ng va l ue r a the r than  r e d uc i ng co s t s  
t h a n  w e  must  l oo k a t  a pp r oach e s  t o  establ i sh i ng t r ue val ue . 
In fo rma t i o n t echno l ogy d o e s  ma ke th i s  po s s i bl e , but  i t  wi l l  r e q u i r e a 
b r e a k  w i t h  o u r  t ra d i t i o na l app roach e s . 

No t o nl y  do  we have to look  to  t he f ut u re r a th e r  than  t he pa s t , b u t  
we h a v e  t o  a l so r ea l i ze tha t man y o f  the ass umpt ions  tha t l ed io 
c u r r e n t  manag eme n t  p r a c t i c e s  a nd po l i c i es gove r n i ng t he i n t roduc t i o n  
a nd use o f  compute r  a nd i nf o r mat i o n  tech no log y a re no l o ng e r  val i d . 
The pre sent  i s  a ve r y  d i f fe r e n t  game than t he pa s t  a nd we have  to 
re t h i n k  why we have done the th i ng s  we have done and do we rea l l y  
wa nt  to cont i n ue to behave tha t wa y .  I t  i s  fa r mo r e  l i ke l y  tod a y  
tha t wa l ki ng ba c kwa rd i s  go i ng to  ca r r y  u s  ove r a c l i f f . 
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THE PRESENT 

The presen t  i s  cha ract e r i zed b y  d ra ma t i c  change i n  many o f  the ma j o r  
. facto rs tha t have d r i v e n  t he ma nag ement  pract i c e s  a nd po l i c i es 
\.J_

ove rn i ng the use o f  comput e r s  a nd the hand l i ng o f  i nf o rmat i on . 

Fi r s t  and f o r emo s t  i s  a c omp l e t e  r ev e r sa l  i n  t he re l a t i ve c o s t s  
bd tween a s i ng l e  compute r and a s i ng l e  empl o yee . The ea r l y  da ys o f  
th i s  techno l og y  whe r e  8 0 %  o f  the c o s t s  o f  a compu t e r  o pe r a t i o n  wa s 
t i ed up i n  ha r d wa r e led to the cent ra l i zat ion  o f  the  techno log y a nd 
i n fo rma t i o n  system o pe r a t i on s . I t  a l so l ed t he i de a  o f  systems 
a na l yses  a s  a p rocess  o f  red uct i o n i s m .  One so ug ht to take  each tas k 
a nd brea k i t  up i n to sma l l  s i mp l e  components  o r  l ea s t  ex t r a c t  o ut o f  
a s i ng l e  task  those  i tems  tha t co uld  be put i n  la rg e  qua n t i ty o n  a 
comput e r . In  t u r n  th i s  l ed to  i nc rea sed s pec i a l i za t i on o f  
i n fo rma t i o n wo r ke rs as  the y too k ove r  those ve r y  spec i f i c th i ng s  tha t 
the compu t e r  co uld  not a cc ompl i sh .  Hence we had o ur da ta  e n t r y  
ope ra to r s a nd wo rd process i ng ope ra to rs . Asse mb l y  l i n i ng o f  the 
i n fo rma t i o n  proce ss  was i n  a ve r y  r e a l  sense a conse quence of the 
rel a t i ve cos t be tween compute rs and pe o p le . 

Toda y ,  c o s t s  have r eve r sed them se lves  a nd a s i ng l e comput e r  can  be 
hdd for a f rac t ion  of  th� cos t of an emplo yee . In  fact , the cos t o f  
s i ng l e c ompu t e r i s  c he ape r today than  the i nvestment  we ma ke i n  
s uppo r t i ng a s i ng l e  emplo yee when  we cons i de r  the cos t o f  space , 
f u rn i sh i ng s  a nd e nv i ro nmenta l s e rv i c e s  f o r  t he i n fo rma t i on wo r ke r . 
Wha t th i s  mea ns i s  tha t i t  i s  eco nom ica l l y  v ia b l e  to cons i de r a 
s i ng l e  c ompute r  o r  a ne t wo r k  o f  compu t e r s  to s uppo r t  eve r y  i nd i v i d ua l  
i n fo rmat i o n  wo r ke r  i n  a n  o rg an i z a t i o n . I t  i s  no long e r  a necessa r y  
a s s umpt i on tha t fo r the e f f i c i en t  o pe r a t i o n  o f  compu te r s we have to  
i nc r eas i ng l y spec i a l i ze i nf o rmat i o n  wo r ke rs or  ce nt ra l i ze compute r 

"'-"re so u rc e s . It  i s  now poss i bl e , wi th t he wo r k e r  hav i ng a c omput e r  a s  
a too l , f o r  the wo r ke r  to be come a mo r e  ve rsat i le and gene ra l i zed 
wo r ke r who can  e f f i c i �n t ly  pe r fo rm a va r i e ty  of ta s ks a nd can as a 
s i ng l e  i nd i v i d ua l  take  mo r e  r e s pons i b i l i ty for  ca r r y i ng a s i n g l e  j o b  
o ut t h r o ug h  a l l  i ts i nd i v i du a l  s t e ps . 

The conce pts  o f  the " prog r a mme rs wo r kbe nch " ,  the " wr i te r s  wo r kbe nch " 
and the  " ex ec u t i ve wo r ks ta t i o n "  a r e  rea l l y b l u r r i ng i n to t he 
rea l i za t i o n  tha t i t  i s  " el e c t r on i c  wo r ks ta t io ns " for  pot e nti a l l y  
ev e ry i n fo rma t i on  wo r ke r  a t  a ny l ev e l  f r om exec u t i ve to  c l e r k  i n  
eve r y  o rg a n i za t i on . Th i s  i s  the  eme rg i ng t re nd o f  the pre sent . Wha t 
we see now i s  t he i n t r od uc t i on o f  t h i s  c o nc e pt f o r  par t i c ul a r  j obs  
whe r e  the r e  is ·  e i th e r  h ig h  pa yof f  or  h igh  s ta t us i nvo l ved . Th i s  i s  
the  u s ua l l y way new technol og y  g e t s  i n t rod uc ed . In  some 
o rg an i z a t i o ns slo w to rea l i ze wha t  is happen i ng , empl o ye e s  a re 
i nve s t i ng i n  t he i r  own pe r sonal  c ompute r s  to s uppo r t  the i r  j ob .  

The second e l ement tha t i s  key  to  o u r fo unda t ion i s  the emerg i ng use 
of c ompute r s  f o r  .the d i re c t  fac i l i ta t i ng o f  h uman commun i ca t i o n s . 
Many compa n i e s  have a l r e a d y  r ea l i zed the e f f i c i enc i e s  poss i b l e  f ro m  
e l e c t ron i c  ma i l  to  r e p l ace i nt e r n a l  memo s a nd c ut d o wn pho ne ca l l s . 
The sav i ng s  o f  shado w t i me ,  the mo r e  t i mel y del i ve r y o f  mate r i a l  a nd 
some i nroads  i nt o  t r av e l  c o s t s  have a l l  been h ig h l ighted i n  a n umbe r 
o f  assessment  s t ud i e s . Elec t r o n i c  ma i l  i s , w i tho ut a do ubt , fas t e r  
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a nd chea pe r fo r t he o rg an i za t i o n  than c u r r e nt commun i ca t i on 
a lt e rna t i ve s . Ho wev e r ,  the r ecog n i t i o n  tha t the compute r  can a l lo w  
h umans t o  c ommun i ca te wi t h  d i f fe rent  commun i ca t i on processe s , 
protoco l s  o r  s t r uc t u re s  tha n a me r e  repl i c a t i o n  o f  the pos t  of f ice  
process  is  not  ye t widely  r ecog n i zed . The po ss i b i l i t i es that new  V 
ways o f  commun i ca t i ng may  wel l e nhance the qua l i ty o r  a c t ua l  
e f f ect ivene s s  o f  g ro up p r o c e sses  i n  o rg an i za t i o ns i s  n o t  we l l  
unde rs tood . A s i mple example i s  comput e r i zed vo t i ng proced ure s to 
a l l ow the compute r  to prov i de membe r s  o f  a commun i ca t i ng g ro up to 
qu i c kl y  d e te rm i ne the deg r e e  of conse nsus the y  have on va r i o us i te ms 
they must  deal  wi t h . Ano the r example  i s  ta i l o red m i xes  o f  da ta ba ses  
and comm un i ca t i o n s t r uc t u r e s  tha t can  be  used in  such a reas  as do i ng 
plans a nd budg e t  e s t i ma t i o n . Processes  whe re  s ubj e c t i ve v i ews f r om 
many d i f f e rent  so urces  ca n be est i mated and st r uc t u red  f o r  the g ro up 
a s a who l e . Th i s  i s  r ea l l y t he p rocess  o f  i n t eg r a t i ng " c l a s s i ca l "  
i n f o rmati o n  sys tem a pp l i ca t i on wi th  h uman comm un i ca t ion  sys tems . In  
ma ny g ro up processes  that  ta ke place  in  the o rg a n i za t i on it  i s  not  
c l ear , a nd proba b l y  wrong , tha t comm un i c a t i o n  proce sse s de s i g ned  to 
o pt i mi ze i nd iv i d ua l  c ommun i ca t i o ns , s uch as an " e l ec t ron i c  ma i l " 
sys tem , wo uld be anywh e r e  a s  e f fe c t i ve for  a comm uni c a t i ng g ro up 
ca r r yi ng o ut a spec i f i c  obj e c t ive . As an  exampl e , a c ompu t e r i zed  
confe r e nc i ng s t r uc t u r e  can  be  used  ve r y  . a f f ec t i ve l y to  de l i v e r  a 
" v i r t ua l  c l a s s room"  co u r se but  thi s wo uld  be a l mo st impo ss i ble i n  an  
� el ect ron i c  mai l "  sys tem  wi tho ut los i ng the  c la s s  a tmo sph e r e  a nd 
reduc i ng t he co u r se to a co r r e s pondenc e  c o u r s e . 

It  is  pos s i b l e , o nce  h umans i n  a n  o rg an i za t i o n  a re us i ng the compu t e r 
a s  a commun i ca t i on d ev i c e , to me rge those commun i ca t i ons wi th 
e x i st i ng a nd ne w i n f o rmat i o n  sys tems  so tha t the o rg an i za t i on  p rocess  
can  be i nt eg ra ted wi t h  the o th e r da ta a nd o rg an i za t i on f unct i o ns that  l i take  place . "'-' 

Ma ny students  of  o rg an i za t i o na l  beh a v i o r  have  obse r ved tha t i f  yo u 
c ut o f f  the  knowl edg e o f  l o r e  i n  t he o rgan i za t i on a nd i nh i b i t  the 
i n f o rmal  comm un i c a t i o n  cha nne l s , tha t mos t o rg an i za t i ons  wo u ld cease  
to  be able  to f unc t i o n . The process of  peo p l e  a ble  to  ca r ry o u t  
the i r i n f o rmal  comm un i ca t i on s  thr o ugh  a comput e r  a l l o ws each 
i nd iv i d u a l  to i nc rea se  the r e  i n fo rma l c ommun i ca t i on channe l s  by a 
magn i t ude i nc r ease . I f  one co uld  co unt on r eg ula r da y to day  
commun i ca t i on wi th  1 0  t o  2 0  o th e r  i nd iv id ua l s ,  it  becomes mo re l i ke 
50  to 1 0 0  i n  the compu t e r  bas ed env i ronmen t . I n  te rms  o f  the 
o rg a n i za t i o ns th i s  a t r emendo us i nc r ea se in h uman cha nnel  capa c i ty  
and it  g r ea t l y  i nc rease s the abi l i ty o f  peo pl e  to  f i nd a nd synthes i ze 
the  i n f o rma t i on they n e ed a s  a r e sult o f  the ·  g re a t e r  connect i vi t y  now 
pos s i bl e  i n  the o rg a n i zat i o n . 

The la rge  cent ra l compu t e r ut i l i zed i n  a mer e  da t a  bas e  type o f  
o pe ra t i o n  t e nded to h ave  impa c t s  o f  i n fo rma t i on po l l u t i on i n  te rms o f  
ove r load i ng peo p l e  wi t h  dat a , mak i ng the i mpo r tant  s i gna l s  too 
d i f f i c u l t  to r ecog n i z e  beca use of a l l  the no i se da ta t h ro wn i n . The 
pa radox of i nt r o d uc i ng h uman comm un i ca t i ons i nto th i s  same 
i n fo rma t i on system e nv i r o nmen t  is tha t peop l e  wi l l  have a g r ea t e r  
a b i l i ty t o  use the i r  pe e r s a nd fe l l o w  emplo yees  t o  i nt e r face  to 
i n fo rma t i o n  so urces  i n  the  o rg a n i za t i o n . My va s t l y  i nc rea s i ng the 
numbe r of  peo pl e  one can i nf o rmat i on wi th o n  a r eg ula r base o ne 
va stly  i nc reases  the a b i l i ty to f i nd t he i nd i v id ua ls tha t c an prov i de 
them d i r ect i ons  to t i mel y a nd pe r t i ne nt i n f o rmat i o n  to the prob lems  
they  have  to dea l  w i t h . No l o ng e r  does  each  empl oyee have to l e a r n  
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a l l  the d i f fe r ant i nfo rmat i on sys tems ; no r do those i nf o rmat i o n  
sys tems have t o  b e  i n teg ra ted i n to o ne s i ng le immense system . Us i ng 
m i c r o -comput e rs a nd netwo r ks , i nd i v id ua l s  can  become the tra nsponde rs  
between the pa r t i c ul a r  systems t h ey know we l l , o r  have c rea ted , a nd 

"-"" th e  people  see k i ng data  f rom those sys tems . To kno w a sys tem we l l ,  
o ne must u se i t  reg ul a r l y a nd th i s  a ppl i es to a l l  so r ts o f  sys tems . 
Empl o yees  sho uld  not e x pect to lea rn i nf o rmat ion  systems the y have to 
ut i l i ze onl y i n f r e quen t l y . 

If  one can  i ns t i t ute the manag ement· pract ices  that enco ura g e  lat e ra l 
coope ra t i o n , the ex i stenc e  o f  compute r  ba s ed h uman commun i ca t i on 
fac i l i t i e s  wi l l  make those i n f o rmal comm uni cat ion  channe l s  fa r mo r e  
e f fect ive  and ac t ua l l y prov i de a capa b i l i ty t o  p u t  them o n  l eve l 
whe re  the y can  be manag ed . for  the i nc reased  prod uct i v i ty of  the 
o rgan i za t i o n . 

The long t e r m consequence s o f  such a n  unde r ta k ing wi l l  be a new type 
of o rgan i za t i onal  st r uctu re : t he II ne two r ked " o rg a n i  za t i o n . It wi 1 1  
make  concepts such a s  mat r i x  manag ement fa r mo r e pract i c a l  a nd fa r 
l e ss costl y to impl emen t .  The cha racte r i s t i cs i n  a " ne t wo r ked " 
o rg ani zat i ona l wi l l  be to fa r mo re geog raph i ca l l y d i spe rsed  pro j ec t 
g r oups wo r k i ng as  da y to da y teams ; mo re de l ega t i on o f  a u tho r i ty a nd 
accompan y i ng mana g ement b y e xcept ion ; be tter  acco unta bi l i ty a nd 
i nc rea s i ng product i v i ty o f  the i n fo rma t i on wo r ke r . 

Ult i mat el y the p rod uct i v i ty bene f i ts o f  th i s  a re h i g he r  qua l i ty o f  
the wo r k  a nd i nc r ea sed wo rke r mo t iva t i on  a nd sa t i s fact i on . In 
stud i es of wh i te co l la r  wo r ke rs the key pa ramet e rs tha t lea d  to 
wo r ke r  mo t iva t i on a nd sa t i s fa c t i on have be en ident i f i ed a s : " ta sk 

'--"' i de nt i ty " ,  " inc reased  var i ety " ,  " se l f-autho r i ty " ,  a nd " feedba c k" . 
The " b ig  mach i ne " tend of  t he pa st has  h ad the impact  o f  reduc i ng 
mo t i va t i o n  of  i nf o rmat i o n  wo r ke rs . I f  we cont i nue to wa l k  bac kwa r d s  
i n to the f uture  a nd move towa rd  g re a t e r  a nd g reater  "assembly l i n i ng "  
o f  the of f ice wor k� r , we a re go i ng to end up wi th a l l  the mo ra l a nd 
qua l i ty cont rol  problems tha t face the a s semb ly l i ne produc t i on 
proces s . Ins t ea d  we mus t dec i de loo k whe r e  we a re go i ng a nd set o u r 
s ights  on  a new obj e c t i ve a nd move fo rwa rd  i n  t he d i r ec t i on we des i re 
to take . 

The rest  o f  th i s  pape r i s  conce rned w i th one process  tha t would a l lo w  
o rg an i za t i o n  to evo lve towa rd a " ne t wo r ked " s t r uc t u re a nd to the 
po tent i a l  bene f i ts that wo uld acc r ue f rom tha t  form of  o rg an i zat i on . 
Th i s  i s  the  e s ta b l i s hment  o f  an  " Inte rnal  In fo rma t i on Ma rke t Place 
( IMP) " to g ov e r n  the flo w of  i nf o rmat i on in  the o rg an i zat i o n . 

IMP :  a sma l l  d emon o r  a mi sch i evo us ch i ld 

Yes ,  o ne could  take the v ie w  that a n  IMP would  wor k  mag ic  and/or 
c reate a g re a t  deal o f  m i sch i e f fo r a ny o rg a � i za t i on  that adapts i t .  
A few o rga n i zat ions wi th  e x tens i ve i nte rna l com pute r  based human 
commun i ca t i on sys tems a re a l ready f i nd i ng th i s  to be t r ue as a shadow 
ma r ketplace  bas ed upo n favo r  t rad i ng beg ins to occ ur . 



THE FREE MARKET 

The bas i c  concept  i s  a dece i v i ng l y  s i mpl e one on the s u r face : why 
not  t re a t  i n fo rma t i o n  t rans f e r  i n  an o rg an i za t i on as a f r ee ma r ke t  
good . Le t emplo yee s  nego t i a t e  a nd e xchang e  i nfo rmat ion  based upon U 
t he ag reed ma r ke t  va l ue o f  t he i n fo rma t i o n . 

One ve r y  ma j o r j us t i f i c a t ion  f o r  th i s  i s  tha t the re  i s  no o th e r 
process  wh i ch wou ld a l l ow us  to  d e t e rmi ne t he t r ue va l ue o f  spec i f ic  
i n f o rmat i o n  in  an  o rg an i za t i o n . Wi tho ut e s t a b l i s h i ng val ue , i t  
becomes impos s i bl e  t o  look  a t  product i v i•ty impr oveme n ts based upon  
qua l i ty or  va l ue added  conce p ts . I nfo rma t i o n  val ue i s  a funct i on o f  
s uch th i ngs  a s  needs o f  the pa r t i c ula r purcha s e r  as  r e f lec t ed t h r o ugh 
s uch pa ramet e r s as t i mel i ne ss , qua l i ty of the da t a  and assoc i a t ed 
a na l ys e �· .  

I n  a manua l env i ronment the  ove rhead t o  ca r r y  on  a mar k e t p la ce 
o pe ra t i o n i s  p roh i b i t iv e . In a compute r i zed e nv i ronment a l r e ady  
ca r r yi ng o n  the f lo w  o f  the  da t a  and comm un i c a t i o ns among i nd i v id ua l s  
i n  the o rg a n i za t i o n ,  i t  i s  a t r i v i a l  cost  t o  add the ma r ke t p l a c e  
s �r uct u r i ng a nd acco tint i ng s o f twa r e . 

The r e  a r e a n umbe r  o f  v e ry nece s sa ry co nd i t io ns that  must e x i s t to 
al l o w  a t r u l y  f ree  ma r ke t  to ope ra t e . These  a re : 

1 )  Pr i c e s  must  be f r e e  to  f l o a t  a nd be i ndependent  o f  co s t s . 
Onl y  i n  th i s  manne r w i l l  t ra nsac t io n  p r i ce s  ref lect  va l ue . In  
pa r t i c ul a r  obso l e te i n fo rma t i o n  w i l l  show up by se l l i ng be l ow 
the  cos ts  o f  prod uct ion . The d i f fe re nce be t ween  co sts  and sa l e s  
pr i ce wi l l  b e  the va l ue added b y  t he i nd i v i d ua l o r  g ro up se l l i ng 
the  i nf ormat i o n . Al so th i s  wi l l  a l lo w a t r ue r  . r e f l ec t i o n  i n  
va l ue o f  t he t a l en t s  o f  t he se l l e r  o r  syn t he s i ze r  o f  t he t he 
i n f o rmat i o n . Ho w dat a  i s  i n t e rpre ted , o rg a n i zed , proce ssed and 
presented a l l  i n f l uence t he v a l ue o f  the r e s u l t i ng p u r c ha s e r  to 
the  i nf o rm a t i o n . Al l th i s  ca n va r y  g ra a t l y wi th the ta l e n t s  o f  
t he i nd "i v i d u a l  i n fo rma t i o n  wo r ke r  o r  prov i d e r . 

2 )  Rea l  mo ney m us t  be used wi th i n  the ma r ketp lace . The 
purcha s e r  must be f r e e  t o  s pe nd f unds  fo r t he i n fo r ma t i on 
anywhe re  w i th i n  o r  wi tho ut the o rg an i za t i o n . I f  i nte rna l 
so u r c e s  a r e t wo c o s t l y  t he pu rcha ser  mus t  be f r ee to  go o ut s i d e  
the o rgan i za t i o n  to ge t the  i nf o rmat i o n . Th i s  fea t u r e  p revents  
mono po ly p r i c i ng .  Al so t he sel l er must  be f r ee to u t i l i ze the  
i ncome . The sel l e r  can i nvest  the  i ncome i n  i nc rea s i ng h is o r  
h e r  a b i l i ty t o  g a t h e r  a nd s uppl y  i nfo rma t i on .  The s e l l e r  c a n  
a l so i nvest  t h e  i ncome i n  pa y i ng o f f  s om e  po r t i o n  o f  the i r  
sa l a ry . In  e s sence  t h i s  a l l o ws t he se l le r  to j us t i fy the t ime 
a nd e f f o r t  they w i s h  to spe nd i n  suppl y i ng i nf o rmat i o n  to a n yo ne 
anywhe r e  i n  the o rg a n i za t i on .  In pr i nc i p l e  a mo t i va t ed a nd 
ta l ent ed i nf o rmat ion  wo r ke r  co uld  be come the i r  o wn bos s  by f u l l y  
pa y i ng o f f  the i r  sa la ry a nd devo t i ng the i r  fu l l  t i me a c t i v i t i es 
to be i ng an  i nf o rmat i o n  prov ide r . Wh i le th i s  may upset  some  
concepts  of  manag eme n t  i t  is  t he ul t i ma te i ncen t i ve i n  wo r k e r  
mot i va t i o n --be i ng yo u r  o wn bos s . In  f a c t , t h e  wor ke r  co u ld 
ul t i ma te l y  cont ract o t he r s  as  t he i r  empl o ye e s  t h r o ugh t h e  
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ma r ke tp lace mechan i s m a nd ra i se themse lves  to management l evel . 
In prac t i ce only  the  ones  that a re real  good ( i . e .  wo r th the  
mone y )  wi l l  obta i n  th i s  l evel  o f  pe r f o rmance and the  resu l t i ng 
o pe ra t i on r equ i r e s  ve ry l i t tle  manag ement  ove r he ad . 

3 )  Soc i a l  wel fa re cos t s  m us t  be i nst i t ut i ona l i-zed . I f  one o wns 
a house a nd a ne ighbo r dec ides  to turn  h i s  pro pe r ty i n to a j unk 
ya rd tha t  is go i ng to do someth i ng to the homeo wne r ' s  va l ue . We 
have c ompl i ca ted set  o f  zon i ng r eg u la t i o ns i n  mo st  a reas  to 
prevent j us t  th i s  so r t  o f  occ ur r ence . One of the soc i a l  wel fa re 
costs i n  o rg a n i za t i o ns a nd one wh i ch can  become mo re da mag i ng i n  
a f re e  mar ke t  env i ronment i s  t h e  po l l ut i on  o f  i nfo rmat i o n  
th r o ugh exce s s i ve adve r t i s i ng .  Junk ma i l  i s  o ne fo rm o f  
i nfo rmat ion  po l l ut i on  tha t we a re a l l  fa m i l i a r  wi th . The 
mecha n i sm to hand l e  th i s  i n  the e l ec t ro n i c  e nv i ro nmen t  i s  ve ry 
st r•a i g htf o r wa rd . If  someone send s a memo , message , 
a��e r t i sement  to a no the r pe rson a ba s i c  cost  to t he send a r  wh i ch 
would  re f l ect  the cos ts to the rece i ve r  sho uld be bui l t  i nto the 
e l e c t ro n i c  · system . One way to do  th i s  i s  use t he s i ze ( e . g .  
numbe r of  wo rd s )  of  the commun i ca t i o n , t i mes an  average  read i ng 
speed , t i mes the t i me un i t  va l ue o f  the rece i ve rs t i me ba sed 
upon tha t i nd i v id ua l s  sala r y .  Any sende r o f  an  uns o l i c i t ed i tem  
must pa y t he va l ue o f  the r ece i ve rs t i me in  read i ng i t .  Cl ea r l y  
a memo sent to the p res ident  o f  the com pany  wi l l  be mo re  
expens ive than one sent to  a c l e r k i n  the company . Al so , the 
cos ts  of  suppl y i ng sol i c i ted da ta  f rom those unde r the 
manag ement of the g i ven pe r son has to be i nco r po r a t ed in the 
cos ts  to the manag e r  for  obta i n i ng the da t a . If  th i s  is  no t 
done i nd i v i d ua ls havi ng manageme nt cont ro l  o f  o the rs can  
unde rcut  the  ma r ke tplace s t r uct u re . I n  o th e r  wo rd s , any o ne 
able  to command the gene ra t i on o f  data  o r  i n fo rma t i on by o the rs  
must have the  cos t  o f  tha t e f fo r t  i nco r po r a ted in  the  co st  base s  
f o r  the data . Only  then wi l l  a ny r e sa le of  the d a ta by the 
manage r wi l l  det e rm i ne if  h i s  dec i s ion  act ions in  demand i ng tha t 
i n fo rma t ion  wa s a v a l ue added dec i s i o n .  

4 )  Open ent r y  i nto  the mar ke tplace mus t  be mai nta i ned . 
Essen t i a l ly t h i s  i s  j ust  t he obse rva t i on that  a ny i n fo rma t i o n  
wor ke r  i n  the org an i zat i o n  mus t be f ree  to ent e r  the ma r ketplace  
a s  a prov id e r . Hav i ng a publ i c  da ta  ba se set  up  s pe c i f i ca l ly to 
ho ld  adve r t i sements  i n  a n  eas i l y sea rchable  form by va r i o us 
a ppro pr i a te keys i s  a r e l a t i ve ly i ne xpens i ve way to to a s s u r e  
open ent r y . 

5 )  Feedbac k on  b uy e r  sat i s fa c t i on mus t  be  made ava l i ab l e . 
The r e  a re ma ny wa ys th i s  can  be accompl i sh ed . But i n  e ssence 
th i s  means tha t pe rspect i ve purchas e rs sho uld be . ab l e  to  get 
i n fo rma ti o n  o n  h ow sa t i s f i ed o th e r s  we r e  i n  dea l i ng wi th the 
pa r t i c ula r - i nformat ion p rov ide r or  _ the  i nf o rmat i o n  supp l i ed . 
Fo r i n fo rma t i on that  is  widely  so ld , purcha se rs mi ght be al l o wed 
to vote on some sa t i sfa c t i on sca le  and the resu lts of such a 
po l l i ng · proc ess be made ava l i ab l e  to o th e r  pe rspec t i ve 
pu rchasers . For mo re  ta i lo red and se l ect i ve tasks the pu rchase r 
m ight f i l e a qua l i ta t i ve repo r t  on  the i r  sa t i sfac t i on o penly  
ret r i evab l e  by any  pe rspect i ve b uye r a nd i nde xed to  e x is t i ng 
adve r t i sement s .  

6 )  The ma r ketplace  m us t  cont a i n  a f loat  o r  cap i t a l  fund 



i nd e pe nd e n t  o f  the  ag r i c ul t u r a l  b udge t  c yc l e . The re has  to be 
an e x i s t i ng mon e y  supp l y  to a l l o w  the o pe ra t i o n  to e x i s t  on  a 
con t i n uo us ba se s .  The o rg a n i zat i o n  m i gh t  cha rge a r eg ul a r  
i nt e r e s t  fee for  mo ne y tha t i nd i v id ua l s  ho ld i n  the ma r k� t p lace ; 
but i n  o rd e r  to £_unc t i on prope r l y  i t  sho uld be d i vo rc ed f rom t he u· ··-... 
yea r l y  rea l lo ca t i o n  proces s  tha t dr i ve s  so much of  mos t  i nt e rna l 
a c t i v i t y . Set t i ng the i nt e r e s t  r a te a nd · the total  s upp ly o f  
fund s f o r  the ma r ke tp l a c e  i s  rea l l y  the onl y for ma l  cont ro l s  
tha t t he o rg an i zq t i on should  e x e rc i se .  

G i ven  the above  cond i t i o ns we wo uld  have i n  a n y  o rg ani za t i o ns a t r u l y  
f r ee ma r ke t pl ac e . I t  wo uld  i nco r po ra te t he pro f i t  i ncen t i ve as  the  
mo t i va t � ng f o r ce fo r i nf o rmat i on prov ide rs  and a l l o w  any i nd i v i d ua l  
o r  coo pe ra t i ng g ro up wi th i n  t he o rg an i za t i o n to become an 
ent r ep reneu r i a l  o pe ra t i on . 

The r e  i s  no rea l rea son , wi t h  the techno log y ava l i a b l e  toda y ,  to no t 
i nco r po ra te t h e  f r ee e n t e r pr i se system d i r ec t l y  i nto the o rg an i za t i on 
to dea l wi th  the t ra ns fe r o f  i nf o rmat i o n  w i t h i n  the org an i za t i o n . I t  
i s  n o  l o ng e r  a ma t te r  o f  ma nua l proce s s i ng co s t s  that preve nt the 
cha nge . In fact , o ur be l i e f  in the f re e  ent e r pr i se sys tem wo uld  
a l mo st seem to d i c ta te th a t  i f  we fo l l ow those be l i e fs we would  move 
ahead  a s  ra p i d l y as pos s i bl e  do wn th i s  pa th  wi th o ur eye s  f i xed  on 
t he f ut u r e  of  a c omp l e te ma r ke t pl a ce o pe r a t i on wi th in  o u r  
o rg a n i za t i ons . I t  wo u ld al l o w  any  i nd i v id ua l  o r  g ro up t o  become a 
pro f i t  c e n t e r  wi th r e s pe c t  t o  i n fo rma t i on t rans f e r .  I t  i s  t he 
o bv i o us wa y to t r eat  h ig h l y s k i l led  i nf o rma t i o n  s pec i a l i s ts  such a s  
l a wye r s , sc i en t i st s , · r e fe r e nc e  l i b r a r i a ns a nd othe rs  who s pec i a l i zed 
kno wledge is  o f te n  needed  a c ro s s  f o rmal  o rgani za t iona l  bo unda r i e s . 
Howeve r , i t  i s  a l so t he ide a l  wa y · to t r e a t  a ny i n fo rma t i on t ra ns fe r  
not  i nvo l v i ng the abso l ut e l y necessa r y  raw  data  tha t must  f lo w to 

U me e t  t he l eg al a nd f i na nc i a l  r e qu i reme n t s .  

So wi th the a bove  why i s  i t  tha t  manag e rs and o rgan i za t i ons wi l l  not 
j ump to  i nco r po ra te th i s  conc e pt in the i r  o rg a n i za t i o n ?  Th at  can  be 
answe red i n  many wa ys ; ho we v e r , the y a l l  amo unt  i n  on� wa y o r  ano t he r 
to  t he f a c t  t h a t  i t  wou l d  req ui re  a c ompl e te r ev e rsal  in  t he t r ends 
in o rg an i za t i on s  tha t  have gone on for  decade s : i nc reased  
c e n t ra l i za t io n ,  mo re manageme n t  co nt r o l  a nd the  r educ t i on in  r i s k 
tak i ng beha v i o r . We wo uld  have to r e -cond i t i on the pas t  fe w 
g e ne r a t � o n  o f  bus i ne ss schoo l  g rad ua te s . Howeve r ,  the re  a re ma ny 
wa ys an i nt e rna l i nf o rmat i on  mar ke t p lace  can be i nt rod uced in sma l l  
sca l e  t r i a ls wi th  pa r t i c ul a r  c l a ss e s  o f  empl oyees wh i ch prov ide  the  
p i l o t s  to conv i nce o th e rs of  i ts wor kab i l i ty .  Suc h  e f fo r ts sho uld  be 
und e r ta ken now.  

/ 
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MECHAN ICS 

The re  a re a t remendo us va r i et y  of  spe c i f i c fea t u re s , proced ure s a nd 
' pro toco ls  that co uld be used to implement  a ma r ketplace s t r uc t u re 

� w i th i n  a mode rn  i nfo rmat i on -comm un i ca t i on system . The example we 
prov i de he re  i s  only  meant  to i l l us t ra te the concept a nd no t be a 
def i ni t i ve des i g n  fo r a such a sys tem . The bea uty  of  commun i c a t i ons  
and i n fo rma t i on fl owi ng though a c ompute r i s  that  the o rgan i za t i on 
may ta i lo r  the des i gn of  of  the info rmat ion  exchange str uctures  to 
f i t  cha racter i s t i cs o f  the o rgan i za t i on and i ts behav i o r . 

Th e mecha n i cs i l l ust rated  he re  a re based upon  a p ro to type develo ped 
and i mpl emented on the El ec t ron i c  Info rma t i o n  Exc ha nge Sys tem ( E I ES 
prono unced " eye s " ) , a compute r i zed conferenc i ng ut i l i ty ope ra ted by  
t he New Je rsey Inst i t ute o f  Techno l ogy . We sta rt  wi th a sys tem tha t 
a l lo ws i nd i v i d ua l  use rs to exchange mes sage a nd to hold  asynch rono us 
co nference s .  Th i s  pa r t i c ul a r  system a l so a l l ows commun i ca t i ons  to be 
co l l ected i nto  da ta  base  st r uct ures  tha t a l l o w  fo r qu i c k  re t r i eval  of  
t he who l e  h i s to ry o f  a a mes sage exc hange o r  co n f a r e nce by t h i ngs  
l i k e key wo rd s ,  t i me o f  c r�a t i o n  or  change pf  the  tex t and authors  o r  
rece ive r s .  Such a system must al so a l l ow i ndi rect o r  v i r t ual  
refe renc i ng of  mate r i a l so someone can  i nco rpo r a t e  mate r i a l  e x i s t i ng 
anywhe re on  the system i nto h i s o r  her  o wn commun i ca t i o ns . 

The above  mea ns tha t a l l  the data  flo wi ng th r o ugh  the o rg an i za t i o ns , 
a l l  t he r e po r t s ,  t r a nsc r i pts  o f  proj ect manageme nt co n fe r ences  a re 
ava l i able  for i nformat i o n  wo r ke rs to tap  a nd wor k wi th  i n  prepa r i ng 
new i tems o f  i n fo rma t i on . 

"--" Gi ven  th i s  bases , the f i r s t  add i t ion  that i s  needed i s  to a l l o w  
anyo ne t o  f i l l  o ut a stand a rd adve r t i seme nt fo rm wh i ch a l l ows the 
pe r s on  to des c r i be wha t the y a re se l l i ng o r  see k i ng to pu rchase . 
Th ey ma y a l so i nd i ca te the pr i ce and prov i de a d e ta i l ed abs t r a � t a s  
we l l  as  keys appropr i a te t o  the i tem . Th i s  adve r t i sement i s  then 
f i l ed i n  to some so r t  of  data base . If  it  is  an o f f e r  to  se l l  
i nformat i o n  the data  base  a l so conta i ns a refe rence to whe re tha t 
i n fo rma t i on i s  s to red o n  t he compute r .  If  someo ne f i nds t ha t  
adve r t i sement a nd see ks  t o  pu rchase the i nfo rmat i o n , he  o r  she 
executes a c omma nd that  ca uses the compute r to g et the i n fo rma t i on 
and de l i ve r  i t  to the pu r chase r .  At the same t i me the acco unts on 
the c ompute r fo r the buye r a nd purchase r ,  t ra c k i ng t he i r f i na nc i al 
resources  i n  the mar ketplace a re a pp ropr i ately  debi ted and c red i ted . 
If the buye r wants  to they can  a l so commun i ca te d i rectly  wi th the 
sel l e r  a ttempt i ng to of fe r  a l o we r  pr i ce by us i ng the sta nda rd 
mes sage capab i l i t ie s . If i t  i s  a request fo r i n fo rma t i o n , obvi o us l y  
i t  wi l l  requi re  a neg o t i a t i o n  p roces s  t o  take  place . 

The ma r ketplace on  E I ES a l so o f fe r s  a n umbe r of  spec i al se l l i ng 
mecha n i sms . Fo r example , a pe rson can  o f fe r  to pe r fo rm some 
i n fo rma t i on se r v i ce but o n l y  to the h i ghest b idde r ,  a nd in th i s  ca se 
the se rv i ce o f fe rer  sets a date  at �h i c h  t i me the b i d s  wi l l  be opened 
by the compute r and the a nnouncement made of who has won the bid a nd 
the o f fe r ed se r v ice . An emplo yee  m ig ht fee l  tha t wi th  othe r 
commi tments  he o r  she can only  devote so much t i me t he next few 

"'-6/ months do i ng a pa rt i c u la r  tas k and wi shes to put the i r  t i me o ut for  
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b id .  They may i n  th i s  c a s e  s e t  a m i n i mum e n t ry b id  as we l l . I f  
o th e rs i n  the o rga n i za t i on  kno w the i nd i v id ua l  to be va l ua b l e  wo r ke r  
than the o f f e r  wi l l  g e t  a ppropr i a te h i gh va l ue b i ds f o r  t he i r  ·\ 
se rv ice . An i nt e r e s t i ng que s t i on : Ho w much i s  two wee ks o f  m y  t i me U 
wo r th to anyo n e ?  I t  wo ul d ta ke a n  a ccompl i shed a nd con f i d e nt 
emplo ye e  to ente r such a p ro c e s s . 

I n  pr i nc i ple , any  p ro j ec t  to be unde r t a ke n  for  the o rg an i za t i o n can 
be hand l ed by i nt r us t i ng the  j ob to a s i ng le i nd i v i d ua l  a nd t hen 
prov id i ng h i m  wi t h  a b udg e t  b ut no emplo yee s . Tha t  i nd i v id ua l  wo uld  
then buy  the h uman r e so urce s  needed f o r  the ta sk  i n  t he ma r ke t pla c e . 
Th i s  ca n wo r k  ve r y  n i ce l y  i f  the ma r ke tp lace  con t a i ns a poo l o f  human 
r e so u rces who must c ov e r  t he i r  sa l a r i es by f u l f i l l i ng se r v i ces 
reques ted th r o ugh the ma r ke t p la c e . 

Ano th e r fea t u r e  o f  the E I E S  ma r ke t p lace  i s  tha t  anyone who has made a 
p u rcha se can a t ta ch to t he adve r t i sement  a r e v i ew ( i . e .  qua l i ta t i ve 
te x t  s ta tement ) tha t i s  ava l i ab l e  to anyone loo k i ng a t  the 
a dve r t i seme nt  as  a pe r s pec t i ve purchas e r .  Th i s  is a ve ry dyna m i c  way 
o f  b r i ng i ng fe edbac k i nto the sys tem . Such rev i e ws cannot be removed 
by the a utho r  of t he adve r t i semen t . Howev e r ,  the a utho r c a n  
dyna m ica l l y  ra i se or  lo we r  the pr i ce ( as a re sponse t o  t h e  rev i e ws )  
o r  a dd the i �  o wn c omme n t . The s e l l e r  can a l so d e c ide  to add to o r  
mod i fy the i nf o rma t i o n  s o  a s  to i mprove upon i t . 

One ve ry  e f f i c i en t  mecha n i sm fo r d i s t r i but i ng adve r t i sements to only  
i nt e rest ed pa r t i es is  the  use  of  a fea t u r e  on EIES  ca l l ed  the 
" i n te r e s t "  l i s t . Th i s  i s  me r e l y  a l o ng l i st of keys . Any u s e r  o f  
the  sys tem  may assoc i a t e  o r  d i s -assoc i a te themse l ves wi t h  a V 
pa r t i c u l a r  i nt e r e s t s  key a t  a ny t ime . I f  t he r e  i s  not a k ey ph r a se 
tha t ex pre s se s one o f  the i nt e r e s t s  o f  a pe rson , tha n tha t pe rson  can  
add a n ew key to the l i s t .  Any membe r of  a pa r t i c ul a r  i n t e r e s t  g r oup  
�a n s� nd a . messa g e  to th a t  " ke y "  wh i c h  i nt e r n  cause s t he com �u t e r  to  
de l iv e r the mes sage to eve r yone wh� has  a ssoc i a t ed themse l ves w i th 
the  ke y .  Th i s  is  a ve r y  d ynam i c  wa y for  g ro ups of  common i nt e r e s t  to 
fo rm up or to change  t he i r  m i nd on an i nd i v i dual  bases a s  to wha t  
they  wi s h  t o  rece i ve . A v i r t ua l  co py o f  a ny adve r t i s ement m a y  be 
d i st r i buted th r o ugh th i s  c a pa b i l i ty .  

The E I E S  prototype ma r ket p l a c e  was set  up so tha t 5% o f  a ny 
t r an sa c t i on was t ak e n  o ut f o r  suppo r t  o f  t he ma r ke tp l ac e . When  o ne 
compa re s  the cos t o f  paper a nd penc i l  d i s t r i b ut i on sys tems , one 
r e a l i zes  tha t l i ke 8 0% of t he costs  go i n to t he d i st r i bu t i on proces s . 
In  the e l ec t r o n i c for m , the  costs  o f  the  d i s t r i b ut i o n  p roce ss  i s  more 
l i ke 5-1 0 %  g iven  t h a t  the t e rm i na ls a nd i nf o rma t i on ne two r k  i s  
a l r e a d y  i n  pla ce to  hand l e  o th e r  need s o f  the o rg an i za t i o n . Ano th e r  
wa y o f  v i e wi ng th i s  i s  tha t i ntens i ve l a t e r a l  commun i ca t i on becomes a 
lo t  less  cos t l y  i n  the  e l ect r o n i c env i ronment than i t  eve r  wa s whe n 
l i mi ted to phone a nd t r av e l  ( wh e t he r  wa l ki ng o r  f l y i ng ) . 

It  a l so mea ns tha t a l o t  mo r e  o f  the va l ue o f  i nfo rmat i on wi l l  be 
r e f l ec t ed i n  t he c r ea to rs a ct i vi ty than in the costs  of t he 
� i s t � � b ut i o n  proc e ss . Th i s  i s  a ve r y  f undamenta l cha ng e  tha t  a l so 
1 mpl 1 e s ,  fo r t he l o ng te rm , that  the  va l ue o f  sta t i c  i n fo rma t i on w i l l  
�e c rease _ s i gn i f �c a nt l y r e la t i v e  to the val ue o f  to chang i ng o r  ne w V 

1 n fo rma t 1 on .  Wi th eve r yo ne ha v i ng the i r  o wn _ pe r sonal  comput e r  a nd be 
a b l e  to develo p ,  ove r the long t e rm , the i r  own se l ec t i ve da t a  bas e s  
a nd a l so r eg ul a r ly exch a nge da ta  wi th pee r s ,  the re  w i ll  b e  less · o f  a 
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ma r ke tplace for la rge cent ra l i zed da ta  base s . Wha t peo ple  wi l l  need  
_ cent ral ly  wi l l  be  i ndexes  to  who has  t he da ta a nd who i s  the c re a to r 
'o r source o f  the i nfo rmat ion . The c reato rs  wi l l  be able  to exe rc i se 

�g rea t e r  i nf l uence on  the va l ue of i nformat i on . Mos t  o f  the cos t  o f  
prod uc t i on  wi l l  r e st wi th t he sourc e s  o f  t he i nfo rma t i on a nd the 
resu l t i ng mot i vat i o n  wi l l  be for  fu l l y  d i s t r i b uted da ta  sys tems 
ra ther  than la rge cent ra l i z ed o ne s .  The Gene ra l i z ed da ta ba se 
approach whe re all  da t a  is  captured in a s i ng l e  mas s i ve cons i s tent  
system , that is  t he cur rent rage in  t he i nd ust ry toda y ,  wi l l  become 
i nc reas i ng l y  ha rde r to j us t i f y .  

The spec i f i c fea t u res o f  a ma r ke tplace  a re no t impo r tant . One rea l l y  
can  des ign a ny ma r ke tplace s t r ucture o ne wants  t o  o pe ra te th r ough a 
compu t e r . Wha t i s  i mpo r tant i s  tha t  da ta  a nd comm un i cat ions co --ex i s t  
i n  a n  i n teg ra ted a nd easy  t o  use manne r o n  a s i ng le ne two rk aval i a bl e  
t o  a l l i nfo rmat ion  wor ke rs . I t  i s  no t necessa r y  tha t eve r y  
i n fo rma t i on wo rke r  be a bl e  to use e ve ry da ta ba se o r  model wi th in  t he 
o rg a n i za t i ona l ne t wor k .  In fac t , the pe rson who has the  sk i l l s  to 
use a compl ex plann i ng o r  fo reca s t i ng mode l  w i l l  in essence add h i s  
o r  he r va l ue by ut i l i z i ng the . mode l to se rv ice the requests  o f  
othe r s .  In fa ct , the pho b i a  i n  the i ndust ry  that eve r yo ne should  
lea rn  eno ugh to be  able  to use eve r y  ut i l i ty ava l i able  is  some th i ng 
the compute r i ndust ry would  l i ke to se l l  but r e pr esents a fa i r l y  
cos t l y  pra c t ice for  the use r o rg an i zat ions . The ke y i s  the ab i l i ty 
o f  use r s  to me rge and reo rgan i ze da ta a nd t e xt f rom ma ny d i f fe r e nt 
so urces . Th i s  i s  wha t a l lo ws h umans to c re a te i nfo rmat i on o ut o f  
da ta ex t ra cted from da ta  bases  a nd mode ls  o pe ra t i ng on the d a ta a nd 

\.,/
the comm un i ca t i ons prepa red by othe r h umans . 

Un fo rt una te l y ,  ma ny manage rs s t i l l  vi ew i n fo rma t i on systems as b i g  
da ta base  sys tems wh i c h  m ight have a sepa ra t e  messag e sys tem 
ava l i a ble  as an a dded u t i l i t y .  The mean i ng f ul v i ew in  the con t e x t  o f  
the fut u r e  i s  axact l y  the oppos i t e  pe r spect i ve . The "g rand "  conce pt  
wi l l - be  t he c omput e r  bas ed h uman commun i ca t i on system o r  h uman 
netwo r k i ng system wh i ch has da ta  bas e s  and mode l s  as  ut i l i t i e s  to the 
h uman commun i ca t i on proces s .  Once aga i n  i t  is a ma t t e r  of  l o o k i ng 
for wa rd rather  tha n bac kwa rd o r  a t  l ea s t  f rom  a ve r y  d i f fe re nt 
d i rect i on . 



CONSEQUENCES 

The i nd i v id ua l s  mos t  l i ke l y to be abl e  to ta ke i mmed iate  advantage  of 
an i n te rnal  ma rke tp l ace o pe r a t i on a re tho se who ha ve spec i a l i zed a nd 
val uable  e x pe r t i s e . Essent i a l l y  IMP a l l o ws s uch ind i v id ua l s  to s�t  
up a consul t i ng p ra c t i c e".""' ·-the  pe r son who unde rstands a s pe c i al  
so f twa re sys tem be t t e r tha n a nyone e l se , the lawye rs , the acco unts , 
the eng i ne e r s , e tc . In a l a rg e  c ompa ny t he R&D componen ts of  t he 
ope ra t i on a re l i k e l y to be the f i rs t  to bane f i t . Fo r the 
o rgan i za t ion , the l o ng te rm consequence of t h i s  is  that va l ua ble  
e x pe r t i s� wi l l  be  sha red a nd the  sha r i ng wi l l  be  acco unted for . 
Se pa ra te o pe ra t i o ns i n  t he compa ny no long e r  have to dupl i ca te a ve ry 
spec i a l i zed expe r t i s e  tha t  m ig ht m ig ht not be able  to com ple te l y  
ut i l i ze on a ful l t i me ba se s .  Ge t t i ng the use o f  an expe rt e l sewhe re 
in the compa n y  wi l l  no l onge r be a hapha za rdo us process depe nd i ng 
some t imes on t he r e la t i onsh i ps be tween  va r i o us pa rts  of  the  
o rgani za t i on and potent i a l l y compl e x  nego t i a t ion  f o r  e xcha ng i ng 
favo r s .  Mo r eove r ,  t he va l ue o f  expe r ts  l a t e r a l l y  i n  the o rgan i za t i on 
w i l l  be c l�a r l y  v i s i bl e  and a cco untab l e . 

Ev en mo re  i n t e r e s t i ng w i l l  be the impact  on management . The manager  
wi l l  no t ha ve  to  spend as  much  t i me i n  neg o t i at ion pro ce sses  
conce rned wi th  t he use  of  people  und e r  them a nd rece i ve mo re c r ed i t  
and recog n i t i on for  the i r  ab i l i ty to have gathe red unde r them 
va l uable  expe r t s  who se s e r v i ces  a re sought  throughout the 
o rgani za t i on . Th i s  mea ns a sh i f t in the we i g h i ng s  of  the fac to rs 
that ma ke a good manag e r  in  t he t yp i c a l  o rgan i za t i on . Ma nag e rs that  
a re abl e  to  a t t ract  and ho ld  ta l e nted peo ple  wi l l  sta nd o ut mo re 
c l e a r l y  than they some t i mes do in c u r r e nt o rgan i za t i onal o pe r a t i o n s . 

Ano the r s ig n i f i ca nt consequence i s  the ab i l i ty to clea r l y assess  �h a t  
has  become obso l e te i n fo rma t i on gathe r i ng a nd d i s t r i but i on prac t i ce s . 
It  i s  fa r eas i e r  i n  o rgani zat i o ns toda y to create  a new i nformat i o n  
produc i ng proce ss t h a n  i t  i s  to  t e rm i na te i t .  Many repo r ts  s e e m  to 
pe rpe t ua t e  themse l ves  l ong a f t e r  a nyone can r emembe r why the y we re 
c rea ted in the f i rst  p lace . Cle a r l y  when t he va l ue of a r e po rt f a l ls 
be l o w  i ts cos t  o f  prod uct i o n  i t  i s  a ca nd ida t e  for term ina t ion . 

A s ign i f i cant  n umber o f  c l ea r ly l a t e r al process  such as plann i ng a nd 
ne w prod uct  developmen t  wi l l  be g r ea t l y  fac i l i ta ted by  the i nt e rna l 
i n fo rma t i on ma rketplac e . The plann i ng process must  ga the r 
i nf orma t i on late r a l l y and the prod uct development pro ce s s  m ust  
i nvol ve the  coo rd i na t i on a nd coo pe r a t i on ac ross most  segments  o f  the 
typi c a l  co r po ra t i o n . The cos t  o f  do i ng a plan wi l l  now c l ea r l y  
r e f lect  the va l ue o f  the  i n fo rma t i on ga the red ac ro ss the 
o rg a n i za t ion . The re wi l l  be adequa te i nce n t i ve for  i nd i v id ua l s  to 
s upply the i n fo rma t i on need ed , r a the r than fee l i ng they a re be i ng 
i mp�s:d . upon to do tasks  not rela ted to the i r  reg ula r da y to  da y 
a c t 1 v 1 t 1 e s .  The costs  o f  compute r  bas ed i nfo rma t i on sys tems w i l l  
mo r e  clea r l y  ref lect  the cos ts o f  the people who must gathe r the da ta  
f o r  such systems . The re  a re probably  a s ign i f i ca nt n umbe r  of s uch 
sys tems that neve r  wo uld  have  bee n  bui l t  i f  such costs  had been  u· . 
i nc l uded , ra ther  than j ust  the  a sso c i a t ed ha rdwa (e a nd so f t wa re dev7 lo pment cost� . I n  essence , IMP wi l l  p rov ide  a t r ue acco unt i ng o f  proJ ec ts  requ i r i ng the use o f  people l a te ra l l y  i n  the o rga n i za t i on . 

/ 
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Someth i ng that i s  a lmos t i mpos s i bl e  i n  c ur rent acco unt i ng pract i ce s . 

"'--"rt i s  somet imes  sa id that the re  i s  the fo rmal  o rgan i za t i on cha r t , a nd 
the n the re i s  the rea l organ i za t i ona l st r ucture tha t ma kes the 
o rgan i za t i o n  wo rk a nd that  mo st of  that st r uc t ure i s  e xh i b i ted in the 
i nformal comm uni cat ion channe l s . I MP wo uld make tha t i nf o rmal  
s t r ucture  v i s i ble  a nd it  wo uld i nte l l igent dec i s i ons when dec i s i on s  
on  res t r uct ur i ng the o rg an i za t i on  a re needed . Ano the r  v ie w  o f  I M P  i s  
tha t i t  ca l ls fo r plac i ng the i n fo rmal st ruc t u re o n  a st r uc t u re pa r 
wi th the formal o rgan i za t i ona l . In  a ve r y  rea l sense i t  g i ves the 
i n fo rmal proces ses access to f unds i t  can spe nd a nd puts it mo re on a 
pa r with the forma l i n forma t i on flo w .  In  some organi za t i ons i t  co uld  
o pera tiona l l y t urn  o ut to be  the o rg a n i z a t i onal  real  st ruct u r e . 

In te rms o f  the i nd i v id ua l  emplo ye e  i t  wi l l  h ig hten mot i va t i on 
beca use of  a numbe r o f  facto rs . The empl oyee becomes c lea r l y  
i de n t i f i ed w i t h  a t a s k  t h e y  have pe r f o rmed i n  t h e  ma r ketplace . I t  i s  
n o t  me rely  a p i ece o f  i n fo r ma t i on that h a s  be en prov i ded , but one 
that  has been prov i ded by a pa r t i c u la r ind i v id ua l , who no w takes the 
respons i b i l i ty and acc o un ta b i l i ty fo r i t .  The re i s  the oppo r tun i t y 
for emplo yees . to engage i n  a g rea te r va r i ety  o f  tasks . I f  the y  have 
the ab i l i ty they can  ma ke the re wo rk  mo re va r i ed a nd the re fo re mo re  
i nte res t i ng . The empl o yee i s  h i s  o r  he r own boss for mar ketplace  
act i v i iy .  For those that  seek t he a b i l i ty to unde rtake i nd e pe ndent  
act i o n  a nd make  the re  o wn dec i s ions , take  the i r  own r i s ks , th i s  i s  a 
most  sa t i s fyi ng s i tua t i o n . Fi na l l y the r e  i s  c l e a r  feedba ck on  

l pe rformance i n  te rms o f  the  actua l  demand for the i nfo rma t i o n  
�products t he empl oyee p-roduc·e s .  The ex i stence  of  a real  mea s u re o f  

the i r  va l ue i s  both re wa rd i ng and sobe r i ng . One can a rg ue tha t even 
a ma j o r i ty of  the employe es wi l l  not cont r i bute to an i n fo rma t i on 
□3 r k e tplace . - I n fac t , i t  mig ht  be o n l y 5 o r  1 0  pe r =en t  o f  the  
i n fo rma t i on wo rke r s  who ha ve t he con f idence a nd a re w i l l i ng to 
unde r take  the r i s ks of such an env i ro nment . Howev e r , i t  is p ro ba b l y 
that sa me 5 o r  1 0  per cent  that a re the move rs  in  the o rg a n i za t i on 
and mos t  l i ke l y �o br i ng abo ut p rod uct i v i ty ga i ns a nd s ig n i f i ca nt 
improveme nt s .  The ma r ketplace f re es those empl oye es f rom the 
con s tr a i nts tha t m ight  ver y wel l  be needed for the rest of the 
empl oyees  but whi ch tend to hold  d o wn a nd prevent the mot i va t ed ones 
f rom  accompl i s h i ng anyth i ng .  

The f i na l  a rea  o f  consequences i s  on  the nat ur e  o f  the o rgani zat i o n  
i tsel f .  F i rst  a nd fo r emost i s  i nc reased decent ra l i za t i on i n  t he 
o rg an i zat io n  d ue to the i nc reased connect i v i ty of  i nf o rmat i o n  wor ke rs 
l a te ra ll y .  vas t l y  i nc re a s i ng t he n umber of  people a nd proj e c ts t h ey 
can sta y i n  to uch wi th . As a resu l t  manag ement can obse rve r the 
oc c u r r ence of  mo re  dec i s ions and la rg e l y  fo l l ow a g rea ter  " ma nageme nt 
by exce p t i o n "  �rocess . The connect i v i ty prov ide s a g re a te r 
acco unta b i l i ty a nd c l a r i t-y o f  who has done what  a nd when . It  i s  
rea l l y  a co rol la r y  tha t i mprov i ng the late r a l  comm uni cat ion  p ro ce ss  
promates  decent ral i za t i o n ; but  i n  th i s  case  i t  i s  wi th t he g re a t e r  
abi l i ty o f  management t o  mon i to r  a nd ide nt i fy wha t  i s  tak i ng place 
a nd step in  qui ckl y  i f  needed . In these systems i t  i s  qui te common 

\..-,'to see messages pass  from  a lowe r  level  to a h ig he r  level that read : 
" I  plan  to  • • •  , I f  I do no t hea r  d i ffe re nt ly f rom you by the  • •  

" 

i .  

The i de a  of  "mat r i x  manag emen t "  has rece i ved a lot of  l i p  se rv ice  i n  
ma ny o rg a n i za t i ons , some t i mes unde r othe r names such a s  f unc t i onal  
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management . Howev e r , i n  pract ice  i t  has been a ve r y  d i s r upt i ve 
proces s . It has  a lm9st  o ften g rea t ly i nc reased the ne ed to move 
peo ple  phy s i ca l l y f rom pla ce  to place for s i gn i f icant pe r i od s o f  t i me 
so that pro j ec t  teams c o uld be c o -located fo r the dura t i on o f  the U 
pro j ect . The techno log y of  comput e r  based human comm un i c a t ions  
( ne t wo r k i ng ) a l l ows g eog raph i ca l ly d i spe rsed g r oups to  f unct i on as 
da y to da y pro j ect g ro ups . Inc r ea s i ng la te ra l comm uni ca t i ons  wi l l  i n  
fact  lead t o  t he g rea t e r  fo rma t i on o f  geog raph i ca l l y  d i spe r sed te ams 
and a l lo wi ng peo pl e  to se l l  the i r  t i me as membe rs of such teams  wi l l  
i n  e f fect  be a fo rm o f  promo t i ng ma t r i x  ma nagemen t .  I f  a pro j e c t  
ma nage r has a s pec i a l  p ro j ect  to accompl i sh the y o r  she c a n  j ust 
adve r t i se fo r the ta lents ne eded . The mo re a t t ra ct i ve or i n te r e s t i ng 
the p �o j ect , the less  empl o yees wi l l  bid  as the i r  co sts  to 
pa r t i c i pa te ; t he less  i nte res t i ng the pro j ec t  the g rea te r w i l l be the 
cos t to the pro j ect o f  �mpl o yees  pa r t i c i pa t ion . Al so , of co urse , the 
r e la t ive ta lent  of tho se b idd i ng to pa r t i c i pa te wi l l  be r e f lec ted i n  
s i zable  cost d i f fe rences . I f  the p ro j ect manag e r  cannot g e t  a t�am 
wi th in  t he a l l oca t i on of h i s  or her budg et  than immed i a te ly we can  
see  the  est i mated budg et to  ca r r y  out the pro j ect wa s � nde r 
e s t i ma t ed . The re  wi l l  be a g radual  sh i f t f rom the concept o f  hand i ng 
a p ro j ect  to a g i ven o rgani zat iona l  g ro up ,  to put t i ng a pro j ect  out 
to  b id a nd le t t i ng a g roup  fo rm up to hand le  the pro j ect made up o f  
i nd i v i d ua l s  sca t te red th r o ug ho ut the o rgani zat ion . Th i s  i s  the 
ul t i ma te in impl ementa t i on of  ma t r i x  manageme n t . 

The resu l t  of  th i s  wi l l  be a compl e t e l y  new o rgan i zat iona l  str uc t u re 
tha t we r e fe r  to as  t he " netwo rked o rgan i za t i on"  ( Hi l tz & Tu r o f f ,  
19 7 8 ) . I t  wi l l  have many  i nt e rest i ng p ro pe r t i e s  ca r r i ed to a much 
f u r the�  e x t reme than ex i sts in  mo st o rgan i za t i o ns today : f l a t t e r  
o rg a n i za t i ons , .  he i g htened manag ement by e xcept ion , much wide r spa n  o f  U 
cont rol , wo rk  a t  home a nd f l e x t i me , g re a t e r  decent ral i za t i on ,  an 
o r i e nt a t ion  to goa l s  ra the r tha n pro cess , g rea t e r  de leg a t i o n  of 
auth o r i t y ,  mu l t i ta sk i ng a nd mul t i pro j ect  i nvo l vement at  mo s t  l e ve l s  
and mul t i p le repo r t i ng l i ne s . It  may a l so r e su l t  i n  poss i ble  abuses  
as  we l l  s uch as  mas s i ve use  o f  pa r t-t i me empl oyees wi th out  f r i nge 
and sec ur i ty bene f i ts . I t  wi l l  not come eas i l y ,  those tha t hold  
powe r in  o rgan i za t i o ns by cont ro l l i ng i n fo rma t i on channe ls  wi l l  be 
qtii c k  to res i s t  chang e  of th i s  na t u re . Many othe rs wi l l  f i nd i t  
d i f f i cu l t to conc e ive  systems a s  the one d e sc r i bed he re unt i l  they 
have actua l l y  had a chance o e x pe r i ence it  ( Hi l t z  & Turo f f , 19 8 2 ) ;  
wh i ch presents a ma j o r  ch i cken a nd egg pa rado x . 

Howeve r , the potent i a l s  o f  econom i e s , qua l i t y  i mpro vements i n  
prod uc t i vi ty  and plac i ng o rgan i za t i ons i n  mo re  c ompe t i t i ve pos t u res  
w i l l  a l l  se rve as  the l ong te rm d r i v i ng force s  that wi l l  ove rcome 
sho r t  te rm obs tac le s .  

V 
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- ·  . CONCLU S I ON 

�bv iousl y the c rea t ion  o f  i nt e rna l ma r ketp laces  wi l l  not come a bo ut 
ove r n i ght . It i s  far  mo re l i ke l y , that  as ide from some l imi ted 
pro to type s · i n  the mo re  advent u ro us compa n i e s , tha t  the comput e r  based 
i n fo rma t i on ma rke tplace w i ll  f i r st beg i n  to eme rge on a l a r ge sca l e  
i n  the publ i c  a rena . The s i gna l s of  th i s  and the beg inn i ng s  o f  the 
resul t i ng s t r ugg les  is a l ready ev ident . 

It has b�e n po i nted out tha t  we do not curre n t l y  have the soc i a l  
st ruc t ures that would a l l ow a t rue ma rketpl a ce i n  i nforma t i on o r  
ethe rea l good s ( Thompson , 19 8 0 ) . The pu rest  ma rketplace i s  a d i r ec t  
b id and ba r t e r  exchange be tween the buye r and se l l e r . Wi th r espe c t  
t o  i nf o r ma t i o n  th i s  t ra ns la tes  t o  the c rea to r  and use r of  the 
i n fo rma t i on . Our cur rent i nst i tuti ons i nt roduce many i n te rmed i a r i es 
be twee n the so ur ces and s i nks of  info rmat ion exchange . In fact , mos t  
o f  t he co s t  J f  the i n fo rma t i on  i n  o u r  soc i e ty i s  usua l l y  a s soc i a t e J  
wi th ca r r y i ng out the exchange  and d i s t r i but i o n  process and onl y a 
sma l l  pro po r t ion eve r  ret urns to the c reato r . The commun i ca t i ons and 
computer  techno log y eme rg i ng toda y wi l l  u l t i mate l y  al l o w  the reve r sa l 
of  t he pro po r t i o ns of the va l ue of t he i n f� rma t i on that goes to the 
c rea to rs and to the exchang e process . However , the i ne r t i a  c rea ted 
by t he ex i s t i ng i nst i t ut i onal struc t u res a re unl i ke ly to be ea s i l y  
ove rtu rned and a s  a result  our cur rent mode l s  for  ne w sys tems ( e .g . 
VI DEOTE XT) are  o ften me re  extrapola t i ons o f  the cur rent mode l s .  I n  
these systems i t  i s  pr�sumed that the IP ' s  ( Info rmat ion Prov ide rs ) 

1 
· _ re c u r re nt i ns t i t ut ions l i ke publ i she r s .  The i r  i s  no thought tha t 

'-,,,tiny i nd i v id ua l  c i t i zen ca n be an IP for s i ng ula rl y small  i tems o f  
i n fo rma t i on l i ke a rec i pe .  Wi th eme rg i ng t�chnology a s i ng le pe rson 
ca n se l l  a s i ng l e  rac i �e to tho �sa nds  a t  a qua r te r a sho t 3 nd maka  
mo ne y .  The i r  i s  no ne ed f o r  a s i ng l e pa rson to ha ve to put  toge th d r  
a boo k  o f  reci pes as i s  needed to make pape r d i s t r i but i on systems 
economical . 

What  we need i s  mora  normat i vel y 
would  l i ke i n fo rma t i on to behave i n  
expe r i ment wi th the mode l s  de r i ved 
1 9 8 1 ) . 

o r i ented exam ina t ions o f  how we 
our  soc i e ty a nd to beg in to 

f rom th i s  pe rspect i ve ( Tu ro f f , 

Rathe r  than th is  occ ur r i ng ,  we can probabl y loo k forward to a decade 
o f  chaos in  the a rea o f  i n fo rma t i on excha ng e . The f i ne l i nes between 
publ i sh i ng , newspape rs , ban k i ng , b roadcast i ng ,  comput e rs , 
·c.bmmun i ca t i o ns a nd i n fo rma t i on serv i ces have become murky a nd wi l l  
cont i nue to fade i nto a n  i nd i s t i ng ui shable  cont i nuum ( Hi l t z  & Turo f f , 
1 9 7 8 ) . One fo r t una te a s pect  is  that the resul t i ng compe t i t i on ac r oss 
cur rent i ns t i t u t io ns wi l l  make any ea rl y mono po l y  ve r y  unl i kel y and 
wi l l  l e ave room fo r a s ign i f i ca nt numbe r of sma l l  ent reprenu ra l 
ente rp r i ses . G i ven th i s  s i t ua t ion  there  wi l l  be a reasonab le chance 
fo r t he bas i c  economic  fo rces of  the adva nc ing technology in th i s  
a rea to dom ina te the o utcome . These force s  a re ev ident i n  three  

- obse rva t i ons . One is  the rapid ly decl i n i ng costs of  cap i ta l  
�ecessa r y  t o  sta r t  u p  an i nf o rmat ion exchange service and o f  sto r i ng 

Va rge f i xed f i les  on l i ne .· Second ly one can now o bserve tha t 
ex is tence of  the many tho usa nd s of  f ree bul le t i n  boa rd sys tems spread 
a r ound the country  on m i c ro -compute r s .  The th i rd is the capa c i ty of 



d i g ital  s to rag e on a v ideo � i s k . The lat te r  is  impo r tant because i t  
impl i es that the va l ue of  i n fo rma t i on fo r t ransac t i on pur poses wi l l · 
i nc reas i ng l y shi f t ,  t� t ra ns i to r y  and cha ng i ng in format ion , as opposed 
to the f i xed type of i n fo rma t i on we f i nd i n  pr i nt med ia and many 
cur rent da ta base o pe ra t ions . As a resu l t , the c reators of da ta wi l l  
exe rc i se fa r mo re d i rect i nf l uence on de te rmi ni ng a va i l able 
d i s t r i b ut ion a l te rna t i ves tha n is no w the case . Wh i l e to ta l co sts o f  
i nfo rma t i on wi l l  go down ( Turof f , 1 9 7 2 ) , the pe r-cen tage o f  rewa rd to 
the er.ea.to r  o f  inf o rmat i on i n  the f ree economy sho uld shi f t f rom the  
cur  rent· · 1 0 --20 % ,  as r epr esented in  bo ok roya l t i e s ,  to  70-9 0% as  the 
the cos ts of d i s t r i but i on flo w  the o th e r  wa y in mov ing f rom the pa pe r 
to the e l ect ronic  e nv i ronmen t .  Th i s  shi ft in  the publ ic sec tor wi l l  
a l so cause o rgani za t i ons t o  reth i nk the role and funct ion of 
i n forma t ion c r ea to rs in  the i r  o rgan i za t i ons . 

The re a re a l r a a d y  l i m i t ed s i gna l s  of st�ps to wa rd an e l e c t r o n i c  
ma rketplace whe re buye rs a nd sel l e rs a re one a nd the same . The 
SOURCE i n  19 8 2  i ns t i tuted a pol i c y  whe reb y a pe rson owni ng a f i l e 
tha t i s  made publ i c  i s  pa id  a commi ss i on fr om the use r  cha rges f o r  
anyone who has rea d the f i les . Thi s  i s  no t a t r ue ma r ketplace s i nce 
eve ryth i ng has the same cost  pe r un i t  and the sel l e r  cannot reg ul a te 
the as k i ng p r i ce . Howev e r , i t  is  a s igni f icant f i r s t  step i n  the 
r i ght d i rect i o n . Some un i ve rs i ty compute r cente rs ( e .g .  the 
Un i ve rs i ty of Wiscons i n )  hav e  beg i n  to pa y r o ya l t i e s  to use rs who 
ma ke aval i able so ftwa re they have deve l oped . The wi l l ingness of many 
of the pe rsona l compute r  compani .e s  to act i vel y see k and mar ket use r 
deve l oped so ftwa re  pe rha ps mea ns that the cottage i ndust ry spr i ng ing 
up i n  so f twa re  wi l l  extend to i nfor ma t i o n , data bases  and text  
ma te r i a l . 

In abo ut two decades eve r y  m i dd l e  class home i s  go i ng to be able  to 
a f fo rd t he equ i va lent o f  the computer  system that runs E I ES today . 
From the po i nt of v ie w  o f  the f lo w  and exchange of  info rmat i on and 
how i t  i s  va l ued , that wo r ld is  go i ng to be ve ry d i f fe rent than the 
one we kno w toda y .  

U '  
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System performance has been for long a major concern, both in research 
and in commercial products development. However, systems are a mean to 
a service. If we look from the other end, that is the user of the 
service, do we know what criteria, models, or tools are relevant to 
user performance? 

In a corporate environment, people must work as teams, not 
individuals. Thus, any tool that would make group participation 
·ineffective is inappropriate. Computer tools, thought as "personal" 
fall into this category. Taking into account the existing office 
world, this paper suggests a number of simple "team tools" intended to 
fit in the paper world, while taking advantage of computer aids. The 
rationale is that bringing people value added services without 
disturbing their existing group structure might sell them on becoming 
computer users. 

INTRODUCTION 

System performance has been for long a major concern, both in research and in 
commercial products development. However, systems are a mean to a service. If we 
look from the other end, that is the user of the service, do we know what criteria, 
models, or tools are relevant to user performance? 

WHAT SORT OP USER PERFORMANCE? 

The term "user performance" may be interpreted in various ways. It may relate to 
the ease, speed, and correctness displayed by a person in learning and using a 
particular tool, for example a text editor, or a data base, or � _pr9-gr� 
language. It may relate to, tlle -end i-esul,t in �sing a pafticuiar tool, for example 
�ing «roney on the stock market owing to a cleve� use of a data.analysis system • 
IJl··thiil-papef,· ·the term,;user J?!rformance relates to a common chore of day to day 

. lifJ!· jn Qffioes·· thct.t �e .ca�l·:.task pushing. . 
r_. • • • . �·, •• • ', :,., • • ' .. 

� PUSB : A Nrl'Rlc oP ·P�� 

. �y �f f ioi' t��ks are · carx;i.ed out piecemeal because they involve a m�inber of pe�ple 
;�: in _dif:�!rent_ -s�ruc-turee or the on-going task is preempted or it lllUSt watt:--t.or 

•�cu:�o ev�nts·:·erask queueing and switching is a basic ingredient of office_ . .:.wox:k, 
.'Vety _:.iliudh lilt�- in a multi-tasking system. Some differences are t'1at · pro��ors 

·. ..(�i,le )· inay be unreliabl�., work at a variable speed, and :tend to Ieave in queues 
. ��S�s they .. don'·t lilte� ·. ·, 

.,U�ual c��nter-meas��es are progress review meetings, telephone calis ,. -��, 
. . .. . . ' ' . . : - . . .· 

_· ·_acliedu_ling·, ·a1'd so··an.-We might call this task pushing. while tbe r·eality is peopJ,e 
·;� .... 
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pushing people. Most everyone being pushed, by the boss or colleagues, and pushing 
others. In this context, typical of large and bureaucratic organizations, getting 
results turns into an art. Admittedly, no computing system could rival human talent 
in applying or evading pushing, but computing systems may help in picking out tasks 
in need of a push, and within the limits of accepted rules, exert some of the 
pushing. We all receive at home computer generated letters reminding us of pending 
bills and so on. Thus, we already are used to some forms of computer pushing. 

COMPUTER PUSHI NG 

Why would computer aided pushing be more effective than old fashioned techniques ? 
It may not be, of course, depending on many other factors. A first assumption is 
that most people in most situations are willing to do their work, provided they 
have the required resources and feel they contribute something towards a common 
objective. A second assumption is that some planning and reminding do help. 

As we can observe it, most of us need to take notes, keep a calendar of events, 
scribble down what was said or promised by whom for when, tolerate some grace delay 
for missed deadlines, expect a letter within six weeks, send off an agenda for a 
coming meeting, submit a manuscript no later than August 15, and go on vacation on 
July 14. Keeping track of oneself along with what others are supposed to do is no 
trivial task. As it takes time and a good deal of paper shuffling, this is the kind 
of chore that lends itself to some computerization. 

WHO NEEDS COMPUTERS ANYWAY? 

One major difficulty with people in offices is that they do not feel that terminals 
and computers could help them. such tools are used by programmers, secretaries, 
data entry typists, and a few original minds, but the average office person would 
not touch a keyboard. When terminals are installed, they remain mostly unused, save 
for a few unconvincing demos. Before we try to improve user performance, we have 
to have users at all. 

In many places, some experiments have been attempted, with limited success. For 
example, filling forms, such as expense reports ( people prefer paper forms), 
document distribution (people ask for a paper copy), or messaging (people do not 
check their in-box). There are obvious reasons why those experiments fail, e.g. 
communications problems, inadequate user interface, lack of hard copy, or outdated 
files. However, we should wonder whether there might be more fundamental 
dysfunctions than mere technical matters. 

!'EAMING 'l'OGETBER IN A PAPER MILL 

A number of computers, be they hosts or personal computers, come equipped with 
software intended for personal activities management. Some terminals are 
specifically designed to provide easy access to personal and corporate data bases. 
This tool kit approach has now become very popular with personal computers, and 
software packages exhi.bi t major improvements in handling the user interface. 
Without depreciating the usefulness of such tools, one may observe that their user 
model is an individual trying to cope with his own duties. They do not take into 
account the corporate dimension, that is, the obvious fact that people are working 
with people. 

Working together is not just accessing corporate applications (also dubbed main 
frame link). It implies a common set of goals and commitments, backed by a common 
set of documents, and frequent interactions by way of meetings, telephone calls, 

-
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memos, and grapevine. On the other hand, some information is likely to remain 
personal, or shared only by a few people. This concept of tailored visibility is 
paramount in corporate life where consensus and peer pressure tend to be more 
effective than plain authority. Without visibility a commitment would be easier to 
rescind, and too much visibility would void leeway in deadlines. 

When people try some piece of a software tool kit, they discover quickly that they 
have constantly to switch back and forth between a paper world and a computer 
world. Not only text processors, messengers, spreadsheets, calendar, to name but 
a few, are hardly usable in conjunction with one another, but there is no team 

tool. Other colleagues would not use computers, or if they did, it would be in 
their own closed environment. Dealing through computers with only a minute fraction 
�f colleagues may be termed an experiment, but it certainly would do little to 
handle the real work. In the end, the only medium at hand for adjusting levels of 
visibility in corporate life is�-

PAPERLESS IS 00'1' - VIRI'OAL PAPER IS IN 

At this point, we might try and explore ways of improving user performance with 
paper based tools. Although basic principles are still often neglected, paper based 
tools have been explored in depth over the past forty years, and this shall not be 
our concern here. The argument is that we need paper as the most suitable medium 

for handling visibility in corporate structures. But, we could take advantage of 
computers to update and shuffle pieces of (virtual) paper in order to speed up the 
production of the real ones we need. Again, this is hardly a new concept, as it is 
just what conventional data processing has been doing for years. The novelty is in 
trying to adjust to an environment of irregularly coupled data processors, which 
are people working in offices. We would like to introduce some way of distributing 
processing not only among people, (this is routine), but also among computers, if 
they can improve people performance. 

Presumably, granted success, the office population sold on computer aids would 
grow, and gradually they would use less paper, more data bases, more standards, and 
so on. However, this predictable evolution cannot be taken as a goal per se. People 
are not opposed to it, they just do not see any reason to make their work more 
cumbersome. What is needed is some evidence that improvement does occur and could 
continue to occur, in proportion of the additional effort required by the 
introduction of computer "aids". 

TEAM TOOLS 

The temptation to overdesign is a constant plague in the computing field. When we 
are designing for office people, we should keep in mind that very simple and 
unassuming tools have a better chance to stand initial trial, and eventually to 
become permanent fixtures. 

Sununarizing the concepts discussed so far, task pushing appears as a compound of 
the following ingredients: 

- tracking: 
- scheduling: 
- pushing: 
- visibility: 

what happened, 
what should happen, 
make things happen, 
make sure all and only the right people know. 

Acceptable tools should fit in a paper world by gradual adjustment. 
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Our user model consists of a group of ten to twenty people working in the same 
organization, but located in di£ ferent buildings. We consider them as 
interdependent peers. They meet formally once a week, but may skip meetings. 

Minutes are distributed, but may be delivered after the next meeting. Internal mail 
takes one to three days. Secretarial help is available, but introduces an 
additional delay of one or two days. What tools would they like, or tolerate, to 
improve their interactions ? 

Tracking 

Events are reported by memo, or verbally at weekly meetings. People take their own 
notes, and the minutes contain a weekly summary report. In addition, some events 
are reported to only some people without being mentioned to the whole group. 

To the extent that no significant additional secretarial work would be required, 
it could help if some memos were also distributed as computer messages. 

Tools: word processors or personal computers with access to a message 
system, for memo composition and distribution; terminals, personal 
computers or word processors to get soft and hard copies. 

Minutes of meetings could be entered in a shared data base, so that they become raw 
material for people who want to update their own tracking records, including events 
not disclosed to everyone else. 

Tools: same as above, plus software for record keeping. 

Scheduling 

Tasks are assigned by memo, or verbally, following discussions in the weekly 
meeting or elsewhere. Minutes of the weekly meeting contain a summary of 
assignments and deadlines. 

Again, entering minutes in a shared data base would help keeping personal records. 

Tools: same as above. 

Pushing 

Weekly meetings are the place for reminding or checking with people one has not 
been able to reach by other means, or who do not seem to have got the message. 

Significant help would result if everyone were given, or able to produce, a list 
of things that should have been done by now, or should be done ··by next week, or 
soon. Manual preparation being somewhat tedious, they could be compiled from the 
data base of weekly summaries, sorted out and printed. This facility could be 
offered to the whole group as a corporate service. Optionally, everyone could 
include personal records to get personalized lists. 

Tools: same as above, plus software for entering formatted summaries and 
personal records, and prepare lists. 

Memos and messages could be sent off automatically to relevant people when some 
predefined conditions are met, e. g. burning deadline, task finished, rescheduling 
or cancellation. 

Tools: more facilities in the software formatting entries; printing and 
mailing service for computer generated memos; something to call 
attention on pending messages, e. g. warning light, pager, signaling 
tone or voice prompting on the telephone line. 
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Reminders and inquiries could be placed by telephone calls. Lists of calls could 
be compiled from the data base, either by browsing through, or on predefined 
conditions. 

Tools: same as above. 

Reminders could be put in a voice box, which people could not miss hearing, as they 
would be prompted whenever they pick their telephone handset. 

Tools: voice message system coupled with PABX. 

Visibility 

In the context considered here, visibility is not affected by computer tools, and 
it should not be. Indeed, by assumption, not -everyone in the group is using 
computers, or at least not routinely enough to rely on it. Therefore, things that 
should become visible must be distributed through traditional channels, such as 
paper, meeting or grapevine. On the other hand, computer leaks could harm. As 
shared reco�ds and personal records are kept separate, there is nothing to leak. 
Shared records are accessible by the whole group, hence visible, and distributed 
on paper. Personal records are invisible as far as computers are concerned. Then, 
people can finesse their level of visibility as they wish, as usual. 

If at a later stage some computer tools were commonly accepted to the point of 
being taken for granted, then we might consider levels of visibility enforced with 
computer mechanisms. But we are not quite there yet in the office world. 

There remains the typing. Who would key in entries in the data base and memos and 
so on ? Should we say, typists, secretaries ? Most likely, this is what is going 
to happen, as usual. With time, some people will do their bit, not soon though. The 
next generation of managers will see keyboards as ball points. 

As one can guess, the development of software tools as considered previously is 
hardly a challenge, provided that the user interface is designed to minimize typing 
and useless effort. On the other hand, one should expect frequent adjustments 
taking into account users reactions. This is also a way to attract their interest 
in demonstrating responsiveness to their suggestions. 

IS 'l'BIS RESEARCH? 

Graphic systems and windowing and data bases and so on became products after years 
of research. Calculators and word processors and spreadsheets and CP /M just 
happened. The environment discussed in this paper presents similar 
characteristics: there is no new problem to solve, no new technique to invent, we 
only need to apply the right technique to the right task and keep the ball rolling 
in a real environment. Whether this resorts to research or mayonnaise is not clear. 
Anyhow, interested readers may get a flavour of ongoing research work, and a 
bibliography, in (l) and (2). 
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Summary of the Argument 

This paper is concerned with the subject of the ability of 
individuals to engage in goal-directed behavior in problem-solving 
and in everyday work. It concentrates upon one aspect only of 
this ability: namely, that of intellectual capability - or what 

tends currently to be referrred to as coqnitive processes. In 
addresses a number of connected issues: first, what is the nature. 
of cognitive processes, defined here as the processes by which 

individuals form or pattern the world which they construct and 
work with? 1 second, how is- it possible to measrue the scale or 

degree of complexity of cognitive processes - defined here as 
congitive power - and by the same token, to measure the size of 
the world which a person can construct and live in?: and third, 
what is the pattern of development of the cognitive power of an 
individual - how does it mature and grow? 

Cognitive power is of course not the only component of the 
competencies required in work. A person must also possess the 
phychological tools and outlook - the knowledge, experience, 

skill, temperament, character and values required by partictular 
types of work. But cognitive power is of special importance when 
it comes to assessing the level of work, or responsibility, that a 

person might be capable of carrying in the present or at some 

future point. 
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A multi-attribute approach to the question of cognitive 
functioning and its assessment will be pursued. This approach is 

b ased upon an emerging theory, which I am calling Stratified 
Systems Theory, which uses a temporal scale to measure cognitive 
processes and cognitive power, and which posits that human 

cognitive functions are discontinuously _or multi-modally rather 
than continuously or uni-modally distributed. 

It has of course, been well established, since the work of Piaget, 
that intellectual or cognitive development occurs in discontinous 
stages - in a series of steps. These steps have been seen, 

however, as occuring at particualr ages, with maturation occuring 

along one single track. 

While stratified systems theory supports this concept of 
discontinuity in cognitive development, it departs from the 

current views of this discontinuity in two crucial respects. 

First, the stages in cognitive development are not seen as 

associated with any particular ages. They are seen r�ther as 

associated with maturation to particular levels of cognitive power 
regardless of the age (e.g., S, 10, 20, 50 or 70 years) at which 
the level of cognitive power is reached. second, development 

theory tends to regard individuals as maturing in cognitive 
function along the same path or band, with some individuals 

progressing faster and further along that band than others. By 
contrast, Stratified Systems Theory sees each individual as 

maturing in level of cognitive function not along the same band 
but rather along one or other of a number of maturation bands� 

that is to say, it adopts a multiple-track rather than a single

track system. These multiple tracks range from maturation bands 

characterized by rather slow rates of growth towards low levels of 

cognititve power, to maturation bands characterized by much more 

rapid rates of development towards very much higher levels of 
cognitive power. 

u 

u 

u 
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In order to present the findings upon which these conclusions 
about cognitive development are based, the paper first presents 

the results of research concerned with measuring the level of work 

achievable by individuals. with given levels of cognitive 

capability. In contrast to most research on cognitive capability, 
which focuses upon children and young adults, we shall proceed in 
the opposite direction: we shall start with extensive work with 
adults of all ages, and then extrapolate back to children. 

Level of work is measured in terms of time - time the maximum 
targeted completion time of the objectives or goals which a person 
is committed to achieve. The longer forward are these targeted 

completion times that the individual is able to achieve, the 
higher is that person's level of capability. This measure of 

level of work is called the time-span of discretion of the work: 
and the measure ofthe level of capability of individuals in terms 

of the maximum time-spans they can achieve is called the time 
frame of the individual. 

It is then demonstrated, by the use of time-span measurement, that 
a systematic hierachy of levels of organization emerges at 
particular time-spans in_ large-scale bureaucratic systems. There 
are clear-cut steps at 3-months, I-year, 2-years, 5-years, 
IO-years and 20-years time-spans. These precise discontinuities 

are explained in terms of discontinuities in the nature of 
cognitive functioning. Each secessively higher level of 
organization is seen as the expression of the emergence of a 
higher and qualitatively different level of abstraction which 

characterizes the particular quality of cognitive functioning 
which makes possible work at each high level.Cl) 

The discovery of a series of maturation bands of cognitive· 
capability as reflected in growth of cognitive power as measured 
in individual time- frames is them presented. Each person's 
time-frame, and hence cognitive power, has been observed to 
continue to mature in a regular fashion from childhood throughout 

Kjeld Schmidt

Kjeld Schmidt

Kjeld Schmidt
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life. Individuals moving along the higher fast-tracking bands may 

mature to time-f·rames of 10 and 20-years and above7 individuals 

moving along the lower slower-tracking bands may mature to 
time-frames of days to months •. 

Evidence is given to show that discontinous stages in cognitive 
development occur as individuals mature across the I-day, 3-month, 
I-year, 2-year, 5-year, IO-year and 20-year time-frame boundaries 
in adulthood. An hypothesis is suggested about the shorter 
time-frame boundaries at which egui valent steps occur in 
childhood. 

-
It is suggested that there is a hierachy of four fundamental 
cognitive states which underlie the discontinuities in cognitive 
development. These cognitive states are seen as recurring in 
group of four, but at increasingly complex levels of fucntion. 

Individuals mature through one group of four states, then they 

mature to fucntion in the next higher group of four states, but in 
a more complex world. These successive major jum�s in groups of 

u 

four cognitive states are used to construct what is referred to as U 
a guintave theory of cognitive power and its development. 

( 1) The conception of discontinuities in cognitive function was 
formulated by Harvey, Hunt and Schroder in 1961 in Conceptual 
Systems and Personality Organization. Streuffert has pursued this 
conception of discontinuities in cognitive complexity, as 
described, for example, in s. Streuffert and s.c. Streuffert, 
(1987) Behavior in the Complex Environment. 

Finally, it is suggested that maturation in cognitive power, as 
measured in time-frame, is strongly constitutionally-based. That 
is to say, given reasonable opportunity for encountering everyday 
social problems, a person's cognitive power as measured in 

time-frame will mature at a predictable rate, regardless of the 
particular content of social, educational or occupational 
opportunities. The development, however, of a person's 

psychological tools and orientation (knowledge, experience, 

u 
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skills, temperament, values) will, to varying degree, be dependent 
u pon cultural background and upon social opportunities. so, 

therefore, will a person's effective level of work and 
achievement, which are a combination of cognitive power and 
psychological tools and orientation, be dependent upon particular 
social and cultural circumstances. 

The social and political implications of these conclusions are 
considerable. If it is possible to assess individuals' cognitive 
power, then it becomes possible to assess the level of work they 

would be capable of carrying if they had the necessary 
psychological tools and orientation for particular situations. 
Social deprivation may inhibit the acquisition of the necessary 
tools and orientation, and hence inhibit achievement: but 
fortunately it does not hold back the maturation of cognitive 
power. Steps have to be taken, therefore, to provide remedial 

opportunities for individuals to develop those psychological tools 
and orientation which fall short of cognitive power, if ther eis 

to be equal opportunitj regardle�s of race; color, sexi religion, 
or ethnic or social background. 

Some Def!nitions 

Let us first establish certain concepts each with an unequivocal 
term with which to express it. A key concept, and the foundation 
of my argument, is the concept of work itself, since I shall be 
considering the development of cognitive competence in relation to 
work. I shall define work as the exercise of judgement within 

prescribed limits (real rules and regulations) in order to achieve 
a goal (objective) . In short, work encompasses all goal-directed 
behavior, in contrast to musing, reverie, fantasy, dreaming, which 
are not goal-directed. Thus we may speak not only of employment 
work but of recreational work, housework, artistic work, learning 
work - indeed all purpose behavior. 
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Because work is goal-directed it exists in time. Any goal, if it 
is to exist in reality, must have a maximum time by which it is to 
be completed - its maximum target completion time. Without a V 
targeted completion time - whether explicit or implicit - a goal 
is not a goal: it is a vague wish or desire which may be realized 
some time or other but towards which no work can be organized 
unless a target is set. 

Capability is that complex of competencies which enables an 
individual to do work and to achieve goals. It comprises a 
person's cognitive power and psychological tools and orientation. 
Cognitive power is the mental force a person can exercise in 

processing and organizing information and in creating a complex 
world: it is measurable in what shall be termed "time-frame". 
Psychological tools and orientation include knowledge, experience, 
skill, emotional makeup, character, values, and type of approach 
to constructing the world. 

Effective Level of Work is the Jnaximum l
°

evel ·of work· which a 
pers on is able to carry out in a particular function under V 

particular circumstances, depending upon his/her cognitive power 
and psychological tools and orientation. It is situation 

specific. Of these various components of a person's capability, 
only one· will interest us on this occassion: namely, cognitive 
power and its development and growth. It is the purpose of the 
paper to unfold a rigorous boundary defintion for cognitive 
functioning and an operational difinition for the measurement of 
cognitive power in terms of time-frame. 

To begin the process, let me locate cognitive functions in the 
general domain of our construction and patterning of the world in 

which we live. By amount of cognitive power I shall refer to the 

size or scale of the world which we are able to construct and 
pattern, and successfully to li ve and to work in. It is the 
domain which is sometimes described under the headings of 

intellectual activity and intellectual ability (but not 

u 
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intellectual in terms of academic, or theoretical, or artisitc 

pursuits - the currency of the nintellectual") . These functions 
do not refer to whatever might be rated by IQ: that rating is 

relevant to school performance and the learning of articulated 
examinable knowledge: but it is only distantly relevant to the 
doing of work: and, whatever it might be that IQ rates, it matures 
only to the age of eighteen or so, whereas - as I sha11· show -
cognitive power matures in quality and grows in amount throughtout 
a person's lifetime through adulthood into old age. 

One last definition - discontinuity and multi-attribute theory. 
It is taken for granted in the natural sciences that qualitative 

changes of state - quantum changes - will occur at predictable 

points with changes in quantity: H20 will change in state from ice 

to water to vapor at critical t.emperatures: discontinuity between 
very different states is assumed. This same assumption has been 
made in developemtal psychology since Piaget with respect to the 
cognitive development of the child: but Piaget saw each change in 

state as occurri�g in conjunction with a patticular change in age. 
I shall present evidence to show not only that there are diff��ent 
states of cognitive function - that it is a multi- rather than a 
single-attribute phenomenom - but that the change to each 

different state occurs as the individual reaches a specific and 
predictable amount of cognitive power (as measured in time-frame) 
rather than in conjunction with some particular age. This is to 
say, each change in state will occur as the individual matures to 
certain ·time-frames (to be described) regardless of whether those 
critical levels are reached at, say, 10, 20, 30, 50 or 70 years of 
age. In order to substantiate this view I shall have to establish 
a continuous time-frame scale for the measurement of amount of 
cognitive power so that critical change points (equivalent, say to 
o

0
c and 100

°
c) may be identified. Let us confront that task by 

turning first to the measurement of level of work. 
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Time-Span and the Measurement of Level of Work 

Because all work is associated with maximum target completion 
times for achieving particular goals, it is possible to measure 
objectively the longest targeted time-span at which an individual 
is working. This measure I have termed the time-span of 
discretion at which the person is working at the time the 
measurement was made. 

What, then, is time-span measurement? Let me illustrate from 
employment systems. Simply ask manager A of a subordinate B for 
examples of assignments to B with long target completion times. 
It is the longest of these assignment that gives the time-span for 
the role. 1 

1 • The measurement or time-span has been descirbed in detail in a 
number of publications, among them: Elliott- Jaques, ( 1964) 
Time-Span Handboo.k, ( 1976) A General Theory of Bureaucracy, and 
(1982) Free Enterprise, Fair Employment. 

Let me emphasise that I am here referring to targeted completion 
times to . which a person is committed, and not the actually 

achieved completion times. The targets can always be changed as 

assignments are proceeded with: and when they are changed, so the 

time-span may be changed. I will deal with achieved time-spans 
when considering the level of cognitive power of the individual as 
against the level of work in the role. 

The significance of time-span measurement is that it appears to 
relate uniquely with the felt level of work or of responsibility 
at which a person is being expected to work: the longer the 

time-span the greater the weight of responsibility. (And, as I 
propose to show, the longer the time-span a person can achieve, 
the higher is that person's level of capability. ) 

• 

u 
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One piece of evidence for this close relationship between 
time-span and level of work is an extraordinarily strong 
correlation that has been found to exist between time-span and 
felt-fair play. People who are working at the same time-span, 
regardless of occupation and regardless of actual pay, name the 
same pay levels when asked, "What do you think would be a fair 
total compensation for the work you are being given to do?" The 
correlations between measured time-span in a role and a person's 
felt-fair pay ra.nge from . 86 to . 92. 1 

1 These findings are reported in the references in the preceding 
footnote and in Roy Richardson, Fair Pay and work. 

·-

Stratification of Organization in Hierachical Employment Systems 

A second piece of evidence for the relationship between time-span 

and level of work takes us directly to our central theme. If you 

define a managerial role as one in which y�u are held accountable 
. . . 

·not only for your own performance but also for the performance of 

others, and in which you have the minimal authority to allow you 
to be really accountable in that way, the following phenomena may 
be observed • 

In studies in over fifteen different countries it has consistently 
been found, as shown in the following table: 

• 
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CMsioM'� 
7 yiNf'I _....,_,_ 

�on0i..:ror 
.5,-..s --+-1..-

Faelelf"f Manqe, 
3 yiNfS _ _.,__,,_ 

GeMrll Maftltel' 
z,,..,.-�� 

Wort, MaNfl' 
11 � _.....,._ 

�ntatHMd 
,,..,-........ 

llorem1n 
• man1tla _......,..,_ 

AalilCallt ,ore,naft 
J,,..,,,,, _.....,.....,. 
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1st Deputy Secretary 
10,-,s--++ ... 

2nd Deputy Secretary 
7,-,s--+-.,_. 

Under-Secretary 
5.,.,.,, --++-

Prirci pal Executive Officer 
z.,,...._..;,+,lp_ 

Senior Chief Executive Officer 
,. � _...,_.,_. 

• Chief Executive Officer 
,.,..,_.......,. 

Senio4 Executive Officer 
lffiafflfll-af-!111-t 

Higher Executive Officer 
•mane.-......... 

Executive Officer 
JnDt---++..-

Clerical Officer -
, ,.... _ .... .,_. 

Clerical Assistant 

that everyone in· a role below 3-month time-span feels the occupant 

u 

of the first role above 3-month time-span to b·e his real manageq U · 
between 3-month and 1-year time-span the occupant of the first 
role above 1-year time-span. is felt to be the real manager: 
between 1- and 2-year time-span, the occupant of the first role 
above the 2-year time-span is felt to be the real manager: between 

2- and 5-year time-span, the occupant of the first role above the 
5 -year time-span is felt to be the real manager: between 5- and 
10-year time-span, the occupant of the first role above the 
10-year time-span is felt to be the real manager. 

Time-Sean S+: ·atum 

so yrs 
20 yrs Str-VII 
10 yrs Str-VI 

5 yrs Str-v 
2 yrs Str-IV 
1 yr Str-III 
3 mo Str-II 

Str-I 

Industry 

Corporation 
Group 
Subs1d1ary 
General Mgt 
Unit 
Section 
Shop Floor 

3-Star 
2-Star 
Br1g_ade 
Battalion 
Company 
Troops 

u 
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This regularity - and it has so far appeared constantly in over 
100 studies - points to the existence of a structure underlying 
bureaucratic organization, a sub-structure or a structure_ in 
depth, composed of managerial strata with consistent boundaries 
measured in time-span as illustrated, and inherently recognizable 
by employees within these strata. 

The gravamen of these findings is that there are precisely 
· definable critical points, specifiable in terms of time-span, at 
which discontinuities or quantum changes in the state of work 

organization occur. It is these disconinuities which can take us 
directly to the identification of discontinuities in cognitive 

state, and to a further understandingof the nature of cognitive 
functioning and of its development. 

Time-Frame and Cognitive Power 

Why should it be that as we move to greater felt weight of 
responsibility, and to higher and .higher. levels in executive 
systems, time-span increases? And why should it be that there is 

a regular series of steps in organization level at particular 
time-span levels? The only hypothesis I have been able to 
construct that seems to make some sense of the findings is that 
the maximum time-span at which a person is capable of working -

that person's maximum achieved time-span - gives a measure of the 
person's level of cognitive power. It is this measure that I am 

calling the person's time-frame. 

It has become apparent that there are very different cognitive 
states associated with each of the bands of time-frame which ,fall 
within the different organizational strata: that is to say, the 
strata with time-frame bands running from 1-day to 3-months, 

3-months to 1-year, etc. The following patterns of cognitive 

function emerge, which I now bel iev_e explain the occurence of the 

underlying structure of organization levels. 
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Stratum-I: (Concrete Shaping) : Time-Frames 1-Day to 3-Months: 

work within this stratum takes place in relation to goals set in 
concretely specified terms: it may be called concrete shaping Qf U · 
things. Tasks are carried out one at a time. The work is 
characterized by direct shaping of material things. As Stamp puts 
it, the person is anchored within concrete rules which are seen as 
inflexible. (l) We are here dealing with the kind of work carried 

1. G. Stamp, (1981) , 'Levels and Types of Managerial Capability'. 

--
out by shop-floor manual workers and office-floor clerical staff. 
They operate by losing themselves in the activity. Improvement 
occurs with accumulated pra.ctice and experience. These 
experiences may be ar�iculated as new ways of going about things 
as you do them. But these articualted experiences cannot 
themselves be detached and related to one another away from the 

· concrete wo·rk setting. Development . and improvement r�qu'ire · the 
direct interaction between thought and concrete on-going 
experience. 

Stratum-II: (Reflective Articualtion) :  Time-frames 3-Months to 
1-Year: Work within this stratum starts out with the ability to 
reflect upon our own work as we carry it out, and the ability to 
articualte what is going on. But then, in addition, we can 
collect these articulated experiences, so as to accumulate 
knowledge about aggregates of tasks. It thus becomes possible to 

work with these ideas in themselves, away from the actual work 
situation, and to develop and formulate new ideas and methods for 
overcoming problems and improving one's work. 

As a result, individuals who are able to work in Str-II are able 
to deal with goal-ambiguity: for as· they deal with an ambiguous 
goal they can work upon the further clarification of the goal by 

detached reflection, while at the same time working towards it. 

V 

u 
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Thus Stamp has described the phenomenon of a person using judgment 
and action within rules iri such a way as to be able to handle 

ambiguity by separating situations one from another and 

articulating the differences. It is t�is facility for reflective 

articulation that makes it possible for the first-line manager who 
functions at this stratum to delegate to subordinates new ways of 
solving problems. 

The scale of organization is that of the mutual-knowledge group. 
The circumstances must allow the manager to sustain direct contact 

with his immediate subordinates, and they with him, in order for 
him to accumulate the necessary build-up of experience of their 

--
problems to be able to exercise his ability in reflecive 
articualtion. 

Or t� take an non-manager, a social worker doing a family case 

work-up will have certain things in mind in talking with members 

of the family, but at the same time will reflectively determine 

_what further kin�s pf information an� ihtetpretation are nee�ed. 

'-..,I. This work would be very different, for example, from that carried 
out by a social work aide, operating at Str-I, sent out to see a 
family, with a specified set of questions to which the answers 
must be obtained. 

Stratum-III: (Linear Extrapolation) : Time-Fram 1-Year to 2-Years: 
Here the observed circumstance is that of an individual faced by 
two things at the same time: first, by a known work-load 
stretching, say, 3 to 6 months forward: and second, by the problem 

of preparing for an as yet unknown but probable work-load for up 
to an additional year, a pro�able load which has to be predicted. 
The person must therefore make trade-offs in planning and in work 
between the requirements of carrying out the known work-load and 
preparing for changes in the nature of the work-load which he must 

predict over the .course of the following 12 to 18 months, 

extrapolating from current trends. Stamp describes it as work 
which calls for the ability to extrapolate from given rules. 
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This stratum is that of the departmental or unit manager, with a 
staff of up to 200 or 300 people. The scale is that of the 

mutual-regognition group1 that is to say, eve.ryone in· the unit 
can recognize everyone else as working in the same place: it is 
the largest scale of institution without anonymity. In military 
terms it is the level of the Army battalion of 600 or the Navy 
destroyer of 400, the larger numbers being possible because mutual 
recognition can be sustained through the 168-hours-a-week working 
and living contact amoung the members of the unit. 

For individual 
level, such 

specialists in non-managerial positions at this 
as for example · scientists or independent --

professionals, the cognitive mode of operation is the same as for 
the unit managers. Independent professionals - lawyers, say, or 
physiotherapists - at this level are not only able to handle a 
case -load extending over some months, as for the Str-II 

case-worker, but are also capable of developing their practices 
_in the sense of extending their network of clients for a year or 
more beyond their present load·. 

Or to take the scientists at this level, they are able to carry 
out research tasks specified fo� them for periods of some months 
(as would be required for a level-2 scientist. ) But they are able 
to do more. They can follow the trends in the research 

literature, and work out a sequence for studies for a year or more 
forward which follow from those trends. They can envisage new 
studies by extrapolation from the trend. 

Because the individual's work extends from a solid known work-base 
to an emerging load, the probable load can be planned for and 
coped with by linear (or serial) extrapolation. The capability to 

work by linear extrapolation is the sine qua non of the cognitive 

state of individuals who are able to work in the 1-year to 2-year 
zone. 

• 

u 

u 

Kjeld Schmidt
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Stratum-IV: (Alternative systems): Time-Frames 2-Years to 
5 -Years: The complexity of cognitive work jumps one full step 

from the fine-tuning of a given linear extrapolative system, to 
the consideration of whether there are known alternative linear 
systems which might get the work done better. This level requires 
the ability to compare known systems with one another, usually 
comparing them one with another in pairs. It does not call for 
the development of as yet unknown systems. As Stamp describes, 
there is the maintenance of a pattern rule structure within which 
hypotheses are explicitly stated and tested. Let me illustrate. 

The �eneral manager of a patricular factory had to keep 

continually under review whether to sustain his existing foundry, 
rough-machine shop, and finish machining shop by replacing 

worn-out tools and equipment, or whether he should take the 
opportunity to restructure or transform any or all of those shops 

into a diff�rent kind of producing entity based upon paired 
comparison with other existing systems which he had studied and 
know.about. 

Or a research professor will unfold alternatives sets of 
hypotheses, conclusions or consequences from a given theoretical 

context within which he works, but without disturbing the theory, 
or indeed while striving to conserve it, for he may become anxious 
at the prospect of losing the support of the theory he 

understands. 

Or an army brigade commander will need to be capable of modifying 
his battalion �ask forces in action to meet a new or unexpected 
situation, while expecting his task force commanders to operate 
their battalions as effectively as possible in their original form 
and then in their new form. 

Competence in the development of alternative systems by means of 

paired comparison of known systems, then, is the substance of the 
quality of cognitive functioning at Str-IV in the 2-year to 5-year 

time-frame. 
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Stratum-V: (Shaping Whole Systems): Time-Frames 5- to 10-Years: 
At the fifth level a key boundary zone is reached - it is the zone 

which is at the upper limit of hu�an �apability to function by 
predicting or forecasting what the future might hold and how it 

s hould be planned for. Above this stratum there must be a 

transformation to constructing the future rather than forecasting 

it. 

At Str-v there is a return to the hands-on shaping that 
characterized Str-I, but the entities being shaped are now complex 
social institutions or general theories shaped from inside, rather 
than material things. The individual can not only operate a --
complex system, but can modify the boundaries of that system and 
can cope with the 2nd- and 3rd-order consequences which inevitably 

arise. In Stamp's terms, .things are explicitly. seen as 
interdependent � to change one part is to change the whole; 
individuals begin to define situations for themselves and make the 
necessary rules. 

u 

An example would be the Chief Executive Officer of a subsidiary of U 

a large corporation, whose role it is to shape and reshape from 
within the busi�ess he controls. He may push out its boundaries 
in one place into, say, new market opportunities or by 
developments of its product range; but he will then have to make 
the necessary consequential adjustments, by, say, pulling in its 

market boundaries elsewhere, or modifying certain production 

resources. 

The same shaping-from-within approach will inform scientific 
research in this zone of cognitive competence. Theories are not 
held to be sacrosanct, but rather as contexts to be used for 
gi ving form or shape to the development of studies. These 

contexts may themselves be reshaped and modified in the light of 
experience and research results. 

It is striking that human activity gets organized in such a 

V 
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manner, that the largest of projects fall within the 5- to 10-year 
limits, usually around 6 to 7 years: to take but a few examples, 

the building of _dam·s or battleships or powe·r stations. If 
specif�c projects with budgetable outcomes are established with 
target completion times beyond 10 years, they turn out to be 
difficult to control: they tend to be broken down and planned in 
phases of less than 10 years - as, for example, in the building of 
cathederals. Thus, the construction of nuclear power stations has 
become extremely difficult to control because although it is 
physically possible to build them in 5 to 7 years it is no longer 
possible to.do so in under 12 to 15 years because of the compexity 
of the regulatory requirements. 

Stratum-VI: (Reflective Articulation Between Whole Systems and 
the Wide World): The move in work ac�oss the 10-year boundary is 
accompanied by a dramatic change. You move from working inside 

complex institutions or general theories, which themselves exist 

in a whole-world environment, to working out in that environment 

and overseeing and changing institutions�or theories from the 

'--"' outside. This world is no longer one in which the 'future' is 
merely to be forecast by predicting likely trends in events and in 

the behavior of other people. It •is now becoming a world which 

might be fashioned and modified, despite what is going on, because 
the resources and the individual capabilities necessary for doing 
so have come into the situation. 

The work requirement is again that of the reflective articulation 
which characterized Str-II. But the situation now requires the 
operation of reflectively articulating the relationship between 
complex unified institutions and the fibrillating infinity of 
political, economic, social, technological 
restlessly-changing variables within which 
function. The acronym PEST! might be used. 

and intellectual, 
they exist and 

This living and working in the world-wide environment calls for an 
ability to impose upon one's world a cognitive ordering within 
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which what is deemed most relevant can be sorted out from the 
rest, priorities kept in a continual state of good repair, and as 

friendly an enyiro�ment as possible sustained. Competence in U 
networking with key individuals in many fields in one's own and 
other countries is an essential quality of capability at this 
level. 

For example, a Strategic Business Unit Executive Vice-President of 

a large corporation oversees 14 subsidiary trading Business Units 
each direct�d by a BU VP. Each Business Unit is a Str-v whole
system unifie.d command. The role of the EVP is to network within 
the PESTI world, to screen his BU VPs from the continual shifting 
of the PESTI world, to hold off the irrelevant and to let through 
the important, to sustain a living context for his BU CECs, and to 
take an active part in the modification and development of 
corporate strategy. 

To operate at this level of reflective articulation calls for what 
is oft�n ·ref-rred to as a "conceptual approach n . The particular 
meaning associated with that phrase at this level is expressed in 
the idea that in· the over-10-year term you will find that you do 
not have all the pieces necessary for the complete putting 
together of a project or an acquisition. How to get or to 
negotiate the missing pieces is known (that is to say, the basic 

analysis, or R&D, or investigation has been done) but there is 
still work to be done on how to put the pieces together, how to 
form or pattern the pieces, so as to get a solution. The 
combinatorial conception has yet to be found and articulated. As, 
for example, in carrying responsibility for getting and putting 
into operation a new fleet of aircraft for 1997, when negotiations 
w ith governmental authorities over regulations ha ve not been 

completed and therefore detailed specifications cannot be 

established. 

Stratum-VII: (Linear Extrapolative Development of Whole Systems): 

Time-Frame 20-years-plus: Here we move into the full corporate 

V 
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arena. It is the level concerned with managing a system which can 

carry out the development, formation and construction of complex 

Str-v institutions1 or with the transformation of existing 

institutions; or with the divestment of such institutions. The 

scientific equivalent would be the construction of theories as a 

specific objective in its own right. 

The work of Str-VII, therefore, is the work of constructing 
institutions and theories, and of placing those institutions and 
theories into society at large. The mode is extrapolative, as in 
level-3. · But it is highly discretionary extrapolation, in that it 
is concerned at this level with constructing the future rather 
than extrapolative forecasting. You work with a number of 
existing institutions (say BUs) or theories. But the art is to 
understand which new .ones might be needed to develop and oversee 
the extension from the present so as to fill the gaps, and to 

provide society with new concepts, new research and development 
programs, and new ideas. Thus an over-arching vision is set out 

which provides a 20- to 25-year working orlentation within which 

'-.,,,/ subordinates or next-level-down scientific colleagues can work. 

It might appear that these very long time-frames would introduce 

great feelings of uncertainty into people who work at those 

levels. The opposite is the case. At Str-VII and above, we are 
dealing with the people who are literally engaged in constructing 

the future within which we will live. They are putting in train 
now, those things and ideas which will become part of the world 20 
years forward and beyond. Far from feeling uncertainty about the 
world, they feel a sense of familiarity with what they are 
creating. 

A Quintave Theory of Cognitive Development 

So much, then, for the qualitative changes in the nature of the 
work at each stratum. It may have become apparent that in 
describing the work I have at the same time described the nature 
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of the cognitive capability that goes with that work. Thus, for 
example, the work with linear probabilistic systems at Str-III 
(I-year to 2-year time-span bracket) is matched by the linear U 
extrapolative organization of the cognitive approach of 
individuals in the 1-year to 2-year time-frame zone� it expresses 
the qualitative form of cognitive complexity of mental activity 
within that range of time-frames. 

There are two phenomena embedded in the foregoing descriptions 
which I shall now extract and examine. The first phenomenon is a 
hierachy of four cognitive states (shaping, reflective 
articulation, linear extrapolation, alternative systems), each 
state characterizing the work of a particular work-stratum ( for 
example, Str-IV: alternative systems, 2- to 5-year time-span). 
The second phenomenon is that each of these four different 
cognitive states may reappear in a higher stratum is a more 
complex or higher-level setting. 

These two features are illustrated fn the f6llowing table: 

SOY 
Str-VII 

20Y 
Str-VI 

l0Y 
Str-v 

SY 
Str-IV 

2Y 
Str-III 

lY 

Str-II 
3M 

Str-I 

10 

LINEAR EXTRAPOLATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF WHOLE SYSTEMS 

REFLECTIVE ARTICULATION OF WHOLE SYSTEMS IN WORLD 
ENVIRONMENT 

SHAPING OF WHOLE SYSTEMS FROM WITHIN 

ALTERNATIVE CONCRETE SYSTEMS 

LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION IN CONCRETE SYSTEMS 

REFLECTIVE ARTICULATION ABOUT CONCRETE PROCESSES 

SHAPING CONCRETE THINGS 

u 
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The scheme can be further extended from data obtained by work on 
the assessment of mental handicap (l) , carried out by Macoondald 

and Couchman. 

1 This work has been carried out by Ian MacDonald and Terry 
Couchman and has been reported in: Ian MacDonald, (1978) "Five 
Levels of Mental Hanicap". 

They found that mentally handicapped . individuals manifest 
cognitive approaches to work which are strikingly similar to the 
above cognitive modes, but in relation to a much more limited and 
concrete world and requiring the continual assistance of an aide. 
Thus, in their schema the level-1 cognitive state is one in which 
the individual will sit and rock and ·do nothing unless prompted by 
an aide. The prompting requires to be carried out with respect 
both to setting goals and to deciding how to achieve them. For 

example, if the individual is hungry he will not be sure what to 
do about it. But if an aide should suggest -a sandwich and show 
how to get it, he will, with help, be able to feed himself. · Given 
both a goal and a path, he will be able to shape an action. 

At ·1evel-2 the individual will be able to reflect and to form a 
path i f  he is aided to c�nstruct a goal. Thus, i f  the aide 
suggests a sandwich, the individual will himself be able to reach 

for it without having to be shown how to do it. 

At level-3 the individual will be able to choose both a goal and a 
path to it, but one committed to his goal and path he is on a 

rigid · and in flexible linear action from which he cannot be 
shifted, slowed or stopped: he cannot entertain any alternatives. 
This level is that of the handicapped who are prone to termper 

outbursts if attempts are made to dissuade them from doing what 
they have determined to do. 

At level-4 a more flexible pattern o f  behavior emerges. The 

possibility exists that there might be alternatives to a desired 
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or chosen course of action. As a result the individual who can 
function at this level is more flexible, more malleable, and more 

• 

socialable. He· can understand that other people may have U 

alternative points of view or desires. 

At level-5 we find the individuals who are able to function at the 
concrete shaping level as unskilled or semi-skilled operators or 
clerks. They in fact are capable of living on their own. If they 

are considered mentally handicapped it will be because they were 
put in that stream in early childhood and have been rendered 
dependent by institutional care. They can, without much 
difficulty, be aided to assume an independent role in life. 

We have, then an apparent recurre·nce of our four modes of 
cognit�ve functioning (shaping, reflective articualtion, linear 
behavior, and alternative possibilities) . But they occur in a 
more restricted form in which individuals are depending upon aids 
in order to be able to function at all and ·the world in which they 
operate is made up of very concrete items completely pounded 
within the physically present situation. U 

If we put these findings and hypotheses together, we get the 
following pattern. The fifth level of the mental handicap 
overlaps and coincides with the fiist level of cognitive function 

(Str-I) in ordinary work systems. Then when we move up to Str-V 
we find that it is both the top of the five strata making up the 
organization levels of whole systems, and at the same time at 
the bottom or the beginning of a yet higher series of shaping, 
reflective articulation, and linear programming of the corporate 
or general-theory construction levels of organization. 

This pattern is very much like the octave of the western musical 

scale. An octave is in fact a 7-note scale and not an 8-note 
scale7 for example, in the scale of c-major the first note, C, 
reappears as the eighth, and that same eighth note C is then the 

first note of the next higher octave (see Diagram 1) . The note C 

u 
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is always both the first note (1) and the eighth (8) in the scale. 
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Diagram 1: scale of c Major 

That is to say, the first note in the octave is a dual: it is 
both the botom of the scale and the top of the scale below. 

Using this analogue we derive a guintave pattern of cognitive 
states with the four states recurring in groups of five but 
operating in increasingly complex worlds. The first cognitive 
state - that of shaping - acts as the dual bottom and top of each 
guintave, as shown in Diagram 2. 
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Diagram 2: The cognitive Quintaves 

• 

But what, then, might occur below QA-1 and above QC-3? I would 
think there would be no possibility of an individual remaining 
alive at levels below QA-1. The newborn would hardly survive 
through infacny. 

A t  the other end of the scale, however, above Q C-3, there is 

plenty of room for growth. QC-4 would be the level of cognitive 
function for Str-VIII in a corporate organization. There are some 
few super-corporations which have been built up and led by 

recognized outstanding individuals, such as, for example, Vail of 

• 

u 

V 
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AT&T, Sloan of General Motors, and Matsushita of Matsushita 

Electric. An interesting thing about such individuals is _ that 

they are not only capable of developing alternative systems for 
the establishment o f  large corporations, but they are almost 
uniformly both concerned about and interested in the relation 
between their_ corporations and the society in which they live -
their mutual interaction and impact. 

This concern about societies gives a possible clue to the nature 

of Quintave o.. If we refer back to OB-4 ( alternative systems of 
production ) we will see that it looks upwards towards the Str-v 
work of OB-5 in that it is concerned with volume of output and its 
cost, and therefore is involved in notional profitability which 
becomes actual profitability at Str-v. By the same token, if 
Str-V I I I  (OC-4 )  is looking up to Str-IX (QC-5/0D-1 ) in its 
social orientation, then QD- 1 might be concerned with the shaping 
of societies. 

This last conclusion in· fact leads t.o speculation on a _ possible 
hypothesis about Quintave D. I think we are encountering at these 
levels thos few rare individuals who actually create societies: 
the OD-1 individual is capable of shaping societies: QD-2 is 
capable not only of shaping a sociey but of reflectively 
articulating how a society is shaped and what kind of society he 
is trying to shape: OD-3 is a linear societal-system creator, but 
sees no alternatives - he is the creator of dogma - far-reaching 
in social impact but dogma nevertheless: QD-4 is able to value and 
to teach toleration, and to value systems and dogma which might be 

alternatives to his own creation. I leave it to the reader to try 
to fit individuals into these categories, and to speeualte on the 
nature of a possible Quintave E. 

Some General Features of Cognitive Complexity 

I n  summary, then, I have outlined an hypothesis about the ... 
existence of four cognitive modes o f  functioning - shaping o f  
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entities, reflective articualtion of aggregates of entities, 
linear extrapolation from known to porbable entities, and paired 

comparison of al tern a ti ve sys tems of en ti ties - and about ·the 
h ie�achical grouping of those cognitive modes into an ascending 
series of quintaves, each quintave beginning and ending in the 
shaping mode. 

There are thus two stepwise movements · in the extension · of 
cognitive complexity: 

F i r s t , each step in cognitive mode represents a qualitative step 
in extension of cognitive complexity, in that there is a jump in 

both the number and the range of entities which can be handled by 
beine

f 

encompassed within the context of successively more 
extensive categories: i. e. , in the move from entiry to aggregates 
of entities, to 1 inear series of probable entities, to 
alternative systems of entities. 

And Second, there is a, stepwise movemen� in · quintaves of entities, 

u 

each quintave representing the movement into successively more U 
complex and more extended worlds: i. e., from the dependent world 
of childern, of closed categories of concrete things: to the 

ordinary world of open categories of things_ and people: to the 
world where people and things exist as patterns of complex systems 

and general theories: to the world that is constructed in the form 
of whole societies as entity with every thing else as sub-sets 
within societies. 

The shaping mode occurs as a dual: It operates in part in the 
world of the quintave of which it is the top mode: and at the same 
time it picks up the quality of the world of the quintave of which 
it is the bottom mode. This duality helps to explain a number of 

commonly occuring phenomena: as in the following examples. 

People at the lower levels of mode QA-5/QB-l (i. e. , shaping at the 

top of · ouintave A and at the bottom of Quintave B) may be rated 

u 
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either as high-grade mentally handicapped or as unskilled workers, 
depending on whether they happen to have grown up and been 

socialized in special schools and mental handicap homes - and 
hence to have been reinforced in dependence on others and in the 

OA-5 outlook - or whether they grew up in their own homes �i th 
other children of their own level or higher levels of capability 
and had opportunities for developing their maximum independence in 
the OB-1 mode. By the same token, those "individuals who are 
funct ioning at levels of abstract ion at the lower half of the 
OA-5/QB-l mode may require an organization at work in which their 

first-line manager is assisted by supervisory assistants who can 
be continously present at the workplace to keep an eye on things 

and to be immediately available to give them help when needed. 

Another example is the one cited earlier in this paper (p. 15) 1  
namely, that VPs of Stratum-v subsidiary Business Units i n  large 
corporations are operating in the dual mode OB-5/0C-l. The common 
experience is that of reoccuring reorganizations which shift from 
so-called central izat_ion, in which the VP ·. is constrained within 
narrow limiting policies from above which are too constricting for 
him to be able to work effectively, to decentralization, in which 
he is suddenly given such great freedom as to be able to act 
against the interests of the corporation. The solution to this 
damaging oscillation is to recognize the duality of the QB-5/QC-l 
cognit ive state1 first, the VP is accountable for shaping his 

unified system1 while second, and simultaneously, he is 
accountable for upward inputs into the corporate strategic policy 
within wh i ch he must work. When the dual nature of the Str-v 
QB-5/0C-1 role is understood, the concepts of centralization and 
decentralization can be recognized as a false dichotomy and the 
need for such a dichotomy disappears. 

Another example is what may occur at QC-4 and the movement towards 

QC-5/0D-l. The QC-4 mode operates at Str-VIII which is the very 
top of the very large corporations. The chairmen and CEOs at this 

lev,el are generally well-known in their own countries and are 
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o f t e n k nown throughou t the  wor ld . They b u i l d up the l arg e 
c o rpora t ions  w i th wh i ch we a r e  a l l  fami l i ar  and then s top , 
a l though i t  would be  my hypothes i s  that col leg ial  groups of  such U 
ind iv idual s could , i f  they so wi shed , construct mass ively larger 
corporations . What  they do instead , however , is to express their 
potent ial capab i l i ty in  the development of  the relat ionship 
b etween their  corporations and the soc iety around them . They have 
a profound impact  upon thei r  societies - for better or for worse . 
On the one hand , they may str ive to develop internat ional cartels , 
w i th their  impact upon international pol it ical  relat ionships . Or 
a t  the  o th er ex t r eme , they may , l i ke Ma t s u s h i ta for exampl e ,  
str ive to or i ent  their  corporat ions towards " the peace , health and 
pro sper i ty"  of their  own nat ion and of the world . Ei ther way , 
there is  a foretaste of  the Quintave D or ientation of  which such 
ind ividual s are inevi tably potentially capable  - an orientat ion 
whi ch dr ives them towards an interest in shaping soc i et ies 
themselves , and pul ls  them away from what  they feel as the boredom 
o f  o c cupy i ng thems e l v e s  so l e ly  w i th the  mere con s truct ion  o f  
ever- l.arger inst itut ions within  soc iet i es . · I t  i s . l i kely that i t  
i s  because thi s  interest i n  the shaping of  society itsel f becomes V 
dominant at QC- 5/QD- l , that Str-IX enterpr ises do not emerge . 

Ma t u r a t ion  o f  Cog n i t i ve Power : The Growth o f  T ime-Fr ame in  
Ind iv idual s 

Let me now turn to the question of  how cognit ive power matures and 
develops in  peopl e .  

I n  order that  ther e sha l l  b e  no con f us ion , l et me recal l my 
con text . Cogn i t ive power is  but one component of  the attr ibutes 
wh i ch form a per son ' s  ab i l i ty to wo r k .  Th e other a t t r ib utes 
include knowl edge , exper ience , s ki l l , temperment , character and 
val ues , and type or qual i ty of  art iculation . I am concerned in 
th i s  ar t i cl e only  wi th cog n i t i v e  func t io n i ng . It i s  not  tha t 
cog n i t i v e  equ i pmen t ( knowl edg e , exper i ence  and s k i l l ) i s  no t 

important : but how such equipmen t is  acquired is  very d i f ferent 

u 
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from the regular patterns. of maturation of cognitive functioning. 

And the question of how temperment and values change with time is 

yet another question - and one which will also be left aside at 

this time. Let me turn, then, to the question of the development 

of cognitive functioning it its own right. 

It is a self-evident fact that human beings are not born fully 
matured in cognitive power. How then does the process of 
maturation occur? The theory of discontinuity of cognitive state 

and of quitaves suggests that there are a number of different 

questions here which needto be teased out from one another. 

one question in whether people who eventually mature, say, to be 
able to operate in mode OC-2 at Stratum-VI show signs of not-yet 
matured OC-2 potential earlier in life. If they do, when do signs 

of OC-2 potential first show? some time in childhood? in early 
adulthood? throughout l ife? at different times in different 
individuals? at the same. time in all potnetial OC-2 individuals? 

Another question is whether an individual's potential to function 
at a particular cognitive level or in a particular cognitive mode 
is inborn - constitutionally given - or whether the potential � 

_!.!,_ can be modified by education, or occupational opportunity, or 
social opportunity. And if it can be modified, then by how much? 
Is everyone capable of developing to any cognitive level? or is 
there a constitutional base which sets the maximum limit of growth 
and development? These questions are of course among the 
politically-loaded issues of developmental theory, and need to be 
addressed with great care. In order to proceed systematically, 
let me develop further the concept of the time-frame of the 
individual. 

Any particular point in people ' s  careers there is a maximum 
time-span at which any given person can work. I f  people are 
employed at levels of work below that maximum time-span they feel 
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the ir  capab i l it ies are being under-ut i l i zed . And they exper ience 
boredom and frustrat ion . If peopl e are employed at level s of work 
above that maximum t ime- span , they become disorgan ized and anx ious 
and are  unab l e  to co pe . If peo p l e  are  for tunate  enough to b e  
empl oyed a t  level s of  work that co incide with the max imum t ime
spans whi ch they are capable  of ach i eving , then they feel 
comfortably employed , and so ong as their  wor k  is of interest and 
they have the appropr iate knowledge , skill  and temperament ,  they 
wi l l  der ive sat i s faction from that work .1 

1 There is  very sub stant ial ev idence for these views , set out in 
El l iott Jaques , ( 1976 ) A General Theory of  Bureaucracy ( op c i t ) , 
a nd ( 19 6 8 ) Prog r e s s ion  Handboo k ,  and  John Evans , ( 19 7 9 ) Th e 
Management o f  Human Capac i ty .  

--

It i s  th i s  max imum t ime- span at  which a person i s  able  to work  at 
a g iven po int in  t ime that I referred to above as that person ' s  
t ime- frame . Thi s  t ime- frame g ive� a measure o f  the extent of  a 
person ' ·s temporal hori zon at  that time . ( 1 ) . The Temporal hor i zon 

1 El l iott Jaques , ( 198 2 ) The Form of Time . 

sets the l imits of  the world of  purpose and intent ion wi thin whi ch 
people  l ive and construct patterns and organ ize  their  ac itve l i ves 
and aspirat ions . In connect ion wi th the forego ing quest ions about 
i n t ellectual development , let me present  some ev idence of regular 
and pred ictab l e  tracks of  growth and maturat ion of  t ime- frame . 

The curves  shown in  the  accompany i ng D i a gram 3 set  out  my 
hypothes is  about the rate of  maturat ion of  t ime- frame . 

u 
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Diagram 3: Cogn itive Power . Maturation Curves 

The hypothesis set out in these curves expresses the rates of 
maturation and growth of th� cognitive power of individ�uls. This 

hypothesis was originally derived from a regularity noted in the 
real earning progressions of individuals ( that is to say their 
earnings corrected to a common base for movements in the earnings 
index) in over a dozen different countries. There is an 

underlying trend in these progressions which is expressed in the 
array of curves shown here. 2 

2 Elliott Jaques, 
Handbook ( op cit). 

( 1 90 1 ) , Equitable Payment, and Time-Span 

My hypothesis was that the regularity in the trend of the earnings 

progressions -reflected a regular trend in the growth of level of 

cognitive funtion in the individuals in the samples: or as I would 

now express it, the growth in earnings reflected a drive in the 
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i nd iv iduals towards achi eving a growth in  level of  wor k ,  and thi s  
dr ive in  turn was the express ion of  their  growth i n  t ime- frame . 

That  there i s  in  fact a growth in  time- frame that corresponds to 
these curves has been demonstrated in  a number of  stud ies 
d escribed in the references c i ted above . One key study has been 
the tracking of the career of almost 200  indiv iduals whom I have 
had  the opportuni ty to follow for per iods of between 18 and 25  
y e a r s . At var ious  t imes  dur i ng tho s e  per i od s  I wa s ab l e  to 
ob ta in : measures of the t ime- spans at which they were wor king : 
t h e i r  ac tual  pay and the i r  f el t- fa i r  pay : the i r  sen s e  o f  the  
d eg r e e of  comfort �f  fit  between their  level of  capab il i ty and 
their  level of wor k :  and , i f  there was a felt mis-match , then we 
were abl e  to get measures of the l evel of wor k  in pos i t ions wh ich 
they fel t would be  j ust r ight for them . 

I� 

The s e  data  have b een analyzed by Dr . Tom Kohler of  UCLA . He has 
f o und a s tro ng r egul ar i ty i n  the  " com for t curves " ,  as  he  has  
cal l ed them , of  ind ividual� . These comfort curves con form very 
t ightly to the progress ion curves of my hypothes is  - some 9 5  per U 

cent of  the actual curves stay ing within  the bands des ignated Mode 
I ,  II , e t c . on  my cha r t . The g eneral  tr end o f  these  comfort  
curves  is  shown i n  D i agram 4 and Kohl er is  now  pub l i s h i ng the 
resul ts of  his study . 

L e t u s  exam in e  these  curves  mor e  clo sely , s tar t i ng w i th the  
s ign i f i cance of  the  Mode-I , Mode-II , etc . , bands j ust  ment ioned . 
It  may be  noted that there are l ines running hor izontally across 
the charts a 1-day , 3-month , 1-year , 2-years , 5-years , 10-years 
and 20-years t ime- span . These hor i zontal s set out the boundar ies 
o f  S t r- I , II , III , IV , V ,  VI and VII . The bands have been pic ked 
out  in such a way that each one encompasses all  the t ime- frame 
maturation curves which reach the rel evant  stratum at full  
matur ity .  Thus the band des ignated Mode- III emcompasses all  the 
maturation curves which eventual ly reach Str-III . 

u 
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In the case of the higher modes (V, VI, VII, VIII) it wil l be 
noted that they do not reach ful l maturity by the maximum age of 

5 5  years al lowed for on the chart in Diagram 4. The data suggest 

that people of these very high potential levels of capability do 
not reach ful l maturity in cognitive level by normal retirement 
age. And indeed, . at the very highest levels it would appear that 
individuals are afflicted by senile deterioration and death before 
their potential cognitive power can reach ful l maturity - an 
hypothesis that is supported by the careers of may of the very 

greatest composers, artist, judges, politicians, and outstanding 
leaders in other fields. 

These hypotheses are, of course, inconsistent with the findings 
from IO ratings which suggest full  maturation by the age of 18 of 
whatever it is that IO rates. The fact that IO matures ful ly at 
such an early age emphasizes the gross limitations of rating as 

far as giving any indication of cognitive development is 

concerned. 1 

1 It has been put to me that the time-frame maturation curves 
represent "merely" an increase in experience beyond the age of 18. 
That that assumption cannot be valid is shown by the fact that the 
time-frame curves mature in a regular and predictable fashion. 
This regularity cannot be explained by· experience alone, although 
experience is certainly one necessary condition for the maturation 
of time-frame. Fortunately, ordinary everyday life confronts the 
individual with a panoply of social, economic, familial, 

, po l itical , and intel lectual problems which provide more than 
enough opportunity for full  maturational development of cognitive 
power to occur. 

A Multiple-Track Theory of Development 

It may now be apparent that we have constructed a third group of 

discontinuities. The first is a discontinuous hierachy of levels 
in the structure of organizations. The second comprises 
discontinuities in the nature of cognitive capability in 

individuals, reflected in a discontinous hierachy of four 

cognitive states grouped in an encompassing hierachy of quintaves. 

,, 
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And the th ird i s  a d i scontinuous ser i es of  developmental bands 
w i t h i n wh i ch the  ma tur a t ion o f  ind i v idual  cogn i t i ve  power as  
measured by  t ime- frame will  occur . 

Th e consequence of  th i s  third hypothes i s  about d i scontinu i t i es in 
ma turation bands is of some interest . It reveals  the fact that 
mo s t  developmen t a l  theo ry has  b een wedd ed to the no t ion  that 
e v ryon e ma tures  a long the  same trac k ,  b u t  some peop l e  ma ture  
further along that trac k than do  others . I would now substi tue a 
mul t i- tra c k  theo ry i n  wh i ch i nd i v i dua l s  a r e  con c e i ved o f  as  
ma tur ing along any one of  several possible  maturat ion bands . It 
is �n though we were to move from s ingl e- track ra ilway system to a 
mul t iple- track ra ilway system : a number of  new explanatory 
pr incipl es become available . Let me explore some of  them . 

Th er e are  two v ery genera l impl i ca t ions  o f  th i s  con s truct ion . 

u 

They are : tha t each person w i l l  ma ture  i n  l evel  o f  cogn i t i ve 
power as . measured by t ime- frame , wi thin  one particular maturation 
b a nd : and �hat  i s  so doi ng each person wi l l  cross  a numb er o f  
wo r k- s tra ta , each  s tra tum b e i ng char a c t er i z ed b y  a par t i cu l a r  U 
cogn i t ive state . The greater the cogn i t ive power of  the 
ind iv idual , the greater the number of strata to be crossed . There 
are  complex i t i es here wh ich need to be carefully teased out and 
examined . 

Let me ta ke a spec i f ic  exampl e .  Say on Diagram 3 ,  ind ividual A 
ha s ma t ured to a t ime- frame of  3 years at the age of 31 . There 
a r e  two po ints to note : f irst , he will  be capable of  wor king in 
Stratum-IV at that age : and second , he is matur ing in the Mode-VII 
cogn i t ive band and wi l l  have the potential to reach Stratum-VII 
by  somewher e between the ages of  60  and 6 5 . It may be _ noted that 
Str-IV impl ies wor k  in  cogn i t ive mode QB-4 , and Str-VII impl ies 

work  in cogn it ive mode QC-3 . 

We now encoun ter a pr ime qu e s t ion i nherent  i n  the  theory o f  

s t rat i f ied systems which I am fol lowing . The quest ion is : how 

u 
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do e s  an i nd i v i d ual  o f  h igh- l evel  po ten t i a l  fun c t ion at lower 
l evel s wh i l e  is is ma tur i n g ?  Fo r exampl e ,  wha t wo uld  be the 

cogn i tive state o f  A at  age 31 : Mode QB-4 - alternat ive systems , 
or Mode QC-3 - l inear programming? And , how would A compare in 
cogn i t ive  state with , say , B,  who is 55 years of age and also at 
3-years t ime- frame and who , according to our theory , would be  both 
operat ing at QB-4 and fully matured in  QB-4 so tha t  there would b e  
n o  i ncons i st en cy b e tween h i s  cur r e n t  cog n i t i ve s t a t e  and h i s  
potenti al cogn i t ive mode? 

Th e answer to thi s 
wor ked out in  f i eld 
Dr . G i l l ian Stamp . 
O ' Connor and Roland 

quest ion i s  an interesting one , and has been 
stud i es carr ied out over the pas t ten years by 
Bui ld ing upon wor k  done by John I saac , Br ian 

G ibson , 1 , she has developed an _ instrument for 

1 D .J . I ssac and · e . M .  O ' Connor , ( 1978 ) ,  A Discontinuity Theory of  
Psycholog ical Development :  and R . O .  Gibson and D . J . Issac , ( 1978 ) 
Truth Tables as a Formal Dev ice in  the Analys i s  o f  Human Act ion . 

� the assessment of  cognit ive power both current and potential . 1 

1 Gill ian Stamp , (197� ) Assessment o f  Ind iv idual Capaci ty . 

Th i s  i n s trument , wh i ch she  h a s  named Career  Pa th  Apprec i a t ion 
( CPA ) , compr ises a card- sorting procedure based upon the Bruner 
cards , 2 a choice  of phrase  cards descr ib ing various preferred · 

ways of  working , and a brief  interview to ascerta in the t ime- span 
wor k  in which the ind iv idual currently feels comfortable . 

2 J .  Bruner , Olver and Green f i eld : ( 1966 ) Studies in Cogn i t ive 
Growth . 

W i th  th i s  procedure , wh i ch ta kes about an  ho ur to adm i n i s t er , 
S t amp has been able  to ascerta in both the ind ividual ' s  current 
t i m e- frame and the  dynam i c  s trateg i es he  uses  i n  approach ing 
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problem-solving. She is able to place individuals at low, middle, 
or high in a particular stratum, and by the same token to place 
them in a particular cognitive maturation band. 

Thus, for A and B above, she would be ab le to place A in 
mid-Str-I V and maturation band VII,  and B in mid-Str-I V and 
maturation band IV. Her studies show that both A and B would be 
currently operating in cognitive mode QB-4, but with a difference. 
B ' s performance would consistently show a QB-4 alternative systems 
approach set firmly  in quintave B :  and with little if any 
comprehension of how to go about working at any higher level: his 
temporal horizon would end abruptl y  at about 3-4 years. A ' s 
performance by contrast, would be expressed in a QB-4 strategic 
approach, but it would contain signs of QB-5 and higher, on the 
phrase cards, of comprehension .of QC modes of working : and most 
striking of al l, would have already taken for granted that people 
might be engaged in constructing worlds 10, 20 and 25 years ahead 
even though accurate forecasting �ould not produce such temporal 
horizons �  

In short, the conclusion that Stamp arrived at is that individuals 
will express their curre�tly matured time-frame in their work, but 
at the same time wil l  show clear evidence of comprehension of 
their potential cognitive mode and temporal horizon. I have had 
extensive experience of this two-dimensional phenomenon. The 
temporal horizons of men and women in the younger age groups, for 
example, are of particular interest. The high-potential group 
readily understand the world in long time horizons, even though 
they are not yet mature enough to work at that scale of temporal· 
extension. By contract, the lower-potential individuals simply do 
not see the more extensive context. It is an though a four-foot 
tal l  person, one ten feet tal l ,  and one forty feet tal l,  were 

standing side by side at the seaside on a clear day: their 
perceptions of the distance to the horizon would be markedly 
different ! And each would feel confident that he was seeing the 
' real ' horizon. 

u 

u 
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Development of Cognitive Complexity in Childhood 

How then does cognitive functioning as here defined develop in 

childhood? we are just getting studies of this question under 
way_, within the following hypotheses. 

I hav e r e-plotted the time-frame progression array set out in 
D iagram 3 on to a double logarithmic scale so as to make it 
possible to do a crude extrapolation of these curves back to 
earliest infancy. On the assumption that the progressions would 
be in line with the sigmoid curves characteristic of biological 
d e v elopment, I d r ew the extrapolated curv es as shown in the 
accompanying Diagram s.  I t  will be  noted that the higher the 
cognitive mode the later in life does a person's cognitive power 
continue to mature and increase. 
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Diagram 4: Levels of Work Curves 
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The idea then occurred that the work of MacDonald and co1:1chman 

de scirbed earlier gave a lead into the nature of cognitive 
capabilitr in children. Their findings about cognitive levels in 
a population of mentally handicapped adults are very suggestive of 
the cognitive modes found in infancy and early childhood in the 
type of population studied by Piaget. The following 
correspondence occur : 

Level-5 

Level-4 

Level-3 

Level-2 

Level-1 

QUINTAVE THEORY 

Ability to operate 
in an adult world 
at Str-I 

First state of 
concern about 
alternatives & about 
the interest of 
others 

Rigid fixation upon 
own goals : disregard 
needs of others ; 
tantrums if stopped 

Primitive reflective 
articualtion 

Complete dependence 
upon an aide 

PIAGET ' S  THEORY 

Period of formal operations :  the 
ability to reason by hypothesis 

Period of concrete operations :  
combinaton , dissocialtion , 
ordering and correspondences 
which acquire the form of 
reversible systems 

Period of pre-operational thought 

Sensori motor period 

The hypothesis is suggested that the bottom guintave of the 
cognitive. modes - Quintave A expresses the stages of 

development in chi ldren. Some children may develop much more 

rapildy than others through the stages:  and the stages extend 
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throughout adulthood in the so-called mentally handicapped 7 that 
is to say among those who never develop beyond the firs t four 
congitive states. 

On this further assumption that the Quintave A cognitive states 
will be traversed by children in the course of t�eir development , 
� have hypothesized the modes within QA as s hown.  My rough 
hypothesis was that the children with the very highest potential 

would cross from the egocentric temper-tan trum OA-3 stage to the 
socialisable OA-4 capability of understanding that others may have 
alternatives , at perhaps 6 months to 1 year of age , and that that 
same stage might be reached in those with the potential to reach 
Str- I or I I  in their adult working careers at about 5 years to 7 
years of age. 

By the same token , the age at which a child is able to understand 
and to act upon the meaning of yesterday , today and tomorrow might 
turn out to be diagnostically of great importance. I refer here 

u 

not jus t to an understanding of the meaning of the words but to a 
genuine behavioral understanding 7 that is to say , to the ability V 

to start on some activity on one day with the realization that it 
will certainly take until the following day to complete it , and to 
carry the activity through without getting into a fit of range and 
abandoning it  when bedtime arrives with  the projec t  only half 
finished. My hypothesised developmental curves would predict that 

Mode-VII children will be able to handle the tomorrow's time-span 
by the age of 3 1  Mode-IV children by the age of 6 1 and Mode-I 
persons by the age of 21. These predic tions will shor tly be 

tested in our work. 

These ideas are mere speculations at present. I put them forward 
to complete my accoun t. Bu t paren ts and teachers of young 

children seem to be familar with the phenomena described. out 
ini tial studies will include cohorts of 5- , 10-, and 15-year old 
boys and girls from different social and ethnic backgrounds. The 

hypotheses are at leas t precise enough to be falsified, 
reinforced , or modified. 
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"'--1' Hypotheses of the kind I have outlined about intellectual or 
cognitive capability and its development seem inevitably to give 
rise to criticism on political grounds : the hypotheses are held to 
be politically reactionary on r�cial grounds or on the grounds of 
being neo-feudal in the sense of putting each person into his or 
her own fixed slot in life . These criticisms are of substantial 
importance and warrant comment . 

As far as racial issues are concerned, it is gratifying to be able 
to report that or . Stamp has now obtained evidence that her 

assessment procedure is effective regardless of cultural, social, 
racial or economic background . It would appear - as I would most 
certainly hypothesise - that individuals mature in time-frame and 
thus in cognitive power under the impact of the problems presented 

by everyday life, re�ardless of whether those problems have had to 
be faced under the exignecies of school learning or under the 

exigencies of survival in a setting of social and educational 

�· deprivation . Who is to say which is likely to provide the greater 
stimulus? 

Let me emphasi ze that I am talking about maturation of cognitiave 
power only . I am not talking about the social and economic 
opportunity to exercise that cognitive power in education or 
employment and so to develop the psychological tools and 
orientation needed to advance in our society . If these hypotheses 
about development turn out to be valid, it would mean that whether 
or not individuals have adequate social, educational or 
occupational opportunities for developing particualr psychological 
tools and orientation, their cognitive power will develop 
nonetheless . If, however, they do not have the opportunity to 
learn and to develop the appropriate psychological tools and 
orientation for work with matches their capability, people will 
fall behind in their ability to compete in their societies, and 
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they w i l l  a t  the  very l ea s t  b e  f r u s t ra ted and  fed-up and f eel 
unj ustly treated . 

Mor eover , i f  the  d i screpanc i es b etween cog n i t i ve power on the  
other hand , and appropr iate psycholog ical  tools and or ientation , 
a nd work  opportuni t ies , on the o�her , are great , peopl e will  fall 
s er ious ly b ehind in  status and in  achi evement . Some will work 
z ealously to overcome thi s  d isadvantage , and a few will  become 
social  reformers . But many others will  become al ienated , and may 
s ee k  an t i- so c i al or d e l i quen t out l e t s  for the i r  ab i l i ty ,  or  
i ns t igate more or less violent  social changes . It  is  prec i sely , 
b ecause maturat ion in  cogn i t ive power occurs despite soc ial and 
economic  opportun i ty ,  that the social  al ienation and resentment 
can occur - led by those with the highest level s of under-ut i l i zea 
c o g n i t i ve power . Any soc i e ty , to b e  a decent  so c i ety , mus t 
prov ide  the  oppo r t un i ty for i nd iy id ua l s  to g a i n  the  too l s  and 
or i entation necessary for them to be  able  to use their  cogn i t ive 
powers  to the f ul l , and mus t  en sure  the prov i s ion o f  ful l 
employment opportun i t ies for all . 1 

1 I have argued th is  case  in  detail  in  ( 19 8 2 )  Free Enterpri se , U 
Fa ir  Employment . 

Ind e ed , i t  is  the v iewpo int which states that educational and 
social  opportuni ty are necessary for the maturation of a person ' s  
l evel of  cogni tive · power which I f ind d i f f icul t to understand . 
Fo r that view conta ins the impl i c i t  assumption that under 
g enerat ions of sub j ugation with soc ial , educat ional and economic 
depr ivation , sub j"ect peopl es would have produced popul at ions of 
intellectual morons . Human nature and the maturation of  cogn i t ive 
power would appear , fortunately , to be  more res i l ient than that . 

F inally , I would note that the assessments of  cogn i tive power that 
I have described are a very far cry from the world of  IQ rat ings . 
My whole orientation is  towards the performance of  ind iv iduals in  

p l ann i ng and ca rry i ng out  goal- d i r ec t ed a c t i v i t i es - and in  
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constructing their own worlds in doing so. This orientation has 

little relationship to IQ ra�ings with their failure adequately to 

separate individual cognitive power form culturally-dominated 

cognitive equipment : Such ratings lean too heavily upon 

culturally learned answers and language and upon ability to learn 

what is taught in schools whether or not you have been to school 
or even like that kind of learning. 

Conclusions 

I said at the beginning that I would return to the question of 
defining intellectual capability and cognitive capability and 
complexity. Let me do so. 

I have been using . the terms intellectual and cognitive capability 
interchangeably. That has been intentional. I would now define 
them in terms of cognitive power, as the ability of individuals to 

form and . pattern the world in which they live, in such a manner as 

to construct the goals they will seek to� achieve and to order 
their approach to the achievement of those goals. They will use 

their knowledge, experience and skills in doing so, and will seek 
goals i_n line with their �nterests - but the over-all form and 
p a ttern of their construction, a nd the scale or extension of 
context of that construction, will represent the expression of 

their cognitive power. 

Cognitive complexity will be expressed in the number and range of 
variables which individuals can use in constructing their worlds. 
-This cognitive complexity is, I believe, the expression of 
cognitive power, and is measurable in time-frame. 
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ADDENDUM 

Some Practi cal  Appl icat ions for Educat ional Planning 

But now let us examine some potential pract ical  consequences of  
thi s  approach to . intel lectual development . I shal�  consider three 
s u c h  appl i ca t i o n s : a prob l em- so l v i ng approach to edu cat ion 1 
a s s e s smen t and  g roup i ng o f  s tuden t s 1 and the  trans i t ion from 
school to work .  

Th e use o f  prob lem-solving exerc ises , or proj ects , has a history 
o f  regularly coming into fashion and j ust  as  regularly go ing out 
o f  fash ion aga in . It should have a sol idly estab l ished place . 
On e of  the impl icat ions , however , o f  strat i f i ed ·systems theory is  
that problem-solving pro j ects should be  tai lored to the t ime- frame 
o f  the  pub i l s . It i s  hav i ng to comp l e t e  goa l s wh i ch r equ i r e  
substantial per iods o f  t ime to achieve , whi ch puts indiv iduals  on 
their  true mettle . 

u 

T h e t ime- s ca l e  wou l d  ex tend f rom 5 to  10  mi nutes  in  yo ung er 
U ch i l dr en and in  l ess capable  chi ldren , and on up to 2 to 3 months 

for some of the older more highly capabl e  chi ldren . The 
s i gn i f i cance  o f  such pro j e c t s  i s  tha t they a l low pup i l s  to 
e x per i en c e  the i r  cog n i t i ve power to the ful l . And w i th such 
exper i ences they will  f ind their  ab i l i ty to cope wi th uncertainty 
be i.ng pul l ed out to full stretch . The art is  to des ign 
appropr iate proj ects to the t ime-scale  involved . 1 

T-he d i f f icul ty with such proj ects is  that they do not readily f i t  
i n  with standard ized and ' ob j ect ive ' grad ing . The subst i tute for 

) s uch grad ing could , however , be that of a teacher ' s  record ing of  
the  max imum t ime-span over which students could be  targeted to 

pursue and to achieve g iven goals . The t ime-spans thus ident i f i ed 
would  provide as useful a piece of  informa t ion about a student ' s  
po ten t i a l  i n  wor k  career as  any amoun t o f  so-ca l l ed ob j ec t i v e  
examination resul ts . 

V 
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Problem-solving project wor k  might be facilitated by havi�g 
students of roughly congruent time-frames in the same class. 

Before describing such groupings, let me make one thing clear. I 

am  not arguing either in favor of comprehensive schooling ot 
against it. To the extent, however, that some opportunity for 

- grouping on the basis of cognitive power is deemed �o be 
desirable, then our work ·would point to the following principles. 

1 See Jaques, Elliott, " Learning for Uncertainty" ,  (1 971 ) in 
working Creatively and social Justice . 

On the assumption that it is possible to assess level of cognitve 
ability in time-frame, in chilqren as in �dults, then grouping in 
terms of cognitive mode should follow the pattern shown in Diagram 
6 .  

.. 

,/' 2 Yun --.... -+--+-,..-��-
1 �• --.._....,__._-#-__ _ 

I 10 20 
YEARS OF AGE 

Diagram 6: Cognitive Maturation at School Age: 

Three Educational Groups 
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The following groups have been separated out : namely, those 

children maturing in Mode-I, those in Modes-II and III, and those 
in Modes-IV and higher. Roughly 45 per cent of school children U 
would fall into each of the first two groups and the remaining 10 
per cent in the third group. 

The rationale for such a grouping is that the Mode-I group work in 
the same way, and at any given age, in roughly the same 
time-scale. They are most comfortable in concretely specified 
situations, with a penchant for physical doing. The Mode-II and 
Mode-III groups operate in longer time-scales, and require 
opportunity for expressing their capabilities for reflective . 

formulation of what they are doing, as well as for formulating 
what might be, as illustrated above. 

The third group should be composed of the students in Mode-lV and 
above. The reason for keeping this group together is that they 
are a 1 1  opera t i ng in a frame of reference in which i t is 
comfortable to handle generalizations. This ease with general 
categories is in contrast to the Mode-II and Mode-III groups, who, U 
while they can formulate what they are doing, nevertheless require 
to be sol idly and concretely in direct physiological-perceptual 

contact with the object of their doing. 

It might be that by, say, fifteen years ago, those students who 
are operating in maturation Modes-VI and VII and who will 

eventually be caple of operating at strateg ic levels of work, 
should be gi�en the opportunity to work together. There are, 
however, so few (less than 1 per cent) that special classes might 
be impracticable. They should, however, be recognized and 
identified, and given special educational opportunities consistent 
with their extended time-frames and capabilities. 

There might, of course, be many reasons why children with the 
capability to work at these cognitive levels may not exercies 

their capability in work and study. Effective performance can be 

u 
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hindered or disrupted by emontional disturbance, lack of 
motivation, social alienation, family economic distress or lack of 

support. But there is no scense, where grouping of children is 

being carried out, in compounding these difficulties by grouping 
children of high cognitive power (long time-frames) but low 
achievement, with students of equi�le�t achievement but 
sigificantly shorter time-frames. To be required to work below 
one ' s time-frame is frustrating, demotivating, soul-destroying. 
I t  would be much better to keep students together with those of 
t heir peers who are their equals in cognitive power, and to 

remediate whatever shortcomings in psychological tools and 
orientation are imparing their achievement. 

Finally, on the transition from school to wor k ,  I would want to 
gear this transition in accord with the groupings described. The 
longer the time-frame of the student, the longer there should be 

the opportunity to continue with n purely academicn study. 
vocationally-oriented education might start at 14 to 16 years of 

age for the Mode-I students. This age could be extended up to, · 
� say, 21 or 22 for the Mode-I I and Mode-I I.I students. The students 

at Mode-IV and above should have their · educations left as open as 
possible throughout undergraduate Universi ty education: they 

should have their vocational tapering-off after finishing first 
degree level - in professional schools such as law, medicine, 

engineer ing, or perhaps by going s traight into work without a 

vocational educational transition period. 

I n  al l the above I believe there is substantial advantage to be 
gained by considering students in terms of their cognitive power 
as measured in time-frame and in cognitive modes, rather than in 
terms of IQ or examination grades. I t  gives students a chance to 
show their real work potential regardless of social, racial or 

ethnic background, and regardless of sex. And it puts the proper 

emphasis upon the ability to do work as found not in answering 

examination questions but in doing real work. 
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